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SOLUTIONS FOR INTELECTUAL CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT IN MODERN WORLD

Abramenko A.S.
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Abstract: The article is devoted to the problems of intellectual capital development. The role of

intellectual capital in the global economy was determined in the paper. The purpose of the paper is to

determine  the  role  of  intellectual  capital  as  an  important  factor  in  the  development  of  the  world

economy on the basis of scientific and technological progress.Achievement of the set goal is due to the

implementation and consideration of the following tasks: to study the theoretical foundations of the

development and formation of intellectual capital; analyze the development of intellectual capital. As a

result of the research, theoretical foundations of the term "intellectual capital" were identified. Main

problems  of  intellectual  capital  development  were  defined.  The  ways  for  intellectual  capital

development were offered in the article.Prospects for further research continue to identify trends in the

field of science and education and how it affects the ability to develop and multiply intellectual capital.

This  category of capital  is  very significant  for the efficiency of enterprises  and the growth of the

country as a whole.

Key words: developed countries,intellectual capital,intangible assets,intellectual property.

Анотація: Стаття присвячена проблемам розвитку інтелектуального капіталу. У статті

визначено роль інтелектуального капіталу у світовій економіці. Метою статті є визначення ролі

інтелектуального  капіталу  як  важливого  чинника  розвитку  світової  економіки  на  основі

науково-технічного  прогресу.  Досягнення  поставленої  мети  пов'язане  з  виконанням  та

врахуванням  наступних  завдань:  вивчити  теоретичні  основи  розвитку  та  формування

інтелектуального  капіталу;  проаналізувати  розвиток  інтелектуального  капіталу.  В  результаті

досліджень  були визначені  теоретичні  основи терміна  "інтелектуальний капітал".  Визначено

основні проблеми розвитку інтелектуального капіталу. У статті запропоновано шляхи розвитку

інтелектуального  капіталу.  Перспективи  подальших  досліджень  продовжують  визначати

тенденції  в галузі науки та освіти та як це впливає на здатність розвивати та примножувати

інтелектуальний капітал. Ця категорія капіталу є дуже важливою для ефективності підприємств

та зростання країни в цілому.

Ключові  слова: розвинені  країни,  інтелектуальний  капітал,  нематеріальні  активи,

інтелектуальна власність.
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In  a  general  sense,  economic  theory  defines  human  capital  as  education,  professional

knowledge,  intellectual  potential,  the  accumulation  of  production  experience  used  in  economic

activity. Obviously, there are many interpretations of the term ‘intellectual capital’ by various authors.

Intellectual  capital  is  a  multifaceted  phenomenon,  and  currently  there  are  no  clear  criteria  for  its

formulation and evaluation. 

Intellectual capital (IC) is a combination of intellectual resources, skills that a person uses to

make a profit. Capital is represented in the form of mental abilities and moral principles of employees

of the organization, characterizing knowledge, skills, creative abilities, moral values, work culture.

Intellectual  capital  (from  the  Latin.  ‘Intellectualis  capitalis’  –  ‘mental,  naked’,  ‘main

knowledge) is one of the varieties of capital, has the corresponding signs of capital and at the same

time reproduces specifics and peculiarities characteristic only of its (intellectual capital).  extremely

complex nature and multi-vector, which is determined by the mechanism of its functioning.

Intellectual capital is a concept that is much broader than the concepts of ‘intellectual property’

and  ‘intangible  assets’;  moreover,  this  concept  is  more  economical  than  legal  or  accounting.

Intellectual capital is, first and foremost, people and knowledge that they possess, as well as their skills

and  all  that  helps  to  use  knowledge  and  skills  effectively;  a  collective  concept  for  determining

intangible values, objectively increase the market value of a company. In this sense, intellectual capital

includes  skilled  labor  and  contracts  with  leading  specialists  gathered  together  (human  capital)

intellectual property, information resources, local networks (organizational capital); customer relations,

well-known trademarks, etc. [7, p. 285]. Most researchers agree that at the level of an organization,

intellectual capital is the sum of three components [6, p. 312]:

1) human capital – capital embodied in the employees of the organization in the form of experience,

knowledge, skills, ability to innovate, as well as in the general culture, philosophy of the organization;

its other components are the moral values of an organization, work culture and management culture, a

general approach to business;

2) structural capital – the most heterogeneous part of intellectual capital; this includes hardware and

software,  organizational  structure,  patents  and  everything  that  allows  employees  to  realize  their

production potential;

3) consumer or market capital – capital to which it is customary to attribute trademarks and service

marks, company names, business reputation, the presence of ‘their people’ in partner organizations or

client organizations,  the presence of regular customers, repeated contracts  with consumers, and the

like. 

In developed countries, the ‘new economy’ is perceived not only as a scientific concept, but

also as a new direction in the formation of economic policy. An essential property of the new economy

is the acquisition, identification, creation and use of new knowledge. It is not only about innovative
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developments and their use, but also about conducting basic research and putting their results into

practice.

The  growth  of  knowledge-intensive  products,  the  rapid  updating  of  technologies,  the

intensification  of  non-price  competition  highlight  the  knowledge,  qualifications,  talent  and

professionalism  of  workers,  technical,  technological  and  organizational  innovations,  that  is,

characteristics, are united by the concept of “intellectual capital”.

As the results of the study showed, the reproduction of intellectual capital is facilitated by the

availability  of  labor,  innovative  and  financial  investment  capital,  intangible  assets  in  the  form of

intellectual  abilities,  intellectual  potential,  information  resource,  intellectual  property.  At  the  same

time,  the  factors  of  effective  reproduction  of  intellectual  capital  are  scientific  and  technological

progress, the level of informatization of society, the policy in the field of intellectual property and

innovation, the availability of modern market infrastructure, the state of the institutional environment,

etc.

Thus, the following features of intellectual capital can be distinguished:

- priority development of intellectual capital as the main factor in economic growth;

- accumulation of intellectual capital in the form of knowledge, skills, experience;

- the high cost of the formation and use of intellectual capital;

- a combination of high risks and high profits from intellectual capital;

- features of investing in intellectual capital are determined by historical, national, cultural features and

traditions;

- high efficiency of investing in intellectual capital;

- intellectual capital is an irreversible asset;

- the use of intellectual capital is controlled by the individual, regardless of the source of investment in

its development.

Thus, intellectual capital is a multifaceted phenomenon, is formed as a result of the interaction

of human, organizational, emotional capital and capital relations.

The formation of a certain organizational culture of an enterprise expands the possibilities of

influencing groups of people by limiting controlled influences (administrative methods of influence)

and expanding the  use of  methods  of  psychological  influence,  which  is  especially  important  in  a

socially oriented economy.

The conditions for entrepreneurial activity and the formation of intellectual capital increasingly

require the formation of a civil society, since only in this case is it possible and appropriate to display

communicative and creative abilities, innovative thinking, innovativeness and the correctness of the

human factor for work, because according to motivated people always achieve the set goals.
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Equally important for the development of public social intellectual capital is the quality of legal

support for intellectual activity in the country, which will create opportunities to ensure the protection

of  intellectual  property  rights.  Taking into account  domestic  realities,  we note that  the  vectors  of

improving legal support should be aimed at strengthening the stimulating nature of the impact on the

intensification  of  research  activities  of  business  entities,  educational  and  scientific  institutions,

developing  mechanisms  for  cooperation  in  the  science-business  system,  and  harmonization  of

migration policy of Ukraine and the EU in the context of promoting the temporary migration of the

young generation, scientists, practitioners to increase the level of individual intellectual capital through

learning participation in various grant projects is determined by the growth of the flow of emigration of

highly  qualified  personnel  from the  country,  the  development  of  modern  organizational  forms  of

innovative activity - technology parks, technopolises, venture capital firms, which, on the one hand,

will increase the employment of highly qualified personnel, motivate the younger generation to learn

and improve themselves, and with the other will provide an increase in the quality and strengthening of

the rating of domestic education, the competitiveness of domestic enterprises and positively influence

their capitalization.

The classification of the intellectual capital of an enterprise built this way allows:

-  individual  and collective  intellectual  capital  to  ensure  the  selection  of  personnel,  plan  advanced

training, select the best way to realize professional and personnel growth (career growth), explore the

level of professionalism and improve methods of human resource management; to provide a creative

vector of development in production processes;

-innovation, information and market capital to plan the optimal boundaries of the distribution of costs

for financing product and process innovations in terms of ensuring long-term development; improve

management methods and forms of organization of production and labor, depending on the type of

innovation; improve the quality of information support and increase the level of use of knowledge and

information in the enterprise; identify vectors for the modernization of patent and licensing activities

and intensify inventive and rationalization activities among employees;

-  social  intellectual  capital  to  form  the  dominants  of  development  in  the  enterprise  of  the

communication environment, determine the vectors of activation of the human factor before the entry

of creative abilities and its self-motivation for innovative activity.

In  this  regard,  it  is  important  to  identify  such  vectors  of  change  that  would  ensure  the

formation, accumulation, maintenance, preservation and development of intellectual capital in Ukraine

by  regulating  the  migration  of  highly  qualified  personnel,  which  guarantees  a  reduction  in  the

emigration of young scientists for promoting the possibilities of temporary emigration for internships,

training,  advanced  training  and  the  use  of  migration  potential  for  sustainable  development  of  the

country.
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Abstract. Rendering cultural features of the source language into the target language is one of
the most relevant topics in contemporary translation studies. This research aims to identify the methods
and strategies of English-Ukrainian translations of verbal instantiation of etalons in the structure of
fictional  similes  from  a  cognitive-communicative  perspective. This  methodological  perspective
integrates cognitive (cognitive models of similes) and communicative (strategies of translating similes
with regard to the cognitive models licencing words) aspects of translation activity.

At present, there are no commonly accepted descriptions of translation methods for rendering
English simile etalons into Ukrainian. The subject of the article is discovering methods and strategies
of translating English similes into Ukrainian. The object of the article isidentifying cognitive models
of Ukrainian and English similes that license these methods/strategies. The aim of this articleis to find
correlations  between  methods  (transformations  /  techniques)  and  strategies  of  translating  English
similes  into Ukrainian with a special  emphasis  on the  cognitive models of  English and Ukrainian
similes licensing these methods (transformations and techniques).The objectives of the article include
defining methods of translating  English fictional  similes  into Ukrainian;  correlating  the translation
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methods  with  the  strategies  of  domestication  and  foreignizing;  finding  translation  techniques  and
transformations typical of each translation method employed. 

Having analyzed the empirical material  of the research we have discovered four translation
methods applied to render English fictional similes into Ukrainian: communicative, faithful, idiomatic
and adaptive.  The faithful translation method realizes  foreignizingstrategy by exploiting transference
((adaptive) transliteration or transcription). Since the faithful translation usually appeals to a concept,
which is not known to the Ukrainian readers, translators add commentaries to compensate for it. The
adaptive translation method realizes domestication strategy through the vocabulary transformation of
contextual substitution: the linguistic expression of a simile etalon that activates an unknown concept
is substituted with the expression that evokes a familiar concept. The communicative translation is not
connected  withforeignizing or  domestication,  since  it  is  applied  in  the  cases  with  no  cultural
differences.  It  mostly  involves  such  vocabulary  transformations  as  lexical-semantic  or  contextual
substitution,  though  transference  (transliteration  or  transcription)  is  also  possible  if  the  linguistic
expression  of  a  simile  etalon  is  already  accepted  in  the  TL  and  has  become  the  SL vocabulary
equivalent. The idiomatic translation does not imply any cultural specificity at the conceptual level. It
concerns  linguistic  expression,  i.e.  stylistically  neutral  linguistic  expressions  of the SL etalons  are
rendered  by  stylistically  marked  expressions  (through  vocabulary  transformation  of  contextual
substitution), which adds connotations absent in the original. 

Key words: cognitive model, simile etalon, translation method, translation strategy.

Методи  англо-українських  перекладів  мовного  втілення  еталонів  у  структурі
художніх порівнянь

Ахмедова Е.
Мартинюк А.
Шамаєва Ю.
Анотація. Відображення культурних особливостей мови оригіналу у мові перекладу є

однією  з  найактуальніших  тем  у  перекладознавстві.  Наше  дослідження  спрямоване  на
виявлення перекладацьких методів та стратегій англо-українських перекладів мовного втілення
еталонів  порівнянь  і  спирається  на  когнітивно-комунікативну  методологію  аналізу.
Методологічнаосновадослідження  охоплює  когнітивний  (когнітивні  моделі  порівняння)  та
комунікативний (стратегії перекладу порівнянь з урахуванням когнітивних моделей, які стоять
за словами) аспекти перекладацької діяльності.

Наразі  не  існує  загальновизнаних  описівперекладацькихметодів  мовного  втілення
англомовних еталонів порівнянь українською мовою. Предметом статті є виявлення методів та
стратегій перекладу англійських порівнянь на українську мову. Об'єктом статті є встановлення
когнітивних моделей англо-українських порівнянь, які впливають на вибір методів / стратегій.
Метою цієї статті є встановлення взаємозв'язку між методами (трансформаціями / прийомами)
та  стратегіями  перекладу  англомовних  порівнянь  на  українську  мову.  Особливаувага
приділяється  когнітивним моделям англійських та українських порівнянь, які  впливають на
вибір цих методів (трансформацій та прийомів). Для досягнення цієї мети були поставлені такі
завдання:  визначити методи перекладу англомовних художніх порівнянь на українську мову;
співвіднести  перекладацькі  методи  зі  стратегіями  одомашнення  та  очуження;  віднайти
перекладацькі прийоми та трансформації, характерні для кожного перекладацького методу.

Проаналізувавши емпіричний матеріал дослідження, ми виявили чотири перекладацькі
методи, що застосовуються для перекладу англійських художніх порівнянь на українську мову:
комунікативний, наслідувальний, ідіоматичний та адаптивний. Наслідувальний перекладацький
метод реалізує стратегію очуження, використовуючи перенесення ((адаптивну) транслітерацію
або транскрипцію). Через те, що наслідувальний переклад зазвичай застосовується до слова, що
позначає  концепт,  який  єневідомим  українським  читачам,  перекладачі  додають  коментарі  з
метою компенсації. Адаптивний перекладацький метод реалізує стратегію одомашнення через
лексичну  трансформацію  контекстуальної  заміни:  мовне  вираження  еталона  порівняння,  що
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активує  культурно  специфічний,  незнайомий  концепт,  замінюється  виразом,  що  викликає
знайомий  концепт.  Комунікативний  переклад  не  пов'язаний  зі  стратегіями  очуження  та
одомашнення, оскільки застосовується у випадках, коли немає культурних відмінностей. Цей
метод  здебільшого  передбачає  такі  лексичні  трансформації  як  лексико-семантичну  або
контекстуальну  заміну,  хоча  перенесення  (транслітерація  чи  транскрипція)  також  можливе,
якщо мовне вираження еталона порівняння вже прийняте в мові перекладу і стало лексичним
еквівалентом  оригінального  мовного  виразу.  Ідіоматичний  переклад  не  передбачає  жодної
культурної специфіки на концептуальному рівні. Цей переклад стосується мовного вираження,
тобто стилістично нейтральні лінгвістичні позначення еталонів у мові оригіналу передаються
стилістично маркованими виразами (через лексичну трансформацію контекстуальної  заміни),
що додає конотації відсутні в оригіналі.

Ключові  слова: еталон  порівняння,  когнітивна  модель,  перекладацький  метод,
перекладацька стратегія.

General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality.This  research  aims  at  discovering

translation strategies of rendering linguistic expressions of etalons in the structure of English fictional

similes into Ukrainian. The focus is on cultural etalons, which constitute a challenge for translators

since  they  reflect  culturally  specific  experience  that  determines  the  specificity  of  their  verbal

instantiation. 

Previous translation studies of similes rest on the combination of a system-centered ("source

language – target language") and text-centered ("source text – target text") methodological basis.Thus,

in her fundamental study, R.P. Zorivchak discovers three translation techniques of rendering English

comparative phraseological units into Ukrainian: finding full and partial equivalents, phraseological

loan translation and phraseological paraphrases [8]. Her ideas are developed in other translation studies

of comparative phraseological units [2, 3, 5, 7].

This research is  methodologically  based on the activity-centred concept  of translation  ("the

author  of the original  – the author  of the translation")  where translation  is  seen as "a translator’s

productive, self-reflective activity"[4, p. 82]. This methodology integrates cognitive (cognitive models

of similes) and communicative (strategies of translating similes with regard to the cognitive models

licencing words) aspects of translation activity.

The topicality of the research is determined by its cognitive-communicative perspective, which

is one of the priority trends of modern translation studies, addressing translation as a creative activity. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.The topicality of the article stems from

the  general  cognitive-communicative  perspective  of  the  research.The aim of  this  article  is to

find correlations between methods (transformations / techniques) and strategies of translating English

similes  into Ukrainian with a special  emphasis  on the  cognitive models of  English and Ukrainian

similes licensing these methods (transformations and techniques) and strategies.  The objectives of

the article include defining methods of translating English fictional similes into Ukrainian; correlating

the  translation  methods  with  the  strategies  of  domestication  and  foreignizing;  finding  translation
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techniques  and transformations  typical  of  each  translation  method employed. The  subject of  the

article is discovering methods and strategies of translating English similes into Ukrainian. The object

isidentifying cognitive models of Ukrainian and English similes that license these methods / strategies.

The study material is composed of 300 English similes from D. Tartt's novel "The Secret History"

[14] and their translation into Ukrainian performed by B. Stasiuk [6] (all the examples given in the

article  are  taken  from  the  indicated  sources).  The  novelty of  the  research  is  highlighted  by  its

cognitive-communicative methodology,  which is  applied for the first  time in translation studies to

discover correlations between methods and strategies of translating English similes into Ukrainian.

The practical value of the article lies in that its results supply practical recommendations to translate

English  fictional  similes  into Ukrainian.  The  theoretical  value of  the article  is  explained  by its

contribution  to  cognitive  English-Ukrainian  translation  studies.  The  prospects  of  the  analysis

presuppose verifying the results received on the basis of a larger body of material. 

Research outcomes. There has never been any unanimity in the definition of the concept of

"translation  method".  In  the  most  general  sense,  Russian  (O.D.  Schveitser,  V.N.  Komisarov),

Ukrainian (O.V.Rebrii, O.I Cherednychenko) and Western (P. Newmark) translation scholars address a

translation method as a set of actions (instantiated in translation techniques and transformations) that

allow a translator to reach his goal and deliver the meaning of the original in the most "natural" way.

For  example,  V.V.  Klevana argues  that  the "translation  method"  is  "the way of  achieving  certain

translation goals set by the translator", that is to say, the translator’s actions are aimed at achieving

adequate content delivery of the source text, preserving its lexical-stylistic and syntactic features [1].

P. Newmark singles out five translation methods (we do not take into consideration the word-

for-word and literary translation, which he considers pre-translation methods [13, p. 45-46] and free

translation, which he dubs "no translation at all" since it is based on paraphrase [ibid., p. 46-47]): 

1) faithful translation – "attempts to reproduce the precise contextual meaning of the original

within the constraints of the TL (target language – E.A.) grammatical structures. It 'transfers' cultural

words and preserves the degree of grammatical and lexical 'abnormality' (deviation from SL (source

language – E.A.) norms) in the translation. It attempts to be completely faithful to the intentions and

the text-realization of the SL writer" [ibid., p. 46];

2) semantic translation – "differs from 'faithful translation' only in as far as it must take more

account of the aesthetic value <…> of the SL text, compromising on 'meaning' where appropriate"

[ibid.]

3) adaptation – converts the SL culture to the TL culture; the 'freest' form of translation, used

mainly for plays (comedies) and poetry [ibid.];
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4) idiomatic translation – "reproduces the 'message' of the original but tends to distort nuances

of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms where these do not exist in the original" [ibid., p.

47]

5) communicative translation – "attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of the original

in  such  a  way  that  both  content  and  language  are  readily  acceptable  and  comprehensible  to  the

readership" [ibid.]. 

Having analyzed the empirical material of the research we have concluded that four translation

methods  were  applied  to  render  English  fictional  similes  into  Ukrainian:  communicative,  faithful,

idiomatic and adaptive. Communicative, faithful, and idiomatic translation methods are understood in

P. Newmark’s spirit, and the adaptive method is seen a blend of P. Newmark’s adaptation and semantic

translation methods. 

Adaptive  and  faithful  translation  methods  correlate  with  domesticating and  foreignizing

translating strategies, respectively. According to L. Venuti,  "domestication involves an adherence to

domestic literary canons both in choosing a foreign text and in developing a translation method" [15, p.

241], while foreignizing is "motivated by an impulse to preserve linguistic and cultural differences by

deviating from prevailing domestic values" [ibid., p. 240].

Venuti speaks about domesticating or foreignizing in those cases when the translator is faced

with some difficulties caused by cultural, political / ideological or even economic factors. We suggest

that it is relevant to speak of domesticating or foreignizing strategies of translating English fictional

similes into Ukrainian when cognitive models of similes in the two lingua-cultures involve concepts,

which are not entrenched in the memory of the representative of one of the cultures.

Within a cognitive perspective simile is seen as an explicit conceptual metaphor. In G. Lakoff

and  M.  Johnson’s  words,  metaphor  is  "understanding  conceptual  domain  in  terms  of  another

conceptual domain" [10, p. 4].  This understanding is based on the cognitive operation of conceptual

mapping, where the target conceptual structure (target domain/concept) is identified in terms of the

source conceptual structure (source domain/concept) [10, p. 6; 11, p. 210]. A metaphor is based on the

"A is B" cognitive model, while a simile rests on the "A is like B" cognitive model, where "A" and "B"

are,  respectively,  the  target  and  source  concepts  /  domains.   In  the  structure  of  a  simile,  etalon

corresponds to the "B" concept. 

The faithful translationmethod preserves the culture of the SL, even if the concept behind the

linguistic expression of the simile etalon is not known to the Ukrainian readership. For instance,  he

sounded like Thurston Howell – мовив Банні тоном Терстона     Гавелла  . The translator chooses to use

adaptive transliteration for "Thurston Howell" even if  he cannot but realize that Ukrainian readers

would hardly associate this name with any image. In such cases, translators usually compensate for the
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loss of meaning with a commentary in which they give the information relevant for understanding the

translation.

The adaptive translation method is employed when the simile  etalon is part  of culturally

specific knowledge. For instance, 'He screamed like a banshee when he saw us –– Коли він побачив

нас, то розверещався, немов  недорізане порося.Facing the challenge of translating  banshee that

means, "a female spirit in Gaelic   folklore whose appearance or wailing warns a family that one of

them will  soon die" [12], and thus activates a concept not known to the Ukrainian readership, the

translator uses its cultural equivalent. The original "SOMEONE is like a BANSHEE" cognitive model

is  substituted  by  the  "SOMEONE is  like  a  PIG BEING BUTCHERED" cognitive  model,  which

represents a more familiar  scenario  (see [9] on reconstruction,  substitution or loss of a metaphoric

cognitive model in translation). 

If the etalon concepts are known to representatives of both lingua-cultures, domestication and

foreignizing translation  strategies  are  not  relevant.  In  these  cases,  translators  employ  the

communicative translation method. For example, Then I would walk like a zombie to the parking lot

–  Післяцього,  схожийназомбі,  ябрівнастоянку.  The linguistic  expression  of  the simile  etalon  is

rendered  by  its  vocabulary  equivalent,  which  was  coined  by  transcription.  The  simile  does  not

represent any challenge for the translator since the etalon involved in the simile (the ZOMBIE concept)

is part of the conventional, general knowledge of the representatives of both lingua-cultures. Thus, the

translator reconstructs the simile cognitive model. 

The idiomatic translation method involves a change of stylistic register: the etalon concepts

are familiar for representatives of both the lingua-cultures but their linguistic expressions belong to

stylistically different registers. For instance, Bunny was himself as fond of walks as an old dog – Банні

й  сам душі  не  чув  у  таких  прогулянках,  немов  якийсь підстаркуватий цуцик.  The  translator

substitutes the neutral phrase an old dog with an oxymoron which literary means an oldish puppy.

Conclusions.The analysis  of the empirical  material  available  makes  it  possible  to  establish

some correlations between the translation methods / strategies and techniques / transformations.The

faithful  translation  method  realizes  foreignizing strategy  by  exploiting  transference  ((adaptive)

transliteration or transcription). Since faithful translation usually appeals to the concept, which is not

known to  the  Ukrainian  readers,  translators  add commentaries  to  compensate  for  it.  The adaptive

translation method realizes domestication strategy through the vocabulary transformation of contextual

substitution:  the  linguistic  expression  of  the  simile  etalon  that  activates  the  unknown  concept  is

substituted with the expression that evokes a familiar concept. The communicative translation is not

connected  with foreignizing or  domestication,  since  it  is  applied  in  the  cases  with  no  cultural

differences.  It  mostly  involves  such  vocabulary  transformations  as  lexical-semantic  or  contextual

substitution,  though  transference  (transliteration  or  transcription)  is  also  possible  if  the  linguistic
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expression for the simile  etalon is  already accepted in the TL and has become the SL vocabulary

equivalent. The idiomatic translation method does not imply any cultural specificity at the conceptual

level. It concerns linguistic expression, i.e. stylistically neutral linguistic expressions of the SL etalons

are  rendered  by stylistically  marked expressions  (through vocabulary  transformation  of  contextual

substitution), which adds connotations absent in the original. 
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Abstract. This article curates Rowan Williams’ theology to strengthen certain premises of Hanzi Freinacht’s
Political  Metamodernism  and  to  clue  certain  lacunae  of  John  Vervaeke’s  Relevance  Realization  framework
Freinacht’s Metamodernism presupposes that the development of society requires psychological growth of individuals
that affords partaking in the more complex games based on more and more non-zero-sum principles. Vervaeke’s
Relevance Realization requires a sustained shift of perspective between closing upon the relevant and opening up to
the inexhaustible more-ness of reality. Williams’s input involves the idea that, at first glance, has nothing to do with
neither: “We and God do not share the same space”.

Let’s take a look. Zero-sum games became non-zero-sum if looked through a lens that renders winning the
game less relevant than the way in which to play it. Transformation occurs when we are opened up to a perspective
that includes the game in question “within itself” and hence allows us to see it for what it is: A mere chunk in a bigger
picture. This frame-widening takes us beyond a particular game to the “meta game” of enhancing the games for the
sake of every player. For Williams, the point of reference that reliably makes non-zero-sum view more salient is the
one that is defined by opting out from the struggle for finite resources and hustling for living space, thus rendering
competition futile and mindless consumption vulgar. 

In order to make it viable in terms of the construction of personal identity through social interaction, this point
of reference has itself to be a person who radically transcends the “conventional game” and shows the limit case of
playing the “meta-game” whose victory brings the reward that abstracted beyond the earthly realm all the way up to
heaven. And it is the idea of God who gives up space for creation that affords the ultimate broadening of perspective
towards the non-zero-sum games.

Key words: Christian, game, metamodernism, R. Williams, zero-sum view. 

Християнський метамодернізм Роуена Вільямса

Бакіров Д.Р., аспірант (ХНУ імені В. Н. Каразіна, м. Харків)

Мовний керівник: Шамаєва Ю. Ю., кандидат філологічних наук, доцент (ХНУ імені В. Н. Каразіна, м
Харків)

Ця стаття застосовує богослів’я Роуена Вільямса для зміцнення певних засад політичного
метамодернізму Ганзі Фрайнахта та заповнення певних лакун теорії впізнавання важливості Джона
Вервейка.  Метамодернізм  Фрейнахта  передбачає,  що  для  розвитку  суспільства  необхідний  такий
психологічний ріст особистостей, що дозволяє взяти участь у більш складних іграх, заснованих на принципах
не-нульової  суми.  Впізнавання  важливості  Вервейке  вимагає  постійного  зрушення  точки  зору  між
концентрацією  на  знайомому  та  відкриттям  для  незнайомої  невичерпності  реальності.  Внесок  Вільямса
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передбачає ідею, яка, на перший погляд, не має нічого спільного ні з тим ні з іншим: "Ми та Бог не поділяємо
один і той же простір".

Ігри  з  нульовою сумою стають  іграми  з  ненульовою сумою,  коли  ми бачимо  виграш у  грі  менш
важливим, ніж те, як ми в неї граємо. Трансформація відбувається тоді, коли ми відкриваємось до точки зору,
що включає гру "всередині себе", і, отже, дозволяє нам бачити її такою, якою вона є: лише деталь у більшій
картині. Це розширення обрамлення звільняє нас за межі конкретної гри та залучає нас то «мета-гри», метою
якої є покращення ігор заради гравців, що приймають в них участь. Для Вільямса, точкою відліку, яка надійно
робить бачення ненульової суми більш виразним, є та, яка визначається відмовою від боротьби за обмежені
ресурси та життєвий простір, тим самим роблячи конкуренцію марною та безглузде споживання вульгарним.

Для того,  щоб зробити його життєздатним в плані  побудови особистої  ідентичності  за  допомогою
соціальної взаємодії, ця точка відліку повинна бути особистістю, яка докорінно переступає «звичайну гру» і
показує граничний випадок гри в «мета-гру», перемога в якій приносить нагороду, яка абстрагується поза
земне до небес. Саме ця ідея Бога дає той простір для творення, який забезпечує  розширення точки зору
назустріч іграм з ненульовою сумою.

Ключові слова: гра, метамодернізм, точка зору «гра з нульовою сумою», християнський

General formulation of research and its topicality. Rowan’s latest book Christ the Heart of Creation comes down
to one point: God and the world do not occupy the same space. God is not another being added to the list of beings.
Or, as Rowan himself puts it,

“God is not an item inside the universe” which is why “there can never be a simple contradiction between
what is going on in the agency that we see in ourselves and around us and the agency of God”.

God is not present in reality as something somewhere that we can put a finger on. God is present in how
reality lays itself out for us. It means that there cannot be any competition between God and humanity, because “the
difference between God and creation is utterly unlike the difference between you and me”, which explicates the
t o p i c a l i t y  of the present research. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. It is assumed that we are beings who can differ in all sorts
of finite ways, including our position in space: if I take up this space, then you cannot. Our relations are exclusive in
the sense that they presuppose sharing finite resources. Our relations with God, on the other hand, are not exclusive:
My takingupthis space does not preclude God from doing so, because the way in which God can be understood to take
up space has nothing to do with ousting or supplanting, but everything to do with the way we inhabit it.

All  of  it  may  sound  like  a  wordplay,  but  it  implies  very  particular  consequences:  Whenever  there  is  a
dynamics  of  religious  normativity  forced  upon  people,  we  ought  to  say  at  once  that  the  proper  theological
understanding of God has been compromised; that a power-grab has occurred. If someone thinks that she can contain
God in any kind of definition and then impose whatever her definition implies on others, then she is not talking about
God anymore but is talking about something that has to do with power relations and struggle for living space. Which
is precisely the sort of thing that God, properly understood, never engages in.

In this connection, the a i m  of the work, whose s u b j e c t  is Christian metamodernism and whose o b j e c t
is  its  peculiarities  in  Rowan  Williams’  creative  contribution,  is  to  analyze  the  specificity  of  the  above  type  of
metamodernism within the framework of texts by R. Williams, which explicates the  n o v e l t y  of our scientific
endeavor, determining its t h e o r e t i c a l  and p r a c t i c a l  value. 

Research outcomes. Granted, religion is full of power dynamics that compromise language about God. But
Rowan Williams is adamant about overcoming it with the help of non-zero-sum thinking: “Just as Jesus is simply
there for the world, so is the Church. It doesn’t have to compete with the world or conquer the world. It is here to be
the presence of God’s compassion and God’s transformation.”
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It is easy to see that if the most powerful God is defined as something beyond definition and relations of
power, then God becomes a lever of freeing and transformation that shatters false bids for authority and control. If our
shared point of reference is an embodiment of self-giving love, then our relations are modelled on something that has
less to do with vying for resources and more with exchanging gifts. By allowing a central position between us to be
occupied  by  the  icon  of  self-emptying,  we prevent  it  from being  occupied  by  the  egocentric  power  grab,  thus
affording a continuous promotion and protection of caring and reciprocal sense-making that makes persons persons.
(You see how it inevitably gets us back to that idea that what makes Jesus Jesus is bound up with not what Jesus has
but with what Jesus is?).

Love is about bringing people closer, and in this sense it is the overcoming of space. This is why we say that
God is love. But the reason we don’t say love is God has to do with the fact that love lacks personality and is hence
susceptible to the infatuations of the ego. Point being, love is the instrument used by God to gather people together
(Greekword for Church ecclesia means gathering). If I am allowed to paraphrase Williams, if there is a way out of the
competitive struggle for space and status, it lies in creating a space between people that belongs to neither but can
give room for everyone . “Perhaps that is what faith finally has to offer in the world of walls and ditches and wires
and border controls,'' says Williams.

But why does he feel the necessity to argue this technical point? I believe that he is trying to set up a scene for
answering a very interesting question:

How can unconditioned and unbounded love be realised in the world of conditions and boundaries? How can
infinity express itself within the world in which everything is finite? How can a creator inhabit his work of art, his
creation? How can God reveal god-self in a world that is utterly unlike God without undermining world’s freedom
and contingency? That is, without changing its nature, its essence?

“When you look at anything in the world there is a set of things you might say which tell you what kind of
thing it is,’’ says Williams, “and there is another set of things you say which tell you what this particular agent or
subject is.”

For example, we might say that Jesus works with two hands, sees with a pair of eyes, and speaks with his
mouth. It tells us what kind of thing he is. He is a human being. And then, we can add that Jesus speaks only the truth,
does not work to possess anything, and is willing to give his life for the sake of others. Now we are talking about what
makes Jesus who he is, what makes Jesus Jesus. And it is this second kind of speech that allows us to say that the act
of being that makes Jesus Jesus is also what makes Jesus God. God does not intervene through suspending contingent
processes within the world, rather, God is realised (forgive me this unforgivable sentence) in creative freedom of co-
creation that reconciles creation to its Creator’s.

“You need to talk, looking at the world, about the essence that makes a thing the kind of thing it is. And about
whatever it is, that is mysteriously making up the sheer thisness, the uniqueness of this particular reality you are
looking at”, about “the active reality by which we are this rather than that”.

Williams is now going to make a point which I find to be almost impenetrable for a modern mind to come to
terms  with.  Yet  without  understanding  this  point  any Christian  contribution  to  the  world  will  be  truncated  and
corrupted:

“What makes Jesus Jesus, this unique human person, is absolutely bound up with and inseparable from what
makes God the Word, the second person of the Trinity, creative reality in which all things exist, be the Word. So what
is this that makes the second person of the Trinity God in that way is exactly what makes Jesus Jesus, in the unique
way he has of being Jesus.”
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The gist of what Rowan is saying is this: The act of being that makes a particular human individual Jesus to be
Jesus is the same act of being that makes the Word, the second person of the Trinity, to be the Word. And it is this
analogy that reveals Jesus as God.

But what does this act of being look like?

“What we are saying about the everlasting Word of God is that he or she or it eternally gazes, lovingly, into
the depth of the Father, the source from which life arises… the supreme, defining reality in [Jesus] is that capacity to
look lovingly into the depth of the Divine source, Divine parent.”

It is the act of returning the gifts.

It is the way of being that accepts reality as it is, not as we’d like it to be and not as it suits us to be. As it really
is, so as to say, in the eyes of God. It demands a constant refusing to possess things, to control others, to take up
space.  And this  implies  self-dispossession:  To truly  become who I  am,  I  have  to  dispel  the  identification  with
everything that looks like it is going to tell me who I am. If I can feel it or think it, then it is not me. All that I am and
all that is is a disclosure of gift. And the act of being that is being talked about here is nothing less than a gratuitous
praise for it. This is what makes Jesus Jesus: His unconditional willingness to give out the whole of his being through
being nailed to the cross.

Williams confesses that “that is in itself a very abstract set of ideas”, but goes on to explain how

“It does at least save us from the idea that at Christmas, what happened was that somebody living in heaven
started living on earth, it saves us from the idea that in order to become human God as if were had to hang up his
clothes at the door, it saves us from the idea that Jesus, in order to be Divine, could not have had real human freedom
or real  human feelings.  In  fact,  it  deals  with  rather  a lot  of  complicated  questions,  though it  requires  a bit  of
intellectual legwork. But that’s what Thomas Aquinas is after. To affirm what we need to affirm about Jesus, we have
to hold on to that idea of a Divine action which animates and finds expression in the unique human identity that is
Jesus of Nazareth.”

Christian meditation implies freeing oneself from being identified by the things “that look like they are going
to tell you who you are” but constructs an identification with the central principle of creation, with the Word as the
locus of intelligibility and meaning. In this sense, Christianity always stays personal, or at least returns to the personal
level. It does not aim at the full-blown change of human nature in order for it to match some kind of utopian standard
(which is what modernist project arguably waters down to), but at the certain way of being within the real boundaries
of nature. It locates the full potential of the Divine status in the contingent living of a finite person. This theological
consistency saves us from many awkward mistakes:

“We don’t need to ask what do you need to leave out of God in order for God to become human. And you
don’t have to ask what do you have to leave out of the human nature of Jesus for Jesus to be Divine.”

Williams is pointing out how untroubled the writers of the New Testament were with this kind of “co-living”
of human and divine within Jesus. Take St Paul’s 1st Letter to Corinth:

“Paul cheerfully tells us, in the first couple of chapters, that Jesus Christ, the Anointed Jesus, is the power of
God and the wisdom of God. And then, a few chapters later, Paul says that Jesus took bread and broke it and shared
it, the night before he died. And Paul feels no obligation to make this strange transition easy for us. It doesn’t seem to
worry Paul that somebody once sat at a table with his friends, tearing a bit of pita in two and passing it around,
knowing the likelihood that the day after he would be executed, and calling that person “the outflowing of the divine
nature, connected with God like steam rising from water.” Paul doesn’t seem to think that is difficult.”
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Williams is at pains of showing us that accepting Jesus as God does not necessitate suspending of regular
understanding of the world — nothing is “added to the world as we know it” — but affords an opening of the finite
world  to  the  expression  of  the  infinite  divine  love.  An opening that  is  not  an  exclusive  event  of  revelation  as
photographed in the Gospel,  but a perpetually  accessible  dimension in which the right ‘where’ marries  the right
‘when’ — in which you are in the right place at the right time and with the right people — in the kingdom of heaven.
For what’s it worth, St Augustine wrote that an embrace of the husband and wife is the foretaste of the kingdom of
heaven.

The boundless love of God flows unhindered through the world, not in a way that incapacitated everything
else in the world, but right through the lowest and most unexpected lacunae of human existence — it flows outward
right through the mutilated and humiliated body, dying on the cross, without this body being somehow magically
overcoming regular human condition by transforming into a kind of Ubermensch:

“Whatever you say about Jesus you have to say that nothing less than complete humanity is at work here.”

And, at the same time:

“Whatever you say about Jesus you have to say that nothing less than God is at work here…”

Because it is this usual human agency that is enough to serve as a ground for the expression of truly divine
love. What is being said comes down to one insight: this very life that we live every day is  the  vessel of God’s
disclosure to the world. By our, “all too human” act of being we can give expression to the infinite love that created
everything in the first place.

“It is possible to be part of the created, finite world, and yet for the immeasurable, infinite, agency, energy of
God, to be there in the heart of it all,'' says Jesus of Nazareth is not only the presence of the power the Creator in the
middle of the world; Jesus of Nazareth is the ideal creature, the ideal human being, allowing the Creator to make him
what he is, to bring to absolute fulfillment and freedom what he is made to be. And so, we can begin to see that in him,
in Jesus, Divine and human, creation finds its focus, its center, its climax.”

All this is safe and sound, but isn’t it the case that as humans we have to take up physical space in the world?
We are bodies, involved in casual and causal processes that take place on earth. We are not suspended above the earth
in a kind of ethereal introspective or contemplative non-spin zone. We are thrown into the contingent processes of
interaction, interrelation, interpenetration, and interplay. Isn’t it wishful thinking to suggest that we can somehow
have any kind of insight into what might be a way of being that is not of that kind that we as bodies are engaged in?

I think this is exactly what the incarnation of God is about. Granted , we are physical entities that do not have
access to a world that is not bound to scarcity of time and territory: we always depend on the little time we have and
on the struggle for living space that we endure. What Jesus opens up for us, however, is the way of being that in no
way suspends these laws of physical causality that make being human what it is, but shows what kind of action this
contingent human agency allows if the will behind it was solely the will that created reality in the first place — a will
that is called God by those who dare to call it so. So this is it — we transform zero-sum games into non-zero-sum
games by referring to a common ground that belongs to no one but gives room for all.

Jesus exemplifies a life that overcomes struggle for living space because he refuses to engage in it. Not in
some nihilistic way that accepts the games we play or an idealistic way that denies it altogether, but in a way that
breaks the frames of the oppressive games we are indulged in, in order to give birth to a transformed game that is
closer to one where the ultimate “winners” are those who choose loving self-effacement for the sake of others instead
of self-affirmation at their expense.

I believe that if Williams was asked what is the main thing that he would like the readers to take from his
book, it would be this: “a technique of transforming zero-sum games into non-zero-sun games”. This is what this
whole  “100%  human,  100%  God”  business  was  all  about — creating  a  space  for  co-creation  without  corrupt
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competition. “God and humanity in Jesus are, so to speak, a non-competitive pair… God is not out to diminish us or
demean us… And for Jesus to live in that abundance of Divine life without conflict, rivalry — that as it were releases
into the world a possibility of not regarding competition between human beings as the last word. There is something
in human relationships beyond competition and the struggle for living space.” Williams offers three examples of
applying this vision:

1.Body’s Grace. “If it is true that in Jesus there is an absolute, harmonious coming together, a coincidence of
God and humanity without contradiction, then the truth is that it can never be right to think that God demands that we
be less than human. If we were to think of a god who wanted us to be less than human, we’d be trying to think of a
god who is actually in some way a bit jealous of us for being human. As if, our growth in being human was some sort
of offense to God being God.” It can hardly be right, because “the New Testament very strongly gives us a picture
that the whole purpose and narrative of creation is coming to expansion, joyful and glorious fulfillment because of
Jesus. The more God is present in our midst, the more human we become. It can never be right to think that God
wants us to be less than human, or less human.” God is not a threatening rival to us, and we are not a threatening rival
to God. God does not want to amputate certain areas of being human. Rather, God’s vision for us is nothing less than
actualise as much of our created potential  as possible — otherwise, why bother to create it at all? We should not
circumcise our humanity under the pretense of God being uncomfortable with it. It is the other way around: “To serve
God is perfect freedom”. erotic satisfaction fully enjoyed is one of the most power- ful glimpses we can have of what
union with God is like — a point entirely consonant with a great deal in the tradition of Christian contemplation.
(Rowan Williams, page 56).

2.Ecology. “God has made us to be human. God has given us a unique particular role within creation. Within
creation—not at a distance from creation, not floating six feet above creation, but within creation”, argues Williams.
“The physical world we are part of is the world we depend on. That is part of being human. And the wellbeing of that
physical world depends in some measure on us. There is in God’s creation a to-ing and fro-ing of gift. We as human
beings have something to give to the wellbeing of the created order around us. It is what gives us life. We might say
that we are reminded by this that our creation is a neighborhood. We live in a neighbourhood. We live in a dwelling
place.  This is  what the word ecology refers us to.  The balance,  the interaction,  the giving and receiving within
creation — that is part of being human. If God is calling us to be fully human, if our full humanness is not something
that prejudices or diminishes God, equally our full humanness does not deplete or demean the created order. And at a
time of unprecedented crisis in the human relation to the material world it does rather help to know this. We belong in
a neighbourhood whose shared good is significant for each and everyone of us, each and every aspect or part of the
created world.”

The Christian reason for regarding ecology as a matter of justice, then, is that God’s self-sharing love is what
animates every object and structure and situation in the world. Responses to the world that are unaware of this are
neither truthful nor sustainable. To be aware of this is to enter into relationship, for the self-sharing love of God is not
simply something we admire, but something in which we fully participate. We are not consumers of what God has
made, we are in communion with it. There is a difference between consumption and inhabiting.

Rowan Williams offers “a way of being human which by acknowledging our dependence on the Creator and
our interdependence with creation, warns us against isolating our good, our projects, our purposes over against the
rest of creation or the rest of humanity. It tells us that in discovering that we move further towards the freedom that
God wants us to exercise. To exercise with the grain of his creative loving work. All focusing on this notion at the
heart of everything: God and the world do not compete. God’s own act of being — what makes God to be God, and
what particularly makes God to be God the Word, the Word in whom all things come into being — that that is fully,
unequivocally at work in the living and dying and rising of a human being, a part of the created order in whom we see
what each and every one of us as creatures may gradually grow towards.”

As for attempting at Christian metamodernism, I was driven to write this  piece after contemplating some
discussions about metamodernism and contemporary politics in general. I realised that the degree of how adamant the
conservatives and semi-fascists are in their renunciation of metamodern thought depends on how rootless, toothless,
and  self-deprecating  they  perceive  it  to  be.  They  see  it  as  a  continuation  of  the  self-effacement  of  European
civilization. They see it as a further divorce from the tradition and grounding of good old Europe. I don’t see value in
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concepts like that on their own, they are a set of symbols that bind people together in not the best way at all if we take
into account the conditions of the global contemporary world. However, I think that they are right to be weary of the
“soulless” political vision that uproots and dispels the grounding of the culture that gave rise to it in the first place.
Let’s face it — metamodernism is not possible outside of the specific culture that was developed within the Western
world. It seems that the conservatives and nationalists will get on board of the changes that need to happen in order to
bring us closer to metamodern state of affairs only if this decision to get on board will be demanded by their Christian
heritage. We cannot demand from our culture (and from us as its representatives) to pretend to be something else than
it really is. Ours is a cult(ure) grounded in the example of self-effacement.

Postmodernity had this valuable insight that any kind of metaphysics serves as a justification of oppression — 
therefore it has to be deconstructed. But through this deconstruction we have effaced something that makes us human 
— the ability to break the frame of reference, to open up to a higher perspective, to see from above and use this vision
to elucidate where to go. That is, to speak the language of transcendence — which is what doing metaphysics really is
about. Metamodernism gives us an opportunity to reclaim the language of transcendence that is not totalitarian in a
modernist sense. It provides a comprehensive socio-cultural vocabulary for, at first naively and cautiously, applying
this metaphysical vision in the messy tranches of everyday talk and action.

What  strikes  one  about  Rowan  Williams  the  most  is  not  his  thinking,  but  his  character.  The  two  are
interrelated — he wouldn’t be able to cultivate a character of this kind without a proper underlying philosophy, yet it is
character  that really strikes one the most. I would like to hypothesise that this kind of character stems from the
intimate realization of a relationship with the uttermost ground of reality, a communication with the world as such — 
not depleted or structured or categorised in any way — as if world, in every its corner, had something to say. As if
there is — despite any number of things that seem like utter nonsense and evil — an overarching theme to the world — 
and it is a theme of the overabundant love and intelligent design. There is something about reality that just cannot
escape to be felt like it has meaning. And when the whole of reality is accepted as a gift, then the whole of it is also
considered valuable, because gift presupposes a conscious and loving giver. This affords a metamorphosis of any
game we play — no matter how convoluted — into a non-zero-sum game. It humbles us down to a path of unlimited
horizons, but within the sane self-estimation. It grounds us in the tradition that places its own transformation at the top
of its value hierarchy.

“This is  flesh and blood” — says Rowan — “It’s not about exotic  mysteries.  It is  about how God makes it
possible for us to live a life that isn’t paralysed by guilt, aggression and pride. It asks us to come down to earth and
face what’s wrong with us.”

If you allow me a very a very broad and straightforward simplification, I would suggest that modern project
was concerned with creating a comprehensive and systematic ontology. It’s totalitarian stance towards control and
knowledge led to a postmodern reaction — a nihilistic abandonment of any attempt of constructing an ontology. In this
context, metamodern project lies in the work of creating something that points towards ontology, but without claiming
of ever finding of the final scheme, of saying the “last words”. In this sense, metamodernist project is identical with
the core of theology — its sensibility of cultivating the optimal conditions for the infinite to actualise itself, instead of
building it  with its  own, limited  abilities.  To quote the text of the invitation of students  to  the New Trinitarian
Ontology conference, “Modern ontology has often attempted to build a towering structure of being, but, by failing to
secure its foundations, has tended to evacuate being into nothing in postmodern nihilism.” It continues with these
words: “ontology cannot contain but rather points to God”. And, as a reader would of course recall, Van der Akker
and Vermeulen allegorized the essence of metamodernism with an image of a rabbit who chases the carrot but never
quite gets there, never reaches it. This “never quite gets there” is a point at which Christians might find themselves
able to help.

What if there was a coincidence once? One coincidence between human life and what it means to be the
loving God. An outflowing expression of the Divine in a particular life of a particular human individual? If that is the
case — what would it be like? So what a Christian would want to say, I guess, is that Jesus of Nazareth is a likely
candidate to be this expression. He loved unconditionally, he had taken upon himself all the evil deeds of others, he
only spoke the truth, and was lifted up on an instrument of execution for divine parent to contemplate.
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Conclusions.  “God and creation do not occupy the same space”. This little insight gives birth to a pattern that
transforms  zero-sum  games  into  non-zero-sum  games.  There  is  something  to  humanity  that  is  more  than  just
competition and struggle for space. And it is this something that opens up a possibility that is not known to nature or
AI — a possibility of giving the whole of yourself to the other. Not for the sake of continuation of your genes in
children or tribe as some animals instinctively do, and not through some brilliant sacrifice of a computer that would
be paid-off in the, at first, very unlikely turn of events that it had calculated in advance. We are talking about this pure
act of sacrifice despite not knowing what it will bring into being. Hopefully, it will bring something that redeems what
was lost. Something like resurrection. In the end, it is life that redeems death.

As John Vervaeke puts it, “the no-thing-ness of God takes into itself the nothingness of meaninglessness and
overcomes it”. No-thing-ness of God has a transformative power over the nothingness of despair because it makes us
dispel our idolatrous infatuations with “things in the world that look like as if they’re going to dictate us who we are” –
to quote Williams for the last time — and, hence, has a power to transform us into the free agents of meaning making.
In this sense, what makes theology, as our research p e r s p e c t i v e , viable is that it affords serious play with the
cognitive  machinery  of  aspiration,  transformation,  and  transcendence.  The  reason  why  Atheism  often  looks
transformative and freeing is because it denies the kind of god that is understood as a thing among other things. But
this is exactly what the God of Christian theology is not.
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General formulation of research and its topicality.1939 was a year of rapid and dynamic

changes in the foreign policy situation in the world. During this time, the image of the enemy in the

Soviet press has undergone significant changes. If Nazi Germany was a clear antagonist from 1933 to

the first half of 1939, then the situation changed from the second half of the year, especially after

August 23, 1939. First of all, the political opinion of the CPSU leaders changed in the context of the

foreign policy situation in the world. Due to the increased influence of Germany, England and France

were negotiating with the USSR. But after a series of events, the most important of which are covered

below, the party leadership saw an opportunity to increase foreign policy influence and new territorial

assets  through an  alliance  with  Germany.  The topic  of  depicting  Germany  in  the  Soviet  press  is

relevant and debatable

The work is of scientific interest since this topic was not covered in the framework of special

studies in terms of statistical qualitative and quantitative methods.

 Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.

Object-matter isa change in the representationof Germany in Soviet periodicals in 1939

   Subject-matter is the representation of Germany in Soviet periodicals

Objectiveof  this  work  is  to  show  a  change  in  the  representation of  Germany  in  Soviet

periodicals from the second half of 1939.

Tasksof this work are:

- determining the change in the vector of utterances  of Soviet periodicals  in the direction of Nazi

Germany in 1939

- quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the display of this mode in the period from 1933 to 1941

- the influence of changes in political course on rapprochement with Germany with a change in the

statements of the official press.

Material: I used electronic copies of printed Soviet editions of the study period. I also used the

conclusions and tables of other researchers of this problem.

Originality: in studying the problem is considered as a main topic in this paper for the first time

using the statistical method

Theoretical and practical significance: this article is the first which devotedto the problem of

the representation of Germany in Soviet propaganda, using the static method. It can be used for other

studiews on this and related topics.

Analysis  prospects:  an analysis  of a wider topic is  interesting:  the reflection of the foreign

policy situation in the Soviet press in 1933-1941.

   Experiential/research outcomes. Germany annexed Austria on March 12-13, 1938, it made

it  possible  toit  to  launch an attack  on Czechoslovakia  and Eastern Europe.  Due to  the  Anschluss

population increased by 10% and the territory by 17% [Poltavskiy 1973: 15].
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 On the eve of these events, on 30 September 1938, the Munich Agreement was signed by the

representatives  of  France,  Germany,  Italy  and  the  United  Kingdom.  Under  this  treaty,  part  of

Czechoslovakia, the Sudeten region, was transferred to Germany [Pavlov: 14]. This led to the breakup

of  Czechoslovakia,  the  creationof  a  bridgehead  for  pressure  on  Poland  from  three  sides,  and  a

significant strengthening of Germany's influence in Eastern Europe. First of all, the strengthening of

Germany  was  aided  by Neville  Chamberlain's  pacifism and the  panic  fears  of  Western  European

countries about the world communist revolution.

   Germany tried to enter into an agreement with Poland, under which it would be given Danzig

and access to the Polish Corridor.  It  connected  of East Prussia and Pomerania.  The Nazis tried to

increase their influence on Poland in order to create a barrier from the buffer states that should not

open the second eastern front. The nazis also prepared the raw materials and food bases in the event of

a protracted war with the Western powers. However, Poland maneuvered between the Soviet Union

and Germany with the verbal support of England and France. For England and France the union of

Poland with the USSR was not beneficial;  they saw Poland as a barrier against communism.These

states did not intend to provide real support in the war against  the Nazis, and their  plans were to

restrain the Nazi troops in Poland as long as possible. This would give time to prepare for war with

Germany [Noskova 2012:11].

The treaty between Germany and the Soviet Union was a surprise for all,  and the Western

powers considered it impossible because of the difference in ideology of these states. The Molotov-

Ribbentrop Pact declared a "no attack" commitment between the USSR and Germany.Its secret part

outlined the distribution of spheres of influence in Eastern Europe. The question of the status of Poland

remained open, if the necessity to conquer the border was determined along the rivers Narva, Wisla

and  Xiang.  Bessarabia  passed  to  the  Soviet  Union  [Sekretnyj  dop. Protocol 1939:20].  The  treaty

obliged tokeep a secret part about the section of spheres of influence [Dogovor o nenapadenii 1939: 5].

   Agreement  with  the  USSR  untied  the  hands  of  Germany.  On  September  1,  1939,  the

combined forces of Germany and Slovakia launched an invasion of Poland. On September 3, 1939,

France  and  the  United  Kingdom  declared  war  on  Germany  under  an  agreement  with  Poland

[Zayavlenie premier-ministra Francii  E. Dalade 1939:7]. The period of the so-called "strange war"

began and lasted until May 10, 1940.

   The Polish Red Army march began 16 days after the invasion of the Third Reich troops into

Poland. 20 days later, on October 6, 1939, the Red Army and the Wehrmacht completely seized the

territory of the Second Polish Republic.

   During the Polish-Soviet War, there was a change in attitude to Nazi Germany in the press,

propaganda and statements of the leaders of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. As the USSR's
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political  course  changes,  we  see  a  sharp  change  in  attitude  towards  to  Germany  from  a  sharp

condemnation to a neutral and even sympathetic attitude in Ribbentrop's report.

   As  a  reflection  of  the  Soviet  press  and propaganda,  the  materials  of  the  main  and most

influential daily newspaper, the «Pravda» newspaper, will be used above all.

   During the period from January 1, 1933 to June 22, 1941, Pravda published more than 18 880

materials, in one way or another, related to Germany. As can be seen from the table. 1, the largest

number of publications in 1933 (2528), 1934 (2262), 1939 (2219) and 1940 (2703). The least - in 1938

(+1732). The peak of interest in Germany on the pages of Pravda is in the first two years of the Nazis

and in 1939-1940, that is, the periods when the Soviet propaganda units changed.

The quantitative changes in the aforementioned Germany in the press were characterized by a

change in attitude towards to the ruling regime there. After the Nazis came to power in the first years,

they were treated as an enemy. Increased mentions are associated with the formation of attitude. In

subsequent years, the attitude towards to the Nazis has not changed, the index of references on the

chart has been steadily falling, this is due to a drop in interest. But after the signing of the no-attack

pact, on August 23, 1939, there was a sharp increase in the mentions of Germany in the press from

1732 ones 1938 to 2219 in 1939. That is,  the rates of publications related to Germany are almost

reaching the level of 1934.

   Quantity goes into quality. Along with the reorientation of the political course, there was a

reorientation of the representation in propaganda.

   In the period from 1933 to the first half of 1939, the image in the sharply negative context of

the Nazis' occupation of the territories was typical [Fashistskij Zagovor v Parizhe «Rabochij Put»: 25].

Anschluss  is  described  in  the  headlines  of  «Truth» as  "Destruction  of  Austrian  Independence"

[Unichtozhenie  nezavisimosti  Avstrii«Pravda»:  24],  "Hitler's  arbitrariness  in  Austria"  [Hitlerovskij

proizvol v Avstrii  «Pravda»:3] and other such headlines. During the "Yezhovschina" the antagonism

against  the  Nazis  was  so  great  that  political  opponents  such  as  Bukharin  or  Henry  Berry  were

portrayed by the Nazis [Subtelnij 1993: 22]. In issue 74 of «Pravda» newspaper, dated March 16, 1938,

after  another  case  concerning  the  Pravotrotsky block,  they  were  called  "Svoy fascist  dog"  [Svora

fashistskih psov unishtozhena «Pravda»: 19].

   The seizure of the Sudeten region was characterized as "Fascist terror in the Sudeten region"

[Fashistskij terror v Sudetskoj oblasti «Pravda»: 26]. Nazi policy on Poland, which aimed at spreading

German influence in these territories and seizing key strategic positions, was presented in the press as

"German-Polish bickering due to the share of prey".Poland is also depicted negatively, the press did

not support it due to maneuvering and an uncertain position. But, despite the lack of a clear vector,

Polish politicians did not want to let Soviet troops into their territory because of the threat of the rapid

spread of communism[Sipolos: 21].
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Changes in the lexicon in the Soviet press have been noticeable since September 2, 1939. It was

then that the decision of the German Reichstag to ratify the Soviet-German non-aggression agreement

was published in the press of the USSR. The same issue of the newspaper referred to the beginning of

hostilities between Poland and Germany. The Soviet newspapers spoke in a restrained voice about the

beginning of the war, and no negative vocabulary was used at this point in regard to German actions.

The whole situation was described from the German point of view, the beginning of the war was

determined by the attack of the Poles on German objects [Tippelskirh 1998:  23]. The actions of the

Germans qualified as a response to the crossing of the Polish border. In fact, the Germans launched

attacks on their own bases to create a formal pretext for war, this operation was called "Himmler" and

lasted until August 31 [Lebedeva 1939: 8].

   After the capture of Poland, the Soviet Union still did not want to divulge its military-political

alliance with Germany, so that it would not be considered an aggressor. This is evidenced by the fact

that the Soviet press and official statements did not reflect the fact of the Soviet-German parade in

Brest before the city was handed over to Soviet power on September 21, 1939 [Nectysh:10]. But there

are photos and messages in the German pressand memories of eyewitnesses on both sides.

   The Soviet press from August to October 1939 moved from a neutral to an allied attitude

towards to Germany. Here the Germans are portrayed as allies, and the Western powers as imperialists,

hindering the natural union of the two great powers for their own benefit. The Soviet press refers to

statements by Germany and Denmark condemning Chamberlain's report, which in their opinion is "a

complete rejection of Hitler’s peace proposals." [Vishnevskiy 1939: 2].

   The apogee of the change of attitude towards to Germany was the report  of the People's

Commissar and Foreign Minister of the USSR Vyacheslav Molotov of October 31, 1939. This report

does not hide the sympathy and commitment of the USSR to Germany. In the course of the report,

Molotov made the following statement regarding the foreign policy situation:

« Germany is in the position of a state seeking to end the war as soon as possible, to seek peace,

while England and France, who yesterday fought against aggression, advocate the continuation of the

war and against the conclusion of peace. "   “As I said, our relations with Germany have improved

dramatically.  Here, the business was developing along the lines of strengthening friendly relations,

developing practical cooperation and political support for Germany in its quest for peace.” [Molotov

1939: 9].

“As I  said,  our relations  with Germany have radically  improved.  Here,  business developed

along  the  lines  of  strengthening  friendly  relations,  developing  practical  cooperation  and  political

support for Germany in its quest for peace. "

“We have always been of the opinion that a strong Germany is a prerequisite for lasting peace

in Europe. It would be ridiculous to think that Germany can be “put out of action” and throw off.
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Countries that cherish this stupid and dangerous dream, do not take into account the sad experience of

Versailles, do not realize the increased power of Germany and do not understand that an attempt to

repeat  Versailles  in  the  current  international  situation,  which  is  fundamentally  different  from the

situation in 1914, could turn into a collapse for them. "

   Statements by top party leadership influenced the periodical press. Molotov's report and other

reports of the Fifth Session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR ofthe first convocation were published

in issue 303 of «Pravda» newspaper on November 1, 1939. Soviet newspapers have not changed the

nature of the statements since the August issue, but now the main focus is on the shortcomings of the

command and control systems of England and France; negative intonation disappears in the description

of German actions; Events on the western front are described by the words of the German press and

official  institutions.  Headings  such  as  "Restriction  of  Civil  Liberties  in  England",  "Disagreement

among the Liberals", "Dissatisfaction with the Politics of the Executive Committee of the Labor Party"

and others more and more often appear. At the same time, the negative intonation and the terms that

carry a negative color disappear in relation to the description of Germany and its allies. The terms

"fascism", "Nazism", "terror", "annexation" are no longer used in describing events related to German

aggression [Molotov 1939: 6].

   The situation is similar with the rubric “International anti-fascist struggle and Germany”. The

number of materials on anti-fascist struggle reaches 1% in 1939: 7% in 1933-1934, 3% in 1936-1937

and 1% in 1939.

Conclusion.  During the tense situation and rapid changes in Europe and the world, the existing

system created by the Treaty of Versailles gradually fell into decay. The old foreign policy treaties lost

their meaning, new coalitions formed. This could not but affect the press and propaganda. For a while,

the USSR and Germany moved from antagonism to ally, each state for its own interests. In a short time

the Soviet newspapers gradually and completely changed their attitude to Nazi Germany. But even

after a shorter period of time, the press returned to the old anti-fascist slogans.
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Annotation.  Bilousov  Y.  European  Refugee  Crisis  2015-2018  in  Bulgaria:  Results  and

Prospects.The article deals with the impact of the European refugee crisis 2015-2018 on Bulgaria. The

reasons for the failure of migration strategy «Dublin III» on the example of the poorest country of the

European Union are considered. Special attention is paid to the issues of accommodation of refugees in

Bulgaria,  cooperation  between  the  EU  and  Turkey  in  order  to  enhance  control  over  the  Eastern

Mediterranean migration route,  as well  as the external  economic  strategy of the EU regarding the

«third world» countries. The conclusion is made that the policy of  «open borders» demonstrated its

ineffectiveness under the conditions of migration crisis, when a large number of refugees from the

Islamic civilization zone came into the territory of European Union, and were unable to integrate into

European society. The lack of a common position of the governments of EU member states on the

reception of refugees is a serious threat to the unity of the European Union. It is particularly evident in

the  case  of  Bulgaria,  which  became  the  first  country  to  receive  refugeesdue  to  its  geographical

position. The increase in the migration flow because of the escalation of the armed conflict in Syria led

to  strong  discontent  of  the  Bulgarian  population.  At  the  same  time,  international  human  rights

organizations  observed  numerous  violations  of  the  rights  of  refugees  on  the  territory  of

Bulgaria.Eventually the migration crisis was overcome by tightening of the border crossing procedure,

competent  domestic  and  foreign  policy  pursued  by  the  EU  leadership.  The  adoption  of  a  new

compromise system for the distribution of refugees, as well as mutually beneficial agreements with the

governments of the Third World countries led to the end of European refugee crisis.

Key words:armed conflict, refugee crisis, regulationof migrant flows, strategyof migration.

Анотація. Білоусов Ю. В. Європейська міграційна криза 2015-2018 рр. на прикладі

Болгарії:  результати  та  перспективи.Устаттіаналізуєтьсявпливміграційноїкризи 2015-2018
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рр. наБолгарію. Розглядаються причини провалу міграційної стратегії «Дублін III» на прикладі

найбіднішої країни Європейського союзу.  Особлива увага приділяється питанням розміщення

біженців на території Болгарії,  співпраці ЄС і Туреччини з метою посилення контролю за

східно-середземноморським міграційним маршрутом,  а також зовнішньоекономічної стратегії

ЄС щодо країн «третього світу».  Робиться  висновок,  що  політика  «відкритих  кордонів»

продемонструвала  свою  неефективність  в  умовах  міграційного  кризи,  коли  на  територію

Європейського союзу в великій кількості прибували вихідці з ісламської цивілізаційної зони, не

здатні інтегріроватсья в європейській суспільство. Відсутність спільної позиції урядів держав,

що є членами ЄС, щодо прийому біженців є серйозною загрозою єдності Європейського союзу.

Дана ситуація була особливо помітною на прикладі Болгарії,  яка стала в силу географічного

положення «країною першого в’їзду» для біженців. Збільшення міграційного потоку в зв’язку з

ескалацією збройного конфлікту в Сирії призводило до сильного невдоволення болгарського

населення.  При цьому міжнародними правозахисними організаціями спостерігалися численні

порушення прав біженців на території Болгарії. В результаті міграційний криза була подолана

завдяки жорсткості процедури перетину кордонів, грамотної внутрішньої і зовнішньої політики,

що проводиться керівництвом ЄС. Ухвалення нової компромісної системи розподілу біженців, а

також взаємовигідні  домовленості  з урядами країн «третього світу» призвело до фактичного

завершення міграційної кризи.

Ключові  слова:збройний  конфлікт,  міграційна криза,  стратегіяміграції,  управління
міграційними потоками.

General Formulation of Research and its Topicality. The Refugee Crisis that had begun in the

spring of 2015 became a serious external challenge for the European Union. In accordance with the

Dublin Regulation No. 604/2013 «Dublin III», in July 2013 approved the responsibility for providing

international protection to a third-country national or stateless person placed in the state whose border

was crossed by the applicant of «first country of entry»[3]. The Republic of Bulgaria (RB) due to its

geographical position became the «gateway to the EU» on the Eastern Mediterranean route covered by

people from Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan. 

Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article. T h e  r e l e v a n c e  o f  t h e  r e s e a r c h  is

that the refugee crisis demonstrated the ineffectiveness of the EU system that existed in 2013-2018,

and  need  to  be  refined  in  order  to  share  responsibility  among  the  EU countries.  T h e  o b j e c t -

m a t t e r  is the refugee crisis 2015-2018 in Bulgaria. T h e  s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  is the European Union

policy aimed at resolving the European refugee crisis. T h e  o b j e c t i v e  of the article is to examine

the impact of the refugee crisis on the poorest EU state, which became a «first country of entry», and to

identify the main reasons for the successful operation of the «Dublin III» in Bulgaria.

The historiographical basis of the research is presented in many works by A. Bardin and V.

Pantin  [1],  N.  Nancheva  [10].  It  consists  of  public  documents  and  materials  of  the  Western  and
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Bulgarian  press.  The  first  group  includes  the  European  Agenda on Migration  [5],  the  data  of  the

statistical service Eurostat [7], documents of the EU Migration and Integration Fund [8; 9]. The second

one includes news service «Deutsche Welle» (DW) [2].

Research Outcomes.In view of the general trend of increasing refugee flows along all routes, on

23 May 2015, the European Commission adopted the European Agenda on Migration. This document

contained criteria that determined the capability of a state to accept and integrate refugees into society.

The criteria includes total population, GDP, unemployment rate and a number of immigrants per 1

million  of the local  population according to 2010-2014 data  [4].  At the state  level,  in June 2015,

Bulgaria adopted the National Strategy on Migration and Integration (2015-2020). During the acute

phase of the crisis, according to the SAR report in 2015 the Ministry of Labor allocated 2,714,074

euros for the needs of refugees. In turn in 2015-2016 the European Migration and Integration Fund

allocated  2,257,000  euros  as  a  gratuitous  financial  support  [8;  9].The  solution  to  the  refugee

accommodation problem was the EU-Turkey agreement of 18 March 2016. The main purpose of this

agreement was to prevent the smuggling of migrants across the Aegean Sea from Turkey to Greece.

The persons detained during an illegal attempt to cross the Greek-Turkish border were made to return

to Turkey [6]. The agreement on migrants was immediately subjected to harsh criticism.However, the

report of the European Commission regarding this agreement, published two years after its adoption,

noted  its  effectiveness.  Thus,  175 schools  for  children  of  Syrian  refugees  were built,  which  were

attended by 500,000 persons,  over  760,000 persons received competent  medical  care and 220,000

minors received vaccination [5]. 

Conclusions. The  «open  border» policy  demonstrated  its  inefficiency  in  the  context  of  the

European refugee crisis, when a large number of immigrants from the Islamic civilization zone came to

the European Union, unable to integrate into European society. The refugee crisis was overcome due to

the tightening of the border crossing procedure, competent domestic and foreign policy pursued by the

EU leadership. It resulted in the adoption of a new compromise system for the distribution of refugees,

as well as mutually beneficial agreements with the governments of the Third World countries. 
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Abstract.
The fear module is preferentially activated in aversive contexts by stimuli that are fear relevant in

an evolutionary perspective, its activation to such stimuli is automatic, it is relatively impenetrable to 
cognitive control, and it originates in a dedicated neural circuitry, centered on the amygdala. The fear 
module is assumed to mediate an emotional level of fear learning that is relatively independent and 
dissociable from cognitive learning of stimulus relationships. 

So,  this  article  is  devoted  to  research  the  term “fear”,  as  well  as  how essential  it  is  for  a
person.Regardless  оf whether the fear is ratiоnal or irratiоnal, it needs tо be understood in order to
determine its further actiоns and in general to be able to assess its condition.  Therefore, it is necessary
to learn the main features of fear. You will learn abоut what forms оf fear exist, their mоst common
types.

       Keywords: phоbia,phobia influence, treatment оf psycholоgical disorders,causes of phobias.
Анотація.

Модуль  страху  переважно  активується  в  несприятливих  контекстах  стимулами,  які  мають
відношення до страху в еволюційній перспективі. Його активація на такі стимули відбувається
автоматично, він відносно непроникний для когнітивного контролю, він виходить зі спеціальної
нервової ланцюга, центрованої на мигдалині. Передбачається, що модуль страху опосередковує
емоційний рівень навчання страху, який є відносно незалежним і виділенням від когнітивного
навчання відносинам стимулу.

Отже, дана стаття присвячена дослідженню терміна «страх», а також того, наскільки він
важливий для людини. Незалежно від того, чи є страх раціональним або ірраціональним, його
необхідно  розуміти,  щоб  визначити  його  подальші  дії  і  в  цілому  оцінити  його  стан.  Тому
необхідно вивчити основні риси страху. Ви дізнаєтеся, які форми страху існують, їх найбільш
поширені типи..

Ключові слова: фобія, вплив фобії, лікування психічних розладів, причини фобій.

General formulation of research and its topicality 
The relevance of the research topic is determined by a number of factors. In modern society, the

existence  of  man  is  becoming  increasingly  susceptible  to  fear.  The  degree  of  fear  in  public

consciousness becomes so high that one can speak of fear as an integral feature of society.

The most valuable and essential universal aspects of understanding fear in the history of the

formation of philosophical thought, which in many respects remain relevant in modern interpretations

of nature and the meaning of fear, are revealed in the works of the following thinkers of antiquity and

the Middle Ages. The philosophical aspect of the phenomenon of fear was covered in the writings of

such thinkers as: Democritus, Plato, Aristotle, Lucretius K., Epictetus, Clement. 

The outstanding Russian philosopher N. A. Berdyaev writes: "Fear underlies the life of this

world. The human body is largely built for protection. The struggle for existence, which is full of life,

involves fear ..."

In some philosophical theories, fear was considered as the cause of the emergence of religious

beliefs (Lucretius, D. Hume, P. Holbach, L. Feuerbach, etc.) "
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The dictionary of psychological terms gives the following definition:

“Fear is an emotion arising in situations of threat to the biological or social existence of an

individual and aimed at a source of real or imagined danger. Unlike pain and other types of suffering

caused by the real action of factors dangerous to existence, fear arises when they are anticipated.

Nevertheless,  fear  іs  a  natural  state  of  an  organіsm  under  stress,  one  of  the  basіc

emotіons.Excessive manifestation of a reaction to external stimuli, the emergence of uncontrolled fear

under  certain  circumstances,  is  a  symptom  of  phobia.  Psychoanalysts  say  that  intense  fear  іs  an

obsessive neurosis.  But phobia differs from ordinary fear in a pathological manner, and also in that it

very negatively affects the human psyche.  

Unlіke ordіnary fear, phоbia is irrational.  That is, if you are afraid of an angry dog  that runs

against you, then this is fear (rational), because you are afraid for your life.  But if you see a small dog

on a leash, and the self-preservatіon instinct is still alarming, then this is a phobia.Phobias are hard to

control.  Fear can be suppressed by logic, to convince yourself that you have a good dog that does not

bіte.  But if a person has a phobia, no arguments work - common sense is turned off, and panic begіns.

That  is,  conditionally,  fear  can  be  divided  into  real  and neurotic.   And if  the  real  one  is  a

reasonable emotion that simply serves the signaling function of warning of danger, then neurotic fear is

already a phobia.  It is a mental disorder in which a person involuntarily experiences a practically

painful fear.  It is he who forces him to avоid actually relatively safe situations and objects.  A phobia

is characterized by a conscious baselessness and illogicality of the threat that a person avoids.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Mоst peоple have met someоne with a significаnt feаr of a pаrticular оbject or situatiоn, such as

clоsed spаces (claustrophobia),  heights (acrophobia),  water (aquaphobia),  snakes (ophidiphobia),  or

lightning (astraphobia).When a persоn has a persistent,  irrational fear of an оbject or situation and

a strong urge to avoid that object or situation, he has a "simple phobia" -- an inappropriately intense

reaction triggered by a single stimulus. 

Purpose of the study. Based on a systematic analysis of fears and phobіas, ones can come to a

holistic picture that can be used in practice to prevent, organize the optimal course and eliminate the

negative consequences of fears and phobіas, to eliminate discreteness in the study and to create an

appropriate methodology for practical work to prevent the occurrence of a state of fear and phobіas

that is constructive overcoming the latter and reducing its negative consequences.

Оbject  -  matter for  research  is  how  phobіas  arise.  Biological  causes  are  associated  with

biochemical  features  of  the  brain.   The  so-called  GABA  (gamma-aminobutyric  acid)  regulates

excitation in the brain.  She also acts as a neurotransmitter, that іs, a substance that transmits impulses

between neurons and calms the nervous system.  That is, as a rule, people with GABA deficіency have
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phobias.  This may be due to genetics, stress, or even exposure to toxic substances.  That is, if relatives

had certain phobias, then the child also has a high probabіlity of their development.

This conclusion was made by scientists Brian Diaz and Kerry Ressler from Emory University

Medical Center in Atlanta.  They found that phobia is transmitted from parents to children through the

active DNA gene, since the life experience of a parent even before conception affects the structure and

function  of  the  nervous  system  of  subsequent  generatiоns.  The  focus  of  scientists  are  on  single

nucleotide polymorphіsms (SNPs) - they are the cause of genetic diseases  .

  The subject  –  matter is  how to get  rіd  of  a phobia.  Unlike  оrdinary fear,  which can be

combated with logical arguments, auto-trainіng and breathing techniques, phobias are not so easy to

get rid of.  Tо treat this disorder, different types of therapy are used - medications, psychоtherapy,

hypnosis.

 Cognitive-behavioral therapy has been recоgnіzed by the World Health Organization and the US

Department of Health as the most effective fоrm of psychotherapy for treatіng phobias.  The essence of

this technique is that the patient completely changes negative thoughts about their fears into positive

ones.  The therapist  guides the patіent,  asking him suggestive questions: “Who decided that it  was

bad?” Or “Who said it would go on forever?”

 Cognitive-behavioral therapy is based on the belief  that оne’s оwn thoughts affect hоw оne

feels.  With the help of therapy, a person gets rid of false beliefs, realizes his erroneous thoughts that

cause anxiety, and replaces them with positive attitudes.

 In addition, with the help of cоgnіtive-behavioral therapy, a person encounters his fears.  Under

the supervision of a therapist, he is immersed in the atmosphere of a situation that causes him to panic.

During therapy, the patient develоps a habіt of responding normally to frightening objects or

situations.  He learns to cope with a phobia on his own, gaining control over his fear.

Experimental / research outcomes

Most people have a phobia or fear of something, according to the National Institute of Mental

Health (NIMH); about four to five percent of Americans (at least 7.2 million people) experience a

clinically significant phobia. To be able to actually treat a phobia, a person must have to understand it.

The kinds of phobias, symptoms, and treatments can all be related in the world of phobias.

Women are more prone to phobіas than men (ratio 65% to 35%).  This is due to the influence of

the unstable hormonal status of women.  But after 50 years, panic attacks in women are weakening,

and in men at an older age, they practically do not occur.

The psychological causes of phobіas usually symbolize the intrapersonal conflict of a person.

There are practically no phobias that arose without the influence of external factors. Often the patient

does not remember the traumatic event, since specific phobias оften develop in early childhood.
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The  shocking  events  experienced  in  chіldhood  gradually  develop  into  irrational  fears.   For

example, if a child had a negative experience associated with an attack by an animal, an insect bite,

lоss in a crowd, or a fall from a height - such events may well be the cause of phobias.

Phobias, like panic attacks, may not have an obvious reason.  There was no traumatic event or

stress, however a phоbia appeared.  In this case, the reasons may be hidden in the subconscious.

It is believed that some phobias arose in the process of evolution. For example, in ancient times it

was dangerous to remain alone in open space due to the risk of predator attacks. It is logical that some

people, especially young children, are afraid to be in the open. They instinctively realize that it is much

safer to be in shelter.

An  іncreased  risk  of  developіng  phobias  are  fоr  people  who  are  prone  to  anxiety  or  have

experienced traumatic experіences, as well as chіldren whose parents suffered from phobias. As for the

other factors, age, social and material status, gender can lead to a tendency to a certain type of phobia.

But, people can learn to overcome phobias by gradually facing their fears. This is not easy at

first. It takes willingness and bravery. Sometimes people need the help of a therapist to guide them

through the process.

Often, the hardest part of overcoming a phobia is getting started. Once a person decides to go for

it — and gets the right coaching and support — it can be surprising how quickly fear can melt away.

Conclusions

In conclusion, two questions arise: Can we relate neurotic fear, in which danger plays so small a

part or none at all, to real fear, which is always a reaction to danger? And what can we understand as

the basis of neurotic fear? For the present, we want to hold to our expectations: wherever there is fear,

there must be a cause for it. 

Fears  and  phobias  are  a  big  part  of  many  people  lives  these  days  and  a  growing  medical

condition.

Phobias can be a source of genuine and ongoing distress for an individual. However, they are

treatable in most cases, and very often the source of fear is avoidable.

There  are  many  phobias,  some  seeming  more  harmless  than  others,  but  it  is  important  to

remember that, from the point of view of the person affected, they are very real obstacles that they

need to overcome every day to carry on with their life.
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Abstract

As the title implies, the article describes a model of trust based on a probabilistic approach. The

purpose of this study is to examine the De Groot model and test it.

To explore the DeGroot model, we combine the methods of theoretical and statistical analysis,

mathematical and computer simulation, and experimental economics.

The article is of interest to marketers, politicians, executivesand business owners, as this model

is capable of predicting agents' beliefs about a given event or situation.

In the article, we show what kind of structure should the trust matrixhave, so that the group

reaches a given consensus.  Trust matrix means the initial  trust  of agents.  The paper considers the

inverse problem connected with the initial vector of public opinion. It is concluded that the topic of

reaching consensus through trust modeling is very important and should be given more attention to.

The text provides valuable information about the conditions for reaching consensus, that is,

getting the same opinion about a certain event in a group of agents.

Key words: Indexes of trust, interpersonal trust, trust model, De Groot model.

Богданова Ганна, Меркулова Тамара. Модель довіри: імовірносний підхід

Анотація

Як випливає з  назви,  в  статі  описана  модель довіри,  яка  заснована  на ймовірнісному

підході. Мета цього дослідження - розглянути модельДеГрута та виконати її апробацію.

Для дослідження моделі ДеГрута ми комбінували методи теоретичного і статистичного

аналізу,  математичного  і  комп’ютерного  моделювання,  а  також  методи  експериментальної

економіки.

Стаття  представляє  інтерес  для  маркетологів,  політиків,  керівників  та  власників

підприємств,  оскільки  ця  модель  здатна  передбачити  думкигрупи  осіб  продеяку  подію  або

ситуацію.

В статті ми показали, якою має бути матриця довіри, тобто початкова довіра агентів, щоб

отримати задану структуру вектора громадської думки. В роботі розглянуто зворотну проблему,

яка зв’язана з початковим вектором громадської думки. Зроблено висновок, що тема досягнення

консенсусу шляхом моделювання довіри є дуже важливою і їй слід приділяти більше уваги, ніж

це сьогодні відбувається.

Текст  дає  цінну  інформацію  про  умови  досягнення  консенсусу,  тобто  отримання

однакової думки про деяку подію, в групі агентів. 

Ключові слова: індекси довіри, міжособистісна довіра, модель довіри, модель Де Грута.
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Introduction

Today,  an  extensive  research,  devoted  to  the  issue  of  trust,  is  conducted.  This  research

combines  the  efforts  of  sociologists,  economists,  lawyers,  philosophers,  political  scientists  and

anthropologists  worldwide.  The  study  of  the  socio-economic  nature  of  trust  as  a  mechanism  of

interpersonal,  intergroup,  inter-institutional  relations  is  a  subject  of  intense  discussion.  Trust  is

examined in the writings of such famous scholars as Vernon Lomax Smith, Oliver Eaton Williamson,

Adam Smith, Richard Thaler, Daniel Caniman, Alvin Elliott Roth and others.

The mechanisms of impact of trust on various aspects of economic development and economic

growth have not yet been explored. One should give much more attention than itis given today to the

role of trust in the economy. Thismay help better understand the causes of the successes and failures of

countries' economies [6, p. 12].

Thus, the relevance of this topic is due to the widespread occurrence in modern society of

events and situations related to institutional and interpersonal trust, especially given the relatively low

degree of development of theoretical and methodological foundations, tools and methods of its study in

socio-economic systems.¶The object of this study is trust. The subject of this study is a model of trust

and its properties. The task of this study is to develop and validate the model of trust distribution and

its impact on economic development in an information society.The research was carried out using the

methods  of  theoretical  and  statistical  analysis,  mathematical  and  computer  simulation,  and  the

methodology of experimental and behavioral economics.

Discussion and Results

There are several approaches to modeling trust. For example, the Bayesian model, the De Groot

model and the observation model.  Let us consider the model of trust in society described by De Groot.

From the very beginning, individuals in a society have some thoughts about a certain statement. Let

there be npeoplein the society, and their thoughts are represented by an  n−¿dimensional probability

vector p (0 )=( p1 (0 ) , p2 (0 ) ,…, pn (0 )). Every number pi(0) lies in the interval [0 ;1] and may be thought

of as a probability that a given statement is true, or as a quality of a given product, or as the probability

that a person will take a certain action. There is an interaction between the members of the society. The

laws of this interaction are fixed in a (possibly weighted) nonnegative matrix T∈Rn×n .

In particular, let  T  be a stochastic matrix (that is, all elements of each row sum to one). The

elements of this matrix  T ij represent the weight (trust)  that the agent places on the agent's current

opinion in the process of forming his or her own thoughts for the next period of time. The opinions of

agents change in time according to the following law: p ( t )=Tp ( t−1 )=T t p (0 ) .

We will consider the following questions. First, under what conditions does the update process

converge to a certain limit. Secondly, what exactly do these thoughts converge to.
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Statement:  Any strongly  connected  and  closed  group of  agents  reaches  consensus  with  an

update matrix T  with any initial opinion vector if matrix T  is an aperiodic matrix [5, p. 648].

The paper [3, p. 811] provided the following result. The consensus in the De Groot model is

reached if and only if there is exactly one strongly connected closed group of agents in the community

and T  is aperiodic on that group. 

From the point of view of the influence of trust on the formation of a consensus of a public

opinion on a certain issue, i.e. the convergence of opinions of different respondents (population), it is

interesting to analyze whether any (desired) boundary confidence vector can be obtained by varying

the confidence matrix or the initial confidence (vector of public opinion).

Let usanswer the following two questions by using the findings of the De Groot model:

1) What should the matrix of trust equal to in order to obtain the desired consensus (boundary

vector of public opinion) with a given initial structure of public opinion (p(0))?

2) What should the initial structure of thoughts on a particular issue (vectors p(0)) equal to, in

order to reach the desired consensus (a boundary vector of public opinion) with a given trust matrix

(thought matrix)?

We  will  conduct  an  analysis  for  the  case  of  two  agents.  Dimension  in  this  problem  is

insignificant, so the result is directly generalized to a case with dimension greater than 2.

We  consider  the  trust  matrix  T=( p 1−p
1−q q ).  It  is  obvious  that

tr (T )=p+q ,det (T )=pq−(1− p ) (1−q )=p+q−1. Let us denote a=p+q ,b=p+q−1=a−1.

In  our  situation  we  have  ΧT ( λ )= λ2−tr T ⋅ λ+det T=λ2−a⋅ λ+b.  From  the  Hamilton-Kelly

theorem  we  have  that  ΧT (T )=0,  that  is  T 2−aT +bE=0,  or  T 2=aT−bE.  Then  it  is  clear  that

∀ k∈N , k ≥2⇒T k
=αk T+βk E,  moreover  α 2=a , β2=−b.  From the previous equality  it  follows that

T k+1
=αk +1T +βk+1 E=T (α kT +βkE )=αk T

2
+βkT=α k ( aT−bE )+βkT= (aα k+ βk )T−αk bE.  So,

α k+1=aα k+ βk , βk+1=−bα k (which is the same as βk=−bα k−1), or α k+1=aα k−bα k−1. It is obvious that

α 2=a ,α 3=a
2
−b.

We have a recurrence relation that we solve by the method of generic functions. We introduce

the  function  f ( x )=∑
k=2

∞

α k x
k
=α2 x

2
+α 3 x

3
+∑
k=4

∞

α k x
k.  Then  it  is  clear  that

xf ( x )=∑
k=2

∞

α k x
k+1

=α 2 x
3
+∑
k=4

∞

α k−1 x
k,  і  x2 f (x )=∑

k=2

∞

α k x
k +2

=∑
k=4

∞

α k−2 x
k.  We  know  that

∑
k=4

∞

α k x
k
=a∑

k=4

∞

α k−1 x
k
−b∑

k=4

∞

αk−2 x
k (because the coefficients are equal at the corresponding degrees).
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Then  f ( x )−α2 x
2
−α 3 x

3
=a ( xf ( x )−α2 x

3)−b x2 f (x ).  Substitute  known  values  α 2=a ,α 3=a
2
−band

make  a  series  of  equivalent  transformations:

f ( x ) ⋅ (1−ax+b x2 )=a x2+a2 x3−b x3−a2 x3=a x2−b x3=x2(a−bx),  or  f ( x )=
x2 (a−bx )

1−ax+b x2
.  Decompose

the  polynomial  in  the  denominator  into  factors:

1−ax+bx2=1−( p+q ) x+( p+q−1 ) x2= (p+q−1 ) ( x−1 )( x− 1
p+q−1 )=( x−1 ) ( ( p+q−1 ) x−1 ). Then it is

easy  to  check  that  when  decomposing  to  the  simplest  factors  we  get  that

f ( x )=
1

b−1 ( x
2b2

1−bx
−

x2

1−x )=
1
b−1

¿.

By definition, we had f ( x )=∑
k=2

∞

α k x
k, which means that  α k=

bk−1
b−1

. Then βk=−bαk−1=
bk−b
1−b

.

So  we  found  that  T k
=
bk−1
b−1

T+
bk−b
1−b

E.  Let  us  note  then  that

lim
k→∞

T k
=¿ lim

k→∞

bk−1
b−1

T+
bk−b
1−b

E=
1

b−1
(−T+bE )=

1
p+q−2 ( p+q−1−p p−1

q−1 p+q−1−q)=(
q−1
p+q−2

p−1
p+q−2

q−1
p+q−2

p−1
p+q−2

)¿
.  Then  it  is  obvious  that  the  boundary  vector  of  confidence  has  the  form

lim
k→∞

T k p (0 )=¿(
q−1
p+q−2

p−1
p+q−2

q−1
p+q−2

p−1
p+q−2

)( p1 (0 )

p2 (0 ))=(
q−1
p+q−2

p1 (0 )+
p−1
p+q−2

p2(0)

q−1
p+q−2

p1 (0 )+
p−1
p+q−2

p2(0)) .¿
It is clear that all these calculations are valid when the denominators in the expressions are not

equal to zero. In this case, p+q−2=0⇔ p=1 , q=1, we have a unit matrixT=E, which means that the

confidence vector does not change at all. Another problem is whenb=−1, ie whenp=q=0. In this

case, agents are constantly exchanging opinions, and then no boundary vector of confidence exists.

We can now consider how one can attain the desired limit confidence vector by changing either

the matrix T  or the initial vectorp(0). First, in all non-trivial cases, the agents reach a consensus, i.e.

the coordinates of the boundary confidence vector must be the same.
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Now  let's  consider  the  first  case  where  we  can  change  the  matrix  T .  Note  that

λ=
q−1
p+q−2

>0 , λ<1, and 
p−1
p+q−2

=1−λ. Then it is easy to see what the coordinates of the boundary

vector look like λ p1 (0 )+(1− λ ) p2(0), so the coordinates of the boundary vector must lie between p1(0)

and p2(0). 

It is clear that all points of this segment can be obtained by changing the value of  p∧q (for

arbitrary  0≤ λ≤1 it  is  easy  to  find  p ,q :
q−1
p+q−2

= λ,  it  is  sufficient  to  putp= λ ,q=1−λ).  Thus,

changing the matrix T , you can get any boundary vector of confidence, the coordinates of which are

equal to each other and are in the interval between the initial values of trust.

On the other hand, we show that by changing the initial confidence vector we can obtain any

boundary  vector  (xx ),  whose coordinates  are  equal  to  each other  (except  for  the  trivial  vectors  of

complete confidence and total uncertainty of both agents). For this we choose p1 (0 )=x ⋅ n−1
n

. Then, by

condition  λ p1 (0 )+(1− λ ) p2 (0 )=xlet's choose  p2 (0 )=
x
1−λ (1−

λ (n−1 )

n )= x
1−λ (1−λ+

λ
n )=x+

xλ
1− λ

⋅ 1
n

.

It  is  clear  that  we  can  choose  a  sufficiently  large  n such  that  0< p1 (0 )=x−
x
n
<1 and

0< p2 (0 )=x+
xλ
1− λ

⋅ 1
n
<1. 

Thus, it is always possible to choose p1(0) and p2 (0 ) so that the boundary confidence vector is

(xx ) (except whenx=0 or x=1).

Conclusions

It was shown that, first, with a given matrix of trust, the desired consensus of public opinion

can be obtained, changing the initial thought vector accordingly based on the analysis of the DeGroot

model.  It  was proved what  the trust  matrix  should equal  to,  so that  with a given initial  vector of

thoughts, the result converges to the desired consensus (the final vector of thoughts).
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Роль стажувань за програмою Еразмус + у мовній підготовці аспірантів
Анотація.Програма  Еразмус+  -  це  програма  Європейського  Союзу  у  сфері  освіти  та

професійної  підготовки.   призначена для підтримки зусиль країн-членів програми ефективно
використовувати потенціал талановитих людей з Європи і соціальний капітал, підтверджуючи
принцип  навчання  впродовж  життя  шляхом  поєднання  підтримки  та  формального,
інформального і неформального навчання в системі освіти, професійної підготовки та розвитку
молоді.  Програма  також  підвищує  можливості  для  мобільності  та  співпраці  з  країнами-
партнерами, зокрема, в сферах вищої освіти та молоді. Програма також сприяє досягненню –
через  відкриті  методи координації  –  цілей  Стратегії  Європейського співробітництва  у  сфері
освіти та навчання та Європейської  молодіжної стратегії.  Ці інвестиції  в знання,  навички та
компетентності  підуть  на  користь  особам,  установам,  організаціям  та  суспільству  в  цілому,
роблячи внесок у розвиток і забезпечення благополуччя та соціальної інтеграції в Європі та за її
межами. 

У статті йдеться про програму Еразмус + ІНТЕНС, в рамках якої було проведено літню
школу для аспірантів, та як вплинулана рівень англійської мови у професійній галузі. Ця школа
зібрала учасників з Німеччини, Угорщини, Монголії, Індії, Росії, Білорусі, В'єтнаму та інших.

Стажування  дають  аспірантам  реальну  можливість  здобути  навички  спілкування,  які
важко, а іноді й неможливо придбати у своїй країні.

Ключові слова: Еразмус+, літня школа, мовна практика, INTENSE, доктор філософії

The role of language training internshipsin Erasmus + program for postgraduate students

Abstract.Erasmus+ is the EU Programme in the field of education. The Erasmus+ Programme is
designed to support the Programme of Countries' efforts to efficiently use the potential of Europe’s
talent and social assets in a lifelong learning perspective, linking support to formal, non-formal and
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informal learning throughout the education, training and youth fields. The Programme also enhances
the opportunities for cooperation and mobility with Partner Countries, notably in the fields of higher
education  and  youth.  The  Programme  also  contributes  to  achievement  of  the  objectives  of  the
Education and Training Strategic Framework for European cooperation in Education and Training and
of the European Youth Strategy through the Open Methods of Coordination.

The  article  deals  with  the  Erasmus  +  INTENSE  program  which  provided  a  postgraduate
summer school and how it affected the level of English in the professional field. This school brought
together participants from Germany, Hungary, Mongolia, India, Russia, Belarus, Vietnam and others. 

The internships give postgraduate students a real opportunity to acquire communication skills
that are difficult and sometimes impossible to acquire in their home country.

Key words: Erasmus +, summer school, language practice, INTENSE, PhD
General formulation of research and its topicality. 

Today, it is difficult to imagine a specialist or a professional without English language skills.

The English exam is in studying part of PhD program. Now we have a lot of possibilities for learning

language – many courses both off-line and online, speaking clubs, podcasts, etc. However, when it

comes to professional development in the field of natural sciences, the question arises about the search

for highly specialized professionals abroad, the search for English-language literature on profession.

Unfortunately, this does not always produce any fruitful results – cooperation by e-mail or Skype may

not work, and only reading articles does not provide a high level of English skills. More language

courses  can  help  to  improve  your  foreign  language  skills,  but  do  not  allow  you  to  be  fluent  in

professional English. 

In the process of immersion in a foreign language,  all  forms of the mother  tongue use are

completely  excluded,  and  there  is  no  translation  into  the  mother  tongue.  In  this  situation,  the

communicative method of learning a foreign language plays a main role, through which the student's

ability to communicate is developed. It is worth noting that any language is for communication, so the

main purpose of learning English is the formation of communicative competence, which, in turn, is

based on language competence [1, p. 211-216]. 

It should also be added that, once a real English-speaking environment, the student can get rid

of  the  language  barrier.  The  language  barrier  is  a  phrase  used  in  a  figurative  sense  that  denotes

communication difficulties  for people because communicators belong to different language groups.

These are situations where a person is unable to explain his or her thoughts and has difficulty with his

or her listener, or the listener, in turn, has difficulty understanding the position of the communicator.

From this point of view, the barrier of speaking and the barrier of understanding of another person are

separated. All this causes a psychological fear that limits the use of passive linguistic knowledge in

practice[1, p. 211-216].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. 
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This article examines the impact of international internships at the level of English proficiency,

and in particular, the improvement of communication skills. The internship was carried out under the

Erasmus + program - an international project Integrated Doctoral Program for Environmental Policy,

Management and Technology – INTENSE in August 2019.  Erasmus+ is the EU Programme in the

field of education. The Erasmus+ Programme is designed to support Programme Countries' efforts to

efficiently  use the potential  of Europe’s talent  and social  assets  in  a lifelong learning perspective,

linking support to formal, non-formal and informal learning throughout the education,  training and

youth fields.

Discussion 

INTENSE is  a  36  months  (2017-2020) Erasmus+ Capacity  Building  in  the  field  of  higher

education project (K2) that addresses such root causes of environmental problems in Mongolia (MN),

Ukraine (UA) and Vietnam (VN), as poorly formulated policies, inadequate selection of management

actions and the lack of suitable technology, by building capacity for academic excellence in doctoral

training in environmental studies in PCs (and beyond). It aims:

1. To  improve  the  practice  of  doctoral  training  and  professionalize  its  governance  by

integrating PhD programs dealing with environmental policy, management and technology in 7 PCIs

to 3 nationwide integrated doctoral schools (INTENSE NIDS), based on common Code of Operational

Practices  &  research  framework  (COP  &  RF),  and  consolidating  these  schools  into  the  INTENSE

International Network.

2. To  enhance  doctoral  training  provision  by  integrating  and  upgrading  existing  learning

contents that can be used for doctoral provision (total 80 ECTS by M36), infrastructure for accessing

the  courses  and  setting&monitoring  flexible  research  training  trajectories  and  their  progression

(INTENSE  open  education  platform,  including  sustainable  mechanisms  for  its  development  and

maintenance) and shared access to research facilities.

INTENSE will offer PhD students customized training trajectories and options to enroll on the

courses, which will contribute to the progression of PhD theses; the IT infrastructure will  provide

access to the e-courses (including MOOCs) collected from all the PCIs belonging to INTENSE, from the

full range of disciplinary fields related to environmental policy, management and technology, and to

e-Science modules creating individual learning portfolio.

3. To  build  the  capacity  of  PhD  students  to  improve  their  published  output,  through  a

strengthened multidisciplinary approach to doctoral training, aided by facilitating access to global and

EU research networks (including facilitation of academic mobility), development of transferable skills,

promotion  of  joint  research/supervision  arrangements  & interdisciplinary  &practice-oriented  thesis

topics [2  ].   
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The  project  is  globally  important  for  PCs  and  EU  as  it  addresses  major  environmental

challenges  in  PCs,  which  are  caused  by  poorly  formulated  policies,  inadequate  selection  of

management actions and the lack of suitable technology. They need to be addressed by high quality

multidisciplinary and end user-oriented research.

Higher  education  and  research  in  MN,  UA,  VN  have  developed  for  long  after  USSR

organizational  and  conceptual  model,  and  under  the  transition  to  market-based  economy  and

globalization of societies and economies of PCs, doctoral provision had similar problems identified by

many national and international observers. For instance, although PhD studies in PCs are recognized as

a part of HE system, they are insufficient for developing academic competencies by PhD students, both

in relation to subject-specific and transferable skills. The shared problems of PCIs manifest in the poor

quality of many dissertations, and in low acceptance rates of papers submitted to international journals,

mostly because the research is based on inadequate knowledge of and hence reference to international

literature and poor methodology. It is important to address these issues by improving the governance of

doctoral training and introducing a robust QA culture.

Postgraduate  education  is  under  reform  in  all  the  PCs,  and  although  it  creates  many

uncertainties related to unstable regulatory environment, it also gives a good chance to catch a window

of opportunities, and introduce new and better doctoral programs bringing to PCs the achievements of

the European Higher Education (EHEA) and European Research Areas and adopting them to PCs’

context. Addressing the issues identified by the pre-study and previous work, the proposed action will

create at PIs governance and learning infrastructure for internationally competitive, policy relevant and

practice-oriented doctoral provision in the field of environment, and build capacity for its sustainable

operations and expansion after the end of the project. The INTENSE program seeks to incorporate this

approach to researcher development into doctoral training in PCs. It is the first doctoral school to bring

together  several  program countries,  and the first  in  its  regions  dealing with environmental  policy,

management and technology [3].

The summer school «WIN! Water Innovations: Policy, Management, Research» was held at the

University of Tartu (Estonia), August 2019, within the framework of the Erasmus+ project «Integrated

Doctoral  Program  for  Environmental  Policy,  Management  and  Technology  –  INTENSE»[4].

Altogether, 30 MSc, PhD students and researchers from various countries took part in the School. The

faculty comprised the experts from the Austria, Estonia, Hungary and Latvia.

The interactive sessions, field trips, and group work were designed to give participants hands-

on project and research experience with a range of water, wetland and littoral ecosystems and their

sustainable use, and with a focus on novel and innovative approaches and methodologies. 

The WIN! Summer school is a vibrant mixture of interactive sessions, field trips, and group

work in a unique setting, designed to give participants hands-on project and research experience with a
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range of water, wetland and littoral ecosystems and their sustainable use, and with a focus on novel and

innovative approaches and methodologies[4]. After an introductory day with an overall overview of

water  sustainability  challenges  and the  state  of  art  in  water  science,  policy  and management,  the

students will follow one of the selective blocks.

 1.  Wetland  Science: the  key  issue  to  be  explored  was  how to  secure  the  most  favorable

conservation status for wetlands, and what is the most favorable in this context. Participants offered

an overview of methodology and guidelines for restoration of degraded mire habitats sites. This was

also include the basic  principles  of protection  and management  of wetlands,  as well  as restoration

and monitoring (on the field and by drones) of the degraded wetlands. 

2. Science, management and policy of rivers and floodplains: this course bloc explored river

restoration  projects  planned,  such  as  for resurfacing  (lost)  rivers,  naturalizing  channelized  rivers,

adaption to climate change, compliance with the Floods Directive and link to the relevant Flood Risk

Management Plans. Compliance with the EU Water Framework Directive.

3. Coastal zone management and planning: Any human activities on coastal area must be based

on achieving  or  maintaining  a healthy  environment.  The  bloc  explored  marine  and coastal  spatial

planning process in Europe.

4. Small islands and marginalization: this bloc explored on cultural, environmental and social

aspects of small islands’ sustainability.

5.  Urban  waters: this  bloc  is  concerned  with  water-related  nature  base  solutions  and  their

management and governance in cities, in particular in relation to storm water management and use of

natural water retention measures. It also explored the issues of compliance with the Floods Directive

and link to the relevant Flood Risk Management Plans.

Each thematic  bloc was featured taught  sessions  (lectures  and skill  training  workshops)  on

science,  management,  policies  and research methodology,  field  excursions,  and space  for  a  group

assignment and a discussion.By the end of the School, all the participants (individually or in small

groups)  was  to  expected  to  develop  and  present  proposals  for  a  practical  solution  for  a  real-life

problem, or detailed paper proposals reflecting on their project experience and learning outcomes of

the  School.  Participants  and faculty  are  encouraged to re-develop the  final  reports  into academic

papers or project applications [4]. 

Conclusions. 

Thus, the example of participating in an English speaking internship on the Erasmus + project,

in particular, immersing yourself in an authentic language situation, gives postgraduate students a real

opportunity to acquire communication skills that are difficult and sometimes impossible to acquire in

their home country. The acquired skills are important for the professional development for scientist.In
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addition, to the development of communication skills, is increasing the level of writing, and all this

takes into account the specific terminology and vocabulary inherent in the natural science field.
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Abstract: The present article highlights regulatory and instrumental gaps in international and domestic

law with regard to stalking as violation of human rights and an offence. These statements are supported

by and derive from the analysis of provisions of international legal acts dealing with human rights,

along with a number of pieces of criminal and civil legislation of individual states. Further, a variety of

issues  connected  with  the  theoretic  complexity  of  the  stalking  phenomenon  is  raised.  These  are

regarded both as a contributing factor to the under-regulation problem mentioned above, and as an

aspect that requires significant attention in order for future regulation efforts to be just. Among other

matters, stereotypes about stalker-victim behavioural dynamics are addressed, as well as the problem

of forming a final  legal  definition  of an individual’s  private  life and personal space.  Finally,  it  is

stressed  that  for  any rule-of-law state  and the  international  community  in  general,  considering  its

commitment to development and protection of human rights given with the establishment of the UN,

there is an urgent need to combine efforts and resources to cope with the issues discussed in this study.

Key words: gender-based violence, human rights, right to personal integrity, right to privacy, stalking.

Анотація: Ця  стаття  висвітлює  регуляторні  та  інструментальні  прогалини  у

міжнародному та внутрішньому законодавстві щодо викрадення як порушення прав людини та

правопорушення.  Ці  твердження  підкріплені  і  випливають  з  аналізу  положень  міжнародних

правових актів, що стосуються прав людини, а також низки частин кримінального та цивільного

законодавства  окремих  держав.  Далі  порушуються  різноманітні  питання,  пов'язані  з

теоретичною складністю феномена, що переслідує. Вони розглядаються як фактор, що сприяє

проблемі недостатнього регулювання, згаданій вище, і як аспект, який потребує значної уваги,

щоб  майбутні  зусилля  щодо  регулювання  були  справедливими.  Серед  інших  питань

розглядаються  стереотипи  щодо  поведінкової  динаміки  поведінки  жертв  та  жертв,  а  також

проблема  формування  остаточного  юридичного  визначення  особистого  життя  та  особистого

простору людини. Нарешті, підкреслюється, що для будь-якої правової держави та міжнародної

спільноти  в  цілому,  беручи  до уваги  свою прихильність  розвитку  та  захисту  прав  людини,

створених при створенні ООН, необхідно нагально об'єднати зусилля та ресурси для впоратися

з питаннями, обговореними в цьому дослідженні.
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Ключові  слова: насильство,  ґендерно  обумовлене,  права  людини,  право на  особисту

недоторканність, право на приватне життя, вислів.

General  formulation of  research and its  topicality:  Today,  when research  is  most  often

focused on fourth-generation human rights issues related to scientific advances in medicine, genetics,

microbiology, etc., the question arises as to the appropriateness of such a trend in situations where such

violations of personal human rights as stalking can be simply overlooked. That is how the present topic

is relevant.

Further we shall give a brief analysis of recently conducted studies on topics similar to ours, in

order to outline issues not addressed before. Modern-day academia appears to be mostly concerned

with two distinct dimensions of the general problem of stalking. The first dimension we have observed

to  consist  of  statistic  data  collection  and analysis  aimed at  grasping the  scope of  the problem on

universal  and  regional  levels,  as  well  as  identifying  relevant  statistical  tendencies,  such  as  the

prevailing gender of stalkers or victims, their age, occupation and other generalized characteristics.

The second dimension is socio-psychological research of tactics and mechanisms used by stalkers, and

ways in which they affect victims’ mental state and daily life. Based on the above and the materials

used in the making of the present article, two groups of scientific works should be mentioned. Under

the first category fall P. Mullen, M. Pathé, R. Purcellof the University of Cambridge with Stalkers and

Their  Victims,  P.  Tjaden,  N.  Thoennes  of  the  University  of  Michigan  with  Stalking  in  America:

Findings  from  the  National  Violence  Against  Women  Survey,  S.  Van  Der  Aa,  M.  Kunst  of  the

Maastricht University with The Prevalence of Stalking in The Netherlands etc. The second group hence

consists of such works as  The psychology of stalking  by J. Meloy of the University of California,

Stalking Behavior and the Cycle of Domestic Violence by F. Coleman of the University of Memphis

and  The Toll  of  Stalking:  The Relationship  Between Features  of  Stalking and Psychopathology  of

Victims by E. Blaauw, F. Winkel, E. Arensman of The Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam etc.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article: More than 70 years ago, on December 10th

1948,  UN General  Assembly  issued  the  resolution  217  A (III)  and  hence  adopted  the  Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, a landmark document proclaiming the rights inherent in every person,

regardless of race, skin color, gender, language, religion, political or other beliefs, national or social

background,  property or  other  status.  In particular,  the  Declaration  enshrines the right  to personal

integrity (Article 3) and the right to integrity of personal life, or more commonly privacy (Article 12),

which we propose to consider as a complex and compliance with and protection of which seem to be a

basic human need, in theory. According to the concept of human rights classification into generations,

which is how the text of the Declaration is organized, the above-mentioned rights fall into the category

of personal rights (that may also be regarded as “civil  rights”) and thus, belong to first-generation

human rights. From this, it is logical to conclude that ensuring the rights to integrity and privacy, inter
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alia, should be a mandatory condition and, ideally, the only possible way to transition to issues related

to economic,  social,  cultural  and other rights, and ultimately,  the development of international and

national legal systems. 

It is universally known and accepted that humanity, in the form of a variety of actors, is in

constant need to and under the obligation to protect and develop human rights, neither of which is

possible without the awareness of existing gaps and problems. Therefore, research revealing human

rights violations that are not regulated enough, or at all, is inherently relevant, especially when it deals

with first-generation, or basic human rights, as in the case of the present article.

Accordingly, this study shall look at the following research problem: what is the nature and

place of stalking in the modern system of international law?

The  object matter of the present study is international legal relations in the area of human

rights, and the subject matter – stalking.

The objective of this research is to highlight gaps in international and domestic law with regard

to  stalking,  as  well  as  gain  comprehensive  knowledge  on  its  nature,  scope  and  challenges  for

regulators. In order to accomplish the set objective, we suggest completing the following tasks:

1. To analyze topical international legal acts to determine the correlation between stalking and

fundamental human rights;

2. To determine legal objects that the offence of stalking infringes upon to have an understanding

of the regulatory scope of the problem;

3. To study critically relevant domestic legal practice;

4. To decide on the stage of progress made in the area under question.

The  materials that have facilitated the present research primarily consist of relevant acts of

international  and  domestic  law,  along  with  works  of  specialists  representing  various  fields  of

knowledge, including international human rights law, theory of law, statistics and psychology.

We would argue the novelty, as well as the theoretic and practical value of this article drawing from

our observation that the phenomenon of stalking currently has considerable statistical coverage, and

more so in terms of psychoanalysis, however topical legal issues appear to be left out of the discussion.

Research  outcomes:  Stalking  or  “persistent  harassment  in  which  one  person  repeatedly

imposes unwanted messages and / or contacts on another” is a common problem [3]. Prevalence rates

range  from  4.5%  to  23.4%  of  the  population,  and  its  impact  on  the  psychological,  social  and

occupational functioning of victims can be devastating [7].

Although  stalking  was  initially  associated  with  domestic  violence  perpetrated  by  male  offenders

against  female  victims,  the  stalking  paradigm  has  gradually  shifted  towards  a  more  diverse

understanding  of  the  phenomenon,  including  victims  and  abusers  of  both  sexes  and  non-intimate

stalking [6].
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Today, stalking is studied in all its forms, regardless of the (former) relationship between the offender

and the victim, but the stereotypical scenario of a man stalking his female ex-partner remains firmly

entrenched in the minds of many people.

Although there is a noticeable relationship between stalking and past (violent) relationships between

the victim and the offender, this is far from being a permanent occurrence. The range of both victims

and offenders is much broader: not all abusive partners use stalking technologies during relationships,

not all intimate stalkers have resorted to acts of violence before the breakup of relationships, plus there

are many examples of stalking not being preceded by a romantic relationship between the stalker and

the victim in at all [7].

With regard to the Universal Declaration in this particular respect and human rights in general,

the specific feature of stalking is that the variety of its forms does not allow it to be clearly classified as

a violation of one specific right. Often, stalkers violate the rights to integrity and privacy mentioned

above.

The  key  to  criminalizing  stalking  is  to  determine  where  an  individual’s  protected-by-law

personal space begins. Personal integrity should be considered as a combination of physical and mental

elements, without any restrictions.

In the case of the victim's privacy, the following problem exists – the offences are most often

interpreted as having to do with sensitive personal information. In particular, the Criminal Code of

Ukraine  in  Art.  182  provides  for  the  responsibility  for  «the  unlawful  collection,  storage,  use  or

dissemination  of  confidential  information  about  a  person  without  his  or  her  consent  or  the

dissemination of such information in a public appearance, a publicly displayed work, or in the media»

[2]. Therefore, to make it possible for stalkers to be brought to justice, a broader understanding of

privacy invasion is required, which should include unwanted phone calls of an alarming amount, email

spam and other means of making contact with the victim, taking into account the high degree to which

modern-day communication is digitalized.

Since the 1990s, numerous Western countries have introduced criminal prosecution provisions

both in individual  laws and in  the form of one or  more articles  of  relevant  criminal  codes.  Most

countries also have civil law instruments for protect against stalking. There is a number of ongoing

debates in the literature about the importance and effectiveness of specific criminal provisions of this

nature. However, analysis of measures that exist at the international level shows that a clear definition

of  stalking  explicitly  distinguishing  it  as  an  offence  often  gives  rise  to  the  development  and

implementation of specific measures intended to support the victims of stalking, as well as to bring the

stalkers to justice [1].

For  example,  UK law (Protection  from Harassment  Act  1997,  Protection  of  Freedoms Act

2012) offers a number of examples of behaviour associated with stalking:
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a. Direct physical pursuit of a person;

b. Contacting, or attempting to contact, the person by any means;

c. Publishing any statement or other material relating or purporting to relate to a person, or purporting

to originate from a person;

d.  Monitoring  the  use  by  the  person  of  the  Internet,  e-mail  or  any  other  form  of  electronic

communication;

e. Loitering in any place (public or private);

f. Interfering with any property in the possession of a person;

g. Watching or spying on a person [4; 5].

Conclusions: To sum up, it must be said that the regulation of the problem of stalking, given its

relation to fundamental human rights proclaimed by the Universal Declaration of 1948, is inadequate

or incomplete at both national and international levels; and, accordingly, it must become a priority task

for states calling themselves ruled by law and the international community, which in Art. 1 of the UN

Charter aims to cooperate for the promotion and development of human rights. 
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Abstract: The European Union, in both its domestic and foreign affairs, undeniably plays a major role

in fulfilling gender equality values and objectives in Europe,as well as promoting them beyond our

continent. This article focuses primarily on the domestic European dimension of legislation and policy,

investigating the correlations between the common EU gender equality efforts and those in individual

Member States, using Spain as an example. Being known as a country with strong catholic religious

presence in governance and social  life in general,  and at  the same time as «the most loyal to the

Union», or «the unwavering European» – Spain presents an interesting case to study. First the author

presents  an  overview  of  EU  legislation  on  gender  equality,  covering  specifically  its  emergence,

evolution and system. Then the article moves to analyzing the common gender policy developed on the

legislative guidelines  freshly studied, by method on defining the main policy areas and comparing

relevant performance indicators within those areas – national Spanish figuresversus a conditional EU

average – over the course of the last ten years.

Key words: EU law, gender equality, human rights, women’s rights, Spain

Анотація: Європейський  Союз,  як  у  внутрішніх,  так  і  в  закордонних  справах,  безперечно

відіграє головну роль у виконанні цінностей та цілей гендерної рівності в Європі,  а також у

просуванні  їх  за  межі  нашого  континенту.  Ця  стаття  зосереджується,  головним  чином,  на

внутрішньому європейському вимірі законодавства та політики, досліджуючи співвідношення

між  спільними  зусиллями  ЄС  щодо  гендерної  рівності  та  зусиллями  окремих  країн-членів,

використовуючи  Іспанію  як  приклад.  Будучи  відомою  як  країна  з  сильною  католицькою

релігійною присутністю в управлінні та суспільному житті загалом, і в той же час «найбільш

лояльною до Союзу», або «непохитною Європою», Іспанія представляє цікавий випадок для

вивчення. Спочатку автор представляє огляд законодавства ЄС про гендерну рівність, зокрема,

висвітлює його виникнення, еволюцію та систему. Потім стаття переходить до аналізу спільної

гендерної  політики,  розробленої  на  законодавчих  вказівках,  щойно  вивчені,  методом

визначення основних напрямків політики та порівняння відповідних показників ефективності в

цих областях - національних іспанських показників, середнього середнього рівня ЄС - протягом

останніх десяти років років.

Ключові слова: право ЄС, гендерна рівність, права людини, права жінок, Іспанія
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General formulation of research and its topicality:In the time when European institutions are being

questioned in their  capability  to  address and act  on issues most  critical  for the current  and future

welfare of the region; it is necessary to have a comprehensive understanding of the system of the EU to

be able to assess and makeinformed judgments on the fast-paced socio-political happenings of modern

Europe. And a big part of such an understanding consists of knowledge of EU law and how it affects

realities in individual Member States. All these factors combined make up for the relevance cause of

the present research.

To outline issues not addressed before,  we further shall  give a brief analysis  of recent  studies on

similar topics. The scientific field of European gender equality seems to be dominated by studies of

gender mainstreaming as arguably the biggest achievement of the policy in question. Various subjects

connected to the EU-made concept of gender mainstreaming have been addressed by such academics

of today as R. Cavaghan of the University of Edinburgh, A. Hubert and M. Stratigaki of the College of

Europeand many others. Another block of works is dedicated to studying general theoretic basis and

mechanisms which allow the EU gender equality policy to function. In this regard we should note,

among others, the papers by J. Kantolaand E. Lombardo of the University of Helsinki, P. Ahrens of the

Statens Serum Institut etc.

Contrary to the present article, little to none of the studies mentioned are country specific unless they

deal with a country-specific problem, such as Brexit, for example (at least judging from those which

were meant for an international audience and thus are written or available in English). Doing a case

study, however, allows for more accurate and practical results.

Setting  of  the  problem  and  the  aim  of  the  article:The  initial  step  in  any  research  project  is

formulating  a  research problem,  which for the purposes of the present  study can be phrased the

following way: how has EU law influenced gender equality policy in Spain since 2009 to the present

day? The relevance of this problem and thus the topic of the study lie in the generalneed to understand

how the European Union works as an institutional and policy mechanism in order to adequately assess

various challenges that it faces today and that affect every European, and arguably, people all over the

world.

The object matterof the present study is international legal relations in the area of the functioning of

EU, and the subject matter–gender equality legislation.

Theobjectiveof this research is to gain deep and comprehensive knowledge of the EU legal acquis on

gender equality, how it is transposed into national legislative systems of Member States and ultimately,

how it affects the life of citizens of said states. Seeking to accomplishthe set objective, we suggest

completing the following tasks:

1. To analyze the  EU gender equality acquis and define key pieces of legislation and principal

features of the system;
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2. Assess performance indicators of Spain in regards to the main elements of EU gender equality

policy;

3. Compare the findings to relevant EU average figures.

The  materials  that  the  present  research  has  been  carried  out  upon  include,  first  of  all,

relevantEuropean domestic and general legal acts, the recent findings of European official statistical

services, as well as socio-political works of modern-day researches.

We would argue the noveltyof the present article drawing from the fact that it is a case study, which to

our understanding has not been widely done prior, and which allows to obtain tangible results from an

otherwise abstract discussion. Through this statement simultaneously we can interpret the  theoretic

and practical valueof our study.

Going into this research we felt that the  analysis prospectswere largely uncertain, since our initial

starting point was one of contradiction between our perceptions of Spain as a socio-cultural and even

political space influenced by religious tradition and catholic values (which are not gender-friendly by

any means) on the one hand  [7, р. 575], and Spain as the «the most loyal to the Union» [9], or «the

unwavering European» (which by definition entails gender-friendliness) [8].

Research  outcomes:The  first  step  to  researching  legal  relations  of  any  kind  is  undoubtedly  the

analysis  of its  legal  basis,  meaning international  treaties,  national  laws and other legal  norms that

regulate the given matter; and since the focus of this study is Europeanization, we shall start by looking

at EU legislation on gender equality. 

The term «EU gender equality acquis» refers to all the relevant Treaty provisions, legislation and the

case law of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in relation to gender equality. Another often-used

term,  instead  of  gender  equality,  is  «sex  equality».  Both  these  terms  are  used,  more  or  less

interchangeably.  However,  it  should  be  noted  that  while  the  term  «sex» refers  primarily  to  the

biological condition and therefore also the difference between women and men, the term «gender» is

broader in that it also comprises social differences between women and men, such as certain ideas

about their respective roles within the family and in society; plus, it can be argued that there are more

than just 2 genders [1, р. 6].

EU gender equality legislation is comprised with the following list of acts:

1. The Treaty on European Union;

2. Treaty establishing the European Community;

3. Council Directive on equal pay for men and women, 1975 (no longer in force – repealed by the

Recast Directive);

4. Council Directive on equal treatment of men and women in employment, 1976 (no longer in

force – repealed by the Recast Directive);
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5. Council Directive  on equal treatment of men and women in statutory social security schemes,

1978;

6. Council  Directive  on  equal  treatment  of  men  and  women  in  occupational  social  security

schemes, 1986 (no longer in force – repealed by the Recast Directive); 

7. Council  Directive on equal treatment  of men and women engaged in an activity,  including

agriculture, in a self-employed capacity, 1986 (no longer in force);

8. Council Directive on the introduction of measures to encourage improvements in the safety and

health  at  work  of  pregnant  workers  and  workers  who  have  recently  given  birth  or  are

breastfeeding, 1992;

9. Council Directive on the framework agreement on parental leave concluded by UNICE, CEEP

and the ETUC, 1996 (no longer in force – repealed byDirective 2010/18/EU);

10. Council Directive on equal treatment of men and women in the access to and the supply of

goods and services, 2004

11. Directive of the EP and of the EC on the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities

and  equal  treatment  of  men  and  women  in  matters  of  employment  and  occupation,  2006

(Recast Directive);

In addition, signed and currently pending ratification by the EU are 2 Council of Europe conventions:

the  Convention  for  the  Protection  of  Human  Rights  and  Fundamental  Freedoms  (1950)  and  the

Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (2011).

Having gone through the body of gender equality legislation already adopted and in the process of

adoption by EU we can conclude that EU interprets gender equality as equivalent to sex equality and

consisting  of  equal  treatment  in  employment  and  occupation,  health  protection  in  the  context  of

maternity and parental leave, equal access to goods and services and protection against gender-based

violence.

Using the above-mentioned extensive system of legal guidelines, EU governing bodies are then able to

develop  specialised  policies  targeted  at  certain  social  problems.  European  gender  equality  policy

consists of the 3 main elements (policy areas):

1. Equal pay;

2. Gender balance in decision-making positions;

3. Gender-based violence[2].

The most efficient and realistic way to determine the extent to which gender equality policy in Spain

has been Europeanized we believe would be to look at this country’s performance in these 3 key areas

in the last 10 years, i.e. from2009 to the present day.

Equal pay. The gender pay gap is defined as the relative difference in the average gross earnings of

women and men within the economy as a whole. According to latest official data collected by Eurostat
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the Spanish gap is smaller than the European average (16% vs 17% in 2010, 15% vs 16% in 2017),

which tells us that the equal pay policy as an integral part of the gender equality policy is currently

successfully Europeanized [5].

Gender balance in decision-making positions. The causes for the under-representation of women in

decision-making processes and positions are multiple and complex. The main reasons are traditional

gender roles and stereotypes, the lack of support for women and men to balance care responsibilities

with work, and the prevalent political and corporate cultures. European Institute for Gender Equality

monitors the overall level of representation in EU as well as in Member States individually; based on

its annual reports we can conclude that this area of gender equality policy in Spain is Europeanized as

well considering that a) the European 2019 average is 31%, while in Spain that number is 46.3%; b)

exact 50/50 ratio is a utopia [3].

Gender-based violence. Gender-based violence can be defined as violence directed against a person

because  of  that  person's  gender  (including  gender  identity/expression)  or  as  violence  that  affects

persons of a particular gender disproportionately. Women and girls, of all ages and backgrounds, are

most affected by gender-based violence. It can be physical, sexual and/or psychological, and includes

violence  in  close  relationships,  sexual  violence  (including  rape,  sexual  assault  and  harassment  or

stalking), slavery, harmful practices, such as forced marriages, female genital mutilation (FGM) and

so-called ‘honour’ crimes,  cyberviolence and harassment  using new technologies.For  data  to be as

illustrative as possible, we suggest considering the most brutal expressions of gender-based violence –

homicide and rape. According to the latest data available, 21.6% (as at 2014, source – EU Agency for

Fundamental Rights) of women across all EU Member States have experienced physical and/or sexual

violence [6], while from the latest studies conducted by the EIGE in Spain the same arithmetic value

would be approximately  20.3% (as at  2017, source – EIGE) [4].  Thus,  national  policies  aimed at

ending gender-based violence in Spain may be considered Europeanized.

Conclusions: To summarise, gender equality policy in Spain in the context of its compliance with EU

general framework and objectives wearguecan be viewed as a Europeanized policy in key areas. This,

however, does not mean that Europeanization of this sector in particular or as a whole is intermittent, a

milestone,  something  that  can  be  achieved  once  and for  all.  On the  contrary,  the  way we see  it,

Europeanization, especially in such a relevant and rapidly developing sector as gender equality, is not a

destination but a continuous process, and like progress itself,it should be strived for everyday.
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Abstract. The article analyzes some of the issues raised by women human rights defenders who
play an important role in the protection and promotion of human rights and freedoms guaranteed by
international human rights instruments in various spheres of public life.

Women journalists  are often victims of sexual abuse,  either  in  the form of targeted  sexual
assault or punished for their activities, in the performance of their professional duties; sexual assault by
the crowd against journalists covering public events; sexual abuse of journalists who are incarcerated
or  imprisoned.  They  face  increasing  danger  that  emphasizes  the  need to  adopt  a  gender-sensitive
approach.

Women regularly experience excessive gender-based violence in the workplace and beyond, on
the Internet and in other areas. 

Women activists,  including women's rights activists,  are increasingly using information and
communication  technologies  to  promote,  communicate,  mobilize,  protect,  access  information  and
promote their activities.

In addition,  women journalists are more and more exposed to the threat of violence on the
Internet, including sexual assault, harassment, doxing (illegal disclosure of personal information on the
Internet)  and swatting (erroneous challenge of response teams).  Women who cover topics such as
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politics, law, economics, sports, women's rights, gender and feminism are particularly at risk of being
bullied in a network environment.

At the same time, women journalists are more and more exposed to the threat of violence on the
Internet,  as harassment on the Internet is often anonymous and extremely invasive.  In view of the
above, measures should be developed to prevent and prevent violations of journalists' rights (account
hacking, website blocking, etc.) on the Internet, taking into account the specific needs of women.

Key words: human rights, journalists, legal regulation.online resource, women, protection.

Деякі  питання  захисту  жінок-журналістів  у  мережі  Інтернет:  міжнароджно-

правовий аспект 

Анотація.  У статті  проаналізовано  деякі  питання,  порушення  жінків-правозахисників,
які  відіграють  важливу  роль  у  захисті  і  заохоченні  прав  і  свобод  людини,  гарантованих
міжнародно-правовими актами в галузі прав людини у різних сферах суспільного життя.

Жінки-журналісти при виконанні своїх професійних обов’язків нерідко стають жертвами
сексуального насильства або у формі цілеспрямованого статевого насильства або в покарання за
свою діяльність; сексуального насильства з боку натовпу щодо журналістів, які висвітлюють
публічні  події;  сексуального  насильства  над  журналістами,  які  знаходяться  в  місцях
позбавлення волі або в  полоні. Вони стикаються зі зростаючою небезпекою, яка наголошує на
необхідності взяття на озброєння підходу, що враховує гендерну перспективу. 

Жінки регулярно  стикаються  з  надмірними  проявами насильства  за  ознакою статі  на
робочих місцях і за їх межами, в Інтернеті та в інших сферах.

Жінки-активісти,  включаючи  жінок-правозахисниць,  все  частіше  використовують
інформаційно-комунікаційні  технології  в  цілях пропаганди,  комунікації,  мобілізації,  захисту,
доступу до інформації та популяризації своєї діяльності. 

Крім того, журналісти-жінки більшою мірою і частіше піддаються в Інтернеті загрозам
насильства,  включаючи сексуальне  насильство,  цькування,  доксінг  (незаконне  розголошення
особистих даних в Інтернеті)  і  сваттінг  (помилковий виклик груп оперативного реагування).
Жінки, які висвітлюють такі теми, як політика, право, економіка, спорт, права жінок, гендерна
проблематика  і  фемінізм,  в  особливій  мірі  схильні  до  ризику  стати  об’єктом  насильства  в
мережевому середовищі.

У той же час жінки-журналістки все більше піддаються загрозі насильства в Інтернеті,
оскільки домагання в Інтернеті часто є анонімними та надзвичайно інвазивними.  З огляду на
вказане, мають бути розроблені заходи спрямовані на попередження та недопущення порушень
прав журналістів (злам аккаунтів, блокування веб-сайту тощо) в мережі Інтернет з урахуванням
особливих потреб жінок.

Ключові  слова: жінки,журналісти,  захист,  інтернет-ресурс,  права  людини,  правове
регулювання.

General formulation of research and its topicality.Human rights defenders play an important

role in the protection and promotion of human rights and freedoms guaranteed by international human

rights instruments in various spheres of public life. through print media, online publications, television,

etc.  Journalists  contribute  to  ensuring  transparency  and  accountability  of  public  policy  within  the

framework of the specified activity. There is an emphasis on public awareness on human rights and

other issues that constitute a significant social interest. Just as well due to this important role journalists

may be victims of violations of fundamental human rights. [1] Women journalists are often victims of

sexual  assault,  either  in the form of targeted  sexual  assault  or punished for their  activities,  in the

performance  of  their  professional  responsibilities;  sexual  assault  by  the  crowd against  journalists
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covering  public  events;  sexual  abuse  of  journalists  who are  imprisoned  or  imprisoned.  They  face

increasing danger, which emphasizes the need to adopt an approach that takes into account the gender

perspective [2]. Based on the above, the article is relevant and t o p i c a l . It should be noted that these

topics  are  partly  in  the works of the following authors:  T.  Syroid,  L.  Fomin,  M. Baimuratov,  M.

Buromensky, etc. At the same time, the issue of protecting women journalists on the Internet is not

studied well enough.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. It should be noted that these topics are

partly in the works of the following authors: T. Syroid, L. Fomin, M. Baimuratov, M. Buromensky,

etc. At the same time, the issue of protecting women journalists on the Internet is not studied well

enough.

The  p u r p o s e  of the paper,  whose  s u b j e c t  is  protection of women-journalists  on the

Internetand whose o b j e c t  is the international dimension of such a protection, which explicates the

n o v e l t y  of the paper, is to investigate the legal regulation of the protection of women-journalists on

the  Internet,  comprising  both  t h e o r e t i c a l  and  p r a c t i c a l  significance  of  the  approach

developed. 

Research outcomes.It is important to note that women regularlyexperience excessive gender-

based violence in the workplace and beyond, on the Internet and in other areas. The Global Survey on

Violence and Harassment against Women in the Media: A State of the World in 2014 found that nearly

two-thirds of women journalists surveyed were harassed in one form or another their work [3].

The Internet and other media have become an important source of news. There is a growing

number of journalists working online, both professional and public, who have no special education, but

play an essential role in documenting and disseminating information [1].

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights in Report A / HRC / 35/9 emphasized that

women-activists,  including  women's  rights  activists,  are  increasingly  using  information  and

communication technologies to promote, communicate, mobilize, protect, access and to promote their

activities. However, at the same time, information and communication technologies can contribute to

the expansion of the types of surveillance, censorship and harassment they may encounter. The Special

Rapporteur on Promoting and Protecting the Right to Freedom of Thought and Their Free Expression

also noted that online monitoring has a significant impact on the freedom of expression of a wide range

of vulnerable groups, such as journalists, and women in these groups face gender risks. (para. 23) [4].

The aforementioned issue was addressed within UNESCO, in particular in document 39C / 61

(Strengthening UNESCO's leading role in the implementation of the UN Plan of Action for Journalists'

Security and Impunity), the General Conference noted that due to the increased incidence of attacks on

women,  Journalists  The organization  will  promote  the implementation  of  gender-sensitive  security

protocols by agencies that combat violence and harassment against women journalists on the Internet.
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UNESCO will also seek to increase the staff directly involved in the safety of women journalists and

digital security (para. 11). In addition, the resolution contained in the annex to document 39C / 61

suggested that the Director-General strengthen the measures to combat the specific threats faced by

women journalists online (paragraph 5) [5].

Yes,  although in  the  online  space,  women may circumvent  restrictions  that  are  one of  the

hallmarks of print media and television, and avoid the effects of gender prejudice and multiple and

intersectional forms of discrimination that prevent women from participating in the media, space is

also a new platform for attacking women. In addition, women journalists are more and more exposed

to the threat of violence on the Internet, including sexual assault, harassment, doxing (illegal disclosure

of personal data on the Internet) and swatting (erroneous challenge of response teams). Women who

cover topics such as politics, law, economics, sports, women's rights, gender issues and feminism are

particularly at risk of being targeted in a network environment (p. 10) [6].

The Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of thought also

expressed deep concern over the harassment of online resources by journalists,  such as the illegal

hacking of their accounts, the tracking of their online activities, arbitrary arrests and detentions, and the

blocking of websites containing criticism of the authorities. Such acts are intimidation and censorship

(p. 63). In addition, the Special Rapporteur stated that the same protection as provided for in Article 19

of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights should be afforded to journalists who publish their material on the Internet[7].

Conclusions.Thus, on the basis of the above, we can conclude that women journalists play an

important role in the protection of fundamental human rights and freedoms proclaimed by international

human  rights  instruments.  Given  the  rapid  development  of  information  and  communication

technologies, the number of journalists working on the Internet has increased, while the number of

attacks against them has increased, too. At the same time, women-journalists are increasingly often

exposed to the threat of violence on the Internet, as harassment is often anonymous and extremely

invasive.  In view of the above, measures should be developed to prevent violations  of journalists'

rights (hacking of accounts, blocking a website, etc.) on the Internet, taking into account the specific

needs of women, which, in its turn, constitutes the p e r s p e c t i v e  of our research
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Abstract. The article describes the concept of «discrimination», referring to international legal
acts  and  legislative  consolidation  in  Ukraine.  The  author  determines  that  the  principles  for  the
regulation  of  discrimination  are  laid  down in fundamental  acts  of  international  law,  including  the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, the International  Covenant on Civil  and Political
Rights of 1966, and the others. Discrimination is a situation where a person or a group of persons has
certain  characteristics,  including  race,  color,  political,  religious  and  other  beliefs,  gender,  age,
disability, ethnic and social background, citizenship, family and property status, the place of residence,
is subject to restrictions on the recognition, exercise or enjoyment of rights and freedoms in any form.
The concept of «racial discrimination» is considered as a form of discrimination in accordance with the
UN International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination in 1965.

The  Law  of  Ukraine  «On  the  Principles  of  Prevention  and  Combating  Discrimination  in
Ukraine»2012,  which  is  a  framework  legislative  act,  contains  a  general  definition  of  the  term
«discrimination», provides definition of its key forms, and also prohibits any forms of discrimination
in relation to the open list of individual and group signs. This legislative act establishes the essence of a
general definition of discrimination, according to which key principles are identified, which invariably
allow to  determine  in  which  cases  discrimination  of  persons  or  groups  of  persons  will  constitute
unlawful discrimination in any form. To date, the Law of Ukraine «On the Principles of Preventing and
Combating Discrimination» is the most comprehensive and detailed regulatory act in the field of non-
discrimination.

Key words: discrimination,discrimination on the grounds, equality, human rights.
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Анотація.  Стаття  фокусується  на  концепті  ДИСКРИМІНАЦІЯ,  що  репрезентовано  в
міжнародних  правових  актах  та  правовій  базі  України.  Авторка  наголошує  на  тому,  що
принципи  регуляції  процесів  дискримінації  є  зафіксованими  у  базових  актах  міжнародного
законодавства,  включаючи  Декларацію  Прав  Людини  1948  року,  Міжнародну  конвенцію
цивільних та  політичних  прав  1966 року та  інші  документи.  Робиться  висновок про те,  що
дискримінація може бути інтегровано визначена як дії, спрямовані на обмеження або привілеї
стосовно особи та/або групи осіб за характеристиками раси, політичних, релігійних та інших
переконань,  місця проживання,  мови,  статі,  соціального походження,  тощо.  Концепт расової
дискримінації розглядається як форма дискримінації згідно з Міжнародною Конвенцією щодо
скасування всіх форм расової дискримінації у 1965 році.

Закон  України  «Стосовно  превентивних  заходів  та  боротьби  проти  дискримінації  в
Україні  (2012  року),  який  функціонує  як  базовий  правовий  документ,  містить  загальне
визначення явища дискримінації,  надає визначення її  головних проявів та форм, ідентифікує
базові принципи, що дозволяють певні дії характеризувати як дискримінацію зі зверненням до
соціального, правового, культурного та побутового аспекту явища, що досліджується.    

General formulation of research and its topicality.One of the most important prerequisites

for a democratic state is to ensure the equal rights and freedoms of the individual and the citizen.

However, at the present stage of society’s development, most states face the problem of discrimination

in various fields. Discrimination is one of the most dangerous manifestations of violations of human

rights, since such actions result in the destruction or restriction of the enjoyment of a person/ persons

by their  rights and freedoms in equal opportunities.  It  should be pointed out that the international

community and each democratic state make a great deal of efforts to ensure equality and to eliminate

discrimination  in  all  areas,  but  not  always  these  efforts  are  effective,  which  explicates  the

t o p i c a l i t y  of our work.

Some aspects of this topic were considered in the works of such scientists as S. Alekseev, M.

Baytin,  O.  Dashkovskaya,  M. Marchenko,  O.  Osipov,  S.  Pogrebnyak,  A.  Romanov,  S.  Slivka,  Y.

Fedorchuk, T. Fulei and the others.

Setting of  the problem and the  aim of  the  article.The  s u b j e c t of  the  study is  public

relations in the field of non-discrimination, and its o b j e c t  is discrimination in law.

The  p u r p o s e  of  the  study  is  a  general  theoretical  description  of  the  concept  of

discrimination in law, which adds to the n o v e l t y  of the present research.In order to achieve this,

the following t a s k s  must be addressed: to characterize the basic legal acts that serve as a basis for

the  regulation  of  the  basic  rights  and  obligations  of  each  person;to  find  out  the  concept  of

discrimination in international legal acts;to establish the concept of discrimination in the legislation of

Ukraine.

Experiential outcomes.In domestic and foreign legal literature, traditionally, much attention is

paid to discrimination, as one of the most common negative phenomena of legal reality.

First of all, for a deeper analysis of the concept of discrimination, it should be noted that the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 stated that: «All people are born free and equal in

dignity  and  rights»  (Article  1).  According  to  Art.  2  there  can  be  no  distinction  on  any  grounds,
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including race, color, gender, language, religion, political or other beliefs, national or social origin,

property, status or other status. Moreover, no distinction should be made on the basis of the political,

legal  or international  status  of  the country or territory  to  which the person belongs,  regardless  of

whether that territory is independent or restricted in its sovereignty (Article 2) [2].

In  order  to  fully  characterize  the  concept  of  «discrimination»,  one  must  pay  attention  to

regulations, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966, which states

that: «is respected and provided to all persons within its territory and under its jurisdiction, the full

range of  rights,  without  any discrimination  on different  grounds»(Article  2).  In  addition,  it  draws

attention to the fact that States should give full human rights and responsibilities equally to men and

women, since all persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal

protection of the law (Art. 3 , 26) [7].

Due to many factors, particular  attention is paid to racial  discrimination:  the elimination of

slavery, the destruction of the colonial system, and the issue of globalization. In the United Nations

International  Convention  on  the  Elimination  of  All  Forms  of  Racial  Discrimination  in  1965,  the

concept of «racial discrimination» is considered to be: «any discrimination, exception, limitation or

preference that may be based on features such as: race, color, generic, national or of ethnic origin, the

purpose or effect of which is to destroy or diminish the recognition, enjoyment or exercise on an equal

basis of human rights and fundamental freedoms in political, economic, social, cultural or any other

spheres of public life» (Art. 1) [6].

In accordance with the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination

against Women1979, Art. 1 this phenomenon means: «any discrimination, exception or restriction on

the basis of sex aimed at weakening or negating the recognition, regardless of their marital status, on

the basis of equality between men and women, human rights and fundamental freedoms in political,

economic, social, cultural, public or any other field».  On this basis, we see that the term implies an

obligation on states that have ratified the Convention to uphold gender equality in national law, to

abolish discriminatory provisions in their legislation and to adopt new provisions aimed at preventing

discrimination against women [4].

The European Social Charter 1961, hereinafter revised in 1996, states that States Parties must

invariably guarantee everyone their rights and fundamental freedoms without discrimination on any

grounds,  as  well  as  their  state  of  health,  membership  of  a  national  minority,  birth  or  other

circumstances (Article E) [1].

Taking  into  account  international  experience  in  defining  the  concept  of  discrimination  and

actions,  which are understood in Art.  24 of the  Constitution  of  Ukraine states  that:  «All  citizens,

without any exception,  have constitutional rights and freedoms and are equal before the law, since

there can be no privileges or restrictions on different grounds. Equality of rights for women and men is
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ensured  by:  providing  women  with  equal  opportunities  for  men  in  socio-political  and  cultural

activities,  in  education  and training,  in  work and in  remuneration  for  it;  special  measures  for  the

protection of women's labor and health, the establishment of pension benefits; creating conditions that

enable women to combine work with motherhood; legal protection, material and moral support for

motherhood and childhood, including the provision of paid holidays and other benefits to pregnant

women and mothers» [5].

In the fall of 2012, the Law of Ukraine «On the Principles of Prevention and Suppression of

Discrimination  in  Ukraine»  was  adopted  to  unify  approaches  and  to  ensure  consistency  and

sustainability in the activities of state bodies to provide and ensure equal rights and opportunities for

all  persons,  regardless  of  their  specific  characteristics.  For  this  purpose,  the  Law  describes

«discrimination» in which a person and/or group of persons according to their race, color, political,

religious  and  other  beliefs,  sex,  age,  disability,  ethnic  and  social  origin,  citizenship,  family  and

property state, place of residence, linguistic or other characteristics that have been, are, and may be

valid or presumed, are subject to restrictions on the recognition, exercise or enjoyment of rights and

freedoms in any form prescribed by this Law, except where such restriction has objectively reasonable

goal achievement methods which are appropriate and necessary [3].

Conclusions. Against  the  above  background,  we  can  conclude  that  the  phenomenon  of

discrimination is one of the most widespread negative phenomena of legal reality that needs to be

regulated  on  an  ongoing basis,  given  the  current  challenges  of  globalization  and integration.  The

concept of discrimination is  currently  receiving a great deal of attention and in the legal literature is

considered both in the legislation of Ukraine and internationally. An in-depth analysis of this double-

facet  ontology of  the  concept  under  consideration  constitutes  the  p r e s p e c t i v e  of  our  further

research. 
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Annotation. The author of the article refers to Leonid Andreyev's story «Abyss», in which he
tries to hold a philosophical reflection, answering the question: what is the Abyss, which absorbs the
main character? Analyzing the question posed, the author proposes to consider the Abyss not only in
the light of the realistic paradigm, where it acts as an ethical metaphor, but also in the plane of the
metaphysical  paradigm,  where  it  becomes  a  fundamental  philosophical  category.  Furthermore,  an
appeal is made to the philosophy of Yuri Mamleev, namely to the "Last Doctrine", which is the final
part of his work «The Destiny of Being». The Abyss is a key concept for Mamleev, related to going
beyond the Absolute, thus, something fundamentally transcendental, otherworldly, where no human
laws apply. The author emphasizes two key points of Andreev's narrative that allow us to consider the
Abyss in such a light – horror and infinity. There is no definite cause for the horror, but it constantly
accompanies the protagonist, making him no longer himself, but someone else, unknown. The state of
blind horror is the only possible reaction to the Abyss approaching, because the Abyss is something
meaningless and impossible. The infinity, which appears in the narrative as causeless Zinochka's story
about string of carts, also becomes an echo of the Abyss. Understood potentially, it cannot be captured
by the human mind as relevance. That is why talk about infinity is more frightening, than events that
will  occur to main characters further.  The violence committed against  them is understandable and
ordinary (though frightening), contrariwise, series of carts seems somewhat mundane, but because of
its infinity, becomes terrible and inaccessible. Based on this, the author summarizes that Andreev's
story can be read in at least two paradigms: the realistic and the metaphysical. The author emphasizes
that  the text of the story itself  contains not only opposition of these interpretations,  but also their
synthesis in a form of a simultaneous coexistence. It is concluded that the text of  «Abyss» includes
many non-actualized potencies that will manifest themselves over time.

Key words: abyss,Andreyev, horror, infinity, Mamleev, metaphysical paradigm
Анотація. Автор статті звертається до оповідання Леоніда Андрєєва «Безодня», в рамках

якого намагається провести філософську рефлексію, відповідаючи на питання: чим є Безодня,
яка  поглинає  головного героя?  Аналізуючи поставлене  питання,  автор пропонує  розглянути
«Безодню» не лише у реалістичній парадигмі,  де вона виступає як етична метафора, але й у
площині  метафізичної  парадигми,  де  вона стає  фундаментальною філософською категорією.
При  цьому  проводиться  звернення  до  філософії  Юрія  Мамлєєва,  а  саме  до  «Останньої
доктрини», що є фінальною частиною його роботи «Доля буття». Для Мамлєєва «Безодня» –
ключове  поняття,  що  пов’язане  з  виходом  за  межі  Абсолюту,  тобто  щось  принципово
потойбічне та трансцендентне,  де не діють ніякі  людські закони.  Автор статті  наголошує на
двох  ключових  моментах  оповідання  Андрєєва,  які  дозволяють  розглядати  Безодню  саме  в
такому світлі – це жах та нескінченність. Жах немає визначеної причини, проте він постійно
супроводжує головного героя, роблячи його вже не самим собою, а кимось іншим, невідомим.
Саме стан сліпого жаху виступає єдиною можливою реакцією на наближення Безодні,  адже
Безодня і є чимось безпредметним та неможливим. Нескінченність же, яка фігурує у оповіданні
як  безпричинна  розповідь  Зиночки  про  череду  возів,  також  стає  відгомоном  Безодні,  адже
розуміючись потенційно, вона не може бути схоплена людським розумом як актуальність. Саме
через це розмова про нескінченність лякає більше за події,  що відбудуться далі з головними
героями оповідання, адже скоєне над ними насилля зрозуміле та ординарне, хоч і страшне, а от
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низка возів є чимось ніби буденним, проте не маючи свого кінця,  стає чимось жахливим та
недоступним. Виходячи з цього, автор резюмує,  що оповідання Андрєєва може бути прочитане
як мінімум у двох парадигмах: реалістичній та метафізичній. При цьому автор зазначає, що сам
текст  оповідання  містить  у  собі  не  лише опозицію цих прочитань,  але  й їх  зняття  у формі
одночасного  співіснування,  а  паралельно  має  ще  безліч  досі  неактуалізованих  потенцій,  які
будуть проявлені лише з часом. 

Ключові слова: Андрєєв, безодня, жах, Мамлєєв, метафізична парадигма.
«Would you be so kind – do not read „Abyss“!»

Leonid Andreyev
General formulation of research and its topicality. Dmitry Bykov, in one of his public lectures

on Leonid Andreyev, reviews the story "Abyss" and points to two, in his opinion, the most important
conclusions that the reader can make - it is the dangerous attractiveness of victimhoodand the terrible
power of the contagiousness of evil [2]. And, really, neither the element with the image of the victim,
which seems to attract violence like a magnet, nor the movement towards the thickening of evil and
spreading it like a disease can be excluded from the discussion field of the text of  «Abyss». As this
discussion cannot be reduced only to them, due to the fact that at least one fundamental question in this
case remains unanswered. The question is simple, but necessary: what is the Abyss? The vitality and
eternity of the issue explicates the t o p i c a l i t y  of this work, whose s u b j e c t  is the phenomenon
of the Abyss in literary and philosophical forms and whose  o b j e c t  is the horror of infinity as an
aspect of interaction with the Abyss.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The p u r p o s e  of the research is to reveal
the nature of the interaction with the Abyss in terms of the horror of infinity. For the above purpose to
be realized there are the following  t a s k s  set: to compare Andreev and Mamleev’s visions of an
Abyss; to determine the role of the horror of infinity as the way of human interaction with the Abyss in
Andreev and Mamleev texts.

The n o v e l t y  of the workconsists in the author’s interpretation of the horror of infinity in a text
by Andreev through the lens of the concept ABYSS in Mamleev’s terms. 

Research  outcomes.  The  shocking  disclosure  of  the  dark  side  of  human  nature  in  its  naked
forcefulness, described so colorfully, made an eternal literary scandal from the story "Abyss", which
began with its first publication and lasts until nowadays. It suffice to recall the emotional negative
review of Lev Tolstoy: «I mean it is horror! What a mud!. How can a young man, who loves a girl,
catches her in such a situation, being half-dead himself – make such an abomination!.. Ugh!.. For what
is  it  all  written?..  Why?..» [1],  to present  an unceasing resonance around the ethical  aspect  of the
“Abyss”, to which any reflection in relation to the story reduced. In this  case,  the "Abyss" in the
deepest approximation represents the limitlessness of moral decline, all-consuming evil and darkness,
lurking in every person, and in a more superficial sense - just a turn of speech, chosen to combine all
sorts of negations and destruction. However, there are at least two points that do not allow us to make
such reduction, namely horror and infinity. 

Perhaps  the most  mysterious  and frightening moment  in  the story,  maybe even surpassing the
ending in its  emotional  strength,  is  Zinochka’s unexpected and unreasonable speech about infinity
before any visible danger:
 "- Can you imagine what infinity is like? - asked Zinochka, touching her forehead with her hand and 
rapidly twinkling her eyes.
 - No — infinity? No", answered Niemovetsky, at the same time closing his eyes.
 - But I see it sometimes. I saw it for the first time when I was still very young. It was like carts, one 
cart was standing alone, then a second, and a third and so on, continually, carts, carts. Such a scene!" 
She shivered.
   - "Why carts?" - Niemovetsky smiled, yet the idea was also an unpleasant one to him.
   - I don't know. Carts, one, two, and on — without end» [1].

Surprisingly, the endless row of ordinary carts scares more than what happens to the characters
of the story later – when they meet rapists. Moreover, something connects this talk about infinity with
the  final  “absorption  of  the  Abyss”.  The  thing  is  that  the  crime  which  is  committed  against  the
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schoolgirl Zinochka and student Nemovetsky is quite prosaic, predictable, as if justified by its self-
evidence. However, the endless chain of simple carts contains something incomprehensible, something
much more threatening than trivial  human violence and lust.  Somehow, it  turns out that  any item
multiplied  to  infinity  and exposed one after  another  becomes completely  different,  and its  former
routine turns into an inexplicable nightmare, an obsession. Infinity fascinates a person by the fact that
being understood at the level of its potentiality, it can never be realized as relevance, if it is not about
mathematics, but about some mental projection, which is visualized for Zinochka as a row of carts. In
this regard, infinity (something “without end”) is a mirror of the Abyss (something “without bottom”):
in both cases, the human mind came across something that does not contradict its ethics or cultural
attitudes, but does not fit into the structure of mind, going beyond it. In the other words, meetingwith
something like this leads a person to what he feels only indirectly, to an echo of the mystery, of another
being on the other side of all human reality. 

The second point is the horror that accompanies Nemovetsky’s movement into the arms of the
Abyss: «The horror of the incident froze in him, curled up in a lump and lay in the soul, like something
extraneous and powerless <…> He endeavoured to realize the meaning of all that had since transpired.
But  experience  of  that  dreadful  time  was  too  sad,  too  monstrous,  that  horror  was  too  large  to
appear.<…> At the next moment a flash of reason lit up his mind— opening before him a black abyss.
And the abyss swallowed him! » [1]. Horror is one of the key categories of existential philosophy,
which is inherent in the “borderline situation”. Its peculiarity lies in the fact that, unlike fear, it does
not have its own specific subject: while fear is always a fright of something, horror is a fright as such.
Of particular importance here is Andreev’s characterization of horror as an extraneous and powerless,
as well as something so large that it does not even appear. In other words, Nemovetsky faces not just
with fear of the consequences of the violence, committed against him and Zinochka, but with horror,
which seems to lead him to somewhere more frightening than everything that happened, somewhere,
where, maybe, all this things are normal or even right, where things even weirder can happen.

These two moments, besides the nightmarish events that build the plot, determine the nature of
something Nemovetsky will be absorbed by in the end, they tell us the most about the Abyss.

Not in vain, was the word "Abyss" written by the author with a capital letter throughout the text
of the article, because the Abyss can be represented not only as an ethical metaphor or as a random
turn of speech, but as a fundamental philosophical category, which has an extremely serious meaning.
In such a case, it becomes necessary to refer to the philosophy of Yuri Mamleev, namely to the “Last
Doctrine” from his work “The Destiny of Being”. Mamleev himself defines the "Last Doctrine" as
«<…> teaching of That Which Is Not, of that which is beyond God, beyond the Absolute, of that
which is transcendental to God, Reality, and the Higher-I.» [3, p. 91]. Exactly in it, Mamleev writes
about  the  Abyss  and  considers  possible  forms  of  interaction  with  it.  For  Mamleev,  the  Abyss  is
something fundamentally different to being, where both rational and irrational principles do not work,
where the "principle of the Night" rules:  «<…>in the Abyss, in the trans-darkness, it  is as though
everything turns out to be the opposite of itself. This ultimate Beyond for the Self, the absolute absence
of immanence, signifies, besides other things, the absence of Being, thus determining the new principle
of the Night» [3, p. 94-95].

An indirect sensation of this principle fills the whole Andreyev’s story, becoming thickened
just during a conversation about infinity,  which seems to open to the reader something completely
otherworldly, distant, and more frightening than a gloomy forest and a sense of impending disaster.
This conversation continues in the description of the night, when Nemovetsky regains consciousness
after the beating. At the same time, the similarity of this description, together with a description of
Nemovetsky’s sense of himself  as not real,  with Mamleev’s principle  is  amazing:  «Small,  narrow
clouds swiftly floating were borne long by a strong wind, but they did not cover the light of the moon,
they passed by it carefully. From this solitary moon escaped cautious glints of light which fell upon the
small  lofty  clouds,  and a  gentle  breeze  sprang up which could  scarcely  be felt.  All  these natural
agencies inspired a mysterious sensation of night reigning over the earth. When Nemovetsky regained
consciousness, he tried to feel the horror of what was happening. That all was so scary and unlike the
truth, which could not be so terrible, and he himself was also strange and not like the real one. But
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then, as it was midnight, and as he was looking up at the moon and the passing clouds, it was all so
unusual, so unreal, that he began to think it was only an uncommon, terrible dream, very awful and
abominable» [1].  It  is  clearly felt  already that the world has been transformed in such a way that
everything in it has been distorted, lost its identity, has become different. The night leads to the fact
that Nemovetsky becomes «cast aside beyond of human, understandable and simple life…» [1].

There is violence that has already happened, even though it cannot be prevented, but can be
understood. It can be condemned and, after all, it can be punished. However, is it possible to punish an
endless string of carts, standing one after another? Horror is the only thing that a person can experience
while approaching to the Abyss, as it is not something and it is not nothing. 

In is in regard to the Abyss the fundamental difference between the actions of the three rapists
and Nemovetsky is contained. If the actions of rapists, hungry for the flesh, are entirely in the plane of
the Absolute, being banal evil, Nemovetsky’s actions, although they can receive an external ethical
assessment (whose involuntary determination by the reader makes the story so effective and shocking),
but  they  are  beyond  «ordinary evil».  They become,  using Mamleev's  lexis,  a  kind of  “puncture”,
“hole”, “gap” in the Absolute, where the path to the Abyss opens: «<…> Consequently, although the
practical initiation into the Abyss cannot be expressed beyond generalities, something still can be said
of the first stage of True Initiation, which involves dropping out of a liberated personality from the
Whole and retreating toward the Periphery. (For this process is still contained in the Intellect). This
retreat, as we have already discussed, is the complete positivation of all negations (of evil and death).
These positivations thus become cracks into the Abyss and one's retreat thus denotes the first indirect
contact  with the Abyss through reconsideration of the world and transfiguration of the Reality,  on
which  the  seal  of  the  Abyss  will  lie  thereafter» [3, p. 96].  Within  the  framework  of  Mamleev’s
philosophy, the Abyss is so different to everything that exists that it is possible to interact with it only
indirectly  and talk  about  it  only  with  implicit  hints.  But  if  we  turn  to  the  novels  and  stories  of
Mamleev, we can see that their characters are constantly trying to go beyond the Absolute and human
knowledge into fundamentally unknown spheres. In so doing, many of them succeed, which forms the
entire motive of "metaphysical travels", which Roza Semykina writes about [4].

What  about  Leonid  Andreyev?  Interestingly,  many  critics  have  identified  The  Abyss  as  a
fantastic story, devoid of any realism, (though, reproaches of artificiality and fantasizing accompanied
all Andreyev’s creative path), while the writer himself insisted on the power of directness of the story
and its emphasized truthfulness. Of course, judging fairly, we cannot say that everyone would act in a
similar situation as Nemovetsky, what Leonid Andreyev himself insisted on, but also it is not possible
to say that there would be no such people or very few of them. So how can this contradiction be
eliminated? 

Conclusions. The thing is that the "Abyss" can be understood at least in two paradigms at once:
realistic and metaphysical (in the context of metaphysical realism with its coverage of hidden reality).
It  has  to  be  said  that  such an interpretation  is  possible  only within  the  framework of  modernity,
because in times of Andreyev metaphysical  realism was out of the question.  However not in vain
Leonid Andreyev is considered one of the founders of Russian expressionism (which, as is known,
focuses  not  on  reality,  but  on  the  inner  emotional  state  of  the  author,  that  makes  him related  to
metaphysical  realism in  that  it  goes  deeper  ordinary  reality,  goes  beyond  it),  that  makes  such  a
comparison  justified.  The  main  thing  here  is  the  opposition  "realistic  -  metaphysical  /  fantastic  /
expressionistic",  which unfolds inside and outside the text.  In this  regard,  unfolding of  a realistic
paradigm takes place in a letter  by Nemovetsky, which provides a different ending of the story in
which Nemovetsky did not rape Zinochka, however, instead of empathy, he began to feel disgust and
revulsion for her [1]. The metaphysical paradigm, as peculiar as it may sound, can be found in the
absence,  expressed in  Andreyev’s  unfulfilled  promise to  write  “Anti-Abyss”.  Possibility  of  “Anti-
Abyss” creation not only contradicts the talent of utter despair that Andreev had, but also the very
concept of “Abyss”, because it is beyond all opposites. It is simply impossible to imagine any “anti” to
it, in view of the fact that Abyss itself is the utter “anti” that cannot be captured. 

Based on the  metaphysical  paradigm,  we can  try to  guess  what  happened after  the  events
described in the story: and this task immediately becomes beyond, since initially it cannot be solved.
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Perhaps the only thing that can be said – what happened further is like finding in a black hole and is
completely inaccessible. In this case, ethical, cultural or social continuation of the story is not exist,
there is no Zinochka, there is no Nemovetsky and there are no being with nothingness. Absorption of
the Abyss - opens so fundamentally  DIFFERENT,  that you can neither talk nor be silent about it;
therefore, human-order issues lose all meaning in it. The only thing that remains for us - is trying to
imagine an endless string of carts again and to experience horror, relating our own being with this
string. 

The  most  significant  thing  is  that  the  text  of  "The  Abyss"  itself,  like  any  truly  talented  and
profound work, is much wider than all  existing interpretations.  It  does not only contain the stated
opposition of the “real and metaphysical” as two layers of possible perception, but also its removal in
the form of their parallel coexistence, as well as a number of hidden and unrealized potencies, which
will be revealed only with time in the process of rethinking and reactualization.In this connection, the
p e r s p e c t i v e of our research is an in-depth study of the variability of possible human interactions
with the Abyss in philosophical and literary paradigms.
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Abstract. Human speech always adheres to particular linguistic and literary norms, which are
regarded as generally accepted rules for the language use in communication. Communication between
people  aims  at  sharing  information,  interacting  or  getting  interpersonal  perception.  The functional
aspect  of communication is  related to revealing the specificity  of the informative process between
people  as  active  subjects,  namely  their  attitudes,  intentions  and  goals.  The  interactive  side  of
communication  is  built  on  a  common  strategy  of  mutual  influence.  The  perceptual  side  of
communication involves the process of forming the image of another person, which is achieved by
“reading”  personal  psychological  properties  and  characteristics  via  physical  characteristics  of  the
individual. When contacting others, one does not always realize that he or she uses signs that are units
of a specific code. The language functioning is also impossible without deviations from the norms,
which often serve as a powerful emotionally expressive speech manifestations. One of such deviations
is the use of insulting means by which the speaker refers to something that is tabooed in the culture and
at the same time expresses strong emotions and estimations. Offensive statements in modern linguistics
are called invectives. Invective is a certain speech pattern that is emotionally evaluative and expressive
in nature,  formed under the influence of intra-linguistic  and extra-linguistic  factors and causes the
recipient’s  insult.  Invective  is  of  a  distinctly  ethno-specific  nature,  because  the  means  of  insult
realization in different languages can have the same literal  meaning, but be expressed by different
means. Considering the difference between the means of realization of invective, their number and
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frequency of use, it can be assumed that in most cases the translation of invective is made on the basis
of functional, not proper linguistic equivalence. And as a result, an English invective statement can
have many different possible translations into Ukrainian, because the translation is focused not on the
meaning, but on the functions embedded in the addresser’s expression. And in this case, the translator
must adhere to the target norms of communication, literary language and translation.

Key words: communicative effect, insult, invective, translation. 

Комунікативний та культурологічний аспект перекладу інвективи
Данилова О.
Ребрій О.
Шамаєва Ю.
Анотація.  Мовлення  людини  як  представника  соціуму  підпорядковується  певним

мовних та літературним нормам, що розглядаються як загальноприйняті правила використання
мови  під  час  комунікації.  Спілкування  і  контакт  між  людьми  зводиться  або  до  обміну
інформацією,  або  до  взаємодії,  або  до  процесу  міжособистісної  перцепції.  Функціональний
аспект спілкування пов’язаний із виявленням специфіки інформаційного процесу між людьми
як  активними  суб’єктами,  тобто  їхніх  установок,  намірів  та  мети.  Інтерактивна  сторона
спілкування  будується  за  загальною  стратегією  взаємовпливу.  Перцептивна  сторона
спілкування  містить  у  собі  процес  формування  образу  іншої  людини,  що  досягається
«прочитанням»  за  фізичними  характеристиками  людини  її  психологічних  властивостей  та
особливостей.  Контактуючи  з  іншими,  людина  не  завжди  усвідомлює,  що  користується
знаками,  тобто  одиницями  умовного  коду.  Функціонування  мови  також  неможливе  і  без
відхилень від норм, що часто виступають потужним емотивно-експресивним виявом мовлення.
Одним із  випадків  такого порушення  норми є  вживання засобів  обрáзи,  за  допомогою яких
мовець посилається на щось, що є табуйованим у культурі й водночас виражає сильні емоцій та
оцінки.  Образливі  висловлення  в  сучасній  лінгвістиці  прийнято  називати  інвективними.
Інвектива  –  це  певний  мовленнєвий  зворот,  що  має  емоційно-оціночний  та  експресивний
характер, формується під впливом внутрішньолінгвістичних та екстралінгвістичних факторів і
спричиняє  обрáзу адресата.  Інвективі  притаманний яскраво етноспецифічний характер,  адже
засоби  реалізації  обрáзи  в  різних  мовах  можуть  мати  однакове  буквальне  значення,  але
виражатись  різними  засобами.  Враховуючи  відмінність  засобів  реалізації  інвективи,  їхню
кількість  та  частотність  використання,  можна  припустити,  що  переклад  інвективних
висловлювань у більшості випадків здійснюється на основі функціональної, а не власно мовної
еквівалентності.  І  як результат,  англійське  інвективне висловлення може мати багато різних
можливих перекладів українською мовою, адже переклад орієнтується не на виразне значення, а
на  функції,  закладені  у  висловлення  адресантом.  І  в  цьому  випадку  перекладач  повинен
дотримуватися цільових норм комунікації, літературної мови та перекладу. 

Ключові слова: інвектива, комунікативний ефект, обрáза, переклад.

The end of the last century marked a crucial moment for the development of translation studies,

as the turnto culture significantly changed the scientists’ attitude to the process of translation, giving it

a  broader  social  and  cultural  meaning,  and  therefore  translatologists  shifted  their  attention  from

linguistic aspects of communication to culture ones. One of the main elements of communication is

language which is  closely connected to culture of a certain community. As R. Zorivchak points out:

“The notion of socio-historical, national and cultural context, ideological and aesthetic peculiarities of

the  epoch  go  beyond  the  scope  of  linguistics,  even  more  broadly  –  philology,  and  covers  those

conditions  in  which  a  certain  language  is  used  as  a  means  of  communication”  [5,  P.  40–41].
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Consequently, it is important not only to research culture through language, but, on the contrary, to use

culture for a clearer perception and deeper understanding of linguistic phenomena that have a distinct

national character in translation.  Here belongs  invective, whose means of embodiment are often of

ethno-specific character. 

Setting the problem and the aim of the article.T h e o b j e c t  of the article is invective as a

communicative  means  of  insult,  while  t h e  s u b j e c t  is  functional  and  cultural  specifics  of

rendering  invective  in  English-Ukrainian  literary  translation.  T h e  a i m  of  the  article  is  to

investigate the impact of cultural and functional aspects of invective on its translation. Tasks that are to

be  achieved  are:  1)  to  provide  an  overview  of  already  existing  worksthat  analyze  cultural  and

communicative specifics of invective; 2) to illustrate functional and cultural peculiarities of invective

basing  on  comparative  analysis  of  English  and  Ukrainian  fictional  texts.  T h e  s t u d y

m a t e r i a l  is  composed of English invective expressions from  The Taming of the Shrewby  W.

Shakespeare  and their  translations  into  Ukrainian  by P.  Kulish  and Yu.  Lisniak.T h e o r e t i c a l

v a l u e  of the article lies in the fact that all theoretical statements and obtained results contribute to

the cultural theories of translation as well as the theory of literary translation, while its p r a c t i c a l

v a l u e is determined by the possibility of using its results  in theoretical and practical  courses on

translation  and  as  resource  materialsfor  students  and  young  researchers.  The  introduction  of  a

comprehensive approach to the study of invective with regard toits linguistic, cultural, and functional

features  is  considered  as  t h e  n o v e l t y  of  the  article.  T h e p r o s p e c t s  o f  f u r t h e r

r e s e a r c h presuppose the analysis of translating invective from literary works of different historical

periods.

Research results.Studying the translation aspect of any communicative phenomenon should

begin with understanding its function and outlining the widest possible range of linguistic and / or

stylistic  means  of  its  manifestation.  Invective  expression  conveys  negative  emotions  towards  the

addressee or an addresser’s negative attitude towards a person, his/her behaviour or the situation as a

whole.

Modern linguistics offers several interpretations of invective, which,on the one hand, correlate

with one another,  but,  on the other hand, contradict  oneanother  (at  least  partially).  Approaches to

understanding invective can be roughly divided into linguistically and communicatively oriented ones.

The former considers invective as a lexical unit (sign, nomination, etc.) of negative semantics used to

insult a person [2, P. 27;4, P. 13; 1, P. 25–26]. According to this approach, the concepts of invective

and obscene vocabulary are often confused and, as a rule, invective is limited only to obscene or vulgar

words, rendering the terms “invective” and “obscenity” as synonymous.

According  to  the  second  approach,  invective  is  considered  as  a  communicative  formation

whose main function is to insult a person. Apparently, invective is considered as aggressive speech
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behaviour  and  a  communicative  action  determined  by  intent  to  induce  negative  emotional  and

psychological states (anger, frustration) in the individuals subjected to language influence. 

As a rule, invective is expressed by means of obscene or non-codified vocabulary, but it is not

limited only to linguistic  means of embodiment.  The basis  of invective,  for instance,  can be such

stylistic  means  as  metaphor,metonymy  (personification,  synaesthesia  and  antonomasia),  irony  and

sarcasm.

When translating insulting expressions, pragmatics is the main, and even sometimes the only,

criterion of equivalence.  The task of the translator  is  to preserve the original function of insult  in

translation and make invective be perceived in the same way as in the source language, regardless

semantics of its constituent linguistic units in the source and target languages.And in this case, the

translator must adhere to three basic norms: communicative, linguistic and translation.

Among the reasons why one may face difficulties while translating invective is the difference in

the pragmatic components of linguistic units that form an invective expression. Although these units

may be equivalent in their basic lexical-semantic variants, they could have different traditions of use in

different cultures. Invective translation also requires taking into account the context in which it is used,

since it is the context that rather accurately renders invective’s figurative and expressive connotation.

For  example,  a  pair  of  words  “goat” and “козел” can acquire  features  of  invective  when used to

characterise  a  person.  In  general,  both  words  emphasize  some  unpleasant  qualities  of  a  person.

However, there are differences in the appropriateness of their use. Whereas Ukrainian “козел” is a

simple and understandable insult via which the interlocutor expresses detest and disdain, its English

equivalent means a “lecherous, lustful man” in English-speaking culture. 

Therefore, when confronted with an expression that has features of insult, the translator must

determine, firstly, the semantic and pragmatic load in it, and secondly, the degree of its offensiveness.

The relationship  between the former  and the  latter  exists,  but  is  manifested  differently.  V.

Zhelvis suggests that the reaction to invective, expressed by the same offensive word, depends on the

perception  of  the  audience:  “In  those  subgroups  where  sharp  and  vulgar  invective  is  the  most

widespread means  of  communication,  the  insulting  statement  of  a  real  visible  fact  tends  to  make

smaller impression. On the other hand, in the subgroup where vulgar invectives are rare and preference

is given to more sophisticated verbal means, usage of gross senseless swearing as a means of insult

towardsa person’s  imperfection(origin,  sexual  orientation,  physical  disabilities,  etc.)  can provoke a

very sharp reaction”[4, P.80].

Having  determined  the  semantic  component,  the  translator  must  decide  what  degree  of

offensiveness  will  be  appropriate  for  the  transmission  of  the  pragmatic  component.  The  bilingual

dictionary in these cases is an unreliable  aid.  Firstly,  the place of insulting words in the language

system is constantly changing and the dictionary will always give rather outdated information,  and
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secondly, in translating offensive vocabulary a lot, if not everything, depends on the context. A much

better strategy is to look for a functional correspondence in the target language, and to do so we must

understand how offensive a particular expression is and what role it plays in this context. Then, another

factor to remember is the literary norm (which is applied not only to books but also film scripts and

other texts, whose main function is aesthetic). It is well known that there are some differences between

oral and written speech. Even the most casual dialogues of literary characters undergo some alteration:

otherwise they might be very incomprehensible. Moreover, any developed literary tradition has its own

approaches  to  convey  certain  features  of  language,  including  its  invective  manifestations.  French

translators of the eighteenth century, for example,  considered the compositions of Shakespeare and

Cervantes as barbarically rough and were not ashamed to “purify” their texts in translation. No doubt

that the self-will of such translators (“embellishers”) remained far in the past, but the difference in

literary norms has not disappeared. What is acceptable in the literary tradition of the source language

cannot beexpressed by means that are not acceptable in the target language.

To illustrate the use of invectives and their translation, we analysed W. Shakespeare’s comedy

The Taming of the Shrew and its translations by Yu. Lisniak«Приборканняноровливої» and by P.

Kulish«Приборканагоструха».

Example 1: O monstrous beast! How like a swine he lies!

Translators use direct equivalents for the word  beast –  «звір»,  «тварина». In this case, the

technique of personification is used, when the notion of an animal is used to convey the characteristics

of a person, in this case the features of a swine, boar. To preserve emotional colouring, Y. Lisnyak uses

the suffix, which in the Ukrainian language has a negative connotation “-юк”, but ignores a negative

adjective: Тварюка, бач, розлігся, мовсвиня. P. Kulisch retains the epithet originally to preserve the

emotional context: Противнийзьвір ! Лежить, мовтойкабан!

Example 2: No such jade as you, if me you mean 

The  direct  equivalents  to  the  word  jade are  «шкапа»,  «шельма»,  «негідниця».  But  the

translators paid attention precisely to the verb equivalents: to jade – «стомити», «слабшати». That is

why in the translation by Y. Lisnyak we come across the word здохляк – a noun formed from the verb

«здохнути» (negative exaggeration from the word  to die):  Невідтакогоздохляка,  якти. P. Kulisch

does not resort to direct vocabulary equivalent, but creates an image of the situation, humiliating the

addressee’s mental abilities: Танетакихдурних — колипроменеріч.

Example 3: A senseless villain!

The  direct  equivalents  of  the  word  villain are  «лиходій»,  «негідник».  But  the  translators

decided to focus their attention on the epithet:  senseless –  «дурний»,  «безглуздий». Therefore, Y.

Lisnyak uses the technique of personification and gives the addressee the characteristics of a plant
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(stump), which is the image of someone silly:  Безмозкийпень!  P Kulish retains an image aimed at

suppressing mental capacity via translating the epithet: Дурнеледащо!

Conclusions.Invective is a cultural  phenomenon of a subject’s  social  humiliation by verbal

means.  Invective  can be expressed throughobscene lexical  units  that  are  considered offensive in a

particular  cultural  tradition,  at  the  same time,  invective  can  be  expressed  by any other  word  that

simulates a situation of cultural misconduct by the addresser.This provides a wide range of semantic

variations of invective limited by the regulatory requirements in a specific culture. Thus, we believe

that  invective  is  a  verbal  aggression,  which  is  used  instead  of  physical  force,  but  which  has  the

properties  of  insult  and  offence,  manifested  in  a  specific  speech  situation.Translating  invective  is

unavoidably influenced by two cultures, the source and the target ones, and thus, the translator must be

guided not only by linguistic norms of a target language, but adhere to communicative effect that is

originally manifested in an invective statement.  Moreover, the translator who fails to take the cultural

context  into  account  is  likely  to  convey  a  wrong  message  and  alter  the  level  of  a  statement’s

offensiveness. The very existence of a cultural gap can have an impact on the process of translating by

interfering with the translator’s logical judgement and linguistic selection. 
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Анотація.Стаття  аналізує  зростаючу  увагу  до  емоційної  інформації,  її  важливості  та
необхідності  ефективно  використовувати.  Дослідження  підтверджують,  що  емоції  можуть
виступати  як  ресурси  організації,  якими  можна  керувати  задля  підвищення  її  ефективності,
результативності працівників та створення сприятливого морального-психологічного клімату. У
даній статті досліджуються основні підходи до застосування концепції «емоційного інтелекту»
серед різних рівнів менеджменту в організації та пропонуються власні розробки з підвищення
компетенцій у цій сфері. Доведена актуальність дослідження, що полягає в особливій увазі до
проблематики обміну та використання емоційної інформації серед персоналу та менеджменту.У
даній  статті  проаналізовані  розробки  та   практики  імплементації  програм  підвищення
емоційного інтелекту у міжнародних організаціях та корпораціях. 

Мета статті полягає в дослідженні впливу емоційного інтелекту на різні рівні управлінців
задля визначення основних напрямків підвищення компетенцій. 

Досягнення поставленої мети обумовило вирішення наступних завдань:  вивчення поняття
«емоційний  інтелект»,  його  складових;  дослідження  основних  компетентностей  емоційного
інтелекту; обґрунтування компетентностей та їхньої важливості для менеджерів; дослідження
кращих  практик  і  результатів  застосування  у  сфері  підвищення  емоційного  інтелекту  в
організаціях;  аналіз  необхідності  розвитку  емоційного  інтелекту  серед  різних  рівнів
менеджменту.

Результатом  роботи  є  розробка  рекомендацій  щодо  підвищення  емоційного  інтелекту
серед  менеджерів  на  основі  аналізу  важливості  різних  компетенцій  для  різних  рівнів
управління. 

Ключові слова: «емоційний інтелект», «компетенції емоційного інтелекту», «EI», «EQ»,
«менеджмент». 

Abstract.  The article analyzes growing attention to emotional information, its importance and
the need of using it effectively. Numerous researches confirm that emotions can act as organizational
resources that can be managed to improve organization’s effectiveness, employee’s performance and
create  a favorable moral and psychological climate.This article studies the main approaches to the
application of the concept of «emotional intelligence» among the various levels of management in the
organization and offers authors’ development to improve competencies in this area. The relevance of
the research is proved due to special  attention to the problems of exchanging and using emotional
information among personnel and management.This article considers the development and practices of
implementing  programs  to  enhance  emotional  intelligence  in  international  organizations  and
corporations.

The purpose of the article is to study the influence of emotional intelligence on different levels of
managers in order to identify the main areas of competence development.

To  achieve  the  set  purpose  the  following  tasks  have  to  be  solved:  to  studythe  concept  of
«emotional intelligence», its components; to study the basic competences of emotional intelligence;
substantiation of competencies and their importance for managers; to research the best practices on
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increasing the emotional intelligence in organizations and results of its implementation; to analyze the
need of developing emotional intelligence among different levels of management.

The result of the work is to develop the recommendations for increasing emotional intelligence
among executives based on the analysis of the importance of different competencies for different levels
of management. 

Key words:  «emotional  intelligence»,  «competence  of  emotional  intelligence»,  «EI»,  «EQ»,
«management».

Formulation  of  the  problem.An  issue  of  managing  personnel  with  a  view  to  reaching  a
qualitatively new level becomes more urgent in a rapidly changing environment, the ever-increasing
flow of  information  and the  desire  to  catch  or  create  a  trend.  At  the  forefront  are  deeply  hidden
psychological and sociological factors. Its consideration can drastically change the approaches to the
management of an organization, the life cycle of the product, corporate culture, etc.

Today, such a trend, capable of changing everything - from the personnel management system to
receiving super profits of the company - is developing of the emotional intelligence skills. Modern
research shows that the key aspect of management today is the study of emotional intelligence, as it is
proved, that emotional information plays a significant role in the professional activity of a person and
whole organizations in general. That is why it is necessary to pay considerable attention to the study of
emotional intelligence, its influence, the development of soft skills at different levels of management
and  among  the  staff  as  a  whole,  as  this  has  a  significant  impact  on  the  personal  indicators  of
employees, results, effectiveness and success of the company.

The  analysis  of  recent  research  and  publications.  The  main  researchers  in  the  field  of
emotional  intelligence  are  Peter  Salovey,  John Mayer  [1,2],  David  Caruso  [3,4]  whose  work  had
significant impact on the widespreading and recognizing the importance of studying such component
of human existence as emotion. A scientist who studied human brain and behavior - Daniel Goleman,
author of the best-selling book "Emotional Intelligence", paid special attention to studying this issue
[5].

In  this  regard, the  purpose  of  the  article  is  to  study  of  emotional  intelligence,  its  main
components, the importance and impact on different levels of management and identifying the main
areas of competence development.

The main results of the study.The widespread and recognized importance of studying such
component of human existence as emotion is manifested only in the 90's. of the XX century. At that
times Peter Salovey and John Mayer proposed the formal definition of emotional intelligence -"the
ability to control one's own and others' feelings, distinguish them and use this information to guide
their  thinking and actions." Together with David Caruso, they developed the theory of "Emotional
Intelligence"  and  put  forward  an  assumption  that  is  today  fundamental  -  the  most  important
components of emotional intelligence are: the perception of emotions, their using understanding and
management [1-4].

Goleman argued that not the cognitive intelligence guaranteed success in business, but emotional
intelligence [5]. 

Together with the development of the theory of the importance of emotional intelligence, more
and more studies have confirmed the validity of the scientists’ statements. And more and more such
developments have been transferred from the sphere of personal development to wider areas, such as
personnel and organization management. Studies show that people with high EQ (Emotional Quotient)
have  the  best  level  of  mental  health,  exemplary  work  and  stronger  leadership  qualities.  The  EQ
indicator  itself  includes  67  percent  of  those  traits  that  were  identified  as  necessary  for  good
performance and are twice as important as technical expertise or IQ [5].

The development of a higher level of emotional intelligence allows one to cope with uncertainty
much  more  better,  facilitate  decision  making,  and  be  more  competent  in  social  and  personal  life
circumstances. These skills are especially important in the field of personnel management for all levels
of management. Because in this way, a single, powerful and effective organism is formed on the site of
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an organization, which not only receives super profits, is more competitive and viable, but at the same
time pays attention to every employee with his needs [6].

Both  managers  and  staff  can  benefit  from  improving  their  EI  level  to  lead  project  teams,
influence people, and manage internal and external customers more efficiently. When people have high
level of emotional intelligence, they make better not only their leaders, but also team members [7].

It is important to understand how and at what level of management exactly it is worth paying
attention to one or another competence of emotional  intelligence for organizing the most effective
work, meeting the needs for self-realization and success, building effective communication chains both
inside the organization and with the external environment.

To do this, main components of emotional intelligence should be considered (Fig. 1):
The first component of emotional intelligence - perceiving emotions - is the ability to detect and

decipher emotions in faces, pictures, voices and cultural artifacts. It also includes the ability to identify
one's own emotions. Perception of emotions can be the most basic aspect of emotional intelligence, as
it makes possible any other processing of emotional information.

The second component of emotional intelligence - using emotions - is the ability to use emotions
to facilitate various cognitive actions, such as thinking and problem solving. Being in a slightly sad
mood helps  people  to  conduct  a  thorough,  methodical  work.  On the contrary,  a  happy mood can
stimulate creative and innovative thinking. An emotionally intelligent person can make full use of his

volatile moods to best approach the task.
Figure1. - Competences of emotional intelligence depending on its structure.

Source: based on [1-4].

The  third  component  of  emotional  intelligence  -  understanding  emotions  -  is  the  ability  to
understand the language of emotions and appreciate the complex relationship between emotions. For
example,  the understanding of emotions includes the ability to be sensitive to minor differences in
emotions,  like  being  happy  and  being  in  complete  ecstasy.  In  addition,  it  includes  the  ability  to
recognize and describe how emotions develop over time, for example, how shock can turn into grief.
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The fourth component of emotional  intelligence -  management  of emotions -  consists of the
ability  to regulate  emotions both in people themselves  and in others. It  is  needed to learn how to
control own emotions.  This branch also includes the ability  to control the emotions of others. For
instance, an emotionally intelligent leader can strengthen his own anger and use it to utter a powerful
speech in order to awaken righteous anger in others. Therefore, a person with a high level of EQ can
use emotions, even negative ones, and manage them to achieve their goals [3].

To study the influence of emotional intelligence on different levels of management in personnel
management further, it is necessary to consider the content of EI components from the point of view of
executives of different levels (Fig. 2).

It is necessary to understand that for the most qualitative development of a high emotional and
intellectual  environment  for  staff,  different  levels  of  management  should  pay  attention  to  the
development of different priority competencies (Fig. 3.).
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Figure2. - Content of emotional intelligence components in terms of importance for executives of
different levels of management

Source: authors’ development.

For  low-lever  managers,  the  presence  and  development  of  such  competencies  as  emotion
perception and understanding of emotion is important because they are most likely to be in contact
with  employees  and should  be  able  to  feel  their  emotional  mood,  elevated  or  lowered  emotional
background  for  more  effective  management  and transfer  the  relevant  information  up the  steps  of
management.

Particular emphasis should be placed on developing the competences of emotional intelligence
for mid-level  managers,  since they are an important  part  of any business as they directly  link the
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executive level with the staff of the front line. Support and involvement of middle management are
needed to manage changes in organization successfully. It is essential to have developed social skills
and ability to manage these emotions from the lower level, since these managers organize the work of
the departments and have an impact on the work of the team. It is important to take into account that
often top management  is  pushed out of middle  managers,  therefore  the development  of emotional
intelligence  in  a  complex  way  is  a  vital  skill  that  ensures  the  transition  to  the  next  stage  in
management.

Figure 3. - Focus on competencies for different levels of management. (T-top management, M-
middle management, L-lower-management).

Source: authors’ development.

For  top  managers,  self-development  and  self-improvement,  as  leaders  of  one  or  another
organization,  are  important  for  inspiring  staff  to  work not  for  the  sake of  getting  money,  but  for
following  the  mission  of  companies.  It  is  also  important  to  develop  a  strategic  vision,  create
partnerships and work with the environment. The ability to leave space for other team members, to
open up themselves is a feature of an emotionally intelligent manager of the highest level. Emotional
intelligence  allows  the  manager  to  use  different  models  in  his  guide,  but  at  the  same time,  react
sensitively and quickly to what is happening and to solve any critical situations [8].

One of the critical situations in an organization that may arise is conflicts of a different nature
and different orientations. Managers with high emotional intelligence EQ are clearly more effective in
resolving conflicts than those with low EQ in management personnel. Often, the problem of many
conflict management programs lies not in the tools itself, but in NOT focusing on the development of
emotional  intelligence  skills.  According  to  scientists,  the  reluctance  to  analyze  the  emotional
experiences  of  the  parties  in  the  conflict  and  the  low ability  to  manage  their  emotions  lead  to  a
decrease in the level of criticality to their behavior, a decrease in the level of responsibility for their
actions, the lack of an installation on constructive dialogue and a decrease in the sensitivity to the
experiences of the opponent. The choice of a suppression strategy in a conflict resolution situation does
not  require  the  head  of  the  skills  that  make  up  the  essence  of  emotional  intelligence.  Managing
emotions  allows  you  to  objectively  assess  the  opportunities  and  risks  of  using  different  conflict
resolution strategies. Thanks to emotional intelligence, work with the conflict turns into work with the
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problem,  gaining  a  constructive  orientation,  which  is  most  clearly  expressed  in  the  model  of
cooperation.

The  importance  of  increasing  the  emotional  intelligence  in  organizational  culture  among
management and staff is manifested in the constant attention of Western scientists on this issue. As far
as Ukraine is concerned, our country, unfortunately, has not yet come up with a comprehensive study
of this issue and very little attention is paid. Abroad such studies are conducted even by organizations.
So,  in  1996,  with  the  support  of  the  Fetzer  Institute,  a  Consortium  for  research  on  emotional
intelligence in organizations was created. The mission of EI Consortium is to promote research and
practice of emotional and social intelligence in organizations through the generation and exchange of
knowledge.  The  Consortium  for  Research  on  Emotional  Intelligence  in  Organizations  (CREIO)
currently consists of 12 core members and 102 additional members who are successful professionals in
this  field  [2].  One  of  the  first  projects  of  the  Consortium  was  aimed  at  identifying  empirically-
supported models of best practice for the development of emotional intelligence. The results of the
researches  led  to  the  creation  15  such  models,  which  include  courses  on  self-management,  stress
management, interpersonal conflict management, management of interaction and relationships, training
on motivation, development of competences of emotional intelligence, etc. [9].

One of the most successful examples of implementation programs for evaluating and developing
emotional intelligence skills is the experience of the FedEx Express team and their Global Learning
Institute. This 6-month course was aimed at top-managers, people-oriented leaders around the world.
The main tests  were conducted in 2005, 2009, 2010, and 2014. This program provided an 8-11%
increase in core leadership skills, with over half of the participants experiencing very high (10-50%)
improvements in some of the key skills of emotional intelligence and leadership outcomes. 72 % of
program participants experienced significant improvements in decision making; 60% - in a life, and
58% - a significant improvement in the influencing [10]. These results prove the impact of emotional
information on the quality of doing business and, overall, the quality of life, and confirm the thesis that
leadership means communication between people at the emotional level.

The  main  achievement  of  the  research  was  the  creation  of  a  training  program,  the  core
component of which was the concentration on the development of emotional intelligence skills - Six
Seconds of Emotional Intelligence Assessment (SEI). According to the experiments, it was proved and
substantiated the necessity to use emotional intelligence skills on a daily basis.

Another example of the significance of emotional intelligence in management has shown in a
Deloitte's report on the necessary features for inclusive leadership. This report builds on the experience
of communicating and researching over 1,000 world leaders and 1,500 employees on their perception
of inclusive leadership [11]. This leadership should be based on the inclusion of 6 signature traits into
the model of behavior of top management. These features, as well as their components, are presented
in  Appendix C.  The surveys substantiate  the  importance  of  possessing  these  traits  as  a  necessary
powerful  tool  for  emotional  intelligence  that  allows  leaders  to  workmore  effectively  in  different
markets, adapt to change, have better communication with the internal and external environment, and
encourage staff to realize their potential as fool as possible.

In support of the special influence of emotional intelligence on different areas of the company, in
2015 Harvard Business Review published an article that proves a strong link between empathic leaders
and financial  indicators.  The editors  have provided evidence  indicating  the complex nature of our
rational and emotional self, as well as the impossibility and inexpediency of dividing these two fields
while working [12].

Also, to support of the importance of the development of emotional intelligence among staff and
management,  the  Davos  Economic  Forum Report  “The  Future  of  Jobs”  said  about  the  future  of
professions and the definition of the necessary skills by 2020, among which the emotional intelligence
and its main competences, such as sociability, ability to work in a team, empathy etc. [13]. 

As for Ukraine, according to the results of the survey of companies and the data of the vacancy
database in 2015, there is a significant demand for cognitive skills in our country, however, companies
today, regardless of the sphere of activity, generally require young professionals to have soft skills.
According to research results, the ratio of the importance of skills soft skills and hard skills, which is
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Paving the Way

Assessment of the needs of the organization
Personality assessment

 Development the model of competencies
Formation of an appropriate corporate culture

Encouraging people to participate
Linking learning goals to personal goals

Adjusting expectations
Readiness assessment

Working with Change

Promoting positive relationships between trainers and students
Promotion self-directed change

Setting clear goals
Breakinggoals into controlled steps
Providing opportunities for practice

Providing feedback on efficiency
Using experimental methods

Providing support
Using models

Strengthening understanding

Assessment of Changes

Self-assessment of changes by personnel 
Assessment of changes by management

Using various assessment methods, such as self-report, performance-based, ability-based, reflection, factor analysis, Mayer, Salovey and Caruso tests (Mayer, Salovey, and Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test, MSCEIT) and others.
Transfer and Support Encouragement for Changes

Encouraging the use of skills at work
Development of an organizational culture that supports learning

Recruitment, selection and development of personnel using a model of competencies

optimal for recruitment of young professionals, is 61% and 39% respectively. The most important,
according to  employers,  is  the ability  to  assume responsibility  – 62,1%, the  attempt  to  develop –
56,9%, persistence -48, 3%, sociability -51,7%. The need for these skills for companies will continue
until 2030, where the greatest need, according to the representatives of companies, will be precisely in
the developed emotional intelligence, as a combination of the necessary competencies of personal and
interpersonal development [14].

In a 2017 EY study on strategic prospects in Ukraine's labor market, one of the most needed
competences in the next 3 years are socio-emotional skills - 56%, compared with cognitive - 83% and
technical  -  50%. The company's research also highlights the importance of employee engagement,
which consists  of emotional  and active components,  and directly  affects  customer satisfaction  and
company performance [15, 16].

After studying the experience of development and management of emotional intelligence, we can
propose practical recommendations for its development in organizations.  The recommendations are
presented in the form of a scheme with a breakdown into the main four phases: preparation, training,
exchange maintenance at the same level and assessment (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. - Guidelines for improving the emotional intelligence in organizations
Source: based on [9; 17].
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This scheme reveals  practical  steps toward leadership in  each phase of how to promote and
enhance  the  emotional  intelligence  in  the  workplace.  They  are  applicable  in  organizations  where
developmental, social and emotional learning efforts are being implemented. These guidelines mainly
include  the  use  of  entrepreneurship  efforts,  as  well  as  training  in  control  skills,  diversification,
teamwork, leadership, conflict management, stress management, and so on.

Conclusions.It  has  been  proved  that  for  all  levels  of  management  it  is  vital  to  develop  an
emotional intelligence, since it significantly affects the work of the staff, the environment in the team,
the  achievement  of  the  necessary  results,  the  expansion  of  the  activity  and  construction  of  the
organization’s image. EI is  especially  important  today when executives  have to face most of their
working  time  with  force  majeure,  in  which  the  emotional  component  prevails.  Managers  should
perceive  and  understand  emotions,  use  and  manage  them to  motivate  themselves  and  their  staff.
Managers who learn and truly listen to their employees, conduct the most of emotional intelligence as
an instrument in building a management strategy. Emotional intelligence allows managers to see in
their employees the satisfaction of the conditions, their ability to cope with the set tasks, which teams
will be more able to work, or can they achieve the desired tasks. Applying of emotional intelligence
practices in management will allow us to reach new heights of the company and will significantly
increase the efficiency of the staff.
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Abstract: this article describes the phenomenon of the Korean wave, which has spread around

the world over the past few years and has a strong influence on the culture of modern youth of

Ukraine and the world in total. Such questions as a description of Korean traditions, modern Korean

culture, and its features are discussed in the present article. The influence of Korean culture on the

modern culture of other countries, including Ukraine, is also described in detail.

Key words: Korean wave, Hallyu, K-Pop,Konglish

Introduction.  What  does  the  term “Korean wave”  mean?  It  isn’t  a  natural  phenomenon or

disaster but it is connected with culture. Asian culture has widely spread all over the world in the

2000s. “Korean wave” began in China and Southeast Asia in the 2000s, then in Japan in 2003-2005,

and since 2005, after the historical drama showing “Great Chan Gym” it has spread to the Middle

East, Africa, Eastern Europe and Latin America. So, “Korean wave” phenomenon was caused by

Korean-pop (k-pop) music and Korean “dramas” but this fact will be considered later. 

Object-matter  is to  show  the  changes  in  modern  culture  that  are  associated  with  the

development of Korean pop culture.

Subject-matter is studying of the impact of Korean culture on the modern world.

Objective of this paper is creating the common view on the development of the Korean culture

influence on the countries of the West and Asia, including Ukraine.

Tasks of this paper are: 1) to explore the specifics of the traditions of the culture of Korea; 2) to

check the influence of the West on modern Korean culture, its problems and features; 3) to describe

the impact of Korean culture on other countries; 4) to explore and explain the changes in the modern

culture of Ukraine, caused by the Korean pop culture.
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Research methods: study of journalistic materials that record changes in culture; interviewing

representatives of cultural changes in Ukraine.

Discussion and Results. “Korean wave” also called  “Hallyu”.  This term was created in the

1990s by two chines journalists to describe a big influence of South Korean entertainment industry in

China. Lately it included in its meaning worldwide influence. “Hallyu” brings huge income to South

Korea and it is almost a half of Korean economic. 

This phenomenon can be divided into two parts: Korean film industry and music industry. (These

important aspects have the biggest influence on people all over the world.) It was the Great Korean

economic  crisis  that  affected  the  social  movement  in  attracting  investment  in  the  show business

industry.

Soon after that news about the birth of the Korean wave fashion in China, Taiwan, Vietnam,

Hong Kong and other Asian countries began to come. Korean television series ("drama") propagated

throughout Asia, gaining popularity in Japan, China and Southeast Asia. Later distribution of such a

fashion began in the European market and in North America.

The concept of “Hallyu” also includes the dissemination of other aspects of Korean culture, such

as national cuisine, clothing, video games and language. 

Korea  is  also  known  for  its  rich  ancient  culture,  the  traditions  of  which  are  

revered by most Koreans till now. For a long time Korean culture was in the shadow of Japan and

China one. Indeed, the evolution of Koreans depended a lot from their neighbors and included three

stages of the development: borrowing, transformation in its own manner, and integration with local

customs. Recently, Europe and the United States has become such a "donor". The country continues

to be filled with a synthesis of cultures, acquiring a new modern look.

Another entertainment sector what is needed to be described is traditional Korean music and

dance.

The development of Korean music was influenced by Chinese and Japanese culture. But soon,

folk music genres experienced a strong upsurge, due to which such genres as pansori, sijo, sanjo and

others came in sight. Traditional instruments, like tagym, kayagym and changu are used to perform

classical  music.  Modern  Korean  music  has  also  borrowed  many  traditional  motifs,  despite  the

significant influence of the West, such genres as Teuroteu exist and continue to develop.

The industrialization and urbanization of South Korea, especially Seoul, has made many changes

to people's lives. Modern Korean culture is distinguished by a strong influence from other countries,

especially from the United States. For example, this effect is noticeable in a change in cuisine, clothes

and even in language.Changes have affected the language too but luckily they manifested mainly in

youth speech. Young Koreans like to use English words in their communication; this feature’s name

is “Konglish”. But because of the peculiarities of articulation, they have a very specific accent, what
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can  sound  funny  for  the  British,  for  example.  That’s  why  one  well-known  stereotype  can  be

destroyed:  Koreans mostly  know English well,  but  they are too shy to  speak it  because of their

specific pronunciation.

For instance, such letters as "r" and "l" are noted by the same sign in the Korean alphabet, so,

you can often hear from a Korean “loom” instead of “room” or “rambada” instead of “lambada”.

Meanwhile, the pronunciation of some words may sound completely different due to the peculiarities

of articulation: dollar – dalleo, bus –beoseu, chocolate – chokollit etc. 

“Konglish” could be a real problem for the modern generation of Korean youth. Some people

call the synthesis of Korean and English as virus or disease, because the grammar of “clear” English

suffers due to it. Children records modified words in their memory while communicating with the help

of “Konglish” and forget the correct spelling. This fact brings real problems for studying English and

passing exams for Korean pupils.

So, the specific of Korean culture development is now justified by two tremendous aspects: the

influence of the West and “K-Pop”.  Korean youth still respect old traditions, but their mentality goes

through a period of change. In their turn, the mentality of other countries was subjected to series of

changes due to the phenomenon of the “Korean wave”. 

It’s a well-known fact that the beginning of Korean wave or “Hallyu” throughout the world

started in 2005, but the effect of this phenomenon was minimal until 2015-2016. 

It is safe to say that nowadays a huge phenomenon that touches the culture of more than one

country,  including  Ukraine,  is  presented.  The  influence  of  Korean  culture  is  most  noticeable  in

neighboring countries of China, Japan, etc. Due to the great popularity of Korean shows and music

groups, the authorities of these countries have introduced significant reductions in airtime for the

Korean  entertainment  sphere.  In  their  opinion,  “K-Pop” infringes  on  native  artists  and culture.

Disputes among Chinese and Korean netizens (Internet resident, created from a “net” and “citizen”)

are still being debated on this subject. These discussions go as far as canceling the concerts of some

music groups in China, because it becomes dangerous. For example,  in the summer of 2019, the

famous Korean group “Got7” was severely criticized by the Chinese netizens, it came to threats to

the group members, and the artists label was forced to cancel the concert. In turn these unpleasant

moments can lend a helping hand for the entertainment sphere strengthening of two countries.  A lot

of Chinese singers and actors participate in Korean companies projects and their fans are happy

about this fact.

In the countries of North America “Hallyu” is relatively young exclusive of music and dramas.

Social networks such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter have become recognized as tools to spread

the Korean wave. Korean first-generation artists like BoA, Se7en, Wonder Girls and JYJ tried to

break into the US market with a certain degree of success for each band.
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In Europe, there is a keen interest in K-pop and Korean dramas thanks to YouTube and social

networks.  On May 2011, K-pop fans from all  over Europe organized a flash mob at the Louvre

demanding a second SM (South Korea’s largest entertainment company) tour in Paris. The tickets for

the concert were sold out in fifteen minutes. The demonstration was successful as SM Entertainment

decided to hold another concert. As a result, more than 14,000 people gathered at a live concert in

the Zenith concert hall (Paris). Such actors and stars like Jang Geun Suk, Lee Joon Ki and Lee Min

Ho became bright representatives of Hallyu. EXO and BTS bands have also become very popular in

Ukraine, Russia and Kazakhstan.

The success of the BTS band is of particular interest. Now it occupies a leading position in all the

world charts.  Some people dare to call  them the second Beatles.  At the last  concert  at  Wembley

Stadium in London, where the Beatles, Freddie Mercury and others once performed, BTS sold all

tickets for 90,000 seats in record time. This band brought great popularity to South Korea and as a

result the rising of the tourism to this country. BTS also influenced the spread of the Korean wave all

over the world. 

Korean  wave  did  not  neglect  Ukraine.  This  phenomenon  is  only  gaining  popularity  in  our

country, but already brings results. For example, there are many festivals dedicated to Korean culture

and K-pop separately in Ukraine. In November 2019, the largest festival of Korean contemporary

music and culture - Koren Musik Festival (KMF) was held in Kiev. 

Thanks to the Korean wave, a kind of youth movement has developed around the world, which

can already be considered a number of subcultures. Ukraine isn’t an exception. Ukrainian teenagers

who call themselves “kpopers” create units, cover groups; they copy concepts together, dances, and

sing  songs  of  famous  Korean  bands.  This  movement  is  gaining  momentum  and  becoming  very

popular. 

In 2018, the Kiev cover dance band won in “K-pop World Festival” and got the opportunity to

become part of the Korean show and met with a famous Korean group “Stray Kids”. The interaction

of  Korean culture  with the  world does  not  stand still,  so more  and more  such competitions  and

festivals are developing. is no exception. The movement of k-pop cover bands is growing and can

soon show its results in Ukraine.

What other changes did the Korean wave bring to Ukrainian culture? As was mentioned above,

the specific synths of Korean and English (Konglish) slang also affect other languages of the world,

including Ukrainian. Such words as netizen, bias, fandom, anty etc. come to the everyday language

of Ukrainian teens. There is a special dictionary of k-pop terms on the Internet, which is updated with

new words from Konglish day by day. 
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In many cities of Ukraine, the establishments like the Korean ramen-café are opened; it serves

very popular Korean dishes, which have widely spread around the world by Korean dramas. Various

k-pop anti-cafes are also becoming popular in our country.

Conclusions.  So,  it  can  be  clearly  seen  certain  changes  in  world  culture  caused  by  the

phenomenon of the Korean wave. The development of the entertainment sector variates over time and

it has both pluses and minuses. At first, the Korean wave phenomenon brought huge tourist popularity

to Korea, as a result of which the country's economy has significantly grown. The second, the Korean

wave introduced  the  whole  world to  the  peculiarity  of  the  Koreans  life.  Regarding  Ukraine,  the

Korean wave contributed to the development of a separate subculture of youth, which could create a

breakthrough in Ukrainian pop culture in the future.  In spite of all  advantages Western targeting

affects Korean culture can jeopardize young people's respect for the country's traditions and mother

tongue.
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Abstract: The present paper deals with current trends in the use of blogging as a means of professional
journalism and describes the reasons of the popularity of blogs among journalists. It also describes
blog  features,  offers  a  typology  of  journalistic  blogs  and  characterizes  the  features  of  discourse
practices in the journalistic blogosphere.
Key words: blog, journalistic communication, journalistic blog, blogger, blogosphere, new media.
Анотація: У  цій  статті  розглядається  сучасні  тенденції  використання  блогів  як  засобу
професійної  журналістської  діяльності  та  описано  причини  популярності  блогів  серед
професійних  журналістів,  особливості  блогу,  запропоновано  типи  журналістських  блогів  та
охарактеризовано особливості дискурсної практики в журналістській блогосфері.
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Ключові  слова: блог,  журналістська  комунікація,  журналістський блог,  блогер,  блогосфера,
нові ЗМІ.
General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality. The  relevance  of  the  research’s  topic  is
associated with the active pace of development of Internet technologies, which served as the reason for
the  strong changes  in  the  mass  communication  system.  The last  15 years  are  marked by a  rapid
increase in the number of Internet resources. These trends have a number of significant consequences:
a drop in audience confidence in traditional media and an increase in demand for information; active
participation of the audience in the production of mass media; changing the role of the communicator
in  the  context  of  providing  socially  significant  information.  The  article  formulated  a  number  of
challenges for professional journalism, according to which journalists are required to be more efficient
and more oriented to the expectations of the audience.
These  challenges  intensified  in  the  first  decade  of  the  21st  century,  when  the  Internet  expanded
significantly. Among most new phenomena of the "era of Web 2.0" blogs are of particular importance
as  a  means  of  Internet  communication,  embodying  most  of  the  technical  and  communicative
capabilities contemporary interactive Internet environment. Today it is worth considering blogs as one
of the essential sources of information that compete with traditional journalism, and blogging as one of
the newest forms of information and communication activities.
Regardless of how journalists  interpret  this  situation,  as conditions  of fierce competition or as the
emergence of a new resource for the development of journalism itself, the strategy for responding to
challenges  from  Internet  technologies  remains  unchanged.  Journalists  are  adapting  to  the  digital
environment, using it in their activities to perform a number of professional tasks. Evidence of this is
the rapid increase in journalistic blogs.
It is obvious that blog is a multidimensional phenomenon, but the extent to which it contributes to the
solution of general and private journalistic problems has not been fully clarified by the researchers.
The  situation  is  aggravated  by  the  intensive  development  of  the  blogosphere  as  a  whole,  which
complicates the timely formulation of theoretical principles.
These aspects of the relevance of the research topic predetermine the problem of this work, associated,
on the one hand, with the contradiction between insufficient theoretical understanding of strategies for
using blogs to solve professional problems by journalists, and on the other hand, with the widespread
use of blogging in the journalistic community.
Internet  technologies gives a dynamic development,  it  is premature to talk about a comprehensive
theoretical study of the research topic about their impact on the journalistic communication system. At
the same time, a number of aspects of the topic were, to one degree or another, deeply studied by a
number  of  researchers.  The most  fully  represented  in  the  scientific  field  research  blogging is  the
analysis of the Internet communications, presented in the works of M. Castells, H. Rheingold and F.
Webster.Nevertheless, despite the problems of the Internet communication and the Internet journalism,
which have been considered quite thoroughly in theoretical  literature,  the issues of using blogs by
professional journalists to implement professional tasks are not sufficiently disclosed. The presented
work is  aimed at  filling some of the urgent research gaps related to  the study of blogging in the
journalistic system.
The object-matter of  the paper is the blogs of journalists  examined in the aspect of professional
journalistic communication.
The subject-matter of the research is the functional, subject-specific,  communicative-strategic and
discursive-textual aspects of journalism’s blog communication.
The  aim of  this  paper  is  to  study  the  specific  of  using  blogs  in  professional  journalistic
communication.
The tasks of this paper are:
- to reveal the historical  and technological aspects of the formation of journalistic blogging in the
development of Web 2.0;
- to form a theoretical understanding of the nature of journalistic functions carried out by journalists
through web diaries, as well as the structure and types of journalistic blogs;
- identify subject-specific characteristics of the blogs of journalists;
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Materials for the present paper were taken from the following authors:
-  studies  of  foreign  authors  in  the  theory  of  journalism and mass  communication:  E.  Dennis,  M.
Castells, P. Lazarsfeld, M. McLuhan, D. Merrill, J. Habermas and others. In a theoretical aspect, the
research results of these authors allowed us to form a holistic view of the current state of the Institute
of Journalism and the mass communication system, and in methodological  terms, to formulate  the
principles  of  studying the  phenomena of  mass  communication  in  general  and the  phenomenon of
journalistic blogs in particular;
- the works of scientists dedicated to the "new" media and Web 2.0 as new communication phenomena
that contributed to the understanding of the historical and technological aspects of the development of
the Internet communication: B. Graham, L. Manovich, D. Matson.
The  theoretical  significance of  the  results  of  the  paper  research  is  that  they  contribute  to  the
development  and improvement  of  theories  of  new media,  theoretical  interpretations  of  journalistic
communication and theories of online journalism. The results of the analysis of the latest forms of
communication between journalists and the audience contribute to the development of theoretical ideas
about the functionality of the blogs of professional journalists; developing a typology of “new” media
in general and journalistic blogs in particular; the definition of genre and stylistic characteristics of
blog communication; identifying interdiscursive and intertextual links in the latest forms of the Internet
communication with the participation of journalists.
The practical significance of the study lies in the possibility of using its results in the practice of
online  journalism,  as  well  as  in  planning  journalistic  activities,  monitoring  web  resources,  and
interacting with the media audience. The results of the work can also be used in the development and
teaching of training courses on the problems of online journalism, web technologies in journalistic
activities, and communication. The data obtained can be used by the journalists themselves, focused on
the search for new forms of interaction with the audience, the presentation of copyrighted materials
and gaining readership. The results can be used in planning information and communication activities
of media organizations on the Internet.
The research prospects are based on the notion that blogging as a form of network communication
allows  journalists  to  meet  the  new requirements  for  information  and  communication  activities  of
journalists associated with increasing efficiency and providing direct feedback from the audience.
Discussion and Results.Such properties of the modern Internet as hypertextuality,  multimedia and
interactivity have become prerequisites for the emergence of a new media environment. This is partly
due to the emergence of a unique blogging phenomenon, which in the most general sense means the
process of creating, maintaining and promoting blogs.
A particular type of blog is a journalistic blog. A journalist’s blog is a special  kind of web diary,
authored by a journalist who maintains a it with professional goals.
Media intensively modifies its online publications so as not to lose its audience. At the technical level,
this can be manifested in the integration of modern Internet technologies or the use of popular web
services for the dissemination of journalistic information.
Blogs  have  a  number  of  features  that  make  it  possible  to  reorganize  the  process  of  providing  a
journalist  with information and ensuring interaction with the audience. The appeal of journalists to
blogs as a form of mass communication allows us to meet  new requirements  for information and
communication activities of journalists. But just as journalists can keep purely personal diaries, that
have absolutely nothing to do with professional journalism. Journalists can keep diaries devoted to
socially significant topics, while doing PR, rather than journalism [5, p. 30-54].
E.P.  Prokhorova  distinguishes  the  following  functions  of  journalism:  directly  organizational,
ideological (socially orientating), cultural, educational, reference, recreational.

 Communicative  function.  Blogs,  nevertheless,  contain the ability  to communicate,  therefore

blogs which are belongs to journalists become for readers a great platform for discussion.
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 Organizational function involves conducting journalistic events with the involvement of a mass

audience.  This  function  of  journalistic  blogging  involves  an  impact  on  the  functioning  of

society and its institutions, as well as on the actions of members of this society.

 The  ideological  function  is  associated  with  the  desire  to  have  a  profound  impact  on  the

worldview foundations and value orientations of the audience, on people's self-awareness, their

ideals and aspirations.

 Cultural  and  educational  function.  Blogging  journalists  participate  in  the  propaganda  and

dissemination  of  cultural  values  in  the  life  of  society,  thereby  contributing  to  the

comprehensive  development  of  readers.  This  feature  of  journalistic  blogging is  particularly

pronounced on the blogs of journalists specializing in cultural subjects, or on blogs that are

dominated by informational and entertainment recordings.

 Advertising and reference function.  A blog is an effective advertising platform, both in the

form of advertising articles and in the form of banner (contextual) advertising.

 Recreational  function.  In  journalistic  blogs  frequently  there  is  such content  and  a  form of

presentation of information that would cause the reader a kind of aesthetic pleasure in reading.

Traditional journalism is focused on achieving standards of objectivity, while journalism using

blogs  also  involves  following  the  rules  of  communicative  interaction  and  the  principle  of

“pleasure from the text” [3, p. 52-82].

Based on the foregoing, journalistic  blogging not only performs all  journalistic  functions,  but also
complements the ways of their implementation with its unique communicative and technical features.
A special role in the structural organization of blog is played by comments under the post. The key
communication functions of the blog are realized through such structural elements as post, comment
block, tags, avatar and author profile. The structure of the blog seems to be universal, independent of
the type of blog, with the exception of the microblog structure, the main differences of which are the
absence of a comment block, the limitation on the number of characters in the recording, and the lack
of integration of illustrations and multimedia files into the recording. These differences significantly
affect  the communicative  functions  of  the microblog,  which are realized  thanks to  such structural
elements as tweet, replay, mention, retweet, hashtag [2, p.535–545].
In  the  most  general  sense,  journalism  in  the  online  blogosphere  is  represented  by  the  diaries  of
professional  journalists,  including  those  posted  on  the  “platforms”  of  online  media  versions.  The
information  function  in  the  blogosphere is  performed not  only  by journalist-bloggers,  but  also by
diaries of "amateur bloggers" who are not related to journalism as a profession, and which, unlike
professional  journalists,  can often not  comply  with the basic  journalistic  principles  of  information
reliability, social responsibility, respect for public interests and values [1, p.15–32]. 
Todayin  the  scientific  literature,  there  is  no  generally  accepted  approach  to  typification  of  blogs.
However, the typification of the journalistic blogosphere allows us to consider web diaries from the
point of view of determining not their individual properties, but of groups of their essential features
such  as  target  setting,  textual  characteristics,  and  feedback  organization  features.  The  choice  of
grounds for building a typology of blogs should be related to the communication nature of web diaries.
In accordance to this, one or another element of the communication structure is a communicant, a code,
a channel, a message, a communication medium which can be served as a typification criterion.
By  the  criterion  of  authorship,  individual,  corporate  and  “ghostly”  blogs  can  be  distinguished;
according to the criterion of the code that dominates the blog as a sign system, one should distinguish
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between verbal, video, audio, and mixed blogs; based on the channel, as a criterion of information, you
can designate network and mobile blogs; the content of the message allows you to distinguish between
political, cultural, entertainment, sports and other types of blogs [6, p.310–327].
Another  feature  of  blog  communication  in  journalism  is  not  so  much  its  subjective  nature,  and
communication in which a professional journalist does not cease to be a journalist, a less formalized
social communication [4, p. 30–53]. It is the presence of a minimum number of formal restrictions,
etiquette  norms  that  make  journalistic  communication  using  blogs  similar  to  individual  forms  of
communication. In my opinion, one of the most important properties of journalistic communication on
a blog is  that  the media  text  is  no longer  the final  product.  It  becomes  one of  the  elements  in  a
communication chain. Accordingly, the task of the journalist is not so much to create a text, and then
immediately  proceed  to  the  preparation  of  the  next  material,  how  much  to  participate  in  such
interaction  with  the  audience  and  the  journalistic  community  in  which  it  would  be  possible  to
constantly  create  socially  significant  journalistic  knowledge.  To  be  a  journalist  in  the  age  of  the
Internet means not creating texts, but communication.
To sum up, according to the journalists themselves, the expansion of the latest media and blogs in their
professional  environment  gives  people more confidence  and optimism:  according to  some sources
about 46% believe that with the advent of blogs, working as a professional tool has become much
better and easier, while 32% admitted that nothing had radically changed in their activities, and 22%
rated the situation as having changed for the worse.
Conclusion.Finally, I want to say that the activities of a journalist in the blogosphere does not mean
that  any of  his  actions  should  be  regardedexclusively  in  the aspect  of  his  professional  affiliation.
Journalists  maykeep  purely  personal  diaries  that  have  absolutely  nothing  to  do  withprofessional
journalism.  Journalists  can  keep  diaries  onsocially  significant  topics,  while  doing  PR,  and  not
journalism. However, this article reveals features of the use of blogs by journalists specifically for
journalistic  purposes.  It’s  important  to  understand that  blogging is  not  a  genre of journalism,  and
blogging is not itsvariety. Blogging is a tool for journalism communication, the use of which for purely
professional  purposes  allow  journalism  to  be  more  operational,more  interactive  and  responsive
audiences.
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This article reviews the promotion of the fashion industry in Ukraine. Globalization leads to the

fact that more often people learn about the country thanks to athletes, singers, directors, by people who

create  something  incredible.  All  these  factors  contribute  to  the  fact  that  the  fashion  industry  is

becoming  increasingly  significant  in  terms  of  creating  a  positive  image  of  Ukraine  in  world

consciousness. It is through the extreme relevance of this problem. From a sociological point of view,

fashion is viewed in terms of the life of a particular party or society as a whole, the typology of a

person, the nature of his or her desires, drive, interests, personality and personality traits. The paper

that  explores  the  main  way  to  understand  this  phenomenon  has  shown  the  effectiveness  of  the

methodology and its implications. Depending on the specific function of the structure and specificity,

the systems are integrated;  each of the components  of the systems is evaluated.  Fashion has been

introduced as the center of social change, which operates on the legitimacy of a new society in life.

Keywords:  promotion, fashion industry, designers, society.
Анотація.

Моя стаття містить матеріал про українських дизайнерів, українські бренди та тенденції.

Глобалізація призводить до того, що частіше люди дізнаються про країну завдяки спортсменам,

співакам,  режисерам,  тобто  завдяки  людям,  які  творять  щось  неймовірне.  Усі  ці  фактори

сприяють  тому,  що  індустрія  моди  набуває  все  більшого  значення  з  точки  зору  створення

позитивного іміджу України у світовій свідомості.  Саме через надзвичайну актуальність цієї

проблеми хотілося б поговорити про просування індустрії моди в нашій країні. З соціологічної

точки зору мода розглядається як характеристика життя певної частини соціуму чи суспільства

в  цілому,  типології  людини,  характеру  її  бажань,  потягу,  інтересів,  особистості.  В  роботі

проаналізовано  основні  підходи  до  розуміння  даного  явища,  виділені  функції  моди  та  її

сутність.  Складені  схеми,  проаналізована  кожна  з  частин  схем.  Мода  позиціонується,  як

універсальний  механізм  постійного  оновлення  суспільного  життя,  що  діє  на  основі

затвердження нового у соціальній діяльності.

Ключові слова: просування, індустрія моди, дизайнери, суспільство.

General formulation of research and its topicality
More recently, the topic of fashion, the topic of the fashion industry was considered as a matter

that  concerned  the  purely  female  part  of  society,  besides  quite  frivolous,  fixated  only  on  their

appearance, indifferent to social problems. Works of designers are often perceived as a work of art.

Fashionable  Ukrainian  clothes  are  interesting  for  both  men  and  women.  Many  noticed  that  the

Ukrainian people began to live better, because now every second one is fond of fashion, likes to dress

beautifully and is interested in Ukrainian trends.It is worth noting that the globalization process applies

to almost all spheres of human life, so it’s more and more difficult for a modern buyer to surprise a

product.We are not talking about mentality and traditions. For us, in the framework of our research, a
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material  product  that  can  be  touched,  which  can  be  bought,  becomes  important.  Today,  the  most

important task of Ukraine is European integration. Ukrainians want to take their rightful place in the

family of European nations in order to ensure for themselves and their children a decent standard of

living, respect for neighboring countries.And strangely enough, the picture that he sees with the word

"Ukraine"  is  very  important  to  the  European.  Therefore,  it  is  very  important  that  our  country  be

associated with talented singers, famous athletes, and cultural figures. From this series it is impossible

to delete fashion designers.

The knowledge of the success of our country in a particular field should be communicated to

the ordinary citizen, using the very means by which information will be made available to the general

public. That is why the advancement of the Ukrainian fashion industry is becoming extremely relevant

now, against the background of our country's European aspirations.

We are trying more and more to follow the latest  in the fashion industry.  In the period of

relevance, shades of things, structure and, of course, quality can be important.

Ukraine  has  high  potential,  talented  artist-designers  who are  able  to  combine  tradition  and

modernity. All this contributes to the fact that our fashion industry is able to reach the world level.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Object – matterof this research is Ukrainian influence on the tendencies in the fashion world.

Quite important for new generation and people at all in what level Ukrainian designers are in the global

manufacturers? And do we have the opportunity to convey our own tendencies to Europe?

Fashion is  a  great  sociocultural  importance  and has  an impact  on various  segments  of  the

population. Fashion is especially much more widespread among young people, in most cases, among

students. In a broad sense, fashion is defined as existing and relevant in a certain period and universally

recognized  at  this  stage as  a  relation  to  external  forms of  culture.  Moreover,  the author  does  not

equalize the fashion and culture of the person or the cultural level of the person, although such trends

are  always  present  and  clearly  manifested.  In  principle,  society  predetermines  the  culture  of  the

individual,  and  that,  depending  on  the  level  of  development,  blindly  or  consciously  chooses  a

fashionable clothing form, objects or behavior style.Sociologists believe that the fashion phenomenon

arose during the period of the emergence of capitalist  relations,  when, as a result  of manufactory

production, the production of clothes was simplified, which meant there were more opportunities for

the lower strata of society to imitate the higher ones.

Fashion  evolution  as  a  relation  to  internal  forms  of  culture  (ideas,  beliefs)  is  necessarily

associated with certain periods of human development.  However,  despite  the high mobility  of the

mode, the paradox consists not only in its continuous variability, but also in certain stability. It is the

stability  property,  in  contrast  to fragmentation,  that  makes it  possible  to  judge clearly  pronounced
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trends in fashion and to determine the boundaries, even diffuse ones, of the penetration of styles of one

or another direction. The latter circumstance, on the one hand, is dualistic and differently directed, on

the other hand, it is methodologically justified.

Experimental / research outcomes

Fashion history says that  different  countries  have dictated  fashion.  But  today the center  of

fashion is Paris, because that is where, in the eyes of men, elegant, stylish and restrained women are.

Every woman today is trying to look like a Parisian woman. Many years ago fashion was dictated by

countries such as Italy, Spain, and England. Nowadays, the leadership of our country is paying much

attention to this industry, and it is becoming a major lever for industry development.Some people think

fashion is beautiful on the cover of the magazine, someone is paying attention to the details of clothing,

because for most people, it is main to be dressed in a fancy dress with elegant buttons, for someone the

fashion is associated with models.

But  everything is  not  as simple as  it  seems.  Ordinary consumers  just  buy designer-created

clothing, go to fashion shows, but behind all this is a huge backstage. The work of a stylist is more than

the selection of clothes, the work of a designer is more than just a picture,and work as a model is more

than a change of pose in front of the camera. So, all of theseaspects are the fashion industry.

The fashion industry is needed to create contemporary clothes, shoes and accessories, as well as

to tackle a wide variety of tasks, including not only the image of an individual man or woman, but also

the image of an entire country.  Today, there are some tendencies  for Ukraine which can help our

country to become one of the leaders in the fashion world. It is embroidering and it is one of the most

popular types of clothing on the world's catwalks.

By the way, currently we can say for sure that the old fashion is back. Once in a while, there

were voluminous fur coats with long pile. Such coats used to be called "casing", they were very warm,

comfortable and stylish.So, it is safe to say that Ukraine and its culture are already influencing trends

in the world fashion.

From the sociological point of view, the leading aspect is the external manifestation of social

status  and prestige,  which differ  from different  segments  of  the  population.A variety  of  scientific

approaches are based on various theoretical constructs that define the corresponding research vectors.

The most acceptable, according to the author, is a semiotic approach to explaining fashion. It is based

on such sociological phenomena as “sign” and “status”. In other words, fashion is considered as a set

of signs that characterize a person’s position in society, which is a sociological subject of analysis.In

modern conditions, they usually see fashion as a dynamic change in cultural patterns of mass behavior,

which reveals two main signs of fashion - dynamism and mass character. Nevertheless, according to

the author, it is impossible to ignore the stochastic component of the mode. Following fashion reveals a
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person’s attitude to society, to the world around him, to himself. On the one hand, a person wants to

preserve his individuality, on the other hand, seeks to identify himself with other members of society. 

A person’s belonging to a particular social or age group determines the possibility of choosing

his attitude to fashion. Fashion imitation attaches personality to a system of group values. Following

fashion is closely related to conformism, which is a special case of social identification. Conformism

implies a certain conflict between the individual and the group, the divergence of their views, desires

and  interests.  At  the  same time,  the  person  is  forced  to  adapt  to  the  values  of  the  group,  either

abandoning  his  own beliefs  or  disguising  himself  as  the  standards  adopted  by  the  group.Fashion

softens  the  conflict  between  the  need  to  comply  with  conformism  and  the  need  for  individual

emphasis,  while  providing both.  Following fashion can be formal  or active.  In the case of formal

adherence  to  fashion,  its  requirements  are  fulfilled  only  if  they  do  not  contradict  the  personal

convictions of a person.

Fashion  stands  as  an  indicator  of  aesthetic  value  objects  of  external  and  internal  culture.

Emphasizing this fact fashion is often perceived as an aesthetic norm.

Thus, summarizing all of the above, the analysis of the specificity, structure, and function of a

mode  as  process  allowed  defining  it  as  dynamic  change  of  cultural  patterns  mass  behavior  and

consumer models that play the role of symbols, designated as social status and prestige.

Conclusions

Fashion  cannotberepresentedoutsideof  certainculturalchangesand  it  isrelating  to  the

socialforms.

Fashion is characterized by a tendency to constant movement and innovation, which initiated

by its  main attributive  properties  -  novelty and imitation.  Most  favorable conditions  for these are

created in conditions mass consumer societies. At note that playing the role of a regulator of the social

behavior of individuals and groupsfashion itself can act as a form of social action and behavior that is

the subject of analysis for further studies of fashion as a special social phenomenon and process.

The fashion industry has to create fashionable clothes,  shoes and accessories,  as well as to

tackle a wide variety of tasks, among which we see not only the image of an individual man or woman,

but also the image of an entire country.

Building on the results of the study: the Ukrainian fashion industry has grown rapidly and has a

far-reaching perspective for global market formation.
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EVOLUTION OF THE NOTION OF SOVEREIGNTY
PhD student Zaporozhchenko R.O.,

Language supervisor – Senior Lecturer Olga Pieshkova
(V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv)

Запорожченко Р.О. Еволюція поняття суверенітету.

Анотація.У  статті  представлені  основні  та  центральні  концепції  суверенітету  як

соціально-політичного  явища,  а  саме  теорії  Ж.  Бодена,  Т.  Гоббса  і  М.  Фуко.  Аналізується

еволюція  суверенітету  від  поняття  для  позначення  територіальної  влади  правителя  до

структурної одиниці сучасної біополітики і дисциплінарної влади. Доведено, що суверенітет є
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не  стільки  атрибутом  держави,  скільки  його  важливою  і  природною  характеристикою,  що

позначає  поширення  влади  всередині  сформованої  політичної  системи.  Суверенітет  є

відтворенням  соціально-політичної  організації,  тобто  процесом  взаємовідносин  соціальних  і

політичних груп як усередині держави, так і різних держав в системі міжнародних відносин і

глобального управління.

Ключові слова: суверенітет, влада, біополітика, політика, держава.

Zaporozhchenko R.O. Evolution of the Notion of Sovereignty

Abstract.The article presents the basic and central concepts of sovereignty as a socio-political

phenomenon, namely the theory of J. Boden, T. Hobbes and M. Foucault. The evolution of sovereignty

is analyzed from the concept to designate the territorial power of the ruler to the structural unit of

modern biopolitics and disciplinary power. It is proved that sovereignty is not so much an attribute of

the state as its important  and natural characteristic,  indicating the distribution of power within the

formed political  system. Sovereignty is the reproduction of a socio-political organization, that is, a

process of relations between social and political groups both within a state and various states in the

system of international relations and global governance.

Key words: sovereignty, power, biopolitics, politics, state.

It  happened in such a way that the state is a “universal”  form of the (self)  organization of

society, which institutionally, structurally and functionally offers an optimal model for the existence of

society and power. The modern state,  which “triumphs” to this day, was constructed as an answer

(opposition) to outdated and irrational political forms – absolutist monarchies, republican city-states.

Therefore, the fundamental principles of building such a state were rationalization, secularization, the

institution of citizenship, parliamentarism, and universal suffrage. That is, the transformation of the

state of modernism into a modern state directly proportionally influenced not only the changes in the

structural and functional features of the functioning of the system, but also the normative-value field,

both of society and the political elite.

However, in order to understand the logic of the state and state administration, first of all, it is

necessary to study those main categories and, in particular, the characteristics that are central to the

state, including the category of “sovereignty”. Sovereignty is not just an attribute of the state, but its

direct manifestation and organizational component. And if we are talking about the modern world, then

the question of “survivability or survival of sovereignty” is especially relevant, given the context of

globalization. In the modern world, globalization is increasingly penetrating the political sphere, as a

result of which: 1) the merging of political and economic elites, 2) the integration of states into various

international (including regional) organizations, 3) an attempt to improve the global governance system

taking into account regionalization and “National issues” within states; 4) development of a regulatory

framework  for  the  coexistence  of  states.  However,  during  these  processes,  the  domination  of
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economically developed and strong states in world politics continues, information and communication

technologies develop that directly affect the political situation, both of world politics and of individual

states. Therefore, in order to understand and explore the state as an object of political science, it is

necessary  to  look at  the  evolution  of  one  of  the  central  organizational  components  of  the  state  -

sovereignty.

The concept of state sovereignty was proposed by the French philosopher J. Boden [1] in the

context  of  the  study  of  the  emergence  and  development  of  political  (self)  organizations.  It  is  an

interesting fact that sovereignty was perceived as a completely natural phenomenon, based on the then

forms  of  government  in  the  states,  prior  to  the  attempt  of  scientific  substantiation  by  J.  Boden.

Sovereignty was understood as an inalienable right of a ruler  whose power extended to a specific

territory. For example, M. Olson and C. Tilly point out that the state arose through violence, and, in

fact, sovereignty outlined the limits of such violence. Under such conditions, power was in the hands

of "bandits" who protected the community from robbery and other hostile "bandits". However, such a

system, which has grown over time, has turned into a system of taxation with a military mobilization

policy, which resulted from the emergence of the state. Sovereignty remained a constituent part of

state-building, but its association was not so much about violence as it was about territory. Sovereignty

had no clear  boundaries  defining  its  functioning  parameters  within  a  specific  territory.  Hence  the

attempt to rationalize the main categories of political  science by M. Weber, which appealed to the

category of violence. That is, sovereignty is seen as a constructed element of the state based on the use

of violence and methods of power distribution.

J.  Boden  distinguishes  sovereignty  as  a  specific  attribute  of  the  state.  Sovereignty  is  an

absolute, limitless and permanent power over subjects and citizens. It gives the right to issue, repeal,

interpret laws, form and change the tax collection system, declare war and make peace. Nothing can be

above sovereignty, nothing can exist against sovereignty, and it cannot be divided between anyone.

The state,  in  the interpretation  of J.  Boden,  has the highest  priority,  the achievement  of which is

necessary for the creation of a "blessed life".  Among these tasks are:  1) ensuring internal  security

within the territory of the state,  2) protecting the borders (protecting against external enemies),  3)

following the order and observance of laws, 4) protecting justice and developing virtue. The idea of 

sovereignty appeals to the protection of the monarchy -  as the only form of government  that can

restrain public strife and disobedience, because they are a threat to the existence of the state. However,

no  less  interesting  is  J.  Boden's  attempt  not  only  to  conceptualize  sovereignty  but  also  to

institutionalize the monarchy as an effective and proper form of government. Firstly, the monarchy in

the life of J. Boden remained the most popular form of government, which was addressed by the ruler

of Europe at that time. Secondly, the monarchy was a logical continuation of the sacralization of power

and ruler, so that his powers could not be questioned.
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Another interpretation regarding sovereignty can be seen in the work of T. Hobbes “Leviathan,

or Matter,  the form and power of the church and civil state” [2]. Very often, researchers speak of

Leviathan as a state  that  arises  after  a  “social  contract”  -  a  kind of agreement  between people to

prevent a “war of all against all.” However, in our opinion, such an understanding of the work of T.

Hobbes is not entirely true. Consider some factors why this is so. First, T. Hobbes wrote his main work

during the second civil  war in England, which undoubtedly left its mark. This is explained by the

understanding not so much of the state as of the society itself, which is seen by the Leviathan (many

Leviathan’s heads are people, and the body of the Leviathan is society itself). Secondly, T. Hobbes was

an  extremely  religious  person  who  was  characterized  by  an  idealistic  perception  of  what  was

happening, in other words, reality. Thirdly, T. Hobbes was a zealous supporter of the monarchy, and

the  absolute  monarchy,  respectively,  the  triad  "monarch-church-state"  was  justifiably  described  in

"Leviathan ...".

The consequences of the second civil war in England led to the following: 1) the feudal system

that had existed in the state for a long time was destroyed; 2) the land has become a commodity, that is,

private property, for which the “war of all against all” began; 3) the church lost its monopoly position

in the state and became dependent on the parliament and its decisions. Such consequences were polar

to the situation in which England existed before the Civil War. Therefore, in his work, T. Hobbes

describes the process of transformation (in other words, the transition) from the church state, which

England was before the Civil War to the civil state, which she tried to become after.The “war of all

against all”, about which T. Hobbes writes in his work, does not mean the struggle of all people in

society with each other, but the struggle for the redistribution of private property, power and influence

between  certain  “interest  groups”,  “clans”  or  “families”,  if  we  switch  to  the  modern  conceptual-

categorical apparatus of political science. Consequently, the sovereignty, which both the church and

the monarch possessed before the civil war, was not so much transformed or altered as it “changed its

owner”.  If  earlier  they were the king,  nobles and clergy, then after  the civil  war they became the

parliament and the noble capitalists.

No less interesting is the approach to determining the sovereignty of the French philosopher M.

Foucault, who proposes to consider sovereignty through the prism of discipline. Defining sovereignty

through the prism of discipline, we must talk about subjectless violence, which is organized in such a

way as to exclude subjective violence and counteract it. In other words, M. Foucault defines the world

as  a  confrontation  between  the  subject  and  the  subjectless,  respectively,  the  entire  categorical-

conceptual  apparatus  (power,  state,  sovereignty,  discipline)  are  considered,  and investigated  in  the

framework of such a confrontation.  Disciplinary power is organized violence,  in the framework of

which discursive power is exercised - that is, organized interaction. If we are talking about violence,

we must understand its lack of personality, which is opposed by a certain subjectivity existing within
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the framework of a certain discourse, of which there can be many. That is, a lot of discourses = a lot of

sovereignty,  within  the  framework  of  which  there  is  a  disciplinary  subjectless  power.  For  the

emergence  of  sovereignty,  there  must  be  a  minimum necessary  violence,  which  will  exclude  any

increase in violence or its transformation,  in which there will  be "practice that does not know the

commentary, and discourse that does not meet objections" [3, p. 182]. That is, already in the works of

M. Foucault, the division of sovereignty (as specific discourses) into internal and external is visible,

and if within the state there can be only one discourse-sovereignty, then outside the borders of a certain

state there can be many of them - external discourse-sovereignty.

It is this logic that S. Lee follows [4] when he notes that it is necessary to distinguish two types

of sovereignty - external and internal, because under such conditions we will be able to understand the

matrix of behavior of the state as a concrete system, and not just the political (self) organization of

society.  External  sovereignty  is  recognition  of  the  power of  a  particular  political  system within  a

specific territory, that is, formal recognition by the international community. Internal sovereignty is

focused on the creation of various points of influence, for example, the sovereignty of trade unions, the

banking sector, or a national corporation. The presence of two types of sovereignty gives reason to talk

about a "paradox of sovereignty" in which internal and external sovereignty is polar. Such sovereignty

is  inherent  in  the  states  in  which  social  movements,  civil  wars  take  place,  or  they  are  not  fully

integrated  into  the  international  legal  system  (Taiwan,  Syria,  Crimea,  Transnistria).  Under  the

“paradox of sovereignty”, the domestic political system operates according to one “of its own rules,”

while the foreign policy environment does not recognize such “rules”, considering them to be “alien”

and purely immanent.

As conclusions, we can sum up that sovereignty is not so much a specific attribute of the state,

it is so much its important characteristic that affects power and management relations within the state.

No less important is the paradox of sovereignty, when, on the one hand, it is internal and external,

outlining the nature of the state; acts as a unity in which many are hidden if we speak of sovereignty as

a discourse. But with all this, sovereignty remains an important research topic, given the current trends

of globalization, informatization and transformation, including the state that takes place in the modern

world.
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Ilchenko H. O. Dialectology of the Ukrainian Language.

Abstract: the  paper  is  devoted  to  study  of  dialectology  in  the  Ukrainian  language.  Such

questions  as  different  branches  of  language;  language  and  nation;  literary  language  and  dialectal

language; subdialect, speech, dialect, surzhik, patter, argot, slang; the formation of dialects; types of

dialectology (descriptive and historical dialectology);  influence of the famous Ukrainian writers on

dialects  (the  creator  of  one  of  the  first  «grammars»  Alexei  Pavlovsky,  the  initiator  of  the  new

Ukrainian  language  Ivan  Kotliarevskyi,  the  founder  of  the  Ukrainian  literary  language  Taras

Shevchenko and Grigoriy Kvitka-Osnovianenko); methods for the study of dialects (the descriptive

method,  the  method of  linguistic  mapping,  the  comparative-comparable  method  and the  structural

method) and so on are highlighted in the present paper. It is shown that every language has its own

dialects. In Ukrainian language there are southwestern, southeastern and northern dialects.

Ільченко Г. О. Діалектологія української мови.

Анотація: стаття присвячена вивченню діалектології української мови. Такі питання, як

різні мовні розгалуження; мова та нація; літературна та діалектна мова; говір, говірка, діалект,

суржик, жаргон, арго, сленг; утворення діалектів; різновиди діалектології (описова та історична

діалектологія); вплив відомих українських письменників на діалекти (засновник однієї з перших

«граматик»  Олексій  Павловський,  зачинатель  нової  української  мови  Іван  Котляревський,

засновник української  літературної  мови Тарас Шевченко та Григорій Квітка-Основ'яненко);

методи  дослідження  діалектів  (описовий  метод,  метод  лінгвістичного  картографування,

порівняльно-зіставний метод та структурний метод) тощо висвітлено у даній роботі. Виявлено,

що кожна  мова  має  свій  діалект.  В  українській  мові  є  південно-західне,  південно-східне  та

північне наріччя.

Key words: dialectology, dialects, language, nation.

Ключові слова: діалектологія, діалекти, мова, нація.

General formulation of research and its topicality:Language is a very complex and specific

social  phenomenon. As language develops,  then,  of course,  different branches emerge from it  and

dialectology is studying such branches. Modern Ukrainian dialectology is developing irregularly; many

aspects are not being studied at all. There are very few researchers involved in the study and many
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dialect groups remain unexplored. Scientists do not deeр into the study of phonetics, syntax, lexico-

semantic system of language.

The relevance of this research is caused by the fact that the language will continue to develop

and enrich different dialects, but old problems and mistakes will not allow philologists to study the

dialectology correctly.

S e t t i n g  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m  a n d  t h e  a i m  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e :  o b j e c t -

m a t t e r  i s  d i a l e c t  a s  s o m e t h i n g  h o l i s t i c ; s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  i s

t e r r i t o r i a l  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  l a n g u a g e ;  o b j e c t i v e  o f  t h i s  p a p e r  i s

c r e a t i n g  t h e  c o m m o n  v i e w  o f  U k r a i n i a n  d i a l e c t o l o g y ;  r e s e a r c h

m e t h o d s :  d e s c r i p t i v e  o r  m o n o g r a p h i c ,  l i n g u i s t i c  m a p p i n g ,

c o m p a r a t i v e  a n d  s t r u c t u r a l ;  t h e  r e l e v a n c e  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  i s

c a u s e d  b y  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  l a n g u a g e  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  t o  d e v e l o p

a n d  e n r i c h  d i f f e r e n t  d i a l e c t s ,  b u t  o l d  p r o b l e m s  a n d  m i s t a k e s

w i l l  n o t  a l l o w  p h i l o l o g i s t s  t o  s t u d y  t h e  d i a l e c t o l o g y  c o r r e c t l y ;

t h e  n o v e l t y  i s  t h a t  t h e  p a p e r  i s  a  s y s t e m a t i c  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e

u n i t s  o f  d i a l e c t o l o g y ;  a n a l y s i s  p e r s p e c t i v e s :  e n g a g i n g

r e s e a r c h e r s  a n d  p a y i n g  a t t e n t i o n  t o  t h e  p r o b l e m ;  d e e p e n i n g

k n o w l e d g e  i n  d i a l e c t o l o g y .

Tasks of this paper are:

1)  Involving scientists to research on the study of territorial dialects;

2) Reproduction of the history of the language in terms of dialect development;

3) To consider: dialectology as a science, varieties of dialects, the concept of national and

dialect language, the influence of writers on dialects;

4) To explain the features of dialects.

Research outcomes: Language is a very complex and specific social phenomenon it is a way

of expressing people's activities and thoughts. Every nation has its own language. Ukrainian is the

national language of the Ukrainians. Ukrainian is considered to be one of the richest Slavic languages,

that it does not concede to other languages and characterized it as poetic and melodious.

Oral and written language, regardless of the place of residence and hobby, is called national

language.  The Ukrainian language is divided into literary and dialect.

The literary language is the fixed language form with changes in norms which is not related to

the territory, because it serves the needs of the whole nation. The literary language is equally expressed

in spoken and written language.Bevzenko said that literary language is based on a certain dialect base

but is not a local dialect [1].
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Dialect language has no established norms, characterized by the absence of rules, the volatility

of its structure. It predominates in  colloquial speech.

Dialectology deals with the study of local varieties of language.

 Dialectology (from Greek «dialectos»—speech, «logos»—doctrine)is a section of linguistics

that  studies linguistic  territorial  formations,  their  variability,  existence,  differentiation,  territoriality,

correlation with other types of language.

Interestingly, that Matviias says that Ukrainian language is also a kind of dialectand the 14th

century; three major East Slavic languages began to be distinguished. They were based on various Old

Russian dialects, from which later these languages emerged, including Ukrainian[2, p.7].

There are two types of dialectology: descriptive and historical. Descriptive dialectology studies

local dialects in modern times for the researcher (although there may be a study of more ancient times

in some places). Historical dialectology deals with the development of dialect language. 

Almost every language has different subdialects, speeches, dialects, surzhiks, patters; they all

serve to enable the people to communicate.

Always the term "dialect"  has the term "jargon".  Jargon—is an offshoot of national language,

the language of a social or professional group of people. For example, youth jargon: «бабки» (dibs),

«прикид» (duds), «злиняти» (bail), «бухло» (booze) [3, p.31].

It is also worth considering the terms "argot" and "slang".

 Argot (from French «argot»—jargon)  is a term for indicating colloquial language of a

particular professional or social group, which consists of secret hidden verbal units that use thieves,

homeless people, poor people. That is, argot is used to hide information from others that only a limited

circle of people knows. For example: "замочити" (kill), "помити" (steal).

 Slang (from English «slang»)—is a term for indicating words or expressions that are

typical for everyday communication with emotionally-expressive coloring. It is recognized as informal.

For example, "добазаритись" (bargain), "закусон" (snack).

Let's  consider  the  people  and  works  that  influenced  the  development  of  dialects  and  the

Ukrainian language in general.

Alexei  Pavlovsky  created  one  of  the  first  "grammars".Moreover,  The  Grammar  of  the

Malorossian Dialect (1818) was written by A. Pavlovsky on the basis of the Middle-Dnieper dialects. 

The founder of the Ukrainian literary language Shevchenko has completed the process of  the

literary language formation, based on living folk language.

Kotlyarevskyi started the new Ukrainian language. Its origin is associated with the publication

of  “Eneida's”  edition  by Kotlyarevskyi (1798). The work became  well-known  for being written in

living folk language, not literary.
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How is the dialect investigated?There are many methods of dialect research, the main one is

descriptive or monographic, and linguistic mapping.

1. The  descriptive  method  is  the  most  popular  and  goes  back  to  ancient  times.  Such

research can be carried out in two forms: synchronous and diachronic (historical). The synchronous

plan is to describe the local dialect language system in its current state. The diachronic plan consists

not only in describing the current state of the local dialect system, but also in exploring the history of

the development of the language system. 

2. The method of linguistic mapping studies and interprets the placement in the space of

dialectical units. The geographical method is valuable because it clearly expresses the peculiarities of

dialectology. This method is used to clearly separate the boundaries of the territorial spread of dialects,

speeches, to systematize dialects and to determine relations with other dialects.

3. The comparative-comparable method is used to establish the similarity and difference of

the same dialect, which goes beyond the territory; it deals with the current state of the language system.

4. The  structural  method  is  used  to  study  the  structure  of  the  language  system  of  a

particular dialect and to classify its elements. Therefore, the structural method explores language as a

large indivisible structure.

Conclusions: Ukrainian  is  one of  the richest  and most  melodic  languages  in  the  world.  It

occurs both in literary, and in a dialect form. 

First of all, such a branching in the dialect system demonstrates that the language is alive; it

moves, changes, modifies and develops. Dialectal language divides us territorially because there are

southwestern,  southeastern  and  northern  dialects.  The  language  always  changes  and  the  available

material will be lacking.

Dialectology is a science that does not stand still; it needs constant development because of its

relevance at all times. Dialectology is a science that requires a great deal oftime and knowledge for

historical processes establishment. Each language should be proud of dialectal phenomena quantity,

because it shows its wealth, variety and development.
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Abstract.The article is dedicated to studying mechanisms of capitalism expansion in time and space.
The author’s particular attention is paid to the methods of expansion proposed by David Harvey and
Giovanni Arrigi, namely: spatial fix, accumulation by dispossession and establishment of hegemony.
Spatial fix is seen as a way of fixing capital in space, which ensures its growth and helps overcome the
crisis of overproduction. Accumulation through dispossession is analyzed as a way of transforming
property into forms favorable for capital expansion, and hegemony as a cultural form of power that
supports  the  spread  of  capitalism  into  new  territories.  The  article  also  examines  the  relationship
between capitalism as a form of economic power and imperialism as a form of political power and
world order. The relations between the two phenomena are regarded as dialectical and interdependent.
Imperialism and capitalism are represented in the article as phenomena, which generate global systems
of inequality and create a world hierarchy of states and stateless territories. The final part of the article
examines the effects of the expansion of capitalism and determines the future vectors for exploring the
topic.  A brief  description  of  the  modern  world order  is  given.  It  has  been concluded that,  acting
collectively  the  three  mechanisms  of  capitalism  expansion  (spatial-temporal  fix,  accumulation  by
dispossession  and  establishment  of  hegemony)  ensure  a  highly  sustainable  world  order  designed
according to the principles of global capitalism and imperialism. A special emphasis is laid upon the
fact that, being backed by political,  economic and cultural  domains,the unequal world order seems
natural and exploitation of certain countries justified and acceptable, which lets us suggest that the
modern world order has a neo-colonial character.
Keywords:  accumulation by dispossession, capitalism expansion, capitalist  imperialism, hegemony,
spatial-temporal fix.
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General formulation of research and its topicality. The end of the 20th century and the

beginning of the 21st in social sciences are characterized by the return of the trend concerning

the  studies  of  imperialism  &  capitalism.  Michael  Hardt&  Antonio  Negri,  Noam  Chomsky,

Edward Said & Franz Fanon, Stuart Hall, David Harvey & Giovanni Arrighi have supported the

t o p i c a l i t y  of this approach to the studies of the modern world order, which our research

also belongs to. All of them emphasize the dialectic character of the interconnection between
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capitalism  and  imperialism,  which  means  that  capitalism  cannot  spread  without  imperial

mechanisms and imperialism, in its turn, needs capitalist support in order to expand. Thus, for

instance, Giovanni Arrighi[1] mentions that capitalism as a kind of economic power can expand

more effectively when supported by imperialist mechanisms in the political domain. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. Spreading on the new territories is a

necessary condition for capitalism to survive. However, theproblemis that this expansion process

creates global inequality systems dividing the whole world into dominant and subordinate states,

creating a global wealth hierarchy and a deep cleavage between the countries located on different

poles of the hierarchy. Consequently, theresearch question is how capitalism moves throughout

time and space and what mechanisms it uses to do so. 

In this  connection,  the  a i m of the paper is to study mechanisms of global capitalism

expansion.  In  order  to  reach  this  aim  the  following  steps are  to  be  taken:  to  define  the

relationships  between  capitalism  and  imperialism;  to  examine  mechanisms  of  capitalism

expansion; to analyze the consequences of capitalism expansion. 

Thus, thes u b j e c t  of the paper is global capitalism and its o b j e c t  ismechanisms of

its  expansion throughout  time  and space,  which  substantiates  the  n o v e l t y  of  the  present

research. 

Research outcomes. Modern imperialism isn’t an absolutely new or unique phenomenon: it is

deeply  rooted  in  the  traditional  colonialism  and imperialism  and  follows  their  logic.  In  the  most

general  meaning imperialism is  defined as  “an extension or imposition  of  the power,  authority  or

influence of a state over other states, or stateless communities” [1, p.27]. However, this is way too

general definition,  which can explain the great variety of forms of domination.  Therefore,  modern

imperialism is characterized by its tight connection with capitalism. As David Harvey puts it [5, pp.

26-27], neo-imperialism (or modern imperialism) is ruled by two logics: the logic of capital and the

logic of territory. This means that modern imperialism mainly unfolds in two domains: political and

economic. Within the political domain, the territorial logic of power dominates, which is responsible

for political and military strategies used in the struggle for the pursuit of the state’s interest in the

international arena. Within the economic domain, the struggle is driven by the logic of capital, which

defines  “daily  practices  of  production,  trade,  commerce,  capital  flows,  money  transfers,  labor

migration, technology transfer, currency speculation, flows of information, cultural impulses and the

like” [2, pp. 33-34]. Therefore, the question arises: How exactly imperialism spreads throughout the

world with the help of capitalist power?

There  are  several  widespread  explanations  of  capitalism  expansion,  however,  the  most

substantiated mechanisms can be found in the works by David Harvey and Giovanni Arrighi. David

Harvey proposes two mechanisms of capitalism expansion (spatial-temporal fix and accumulation by
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dispossession)  and  Giovanni  Arrighi  mentions  another  one  ー  hegemony.  All  together  these

mechanisms help capitalism spread in time and space and imperialism to be a dominant principle of the

world order formation. 

A  spatial-temporal fix is a mechanism of capital expansion, which can be analyzed in two

ways. On the one hand, it is seen as a materialization of capital in physical form (railways, factories,

ports,  pipelines,  and  even  materialized  human  labor).  “It  is  only  by  fixing  certain  physical

infrastructures in space that capital, in all its physically mobile forms, can actually move over space in

search of maximum profit”  [5,  pp.99-100].  Simply put,  in  order for capital  to move in space and

subjugate  new  territories,  it  is  necessary  to  create  a  special  infrastructure  that  will  simplify  this

movement, thereby contributing to its growth. On the other hand, a spatial fix is seen as a solution to

crises of overproduction. “The incorporation of new space into the system of accumulation ‘fixes’ the

ensuing crisis of overaccumulation by absorbing these surpluses, first through ‘temporal deferral’ and

then through a spatial enlargement of the accumulation system” [1, p.36]. As a result of overproduction

crises, a large amount of capital remains unused, since within the territories it has developed, there is

no longer any material and financial opportunity for successful investments (that is, those that will

bring  profitable  growth).  Spatial  fix  solves  this  problem  in  two  ways:  

a) capital can be directed to explore a new space and organize physical and social infrastructure

there;

b) when new spaces are sufficiently “produced”, surpluses of labor and capital are invested in

making profit from territories that were incorporated during the expansion process. 

Therefore, the seemingly contradictory fixation of capital in time and space is necessary for its

expansion and growth. In this way, capitalism, consolidating itself in imperialist practices, creates a

landscape for simplifying the processes of expansion, facilitating its activities and extending the terms

of its successful domination. At the same time, it is not totally clear how the expansion of capital can

last forever in the conditions of limited physical space. 

Accumulation by dispossession is another mechanism of the expansion of capital. There are a

few historical forms of such dispossession: the transformation of collective and state property into the

private, colonial appropriation of assets and natural resources, the elimination of alternatives to the

capitalist use of the resources. Thus, it is possible to free up a number of assets at an extremely low

price  (and  sometimes  even  unpaid),  including  the  price  of  labor.  Capital  appropriates  them  and

redirects them to a profitable channel for themselves. This logic resembles the traditional Marxian idea

of  exploitation  of  nature  and  labor  and  a  Leninist  conclusion  about  the  nature  of  imperialism.

However, it doesn’t make these ideas outdated. Today's practices of accumulation by dispossession are

no less imperialistic than the practices of the early stages of the expansion of capitalism. Quite the

contrary: the more the territorial  and capitalist  logic of power intertwin, the more imperialistic the
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nature of the capital expansion is. To legitimize such exploitative relations, imperialist countries need

to legitimize their own actions. In this aspect, the establishment of hegemony comes to their aid.

Hegemony can be seen as one of the mechanisms of capital expansion, which, however, refers

to the cultural  domain.  Italian philosopher,  Antonio Gramsci,  who introduced this  notion to social

sciences, defined hegemony as an ability of a fundamental class to exercise a political, intellectual, and

moral role of leadership,  which seems like serving not just their  interests but those of subordinate

groups as well [4, p.145]. Normally this notion is applicable on a group level, however, David Harvey

and  Giovanni  Arrighi  suggested  to  extrapolate  it  on  the  supranational  level  and  came  up  with

productive results. 

They pose a question: What idea can be convincing enough in order to make the whole world

believe that the dominance of one state is in the mutual interest of all others? [1, pp. 32-34].  If for the

hegemony on a national level this idea could be expressed by the leadership on the international arena,

for the hegemony on the global scale such a mutually supported idea could be expressed through the

presence of the third party or nature which threatens the existence of the whole world. For instance,

Noam Chomsky illustrates this in the case of the United States’ “war on terrorism” and preventive

politics, which they use to justify their invasion in Iraq [3]. This leads us to an understanding that

contextualization that varies in time and space is crucial to establishing hegemony. That is, an idea that

can work as the core of hegemony in one historical, spatial, and political context may turn out to be

completely  inappropriate  in  other  circumstances  and  on  a  different  scale.  Hegemony  establishes

support of the dominant state from all others and prevents the emergence of any kind of protest against

it. Therefore, it guarantees the unhindered expansion of capitalism. 

Conclusions.  Acting  collectively  the  three  revealed  mechanisms  of  capitalism  expansion

(spatial-temporal  fix,  accumulation  by  dispossession  and  establishment  of  hegemony)  prove  to

guarantee  a  stable  world  order  designed  according  to  the  principles  of  global  capitalism  and

imperialism. Moreover, being backed by political, economic and cultural domains the unequal world

order seems natural and exploitation of certain countries is being justified and accepted. This allows us

to suggest that the modern world order has a neo-colonial character. Although it is believed that the

two world wars have destroyed the colonial system, though they have not eliminate the global system

of inequality. Today we are witnessing the transformation of one system of inequality into another one,

a  more global  and a  less obvious  one.  Such a  system is  more difficult  to  identify,  challenge  and

criticize.  The  new global  order  does  not  only  control  the  world,  but  also  creates  it,  defining  the

relations between states and people, and also subordinating human nature to itself, an in-depth study of

which constitutes the p e r s p e c t i v e  of our scientific work.
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Abstract.  Inthearticleonthestoryofthewell-knownUkrainianmusicianandwriterKuzmaSkryabin
«TheCity  without  Money»
thepoeticdominantsofthegenreofdystopiaincontemporaryUkrainianliteratureareexaminedandanalyzed.
Theleadingconceptsofutopiaanddystopiaincontemporaryliterarystudiesarebriefly  characterized.
Itisemphasizedthatthepredictionoftheundesirablefutureandthepathosofwarning are the most mentioned
amongthemainfeaturesofthegenre. In numerous writings dystopia is perceived as a social-philosophical
model  of  the  future  in  which  the  trends  of  real  life  are  carried  to  the  point  of  logical  absurdity.
Researchersconsiderdystopia is logically and genetically related to utopia. Modernscholarsare foremost
interested in the relation and interaction of dystopia and utopia.. 

Theeffectivenessofusingthepost-Soviet  post  apocalyptic  space  of  Chornobyl  zone  as  a  main
location where the action of the dystopia proceeds, its successful deconstruction in the story «TheCity
without Money» by KuzmaSkriabinis outlined. A role of folk beliefs and myths about exclusion zone
as a natural source for formation the topos of the City without Money is reflected. It is emphasized that
in the analyzed story the author peculiar reflects the genre features of the dystopia, that is a kind of
projection  on the imagined  society  of  those characteristics  of  the  author  contemporarysociety  that
cause his greatest rejection.The article highlights that there are substantial  differences between real
space of exclusion zone and alien city shown in the story that can be explained by the nature of artistic
comprehension  of  factual  material  by  the  author  of  the  literary  work.  It  is
determinedthattheworkrevealsthefeaturesofheterotopia,
sincetheactiontakesplaceincontemporaryconditionsforthewriter, intherealstate, butinthefictionalcity.

Keywords: genre, poetics, utopia, dystopia, heterotopia

Поетикальні домінанти антиутопії  у повісті Кузьми Скрябіна «Місто, в якому не
ходять гроші» 

Іванова А.О., аспірант (ХНУ імені В. Н. Каразіна, м. Харків)
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Анотація.У статті на матеріалі повісті відомого українського музиканта і письменника

Кузьми Скрябіна «Місто, в якому не ходять гроші» розглянуто і проаналізовано поетикальні
домінанти  жанру  антиутопії  у  сучасній  українській  літературі.  Коротко  охарактеризовані
провідні концепції утопії та антиутопії в сучасному літературознавстві. Підкреслено, що серед
основних  рис  жанру  найчастіше  називають  прогнозування  небажаного  майбутнього  і  пафос
застереження. В численних працях антиутопія розглядається як соціально-філософська модель
майбутнього,  в  якій  тенденції  реального  життя  доведені  до  логічного  абсурду.  Дослідники
вважають антиутопію логічно і генетично пов'язаною із утопією. Сучасних науковців цікавить,
перш за все, співвідношення й взаємодія антиутопії з утопією.

Охарактеризовано  ефективність  використання  у  повісті  Кузьми  Скрябіна  «Місто,  в
якому не ходять гроші» пострадянського постапокаліптичного простору Чорнобильської зони в
якості  основного місця дії  антиутопічного твору, його успішну деконструкцію. Відображено
роль народних уявлень та міфів про зону відчуження як природного джерела до формування
топосу Міста,  в якому не ходять гроші.  Відзначено,  що  в аналізованій повісті автором були
своєрідно відображені жанрові особливості антиутопії, що виступає своєрідною проекцією на
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вигадане  суспільство  тих  характеристик  сучасного  авторові  суспільства,  які  викликають
найбільше його несприйняття. 

Підкреслено,  що  між  реальним  простором  зони  відчуження  та  витвореним  у  повісті
алієнованим  містом  наявні  суттєві  відмінності,  що  можуть  бути  пояснені  характером
художнього осмислення фактографічного матеріалу автором літературного твору. Визначено,
що твір виявляє риси гетеротопії, оскільки дія відбувається у сучасних для письменника умовах,
у реальній державі, проте у вигаданому місті.

Ключові слова: жанр, поетика, утопія, антиутопія, гетеротопія 

General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality.Literary  critics  extensively  investigate  genre

peculiarities  of  the  dystopia.  Thepredictionoftheundesirablefutureandthepathosofwarning  are  the  most

mentioned amongthemainfeaturesofthegenre.Dystopiais perceived as a social-philosophical model of the future

in which the trends of real life are carried to the point of logical absurdity in numerous writings. Researchers

believe that dystopiais logically and genetically related to utopia. Modernscholarsare foremost interestedin the

relation and interaction of dystopiaand utopia, which makes our work t o p i c a l .

Representatives  of  contemporaryUkrainian  literature  also  are  into  dystopia.  One  of  the  writers,

whoseinterest  transformed  into  the  form  of  a  specific  literary  work  was  KuzmaSkriabin,  who  wrote  the

dystopianstory «The City without Money». 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.The notion «dominant» was first introduced by the

psychophysiologist O. Ukhtomskii, whoconsidered that the principle of dominant is particularly physiological

basis of alertness and creative thinking [4]. The concept of the dominanthas become one of the most popular

concepts in the philological science, whichis confirmed by its proactive usage in literary studies, text linguistics,

psycholinguistics. This notion was extensively used and theoretically substantiated by representatives of Russian

formalism (V.  Shlovskiy,  R.  Jakobson,  B.Eikhenbaum,  B.Tomashevskii,  J.Mukarzhovskii),  who  related  the

concept of the dominant of the literary text first to the form. Thus, the representative of the Russian formal

school, B. Eikhenbaum believed that the literary work is a result of the complex struggle of various forming

elements. These elements do not only co-exist and do not only simplycorrespond to each other, but depending

on the general nature of the style, one or another element is an organizing dominant, which dominates over

others andsubordinates them to itself[23].

A more exact definition of the concept of the dominant was suggested by R. Jakobson. He considered

that the dominant could be defined asa focusing component of a work of art: it controls, specifies and transforms

other components [24, p.56].

Moreover, dystopia is studied in the context of the continuity of Utopians’ ideas and the opposition to

these ideas. The most famous utopia scholars are E.Batalov, Ch.Kirvel, M.Shadurskii, N.Frai, H.Kleis, R.Zaahe,

H.Hniuh, etc.

The researchers highlight the significant importance of science fiction and O. Zverev and K.Shakhova

believe that the very first need is the presence of novelistic conflict, when the main character rises against nature

violence in a broad sense of the notion. In general, dystopiais investigated as a synthesis of two genre – utopia

andsatirical fantastic fiction.

In this connection, thea i m  of the research, whose s u b j e c t  is poetical dominants of dystopia and

whose o b j e c t  is their peculiarities in the story«The City without Money» by KuzmaSkriabin, is to reveal the
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poetical  dominants  of  dystopia  in  the  story  «The  City  without  Money»  by  KuzmaSkriabin.The  following

t a s k s  are set to achieve the aim of the research: to consider the topical literary and culturological concepts of

the  dystopia;  to  characterize  poetical  dominant  of  dystopiain  the  story  «The  City  without  Money»  by

KuzmaSkriabin. 

Research outcomes.In the work «The Theory of Literature» B. Tomashevskiy wrote that the features

of genre, i.e. the methods that organize the composition of the work, are dominant, that is, they subordinate all

others methods required for thecreation of stylistic harmony. Such a dominant method is sometimes named

dominant. The complex of dominants is a defining factor of the genre formation [2]. 

There is an opinion among linguists that a dominant is any component of the text, whereby the notion

«dominant» is used in the analysis of semantic, structural and communicative text organization. In this case,

both substantial and formal means can be considered as a dominant.  For example, V.Kukharenko gives the

following definition of a dominant: «The dominant of a work of art is identified by its idea and/or aesthetic

function in the search of which it is necessary to leave linguistic matter of the work»[9, p. 13]. The differences

in the approaches define various types of dominant and their names: rhematic dominant (H.Zolotova), emotional

and semantic dominant (V.Belianin), grammatical dominant (O.Moskalska, J.Shendels).

It can therefore be concluded that it makes sense to use the notion «dominant» at the final stage of the

linguistic analysis of literary text after the essential features of the structural and semantic and communicative

text organization and accumulated data on the dominant linguistic means have been determined.

One of the representatives of the postcontemporary Ukrainian literature who regards Chornobyl and

post-Chornobyl  myth in  the  dystopianperception  approachis  AndriiKuzmenko,  well-known as  the  musician

KusmaSkriabin. Kuzma’s popularity is based on his fruitful musical career (where Chornobylissues are also

realized to some extent). The song «Сhornobyl forever», dedicated to the main, on his view,tourist attractions of

Ukraine,  including  Chornobyl  NPP  (Nuclear  Power  Plant)  should  be  recalled.  However,  his  literary

achievement  testifies  to  the  presence  of  a  prominent  writer  incontemporaryUkrainian  literature  who  self-

actualized in various literary genres, among which we can find both autobiographical novel-travelogue («I»,

«Viktory» and «Berlin»)  and dystopianstory  «The  City  without  Money»,  which  became the  object  of  our

research, explicating its n o v e l t y .

The  genre  features  of  dystopiaare  peculiar  reflected  in  KuzmaSkriabin’s  story  «TheCity  without

Money»,  that  is  a  kind  of  projection  onthe  imagined  society  of  those  characteristics  of  the

author’scontemporarysociety  that  caused  his  greatest  rejection.  The  work  involves  the  location  of  the

dystopianworld at a distance – in space or time; there is a description of negative qualities of the fictional

society to shock or terrify. 

We will consider the reflection of each of thesequalities in KuzmaSkriabin’s story «TheCity without

Money» in detail.

The city where Alice, the main character of the work, comes exists and does not exist at the same time:

it is absent on geographical maps, the taxi driver who brings the young women to the station does not know

anything about it and after Alice’s attempt at Kiev station to clarify if some train goes to the city, the cashier

recommends to seek professional psychiatric help. The mystical component of the trip does not find any further
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clarification. The whole matter comes down to the consequences of a man-made disaster which erases the city

from the current time-space. Accordingly, someone can get there only twice a year when the clock hands are

switched.The researcher S.Tsikavyi in his article, dedicated to the features of the story space-time, claims that

sucha march of time is a symbolic, «improved form of equinox –sacred time of ancient ages»[18, p. 140]. It is

known that equinox is the time when the day meets the night, and, accordingly, the light meets the darkness. The

city, where the Utter Darkness has a chance to contact  theimaginary «world of the living»,  is described in

KuzmaSkriabin’s story, Prypiat.

Although the name «Prypiat» is one of the most recognizable Ukrainian toponyms, the depicted in the

story city bears little resemblance to equally known structure of the abandoned city of nuclear engineers. The

space of the city without money is more individual, relatively referential, a personification of fears of ordinary

citizens regarding Chornobyl, prejudices, myths.

The city, shown in the story, is a peculiar «victim» of transhumanistic experimentwhereof one

can learn by paying attention to power organization in it. On the one hand, it is relatively invisible,

however,  at  the  same  time,  everyone  who  stays  on  the  territory  of  the  city,  is  under  its  direct

control.S.Tsikavyi  points  out  «thefunctionofcontrol  in  a  literary  work  is  actually  spaceless,  but,

nevertheless,it complies with the principles of the prison heterotopy» [18, p. 144]. It can be said that

this form of the governance can be related to the panopticism that in one form or another controls each

of its citizens.

Regarding the inclusive personality control as a poetical feature of dystopia, it is necessary to consider

such a phenomenon, depicted by KuzmaSkriabin, as a change of Prypiat citizens color skin depending on one’s

emotional state. For example, Alice (the author’s choice of the main character name is not accidental.  It  is

possible  to  draw  an  analogy  between  her  and  the  main  character  of  L.Carroll’s  fairy  story  «Alice  in

Wonderland»,  where  the  Wonderland  is  the  same  City)  learned  froma  receptionist  that  it  is  a  result  of  a

permanent  taking specifically developed medicine which is  almost  impossible to avoid:  «They are in food,

water, everywhere. It was introduced to make a person clearly visible to prevent something from being hidden»

[17, p. 101].In addition to that color change, a side-effect on medication is also a specific smell whereby the

police  can  determine  a  person’s  intent  to  commit  a  crime.  Thus,  the  story  «TheCitywithout  Money»is  a

description  of  an  enormous  prison  into  the  dustbin  of  nuclear  waste,  keepers  of  which  use  the  leading

development of medicine to keep their subjects under control.

Conclusions.  It can be deduced that the analyzed vision of the post-Sovietpost apocalyptic space of

Chornobyl  zone  as  a  main  locality  in  which  the  action  of  the  dystopia  proceedsis  successfully  used  in

KuzmaSkriabin’s story «TheCitywithout Money». The genre features of the dystopia are reflected in the story

«TheCitywithout  Money» by KuzmaSkriabin in a peculiar  way,  as a kind of a projection on the imagined

society of those characteristics of the author’scontemporarysociety that caused his greatest rejection. The work

involves the location of the dystopianworld at a distance – in space or time; there is a description of negative

qualities of the fictional society to shock or terrify. 

The mentioned image is successfully deconstructed and filled with individual and authorial sense. A

significant role in developingthe dystopian space is played by folk beliefs and myths about the exclusion zone
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which became a specific source for the formation of the topos of the City without Money. It should be pointed

out  that  there  are  substantial  differences  between the  real  space  of  the  exclusion  zone  and the  alien  city,

imagined by KuzmaSkriabin, which can be explained by the nature of the artistic comprehension of the factual

material  by  the  author.  The  story  itself  shows  thefeaturesofheterotopia,sincetheactiontakesplace  under

thecontemporaryconditionsforthewriter,  in  a  realstate,  butin  a  fictionalcity,  and  revealing  heterotopia

peculiarities constitutes the p e r s p e c t i v e  of our research.
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LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF THE CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE TERM
"ABSENTEEISM" IN SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE
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The purpose of the article is to determine the definition of linguistic features and etymology of
the term "absenteeism". The etymological linguistic analysis conducted in the article made it possible
to identify trends of using the term "absenteeism" in various scientific traditions (Anglo-American,
French, German, Italian, and Ukrainian). Although the interpretation of the essence of absenteeism is
directly related to the definition of political participation, however, most definitions of absenteeism as
social phenomenon focused on the evasion of performing their duties, mainly in relation to work and
training, which implies the interpretation of political participation as a duty. In the Anglo-American
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tradition,  "absenteeism" has a broad interpretation as truancy, evasion, mainly relative to failure to
attend work, study, etc.), and the term "electoral absenteeism" is applied to electoral processes. In the
German  tradition,  interpretation  of  absenteeism as  being  absent  in  the  workplace  is  added as  the
tendency to disregard a meeting, obligation or arrangement for no good reason. In the French tradition,
the term is applied to the economic sphere (concerning landowners and land leases), and according to
political  interpretation,  it  is  added  to  the  definitions  of  absenteeism  as  the  behavior  of  elected
politicians who are not regularly involved in the work of their meetings. In the Italian tradition, except
absention  from  work,  absenteeism  is  interpreted  as  indifference,  lack  of  interest  in  civic
responsibilities,  political  and  social  problems.  In  the  Ukrainian  tradition,  the  interpretation  of
absenteeism is predominant in connection with the electoral processes regarding citizens' involvement
in politics and attitudes towards it, but the forms of political participation are limited only by elections,
which, accordingly, provides a rather narrow interpretation of the essence of absenteeism.

Keywords: absenteeism,  political  participation,  political  non-participation,  electoral
absenteeism, civic duty, rights.

Анотація: Дана  стаття  присвячена  визначенню  лінгвістичних  особливостей  та
етимології  терміну  «абсентеїзм».  Етимологічний  лінгвістичний  аналіз,  проведений  у  статті,
дозволив виокремити тенденції  вживання терміну «абсентеїзм» у різних наукових традиціях
(англо-американській,  французькій,  німецькій,  італійській  та  українській).  Хоча  трактування
сутності  абсентеїзму  безпосередньо  пов’язане  з  визначенням  політичної  участі,  проте  як
окремий соціальний феномен у переважній більшості дефініцій акцент робиться на ухиленні від
виконання  своїх  обов’язків,  здебільшого  стосовно  роботи  та  навчання,  що  передбачає
інтерпретацію політичної участі як обов’язку. В англо-американській традиції «абсентеїзм» має
широке трактування як прогул, ухилення від своїх обов’язків, переважно стосовно неявки на
роботу,  на  навчання  тощо),  а  стосовно  виборчих  процесів  застосовується  термін
«електоральний абсентеїзм». У німецькій традиції до інтерпретації абсентеїзму як відсутності
на робочому місці додається значення схильності  не дотримуватися зустрічі, зобов'язання чи
домовленості  без  поважних  причин.  У  французькій  традиції  цей  термін  застосовується  до
економічної сфери (стосовно землевласників та оренди землі), а щодо політичної інтерпретації,
то додається визначення абсентеїзму як поведінки обраних політиків, які нерегулярно беруть
участь  в  роботі  своїх  зібрань.  В  італійській  традиції,  окрім  відсутності  на  робочому  місці,
абсентеїзм  інтерпретується  як  байдужість,  незацікавленість  щодо  цивільних  обов'язків,
політичних і соціальних проблем. В українській традиції переважає трактування абсентеїзму у
зв’язку  з електоральними  процесами  стосовно  включеності  у  політику  та  ставлення  до  неї
громадян, проте форми політичної участі обмежуються тільки виборами, що, відповідно, надає
досить вузьке трактування сутності абсентеїзму.

Ключові  слова:  абсентеїзм,  політична  участь,  політична  неучасть,  електоральний
абсентеїзм, громадянський обов’язок, права.

General formulation of research and its topicality. The  a c t u a l i t y  of the issue under

consideration is explicated by the fact that political participation has been the subject of study and

scientific controversy since ancient times. Political participation and the existence of suffrage for a

certain circle of people were considered as the basic characteristics of democratic government, and

political  participation  in  the  policy  was perceived  as  an honorable  duty in  the  policies  of  ancient

Greece.The concept of "citizen" appeared in Ancient Greece and came to mean a person endowed with

a certain range of rights and included in social processes, and those who did not participate in public
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life and in the public assembly were called the "idiot" (individual person, private person, that is one

who cares only for individual interests) [11, p. 162].

It is should be emphasized that until the declaration of equality and the emergence of universal

suffrage  appeared,  political  participation  was  limited,  beingthe  right  and  the  opportunity  for  the

"chosen" (only for free people, for white people, for men, for people with education, a certain age and

social  origin,  according to  property  qualifications,  etc.).  Thus,  it  was  the  so-called  privilege,  and,

therefore,it  was perceived as a blessing and a value,  whereas now, becoming easily accessible,  an

inalienable right and given, it has turned into what can be described as a "satiety with opportunities",

which are depreciated and taken for granted. In other words, today, despite a free and equal access to

participation  in  political  processes,  absenteeism  is  becoming  a  widely  spread  phenomenon  –a

sociopolitical  apathy, indifferent citizens’ attitude to their political  rights, which is manifested in a

conscious avoidance of participation in electoral processes, and in a amplitudinousinterpretation – from

participation in any political events (elections, referenda, party activities, rallies, etc.).

Accordingly,  the  perception  of  politics,  political  participation  and  civic  responsibility  is

changing, which requires a sociological study of the causes of this phenomenon and consequences for

the functioning of the socio-political system in general. In particular, the study of the etymology of the

term "absenteeism",  the  linguistic  features  of  the  use  of  this  term,  is  of  a  considerable  scientific

interest,  determining a different interpretation of the essence of this phenomenon and, accordingly,

different vectors in terms of its research.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.Political participation and the problem of

political  non-participation  began  to  be  investigated  in  the  20th  century,  in  connection  with  the

widespread dissemination of electoral research (A. Siegfried, N. Nye, P. Lazarsfeld, B. Berelson and

others).

Scientific discourse has developed several approaches to studying political  participation and

non-participation: the concept of democratic elitism (I. Schumpeter, R. Berelson, S. Lipset, R. Dahl, G.

Ekstein,  J.  Sartori,  V. Kornhauser and others),  whose supporters advocate for the limited  political

participation of most citizens in connection with the negative influence of the crowd and the oligarchic

tendencies of any organization, therefore, absenteeism is seen as a positive phenomenon; the theory of

participatory  democracy,  whose  supporters  (C.  Peytman,  B.  Barber,  P.  Bahrach,  N.  Bob-bio,  C.

MacPherson,  J.  Zimmermann  and  others)  substantiate  the  active  participation  of  citizens  in  the

discussion and decision-making as for the most important issues of public life and public policy, as

well as empowering citizens themselves with the power to control the implementation of decisions

along  with  direct  elections  of  government,  and  democracy  is  interpreted  as  a  board  of  educated

citizens.
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In Ukraine, the problems of political participation and non-participation began to be studied in

the second half of the 20th century as an essential t h e o r e t i c a l  and p r a c t i c a l  issue. Shveda

Y., Rotar N., Kuleba O., Kolachinsky M., examining the electoral behavior, the specifics of political

participation, models of political participation, etc. Golovakha E., Balakireva A., Panina N., Vishnyak

A., Poltorak V., Starovoitenko G., Tokovenko V., Homa N.and others study the electoral space using a

set of methods, and also analyze the causes of absenteeism.

In  this  connection,  the  p u r p o s e  of the work, whose  s u b j e c t  is the term “absenteeism”,

actualized  in  scientificdiscourse,  the  o b j e c t  being  linguistic  peculiarities  of  the  verbal

representation of the conceptualized phenomenon of absenteeism in the above type of discourse, is to

determine  linguistic  features  and  the  etymology  of  the  terminologically  verbalized  concept

ABSENTEEISM, which explicates the n o v e l t y  of our academic research attempt.  

Experiential/researchoutcomes. To understand the essence of absenteeism as a social phenomenon, it

is  necessary  to  correlate  it  with  the  interpretation  of  the  essence  of  political  participation,  which

determines the attitude to politics and assesses the role of the political subject in it. In particular, in

subjective perception, political participation can be interpreted as a right (a democratic right to take

part  in  the  government  of  one’s  country  directly  or  through  freely  chosen  representatives),  an

obligation (a citizen’s obligation to participate in political decisions to achieve the common good),

duty  (an  individual’s  moral  obligation  in  front  of  other  people,  a  citizen  in  front  of  other

representatives  of civil  society or the state to be involved in the adoption of generally  significant

decisions), necessity (moral need for political activity due to ethical, moral, religious or other beliefs),

opportunity  (favorable  conditions  for  influencing  politics  and  making  political  decisions),  good

(indicator  of  democracy  and  general  equality,  which  allows  anyone  to  express  their  opinion  and

participate in political decisions), value (the value of political participation as an opportunity for self-

realization,  self-expression,  observance  and  demonstration  of  certain  values  and  worldview),

publicostentatiousness  (demonstration  of  active  position and concernment  in  the country's  political

processes).

Different  perceptions  of  political  participation  determine  the  corresponding  attitude  to  the

problem of political non-participation, analyzing its causes and possible directions of transformation.

In particular, if political participation is interpreted as a political opportunity, then absenteeism can be

considered as a "lost opportunity" (missed opportunities to demonstrate persons’aspiration, influence

the choice of power, the course of the future development of the state, etc.). If political participation is

interpreted, according to H. McCloskey, as a feeling of involvement, then absenteeism can be defined

as a feeling of estrangement from politics and political decision-making.

Accordingly, absenteeism can be interpreted as evasion of one’s duties, as a right (to participate

or  not  to  participate  in  political  processes),  indifference  to  political  processes,  passive  protest
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(unwillingness to legitimize power), articulation of one’s position through silence (as a demonstration

that politicians raise irrelevant problems on the agenda), an indicator of the decline of the importance

of politics for an individual.

On the other hand, the analysis of the etymology of the verbal representation of the concept

ABSENTEEISM and the  linguistic  features  of  its  application  in  various  scientific  traditions  is  of

scientific interest.

In general, the term "absenteeism" was put forward by the English politician T. Thompson in

1829 to indicate the habits of Irish landowners to live away from their possessions, leasing land. And

later this term began to be applied in relation to other domains, except economics.

In the American tradition, absenteeism is interpreted as evasion of fulfillment of one’s duties

and concerns not only participation in elections or political processes. In particular, in the Dictionary of

American Heritage absenteeism is defined as "habitual failure to appear, especially for work or other

regular duty" [1]. In the "Blackwell Dictionary of Political  Science: A User's Guide to its Terms",

instead of absenteeism, the term "absention" is considered in the interpretation of a deliberate decision

not to vote, intentionally abstaining from voting, which is typical for those who are estranged from the

life of their country in general, or for those who belong to parties not included in the ballot [2, p. 9–

10].

In British dictionaries, absenteeism is also defined as "the fact of being frequently away from

work or school, especially without good reasons" (Oxford Learner's Dictionary) [8], "a situation in

which people are not at school or work when they should be: the high rate of absenteeism is costing the

company a lot of money; students with chronic absenteeism can pull down the school's performance"

(Cambridge Dictionary) [3], "the fact or habit of frequently being away from work or school, usually

without a good reason"(Collins Dictionary) [4].

In general,  absenteeism means "truancy",when translated  from English.  Accordingly,  in the

Anglo-American tradition, "absenteeism" has a amplitudinous interpretation as evasion of one’s duties

(failure to appear at work, at study, etc.), and the term "electoral absenteeism" is applied to election

processes, which, for example, in Ukrainian scientific discourse is perceived as a tautology.

There  are  several  terms  in  German  languagewhich  are  used  to  denote  political  non-

participation.  "Der Fahlzeiten" means absenteeism, but it is mainly used to indicate the absence of

employees in the workplace, and "der Absentismus", which means the tendency of people to not keep

an appointment, obligations or arrangements, when there is no reason to prevent, or repeated absence

from work or study, which is associated not with the disease, but with other reasons [5].

In French dictionaries, the interpretation of this term is somewhat expanded. In addition to the

meaning of absence in the workplace, at school, at meetings, etc., where presence is required, a few

more  interpretations  appear:  absenteeism  refers  to  the  absence  of  landowners  in  managing  their
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households  in  relation  to  economics,  and  behavior  of  elected  representatives  of  the  nation  who

irregularly participate in politics refers to absenteeism the work of their collections [7]. So, another

subject  of  the  political  process  is  emphasized  –  not  only  citizens  who,  according  to  traditional

interpretations, do not participate in election processes, but also elected people, who, for example, do

not attend meetings of the government or committees in which they work.

In Italian dictionaries, absenteeism has two meanings: frequent absence from the workplace,

mainly without good reason, and lack of interest  in political  and social  problems [6]; indifference,

disinterest  in relation to civic duties,  political  and social  problems or issues of common collective

interest for both one citizen and political forces, as well as for people who are entrusted with the duties

of the government [9].

In the Ukrainian tradition, the interpretation of absenteeism predominates in connection with

the electoral processes in relation to the inclusion of citizens in politics and their attitude to it. For

example,  in  the  educational  encyclopedic  dictionary-reference  book  "Contemporary  Political

Vocabulary" (edited by the doctor of Political  science Khoma N.) absenteeism is defined as "non-

participation of individuals and social groups in any political forms, processes and events (elections,

referenda, party activities, rallies, etc); in the narrow meaning– evading citizens from participating in

elections (electoral absenteeism)" [12, p. 8]. So, there is a dichotomy of political participation and non-

participation, but it does not emphasize how political participation is perceived (as a right, a duty, etc.).

In the "Political  Science Encyclopedic  Dictionary" (edited by professor M. Trebin)  absenteeism is

defined as "consciously evading citizens from public life, from fulfilling civic duties, primarily from

participating in elections" [10, p. 8]. In this context, political participation is defined through the prism

of civic duties, however, the forms of political participation are limited only by elections; accordingly,

a rather narrow interpretation of the essence of absenteeism is provided.

Conclusions. Thus, the etymological  linguistic  analysis  allows us to identify several trends

regarding the usage of the concept-nominating term "absenteeism", which is associated with linguistic

features and scientific traditions. Indeed, when defining the essence of absenteeism in most definitions,

the conceptual emphasis is proved to be on avoiding fulfillment of one’s duties, mainly about work and

studying, and it involves the interpretation of political participation as a duty. The question arises of

how this relates to legal aspects of ensuring political participation or non-participation. For that matter,

if absenteeism is an evasion of their duties, then sanctions should be provided for it, but if absenteeism

is the same right as political participation (legal institutions are guaranteed the opportunity to publicly

express their position), then there should not beany coercion as for political participation and sanctions

for non-participation. Therefore, it has been revealed that due to the uncertainty in the interpretation of

this  term,  there  is  uncertaintyregarding  the  motivation  for  political  participation,  as  well  as  the
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determination and prediction of the consequences that may lead to an increase of absenteeism, which

requires further scientific research as our academic p e r s p e c t i v e .
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Курилко О. Г. Японська естетика традиційного театру Но.

Анотація:  У статті розглядаються японська естетика та театр Но. Надається детальний

опис традиційного  театру Но та  обговорюється історія театру і традиційна система естетики.

Результати дослідження вказують на те, що театр Но відповідає естетичним принципам та має

власну систему ідеалів та канонів. Виявлено приклади втілення естетичних ідеалів та канонів.

Окрім  того,  обговорюються  можливі  причини  труднощів  у  сприйнятті  японського  театру
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європейцями. Стаття є цікавою для авторів, які досліджують театр Но, вивчаючи його через

призму японської естетики. 

Ключові слова: театр Но, японська естетика, філософія, принципи.

Kurylko O. G. Japanese Aesthetics Of The Traditional Noh Theater.

Abstract: The  paper  deals  with  Japanese  aesthetics  and  Noh  theater.  It  gives  a  detailed

description of traditional Noh theater and discusses the history of theater and traditional system of

aesthetics. The results show that Noh theater obeys the aesthetic principles and has its own system of

ideals and canons. The examples of the embodiment of aesthetic ideals and canons were detected. In

addition, possible  causes for difficulty in the perception of Japanese theater by European people are

discussed.  The paper  can be  of  great  interest  since  it  provides  conditions for other  scientists who

investigate Noh theater and study it on the basis of works on the Japanese aesthetics.

Key words: Noh theater, Japanese aesthetics, philosophy, principles.

General formulation of research and its topicality. Japan is a mystic, magic and sometimes

fairy country for European people. Philosophy and culture of Japan are very different from Western

culture. It gets a “frivolous” status in Western society; it is said that Japanese philosophy is not really a

philosophy.  This point  of view stems from Eurocentrism:  as a result,  there are few researches  on

Eastern philosophy, especially Japanese aesthetics. But Asia, especially Japan, can offer a different,

but  very interesting  and peculiar  look at  the  structure  of  the  world.  The article  reviews  Japanese

aesthetics of the traditional Noh Theatre as an example of different view on a traditional philosophical

doctrine.  The Japanese have a rich heritage,  modern high level  of development  while  maintaining

traditions. This makes studying the philosophy of Japan important for understanding how Ukraine can

benefit from an effective model of development. We consider aesthetics to be a key to understanding

the Japanese worldview.  

The  object of  the  study  is  Japanese  aesthetics. The  subject of  the  study  is  the  aesthetic

principles of the Japanese Noh theater. 

The objective of the article is to distinguish aesthetic principles of Noh theater. The tasks of

the article  are the search of the main aesthetic  ideals  and review of the Noh theater  dramas.  The

scientific methods are methods of analysis and synthesis.   

Setting  of  the  problem. Noh  Theatre  is  the  most  popular  and  famous  theater  of  Japan’s

traditional  art.  Its  history started in  the 8th century in the form of  sarugaku ( 猿 楽 ).  In European

literature “sarugaku” is translated as “monkey music”, but the Japanese say that this translation was

not correct. The character “楽” also means “game”.   

Theater performances (also called sarugaku) were performed in temples. They were of religious

and philosophical  character:  “In the past the Buddhism of Noh has been defined in two ways: as
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Amidism and as Zen” [3]. Noh as a theater in its traditional understanding has been in place since the

14th century and it has been strongly associated with Kanyami Kiyotsugu. His son Zeami made a great

contribution to the development of Noh theater.  Nevertheless, canonical structure and aesthetics of

Noh theater should be mentioned before Zeami’s activity.

Aesthetics is the earliest and most influential part of Japanese philosophy. Aesthetics has an

impact on the life of the Japanese as well as Shinto and Buddhism do. This part of philosophy is more

developed than in China and Europe: “In the field of aesthetic ideas, the Japanese were hardly inferior

to China, a country, whose culture was taken as a model”  [5, p. 4]. Aesthetics is embodied in the

oldest, mysterious and difficult to understand Japanese Noh theater.

Noh  theater  has  three  main  principles  of  aethetics:  monomane,  yugen and  hana.  This

differentiation system was created by Zeami.  

For Europeans, monomane ( 物真似 ) is mimesis in classical Aristotelian sense. In other words,

monomane is an imitation of things. It can be seen in the characters` meaning. An imitation lies at the

heart of the Chinese traditional theater.  

Yugen ( 幽玄 ) is one of the main principles of aethetics. It means something hidden and

elusive. The characters show the meaning of this principle: “玄” is an incomprehensible, “幽” is

an otherworldly. Thus,  yugen is a secret and covert thing that the human eye cannot see. Zeami

understood yugen as depth and total calmness, like nirvana in Buddhism. But for Europeans this

category is difficult to understand because there are no equivalents in any other language of the

world. Now yugen is associated with Noh theater.   

The third principle  is  hana ( 花 )  which means “flower”.  In regard to Noh theater  it  is

something beautiful, but different from the  yugen. It is something visible and tangible.  Hana is

silent  beauty  that  is  embodied  in  the  image  of  a  noble  woman or  a  beautiful  boy (it  can  be

compared to the Greek exaltation of handsome young men). Zeami describes the role of a  hana

boy as following: “If (a boy’s) remarkable talent is revealed, no matter what he does, everything

will be wonderful. If the boy is good-looking, his voice is beautiful and he is skilled, then where

does the evil come from? But this flower is not a true flower; he is only a temporary one”  [5,

p. 25].  Hana has several stages: myōka (miraculous flower),  hie 冷  (cold), and  mumon (beauty

without external signs). Hana is an example of the transience of time. 

The mentioned principles are worth being analyzed in greater detail. Noh theater displays

the ideals of Zeami Motokiyo, whose dramas are considered in this article. Monomane takes the

first place in the triad of knowledge. Zeami understood  monomane as a bile training and craft

training. It is understood as a precise movement. In the Noh theaters the actors wear masks and

emotions are transmitted through movement by a fan, a head, hands and even steps. The actors

must have a command of the  kata (movements) and  kamae  (stance). They must perform kamae
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and kata clearly, neatly and to the smallest detail, otherwise the emotion will be unreliable. 

 For example, the cry is performed with a strict head tilt and a hand raised up at the eye

level.  Kata obeys slow motion. The  monomane principle is followed impeccably in every play:

“Shite (the main character) makes a canonical movement that symbolizes a joyful state” [2, p. 78].

The steps in the performance have their own peculiarity: they begin with the leg sliding from the

heel, then moving to the toe.  The actors cannot move otherwise – it is the rule. The movements of

a fan also have canons. In addition, a fan is a symbol: “The fan movements are a real system of

symbolic  transmission  of  a  variety  of  actions,  there  is  a  specific  sign  language,  silent

communication, that complements the stage actions. A fan is a symbol of a sword, a writing brush,

a magical wand or a vessel of wine, it can represent the rain, falling leaves, rushing hurricane, a

flowing river, the rising sun; it can represent pacification and anger, triumph and fury” [1, p. 346].

The fan is an attribute in the performance as well as the symbol as it reflects the sense of the hero

and the cycle of the play: demons on the fan have white peonies, wise men have a pine. A special

trajectory of movements shows one or another emotion. For example, in the play “Aoi-no ue”:

“Shite actor is opening the fan and making the canonical movement “joyful fan”, which means

softening the soul” [2, p. 253]. The movement may also mean nature: “moon fan” — tsuki-no ogi

— is a movement that means moon viewing. 

Yugen or secret beauty comes in the triad. The actor who does not know yugen cannot play

in Noh theater.  Yugen as grace and elegance is transmitted by means of dance and poses. Any

tense moments in the dramas are accompanied by a frozen pose and silence. The dialogues are

conducted while standing motionless and in strictly assigned places: “Vaki (secondary character) is

standing at the place of vakiza… shite — at the place of jouza” [2, p. 110]. Even the demons and

ghosts in dramas are subordinated to the  yugen — you can see the understatement, secrecy and

slowness. The speech has  yugen too: one of the main texts that is being read is  yovagin (weak

singing). It makes the viewers’ mood sorrowful and sad.  The scene, the season and the part of the

day have great importance, as well as the churches, the places of pilgrimage, night hours, sunrise

or sundown.  

The structure of dramas demonstrates the principles of  yugen. The dramatic principle  jo-

ha-kyu is built as following: 

 Jo – few movements. It is the slowest part;

 Ha – is a more complex part of drama. This part has kuse-no mai dance – a very slow dance;

 Kyu – the rhythm that is a little faster, but still has a mystical meaning.

Hana, as the third aesthetics value,  has two sides: jibun-no hana and  makoto-no hana,

temporary and true. The first means fleeting and endangered beauty, the second means the result

of  long and hard work.  Zeami  thought  that  his  father  Kanyami was a  true flower:  “Kanyami
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performed his roles in a calm manner, more appropriate to his age. But he did it so skillfully and

inimitably that each time his performance looked more beautiful and more perfect. He achieved it

because he reached the True Flower. His art was like an old tree almost without leaves, but with

beautiful fragrant flowers.  [1, p.     334  ]. The  hana is seen in masks of Noh theater. There are not

many masks in the theater. The mask of Atsumori is one of them. As a character he is an example

of hana. Atsumori is a historical personality who was killed during the Taira-Minamoto war. He

was an innocent boy of sixteen years old. The mask was specially made for the character, but now

it is meant for all young aristocratic warriors. This mask is a copy of the mask of a young beautiful

woman (the highest form of beauty), but with small differences: “Soft facial expression, the lips

are stretched in a half smile, the eyes don't shine with metallic glow, the pupils are not dilated” [2,

p. 106]. 

The  mask  of  Atsumori  is  more  sublime  and  spiritual,  clean  and  innocent.  It  is  the

embodiment of makoto-no hana. The masks of young and old women demonstrate jibun-no hana.

We can sum up that Noh theater is permeated by  Japanese  aesthetics. Therefore, we can

make a conclusion that Noh theater  can be considered as an example of full embodiment of the

aesthetic ideals of ancient Japan. The doctrine of Zeami Motokiyo is widely used by the modern

actors  of  Noh theater.  That  is  why we can  percept  the  Japanese  aesthetics  through  theatrical

performance nowadays. 

Costumes, fans, masks, steps and place where the character stands are the main attributes

of  Noh theater;  with  their  help  we can  see  hidden aesthetic  canons.  Therefore,  it  proves  the

assumption that Noh theater is a great model of Japanese aesthetics.   

The importance of these results can hardly be overestimated, because they can be used in

studies  of  ethical,  historical  and aesthetics  doctrines.  We can use  Japanese aesthetic  ideals  in

Ukrainian worldview: it can help us to be in harmony with nature, the world and other people. The

worldview and system of relations and values are the basis of the state. 

Thus, continuing the research on these questions will help develop communication with

Japan  as  a  rich  (in  economic  and  cultural  senses)  country,  establish  ties  and  implement  the

successful experience of Japanese society in preserving traditional concepts and values into our

culture with regard to Ukrainian realities.
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Abstract. Practical  philosophy  is  today  a  crucial  component  of  humanitarian  science  that
studies the nature of value-normative orientations of individuals and ethical communities and aimed to
elucidate the essence of regulative ideas and their relevance for today. Discussions regarding ethics, as
the theory of moral duties, ethical attitudes and concepts of good prevail in the recent philosophical
discourse. As the result of collapse of traditional worldview and outdated ethical systems the status of
ethics requires reinterpretation. The opposition of theories of modernity, which justify the possibility of
unconditional universal principles, and postmodern statements denying any theorizing and generalizing
of morality remains intense. The latter emphasize the variability of ethical forms of life, thus ethical
conceptions are traditionally and culturally patterned. The aim of this article is to analyze this problem
as the determinant of current status of ethical theory, turning to philosophical hermeneutics, which to a
fair extent is the practical project itself. The author suggests the view on philosophical hermeneutics as
the approach which enriches ethics and moral philosophy. Traces of it can be found in various ethical
theories of the last decades – in existentialistic ethics, as well as in modern neo-aristotelianism, virtue
ethics, narrative ethics, communitarianism and discourse ethics. By means of such concepts as moral
experience, interpretation, discussion and tradition the author claims that ethics as hermeneutics may
be viewed as an alternative solution for key problems of modern ethics. Unlike rationalistic variants of
ethical theory hermeneutics reflects the peculiarity of ethical knowledge and offers the insight on the
possibility of ethical theory as such. The central concepts of hermeneutical ethics are formulated in
conclusion, which are ethical attitude and sensibility of moral meaningfulness, mutual for every human
being.

Key words: practical philosophy, philosophical hermeneutics, moral experience, interpretation,
tradition, ethical knowledge.

Етика як герменевтика в сучасній практичній філософії 
Леонтьєва С.О., аспірант (ХНУ імені В. Н. Каразіна, м. Харків)
Мовний керівник:  Шамаєва Ю.Ю.,  кандидат  філологічних  наук,  доцент  (ХНУ імені

В. Н. Каразіна, м. Харків)
Анотація: Практична філософія є сьогодні потужною складовою гуманітарних знання,

що займається питаннями ціннісно-нормативної орієнтації  як окремих людей так і  людських
спільнот  та  намагається  прояснити  природу  певних  регулятивних  ідей  та  їх  актуальність
сьогодні. Етика, як знання про моральні зобов’язання, етичні установки та уявлення про благе
життя  виходить  на  перший  план.  В  результаті  краху  традиційного  світогляду  та  руйнації
усталених етичних систем статус етичного потребує переосмислення. Напруженим залишається
протистояння модерних за характером теорій, що відстоюють безумовність певних принципів,
та постмодерних теорій,  які наголошують на неможливості узагальнення феномену етичного
взагалі. Представники останніх теорій наголошують на різноманітті етичних форм життя, отже
етичні установки обумовлюються традиціями та культурами. Метою даної статті є розгляд цієї
проблематики,  що  вважається  вирішальною  для  визначення  сучасного  стану  етики,  із
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зверненням  до  теорії  філософської  герменевтики,  яка  розглядається  як  проект  практичного
спрямування.  Автор пропонує  розглянути  ідеї  герменевтики,  які  збагатили етичну  думку та
проявилися  в  багатьох  теоріях  практичної  філософії  останніх  десятиліть  –  від
екзистенціалістських проектів етики до неоаристотеліанства, етики чеснот, нарративної етики,
комунітаризму та дискурсивної етики. Крізь такі поняття герменевтики як моральний досвід,
інтерпретація,  дискусія  та традиція герменевтика розглядається як окрема етична теорія,  що
пропонує альтернативний погляд на ті ключові питання, що вирішуються провідними етичними
теоріями. На противагу раціоналістичним варіантам етики етика як герменевтика наголошує на
особливому розумінні можливості етики як теорії, а також розвиває ідеї етичної установки та
чуттєвості до моральних сенсів, спільних для всіх людей.

Ключові  слова:  практична  філософія,  філософська  герменевтика,  моральний  досвід,
інтерпретація, традиція, етичне знання.

General formulation of research and its topicality. Practical philosophy as a separate domain

of  philosophical  thought  has  its  origin  in  Aristotle’s  differentiation  of  theoretical  and  practical

knowledge. Studying praxis as a field of human activity and practical rationality practical philosophy

stands its ground today more successfully than theoretical, as it is claimed to solve pressing problems

of social, political and ethical reality. The normative and axiological character of philosophical thought

is relevant here for value orientation of future development of science, culture, politics and law, as well

as for our own self-understanding as human beings. 

For today the crucial issue lies in the possibility of universally binding principles which can be

admitted by everyone and solve new issues that appear as we develop. This issue sparked the well-

known debate between modernists and postmodernists, which ha been shaping the problematic field of

modern  theories.  However,  the  question  of  moral  disposition  which  determines  our  opinions

concerning current ethical problems – appealing to rationality, to solidarity, to human nature or own

initiative  –  still  remains  unanswered.  So  the  subject  of  ethical  theory  as  such  remains  unclear,

substantiating the t o p i c a l i t y  of the present work. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. Summarizing the ethical discussion of the

past century we can claim that ethical theory today, as A. MacIntyre noted, is presented by inconsistent

set  of  theories  and  thoughts  [4].  They  range  from  classical  theories  that  appeal  to  certain  great

narratives of modernity and justify universality of norms and principles to non-classical ethics that

focuses  on  the  contingency  of  norms  and  values  for  particular  persons  of  different  ethos.  The

universality of principles valid for everyone thus is the centerpiece of the issue in modern practical

philosophy, as only that enables reciprocal recognition of meanings, institutions and practices among

individuals and particular communities in the globalized world. The growing globalization requires the

communication  between  different  and  culturally  distanced  agents  which  potentially  leads  to

improvement of global public sphere. Modern theories thus are oriented at justifying the principles of

modernity, which are reinterpreted in the context of new philosophical traditions and approaches. 
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In this connection, the s u b j e c t  of our research is ethics from the point of view of modern

practical philosophy, the o b j e c t  being its n o v e l  hermeneutics peculiarities within the framework

of the above paradigm that our study is a i m e d  at.      

Research outcomes. Most modern theories of practical philosophy gain their grounds due to

hermeneutic  turn  in  philosophy  that  was  introduced  by  H.-G.  Gadamer.  Today  hermeneutics  has

become one of the main approaches in social science. Consequently, ethics and practical philosophy is

extensively  enriched  by  hermeneutics.  Hermeneutic  ideas  are  mainly  implemented  in  ethics  that

originates from phenomenology and existentialism, but other ethical theories borrowed them just as

much. These are the theories followed: neo-aristotelianism – as Gadamer himself referred to practical

philosophy of Aristotle [3, p. 341], virtue ethics, narrative ethics,  communitarianism and discourse

ethics. The aim of this paper doesn’t include a detailed analysis of the mentioned theories. Instead the

main ideas of hermeneutics as philosophical tradition that are relevant for modern practical philosophy

should be presented. 

Hermeneutics, as it is known, is interpretive methodology for understanding texts, but Gadamer

developed the hermeneutics into the philosophical project, emphasizing that the very understanding is

an ontological conception. Understanding is viewed as an inherent essential constant of human being.

In other words, the world we all live in is always already understood in some way. It implies the

meaningfulness  as  an  integral  component  for  our  experience.  The  meaningfulness  is  completely

situated  in  practices  and  in  this  way  constitutes  traditions  to  be  called  “forms  of  life”.  We,  as

individuals,  are  unavoidably  drawn  into  the  world  of  existing  meanings,  which  we  understand,

interpret, or call into question – all that forms our own worldview and self-identity. In this context, the

mode of personal being becomes the subject of ethical  theory.  Such meaningfulness is understood

through the concept of tradition – as formed attitudes and interpretations of the meanings, followed by

certain practices. It may be a custom or a social expectation or a regulative idea we all live by. All this

constitute our understanding of ethical and moral experience – what is good for us, what is morally

justifiable. These ideas lie in basis of philosophical hermeneutics, motives of which are borrowed by

other theories, focused on the critics of rationalistic abstract rule-based ethics.

In one of his articles devoted to problems of ethics Gadamer poses a symptomatic question of

the  possibility  of  philosophical  ethics.  The  main  issue  discussed  here  is  the  doubt  of  reflexive

generality regarding the essence of morality that is necessary in perspective of philosophical research.

Referring  to  the  ideas  of  existentialism from Kierkegaard  to  Heidegger,  Gadamer  emphasizes  the

insufficiency of distanced theoretical view as for a specific situation, where a moral choice is made [2,

p.  21]. Therefore,  ethics  cannot  be  purely  theoretical,  as  a  set  of  rules  and principles,  but  rather

immanent in specific experience. This idea is articulated from the very birth of ethics in Aristotle’s

text: “…for that which can be scientifically known can be demonstrated, and art and practical wisdom
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deal with things that are variable” [1, p. 178]. The problem of generality of principles is evident for

Aristotle in the domain of morality, as well as law. It is virtually impossible to encompass the whole

variability of situations, as well as to predict consequences of this or that moral choice. 

Thus, the stated problem reflects the cornerstone of modern studies in the field of ethics and

philosophy of law. The first is presented by discussions around one of the most theoretically grounded

modern  theories  –  discourse ethics.  The impulse  of  criticism stems from the  idea  of  generalizing

consensus  and  rational  justification  of  principles  that  necessarily  must  be  context-transcending.

Discourse ethics is aimed at proving that the moral point of view must always be detached from the

real  contingency  of  circumstances.  Only  having  rationally  justified  principles  we  can  talk  about

situations which may be compatible or not compatible to the principles, trying to reach consensus once

again. Such liberal-democratic ideal presupposes the position of disinterested and distanced opinion,

which in the perspective of hermeneutic ethics is impossible. The essence of ethical and moral doesn’t

amount to rationalistic calculating of compatibility of principles and situations. Therefore, followers of

discourse ethics especially study the problem of a specific situation, using the ideas of hermeneutic

ethics  and neo-aristotelianism.  The relation  between law and application  of  law is  the  subject  of

philosophy of law where methodology of juridical hermeneutics is used. 

The fact that ethical principles are rooted in tradition doesn’t imply relativism or particularism.

Gadamer  accentuates  that  deontological  ethics  with  its  normative  power  is  equally  important  for

practical philosophy as moral ideas are crucially unconditioned and context-transcending. But they

reach their certainty and significance only in concrete reality of situations [2, p. 30]. The generalized

normativity as such is established by the mutuality of  human condition – which for Gadamer is the

primary condition of understanding and interpretation. The follower of hermeneutic approach in ethics

P. van Tongeren calls it “moral character of our existence” [5, p. 204].

In  attempt  to  strengthen  his  position  the  later  ethicist  claims  that  the  subject  of  ethics  is

understanding and interpretation of experience that forms our image of good and ought. And this may

be  called  “the  hermeneutics  of  moral  experience”.  Experience  is  understood  here  in  terms  of

phenomenological philosophy as certain openness to the meanings (lifeworld, tradition) and constant

interpretation and problematization of them. It manifests itself in our communication with others, with

traditions and cultures. Thus moral conventions and moral qualities “…can always at the same time be

considered as specific answers to a question, answers that can be disputed or challenged or invited into

a dialogue by other answers” [5, p. 205]. To this extent hermeneutics presupposes the critical approach

towards tradition and put emphasis on the role  of discussion and dialogue,  due to which practical

rationality implements itself. 

Presenting  the  idea  of  discussion  the  author  tries  to  avoid  the  criticism of  relativism and

contextualism.  With  this  in  mind,  hermeneutical  project  of  ethics  can  be  viewed  as  additional  to
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modern mainstream theories, for instance, to discourse ethics. Moreover, the founder of the latter – J.

Habermas  indeed referred to  hermeneutic  approach on different  stages  of  his  work.  By means of

openness and discussion of meanings the “sensibility” to certain challenges and possible solutions may

be  developed.  And  that  helps  to  reach  the  objectivity  as  reciprocal  consensus  about  different

pretensions  to  meaning.  In  Tongeren’s  opinion,  every  answer  to  certain  meanings  produced  by

interpretation as discussion demonstrate that not only the differences and contexts take place but what

is more important – behind all this the problem is seen and we are not indifferent. This “sensibility” to

the  problem or  “disposition”  to  the mutual  interpretation  in  the  dialogue  with others  must  be the

subject and aim of ethical theory. 

Conclusions. To sum up, the present work focuses on presenting the compatibility of ethics and

hermeneutics to draw attention to the importance of the hermeneutic turn for ethical theory of the last

decades. Firstly, the core of hermeneutic approach reflects the main feature of ethical knowledge as

such. Aristotle accentuates this in the first treatise of ethics, talking about variability and contingency

of practical knowledge. That is the distinction of practical wisdom (phronesis) so it manifests in ability

to make decisions and act ethically in real situations with moral principles in mind. Gadamer oppose

this  position  against  those  theorists  who  strive  to  justify  norms  on  the  basis  of  abstract  rational

subjectivity. On the contrary, morality exists as the interpretation of real challenges and circumstances,

when we make decision. Thereby the understanding of morality is hermeneutics. 

Secondly, ethical knowledge has a hermeneutical aim that is to elucidate the process of self-

understanding as of cultural communities for the sake of common good, as of individual who reaches

the ideal of authenticity and self-sufficiency. As Aristotle claims, ethical knowledge is studied “…not

in order to know what virtue is, but in order to become good, since otherwise our inquiry would have

been of no use” [1, p. 79]. 

Therefore, the ideas that philosophical hermeneutics offers to ethical theory are undoubtedly

worthwhile  as moral  experience  understood in the given context  pervades human life  with ethical

sensibility and practical rationality. Otherwise, making attempts at regarding the moral as the rational

that  goes  beyond  real  life  situations,  our  concept  of  morality  acquires  the  features  of  techne –

technologies  and procedures  of  formalized  duties  and relations,  and  their  research  constitutes  the

p e r s p e c t i v e  of our work.   
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Abstract:  The paper deals with the restaurant industry and its particular kinds. It describes

specific types of institutions in Japan and demonstrates the economic situation in Japan at the level of

solvency in order to adjust the price range to Ukrainian realities. The article analyzes the Japanese

market of animal cafés, because every institution of this kind in this country always has clients. In

Japan, there are a lot of cafés with animals: cats, dogs, hedgehogs, rabbits, snakes, owls, penguins etc.

Only a few kinds of cafés are analyzed in this article. Different approaches to pastime and contact with

animals in different cafés are shown. To sum up the results of the article, the recommendations are

made for a similar segment of the restaurant industry in Ukraine, based on the experience of the Land

of the Rising Sun.

Key words: Japan, cafés, animals, restaurant business.

Анотація: Стаття  стосується  ресторанного  господарства  та  окремих  його  підвидів.

Надано опис рівня попиту на конкретний вид закладів у Японії та частково продемонстровано

економічну ситуацію у Японії на основі платоспроможності населення з метою пристосування

цін  до Українських  реалій.  У статті  проаналізовано  японський ринок  закладів  ресторанного

господарства  з  тваринами,  оскільки  у  кожного  подібного  закладу  у  цій  країні  завжди  є

відвідувачі.  В Японії  існує багато кафе з тваринами: кішки,  собаки, їжаки,  кролі,  змії,  сови,

пінгвіни тощо. У цій статті проаналізовані тільки декілька таких кафе. Також можна побачити

різні  підходи  до  проведення  часу  і  спілкування  з  тваринами  в  різних  кафе.  Підсумовуючи

результати  статті,  запропоновані  рекомендації  для  подібного  типу  закладів  ресторанного

господарства в Україні, спираючись на досвіді країни висхідного сонця. 

Ключові слова: Японія, кафе, тварини, ресторанна справа.

General formulation of research and its topicality. Restaurants, cafés, coffee houses and pastry shops

have  always  been  a  vacation  spot  for  people  of  any  social  stratum,  any  age  and  any  type  of
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employment. They help to relax in a pleasant atmosphere, have a good time not only in the company of

good friends, but even alone. It all depends on the menu and the concept of the institution,  which

should be mandatory, otherwise the café will not be able to stand out. One of the most popular and

rapidly developing innovations was invented in Taiwan in 1998 – a café with animals. The first cat café

has attracted tourists from the Land of the Rising Sun. And as a result, today Japan has the largest

number of not only cat cafés, but animal cafés in general. Visiting an animal café is a great way to

relax and forget at least for a while about your problems and difficulties in the company of furry (but

not always) pets.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. In order to increase the level of service and the development of

the restaurant industry in Ukraine, it is necessary to research and analyze this field in other countries. Animal cafés are

extremely popular in Japan, so we consider it to be a good example for our study. There are already rudiments of this

type of restaurant industry in Ukraine, so currently there is a rising necessity to improve and develop it. Object of study:

restaurant industry in Japan. Subject of study: animal cafés in Japan. Objective of the article: to draw conclusions from the

collected and analyzed material that can be used in the realities of Ukraine. Tasks: to analyze from a business perspective

several animal cafés in Japan; explore the difference of animals’ interaction with visitors; to distinguish features of service

in such establishments. In order to give recommendations to be applied in Ukrainian practice we should understand

the system of animal cafés business and its features at the theoretical level.

Research outcomes. “Temari no Ouchi” as an example of a cat café. While the majority of cat

cafes rely on the furry felines to solely satisfy customers, this cafe goes the extra mile with a cozy

treehouse theme. As this cat café is quite popular, customers make a reservation in advance by phone,

via email, or visiting in person in order to avoid waiting in a long line. While their website is primarily

in Japanese, making an email reservation in English is also possible. A bit more expensive than other

cat cafés, “Temari no Ouchi” charges a 1200 ¥ entrance fee on weekdays and 1600 ¥ at weekends. For

those on a more frugal budget, from 7:00 pm until the cafe’s 9:00 pm closing, the entrance fee is only

700 ¥. It`s cheaper because the most cats at this time might be more into napping than playing with

catnip toys, as it is the end of their long workday.

Before entering the café, customers are required to remove their shoes and wash their hands.

They are also asked not to use flash when taking photos. Once seated they can order beverages from

the extensive menu – from coffee to smoothies and cocktails –  as well as order snacks or a light meal.

The waiters also provide a cute scrapbook, which identifies each of the twenty or so cats roaming

around  by  their  name,  classification,  and  brief  biography.  From  squishy-faced  Scottish  Folds  to

gigantic Main Coons, “Temari no Ouchi” boasts a wide variety of cats to have a relaxing afternoon

with. Many customers try to tempt cats with catnip toys and mimicking purrs. 

After taking cute cat photos and sipping on sweet drinks, most customers feel that they do not

want to part ways with these newfound feline friends. As a memento, you can purchase a 200 ¥ pin
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donning one of the cats. Inside the café it is rather warm to provide a comfortable environment for the

kitties. Furthermore, this cat café has a more relaxed environment so bringing younger children is not

encouraged [1].

“Penguin Bar in Ikebukuro”. It is the first bar in Tokyo, where penguins welcome visitors.

Penguins' lovely behavior would help guests to relax and heal. This bar is taking care of penguins as

well  – by having a spacious pool that would not make them feel stressed, and by letting them take

enough rest while they are in the backstage. Space per person here is more than 120 % of ordinary

bars. Here are seats in the terrace. It’s possible to choose whichever is preferred depending on one’s

feeling.

The customers can choose from a great variety of cocktails that are offered in the bar. Guests

can also order a tailor-made cocktail with their preferred taste to a bartender.

As it is well known, a pair of penguins raise their chicks with good care, cooperating together

and keeping a long relationship between them. That is why it is considered that this bar wishes the

newly-married  couples,  who have  wedding  parties  or  after-parties  here,  a  long-lasting  happy life.

Looking at the penguins tottering around and swimming swiftly would let people relax. Customers

enjoy an unusual and exciting party there [2].

“Harry” – The Hedgehog Cafés. This network of cafés does not have only hedgehogs, but also

several rabbits, meerkats and chinchillas. The network had three cafés in 2019. Two of them in Tokyo,

and one in Yokohama. Visitors do not only play with cute animals but they can also buy them there. If

guests are interested in playing with soft, warm, and sometimes cheeky animals, they can take one

home. playing with them, visitors notice the difference in animals` character and behavior (so to say –

their “personality”), so they can choose the one that is most compatible and right for them. These cafés

are meant to help with one’s “serendipity” – a wonderful chance encounter [3].

Unlike many of the other animal cafés in Tokyo, “Harry’s Hedgehog cafés” in Harajuku and

Roppongi  districts  offer a  modern,  relaxed and clean  atmosphere where everyone can enjoy some

precious time with spikey friends. While the ticket price is significantly higher than other animal cafés,

we should mention the fact that the surroundings are kept really clean and the animals seem to be well-

rested and treated by staff, the cafés are definitely worth visiting. The price range: 30 minutes cost

1400 ¥; 30 minutes with a snack for a hedgehog cost 1630 ¥; 60 minutes  –2800 ¥, 60 minutes with

feeding a hedgehog cost 3030 ¥ [4].

“Owl Village” – Musashino Cafe & Bar. This café is located in Tokyo's Harajuku district. It is

the café and the bar where customers can play with an owl and relax.  The owls are on good terms with

people and the guests can touch them. The walls of the café are made of expensive sound-proof glass

to ensure that  the owls are  provided with a  safe place and both customers and the animals  make

themselves feel comfortable in the café and its premises. 
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This cafe also has a break for owls to provide a place and time for them to rest from the visitors.

Therefore,  when people  enter  the  owls`  room to  interact  with  an  owl,  the  staff  of  the  café  asks

customers to contact the owls as if they were mere visitors. Professional staff will provide an escort

and explain how to touch and “interact” with an owl politely in order to enjoy contact with them [5].

The store has a 60-minute replacement system. However, the time in the café is not limited, if it

is not crowded. Customers can also use the café only to have a drink. People can play in the owls’

room for 15 to 50 minutes. They can hold several owls, touch them, stroke them, etc. If people want to

take an owl in their hands they should let café’s staff know. After touching an owl guests can relax in

the space of the café for up to 55 minutes. Having enjoyed interaction with the owls, the staff gives a

souvenir. After that customers can enjoy a drink and relax for the remaining time. Five minutes before

the arrival of the next group, the café staff checks owls’ room and the animals [6].

“Café & Snake” – The Tokyo Snake Center. The concept of this café is: “Watching a snake.

Touching a snake. Healed by a snake”. Customers can rest with snakes while having drinks and sweet

desserts. Entrance fee is 1100 ¥. The guests can choose one drink from the menu. One snake as an

attendant: they can choose a favorite snake to their table and change it later. Photo shoot is free of

charge so customers can leave memories with their cameras and smartphones.

The café has two non-alcoholic menus to choose from. One menu includes drinks, which are

included in the price of the admission ticket, but if visitors want another one, they will have to pay

220 ¥. To order from the second drink menu customers have to pay extra 110 ¥, but if visitors want

another drink from this menu, they will have to pay 550 ¥ more. There is also a separate menu for

alcoholic drinks. The same system operates there: the differences in price is 220 ¥ for one drink and

550 ¥ for a “supplement”. There is also a “food menu”. More voluminous and hearty meals cost 880 ¥

each, while light meals cost 550 ¥ each [7].

Conclusions. We consider the animal  cafés to be a fresh breath in the restaurant  business,

because they do not only provide food and entertain guests, but also relax them. The kind of animals

does not particularly matter: a snake, a cat or a hedgehog. All animals can calm people. Adding to

these a cup of coffee or any other drink with dessert (as an example), leads to reservation of tables

several days in advance. Animal cafés are of a great demand in Japan nowadays.

The cost-of-living in Japan and Ukraine differs substantially and an average customer in our

country cannot afford to spend the same amount  of money on the same restaurant services as the

Japanese do. So, taking economic situation of Ukraine into account, we consider that prices for service

in the cafés of this kind need to be appropriately reduced.

Despite the fact that prices in animal cafés are above average, and in some cafés guests have to

pay separately for the time spent with animals, people tend to prefer such places more and more. The

experience of Japan shows that this sphere of the restaurant business is very promising, but in Ukraine
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it is not sufficiently developed yet. That is why if we take the organization of the working process of

animal cafes in Japan as an example and try to transfer a similar model to Ukraine, we can surely

benefit from it. Firstly, similar cafés have already existed in Ukraine for some time, and secondly,

there is a large number of customers who will give preference to animal cafés rather than to standard

ones. Even though it takes a long time to deal with regulatory documents regarding the location of

animals in a catering establishment, we think that as a result the increased demand for animal cafés in

Ukraine will be well worth the effort.
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Abstract. Within the framework of the article, existing approaches to assessing the activities of
non-governmental  organizations  in  post-conflict  peacebuilding  are  systematized  and analyzed.  The
criteria  based  on  which  international  standards  of  work  evaluation  are  created.  The  presence  of
quantitative and qualitative methods of assessment and a high level of the subjectivity of the conducted
researches and evaluations is indicated. Nevertheless, the application of any criteria requires adaptation
to local conditions and each conflict individually. There are differences in the work of governmental
and  non-governmental  organizations  in  post-conflict  peacebuilding,  ways  of  cooperation  and
weaknesses of both sectors.

Theses  outlined  three  basic  models  for  evaluating  the  performance  of  organizations  in
peacebuilding:  before  implementing  the  work  strategy,  during  (ongoing)  and  after  the  process  is
completed, and defines strategies for the work of non-governmental organizations based on the third
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model. The article reviewed factors that can influence the effectiveness of organizations in the field of
peacebuilding.

Based on the work of international  researchers,  the author has concluded the most optimal
model  for  the  Ukrainian  conflict,  identified  the  shortcomings  of  factors  and  available  models  of
assessment. Observed that not enough attention was paid to qualitative forms to an evaluation of the
work.

The study aims to draw attention to the available  methods of evaluating the results  and to
identify the weaknesses, to outline opportunities for expanding the list of methods, introducing new
ones and transforming existing ones. The main focus of the paper is on the analysis of existing forms
and the initial assessment of the possibility of their application in the Ukrainian context.

Keywords: assessment of peacebuilding, conflict, models for peacebuilding, non-governmental
organizations, 

Анотація
В  рамках  роботи  систематизовано  та  проаналізовано  існуючі  підходи  до  оцінки

діяльності  недержавних  організацій  в  постконфліктному  світобудуванні.  Проведено  аналіз
критеріїв  на  основі  яких  створено міжнародні  стандарти  оцінювання  роботи.  Зазначено  про
наявність  кількісних та якісних методів оцінки та високий рівень суб'єктивності  проведених
досліджень та висунутих оцінок. Попри це, застосування будь-яких критеріїв потребує адаптації
до локальних умов та кожного конфлікту окремо. Зазначено наявність відмінностей в роботі
державних та недержавних організацій в постконфліктному світобудуванні, шляхи кооперації
та слабкі місця обох секторів. 

У тезах виділено три базові моделі оцінки діяльності організацій в світобудуванні: перед
імплементацією  стратегії  роботи,  під  час  (поточне)  та  після  завершення  процесу),  також
визначено стратегії роботи недержавних організацій на основі третьої моделі. Проведено аналіз
факторів, що можуть впливати на ефективність роботи організацій у сфері світобудування. 

На основі робіт міжнародних дослідників, авторкою було зроблено висновки стосовно
найбільш  оптимальної  моделі  для  українського  конфлікту,  виявлено  недоліки  факторів  та
наявних  моделей  оцінки.  Зауважено  про  недостатньо  приділену  увагу  якісним  формам
оцінювання результатів роботи. 

Дослідження  покликано  привернути  увагу  до  наявних  методів  оцінки  результатів  та
виокремити найбільш слабкі  місця, окреслити можливості  для розширення переліку методів,
введення нових та трансформації вже існуючих. Головний акцент в роботі зроблено на аналіз
існуючих  форм  та  надання  первинної  оцінки  можливості  їх  застосування  в  українському
контексті. 

Ключові  слова: конфлікт,  моделі  світобудування,  недержавні  організації,  оцінка
світобудування.

General formulation of research and its topicality. The deployment and slow flow of armed

conflict  in  the  territory  of  Ukraine,  the  presence  of  territories  in  need  of  rehabilitation,  and  the

prolonged period (more than 5 years) of the work of non-governmental organizations in the field of

post-conflict peacebuilding in Ukraine is necessitated the need to evaluate activities, compare results

and monitor the effectiveness of non-governmental organizations, which explicates the t o p i c a l i t y

of our study. Given that this area is new to Ukraine, we have turned to the available studies of the

Organization for Economic and Social Development, the United Nations and individual researchers –

O. Richmond, R.                                                                                         Paris, T. Paffenholz.

Setting of the problem and the aim of th article. 

The p u r p o s e  of this work is to analyze and systematize existing approaches to assessing the

role  of NGOs in post-conflict  peacebuilding,  our  main  tasks  being the following ones:  to  analyze
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international standards for evaluating NGOs; to explore forms of evaluation of NGO work in Ukraine;

to describe models of performance appraisal with an emphasis on outlining opportunities for improving

evaluation forms.

The s u b j e c t  of the article is NGO activities in post-conflict peacebuilding. The o b j e c t  of

the  article  is  assessing  actions  and  results  of  NGO  work  in  post-conflict  peacebuilding,  which

determines the n o v e l t y  and the p r a c t i c a l  v a l u e  of the research.

Research  outcomes.  All  actors,  including  non-governmental  organizations,  have  both  a

common and their  system for  evaluating  the  effectiveness  of  their  activities.  The monitoring  and

evaluation system is one of the methods of peacebuilding. The resulting assessment depends on the

financing and the continued existence of the actor. The practical use of monitoring helps to improve

the strategy and methods of resolution in subsequent conflicts.

To  evaluate  the  effectiveness  of  post-conflict  peacebuilding  strategy  and  methods  the

Organization  for  Economic  and  Social  Development  applied  six  basic  identifying  criteria  [1]:

relevance; connectivity; coherence; reach; immediacy; efficiency.

Based on this list of criteria, a common rating system was created. Certain criteria require local

adaptation and consideration of local and conflict characteristics. Through further research, part of the

criteria have been expanded and adapted for post-conflict peacebuilding.

The first studies were based on the method of interviewing thought leaders and those directly

involved in conflict resolution methods. After analyzing the results, it became clear that there was a

great deal of subjectivity. Estimates do not reflect the real picture, but rather speak of the interaction of

actors during the events and their degree of satisfaction with their contribution [1, p. 37-40].

The  system  for  evaluating  the  performance  of  non-governmental  actors  in  post-conflict

peacebuilding  has  some  differences,  as  it  involves  more  socially  oriented  methods  of  group  and

personal work. The assessment is based, first of all, on the quantitative analysis of the planned and

implemented actions, and then on the in-depth qualitative evaluation of the results.

If the efficiency of rebuilding state institutions can be measured through the implementation of

the principles of separation of powers and seeing the degree, quality and intensity of involvement of

certain groups of actors in the political process (voting), then this is not possible with civil society [2].

NGOs  may  be  involved  in  the  distribution  of  power  and  participate  in  economic  development,

decision-making,  public  policy-making  and  act  as  mediators  of  the  process  between  the  general

community, but this is not direct involvement, and so this criterion is not included in the overall post-

conflict assessment. non-governmental peacebuilding.

Non-governmental organizations have limited access to resources and therefore cannot fully

fulfill  all  the  post-conflict  peacebuilding  functions  required  by  the  state.  Non-governmental

organizations can assist in the reintegration of the population, but it is only with the help of state bodies
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that the reintegration of material  assistance becomes possible.  In doing so, they may organize and

conduct a dialogue, facilitation or mediation of a high-level meeting, but do not have sufficient social

capital and legitimacy at the international level to be able to ensure the presence of all parties during

the dialogue.

There are three basic assessment models: before the implementation of the strategy, during

(ongoing  evaluation)  and  after  the  implementation  of  the  strategy  is  completed.  In  turn,  ongoing

evaluation can be divided into two main components: process evaluation and outcome evaluation [3, p.

22-23].

Evaluating the process helps identify the most powerful methods of peacebuilding,  identify

conflicting moments and the stages at which they arose, but does not allow to analyze the causes of

problems and to calculate options for solving them. Evaluating the results, on the contrary, makes it

possible to give an overall assessment of the peacebuilding strategy and its effectiveness, but to see the

causes of the failures, but not to see the overall disadvantages of each stage. The second strategy is

more reliable and of high quality in the analysis of the peacebuilding strategy [3, p. 23].

Non-governmental organizations apply both strategies: international organizations carry out an

overall assessment, summarization, and local units are responsible for regular monitoring of activities.

The effectiveness of non-governmental actors depends on a number of external and internal

environmental  conditions.  These  conditions  are  a  specific  set  of  characteristics  that  will  help  to

determine before the introduction of the strategy, whether non- governmental actors will effectively

implement peace in the country without significant input from other actors or not.

The first factor is the nature and amount of support provided by states parties to the conflict.

This  factor  demonstrates  how  many  parties  are  involved  in  the  conflict  and  whether  sufficient

resources are available to facilitate the peace of NGOs [4, p. 12].

The second factor  is  the  difficulty  of  disconnecting.  The  degree  of  social  heterogeneity  is

determined by the number of objects that will need to be handled. The effectiveness of peacebuilding is

diminished if all decisions and actions take place nationwide. It is necessary to work with small groups

(regions) to understand the causes of the conflict and prevent their recurrence [4, p. 12].

The  third  factor  is  the  financial  system.  Non-governmental  organizations  will  play  a

particularly important role if the funding comes from similar but international organizations. The size

of the funding and the target areas of its provision will determine not only the ease of the work of the

actors, but also what kind of actors will work to resolve the conflict [4, p. 12].

The fourth factor is the degree of viability of national post-conflict peacebuilding strategies to

be  included  in  the  wider  global  context.  Analysts  note  that  international  support  for  post-conflict

peacebuilding needs to be strengthened through greater coherence across policy areas globally. These
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include trade,  assistance,  private  investment,  disarmament  and arms control,  human rights  and the

management of natural resources [4, p. 12].

The last factor is the institutional infrastructure of the state. The presence of institutes that work

in a certain way is necessary to involve only internal actors in peacebuilding. Lack of institutional

infrastructure, a well-developed system of state bodies can lead to the involvement of a large number

of  international  actors  (possibly  non-governmental  actors),  but  the  local  ones  will  not  have  the

necessary qualifications.

Through a study conducted by the Center for Conflict,  Development and Peacebuilding,  an

additional factor has been identified that influences the effectiveness and feasibility of independent

participation of non-governmental actors in post-conflict peacebuilding: the nature of the conflict and

the stage at which it is [5, p. 8-11].

MV Doyle and N. Sambani  propose a simple model  in  which the results  of peacebuilding

depend on three factors [6]:

• the level of hostility prevailing at the beginning of the peace process;

• local potential for recovery and development;

• international peacebuilding capacity, mainly for UN peacekeeping operations.

Conclusions. On the basis of the material analyzed, we can point out the contradiction of the

chosen field of study. There is  no consensus among researchers  regarding the starting and ending

points  of  peacebuilding  and the  scope.  Some researchers  take  a  minimalist  approach  to  assessing

peacebuilding, identifying it as an opportunity to prevent a return to violence; others take a maximalist

approach, looking for evidence of the structural transformation of the economic, social and political

factors that led to the war in the first place. [4]. In most of the situations analyzed, the assessment of

the quality of the work of non-governmental organizations in post-conflict peacebuilding is dominated

by quantitative indicators, which does not fully reflect the results of their activities.

The  proposed  and  existing  methods  include  working  within  a  limited  period  of  conflict

deployment - almost after it is completed. In the vast majority, only international organizations monitor

conflict. This approach limits the opportunities for NGO activities.

According to the results  of the study, we consider  it  important  to  include the “context”  of

events in the description of the results of the activity to display the complete picture [5, p. 14]. The

need  to  focus  on  quality  assessment  methods  was  identified:  focus  groups,  in-depth  interviews;

involvement of expert groups. Our further in-depth analysis of the above outlined scientific activity

mainstreams within the framework of novel integrative paradigms makes the p e r s p e c t i v e  of our

work.
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Abstract.  The urgency of the problem of school bullying persists and even grows in many

countries of the world. This sets a number of problems for researchers, starting from a clear definition

of the concept of bullying and ending with the development  of practical  recommendations  for the

prevention and resistance to bullying. The solution to these problems is the key to a successful fight

against  this  form of  psychological  persecution  in  educational  institutions.  This  article  focuses  on

conceptual  differentiation  and  diagnostics  of  bullying.  A  brief  description  of  bullying  features.  It

describes the types and reasons of this social problem especially among youngsters. 

Key words: aggression, bullying, hassling, peers, victim, violence.

Анотація  Актуальність  проблеми  шкільного  знущання  зберігається  і  навіть  зростає  у

багатьох країнах світу. Це ставить перед дослідниками низку проблем, починаючи від чіткого

визначення  поняття  знущання  і  закінчуючи  розробкою  практичних  рекомендацій  щодо

запобігання та протидії знущанням. Вирішення цих проблем є запорукою успішної боротьби з

цією  формою  психологічного  переслідування  в  навчальних  закладах.  Ця  стаття  присвячена

концептуальній диференціації та діагностиці знущань. Короткий опис особливостей знущань.

Він описує типи та причини цієї соціальної проблеми, особливо серед молоді.
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Ключові слова: агресія, знущання, клопоти, однолітки, жертва, насильство.

Introduction. Harassing children by peers (‘bullying) is one of the most common problems at

schools and children groups, which dramatically increases the risk of suicide among teenagers, leads to

an escalation of aggression, group and school violence, poor academic performance, emotional and

neurotic problems. Currently, this problem and prevention of bullying are paid much attention. The

topic of intimidation is not new, however, it is rapidly growing in frequency of manifestations of the

modern society ‘illness’ and is a serious problem at schools in our and other countries. Many teens face

harassment and bullying at school every day. In middle and high school, adolescents, as a rule, need to

receive approval and respect from significant people and others, especially from their peers, which

makes potential ‘victims’ of bullying even more vulnerable in case of it.

Setting of the problem and the aim of article: Object-matter is  school bullying.  Subject-

matter is a young people who suffer from it. The aim of this article is to establish types and reasons of

bullying. The tasks, which were set, are: 

 to characterize the concept ‘bullying’;

 to identify kinds of bullying;

 to define the reasons of bullying.

Methods of the work – theoretical.  General formulation of the research and its topicality:

Bullying – repeated aggression in relation to a certain subject, including coercion and intimidation it

also can manifest in physical violence, threats, verbal aggression, humiliation. It is a systematic abuse

of  power  (force)  by  a  person  or  group  of  people  to  suppress,  humiliate,  insult,  physical  or

psychological terror aimed at causing

another fear and thereby subjugate it to oneself.

There are some features of bullying:

1) bullying is asymmetric: on the one hand there is an offender, possessing power in the form

of physical and / or psychological strength, on the other hand there is a victim, who does not have such

power and is in dire need of support and there is a third party – assistance.

2) bullying is aimed at applying physical and mental suffering to a person who is chosen as the

target.

3) bullying undermines victim’s self-confidence, destroys health and human dignity.

4)  bullying  is  a  group process  that  affects  not  only  the  offender  and  the  victim,  but  also

witnesses of violence, the entire class (group) where it occurs.

5) bullying never stops on its own, protection and assistance to victims, initiators of bullying

(offenders) and witnesses are required.
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With  bullying,  there  is  always  a  victim  who  cannot  protect  himself/herself.  It  is  always

systematic.  Bullying does not occur when two schoolers  with the same physical  capabilities  often

argue or fight when bonding is done in a friendly and playful way.

There are two types of bullying: direct and hidden. 

- Hidden bullying (ignoring, boycott, exclusion from a relationship, manipulations, deliberate

dissolution of negative rumors, etc.) more characteristic for girls.

 - Direct bullying includes direct physical aggression, sexual or psychological abuse. Physical

bullying  is  intentional  shocks,  bumps,  kicks,  beatings,  infliction  of  other  bodily  injuries,  etc.

Psychological bullying is violence, associated with the action on the psyche, causing psychological

trauma by verbal abuse or threats, harassment, intimidation.

There are different forms of direct bullying:

-  verbal bullying, where the voice serves as an instrument (offensive name with 

which constantly refer to a victim, name-calling, teasing, spreading offensive rumors, etc.);

- offensive gestures or actions (for example, spitting in the victim or in her direction);

- horrification (using aggressive body language and voice intonations to make the

victim commit or not do something);

- isolation (a victim is intentionally isolated, driven out or ignored by a part of the 

students or a whole class, children's team);

- extortion (forcing something to steal);

- damage and other actions with property (theft, robbery, hiding personal 

belongings of a victim);

- cyberbullying   as   a   set   of   aggressive   actions   against  a  specific  person 

communicating  on  the  Internet  through  mobile  communications.  Intentional  and  open  aggressive

behavior towards another person online includes Internet sexual harassment and distribution negative

gossip. Cyberbullying is mainly attended by older teens and young people, equally boys and girls.

Any  participant  of  an  educational  relations  in  certain  circumstances  may  be  involved  in

violence.  Victim, offender or every student can potentially witness violence.  Nonetheless, the most

typical personality characteristics of offenders, victims and witnesses can be determined. As a rule,

children and adolescents who become abusers are self-confident, prone to dominating in a group and

subjugating others, morally and physically strong, emotionally impulsive and easy-going in a state of

anger and aggression, with a low level of empathy for their victims, often ‘bullying’concerns not only

peers and youngsters, but also adults (teachers, parents, law enforcement officials). Anxiety, due to

family troubles, tensions with parents, academic failure and envy of more successful students from a

prosperous family, can pose a threat to the status of dominant children and teenagers. 
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As it was mentioned above, almost any child or teenager can become a victim of bullying. For

example, a child who for some reasons changed a school or a class in the middle of a school year a

child who is very different  in some way from other children.  However,  some features of children

increase risk of child being bullied. Risk Factors (general characteristics) of potential bullying victims:

- Children with a higher level of anxiety than an average group, often with lack of 

confidence, cheerfulness, they often seem sad.

- Low self-esteem and negative self-image. They can make the impression that they 

are notable to express active resistance when they are attacked by peers; do not know how to respond

to aggression adequately, become ‘easy’ objects for attacks and bullying.

- Lack of friends in a group and difficulties in building and maintaining relationships 

with peers, prevent the formation of protective relationships in the classroom, supports the child’s self-

image natural object of bullying.

- For boys at a certain age, physical strength becomes important. A child who is 

being bullied is often physically weaker than his peers, which, along with its response features, reduces

the child’s ability to resist peers’ attacks.

- Features of appearance. Fullness, distinct flaws in appearance, unattractiveness,

poor clothes and other external signs to which easy to find fault, start teasing a child, especially not

knowing how to protect him/herself.

- Features of behavior. Children who are poor at learning, overly mobile and

inattentive,  quick-tempered  (not  able  to  control  their  aggression),  not  able  to  keep  distance,  with

ridiculous manifestations annoying others, etc.

- Ethnic children may be targeted national or religious minority.

- Increased anxiety in relation to a body. A teen may be afraid of pain, poorly copes 

with physical games, sports, any physical confrontation, or poor coordination (mainly boys).

- The victim of bullying can easily become a sensitive, quiet, closed, passive, 

obedient, shy child who cries easily and often, also avoids direct confrontation in communication, has

difficulty with self-affirmation in a peer group.

Motivational and relational aspects of bullying are very diverse. Although, only bulls can know

their  motives and only their victims can evaluate the degree the harm done to them, psychologists

study this phenomenon in a variety of contexts. Bullying is widespread throughout the world, and its

"epidemiology" very diverse. In the US schools, there are about 2.1 million bulls and 2.7 million of

them. victims. According to one national survey, bullying encountered about 30% of students in the 8-

10 grades. According to other sources, every fourth teenager becomes a victim of bullying, and every

fifth considers bullies himself/herself.  Bullying is much more common among younger than among

older teens. With age, boys are less likely to poison others and less often become victims of bullying.
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The same trends exist in other countries. In Australia, one in six schoolchildren from 9 to 17 years old

is harassed by at least once a week. A survey of 2 923 Japanese students from 7-9 grades highlighted

bullying  factors  such  as  the  effects  of  deviant  peers  and  weak  self-control  over  their  own

aggressiveness and impulsiveness, and on the other hand – lack of assertiveness and inability to resist

pressure. 
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Abstract. The  article  deals  with  analyzing  the  main  forms  of  constitution  of  monument-
protection concept field in the scientific environment of the Naddniprianska Ukraine in the second half
of  XIX  –  early  part  of  XX  centuries.  The  preconditionsfor  Ukrainian  intellectuals’  addressing
monument-protection research are highlighted. Attempts are made to followchanges in understanding
the concepts MONUMENT and MONUMENT PROTECTION ACTIVITIES in the public life of the
Russian  Empire  of  that  period.  In  particular,attention  is  drawn  to  the  interpretation  of  the  main
monument-protection terms by the main researchers of that time – Ivan Kamanin, OleksandrErtel and
OleksiiMerder. The main stages of awareness of the uniqueness of Ukrainian historical and cultural
heritage among Ukrainian intellectuals during the second half of XIX – early part of XX centuries are
defined. 

The attention is focused on the importance of Archaeological Congresses in the standardizing
of monument-protection activities in the Russian Empire of that epoch. These locations for academic
meetings and discussion also played a significant role in the process of verification of the information
about domestic monuments.

Conclusions are drawn that the increasein public interest enabled the creation of the monument-
protection discourse in theNaddniprianska Ukraine, as a discussion and debates domain, characterized
by a diversity of opinions. Numerous public speeches by researchers of domestic heritage contributed
to the awareness of the differences of Ukrainian historical and cultural heritage from other nations’
heritage bythe majority of general public of thatepoch.
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Формування  пам’яткоохоронного  дискурсу  у  дослідницькому  середовищі
Наддніпрянської України (друга пол. ХІХ – поч. ХХ ст.)
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Мовний керівник: Шамаєва Ю.Ю., кандидат філологічних наук, доцент (ХНУ імені В.

Н. Каразіна, м. Харків)
Анотація. Стаття  присвячена  аналізу  основних  форм  конституювання

пам’яткоохоронного понятійного поля у дослідницькому середовищі Наддніпрянської України
у другій половині ХІХ – на початку ХХ ст. У ній висвітлено передумови звернення українських
інтелектуалів до пам’яткознавчих досліджень. Робиться спроба простежити зміни у розумінні
поняття  «пам’ятка»  та  «пам’яткоохоронна  діяльність»  у  суспільному  житті  тогочасної
Російської імперії. Зокрема, звертається увага на трактування основних пам’яткознавчих понять
провідними  дослідниками  того  часу  –  Іваном  Михайловичем  Каманіним,  Олександром
Дмитровичем  Ертелем  та  Олексієм  Івановичем  Мердером.  Виокремлюються  основні  етапи
усвідомлення  окремішності  українського  історико-культурного  надбання  у  середовищі
українських інтелектуалів протягом другої половини ХІХ – на початку ХХ ст. 

Акцентується увага на значенні Археологічних з’їздів в унормуванні пам’яткоохоронної
діяльності.  Цей простір  для наукової  комунікації  та  дискусій  у фаховому середовищі також
відіграв важливу роль у процесі верифікації інформації щодо вітчизняних пам’яток. 

Робиться  висновок  про  те,  що  зростання  зацікавленості  громадськості  уможливило
становлення  пам’яткоохоронного  дискурсу  у  Наддніпрянській  Україні,  як  простору  для
дискусій  і  дебатів,  де  була  можливою  різноманітність  думок.  Численні  публічні  виступи
дослідників  вітчизняної  старовини  сприяли  усвідомленню  значною  частиною  тогочасної
громадськості відмінностей українського історико-культурного надбання від спадщини інших
народів.

Ключові  слова:пам’яткоохоронна  діяльність,  дискурс,Наддніпрянська  Україна,
Археологічні з’їзди, дослідницьке середовище. 

General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality.  The  questions,  related  to  the

protection of historical and cultural heritage in contemporary Ukraine,haven’t lost their actualitydue

toa great number of problems in this  field.The wayheritage protection problemswere solved in the

pastis still drawing our attention. However, researchexperience of monument-protection activities is

not possible without a comprehensive study of the conceptual field of heritageprotection.Contemporary

Ukrainian historiography hasn’t got comprehensive studiesin this field. Today we have several papers

dedicated to the study of national antiquity in the Naddniprianska Ukraine during the period of the

Russian Empire,  which do not  cover  a range of  questions.In particular,  it  is  relevant  to  study the

processes of formation of the conceptual field in the scientific environment of researchers of Ukrainian

historical and cultural heritage of the second half of the XIX– early part of XX centuries.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.Discourse studies have remained one of

the most promising areas of research in multidisciplinary studies at  the contemporary stage of the

Humanities development.There is currently no single view concerning the definition of the "discourse"

concept  in  contemporary  Ukrainian  humanitarian  studies.  In  philology,  "discourse"  is  understood
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primarily  as  a  phenomenon  of  language,  in  the  social  and  humanitarian  studies  it  is  aconceptual

field[7], specific to aparticular community in thegiven historical period[12; 13]. Due tolack of a clear

and concise definition of the term "discourse" in the humanitiesin general and Ukrainian historical

science in particular, we will rely on the subject of this article, taking into account the definition of

discourse proposed by the French philosopher Michel Foucault  ("Discourse is a tool for constructing

and  constituting  different  practices"[5])and  the  Canadian  philosopher  Jan  Angus  ("Discourse  is  a

Spacefor discussion and debate with diversity of thoughts."[1, p. 6]).

The  subject  of  the  articleis  monument-protection  discourse  in  the  scientific  environment

oftheNaddniprianskaUkraine during the second half of the XIX – early part of the XX centuries.

The  object  of  the  articleisthe  process  of  constituting  the  conceptual  terms"historical

monument" and "monument-protection activity" in the scientific environment of the Naddniprianska

Ukraine with a special emphasis on attempts to standardize this domainduring the second half of XIX –

early XX centuries.

The  aimof  the  paperis  to  analyze  the  processes  of  constituting  the  monument-protection

conceptual field in the scientific environment ofthe Naddniprianska Ukraine in close connection with

discussions about the originality of Ukrainian historical and cultural heritageduring the second half of

XIX – early part of XX centuries.

Achieving this aimpresupposes realizing the following research objectives:to determine the

preconditions for Ukrainian intellectuals to address the scientific monument-protectionresearch and to

study the basic forms of their scientific communicationin the secondhalf of XIX – early part of XX

centuries;to  follow  the  attempts  to  establish  the  terms"historical  monument"  and  "monument-

protection activity" in the public life of the Russian Empire of that time; to articulatethe main stages of

awareness of the originalityof Ukrainian historical and cultural heritage in the intellectual environment

in the Naddniprianska Ukraine during the second half of XIX – early part of XX centuries;to analyze

the attempts of legislative standardizing of the field of monument-protection activities and usage of the

historical and cultural heritage of the previous epochs.

Thescientific novelty of the article lies, on the one hand, in the fact that the current academic

endeavor is  the initial  stepin historiography to examine the formation of the monument-protection

research field and ofdiscussions about the originalityof the Ukrainian historical and cultural heritage

within the framework of the discursive paradigm;on the other hand, the theoryof gradual recognition of

the distinctiveness of the Ukrainian historical and cultural heritage in the Russian Empire in the early

part of XX century has beenfurther developed.

The theoretical and practical significance of the work lies in the fact that its main results

can be used in the process of preparinggeneralizing works on the history of Ukraine, the history of
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Ukrainian  culture,  as  well  ascreating  textbooks,  educational  and methodological  complexes  on the

basis of monument-protection and local studies for higher education.

The prospects  for  the  analysis  of  this  problemcan allow us to continue expanding the

methodological  facilities  of  the  contemporary  historical  science,  facilitating  its  integration  into

interdisciplinary studiesof humanities.

The experiential outcomes. There were a few approaches to the development of conceptual

and terminological fieldsin the research discourse in the Russian Empire during the second half of XIX

– early  part  of  XX centuries.The  situation  was  aggravated  by  the  fact  that  it  was  impossible  to

introduce  the  notion  of  "historical  monument"  and  the  subject  of  monument-protection

activitiesconcerning  the  objects  that  fell  under  this  definition  without  specific  law[8,  p.  250].The

existing opinions of the leading figures of the pan-Russian monumental movement split: some figures,

forexample  IvanKamanin,  believed  that  a  historical  monument  was  everything  that  had  become

obsolete or different from what was present at the moment of definingthat concept; other figures, such

as OlexandrErtel, perceived monuments as "pages of national memory and history"[4, p. 93-94]. It is

interesting that the latter opinion is rather significantly ahead of its time and echoes with the reflections

of contemporary historians about the nature of historical memory and methods of "working with it"[10,

p.  7].  However,  in  the  early part  of  XX centurythe  most  popular  concept  was that  historical  and

cultural  monuments  were  objects  created  before  the  first  quarter  of  XVIII  century  or  1725.  The

chronological  principle  was  popular  with  respected  members  of  the  Moscow  Archeological

Community, in particularOlexiyMerder[4, p. 93]. 

Due to the lack oflegal monument-protection frameworks in the Russian Empire, there was still

uncertainty about the preservation of monuments of the previous epochs. During the second part of the

XIX – beginning of the XX centuries, these functions were distributed between the Ministry of Internal

Affairs,  the  Ministry  of  Public  Education  and  the  Holy  Synod[8,  p.  250].Under  these  conditions,

members of various public organizations desired to offer their own recipes for protecting the heritage

of  previous  epochs.  In  particular,  DukeOlexiyUvarov,the  head  of  the  Moscow  Archaeological

Community, introduced the "The Project of Measures for PreservingAncient Monuments"at the First

Archaeological Congress (1869)[3, p. 225]. According to this project,the most valuable architectural

and archeological objects, ancient examples of writing, masterpieces of painting, sculpture, carving,

jewelry,  etc.,  would be registered  for  the purpose of theirfurther  preservation  on the basis  of five

separate  archeological  districts.Even  after  its  detailed  discussion  at  the  Second  Archaeological

Congress in St. Petersburg and submission to the government in the form of a draft law, the “The

Project  of  Measures…”  was  never  adopted  and  put  into  effect.  According  to  the  contemporary

Ukrainian researcher Larisa Fedorova[3, p. 226], it  was caused by the reluctance of the owners of

objects ofa historical and cultural value.Besides,owners ofvaluable things didn’t want to be deprived of
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their  right to dispose of their  property without regard to any controlling institutions.  The Moscow

Archeological  Community  submittedthe  draft  law "About  the  protection  of  ancient  monuments  in

Russia"for the State Duma to consider in 1911[3, p. 241]. The representatives of the public monument-

protection environment from different parts of the Russian Empireproposed theirimproved drafts of

this  law.  In particular,  arthistorian,  professor  at  the  ImperialUniversity  of  St.  Volodymyr  in  Kyiv

HryhoriiPavlutsky made a speech on December 27, 1911, at the meeting of the local community with

his  own  "The  Draft  Law  on  the  Protection  of  Ancient  Monuments  in  Russia"[9,  p.

12].HryhoriiPavlutskyurged pan-imperial authorities to pay attention to the need to raise awareness of

the value of national heritage among society members and to providekjh lists of monuments with the

status of legal acts[4, p. 104]. In spite of theconsent of the legislators of the IV State Duma to hold a

conference  on  the  monument-protection  legislation  (1916),  the  relevant  normative  legal  acts  were

never adopted before the revolutionary events of 1917[3, p. 248].

Paying attention  to  the  ambiguity  of  discourse  as  a  conceptual  field  and debate  space,  the

questions  that  concerned  the  monument-protection  research  environment  were  not  limited  to

standardizing thelegislation basis for the protection of valuable objects of the previous epochs. The

discussion about the recognition of the Ukrainian origin ofcultural and artistic monuments in Ukrainian

ethnic  lands  within  the  Russian  Empire  was  very  painfulat  the  endof  XIX  –  early  part  of  XX

centuries.It is extremely exciting to trace how the attitude of the scientific community to the question

of  the  distinctiveness  of  the  Ukrainian  historical  and cultural  heritage  changed.A lot  of  scholarly

editions and journals in the early part of XX century, including Kyiv, were franklyblack-hundredists.

Asked by researcher VadymShcherbakivsky what they know about the Ukrainian architectural style,

the staff  of a number of editionsanswered ironically-sarcastic:“… I know the only Ukrainian-style

house– it is ashed, in which old menguard watermelons on melon plantations”[11, p. 375].However,

long-lastingdiscussions as for this issue at the Archaeological Congresses, the gradual increase in a

number of scientific studies dedicated to Ukrainian monuments, and their popularization by university

professors  changed  the  view  concerningthis  issue  among  most  members  of  the  scientific

community.HryhoriiPavlutskyintroduces  the  concept  of“Ukrainian  Baroque"  into  the  scientific

discourse,  and  his  colleague  Fedir  Ernst  introduced  "Mazepa  Baroque"  (as  the  highest  stage  of

Ukrainian  Baroque style).  The publication  of  the  first  multiple  volume work "The History  of  the

Russian  Art"  by  Igor  Hrabar[11,  p.  377]was  significant  in  the  research  of  the  Ukrainian  art

heritage.The second volume of this work was titled “Pre-Peter First Epoch (Moscow and Ukraine)”,

which was typical of that epoch. However, Ukrainian architecture in this paper was divided into two

components "Ukrainian Baroque" and "Wooden church architecture of the Carpathian Rus’."The claim

about fundamental differences between the architecture of Halychyna and the Naddniprianska Ukraine

ceased to be relevant during World War I, when Russian troops occupied much of eastern Halychyna
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after  the  so-called  "Battle  of  Galicia"  The  papers  publishedby  HryhoriiLukomsky  "The  Ancient

Architecture of Galicia"  and OleksiiNovitsky "The Wooden Architecture of Galicia"  (the latter,  in

particular, appeared extremely bold, as for that time, claiming that the architectural style of Ukrainian

churches is united from "Kuban to the River San[11, p. 378]"). The Ukrainian language began to be

eventually  introduced into  the  scientific  usage.  The first  Ukrainian-language  lectures  weregivenby

MykolaSumtsov at the Faculty of History and Philology of ImperialKharkivUniversity[6, c. 161]. Due

to  the  efforts  of  Ukrainian  researchers,  the  domestic  heritage  was  gradually  popularized  abroad.

Publishing a paper about the peasant art of the Naddniprianska Ukraine (Little Rus) by the prominent

scientist MykolaBilyashivsky in the authoritative English-language magazine "The Studio[2, p. 10-11]

can be considered a great success of Ukrainian arts studies and ethnology of the early part of XX

century. Anotherpositive result of the research of Ukrainian monuments in the pre-revolution epoch is

represented  by  the  paper  written  byFedir  Schmidt  "The  Art  of  Ancient  Rus’-Ukraine",  where  he

thoroughly substantiates  information  about  monuments  of Ukrainian art  as  anintegral  and peculiar

phenomenon. The author agreed that the both styles (both Ukrainian and Russian) are equal in the

context of world culture[11, p. 378].

Conclusions.The  interest  in  historical  and  cultural  heritage  amongrepresentatives  of  the

intellectual elite of the Russian Empiregradually increased during the second half of XIX– early part of

XX century.That  growing  public  interest  enabledand  enhanced  the  process  of  creatingmonument-

protectiondiscourse  in  the  Naddniprianska  Ukraine  as  a  space  for  discussions  and  debates,  where

diversity of opinion was possible. Such a pluralism of views concerned both the constitution of the

concept MONUMENTand the object of protection of valuable monuments of the previous epochs, as

well as the question of distinctiveness of Ukrainian historical and cultural heritage. A great number of

public  speeches  by  researchers  of  domestic  heritage  contributed  to  the  awareness  of  differences

between Ukrainian historical and cultural heritage from other nations’ heritage in terms of the majority

of general publicof thatepoch.
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THE STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, AS THE LEADING ENTITY IN SECURING THE
RIGHT TO EMPLOYMENT
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Abstract.The article is devoted to the study of the State Employment Service, as a body of executive
power  through which  citizens  exercise  their  right  to  employment,  which  is  given to  them by the
Constitution of Ukraine. The article analyzes the state of legal support, detected gaps  in the legislation,
and  emphasized  the  need  to  improve  the  effectiveness  of  mechanisms  and  measures  to  promote
employment.
Keywords: employment,  public  employment,  State  employment  service,  employment  center,
regulatory support.
Стаття присвячена дослідженю Державної служби зайнятості,  як органу виконавчої влади за
допомогою якого громадяни реалізують своє право на зайнятість, яке надано їм Конституцією
України.  У  статті  проаналізовано  стан  нормативно  –  правового  забезпечення,  виявленні
прогалини у закнодавстві,  а також наголошено на необхідності підвищення результативності
механіхмів  та заходів сприяння зайнятості. 
Ключові  слова: зайнятість,  зайнятість  населення,  державна  служба  зайнятості,  центр
зайнятості, нормативно – правове забезпечення.
Problem  statemen. The  economic  and  social  development  of  the  population  depends  on  the
employment  level  of  its  population.  For  many  years,  there  has  been  a  significant  gap  in  living
standards in Ukraine against European standards and societal  demands, leading to increased public
discontent. Securing the employment of the population in Ukraine remains the most urgent problem of
our country, which is connected with the realization of the right of citizens to work guaranteed by the
Constitution of Ukraine.
State regulation of the labor market and employment is a systematic element of public policy, since its
effectiveness determines its overall effectiveness. The key role in regulating employment processes
belongs to the State Employment Service, which implements the state employment policy, vocational
guidance, training and retraining, employment and social support for temporarily unemployed citizens
through employment centers. Administrative-legal relations that form in the triangle the employer - the
center of employment - the job seeker attracts attention, because the state employment service acts as
an intermediary, which provides job seekers with work. The need for the proper functioning of the
State Employment Service is due to several factors. First, it increases the efficiency of the market and
improves the transparency of information on the state of the labor market. Secondly, it serves as an
effective tool to promote access to the labor market for the population and protect the social status of
those who may be disadvantaged. Third, the State Employment Service uses measures aimed at the
rapid  return  to  work  of  unemployed  persons  who  are  registered  in  the  service  and  receiving
unemployment assistance.
The topic of employment has attracted the attention of many economists and legal scholars of all time.
Today, despite the significant contribution of researchers and the broad legal framework, this topic is
gaining momentum in connection with the overload of employment centers and requires new effective
forms of employment promotion, as well as enhancing the effectiveness of existing mechanisms and
measures.
The purpose of this  article. The purpose of this article is to define the concept of employment, to
characterize the main functions and tasks of the employment service, and to analyze the legislation in
the field of employment.
Analysis  of  the  latest  publications.  Employment,  as  a  social  and economic  phenomenon,  whose
relations are governed by the rules of administrative, labor and other branches of law, is the object of
study not only of scientists - economists, but also scholars - lawyers. In the legal literature, the legal
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aspects  of  employment  were  covered  in  the  works  of  V.I.  Prokoponko,  O.S.  Pogorelov,  P.D.
Pylypenko, O.M. Yaroshenko, N.O. Zezek,  and others.
The main material. The concept of "employment" is interdisciplinary. It is studied in the field of labor
law,  administrative  law,  and  it  is  the  subject  of  economic  sciences.  Therefore,  the  concept  of
employment in economic and legal  terms should be distinguished.  Labor scientist  VI, Prokopenko
considered three aspects of employment. He argued that employment is an economic concept because
it is one of the key elements contributing to the development of each country's economy. At the same
time,  employment  is  also  a  humanitarian  concept,  because  it  helps  workers  gain  livelihoods.  The
political and legal significance of employment is that "everyone has the right to work, to free choice of
employment, to just and favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment" [3;
p.180]. VM Petukh, considers employment as the activity of the able-bodied population, connected
with the creation of a social product or national income [2; p.68]. AM Stelmashchuk believes that
employment is the totality of socio-economic relations between people in order to provide a working
population with jobs, connected with the formation, distribution and redistribution of labor resources
for participation in socially useful work and ensuring expanded reproduction of labor [4, p. 158]. OV
Chernyavskaya considering employment in the legal aspect states that employment is that labor is a
natural human right, which is guaranteed to a citizen of Ukraine by the state. According to Art. 43 of
the Constitution of Ukraine, every citizen has the right to work, and the state creates the conditions for
exercising  this  right,  guarantees  equal  opportunities  in  the  choice  of  profession  and  occupation;
implements the program of vocational training, training and retraining of personnel in accordance with
the needs of society [5].
The legislative definition of this category is contained in the Law of Ukraine “On Employment of the
Population” of 05.07.2012, where employment is defined as the activity of persons, not related to the
prohibition of legislation, related to meeting their personal and public needs in order to obtain income
(wages) in monetary or other form, as well as the activities of members of the same family who carry
on business or work for economic entities based on their property, including free of charge [7]. From
the above concepts of employment can be distinguished by its following features:
- is an activity not prohibited by law;
- activities related to personal or social needs;
- the purpose of such activity is to generate income;
-  is  the  activity  of  persons  -  citizens,  foreigners,  stateless  persons who reside  permanently  in  the
territory of Ukraine, who are recognized as refugees in Ukraine, who have been granted asylum in
Ukraine,  who are  recognized  as  persons in  need of  additional  protection,  who have  been granted
temporary protection, as well as those who have received permission to immigrate to Ukraine.
The only public institution in the Ukrainian society that performs mediation functions between the
employer and the job seeker on a free of charge basis, ensuring the realization of the constitutional
right of unemployed citizens is the State Employment Service, which is the central body of executive
power  in  securing  the  right  to  employment.  The  purpose  of  this  body  is  to  implement  the  state
employment policy, vocational guidance, training and retraining, employment and social support for
temporarily  out-of-work  citizens  [10].  The  activity  of  any  body  is  realized  through  its  functions.
Traditionally,  managerial  functions  are  classified  into  major,  special,  and ancillary  functions.  The
functions of the State Employment Service are discussed in detail in the work of I. Petrenko
The  main  functions  of  the  scientist  include:  forecasting;  planning;  accounting  -  control  function;
organizational, regulation and management function; information - explanatory function. Unlike the
general functions inherent in any management, no matter at what level and in which industries they are
exercised, special functions characterize the particularities of a particular entity or entity. Thus, the
special functions of the State Employment Service include: the provision of social services and the
function of social  protection.  Auxiliary functions are created to serve the process of managing the
employment (labor market). Additional functions of the State Employment Service are: rulemaking;
operational - executive function and jurisdiction function [1].
In order to effectively assist the population in exercising their right to work, the State Employment
Service must fulfill the tasks assigned to it by the Employment Law of Ukraine In accordance with its
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immediate tasks, the State Employment Service: 1) implements state employment and labor migration
policy; 2) assist citizens in finding suitable work; 3) provides employers with recruitment services; 4)
assist citizens in the organization of business activities, in particular by providing individual and group
consultations; 5) organize training, retraining and advanced training of the unemployed, taking into
account  current  and  perspective  labor  market  needs;  6)  conducts  professional  orientation  of  the
population;  7)  further  contributes  to  the  employment  of  certain  categories  of  citizens  who  are
uncompetitive  in  the  labor  market;  8)  participate  in  the  implementation  of  measures  aimed  at
preventing the mass dismissal of workers, preventing the occurrence of an accident, promoting labor
mobility and employment in the regions with the highest unemployment rates, monofunctional cities
and settlements dependent on town-forming enterprises [7].
The main component  of an effective mechanism of state  regulation of employment  is  perfect  and
effective regulatory - legal legislation that meets the requirements of the modern world and economy
of the country. Legal and regulatory support is the basis for the functioning of the administrative and
organizational component of state employment regulation. The legislation of Ukraine regulating the
employment relations of the population is quite developed. It consists of a number of normative - legal
acts, among which the Constitution of Ukraine, which enshrines the basic socio - economic rights of
citizens, including the right to work, occupies an important place. This provision is contained in Part 2
of Art. 43 of the Basic Law of the State, which states that everyone has the right to work, including the
opportunity  to  earn  a  living  by  work,  which  he  freely  chooses  or  agrees  to.  In  Ukraine,  any
discrimination in the field of work is prohibited, in particular the violation of the principle of equality
of rights and opportunities [6].
One of the main legal acts regulating the employment of the population is the Law of Ukraine "On
Employment  of  the  Population"  of  05.07.2012,  which  defines  the  modern  legal,  economic,
organizational principles of the implementation of state policy in the sphere of employment of the
population, guarantees of the state regarding the protection of citizens' rights to work. and the exercise
of  their  rights  to  social  protection  against  unemployment.  It  defines  the  terms  "employment",
"unemployment",  "full  employment",  "productive  employment"  and  many  others;  it  establishes
measures  to  promote  employment  of  the  population;  regulates  the  employment  of  foreigners  and
stateless  persons  and  determines  the  status  of  the  unemployed  [7].  The  Law  of  Ukraine  “On
Compulsory State Unemployment Insurance” of 02.03.2000 is a protection for persons insured against
unemployment, who are entitled to financial support [9].
In addition to the above, other normative and legal documents, in one way or another, related to the
legal regulation of employment of the population include: the Law of Ukraine "On remuneration", "On
collective agreements and agreements", "On labor protection", " About Trade Unions», «On Collective
Disputes», and more.
In addition to the legislation regulating the employment of the population6, there are a number of
lower-level  normative  acts  that  specify,  regulate  and determine the mechanism of activity  of state
bodies on specific issues. These include the Regulations: - on the State Employment Service, approved
on  14.06.2019,  which  defines  the  main  principles  of  the  PES  activity,  its  duties  and  rights,
organizational structure, main tasks, responsibilities and place in the system of state executive bodies;
On approval of the Procedure of vocational training, retraining and advanced training of registered
unemployed.
It can be seen that employment relations in Ukraine are regulated by many legislative acts, which
mostly correspond to the norms of international law. But if in the case when an international agreement
or an agreement concluded by Ukraine establishes other rules, then in accordance with Part 2 of Article
2 of the Law of Ukraine on Employment of Population, the rules of international agreements shall
apply.
Conclusions. The problem of employment is the subject of research in various social sciences, and
accordingly  the  concept  of  employment  is  formed  through  the  totality  of  social  relations.
«Employment» is not prohibited person`sactivity by law, related to meeting their personal and public
needs in order to obtain income (wages) in monetary or other the form, as well as the activities of
members of the same family,  who carry on business or work for economic entities based on their
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property, including free of charge [7]. In Ukraine, there is a high level of unemployment, which makes
it clear that the mechanism of activity of the State Employment Service is not sufficiently effective and
well-established. After all, the PES is an important body of executive power that assists citizens in
exercising their  right to work, guaranteed by the Constitution of Ukraine.  Employment centers are
overburdened and unable to effectively and quickly provide the population with work. The normative
support of Ukraine, which is intended to provide the population with employment, is wide enough, but
some normative acts do not meet the requirements of the modern world and need further elaboration.
The absence of a statutory administrative - legal status of the State Employment Service is a significant
omission of the legislator.
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Abstract:  This article is intended to characterize the letters as a historical source. The author tells

about the specifics and methods of studying letters and attempts to classify the content and purpose of

writing letters V. Buzeskul with famous Ukrainian historians. The author investigates the letters as an

important source that determines the nature of communication between the addressees, which is why

the question of the causes of the occurrence of correspondence and its significance in interpersonal

relations are in sight.

Keywords: letters, epistolary sources, lingua-historical source, historiography

Анотація:  Ця  стаття  призначена  для  характеристики  букв  як  історичного  джерела.  Автор

розповідає  про  специфіку  та  методи  вивчення  букв  та  спроби  класифікувати  зміст  та  мету

написання листів В. Бузескула з відомими українськими істориками. Автор досліджує листи як

важливе джерело, що визначає характер спілкування адресатів, саме тому видно питання про

причини виникнення листування та його значення в міжособистісних відносинах.

Ключові слова: листи, епістолярні джерела, лінгва-історичне джерело, історіографія

General formulation of research and its topicality: V.P. Buzeskul was an alumnus, a prominent

scholar of Kharkiv University, who worked at the institution during 1885 - 1924, did not work at the

university after the revolution, even was arrested and later released with the assistance of colleagues

from the university, with whom he remained in a close relationship. V.P. Buzeskul called himself a

"homegrown scientist" because he took up a department of world history without an internship, the

value  of  which was not  only in  acquaintance  with sources,  but  also in  establishing  contacts  with

foreign colleagues. Despite this,  during his professional life, Buzeskul was able to gain recognition

from fellow historians and establish broad scientific contacts. The correspondence itself became a way

of scientific socialization and exchange of views with scientists.

First, we can say that letters can be classified as private, not public. In addition, this is precisely what

determines  certain  characteristics  of the correspondence  and their  potential  to  provide information

about the sphere of everyday life.

Way of life, everyday life of people as the main sphere of society's life reflects in family archives -

diaries, letters, and memoirs. It is clear that different linguistic genres reflect different spheres of life.

This kind of sources existed for a long time, but the researchers did not give it due attention because
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they were not perceived as an objective source. However, in recent decades, one has begun to talk

about changing the essence of the concept of "everyday life". This led to the opening of "People's

Archive" centers. "The people are the creator of the language." The interest in letters, leaflets, and

memoirs  as  a  historical  source  changes  stereotypes  of  consciousness,  attitude  towards  what  is  a

document.  Private  letters  of  simple  bearers  of  speech  are  different  in  subject,  social  status,

communicative intentions, positioning their genre variety. These are friendly, family, love letters, etc.

Epistolary  texts  are  analyzed from an open authoring  position,  emotional  saturation,  created  by a

certain vocabulary, with phrases expressing the internal state of the correspondence members.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

The  object-matter:  correspondence  of  university  professors  V.  Buzeskul  with famous  Ukrainian

historiographers

The  subject-matter:  characteristic  of  the  epistolary  complex,  consisting  of  formal  and  informal

correspondence of university professors.

The  objective:  studying  the  features  of  the  correspondence  as  a  historical  source.  Proving  the

importance of involving epistolary sources in the study of the mentality, education, attitudes, life of the

representatives  in  a  scientific  community  and  the  relevance  of  a  correspondence  usage  in  the

compilation of images of certain persons.

The article suggests the following tasks:

• to provide an overview of works (in general),  both historical and literary, devoted to letters, and

analyze different approaches to their study;

• to find out the main aspects of source study analysis of letters in national historiography, the problem

of classification and systematization of letters,  establishment of epistolary relations,  analysis of the

content of letters.

• to examine the circumstances of the origin, the nature and content of the correspondence and, on the

basis of this, characterize the epistolary relations of the correspondents.

• to identify varieties of letters and identify the value of correspondence as a historical source.

Methods of research:  using traditional methods of scientific knowledge, characteristic of historical

research,  the  method  of  source-study  heuristics  and  source-analysis  method,  comparing

correspondences used in the work to join some correspondence in a holistic text.

Experiential/research outcomes:

The structure of the analysis of correspondence is based on methods of sources research which are

common  for  all  types  of  sources,  taking  into  account  the  peculiarities  inherent  in  private

correspondence. You can talk about several stages of the study of correspondence. The first stage of

the study is determined the tasks of finding and detecting letters. It presents certain difficulties due to

the specifics of the social functioning of the letters [1, p. 84] . This is a source of private origin; the
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letters keeping in personal archival funds are one of the ways to form the complexes of epistolary

sources: a person receives letters in his  everyday life preserves them, and after his death they are

gathered  with other sources of personal origin together, they are an integral part of the archival fund.

The next step is to include the publication of letters. The beginning of mass publication begins from

the middle of the XIX century. L. Smirnov in his article "Types of editions of the epistolary heritage"

removes three types of publication of letters:

1. Publication of one letter or group of letters previously unknown to the press. More often, they were

put into literary or historical journals.

2. Collections of letters and correspondences, including unknown staff, and already published letters.

Usually came out in the form of books and collections.

3. The publication of the letters in the sets of works.

Undoubtedly,  all  kinds  of  editions  of  letters  have  been  used  before,  but  the  first  form has  been

regularly practiced since the middle of the XIX century. First, the letters were printed exclusively in

magazines.  Some special  attention was paid to the publication  of the letters  in historic  magazines

"Kievskaya  starina"  and  "Russian  archive".  Literary  magazines:  "Contemporary",  "Bibliographic

notes", "Domestic notes", "Herald of Europe"are operated with them [2, p. 220]. Letters were one of

the most popular types of historical materials, publishers argued with each other in a timely manner.

The most common were letters from writers, famous figures, historians. Published letters were always

accompanied with some materials: information about the recipient, biographical data about the author

at the time of writing the letter, and sometimes – comments [7, p. 193-194].

Over time, there is a reframing of the principles of publishing letters. On the foreground are the tasks,

as the most complete transmission of the text of the letter, the new principles of selection of epistolary

texts, expanded comments. The constituent of the diligent selection of letters ceased to be fundamental

in the publication of letters, the principle of the completeness of information emerged in the first place,

which manifests  itself  in an attempt to find and combine the entire stored epistolary heritage of a

certain figure. That is why academic collections include full assemblies of letters.

The letters of scientists are considered to be special. Y. Critskiy mentioned it in his article devoted to

the epistolary heritage of historians as a historical and historiographical source. The author emphasizes

the  complex  of  testimony  contained  in  the  correspondents  of  historians:  the  author's  opinion  on

historical issues, the stages of scientific and personal biography, evidence of lost, unpublished, lost

work,  the  circle  of  historians'  communication,  assessment  of  historical  scientific  literature,  etc.  J.

Kiselyova in  her  publication  on correspondence  of  V. Buzeskul  and  V.  Ikonnikov notes that  the

publication of documents of personal origin, the epistolary heritage of scientists provides a source for

experiments and can simultaneously be considered as a mean of attracting attention to a known area of 

scientific  research.  In  recent  decades,  researchers  have  begun  to  study  more  closely  the  internal
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critique of epistolary sources. Their task is to establish epistolary relations of correspondents. Many

researchers point out that the content and information potential of the letter depends on the relationship

between the author and the addressee. The letter is the act of communication; it is always focused on a

specific addressee. Analysis of correspondence of V. Buzeskul makes it clear: the main role in the

correspondence  is  on  epistolary  relations,  which  on  the  one  hand  are  characterized  on  personal

relationships, and on the other hand on professional (formal) correspondents. The correspondence of

scholars is not important. In their letters, they greet each other with holidays, jubilees, interested in the

state of health, convey greetings to families, and wish for creative achievements. Correspondents often

shared  their  scientific  experience.  Often  Buzeskul  and  Ikonnikov  for  example  discussed

historiographic  publications,  but  as  representatives  of  completely  different  branches  of  historical

science. In his thoughts of university life V. Buzeskul was unusually open, supported by V. Ikonnikov.

Their correspondence is informative, despite of the difference in age between correspondents at 17. In

the analysis of correspondence it is necessary to keep in mind the epistolary traditions existing at one

time or another, as well as the individual style of the correspondents. These factors can affect the

content, volume, tone and style of the letters. In general, the correspondence of these figures gives us

an idea of  the contemporary university surroundings, professorial culture and the moral position of

teachers.

Conclusions: The article highlights the main aspects of the study of correspondence as a historical

source. External criticism of the source due to the rich history of the publication of letters is studied

well enough. However, scientists are now paying more attention to internal criticism of the source. It is

obvious that correspondence is an important historical source. It makes it possible to reconstruct the

history of a certain period of life of the recipient [3, p. 285-287]. Some statement and references can be

used in certain historical studies. V. Buzeskul’s correspondence can be considered to be an example of

university epistolary culture of that period. Now more attention is paid to the processes of everyday life

in  the  society,  a  person  as  a  participant  in  social  processes  [6,  p.  7-8].  The  importance  of

correspondence as a source of social psychology, the study of mentality,  relationships,  culture and

everyday life has been repeatedly emphasized by researchers. However, there are still many epistolary

sources having no gained knowledge, and they have to become the object of historical research. In the

course of the study, we were able to answer the importance of analyzing the preface and content of the

letters, highlighting the principles and the peculiar methodology that helped in this [4, p. 95-97]. They

analyzed why these topics are affected, how much complete information appears in the letters and how

important  it  is  for  the correspondents  themselves,  which  topics  are  most  common,  and which  are

eliminated from the general series. We were also able to identify the characteristic features of the letter

publications [7, p. 307]. Due to the technique, the issue of publication finds outline and reveals the

purpose of publication. The answers to these questions allow us to conclude about the information
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potential  of  the  correspondence.  On  this  basis,  it  is  already  possible  to  interpret  the  information

contained in individual letters. Thus, during the analysis of correspondence, the researcher follows the

path from the letter to the complete text of the correspondence and again to the separate letter [5, p.

220-223].

Correspondence of historians of the XIX-XX centuries can be a source of biographical information

about  academics  and  university  history,  as  well  as  characterize  the  characteristics  of  professional

culture.  Correspondence  covers  the lives  of  people  not  only within  official  relationships,  but  also

outside them. It retains significant functions, remaining for many the most accessible and familiar way

to convey memory of one's actions, thoughts, and feelings. One can even argue about the global scope

of publications - the study of the evolution of a particular historical community. The perception of

correspondence as one of the ways of making interpersonal contacts is an integral element of public

consciousness.
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Abstract.In the present paper the author emphasizes the fact that one of the priority areas of
mutual assistance in the international community of the XXI century is the protection of human rights
and freedoms, as well as counteracting crime. According to applicable national laws and international
treaties, extraterritorial space has been comprehensively defined. It is established that law enforcement
agencies of Ukraine are not actually located on the territory of the extraterritorial space, so for effective
counteracting crime the Ukrainian legislature has assigned the head of the diplomatic mission, the
consular post of Ukraine, as well as the head of aircraft, sea and river vessel, which are outside Ukraine
under the flag or identification mark of Ukraine, if the vessel is assigned to a port located in Ukraine
with  authority  to  carry  out  the  primary  procedural  actions.  It  has  been  concluded  that  there  is  a
difference between the immunity of diplomatic missions and consular posts of Ukraine, which has
been revealed. The conclusive outcomes concerning the definition of extraterritorial space have been
formulated,  as well as some suggestions and recommendations for improving the regulation of the
outlined provisions in this legal institute under consideration.

Key words:  consular post of Ukraine, diplomatic / consular immunity, extraterritorial space,
head of the diplomatic mission,primary procedural actions.

У  статті  автор  зазначає,  що  одним  із  пріоритетних  напрямів  взаємодопомоги  у
міжнародному співтоваристві  є захист прав і  свобод людини,  а також протидія  злочинності.
Відповідно  до  чинного  національного  законодавства  та  міжнародних  договорів,  визначено
екстериторіальний  простір.  Встановлено,  що  на  території  екстериторіального  простору
правоохоронні  органи  України  фактично  не  перебувають,  і  задля  ефективної  протидії
злочинності  український  законодавець  наділив  керівника  дипломатичного  представництва,
консульської установи України, а також керівника повітряного, морського та річкового судна,
що перебувають за межами України під прапором або розпізнавальним знаком України, якщо
це  судно  приписано  до  порту,  розташованого  в  Україні  повноваженнями  щодо  здійснення
першочергових  процесуальних  дій.  Також  вказано  на  відмінність  між  імунітетом
дипломатичних  представництв  та  консульських  установ  України.  Сформульовано  висновки
щодо визначення екстериторіального простору,  а також окремі пропозиції  та рекомендації  з
вдосконалення нормативного регулювання окреслених положень даного правового інституту. 

Ключові  слова:  екстериторіальний  простір,  першочергові  процесуальні  дії,  керівник
дипломатичного  представництва  чи  консульської  установи  України,
дипломатичний/консульський імунітет. 

General formulation of research and its topicality. 
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The  issue  of  this  article  is  t o p i c a l and  closely  connected  with  important  scientific  and

practical tasks: to give the definition of extraterritorial space and to investigate the criminal procedural

order in the aspect of legal reality, taking into account the current provisions of the criminal procedural

legislation  of  Ukraine  and  the  relevant  international  treaties  ratified  by  the  Verkhovna  Rada  of

Ukraine, and to formulate appropriate scientific and practical recommendations on this legal basis.

In different periods of our country's development criminal proceedings in the extraterritorial

space of Ukraine have been the research subject of well-known scientists. For example, V. I. Halahan

and  O.  M.  Kalachova  investigated  the  peculiarities  of  the  pre-trial  investigation  beginning  when

detecting signs of a criminal  offense in the territory of diplomatic missions or consular posts, and

found that, in some cases, procedural rules do not regulate important procedural activity aspects of the

head of the diplomatic mission or consular post of Ukraine, and have internal contradictions or do not

comply  with  other  norms  in  Criminal  Procedure  Code  and  need  significant  revision  [4].  S.V.

Davydenko investigated  the  peculiarities  of  criminal  proceedings  in  the  territory  of  diplomatic

missions and consular posts of Ukraine abroad.

The  author  formulated  individual  suggestions  and  recommendations  for  improving  the

regulation of the outlined provisions in this legal institute [3].  I.O.Danilova investigated the criminal

procedural order on a sea or river vessel that is outside Ukraine under the flag of Ukraine, if the vessel

is assigned to a port located in Ukraine [2]. Z. D. Smitienko highlighted the peculiarities of detention

of a person suspected of committing a criminal offense in accordance with the procedure provided for

in Chapter  41 of  the  Criminal  Procedure  Code of  Ukraine and noted that  the order  of  preventive

measures implementation in the territory of a diplomatic mission or consular post of Ukraine is not

regulated [6].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article 

The  current  stage  of  the  Ukrainian  society  development  is  accompanied  by  globalization

processes, which results in close cooperation of our country with other states. One of the priority areas

of mutual assistance in the international community is the protection of human rights and freedoms, as

well as the counteracting crime. For the effective counteracting crime the Ukrainian legislature has

assigned the  head of the diplomatic  mission,  consular  post  of  Ukraine,  as well  as  the head of  an

aircraft, sea and river vessel, which is outside Ukraine under the flag or identification mark of Ukraine,

if the vessel is assigned to a port located in Ukraine, with authority to carry out the primary procedural

actions. The need for regulation of the specified criminal procedural order in the Criminal Procedure

Code of Ukraine is also conditioned by the fact that law enforcement agencies do not actually act in the

territory of the extraterritorial space of Ukraine. The implementation of such a mechanism of criminal

proceedings ensures prompt response to a criminal offense, as well as obtaining evidence in criminal

proceedings. Considering the provisions of the national legislation, it is necessary to determine whether
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the territory of Ukraine is also the territory of diplomatic missions, consular posts of Ukraine, aircraft,

sea and river vessel,  which is outside Ukraine under the flag or mark of Ukraine,  if  the vessel is

assigned to a port located in Ukraine. The above circumstances alsosubstantiatethe r e l e v a n c e  of

the current topic.

The s u b j e c t  of the study is extraterritorial space where criminal proceedings are carried out.

The  o b j e c t  of the study is  social  relations  that  arise  during criminal  proceedings  in the

extraterritorial space of Ukraine.

The  p u r p o s e  of the paper is to investigate,  determine the extraterritorial  space in which

criminal proceedings are carried out and, taking into account the current provisions of the criminal

procedural legislation of Ukraine and relevant international treaties ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of

Ukraine, formulate relevant scientific and practical recommendations.

This goal determines ourkey t a s k :to define the extraterritorial space of Ukraine.

The n o v e l t y is that the issues of extraterritorial space definition will be considered taking

into account  the provisions  of the current  criminal  procedural  legislation  of Ukraine,  international

treaties ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine.

T h e o r e t i c a l  and p r a c t i c a l  significance of the expected results. The conclusions and

suggestions that will be given in the article can be used:

– in the field of research – for further investigation of issues related to the criminal procedural

order in the extraterritorial space of Ukraine;

– in law enforcement activities – to use in the practical activity of investigators, officers of

other law enforcement units, as well as during training in the system of official training;

–  in  the  educational  process  –  during  the  development  of  educational  and methodological

materials for lessons of the "Criminal proceedings" discipline.

Experiential / research outcomes

First of all, for the effective activity of the law enforcement agencies, it is necessary to clearly

define  the  limits  of  their  functioning.  According to  the  Law of  Ukraine  "On the  State  Border  of

Ukraine" of November 4, 1991 (with further amendments), the state border of Ukraine is a line and a

vertical surface passing along this line, which define the boundaries of the territory of Ukraine – land,

water, subsoil, air space (Article 1) [5].

The land territory includes the mainland of Ukraine and islands within its state borders.

The water territory of Ukraine is formed by its internal and territorial waters.

The airspace of Ukraine is a part of the air sphere located above the land and water territory of

Ukraine, including its territorial waters (territorial sea), and bounded by a vertical surface extending

along the state border of Ukraine (part 1 (81), article 1, paragraph 1, of the Air Code Ukraine) [7].
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Objects that equate to the state territory include aircraft, sea or river vessels that are assigned to

ports  located  in  Ukraine.  Pursuant  to  Article  4  (2)  of  the  Criminal  Procedure  Code,  criminal

proceedings for criminal offenses committed on such vessels during their stay outside Ukraine under

the flag or distinctive mark of Ukraine are carried out under the criminal procedural law of Ukraine

[1].

In accordance with Articles 20, 30 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations (1961),

premises  occupied  by  diplomatic  missions,  including  the  private  residence  of  their  heads,  have

inviolability. The authorities of the host State may not enter these premises without the permission of

the Head of Mission or the person who replaces him/her. In this case, the premises of the mission is the

building or part of the building used for the purposes of the mission [8].

As for consular posts, their inviolability from the criminal procedural jurisdiction of the host

State under Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (1963) is limited only by that

part of the consular premises used exclusively for the operation of the consular post, including land,

which serves the building or part of the building occupied by the consular post. This is the difference

between consular  immunity,  which has  an official  nature and is  conditioned by the fulfillment  of

functions clearly defined in the Convention, from diplomatic immunity with absolute nature.

The authorities of thehost State may not enter the part of the consular premises used solely for

the purpose of operating the consular post, without the consent of the head of the consular post, the

person designated by him or the head of the diplomatic mission. The inviolability also extends to all

official correspondence, archives and documents (Articles 33, 35 of the Convention) [9].

Summarizing  the  above,  it  should  be  concluded  that  according  to  national  legislation  and

international law, the territory of Ukraine is a part of the earth surface (land, inland waters, the air

space  above  them),  which  is  under  the  sovereignty  of  our  state  and  extraterritorial  space,  which

includes: diplomatic missions, consular posts of Ukraine, aircraft, sea and river vessels that are outside

Ukraine under the flag or mark of Ukraine, if the vessel is assigned to a port located in Ukraine.

Conclusions. Analyzing all of the above, it should be concluded that, based on the Ukrainian

legislation and current international treaties ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, extraterritorial

space  is  the territories  of  diplomatic  missions,  consular  offices  of  Ukraine,  aircraft,  sea and river

vessels that are outside the territory of Ukraine under the flag or the mark of Ukraine, if the vessel is

assigned to a port located in Ukraine, on which the captain of the vessel, the head of the diplomatic

mission or consular post is authorized to carry out the primary procedural actions. A clear definition of

extraterritorial space in the practical sphere contributes to the effective counteracting crime. The issue

of bringing Ukrainian terminology into line with current international conventions and treaties needs

furtherinvestigation.…The analysis  conducted proves to be  p e r s p e c t i v e  as it  can lead to the
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solution of the set tasks and to the clarification and improvement of the norms in national criminal

procedural legislation with an emphasis on various legal issues.
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Abstract: The paper investigates the ukrainization policy in the 1920-1930-s. The essence of

the problem is about research of ukrainization policy in the pages of the All-Union and republican

newspapers.  The research consists  of two parts,  which contain information about  the ukrainization

policy and its representation in press respectively. Main reasons and prerequisites of the ukrainization

policy implementation are dedicated. Basic principles of the ukrainization policy are identified in the

paper. The impact of ukrainization on different spheres of life is analyzed. Discussion dedicated to the

year of turning the ukrainization policy down is reviewed. The specifics of the events of 1933 in the

context of ukrainization is defined. The consequences and the value of the ukrainization policy are

listed. Database on the articles about ukrainization in the newspapers “Pravda” and “Communist” is

created. Basic tables and fields of the database are listed. A content analysis of articles on the policy of

ukrainization is carried out. The attention to ukrainization of different spheres of state and social life in

the periodical press is analyzed. Mentions about the politicians and cultural figures are counted. The

ukrainization state, according to the articles, is defined. The paper considers significance of dynamics

and nature of ukrainization reflection in the All-Union and republican level before and after 1929.

Results of the research prove that the importance of 1929 for creating an ukrainization collapse in

periodicals is overestimated. A degree of ukrainization policy representation in press is defined. The

importance of the ukrainization policy for concerning the different aspects of socio-political processes

is confirmed.

Key words: korenizatsiya, national policy, propaganda in periodical press, ukrainization. 

Анотація:  У  статті  досліджено  політику  українізації  в  1920-1930-х  рр.  Сутність

проблеми  полягає  в  дослідженні  політики  українізації  на  сторінках  всесоюзних  та

республіканських  газет.  Робота  складається  з  двох частин,  які  містять  інформацію стосовно

політики  українізації  та  її  репрезентації  в  пресі  відповідно.  Зазначені  головні  причини  та

передумови  впровадження  політики  українізації.  У  статті  визначені  базові  засади  політики

українізації.  Проаналізовано  вплив  політики  українізації  на  різні  сфери  життя.  Розглянута

дискусія, присвячена року згортання політики українізації. Визначено специфіку подій 1933 р. в

контексті українізації. Перераховано наслідки і значення політики українізації. Створено базу
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даних статей про українізацію в газетах «Правда» і «Комуніст». Перелічено основні таблиці і

поля  бази  даних.  Проведено  контент-аналіз  статей,  присвячених  політиці  українізації.

Проаналізовано увагу до українізації різних сфер державного і соціального життя в періодичній

пресі.  Вирахувано  кількість  згадок  про  політиків  та  культурних  діячів.  Визначено  стан

українізації  згідно  зі  статтями.  У  роботі  досліджено  важливість  динаміки  та  характеру

відображення  українізації  на  всесоюзному  та  республіканському  рівні  до  та  після  1929  р.

Результати дослідження доводять, що значення 1929 р. як року перелому щодо українізації в

пресі переоцінене. Визначено ступінь репрезентації політики українізації в пресі. Підтверджено

вагомість політики українізації щодо різних аспектів суспільно-політичних процесів.

Ключові  слова:  коренізація,  національна  політика,  пропаганда  в  періодичній  пресі,

українізація.

General formulation of research and its topicality.  The historical analysis relevance of the

ukrainization  policy  in  the  1920-1930-s  is  predetermined  by  articulation  of  ukrainization  issue

nowadays. Despite the increased scientific interest to this policy, a number of questions is still out of

focus  and  requires  more  detailed  consideration.  Particularly,  the  research  of  the  specifics  of  the

ukrainization policy reflection in the pages of periodical  press in the 1920-1930-s is  mostly about

analysis  of  source  aspect  of  soviet  periodicals.  The  essence  of  the  problem is  about  research  of

ukrainization policy in the pages of the All-Union and republican newspapers, which is not researched

enough and requires more system approach.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. O b j e c t i v e  of the paper is to find out

the main features of the ukrainization policy reflection in the All-Union and republican periodic press

in the 190-1930-s.  T h e  s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the research involves the main features of the

ukrainization policy reflection in the pages of newspapers “Pravda” and “Communist” in 1923-1933.

T h e  o b j e c t - m a t t e r  of  the  research  is  the  ukrainization  policy  in  the  1920-1930-s.  T h e

t a s k s  are to characterize the major milestones of the ukrainization policy, to create the database on

the articles about ukrainization in the newspapers “Pravda” and “Communist”, to make the content-

analysis of the articles dedicated to the ukrainization policy, to compare the dynamics and nature of

ukrainization reflection in the All-Union and republican level before and after 1929 (so called Major

Fracture).  M a t e r i a l s  used are periodic press, namely “Pravda” and “Communist”  newspapers,

party-state documents of soviet period (decrees, regulations, reports), etc.  T h e  m a i n  m e t h o d

of the research is database technology (MS Access 2010). 

Research outcomes. As known, the definition “korenizatsiya” in the USSR meant political and

cultural campaign of national republics and national minorities and intended to consolidate positions of

the  Communist  Party  locally.  Accordingly,  the  same policy  of  the  Ukrainian  SSR and  Ukrainian
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population was named “ukrainization”. Close attention to national issue from soviet government had

its own prerequisites like Ukrainian liberating competitions in 1917-1920. According to experts, the

main reason for implementation of ukrainization was a need for a “bow” with peasantry and further

final recognition of the Communist Party. At the same time, it is important not to forget about attempts

of the USSR image creation as democratic country, which demonstrated the difference with imperial

regime  and  adherence  to  the  principles  of  internationalism.  Firstly,  the  “korenizatsiya”  policy

successfully fit into such a scheme. Secondly, due to such actions, the positive image of the USSR in

the international arena was about to be established. Furthermore, other countries played very profitable

role in this case, because soviet newspapers repeatedly stressed on the fact that their national policy,

unlike Poland, Czechoslovakia and Romania, was right. With this they incited Ukrainians living in

those countries to activation of revolutionary views. 

The ukrainization policy has been held in 1923-1933. Its main aim is described as follows:

“Korenizatsiia, as definitively formulated at party congresses in March 1921 and April 1923, consisted

of two major tasks: the creation of national elites (Affirmative Action) and the promotion of local

national  languages”  [3,  p.  75].  During  the  specified  period  the  ukrainization  policy  was  being

implemented in different areas, especially political, cultural, educational, etc. As stated in the paper

“Rebounding identities. The Politics of Identity in Russia and Ukraine”, “intelligentsia” played a main

role in local implementation of the ukrainization policy [1, p. 20]. The important and complicated

question is when and how ukrainization was turned down. There are several fairly common versions.

One of them is saying that the ukrainization policy was stopped in 1929, because that was the year

when the “Major Fracture” was proclaimed and the rejection of the NEP was approved. There are also

assumptions that the collapse of ukrainization began to take place in 1933. As far as I am concerned,

this point of view is more substantiated and explained by several factors: appointing P. Postyshev as

the  secretary  of  the  Central  Committee  of  the  Communist  Party,  which  led  to  increasing  of

russification,  suicide  of  M.  Skrypnyk,  which  transformed  into  accusation  in  soviet  periodicals,

according  to  national  movement  and  misinterpretation  of  ukrainization,  the  beginning  of  mass

repressions against cultural figures, and also the adoption of resolution to stop the further ukrainization

of  the  North  Caucasus  in  December,  1932.  According  to  experts,  the  decisions  to  abandon

‘Ukrainization’ were a response to the impossibility of implementing korenizatsiya to its fullest extent,

but the basis of earlier policies had already been undermined [4, p. 976-977]. The main consequence of

ukrainization was revival of Ukrainian culture and literature, the same as its distribution in cities that

had  been  mostly  under  russification  before.  For  the  Bolsheviks  the  ukrainization  policy  provided

appearance  of  national-communist  course  in  the  Party.  It  can  be  stated  that  to  some  extent

ukrainization  affected  preserving  the  national  identity  of  the  Ukrainian  people.  The  value  of

ukrainization is quite significant, because implementation of this policy ensured the creation of all the
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preconditions for “cultural revolution” and the formation of the “Soviet man” image, helped to identify

so-called  “Ukrainian  bourgeois  nationalists”.  That  is  why  mass  repressions  that  led  to  the

“neutralization of the party’s enemies” began.

Next step of the research is related to creation of database and its analysis. The core of database

first and foremost consisted of two tables: “Newspaper” and “Article”, but during further research two

new  tables  were  added:  “Images”  and  “Personalities”.  Tha  table  “Images”  lets  us  create  data

certification and has next fields: “Name”, “Date”, “Issue of the newspaper”. The table “Personalities”

provides  a detailed  description of the articles,  reflecting  their  name,  authorship,  size and location,

including heading. Furthermore, content-analysis is implemented with considering followed criteria:

“Main  event/process”,  “Emotional  background”,  “Organizations”,  “Process  characteristics”,

“Ukrainization state”, “Level of responsibility”, “Attitude of the population towards ukrainization”,

etc.

First of all, it was found that the number of the All-Union press issues about ukrainization is 23,

which is twelve times less than of republican press. There are 300 issues at all, which include 407

articles. One of the tasks was to find out whether 1929 became critical for the ukrainization policy.

That is why we analyzed the dynamics of press data in 1923-1933.

It  was  found  that  during  the  specified  period  republican  press  payed  attention  to  the

ukrainization  of  the  state  apparatus  (44,5% of  the  whole  number  of  articles),  whereas  much  less

attention was payed to another issues. On the other hand, the All-Union periodical press reflected both

ukrainization of the apparatus and national issue (25% each of all articles in “Pravda”). This difference

can be explained by that fact that the newspaper “Pravda” payed attention to the issues that reached

much larger space than purely Ukrainian ethnic lands, so it covered “Korenizatsiya” policy at all. The

largest number of articles dedicated to national policy is dated in “Pravda” 1923. But there were no

significant achievements in the implementation of ukrainization that time.

If we take a look at the transformation inside the reflection of major topics in the newspapers,

we can realize that 1929 hadn’t become the critical year. The main issues of press during the whole

year  stayed  ukrainization  of  the  apparatus,  printing,  education,  essays  on  Ukrainian  culture  and

literature.  The real  “Fracture”  inside the national  policy  was formed in 1933 only,  when the  first

accusatory  articles  about  nationalism were  written.  However,  according  to  some experts,  national

policy did not play a significant role in the development of national consciousness [2, p. 11].

Emotional background of the majority of articles can be characterized as neutral. But in 1928

number of accusatory articles became bigger than pathetic ones. 

The  images  of  peasant,  party  and  proletarian  became  the  main  ones  in  the  reflection  of

ukrainization.  Among the  famous  personalities  set  in  the articles  were V.  Lenin,  J. Stalin  and M.

Skripnik (19,37%, 8,56% and 7,66% in accordance). However, there were also mentions of the whole
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pleiad of Ukrainian cultural figures: M. Kotsyubinsky, I. Franko etc. A prominent place among the

articles belonged to the mentions of T. Shevchenko (40 articles). Over time, references to historical

and cultural figures displaced political actors on the pages of newspapers.

We can  state  that  in  the  analyzed  articles  the  ukrainization  state  was  mostly  identified  as

“almost satisfied” (42,26% of the whole number of articles). There were mentioned some defects in the

implementation  of  the  party  resolution,  which  ended  with  a  list  of  measures  taken.  As  a  rule,

responsibility for benefits and drawbacks was transferred to local management (52,58%) and less to

republican management (31,2%). In the vast majority of articles (72,24%) the ukrainization process is

characterized as “an order from above”, not as “an initiative from below” (17,69%) without any time

transformation.

Conclusions.  It can be concluded that periodic press played a big role in deployment of the

ukrainization policy, focusing on its main tasks. The usage of actors’ portraits and mentions and other

aspects  were  auxiliary  in  order  to  disproof  the  fact  of  existence  of  the  critical  year  1929  for

ukrainization.  To  sum  up,  the  periodic  press  has  represented  holistic  image  of  ukrainization  by

concerning the different aspects of this socio-political process. 
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Сбітнєв Є.М. Явище буллінгу у сучасних українських реаліях.

Анотація.В  стаття  розглядається  явище  буллінг  в  сучасних  українських  реаліях.

Показано,  що буллінг -  це психофізичний стан підлітка,  що виявляється в його свідомості  і

поведінці.  Буллінг  як  явище  вже  давно  трансформувався  в  соціальні  практики,  які

актуалізуються в різних соціальних системах - школі, університетах, на роботі. Також доведено,

що  буллінг  -  це  багаторівневий  процес,  який  складається  з  індивідуального,  групового  і

загальнонаціонального рівнів, для яких характерна своя специфіка, прояви та масштаби. Також

зроблено  спробу  вироблення  способів  подолання  буллінг  або  його  мінімізації  в  різних

соціальних групах.

Ключові слова: буллінг, підлітки, насильство, цькування, агресія.The problem of bullying

is extremely urgent, so we have serious reasons to consider in the scientific community, study and

research the causes of adolescent aggression.

Sbitniev E.M.Phenomenon of Bulling in Modern Ukrainian Realities

Abstract. The article discusses the phenomenon of bullying in modern Ukrainian realities. It is

shown that  bullying  is  a  psychophysical  state  of  a  teenager,  manifested  in  his  consciousness  and

behavior. Bullying as a phenomenon has long been transformed into social practices that are updated in

various social systems - school, universities, at work. It is also proved that bullying is a multi-level

process, which consists of individual, group and national levels, which are characterized by their own

specificity, manifestations and scale. An attempt was also made to develop ways to overcome bullying

or minimize it in various social groups.

Keywords: bullying, adolescents, violence, bullying, aggression.

The dramatic changes in society, the tendencies of negative influence of the mass media, the

crisis of the social system and instability not only of Ukraine, but of the whole world in political as

well as economic terms, all of these reflect on the psychophysical state of the youth, its consciousness

and behavior. Today, the problem of bullying is becoming more acute. Most clearly, it manifests itself

in the form of aggression against parents, peers, teachers and society as a whole. More frequent are

cases where aggression takes a hostile form and results in open insults or in general fights.

It  is  during  adolescence  that  important  physiological  changes  occur,  which  entail  certain

psychological shifts: there is a craving for the opposite sex; aggressiveness, often unmotivated; there is

a tendency to ill-considered risk and inability to assess the degree of its danger; emphasized desire for
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independence and independence.  During this period, the formation of the foundation of personality

ends, its top - outlook - floors are completed. Awareness of one's self occurs as a reflection on one's

place in the lives of parents, friends, and the surrounding society. Adolescents are most vulnerable to

the effects of social events, which is why they constitute the categories of population that are more

likely to commit aggressive or criminal acts. Their reaction may be different, but the most common

way of expressing a negative attitude to something is aggression. Sometimes the reason for this may be

the  desire  for  self-fulfillment,  to  stand  out  among  peers,  to  establish  oneself  as  a  leader,  which

indicates  a  significant  decline  in  the  moral  values  of  adolescents.  Whatever  the  manifestation  of

aggression: whether it is a sharp cue to older people or physical violence against peers - in any case, it

has absolutely negative consequences. Over the past few years, the teenage crime situation in Ukraine

has  worsened significantly.  At a  time when small  crimes  are declining  in  number,  the number of

serious  and  especially  grave  ones  increases  significantly.  In  addition,  there  are  activities  such  as

prostitution, pimping and racketeering among the youth, and mass fights are gaining ground. This leads

to new, even more serious social conflicts.

In our opinion, bullying is harassment, aggressive harassment of one or more members of the

team (most often, school or student). Bulling is both psychological and physical. It is important for us

to understand the trends of billing, its varieties and features, regulatory regulation and increasing the

dynamics of billing among Ukrainian youth.

Some people mistakenly call bulling a new challenge for our society. Although at the beginning

of the last century, world psychologists have been studying this problem and the consequences that it

can cause. After all, bulling is not innocent jokes and wits. We do not take this kind of problem very

seriously,  naively  considering  that  there  were quarrels  with classmates  at  all,  and nothing terrible

happened. In fact, persecution at school can leave a mark on the child's psyche for life.

It is really scary when children cannot see and cannot imagine the complexity of the situation

and allow such things,  and the responsibility  goes to parents who either  did not participate  in the

upbringing or gave incorrect examples to the child.In the Ministry of Education of Ukraine noted that

in 2017, about 109 thousand appeals to national psychologists about bulling. As we can see, these are

not isolated cases, but rather a systemic process that is observed around the world. In the news, there is

often  information  about  cases  of  bulling:  mass  beatings,  psychological  harassment,  and  even

harassment from teachers, not just classmates. According to a 2017 UNICEF report in Ukraine, 25% of

children were victims of bullying in schools, and 40% of victims were never told at all. Worldwide,

about 150 million children are being harassed – every second student aged 13 to 15 [1].

The above figures mention that about one in four schoolchildren in our country is being bullied.

There is a hotline in Ukraine where children can call, talk about their problems, get support, help and

advice.  Olena  Krivuliak,  Coordinator  of  the  National  Children's  Hotline  at  La  Strada-Ukraine
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International Women's Rights Center, tells us about the principles of work and how they help children:

“In fact, compared to previous years the number of calls to our hotline has dropped. This year we have

some financial difficulties and the children's hotline is only open for four hours on weekdays, which is

very,  very small.  During  the  9  months  of  2017,  we received 7,355 calls,  of  which  only  2% was

charged. On the one hand, it is small, but considering that it is 2% of almost 7.5 thousand, it is quite a

big figure. Moreover, behind each of these calls there is a child's life, a child's pain, a child's problem

”[2].

Bulling is not a new problem, so throughout its existence, society has come up with ways to

eradicate or prevent persecution by fining.Now we see with you a system of fines for bulling: 1) For

moral or physical violence and aggression in any form. Fine from 40 to 850 UAH. 2) For concealing

the facts of bullying by teachers. From 850 to 1700 UAH. 3) For harassment of a minor with particular

cruelty. From 1700 to 3400 UAH. [3]

The expert of the Ukrainian Institute for the Study of Extremism Bogdan Petrenko commented

on the main measures that can be taken against hijacking:

The Bulling confrontation is a multi-stage process that involves the following levels:

• individual

Work with a buller, victims and witnesses. As a rule, the work here is aimed at raising self-

esteem,  forming  a  child's  openness  and  empathy  with  Buller.  At  this  stage,  a  class  leader,  a

psychologist may work, but most importantly, parents.

• group

Bulling is  a  group "disease",  so it  is  impossible  to  overcome it  exclusively  by influencing

individual children. If you "pull" a victim, a new victim will be appointed. The group process includes

both  classroom lessons and extracurricular  group activities  where  the  social  roles  of  children  can

change.

• national

The first  is the promotion of non-violent  methods in information products for children and

adolescents  (films,  commercials,  etc.).  Secondly,  changing  the  curriculum  in  order  not  only  to

transform children into consumers of information in different subjects, but also to form a culture of

dialogue in them.

Summarizing the above definitions, we are coming to the conclusion: the concept of "Bulling"

should be considered as a category, ie the most general concept that captures the phenomenon itself.

The term "bulling" refers to the state of the subject of deviance, and the term "deviation" - a behavioral

manifestation.

By  studying  less  significant  social  factors,  it  is  possible  to  determine  which  factors  of

socialization are priorities for the adolescent and which are not. The main body of work on the study of
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this problem concerns predictive methods. This means that researchers, based on data from previous

years,  should  predict  what  factors  would  affect  adolescent  aggression  in  5,  10,  20  years.  This  is

extremely important because it will help prevent these factors from occurring, eliminate them, or at

least minimize their impact before they become reality. In addition, scientists will have the opportunity

and more time to develop methods of correction of such phenomena as the aggressive behavior of the

teenager, which will contribute to the improvement and certain improvement of society as a whole,

will promote its humanization.

Unusually  for  us,  the  term  bulling  is  closely  related  to  such  concepts  as  violence  and

aggression. All of these concepts reflect different aspects of a phenomenon such as bulling. Therefore,

there is an urgent need to realize that this problem is. It is necessary to conduct a qualitative study of

bullying among adolescents, which will eventually become a mechanism of prevention.
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Abstract: the paper is devoted to reviewing the question of parthian vector of roman eastern policy

during Tiberius principate. Special attention is paid to characteristic features of Tiberius policy – solving

Parthian  problems  by  the  «undirect» intervention  through  diplomatic  pressure,  support  of  pro-roman

proteges in Armenia and in Parthia, active use of the opposition-minded part of the Parthian nobility, etc.

The article drew attention to the factors that contributed to the brilliant success of  Roman Near East policy

in that period and to its results too. I used and critically analyzed a wide source base, and came to the

conclusion that Roman diplomacy of the age of Tiberius has reached impressive success on the Near East
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region, that, without any doubt, greatly enhanced Roman position due to Parthia, that temporarily gave

away the leadership in that region. 

Key words: Parthia, Armenia, Tiberius, Artabanos, Germanicus.

Анотація:  стаття  присвячена  розгляду  питання  парфянського  напрямку  східної  політики

Римської  держави  доби  правління  імператора  Тіберія.  Особливу  увагу  приділено  характерним

особливостям  даної  політики  –  вирішенню  парфянського  питання  за  допомоги  «непрямого»

втручання  шляхом  дипломатичного  тиску,  підтримки  проримських  ставленників  у  Вірменії  та

власне у самій Парфії, активного використання опозиційно налаштованої частини парфянської знаті

тощо. У статті було звернуто увагу на чинники, що сприяли блискучому успіху римської політики

на  Близькому Сході  в  цей  період,  а  також на  її  наслідки.  При залученні  й  критичному аналізі

широкої джерельної бази, я дійшов висновку, що римська дипломатія часів Тіберія досягла вагомих

успіхів на Близькому Сході, що безсумнівно значно посилило позиції Риму за рахунок Парфії, яка

на певний час поступилася своїм домінуванням у регіоні.

Ключові слова: Парфія, Вірменія,  Тіберій, Артабан, Германік. 

General formulation of research and its topicality. Eastern Roman policy was one of the most

significant  vector  of  the general  Roman foreign policy  of  the  principate  period.  Parthia  was the most

powerful rival of Rome in the Near East region so anyway the imperial east policy was connected with the

Parthian question. Eastern policy of Tiberius (and in particular Parthian policy) on the one hand was a

logical continuation of Augustus policy, but the other hand it had a number of notable innovations that

contributed to establishment a certain period of stabilization of Roman Eastern frontier. The question of

Parthian policy of emperor Tiberius was not considered separately in existing studies, but it was viewed

casually in more global works or on the contrary researchers considered only some aspects of this policy.

So I can consider Parthis policy of emperor Tiberius as a separate question. 

S e t t i n g  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m  a n d  t h e  a i m  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e .  O b j e c t -

m a t t e r  i s  e a s t e r n  p o l i c y  o f  t h e  R o m a n  e m p i r e .  S u b j e c t - m a t t e r  i s

P a r t h i a n  p o l i c y  o f  t h e  R o m a n  e m p i r e  d u r i n g  t h e  r e i g n  o f  T i b e r i u s .

O b j e c t i v e  o f  t h i s  p a p e r  i s  r e v i e w i n g  t h e  R o m a n  p o l i c y  r e g a r d i n g

P a r t h i a  d u r i n g  t h e  p r i n c i p a t e  o f  e m p e r o r  T i b e r i u s .

T a s k s  o f  t h i s  p a p e r  a r e :  1 )  t o  c o n s i d e r  a  f o r e i g n  p o l i c y

a t m o s p h e r e  i n  t h e  N e a r  E a s t  r e g i o n  i n  s p e c i f i e d  p e r i o d ;  2 )  t o

h i g h l i g h t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f e a t u r e s  o f  T i b e r i u s  P a r t h i a n  p o l i c y  a n d

f i n d  o u t  t h e  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  t h a t  c o n t r i b u t e d  t o  i t s  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n ;

3 )  t o  e x p l a i n  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  s u c h  p o l i c y  o n  t h e  f u r t h e r  R o m a n

p o s i t i o n  i n  t h e  N e a r  E a s t  r e g i o n  a n d  o n  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  R o m e

a n d  P a r t h i a .   
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M a t e r i a l :  I  u s e d  a  w i d e  s o u r c e  b a s e ,  t h a t  w a s  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y

t h e  w o r k s  o f  a n c i e n t  a u t h o r s .  A l s o  I  u s e d  t h e  f i n d i n g s  o f  o t h e r

r e s e a r c h e r s  o f  t h i s  o r  a  r e l a t e d  h i s t o r i a c a l  p r o b l e m s .  O r i g i n a l i t y :

t h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  P a r t h i a n  p o l i c y  o f  e m p e r o r  T i b e r i u s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d

a s  a  m a i n  t o p i c  i n  t h i s  p a p e r  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e .  T h e o r e t i c a l  a n d

p r a c t i c a l  s i g n i f i c a n c e :  t h i s  p a p e r  i s  t h e  f i r s t  t h a t  f u l l y  d e d i c a t e d

t o  t h e  i s s u e  o f  P a r t h i a n  p o l i c y  o f  e m p e r o r  T i b e r i u s .  S o  i t  c a n

b e u s e d  t o  f u r t h e r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  i n d i v i d u a l  a s p e c t s  o f  P a r t h i a n

v e c t o r  i n  R o m a n  E a s t  p o l i c y  i n  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  t h e  e a r l y  P r i n c i p a t e .

A n a l y s i s  p r o s p e c t s :  a  v e r y  i n t e r e s t i n g  f u r t h e r  s t u d y  w i l l  b e  i n  a

c o m p a r a t i v e  r e v i e w  o f  t h e  P a r h i a n  p o l i c i e s  o f  T i b e r i u s  a n d

A u g u s t u s  a n d  t h e i r  s u c c e s s o r s .   

Experiential/research  outcomes.  By the  beginning  of  the  I  century  AD eastern  policy  of  the

Roman Empire was in the difficult crisis. Initial diplomatic success of Augustus in Parthia and Armenia in

20–10 BC were changed by significant  troubles  around the whole perimeter  of  eastern frontier  of the

Roman state that was connected with the escalation of the Roman-Parthian relations. The last decade of the

Augustus’ rule passed under the auspices of the wide scale fighting on the the watershed of the Rhine and

the Danube. Two-thirds of the Roman armed forces were concentrated in that direction. In this time there

were only four legions in the eastern frontier (in Syria) [4. IV, 5], which were clearly not enough to conduct

active offensive policy.

Then the clouds were gathering over the eastern Roman frontier. Rebellions broke out in Judea [5.

I–IV]; and they were supported by Mesopotamian communities and most likely by Arsacids. Armenia, that

got into the Roman influence, became an arena of internal struggle between pro-roman and pro-parthian

parties [2. LV, 10, 18]; moreover the Roman influence in the state has fallen more and more. Augustus’

attempt to hold his henchman Vonones on the Parthian throne was failed and as a result Artabanos III came

to power in Parthia [4. II, 3], who began an unfriendly policy towards Rome. 

In this way Tiberius inherited the whole variety of unsolved questions that were concerned policy

with Parthia. Artabanos’  claim to Armenia was the most urgent problem [11, p. 605–606]. The situation

was worsening for Tiberius by weakness of his own position in Rome, where he still had to overcome the

internal opposition to strengthen his power. Army was a serious danger for Tiberius too: there were few

revolts  in  the  Danubian and Rheine legions  [3.  Tiberij,  25].  This  facts  didn’t  give  an opportunity  for

princeps to solve parthian question immediately; that was profitable to his Arsacid opponent. Artabanos III

began to pursue a more active policy in Armenia, where his main enemy (Vonones) reigned. The last one

left the state in AD 16, because he feared the Parthian invasion, and sought refuge with the Romans [4. II,

4]. Artabanos began to make plans for ascending his son Orodes on the Armenian throne [6, p. 172].
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By that time Tiberius had strengthened his position in Rome and he was finally able to pay much

attention to eastern issue. Princeps sent his adopted son Germanicus  to the East in the autumn AD 17 to

prevent  increased  Parthian  influence  in  Armenia  [4.  II,  43].  Tiberius  continued  Augustus’ policy  of

settlement controversial issues with Parthia by holding diplomatic actions; and he was succeeded in that [9,

p. 30].

Germanicus, who was glorified by victories over Rheine tribes, caused fear among eastern nations.

Otherwise it’s hard to explain the fact that he managed to peacefully seated Pontos prince Zeno (future

Artaxias)  on  the  Armenian  throne  without  any  Artabanos’ counteraction  and  with  clear  opposition  of

Syrian governor Calpurnius Piso, who sabotaged the Germanicus’ order to send at  his disposal Syrian

legions [4. II, 55–57]. In return he was satisfied by Vonones’ deportation from Syria [4. II, 58], where he

continued to intrigue against Artabanos. Perhaps, if Piso hadn’t quarreled with Germanicus, the last one

would be able to achieve more great results. But Syrian governor was supported by Tiberius, who sought to

reduce influence of his adopted son within the empire by making barriers in his endeavors. Because new

possible triumph of Germanicus in the East would serve to increase his popularity  to the prejudice of

precarious position of princeps. Mysterious death of Germanicus in AD 19 finished his «confrontation»

with Tiberius.

Short term of Germanicus’ stay in the East (AD 18–19) contributed to strengthening of Roman

position  in  the  region and especially  in  Armenia.  Artaxias  turned out  to  be  equally  acceptable  to  the

Romans and Armenians, that weakened for a while influence of pro-parthian party; Artabanus was forced

to put off his plan of Orodes’ enthronement in Artaxata. He concentrated his attention to expansion the

eastern frontiers of his state, temporarily leaving Roman possessions in peace [4. VI, 31]. Respite in the

East, that was received by Germanicus, became an original lifebuoy for Rome in a raging sea of internal

disorders and turmoils, that covered the empire in AD 20–30.

But the succesfull  concentration of circumstances  such as:  internal  disorders in Rome, death of

Artaxias – pro-roman Armenian king (AD 34) and completion Parthian’s east campaigns, finally allowed

Artabanos to pay attention to the West. He put on the Artaxata’s throne his son Arsac, taking advantages of

the new discords among the Armenian nobility [2. LVIII, 26, 1]. Moreover, Artabanos, having seen Roman

inaction,  demanded  the  return  of  Vonones’ treasury  and  no  more,  no  less  concession  of  all  former

Achaemenid possessions [4. VI, 31] (that was nearly all Roman East Mediterranean).

But Tiberius, who didn’t want to try his luck in the open conflict with Parthia, wasn’t going to put

up with this  order  of  affairs  on the East  [7,  p.  15].  He chose a  more flexible  and effective  tactic  for

counteraction to reinforcement of Arsacid influence in the region: he began creation of wide antiparthian

front that consisted of Caucasian tribes and representatives of nomadic peoples from the Central Asia [4.

VI,  32–33].  Tiberius  skillfully  used internal  discords among Parthian nobility,  supporting an emerging
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opposition to  Artabanos regime [4.  VI,  31;  2.  LVIII,  26].  As an additional  argument  Syrian governor

Vitellius (who was very talented politician and diplomat) pulled towards Euphrates his army [4. VI, 32].

Strategy of  the  struggle  with  Parthia  included  support  the  Roman henchman  on the  Ktesiphon

throne: at first Phraates, and after his death – Tiridates [2. LVIII, 26, 2]. The last one could hope to the

assistance of opposition group of Parhian nobility,  that should have become his military support in the

struggle with Artabanos; direct Roman intervention in Parthian feuds wasn’t provided. Similarly Tiberius

operated  in  Armenia.  He  preferred  to  support  rise  to  power  in  Armenia  of  his  candidate  –  Iberian

Mithridates, who was supported by his brother – king Pharasmanes [2. LVIII, 26, 3; 4. VI, 33].

Creation of antiparthian coalition in AD 35 [6, p. 176] became the  magnificent triumph of Eastern

policy  of  Tiberius.  His  brainchild  threatened  both  Armenia  and  Arsacid  territory;  Syrian  army  were

hanging from the west as a sword of Damocles, opposition nobility was ready to play the role of “the fifth

column”. Because of this, Artabanos couldn’t concentrate his forces on one direction; moreover he was

forced  to  split  his  forces,  that  negatively  affected  on  the  fighting.  This  superbly  staged  political

combination eloquently denied judgments of ancient authors about the alleged detachment of Tiberius from

military affairs and in particular judgment about abandonment of Armenia by Tiberiusto tear it by Parthians

[3. Tiberij, 41; 1. II, 9]. Absurdity of this assessments was already proven in historiography [8, p. 119].

Tiberius’ plan passed like clockwork. Iberians invaded in Armenia, defeated Parthian garrison and

completely  captured  all  country  [2.  LVIII,  26,  4].  Counterblow  of  Artabanos  finally  stalled  due  to

Sarmatian invasion in Parthian possessions [10, p. 145]. Tiridates stepped up his activities too [4. VI, 36].

Under guard of Vitellius Tiridates forced the Euphrates, where he was expected by his supporters from

local satraps [4. VI, 37]. Number of his supporters has steadly increased as he approached to the capital: top

nobility and Greek cities of Mesopotamia took Tiridates side [10, p. 146]; Artabanos lost all support and

run in the eastern regions of the kingdom [4. VI, 36]. And although Tiridates managed to hold out in power

not for long and as a result he ran under pressure of Artabanos [2. LVIII, 26, 3], internal troubles, that were

brought by romans, tempered for some time a militant ardor of Arsacids, that allowed Tiberius to normalize

and secure Roman position in the East to the end of his reign and moreover up to principate of Claudius.

Conclusions. Rise  to  power  of  Tiberius  fell  on  rather  difficult  period  of  Roman-Parthian

relationship, when any mistake could lead to serious conflict with eastern neighbor in the circumstances of

internal disorders in the empire and their absence in Parthia. Internal tension persisted in the Roman state

more-less throughout the reign of Tiberius, that contributed implementing “an indirect intervention policy”

by Tiberius regarding eastern affairs. Its essence was confrontation with Parthia by forces of Roman allies,

support of Parthian internal opposition and competent military demonstration, but without involvement of

the roman army in open conflict. This approach was fully justified. Twice Tiberius shied away from the

real threat of war in the East, moreover without any damage to Roman interests. Armenia re-entered in the
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sphere  of  Roman  influence.  Thus,  I  can  boldly  claim  that  “Parthian”  policy  of  Tiberius  promoted  to

preservation and strengthening of Roman positions in the East for the next one and a half decades.
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Abstract

As the title implies the article describes the methodological features of valuation of enterprises.

The purpose of this study is to consider the peculiarities of the methodology of valuation of enterprises

by identifying and substantiating the concept of a system of research methodology.
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A systematic  approach is used to reflect  the complex system of methodological  features of

enterprise value assessment. A structural approach is also used as part of a systematic approach to

schematically  reflect  the  methodological  features  of  enterprise  value  assessment.  Three  levels  of

methodology  have  been identified,  which  include  their  own laws,  methods,  categories,  principles,

approaches, and which should be comprehensively used in the valuation of enterprises.

The article is of great help to enterprise managers who make decisions on the management of

the enterprise, as well as the owners of the enterprise.

The article is of interest to investors and creditors, since they can make decisions about the

rationality of investing or lending to a particular enterprise based on evaluating.

Conclusions  are  proved  to  use  a  comprehensive  system  of  methodology,  in  particular

philosophical, general scientific and sectoral, in order to obtain well-founded valuation results. Further

improvement of the system of sectoral methodology of valuation of enterprises determines the vector

of the future development of methods of valuation of enterprises, in particular, the elimination of the

disadvantages of income, property, comparative approaches, which are already grouped into modern

approaches to market fundamentalism and additional profit.

The  text  provides  valuable  information  on  the  development  and  improvement  of  the

methodological system of valuation of enterprises.

Keywords: valuation of enterprises, methodology, method, approach.

Анотація

Як  випливає  з  назви,  в  статті  описані  методологічні  особливості  оцінки  вартості

підприємств.  Мета цього дослідження  –  розглянути особливості  методології  оцінки  вартості

підприємств шляхом виділення та обґрунтування концепції системи методології дослідження.

Використовується  системний  підхід  для  відображення  комплексної  системи

методологічних  особливостей  оцінки  вартості  підприємств.  Також  використовується

структурний  підхід  як  складовий  системного  підходу  для  схематичного  відображення

методологічних  особливостей  оцінки  вартості  підприємств.  Було  виділено  три  рівня

методології, які включають власні закони, методи, категорії, принципи, підходи, та які мають

комплексно використовуватися під час оцінки вартості підприємств.

Стаття  представляє  інтерес  для  керівників,  які  приймають  рішення  щодо  управління

підприємством,  а  також власникам підприємства,  інвесторів  та  кредиторів,  оскільки  останні

можуть приймати  рішення  щодо раціональності  інвестування чи кредитування  в те  чи інше

підприємство на основі оцінки їхньої вартості.

Таким  чином,  під  час  оцінки  вартості  підприємств  необхідно  використовувати

комплексну  систему  методології,  зокрема  філософську,  загальнонаукову  та  галузеву,  що
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зумовлено з метою отримання ґрунтовних результатів оцінювання.  Подальше  удосконалення

системи  галузевої  методології  оцінки  вартості  підприємств  визначає  вектор  майбутнього

розвитку методів оцінювання вартості підприємств, зокрема нівелювання недоліків дохідного,

майнового,  порівняльного  підходів,  які  вже  угруповуються  у  сучасні  підходи  ринкового

фундаменталізму та додаткового прибутку.

Текст  дає  цінну  інформацію  про  розвиток  та  вдосконалення  методологічної  системи

оцінки вартості підприємств.

Ключові слова: оцінка вартості підприємств, методологія, метод, підхід. 

General formulation of research and its topicality. In today's competitive environment in the

context  of  a  market  economy,  dynamic  globalization  and  information  development,  valuation  of

enterprises  is  a necessary condition for the management  process.  It  is the use of a comprehensive

methodology in the valuation of enterprises that provides more sound valuation results for managers,

owners, investors, creditors and other economic entities, which shows us the relevance of the topic.

Significant  contribution  to  the  development  of  theoretical,  methodological,  methodological  and

practical aspects of cost estimation was made by Ukrainian scientists: Aleinikova N.M., Voronkova

V.G., Demyanenko I.I., Kanyuka N.M., Mendrul A.G., Novikova O.S., Shevchenko S.V., Shevchuk

R.M., Shkurat V.I. and foreign scientists: Kohler T., Copeland T., Popper K. and others. 

Setting the problem and the aim of the article.  The dynamic development of the business

environment and economic science requires constant adaptation of the valuation methodology. At the

present  stage  of  economic  science  development  there  is  no  unified  system  of  methodology  for

valuation  of  enterprises,  so scientists  continue  to  study and study approaches  and methods in  the

conditions of globalization development and institutional changes. 

The object of study is the value of businesses. 

The subject of the study is the methodology of valuation of enterprises in modern conditions. 

The aim of the article is to consider the peculiarities of the methodology for the value of

enterprises. 

The  research  objective:  to  choose  and  justify  the  concept  of  the  system  of  research

methodology.

The research outcomes. The methodology is a kind of "tool" of scientific research, allows you

to  choose  a  system of  principles,  laws,  methods  and approaches  to  obtain  comprehensive  results.

However, the structure of the methodology of scientific knowledge is still uncertain. The hierarchical

approach  allows  us  to  view  methodology  as  a  system  of  ordered  constituents  In  the  multilevel

hierarchical  concept  of  methodological  knowledge,  methodology  is  considered  first  and  foremost

through philosophical  methodology,  then  – general scientific  methodology, then  – methodology of
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branch types of science [8, p. 17-18]. Shevchuk R.M. detailed the above classification in the context of

differentiation  of  its  levels  according  to  the  content  and  degree  of  generalization  of  its  elements

(principles,  laws,  categories,  etc.)  and  their  epistemological  role.  In  this  context,  a  hierarchical

methodological system will take the following form: 1) philosophical principles; 2) laws and categories

of  dialectics  and  logic;  3)  general  scientific  principles;  4)  general  scientific  methods;  5)

interdisciplinary  and disciplinary  methods;  6)  laws,  categories,  concepts  of  individual  sciences  [7,

p. 37-38]. In accordance with the multi-level hierarchical concept of methodological knowledge, it is

necessary to apply philosophical methodology, general scientific and sectoral methods in assessing the

value  of  enterprises.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  general  scientific  and  sectoral  methodology  are

subordinate to the philosophical, since the latter is the first source of development of the theory of

knowledge.  On  the  basis  of  philosophical  principles  of  interconnection,  development,  integrity,

systematicity, determinism of the philosophical methodology of cognition, we can identify significant

methods, approaches, laws, such as the dialectical method, the systematic approach and the synergistic

approach.

The dialectical method requires consideration of economic phenomena and processes in their

continuous  motion,  interconnections  and interdependencies,  when the  accumulation  of  quantitative

changes  leads  to  changes  of  qualitative,  and  the  source  of  upward  development  is  the  unity  and

struggle  of  opposites  [5].  Dialectics  as  a  general  theory  of  development,  the  universal  method of

cognition of developing objects can be used to analyze the development of enterprises, for example, to

analyze a specific indicator of the financial report of an individual enterprise in the last five years. 

A systematic approach in the study of the valuation of enterprises is to cover the valuation of

the  enterprise  as  a  whole  set  of  elements  in  the  set  of  relations  and  relationships  between  them.

Shevchenko S.V. notes that the structural method is an integral part of the system and is to characterize

the set  of  stable  relationships  of  elements  of the system,  which (set)  defines  its  (systems)  quality

specificity and constancy under various external changes [6, p. 4-5]. This, in turn, implies that the

enterprise  value appraisal  system will  have a mechanism for its  formation that can be represented

structurally.

On the basis of general scientific principles, which include the principles of objectivity, validity

of  scientific  conclusions,  determination  of  the  general  scientific  methodology  of  cognition  for  the

evaluation of the value of enterprises, we distinguish significant methods and approaches, in particular:

historical approach; content analysis; induction, deduction, systematization, scientific abstraction and

comparative analysis;. methods of dynamic and comparative analysis; logical generalization.

To the system of interdisciplinary methods we can distinguish: the method of branched division

(for classification of factors that affect the value of enterprises);  scenario method (to substantiate the

scientific and methodological approach to the evaluation of factors that affect the value of enterprises);
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the method of economic statistics and statistical analysis (to calculate the alternative cost of enterprises

and to compare, evaluate and interpret the actual data on the tendencies of stock market trades); game

theory (to justify the feasibility of choosing a value-for-money approach); method of cluster analysis

(for grouping of enterprises by separate criteria of financial reporting indicators); multiple regression

method (to substantiate the feasibility of selecting the main indicators for assessing the financial and

corporate  status  of  enterprises);  integral  indicator  method (to  determine  the  level  of  financial  and

corporate status (management) of enterprises); PEST analysis, expert evaluation method, fuzzy sets

method, graphical method (for visual display of research results) [1, p. 3].

To the system of methodology proper evaluation of the value of enterprises in foreign and

domestic  practice,  the  authors  [2,  p.  120;  3,  p.  81]  distinguish  three  methodological  approaches:

income,  market  (comparative),  property  (expenditure).  Each methodological  approach  has  its  own

methods.  Income approach includes  cash flow discounting methods;  to  the market  approach  – the

method of the analog company, the method of transactions, the method of industry coefficients; to the

cost  approach  – the net asset method,  the accumulated asset  method, the liquidation  cost  method.

Modern methods include a group of methods that are based on the analysis of additional income (CVA

method, CFROI method), and which are market-based (SVA method, EVA method, MVA method) [4,

p. 233]. A reflection of the features of the enterprise valuation methodology is presented in Table 1,

which was considered in the study.

The elimination of the shortcomings of the sectoral methodological approaches to the valuation

of enterprises by updating the methodology system in  the context  of 

Table 1

Features of the system of methodology of valuation of enterprises

Мethodology
Level

Components of the
methodology

The methodology is used to evaluate the value
of enterprises 

ph
ilo

so
ph

ic
al

 
th

od
ol

og
y philosophical principles

principles of interconnection, development, integrity, 
systematicity, determinism

laws and categories of
dialectics and logic

dialectical method, logical laws, systematic approach, 
synergistic approach

sc
ie

nt
if

ic
m

et
ho

do
lo

gy

general scientific
principles

principles of objectivity, validity of scientific 
conclusions, determination

general scientific
methods

historical approach, induction, deduction, 
systematization, scientific abstraction and comparative 
analysis, methods of dynamic and comparative analysis, 
logical generalization
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se
ct

or
al

 m
et

ho
do

lo
gy interdisciplinary and

disciplinary methods

game theory, cluster analysis method, multiple regression
method, integral index method; PEST analysis, expert 
estimation method, fuzzy sets method, graphical method, 
branching method, scenario method, economic statistics 
and statistical analysis method

laws, categories,
concepts of individual

sciences

income approach (methods of discounting cash flows); 
market approach (analogue company method, transaction 
method, industry coefficient method); cost approach (net 
asset method, accumulated asset method, liquidation 
value method); current approaches (CVA, CFROI, SVA, 
EVA, MVA methods)

Source: by the author according to [1; 2; 3; 7; 8].

philosophical  and  general  science  in  combination  with  the  further  development  of  the  sectoral

methodology is one of the foremost vectors of the evolution of the methodology of the enterprise

valuation.

Conclusions. Methodology  is  a  «tool»,  a  certain  means  of  exploring  any  processes  and

phenomena, including economic ones. The choice of a system of methods, approaches, techniques is

foreseen in each study, but in the context of a hierarchical approach it is necessary to use different

levels of methodology, in particular philosophical, general scientific and sectoral, in order to cover the

research in a comprehensive way.
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Abstract

Nowadays the theory of Global North and Global South is widely used in different socio-humanitarian

sciences,  including sociology.  However,  the use of  the  theory in  sociology,  especially,  in  modern

times, is complexified by two problems – the absence of the proper modification of the theory for the

use in sociology and the absence of the proper modification of the theory according to geopolitical

changes. Therefore, in the present article the alternative to the modification of the theory of Global

North and Global South is put forward, through adding the third category – Global East.  It is the

problematization of the existence of the Global East and the sociology of Global East as a concept for

the use in sociological studies that is the focus of the paper. In particular, in the article in a concise

form we considere the emergence of the theory of Global North and Global South, its sociological

implementation  and  problems  of  this  implementation,  explicating  the  necessity  of  modifying  the

theory. Through the analysis of university rankings and rankings of scientific journals in sociology, the

justification  of  the  problematization  of  the  sociology  of  Global  East  as  a  separate  part  of  global

sociology is argued, as well as the corresponding analysis of the concept and drawing it out on the

level of practical use. Specifically, inequalities between sociologies of Global North and Global South
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as  well  as  between  them  and  the  sociology  of  Global  East  are  demonstrated.  In  conclusion,  the

necessity of an in-depth research of the given alternative of the modification of the theory of Global

North and Global South and a full-fledge development of the concept of the sociology of Global East

are emphasized.

Key words:  Global East, sociology of Global East, sociology, sociology of science, Global North,

Global South

Анотація

Соціологія Глобального Сходу: проблематизація концепту

Ксенія  Черняк,  аспірантка  кафедри  політичної  соціології,  Харківський  національний

університет ім. В.Н. Каразіна

Сьогодні теорія Глобальної Півночі та Глобального Півдня широко використовується у різних

соціо-гуманітарних науках, у тому числі й у соціології.  Але застосування теорії  у соціології,

особливо  у  наш  час,  ускладняється  двома  проблемами  –  відсутності  модифікації  теорії  під

використання у соціології та відсутності модифікації теорії у відповідь до геополітичних змін. У

зв’язку  з  цим у  даній  статті  пропонується  варіант  модифікації  теорії  Глобальної  Півночі  та

Півдня через додавання третьої категорії – Глобального Сходу. Саме проблематизація існування

Глобального  Сходу  та  соціології  Глобального  Сходу  як  концепту  для  використання  у

дослідженнях соціології і є метою представленої роботи. Зокрема, у статті у стисненому вигляді

розглядається  поява  теорії  Глобальної  Півночі  та  Півдня,  її  використання  у  соціології  та

проблеми цього використання, що призводять до необхідності модифікації теорії. За допомогою

аналізу  рейтингів  університетів  та  рейтингів  наукових  журналів  з  соціології  аргументується

обґрунтованість  проблематизації  існування соціології  Глобального Сходу як окремої частині

глобальної  соціології,  дослідження цього концепту та виведення його на рівень практичного

використання. Зокрема, демонструються нерівності між як соціологиями Глобальної Півночі та

Півдня,  так  і  між  ними  та  соціологією  Глобального  Сходу.  Підкреслюється  необхідність

детального  розгляду  даного  варіанту  модифікації  теорії  Глобальної  Півночі  та  Півдня  та

повноцінна розробка концепту соціології Глобального Сходу.

Ключові слова:Глобальний Схід, соціологія Глобального Сходу, соціологія, соціологія науки,

Глобальна Північ, Глобальний Південь

General formulation of research and its topicality

In the globalizing world it seems reasonable to use the theory of Global North/South for the

analysis of different phenomena and problems. Even though the theory emerged and developed within

geopolitics and international relations, it is also becoming popular in sociology in the last couple of

decades.  In  particular,  many researchers  from such areas  as  gender,  intersectional,  colonial,  post-
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colonial  and decolonial  studies often use this theory as a model for explanation and illustration of

global inequalities. However,nowadays the use of the theory of Global North/South in sociology is

connected  to  some problems,  especially  when it  comes to  the  study of  academic  inequalities  and

inequalities in science.

First of all,  the theory is mostly used in its original format, without modifications either to

make it more sociological or adjust it to modern conditions. Considering that the theory was created

when USSR still existed and China was not so powerful as it is now, only these two facts already point

to the necessity of changing the theory under the new conditions. This problem is also relevant for

studies on inequality  in science as the global  position of the country/region,  its  power and wealth

reflect partly on the ability to take dominant positions in thescience domains.

What follows the first problem is the difficulty with the definition of the territories that are

ascribed to Global North or Global South. If Global North is usually defined as Europe, USA, Canada,

Australia and New Zealand, in different works Global South includes Latin America, Africa, India,

East  Asia  and  Middle  East [6],  with  usual  consideration  of  some  specific  countries  without

conceptualizing Global South in general.

These two problems explicate the necessity to modify the theory of Global North/Southfor the

use in  sociology and adjust  it  to modern power relations  distribution.  Such a modification can be

observed in creating the concepts “Global East” and “sociology of Global East”. In our opinion, the

concept “Global East” reflects changes in the modern global world and the emergence of a new hidden

region that has been dropped out both from Global North and Global South.In the current study, we are

going to prove the justification of the implementation of the third region in the theory and, therefore,

problematization of the existence of the sociology of Global East for the further research.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

The main problem of the study consists in the absence of any general sociological modification

of the theory of Global North/South and in the subsequent necessity to adjust the theory to current

global changes by adding a third global region – Global East.

In the current study we aimat proving the relevance of the conceptualization and introduction of

the concepts “Global East” and “sociology of Global East” in studies of sociology and, especially,

academic and science inequalities. Thus, the subject of our study is the concept “sociology of Global

East”, while the object – problematization of the concept of the sociology of Global East in sociology.

The main tasks of our study are the following: to consider the theory of Global North/South with an

emphasis  on  how the  theory  of  Global  North/South  is  used  in  sociology;  to  analyse  rankings  of

sociological educational programs and journal rankings from the perspective of the theory of Global

North/South; to reveal the manifestations of the sociology of Global East as a separate phenomenon.
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The study contributes to both the theory and practice of sociology and social science in general.

From the theoretical point of view, the problematization of the concept “sociology of Global East”

opens a broad variety of problems and issues that have to be studied,includingsuch questions as what

should be understood as the Global East, how it differs from Global North and Global South, which

features  it  has,etc.  Moreover,  the introduction of this  concept  changes the whole theory of Global

North/South,  transforming it  from considering two to three parts  of the world.  From the practical

perspective, Global East is appearing as a new active global actor, while the sociology of Global East

becomes  a  new regional  dimension  of  sociology  that  can  lead  to  the  development  of  new social

networks  and communities  inside  exactly  this  region (as  it  is  happening inside  Global  North  and

Global South).

Discussionandresults

The theory of Global North/South appeared around the 1970s in answer to raised dissatisfaction

with primarily used concepts “First and Third World” and “developed / developing” countries. The use

of these terms was seen as a sign of the effort to overcome the negative consequences of colonialism

and  make  positions  of  the  North  and  the  South  fairer [5].  However,  the  theory  still  reflects  the

opposition between the two global regions, with Global North representing democratic, wealthy and

powerful countries and Global South consisting of poor slow developing countries with tyrannical

regimes [5]. Thus, instead of equalizing the regions, the theory has emphasized their differences that

actually contributed to its fast acceptance and an increasing use in academia and politics [7].

The preconditions  of  the introduction  of  the  theory  into  social  science  research  lies  in  the

tradition  of  the  distinguishing  and  studying  the  opposite  type  of  a  society  –  “primitive”  and

“advanced”,  “core”  and  “peripheral”  etc.,  and  the  anthropological  studies  of  aboriginal  people  in

Africa and Australia [4]. Specifically, the idea of the South first emerged in “The Southern Question”

Antonio Gramsci where he argued the colonization of the southern Italy by the northern part.

Nowadays, the theory of Global North/South is widely used in such areas of social science as

postcolonial  and intersectional studies, sociology of science,  sociology of social  movements, urban

sociology, and separate studies that investigate global order and inequality.  In studies of academic

inequality  and  inequality  in  science  the  theory  usually  serves  as  a  background  for  Global  South

scholars to describethe existing inequalities on the global level, including the dominant position of the

North theory in sociology, the usage of Global South as a source of data and the one-sided direction of

North-South collaboration [1; 2; 3]. However, most of the studies have a national rather than a global

perspective.

Moreover, despite the active use of the theory in social  science,  the problem of hidden and

undefined territories still exists. As mentioned above, there is asteady opinion concerning the regions

associated with Global North and a wide variety of regions that are ascribed to Global South. However,
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at  least  two parts  of  the  world  are  still  missing  –  the  former  Soviet  countries  and Central  Asia.

Moreover, in sociological consideration these regions are also hardly mentioned, more as objects than

subjects of research. The analysis of the university rankings (Times World University Ranking and QS

World University Ranking) by the subject “sociology” and journal rankings (SCOPUS) in sociology

and social science has proven the feasibility of our observations.

It should be pointed out that inside the framework of sociology we have included China, Hong-

Kong, Singapore and South Korea in Global North, considering their power and scientific influence,

while the Baltic states and the former Eastern Bloc countries are by now considered as a part of Global

East, based on their history and position in social science.

As matter of fact, the both analyses of university and journal rankings have shownthe existing

inequality between Global North and Global South, as well as differences between Global South and

potential Global East.

In  the  Times  university  ranking only  17,9% of  all  the  universities  included  in  the  subject

category  “sociology”  are  coming  from the  South.  If  we consider  only  potential  Global  East,  this

number falls down to 5,4% of all the universities, which can alsobe considered as 30,2% of all South

universities in this ranking. QS university ranking supports this results, showing that only 22,5% of

Global South universities are included in the ranking of universities by the subject “social sciences and

management”, from which only 4,9% represent Global East, that can be counted as 22,1% of all the

South universities in the ranking. Such a relation demonstrates that Global East universities are not

considered as those being even qualified in sociology, even though almost all of the countries have

national sociological associations and national sociological schools.

At first glance, the data from the journal rankings destroys our hypothesis about the unequal

position of Global East both in relation to Global North and Global South. Particularly, both SCOPUS

sociological  rankings  –  “sociology  and  politics  journals”  and  “social  science  (miscellaneous)”  –

revealed the relatively dominant position of Global East journals to the Global South ones. In the first

category the South journals in general take 11,4% of all the journals, while East only 6,3%, that still

counts as 55,4% of all the South journals – quite a difference comparing to the university rankings. In

the second category, the South journals represent 15,5% of all the journals in the ranking, while East

journals – still 6,25%, that is 40,2% of all the South journals. However, such a situation is explained

exactly by the higher independence and development of social science in Global South in comparison

to Global East. Last year Global South institutes and scholars created many initiatives in order to get

rid  of  the  North  influence,  such  as  the  creation  of  own  citation  indexes  and  journal  bases,  the

introduction  of  more South sociologists  in university  programs and stimulation  of publishing in  a

native language [1]. At the same time, sociology of Global East is still under a big influence of the

Global North traditions and has a chance to be visible only within the light of North science. The other
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part of the explanation can be based on the inclusion within this study Eastern Bloc countries as a part

of Global South and, accordingly, Global East. Because most of the countries of the former Eastern

Bloc are now members of the European Union, as well as the Baltic states, it  might influence the

impact and significance of their science, although they still tend to cooperate more with post-Soviet

countries in terms of their scientific collaboration.

Conclusion

The growing popularity of the theory of Global North/South in the globalized world leads to the

need of its  modifications  for the scientific  area  as it  is  used in and for  the modern global  power

relations in general. In the current study, we have offered a possible alternative for this modification by

problematizing of the concept of the sociology of Global East as a third emerging region together with

Global North and Global South inside the sociological analysis framework.

The  problematization  of  the  concept  entails  a  great  variety  of  topics  that  now have to  be

researched in order to define and characterize the concept – which territories should be assigned to

Global  East,  what  features  the  sociology  of  Global  East  has,  what  is  its  position  in  the  global

sociological space, etc. One of the key issues that has to be studied is the question of whether the

former Eastern Bloc countries have to be considered as Global East or if they have already become

totally Europeanised in terms of science. The other big question is the connection of the concept of the

sociology of Global East to Global East as a geopolitical concept, in particular, whether it exists as

geopolitical phenomenon and, if yes, how it corresponds to Global East as a sociological concept.
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PUBLІС DІPLОMAСY ОF UKRAІNE: СULTURAL, EDUСATІОNAL, SСІENTІFІС AND

PОLІTІСAL ASPEСTS

Сhmykhalо A.R.

Language Supervisor – Kryvko M.Yu.

Keywоrds: dіplоmaсy, publіс dіplоmaсy, сultural dіplоmaсy, іnternatіоnal relatіоns.

General fоrmulatіоnоf researсh and іts tоpісalіty. The phenоmenоn оf publіс dіplоmaсy has

emerged relatіvely reсently. Hоwever, the paсe оf іts іnstіtutіоnal develоpment has been suсh that іt іs

at  present  оne оf the dоmіnant  dіplоmatіс  praсtісes.  Tоday,  the exerсіse оf publіс  dіplоmaсy,  the

соmpetent use оf the sо-сalled humanіtarіan resоurсe іn all іts manіfestatіоns іs сapable оf gіvіng the

state muсh mоre than what іt wоuld seemіngly be able tосоunt оn оbjeсtіve іndісatоrs оf іts pоwer.

Skіlled reсоurse tо publіс dіplоmaсy, оr, соnversely, negleсtіng them, respeсtіvely, сan reіnfоrсe оr

weaken exіstіng tendenсіes  tоwards іntegratіоn  rapprосhement;  tо  smооth оr  sharpen the іntended

соnfrоntatіоn;  help  break  оut  оf  іnternatіоnal  іsоlatіоn  оr  соnsоlіdate  margіnalіzatіоn;  іmprоve оr

іmpaіr the оutсоme оf оngоіng negоtіatіоns; mіtіgate the соsts оf fіnanсіal and eсоnоmіс dependenсy.

О. Rоzumna, T. Peresunkо, and D. Kuleba made a sіgnіfісant соntrіbutіоn tо the develоpment

оf publіс dіplоmaсy. Alsо, sоme іssues were соvered by K. Balabanоv, V. Tsіvatyі, E. Makarenkо, О.

Kuсhmіy and оthers.

B. Tsіvatyі states that publіс dіplоmaсy іs a tооl fоr lоng-term aсtіоn that сreates a favоrable

сlіmate fоr fоreіgn pоlісy and dіplоmaсy іn general. Іt іs aіmed at a mass audіenсe and assumes that

publісоpіnіоn  іnfluenсes  the  fоreіgn  pоlісy  оf  natіоn-states  [9].  Оther  sсhоlars  argue  that  publіс

dіplоmaсy embraсes the dіmensіоn оf іnternatіоnal relatіоns beyоnd tradіtіоnal dіplоmaсy. Hоwever,

іt іs wоrth nоtіng that sоme aspeсts оf publіс dіplоmaсy requіre sсіentіfіс study.

Settіng оf  the  prоblem and the  aіm оf  the  artісle.  The  prоblem оf  the  plaсe  оf  publіс

dіplоmaсy іn the fоreіgn pоlісy system, the effeсtіve use оf thіs іnstrument and the соverage оf aspeсts

оf  thіs  phenоmenоn  іs  extremely  urgent  fоr  Ukraіne.  Buіldіng  effeсtіve  publіс  dіplоmaсy  wіll

sіgnіfісantly соntrіbute tо the realіzatіоn оf the ambіtіоus gоals оf Ukraіne's fоreіgn pоlісy,  whіle
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hesіtatіоn wіth іts purpоseful develоpment wіll оnly turn the соuntry іntо an оbjeсt оf іnіtіatіves оf

оther subjeсts оf іnternatіоnal relatіоns.

The оbjeсt оf the study іs publіс dіplоmaсy іn Ukraіne's fоreіgn relatіоns. The subjeсt іs the

study  оf  partісular  aspeсts  оf  publіс  dіplоmaсy,  іn  partісular  сultural,  eduсatіоnal,  sсіentіfіс  and

pоlіtісal.

The purpоse and task are:  tосоnsіder the phenоmenоn оf publіс dіplоmaсy as an іmpоrtant

іnstrument оf іnternatіоnal aсtіvіty оf states; study оf peсulіarіtіes оf develоpment оf publіс dіplоmaсy

іn  Ukraіne;  соverage  оf  sоme  aspeсts  оf  publіс  dіplоmaсy  іn  the  соntext  оf  Ukraіne's  external

relatіоns.

The theоretісal  nоvelty іs that thіs artісle  соmprehensіvely explоres sоme aspeсts оf publіс

dіplоmaсy as a соmpоnent оf external relatіоns. The praсtісal sіgnіfісanсe іs that the artісle prоvіdes

fоr  the  pоssіbіlіty  оf  usіng  researсh  tо  deepen  further  sсіentіfіс  researсh  іn  the  fіeld  оf  publіс

dіplоmaсy, as well as іn the prосess оf іmplementіng publіс pоlісy іn thіs fіeld.

The  study  іs  prоmіsіng  fоr  further  analysіs  by  dоmestіс  sсіentіsts,  sіnсe  the  tоpісоf  the

phenоmenоn оf publіс dіplоmaсy and sоme aspeсts іs nоt fully explоred and needs tо be thоrоughly

studіed.

Researсh оutсоmes.Publіс dіplоmaсy matters mоre than ever. Іt shоuld nоt be the pооr 

relatіоn оf maіnstream dіplоmaсy: іt plays a сrіtісal rоle іn establіshіng a соuntry’s pоsіtіоn іn the 

wоrld, and іn delіverіng tangіble pоlісy оbjeсtіves. There are dіfferіng vіews as tо whether publіс 

dіplоmaсy shоuld be maіnstreamed aсrоss all dіplоmatіс wоrk, оr shоuld be the preserve оf 

speсіalіsts. Partnershіps wіth external іnstіtutіоns are сrіtісal, whether wіth the medіa, nоn-

gоvernmental оrganіsatіоns (NGОs) оr the prіvate seсtоr. Effeсtіve publіс dіplоmaсy іs оnly as gооd 

as the pоlісіes іt pоrtrays.

Publіс dіplоmaсy as a fоrmalіzed theоretісal dіreсtіоn fоr the іmplementatіоn оf fоreіgn pоlісy

and dіplоmaсy іnіtіally appeared іn the Unіted States and dates baсk tо the mіddle оf the twentіeth 

сentury. Іts tasks іnсluded presentatіоn оf the pоsіtіve іmage оf the state оutsіde.

Publіс dіplоmaсy іs a tооl fоr lоng-term aсtіоn that  сreates  a favоrable сlіmate fоr fоreіgn

pоlісy and dіplоmaсy іn general. Іt іs aіmed at a mass audіenсe (fоreіgn publіс, jоurnalіsts and medіa

wоrkers,  "thоught  leaders")  and assumes that  publісоpіnіоn has  the abіlіty  tоіnfluenсe  the fоreіgn

pоlісy оf natіоn-states. Publіс dіplоmaсy dоes nоt replaсe сlassісal dіplоmaсy, but helps tо prepare the

grоund fоr оffісіal events іn the fоreіgn pоlісy arena [4, p. 22].

The develоpment оf publіс dіplоmaсy as a new fоreіgn pоlісy tооl іs соndіtіоned by the need

fоr states tосоmmunісate effeсtіvely wіth a new speсіfіс audіenсe - the fоreіgn publіс [6, p.141]. Sоme
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sсhоlars vіew publіс dіplоmaсy as a fоrm оf sоft pоwer, rather than a means оr іnstrument, as оne

mіght thіnk, іn the lіght оf соntempоrary Western and Ukraіnіan pоlіtісal sсіenсe.

Іnstead,  L.  Garnіk  unexpeсtedly  raіses  a  questіоn  that  соnflісts  wіth  exіstіng  theоretісal

apprоaсhes as tо whether sоft pоwer іs related tо publіс dіplоmaсy оr prоpaganda. She іs соnvіnсed

that sоft pоwer іs usually seen as a fоrm оf publіс dіplоmaсy, beсause іt uses fоrmal and іnfоrmal

сhannels  оf  соmmunісatіоn  tо  aсhіeve  a  pоlіtісal  end.  The  era  оf  соlоr  revоlutіоns  оf  the  early

XXІсentury. іs nоthіng mоre than a prоduсt оf Western publіс dіplоmaсy [1].

Іt іs alsо wоrth nоtіng that the term іs slіghtly narrоwer than publіс dіplоmaсy, but nо less

іmpоrtant іnstrument оf fоreіgn pоlісy оf states іn the arsenal оf "sоft pоwer" - сultural dіplоmaсy. By

usіng іt, the state сan nоt оnly present сulture as an іntegral part оf fоrmіng a state brand and оverсоme

bіas  tоwards  the  соuntry,  but  alsоіnсrease  the  effeсtіveness  оf  fоreіgn  pоlісy,  сreate  a  pоsіtіve

eсоnоmіссlіmate  fоr  fоreіgn  іnvestment.  Іn  the  сase  оf  Ukraіne,  the  prіоrіty  under  the  сurrent

соndіtіоns  іs  tо  fоrmulate  іn a  shоrt  tіme an effeсtіve  state  сultural  pоlісy tо determіne the value

prіоrіtіes  оf  sосіal  develоpment  іn  the  соndіtіоns  оf  eсоnоmіссrіsіs  and  external  aggressіоn;

neutralіzіng and соunteraсtіng the spread оf destruсtіve іdeоlоgісal settіngs іn the publіссоnsсіоusness;

fоrmatіоn оf іdentіty іn present соndіtіоns [2, p. 14].

Сultural  publіс  dіplоmaсy  prоvіdes  many  оppоrtunіtіes  fоr  сооperatіоn  between  dіfferent

соuntrіes,  and  the  praсtісe  оf  сreatіng  jоіnt  prоjeсts  wіthіn  іnternatіоnal  оrganіzatіоns,  thrоugh

іndіvіdual and EU agreements, іs quіte соmmоn іn іnternatіоnal relatіоns. Оne оf these prоgrams іs the

Сreatіve Eurоpe prоgram, оne оf the largest prоjeсts оf the Eurоpean Соmmіssіоn оn Сultural and

Humanіtarіan  Aіd,  whісh  prоvіdes  sіgnіfісant  fіnanсіal  оppоrtunіtіes  fоr  the  develоpment  оf  the

сultural and сreatіve seсtоrs іn the EU Member States and the Eastern Partnershіp соuntrіes.

The  estіmated  amоunt  оf  fundіng  іs  EUR  1.46  bіllіоn.  The  prоgram  соnsіsts  оf  three

соmpоnents: сulture (31% оf the budget), medіa (56% оf the budget), seсtоral dіreсtіоn (13% оf the

budget). Іt aіms at evaluatіng prоjeсt prоpоsals іn the fіelds оf сulture, audіоvіsual and medіa. Іt іs

envіsaged that Ukraіne wіll partісіpate іn the Сulture Prоgram, whісh іnсludes the fоllоwіng areas:

Eurоpean сооperatіоn prоjeсts (suppоrt fоr сrоss-bоrder сооperatіоn, prоmоtіоn оf aссess tо Eurоpean

сulture and сreatіve іndustrіes, prоmоtіоn оf іnnоvatіоn and сreatіvіty); lіterary translatіоns; Eurоpean

platfоrms (prоmоtіng yоung сultural fіgures and prоmоtіng the mоbіlіty and aссessіbіlіty оf authоrs

and perfоrmers); prоmоtіng audіenсe expansіоn and aссess tо the values  and dіversіty оf Eurоpean

сultures. The Сreatіve Eurоpe prоgram envіsages іn the partісіpatіng соuntrіes the aсtіvіtіes оf natіоnal

bureaus, іndependent оf natіоnal authоrіtіes and Eurоpean struсtures. The bureau сan be fіnanсed by

budget and nоn-budgetary funds, grants fоr со-fіnanсіng frоm the prоgram budget.

Оne оf the mоst іmpоrtant  aсtіvіtіes  оf сultural  dіplоmaсy and aсhіevement  оf іts  gоals іs

eduсatіоn  [8,  p.95].  Іn  faсt,  publіс  dіplоmaсy  соmbіnes  іnfоrmatіоn  and  сultural  and  eduсatіоnal
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aсtіvіtіes. Eduсatіоn іs оne оf the fоrms that сan be used іn соnjunсtіоn wіth оthers that are used tо

suppоrt  peaсeful  sосіо-eсоnоmіс  develоpment  and  tо  prevent  mіlіtary  aсtіоn  оr  pоlіtісal  соnflісt.

There іs a lоgісal sequenсe between a sіgnіfісant соntraсtіоn іn the eсоnоmy, a reduсtіоn іn the соst оf

eduсatіоn and an exaсerbatіоn оf the rіsks оf adverse events aссоmpanіed by the use оf fоrсe.

Eduсatіоn,  alоng wіth оther  seсtоrs,  сan fоster  reсоnсіlіatіоn  and соllabоratіоn  thrоugh:  1)

establіshіng  pоlісіes  tо  enhanсe  equіtable  eduсatіоnal  servісes;  2)  іnfrastruсture  reсоnstruсtіоn;  3)

develоpment оf human resоurсes at dіfferent eduсatіоnal levels; 4) supply оf eduсatіоnal materіals; 5)

establіshment оf a mоnіtоrіng and surveіllanсe system. Eduсatіоnal dіplоmaсy іs pоsіtіvely dіfferent

frоm іts оther peers іn that,  fіrst,  іt  prоvіdes оppоrtunіtіes  fоr a better  understandіng оf the target

audіenсe; seсоndly, іt elіmіnates the drawbaсks оf the оne-sіded flоw оf іnfоrmatіоn іnherent іn mоst

оther  types  оf PD; thіrdly,  іt  prоvіdes оppоrtunіtіes  fоr new іntelleсtual  fоrms оf соmmunісatіоn;

fоurth, eduсatіоn соnstantly maіntaіns the relevanсe оf knоwledge and соmpetenсes aсquіred by the

partіes [3, p. 74].

Ukraіne  dоes  nоt  make  full  use  оf  the  pоtentіal  оf  іnternatіоnal  сultural  and  eduсatіоnal

exсhanges, but іn the соndіtіоns оf lіmіted human and fіnanсіal resоurсes оf the state, eduсatіоnal

dіplоmaсy shоuld be соnsіdered as a prіоrіty and mоst effeсtіve tооl оf publіс dіplоmaсy.

Eduсatіоnal  dіplоmaсy  shоuld  be  seen  іn  сlоse  соnneсtіоn  wіth  the  sсіentіfіс,  sіnсe  mоst

mоdern unіversіtіes (namely, they are the maіn aсtоrs) tend tо have a mоdel іn whісh theіr aсtіvіty іs

pоssіble оnly іn the іnextrісable соmbіnatіоn оf theіr sсіentіfіс, eduсatіоnal and соmmerсіal aсtіvіtіes.

The  applісatіоn  оf  sсіentіfіссооperatіоn  fоr  the  purpоse  оf  develоpіng  bіlateral  relatіоns

between соuntrіes may take the fоllоwіng fоrms:

1.  Sсіentіfіс  and  Teсhnісal  Сооperatіоn  Agreements  (оften  sіgned  tо  demоnstrate

іmprоvements іn relatіоns between the соuntrіes, as was the сase between the USSR, the US and Сhіna

іn the 1970s and 1980s);

2. Establіshment оf new іnstіtutіоns (fоr example, the сreatіоn оf a Eurоpean Оrganіzatіоn fоr

Nuсlear Researсh after Wоrld War ІІ tо restоre соnfіdenсe between соuntrіes);

3.  Eduсatіоnal  grants  (соnsіdered  as  a  netwоrkіng  meсhanіsm  and  enсоuragement  fоr

сооperatіоn);

4. Seсоnd-level dіplоmaсy (іnvоlvіng external experts іn the fоrmal negоtіatіоn prосess);

5.  Sсіentіfіс  festіvals  and  exhіbіtіоns  (regarded  as  a  suссessful  fоrm  оf  emphasіs  оn  the

unіversalіty оf sсіenсe and соmmоn сultural іnterests) [3, p. 74].

Pоlіtісal dіplоmaсy mоst оf all оf the abоve aspeсts gravіtates tосlassісal dіplоmaсy, beсause іt

іs thrоugh pоlіtісal aсtіvіty оf the state that іts іmage іs fоrmed іn the іnternatіоnal pоlіtісal arena.

Оne оf the steps іs the rapprосhement оf Ukraіne and the EU іs the sіgnіng оf the Assосіatіоn

Agreement [7], whісh regulates Ukraіne-EU сооperatіоn іn pоlіtісal, сultural and eduсatіоnal spheres.
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Hоwever, Ukraіne laсks a separate state bоdy tо develоp publіс dіplоmaсy. As the praсtісe оf оther

соuntrіes shоws, even thrоugh the сreatіоn оf a separate department іn the Mіnіstry оf Іnternal Affaіrs,

Ukraіne wіll be able tо be mоre aсtіve іn the іnternatіоnal arena.

As K. Smaglіy pоіnts оut, the Department оf Publіс Dіplоmaсy сan beсоme a new sіgn оf the

qualіty оf the Fоreіgn Mіnіstry and, lіke new pоlісe, fresh vіsualіzatіоn and іdentіfісatіоn оf сhanges

and refоrms that wоuld demоnstrate a departure frоm соrruptіоn, іneffeсtіve management and сіrсle

mоvement [5, p. 9].

Соnсlusіоns. Publіс dіplоmaсy, the dіversіty оf іts fоrms and dіreсtіоns are an іmpоrtant tооl

fоr  deepenіng  and  іmprоvіng  the  fоreіgn  pоlісy  aсtіvіty  оf  states  іn  the  іnternatіоnal  arena.  The

develоpment оf publіс dіplоmaсy іn an іndependent Ukraіne has nоt reсeіved adequate оrganіzatіоnal

and state suppоrt and has nоt reсeіved suffісіent pоlіtісal іmplementatіоn. At the same tіme, іn the

сultural  sphere  оf  publіс  dіplоmaсy,  thrоugh the  іmplementatіоn  оf  varіоus  prоjeсts,  fоundatіоns,

іnternatіоnal  exсhanges,  festіvals,  Ukraіne  іs  prоgressіng  markedly,  whісh  іs  a  gооd  sіgn  fоr  the

further develоpment оf publіс diplpmaсy.

The pоlіtісal  leadershіp  оf  Ukraіne,  the sсіentіfіссоmmunіty,  and emergіng сіvіl  sосіety  іs

tasked wіth further dіversіfyіng the tооls, соnсepts and tооls оf the sоft pоwer соnсept, namely publіс

and сultural dіplоmaсy, tо the fullest extent pоssіble.
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Abstract:  The  article  raises  the  issue  of  the  impact  of  social  advertising  on  the

world perception  of  the youth and its  effectiveness  as  a  tool  for  shaping life  and citizenship. The

relevance  of  the  problem lies  in  the  fact  that  it  is  important  to  study  the  contribution  of  social

advertising as a mechanism of influence for improving indicators. The constant dynamic development

of society and the stages it goes through in the process of formation   do not always bring only positive

changes,  often  along with  progress,  negative  aspects  that  provoke the  arising  of  problems can  be

seen. It  is  possible  to  deal  with some of  them with  the  help  of  social  advertising,  and it  will  be

especially effective for young people, because it is aimed at creating a life and civic position or in

reassessing existing values.
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social advertising.

Abstract: У статті порушено питання про вплив соціальної реклами на світосприйняття

молоді  та  її  ефективність  як  інструмент  формування  життя  та  громадянства.  Актуальність

проблеми полягає в тому, що важливо вивчити внесок соціальної реклами як механізму впливу

на  покращення  показників.  Постійний  динамічний  розвиток  суспільства  та  етапи,  які  він

проходить у процесі становлення, не завжди приносять лише позитивні зміни, часто поряд із

прогресом можна побачити негативні аспекти, що провокують виникнення проблем. З деякими

з них можна боротися за допомогою соціальної  реклами,  і  це буде особливо ефективно для

молоді,  оскільки  воно  спрямоване  на  створення  життєвої  та  громадянської  позиції  або  на

переоцінку існуючих цінностей.

Ключові слова: механізм впливу, інформація,  життя та громадянська позиція,  методи,

«нові медіа», соціальна реклама.

Introduction:  In the modern world of rapid social  changes and occurrences and new, often

destructive practices of human behavior, the development of methods for solving social problems and

the adaptation of these methods to new sociocultural realities is of a great importance. The speed of

change,  the  spread of  tolerance  practices  and monitoring  the  observance  of  human rights  make  it

necessary to inform the general public about existing problems and how to solve them. One of the

ways of positive influence on public moods and is precisely the technology of social advertising, which

allows you to reach quickly wide target audiences, using both traditional and new media.

Setting of the problem and the aim of article:

Object-matter is the effect of social advertising. Subject-matter is a young audience to which

an advertisement sent. The aim of this article is to prove the effectiveness of social advertising when it

influencing on young people. The tasks, which were set, are: 

 to characterize the concept ‘youth’;

 to identify steps to change a person 's behavior;

 to define the role of social advertising;

 to learn to distinguish social advertising from commercial and political advertising.

Methods of the work – theoretical. The perspective of analysis is to prove the significance of

social advertising as a powerful leverage on young people. General formulation of the research and

its topicality:  It is important  to note that the influence of social  advertising on the youth is quite

significant, because the category of young people is considered a special social age group because:

firstly, the life and civic position of the youth is still being formed, therefore social advertising is a
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good mechanism for instilling generally accepted norms and rules in society. Secondly, the youth is

a transitional  layer  between  adolescents  and  socially  mature  people,  which  are  characterized

by increased  activity  and  a  desire  for  change,  which  is  inherent  in  the  more  than  mature  young

generation.  

Also, experts believe  that social advertising  today  is  one  of  the  tools  to  improve  the

management of social  processes in a society. The scope of which covers social advertising aimed at

young people is quite a capacious starting from the problems of preservation of health ' I (the healthy

youth – a healthy nation) to the global problems, such as ecology, flora and fauna, problems of society

(respect for animals, tolerance for others, etc.)

Social advertising as an important phenomenon of social life is considered  in the works of

R. Barth, A. Deia, J. Boorstin, Jean Baudrillard, J. Habermas, Umberto Eco, G. Rossiter, W. Wells, L.

Schiller. Among modern researchers using a sociological approach, the works of V. Kolomiyets,  I.

Krylov, V. Musa, A. Romanov, A. Savelyeva, L. Fedotova are worthy of attention.

It should be noted that the currently existing theories and models of behavioral change suggest

that  a  change in  the behavior  of  an  individual,  society  or  organization  is  associated  with  passing

through several stages. So, a society, organization or individual, when changing behavior, goes through

the following stages:

 from lack of awareness to awareness;

 a desire to learn more;

  the acquisition of knowledge and the development of certain skills;

 the motivation for  changing  behavior  and  forms  a  positive  attitude  towards  a  possible

change in behavior;

 what is  expressed in  readiness for change, which stimulates  the desire  to experience new

behavior.

Having tried new skills one or several times, a person evaluates them, and if this assessment is

favorable, then they are subsequently fixed and become a constant practice. Finally, a person who is

convinced of the correctness of his/her new behavior, begins to actively promote it  among his/her

friends, acquaintances and colleagues.

In general, the role of advertising is to combine human desires with production and the further

creation of a mass market, as well as the transformation of these desires into an economic function [ 3,

p. 68].

Experts  in  the  field  of  advertising  sociology  note  that  “the  common  goal  of  creating  and

introducing social advertising is to change the public’s attitude to existing social problems, and in the

long term  – the formation of positively directed personality behavior based on a system of socially

significant values” [ 4, C .69].
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Research outcomes: According to experts, it is inexpedient to “single out one priority type of

social  advertising by the method of its distribution (video, audio, print types of social  advertising,

advertising  in  public  transportati,  the  Internet,  etc.). Theorists  of  the  advertising  industry  note  the

importance of all of the listed advertising media. However, it is important to consider that for each type

of social advertising characteristic features are inherent. When analyzing the effectiveness of social

advertising depending on the transmission method, it is also necessary to take into account the socio-

psychological  characteristics  of  the  target  audience,  to  which  certain  advertising information

is directed.” [ 4, C .73]

A.  L.  Timoshenko,  citing  the  opinion  of  Yu. Saenko, believes  that  “the  most  convincing

criterion for the effectiveness of any social programs is the positive dynamics of changes in the object

or process to which they are directed. To assess the dynamics, a scientifically based forecast of the

spread of this phenomenon is needed. Comparison of the actual state of affairs with the forecast data

can  become  a  general  criterion  for  the  effectiveness  of  measures  implemented. Any  evaluation

methods based on the measurement  of this  criterion will  be objective  indicators  of the success of

social advertising.” [ 4, C .76]

To create an effective modern social advertising that can influence the consciousness of people,

many different methods of social  psychology are used, in particular:  emotional memory technology

(especially  negative  emotions),  information presentation design,  creation of emotional  experiences,

suggestion, use of stereotypes, identification effect, etc. d. Using these and other techniques, you can

increase the effectiveness of social advertising, increase its positive impact on people's behavior, and

change it for better.

An  important  point  to  consider  social  advertising  as  a  positive  phenomenon  is  that  it  is

necessary  to  clearly  distinguish  social  advertising  from  political  or  commercial. Often,

customers use elements of social advertising, which is presented as propaganda, for the best effect on

the audience. For example, if at the end of the video material or with a signature on the big board you

can  see “I  am  the head  of  the  fund,  who  is  a  political  figure. This  is  dangerous,  because  this

phenomenon  discredits  social  advertising,  makes  it  a  “commercial”  advertisement  of  a

politician. Therefore, regulation is important and control over the functions of social advertising will

help to influence the consciousness of the young generation effectively, instilling in them the necessary

moral principles, as well as preventing the distribution of commercial and political advertising.

Conclusions: Thus,  the  issues  under  consideration  are  relevant  in  modern  Ukrainian

society. Social  advertising  is  quite  an  effective  tool  for  introducing  social  changes,  improving  the

situation  with  certain  social  problems. Considering  the  possibilities  of  modern  advertising

technologies,  the possibilities  of  “new media”,  the  creation  of  creative  products,  new methods  of
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psychology and social psychology, this method has broad prospects for a positive impact on human

consciousness.
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Abstract.  The  article  pays  much  attention  to  the  discovering  of  inclusive  children’s

peculiarities.  Many  people  with  certain  physical  disabilities,  including  children,  do  not  receive

specially organized correctional assistance. Today, the education system has an extensive network of

educational  institutions with various forms of  teaching,  but a significant  number of children with

mental and physical disabilities are unable to cope with their special educational needs. It delays the

full implementation of their adaptive and compensatory capabilities.  Inclusive education is based on

an ideology that excludes any discrimination against children, which provides equal treatment for all

people, but creates special conditions for children with special needs. The article identifies transition

to  inclusive  education.  The  paper  analyses  a  correct  assessment  of  the  psychophysiological

development of inclusive children. It reveals the functional and cognitive capabilities of students with

special educational needs. The study on the impact of the parameters of the educational process on

the psychophysiological characteristics of inclusive children has been considered. The decrease of

adaptive  possibilities  of  such  children  has  been  shown,  and  inconsistency  in  functioning  of

cardiovascular  and  respiratory  systems  has  been  found.  A  decrease  in  stability,  switching  and

attention  span  has  been found  among  students  with  visual  impairment  and,  especially,  nervous
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system diseases. It has been found that students with hearing and nervous system impairments had

lower visual and logical memory scores than healthy children.

Keywords: anthropometric  methods,  correctional  assistance,  inclusive  education,

psychophysiological characteristics.

Анотація.  Стаття  приділяє  багато  уваги  виявленню  особливостей  інклюзивних  дітей.  Багато

людей з певними фізичними вадами, у тому числі діти, не отримують спеціально організованої

корекційної допомоги. Сьогодні у системі освіти функціонує розгалужена мережа навчальних

закладів  із  різними  формами  навчання,  але  значна  частина  дітей  із  порушеннями

психофізичного  розвитку  не  має  змоги  задовольнити  свої  особливі  навчальні  потреби.  Це

затримує  повну  реалізацію  їх  адаптаційних  та  компенсаційних  можливостей.  В  основу

інклюзивної  освіти  покладена  ідеологія,  яка  виключає  будь-яку  дискримінацію  дітей,  що

забезпечує  однакове  ставлення  до  всіх  людей,  але  створює  спеціальні  умови  для  дітей  з

особливими потребами. У статті визначено перехід до нової форми освіти. У роботі аналізується

правильна оцінка психофізіологічного  розвитку інклюзивних дітей.  Розкриті  функціональні  та

когнітивні можливості учнів з особливими освітніми потребами. Розглянуто дослідження впливу

параметрів  навчального  процесу  на  психофізіологічні  характеристики  інклюзивних  дітей.

Показано  зниження адаптаційних  можливостей у  таких  дітей,  встановлено  неузгодженість  у

функціонуванні серцево-судинної та дихальної систем. Виявлено зниження стійкості, об’єму та

перемикання уваги в учнів з порушеннями зору та,  особливо,  хворобами нервової системи.

З'ясовано,  що  в  учнів  з  порушеннями  слуху  та  нервової  системи  показники  образної  та

вербально-логічної пам'яті є меншими у порівнянні зі здоровими дітьми.

Ключові  слова: антропометричні  методи,  корекційна  допомога,  інклюзивна  освіта,

психофізіологічні характеристики.

General formulation of research and its topicality.  Today in Ukraine there are more than 1

million children who need correction of their physical and mental development, accounting for 12

percent  of  the  total  number  of  children  in  the  country. The  education  of  children  with  special

developmental  needs is  one of  the most important  goals  for  the country.  Sometimes the school

environment can have a negative effect on the child or hinder his or her future self-fulfillment. That’s

why it  is  necessary  to  create  special  conditions  for  the  education of  inclusive  children,  and  the

objective of this paper is the study of their psychophysiological features. The practical value of the

results gives an opportunity to apply the obtained data in the pedagogical process for the benefit of

children with special needs.
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According to the scientific literature, the experts pay much attention to inclusive education.

There are well-founded fundamental statements about the specifity in the development of mental

processes among children of different ages, about the role of remedial education in preparing for

school and the peculiarities of forming their social and communication activities. The previous articles

describe the theoretical and methodological aspects of technical and humanitarian education among

students  with  special  needs,  the  possibilities  of  educational  and  methodological,  informational,

medical and social support. The influence of using information and communication technologies on

the skills development among inclusive students has been studied [4, p. 128; 1, p.308; 3, №4 p. 8].

But  no  attention  has  been  paid  to  the  influence  of  the  educational  process  on  the

psychophysiological  characteristics  of  children  with  special  needs.  That  would  help  teachers  to

correct the way of teaching inclusive children in order to realize their potential.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.  To discover the influence of the study

process on the inclusive children using anthropometric and physiological methods for improving the

quality of teaching. Tasks have been solved: to define the Health Coefficients (HC) of children with

inclusion; to clarify the functionalities of children with special educational needs based on the Kerdo's

Vegetative Index (KVI) and the Hildebrandt’s Coefficient (Q); to find out the parameters of children's

attention: volume, stability and switching; to study the peculiarities of visual and logical short-term

memory of such children. Object-matter: psychophysiological characteristics of students with special

educational needs. Subject-matter: Health Coefficient, Vegetative Index and Hildebrandt’s Coefficient

indices;  peculiarities  of  attention  and  memory  of  the  children  with  special  educational  needs.

Research methods and materials  used: anthropometric method (height and weight measurement),

physiological  methods  (heart  rate  and  blood  pressure  measurement),  mathematical  statistics

methods.

Research outcomes. The research of psychophysiological parameters was made at the Kharkiv

lyceum №107 (Ukraine). The sample population was formed from 470 pupils of middle school (from 5

to 9 classes) at the age of 10-15 years. It was from April to June 2018 by the children's and parents'

voluntary  consent.  The  functional  characteristics  of  children  with  inclusion  were  determined  by

Health Coefficient (HC), Kerdo’s Vegetative Index, Hildebrandt’s Coefficient. These coefficients allow

assessing the student's body reaction to the impact of external factors, the body adaptation and the

possibility of its perception of educational information. For the calculation of the Health Coefficient,

heart rate (HR), blood pressure (systolic SP, diastolic DP), height (H), body weight (BW) and age (A)

have been determined in conventional units. HC was calculated by the Bajewski formula: 

HC = 0,011HR + 0,014SP + 0,008DP + 0,014A + 0,009BW - 0,009H - 0,27
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Based on this value, each person is classified as one of four adaptation groups: satisfactory

adaptation (HC less than 2,59); adaptive stress (HC from 2,6 to 3,09); unsatisfactory adaptation (HC

from 3,1 to 3,49); adaptation failure (HC more than 3,5).

With a higher HC value, there is a higher probability of the adaptive stress.

The Kerdo's Vegetative Index (KVI) describes the level of balance between the sympathetic

and parasympathetic tone of the autonomic nervous system and it is calculated by that formula: KVI =

(1 - (DP /HR)) *100,  where: DP – diastolic blood pressure, mmHg;  HR – heart rate, bpm. In a fully

autonomic  balance (healthy,  adapted  people)  the KVI  is  equal  to  zero.  If  the  index  is  a  positive

number, the sympathetic influence prevails, if the numerical number of the index is negative – the

parasympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system prevails.

Hildebrandt's  Coefficient (Q),  which is the ratio of cardiovascular to respiratory systems, is

calculated by the formula:  Q = HR/RF, where: HR – heart rate, bpm; RF – respiratory frequency per

minute. The coefficient from 2.8 to 4.9 shows the normal intersystem ratio. Deviation from these

numbers indicates the inconsistency degree of the individual systems activities.

Students' cognitive functions as constitutes of attention and memory are an important factor

that  influences  on  the  education  of  inclusive  children.  Therefore,  with  an  assessment  of  the

functional characteristics of children's bodies, the stability, volume and switching of attention and

short-term  memory  have  been  analyzed.  Sustainability  of  attention  has  been  assessed  using  a

"proofreading sample", the volume of attention has been measured using Gorbov's tables, and the

attention  switching  has  been  assessed  with  the  help  of  Gorbov-Shulte's  tables  containing  black

numbers  from 1 to  25  and  red  from 1  to  24.  Visual  and logical  short-term memory  have  been

assessed by showing the pupils a set of geometrical figures and 10 words for memorizing.

After  the  experiments,  the  statistical  processing  of  the  obtained  data  by  methods  of

mathematical statistics has been made. The obtained data had a permissible deviation for normal

assignment.  The  hypothesis  about  the  equality  of  sample  mean  values  has  been  proved  using

Student's t-criterion. The statistical processing of the data has been done using «Statistica 6.0 for

Windows» and «Microsoft Excel».

The  following  observations  may  be  drawn  from  the  results  of  the  obtained  data.  Health

Сoefficients for healthy children and kids with special educational needs. The medical records showed

that the examined pupils have vision, hearing, locomotor and nervous disorders. The largest number

of  inclusive  pupils  (11.28%)  had  visual  impairment,  hearing  impairment  –  5.70%,  students  with

locomotor system disorders – 3.20%, with nervous system disorders – 1.70%, others were healthy.

Students with visual and locomotor disorders had an HC of 2.82 ± 1.5 and 2.93 ± 1.2, which shows
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that these children's adaptive capacity was stressed. For pupils with hearing loss and nervous system

impairment, HC was 3.2 ±0.97 and 3.28 ±1.1, which is an unsatisfactory level  of adaptation. As a

result, students who have some health problems are identified as being less able to adapt. Using the

Hildebrandt's coefficient for the studied children, the ratio of cardiovascular and respiratory systems

has been determined.  The results showed that the average of Hildebrandt's coefficient was 3.1 ± 1.4,

3.6 ± 1.7, 3.3 ± 0.89, 3.4 ± 0.99 for children without any diseases and for children with visual, hearing,

and nervous system impairments respectively, which is evidence of normal inter-systemic ratios. The

children  with  locomotor  system  disorders  have  inconsistency  of  cardiovascular  and  respiratory

systems because of their Hildebrandt's coefficient is 5.0 ± 1.1.

It is necessary to note that the attention stability of children with hearing loss was 11.8% higher

in comparison with healthy  children,  however,  the difference  was not  statistically  significant.  The

pupils with visual, locomotor and nervous system disorders had significantly lower attention span than

healthy children. Thus, the children with locomotor disorders had attention span decreased by 19.7% (p

≤ 0.05), children with visual impairment – by 34.5% (p ≤ 0.05) and children with nervous system

disorders – by 45.1% (p ≤ 0.05) in comparison with healthy pupils. By determination of the attention

switching,  it  was  found  that  students  with  visual  impairments  and  nervous  system  diseases  had

difficulties doing the tasks (they made more mistakes). It is necessary to note that children of these two

groups have a significantly lower rate of attention switching, compared to healthy children – by 28.5%

(p ≤ 0.05) and 41.1% (p ≤ 0.05), respectively. In the groups with locomotor disorders and, especially,

hearing  loss,  there  was  not  a  statistically  significant  difference  in  comparison  with  the  results  of

attention switching in groups with healthy children. However, the switching processes of these two

groups  are  slower  by  18.3%  and  1.9% respectively.  We  can  conclude  that  the  rate  of  attention

switching is  high  for  children  with  hearing  loss  and locomotor  disorders  –  77% and 65% of  the

possible indexes; for children with visual impairment – 53% and with nervous diseases – 59%. 

Our research shows that the attention span of pupils with hearing loss and locomotor disorders

is quite high. It is 58% for children with hearing loss and 49% for students with locomotor disorders.

But there is no statistically significant difference between the attention span of healthy students and

pupils of these two groups: there is a slight decrease of attention span by 6.7% in the group with

hearing loss and by 15.4% in the group with locomotor disorders, compared to the results of healthy

children.  As with the switching processes,  a statistically  significant  decrease of attention has been

registered  in  the  groups  of  children  with  visual  impairment  (by  38.3% (p  ≤  0.05))  and  nervous

disorders (by 33.6% (≤ 0.05)), compared to healthy children. A significant decreasing of all studied

attention characteristics has been registered among students with visual impairment and, especially,
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nervous disorders. In the group with locomotor disorders, the attention span and rate of switching

decreases in comparison with healthy children.

All of the examined students were assessed for their  visual and logical short-term memory.

Analyzing  the  results  of  the obtained  data  concerning  the  volume  of  short-term memory,  it  was

registered that it is slightly higher (by 3.6%) for children with locomotor diseases, compared to healthy

children.  Children with visual  impairment  had slightly lower short-term memory by 3.8% and for

children with nervous disorders there was statistically significant decrease by 9.8% (p ≤ 0.05) and,

especially, by 22.7% for children with hearing loss, compared to healthy children.

It  is  important  to  note that  children  with  locomotor  disorders  and hearing  loss  have  better

quality visual memory indexes than students with visual and nervous diseases. However, pupils with

hearing  loss  made,  in  average,  more  mistakes  doing logical  memory exercises  than  other  groups.

Logical short-term memory scores were low for children with hearing loss (they had more mistakes).

According to the research results, it was founded that children with visual impairment have almost the

same logical memory indexes as healthy kids. In all other groups of students with special educational

needs,  this  type  of  memory  was  significantly  lower  than  for  healthy  students:  for  children  with

locomotor diseases by 11% (p ≤ 0.05), with hearing loss by 22% (p ≤ 0.05) and with nervous disorders

by 33% (p ≤ 0.05). Generally speaking, the assessment of short-term memory characteristics showed

that students of secondary school were better at memorizing figures. For instance, the average number

of mistakes in visual memory tasks was 42% for all examined pupils, while for logical memory tasks it

was almost 64%.

Conclusions. To sum up it can be concluded that students with health problems have decreased

adaptive capacity, especially children with locomotor disorders. Healthy children and children with

locomotor and nervous system disorders in a state of rest have the tone of the parasympathetic part of

the autonomic nervous system (ANS), and students with visual and hearing impairments have the tone

of  the  sympathetic  part  of  the  ANS.  Normal  intersystem  ratios,  determined  by  the  Hildebrandt's

coefficient, are typical for the majority of the observed students. Only children with locomotor system

disorders have inconsistency in the work of cardiovascular and respiratory systems. It was determined

that  there  was  no  statistically  significant  difference  between  attention  indexes  (stability,  span,

switching) of children with hearing loss and healthy kids. A significant decrease in all of the attention

characteristics under study has been observed among students with visual impairment and, especially,

nervous diseases. The pupils with locomotor disorders have lower attention span and speed of attention

switching compared to healthy children. It has been found that pupils with hearing and nervous system

disorders  have  statistically  lower  visual  and  logical  memory  indexes,  in  comparison  with  healthy

children. 
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Based on the findings, the following recommendations for inclusive education can be made: to

use more visual and hands-on learning materials in classes with children who have hearing and nervous

system problems; to provide educational institutions with the special equipment aimed to improve the

learning and recreational conditions of inclusion students to make them more adaptable; to provide

educational  system with the medical-trained teacher  assistants  so that  children  could get  qualified

assistance in specific situations.
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Abstract.The author investigates the dependence of destabilization processes in the country on
the type of  its  political  regime.  Several  main  categories  have been analyzed and conceptualized  -
"political instability", "intermediate regimes", ""transitional political regime"" and "factionalism".
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This material  updates the issues of possible causes of political  violence in the country. The
problem with the study of this  issue is  a  rather small  development  of this  topic  in  the context  of
Ukraine. 

The author gives comprehensive explanations of the issue of political instability, outlines its
main features and lists the existing types. The paper shows the main two theories that explain not only
the weakness of the interim regime, but the instability of institutions in general. Particular attention is
paid to the issue of instability in “semi-democracies”. Through the theory of researchers such as Hurr,
Mansfield and Snyder, the author concludes that weak new democracies have a greater tendency to
instability. Among the all causes of instability are the main ones: a sharp change of regime and the
wrong vector of development from democratization to autocracy. It is argued that intermediate regimes
are more prone to internal conflicts due to the presence of weak state institutions.

The article also focuses on the phenomenon of "factionalism", which has a significant impact
on socio - political stability.

In conclusion, the author noted brief recommendations on Ukrainian transit of institutions, and
the threat of their destabilization, and noted that there are many more nuances in the development of
Ukraine on the path to a strong state.

Key  words:  political  instability,  political  regime,  political  factionalism,  political  system,
transitional societies. 

Анотація.У рамкахроботиавторкоюдосліджуєтьсязалежністьдестабілізаційнихпроцесів в
країнівід  типу  їїполітичного  режиму.  Проведено  аналіз  та
концептуалізованідекількаосновнихкатегорій – «політичнанестабільність», «проміжнірежими»,
«перехіднийполітичний режим» та "факціоналізм". Даний матеріалактуалізуєпитанняможливих
причин виникненняполітичногонасильства у державі. Проблемою дослідженняцьогопитання є
досить  мала  розробленістьданої  теми  у  контекстіУкраїни.  Авторкадаєвичерпніпояснення  до
питанняполітичноїнестабільності,  наводить  їїосновніриси  та  перераховуєіснуючівиди.  В
роботізазначеніосновнідвітеоріїякіпояснюють  не  тількислабкістьпроміжнихрежимів,  а  й
нестабільністьінститутів  у  цілому.  Особливаувагаприділяєтьсяпитаннюнестабільності  у
“напівдемократіях”  .  Через  теорію  таких  дослідників  як  Гурр,  Мансфілд  та
Снайдеравторкавиводитьосновнутезу  того  слабкіновідемократіїмаютьбільшусхильність  до
нестабільності.  Середусіх причин нестабільностіможнавиділитиголовні:  різказміна режиму та
неправильний  вектор  розвитку  з  демократизації  на  автократизацію.  Аргументовано,
щопроміжнірежими  є  більшсхильними  до  внутрішніхконфліктів  через
наявністьслабкихдержавнихінститутів.  Також  у  роботібулаприділенаувага  такому  явищу  як
“факціоналізм”  якиймаєістотнийвплив  на  соціально  -  політичнустабільність.  У
висновкуавторказазначилакороткірекомендаціїщодоУкраїнського  транзиту  інститутів  та
загрозїхньоїдестабілізації,  а  такожвідмітилащоіснуєщебагатонюансів  у  розвиткуУкраїнина
шляху до сильноїдержави. 

Key  words:  political  instability,  political  regime,  political  factionalism,  political  system,
transitional societies. 

General formulation of research and its topicality. The study of destabilization processes in

states is closely linked to the political regime and the stability of state institutions in it. The question of

the relationship between the type of political regime and instability both in the state and in society is of

particular  importance  and  t o p i c a l i t y in  the  face  of  prolonged  conflict  in  eastern  Ukraine.

Considering that this issue has not yet been fully researched within Ukraine, we turned to the work of

such scientists as Gurr, Helman, Ratner, Nettle.
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Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The p u r p o s e  of the study is to analyze

the  relationship  between  the  type  of  political  regime  and  the  factor  of  institutional  instability.

Achieving  this  goal  involves  accomplishing  the  following research  o b j e c t i v e s :to  explore  the

basic theories and developments on instability of institutions in transitional societies; to describe the

correlation of political  regime and instability;  to outline the main reasons for the weakness of the

interim regimes in the context of political instability, which determines the n o v e l t y  of the present

study. 

The  s u b j e c t  of the research is the phenomenon of political  instability  in world politics,

itso b j e c t being intermediate political regimes that are most prone to instability.

Research outcomes. Today, deep political crises that can lead to the collapse of the system are

less  typical  of  traditionally  democratic  societies,  but  are  characteristic  of  young  democracies  or

pseudo-democracies.

The question of the relationship between the type of political regime and instability both in the

state  and in  society  began to be actively explored in  the 1970s along with an examination of the

phenomenon of state conflict. First of all, it is worth noting that the term political instability includes

several phenomena: wars between states, civil wars, ethnic conflicts, an unexpected dramatic change of

political regime to a democratic, or, conversely, authoritarian, as well as political protests, revolutions.

Therefore, T. R. Gurr noted in his writings that the so-called "semi-democracy" is the most

prone type of regime to instability. [1] This observation has been further developed.

The first studies on the correlation between the political regime and political instability were

conducted by E. Mansfield and J. Snyder based on rather limited resources and information.  They

empirically confirmed the existence of a statistically significant relationship: hybrid regimes were most

vulnerable to the risk of conflict.  Subsequent larger studies not only confirmed this result, but also

established a link between regime change in the country's recent past and political stability.

One of the findings of these studies is that young democracies or young autocracies (that is,

countries  that  have  recently  undergone democratization  or  autocratization)  are  more  vulnerable  to

political  instability than stable regimes.  However, the existence of a link between the onset of the

conflict and the type of regime proved to be statistically significant, even if one controls the influence

of the factor of recent regime change [3].

Many of the problems facing transitional  societies  in the transit  process are rooted in such

institutional  peculiarities  of  these  societies  as  the  contradictions  between  formal  and  informal
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institutions, the filling of institutional forms with their own content, and the deinstitutionalization of

some spheres of life. The same peculiarities are reproduced at the level of social networks, which is

reflected  in  the  statement  in  the  network  formations  of  rules  of  conduct  that  contradict  formally

established norms.

Consistent  democracies  and  autocracies  are  more  stable,  while  intermediate  regimes

(unconsolidated  democracies,  inconsistent  autocracies  and  hybrid  regimes)  are  most  unstable.

Mansfield's  research  on  the  impact  of  democratization  and  autocratization  on  the  participation  of

countries in the war found that countries that are in the process of democratization are more than 60%

more likely to be involved in conflicts than countries where regime change has not occurred (seen as

wars between states,  and between government  and non-governmental  organizations).  Moreover,  in

times of democratization, countries are more likely to be involved in war than other countries. [4]

At a time when democratization and autocratization are seen as independent variables, one of

the key additional factors affecting the level of socio-political destabilization has been called the factor

of political factionalism (the type of political culture in which the main political forces in society are

not structured on ideological principle, and by ethnic or religious affiliation).

The interpretation of the causes of the weaknesses of the intermediate regimes comes from two

theories that explain the emergence of political violence as a whole: the theory of deprivation and the

theory of rational agents or capabilities.

According to the first theory (J. Davis and T.R. Gurr), uprisings and civil war can be triggered

by the  fact  that  expectations  provoked by modernization  are  unmet  and this  causes  people  to  go

outside. This state of affairs is most often observed in intermediate regimes, which are in the process of

intensive modernization. [1]

According to the second theory, the instability of the interim regimes is based on the inherent

weakness of the central  government,  which gives  protesters the hope of benefiting  more from the

uprising than from inaction or legal political struggle. [5] Some authors (such as Regan, Norton, and

others)  have  combined  the  two  theories,  explaining  the  higher  risk  of  destabilizing  intermediate

regimes by being too weak to suppress any possibility  of rebellion  and not democratic  enough to

prevent disappointment. If we talk about more specific factors that cause instability of the political

regime, they include the following: recent regime change, a drastic change of regime type by a large

number of points towards autocratization or democratization, in fact autocratization in comparison with

democratization [6].
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Conclusions. Therefore, on the basis of the submitted material we can conclude that the issue

of correlating a political regime and political stability is not well developed in political science. There

is not one view of the problem among researchers, and the number of studies cannot show a unanimous

result. Research findings now show that weak political regimes are more prone to instability due to

their  weak  public  institutions.  However,  building  a  “capable”  state  in  the  format  of  a  developed

democracy takes a long time.

It is extremely important for Ukraine to understand the need for a new up-to-date understanding

of  the  content  and role  of  political  institutions  in  contemporary  processes,  and  to  understand the

relationship  with  the  activities  of  these  processes,  our  further  analysis  of  which  constitutes  the

p e r s p e c t i v e  of the work. At the same time, much depends on external  factors related to the

integration and incorporation of Ukraine into the pool of developed democratic countries.
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Яшкіна Д. Д.,  Мурадян О. С.,  Пєшкова О. Г.  Solo-Living: спроба вивчення старого
феномену у новій сучасності.
Анотація.  В умовах сучасності все більш набуває актуальності феномен,  що почав
досліджуватись ще в середині минулого століття, – Solo-Living. В даній роботі автори вказують
на  загальносвітові  тенденції  зростання  кількості  людей,  що  обирають  поодиноке  життя.
Розглядаються  можливі  наслідки  такого  подальшого  зростання  кількості  Solo-Living:  зміна
традиційного  сприйняття  сім'ї,  зміна  демографічної  ситуації,  зміна  сегментації  ринку,  зміна
соціальної  політики,  яка  повинна  враховувати  особливості  одиноких  домогосподарств,
дискримінацію  людей,  які  живуть  наодинці,  тощо.  В  роботі  висуваються  гіпотези  для
майбутнього дослідження феномену, розглянуто можливості вивчення Solo-living крізь призму
різних  теоретичних  концепцій  та  ставиться  головне  питання  для  подальших  розробок:  як
операціоналізувати феномен Solo-Living?
Ключові слова: Solo-Living, індивідуалізація, емоційна робота, приватний простір, довіра.

D. Yashkina,  O. Muradyan,  O, Peshkova.  Solo-Living:  an  Attempt  to  Study  the  Old
Phenomenon in the New Modernity
Abstract. In today's world, the phenomenon that began to be explored in the middle of the last century
- Solo-Living, is becoming more and more relevant. In this work, the author points to the global trends
in  the  growth  of  the  number  of  people  who  choose  a  single  life.  The  points  to  the  possible
consequences  of  such a  further  increase  in  the  number  of  Solo-Living  are  observed:  a  change  in
traditional  perceptions  of  the  family,  a  change  in  demographic  situation,  a  change  in  market
segmentation,  a  change  in  social  policy  that  must  take  into  account  the  specificities  of  single
households,  discrimination  against  people  living  alone,  etc.  The  author  sees  the  processes  of
individualization in the modern world as the basis for the growth of the phenomenon “Solo-Living”.
The paper proposes hypotheses for the future study of the phenomenon, examines the possibility of
studying Solo-living through the prism of different theoretical concepts  and raises the main question
for further development: how to operationalize the phenomenon "Solo-Living"?
Key words: Solo-Living, individualization, emotional work, private space, trust.

In today's environment the proportion of individuals who choose to live alone and not to start a

family is increasing. This shifts the focus of attention from the family as a structural unit of society

onto the individual.

Increasing numbers of people of all ages living alone (young and old) is a worldwide trend. For

example, almost every fourth Japanese who has reached the age of 50 has never been married (as of

2015)  [6].  In  2016 one-person households  accounted  for  almost  one-third  (32.5%) of  EU private

households [8]. About 40% of Americans have already been living alone in 2012 [3]. It is not about

social loneliness and isolation, but about the growth of individualism. Living alone and being alone are

different categories.  Living alone does not exclude loneliness,  but it  is something larger and more
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significant  throughout  society  as  it  acquires  the  aforementioned  proportions.  The  increase  in  the

number of people living alone is seen as a global social change that goes unheeded. This is due to a

number  of  reasons,  including  the  breakthrough  of  feminism,  the  development  of  Internet

communications, capitalism and globalization as such [5]; however, such a change can entail a number

of consequences in different spheres of life:

•  changing  traditional  perceptions  of  the  family  (the  age  of  entry  into  civil  marriage  is

increasing and family creation is postponed and becomes secondary after “individual formation”);

• changing demographics;

• changing market segmentation (products are focused not on large / family packages, but on

individual tours and recreation and tourism);

• changing social policy that should take into account the specificities of single households;

• discrimination against people living alone (for example, at work they are more likely to detain

an employee who a wife or a husband is not waiting for at home).

Problem situation. In 2018, the percentage of single households in Ukraine increased to 20.3%

[9], and for example, in Kharkiv region in 2017 it was the same percentage, but it should be noted that

it reached 26% in the villages of the region [10]. This indicates an increase in the number of people

living alone and, accordingly, all of the above mentioned consequences are relevant for Ukraine, but in

domestic sociology the phenomenon of social loneliness, which does not consider life in solitude as a

socially significant tendency, is mainly investigated. There are virtually no studies of living-alone in

the  post-Soviet  space.  Living  alone  people  are  referred  to  in  the  English-language  sociological

literature as "solo-living" with no Ukrainian-language counterparts. Research on the term "solo-living"

has been conducted by sociologists around the world since the 2000s. Thus, people living alone are

separated from those defined with the terms "lonely," "isolated," or "loner." Domestic sociology does

not regard this group as specific. However, this trend is a sign of global and local change. Foreign

studies indicate that the category of living alone people has a regional and socio-cultural specificity

[4];  therefore,  we can assume that  in  the post-Soviet  countries,  the causes and effects  of growing

numbers of lonely people will also have their own characteristics, due to the Soviet Union past.

The objective is to characterize “solo-living” and to define its specificity in the conditions of

modern Ukraine.

Hypotheses. The main reason for the growing number of "solo-living" young adults  is  the

desire for individualization and the need for economic stability, and in Ukraine, the need for economic

stability outweighs the increase in the number of "solo-living" young adults.

•  "solo-living",  regardless  of  age,  not  taking  into  account  the  elderly,  perceives  it  as  an

intermediate stage of life, regardless of its duration.
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• in today's social policy of Ukraine, aging in loneliness is perceived as extremely negative by

"solo-living" unlike countries with social policies that take into account the growing number of aging

people in loneliness, providing them with the necessary support.

• the overwhelming number of "solo-living" in Ukraine are men, despite the great contribution

of feminism to the emergence of the phenomenon of "solo-living" as such.

• family value in the structure of value orientations does not differ in "solo-living" and "family"

people.

The object is the phenomenon of "solo-living".

The subject is presented by causes and consequences of increasing solo living in Ukraine.

Degree of development of the theme. The phenomenon of "solo-living" comes from studies of

the growth of individualism in the capitalist world. In this context, "solo-living" is the end point of the

processes of individualism and individualization.  Ulrich Beck is the most famous supporter of this

position: “Everyone should be independent, free for the needs of the market, the market entity is, after

all, the only person. The ultimate market society is a childless society” [4, 30]. Although the broad

demands  for  "individualization"  are  increasingly  criticized,  individualism  and  individualization

continue to be used by a number of social scientists. Moreover, "solo-living" is still referred to as an

example  of  contemporary  social  change.  Zigmund  Bauman  and  Anthony  Giddens  share  many  of

Beck's assumptions. They agree that people are more than ever listed, separated from all traditional

connections  and structures such as social  class,  the public,  and become more self-aware and self-

reflective.

Currently,  the  most  well-known  research  on  "solo-living"  not  as  a  consequence  of

globalization, but as an independent study object is "Solo-Living, Demographic and Family Change:

The Need to Know More about Men" – conducted by three UK researchers in 2009 year. In their study,

they examined in detail the gender characteristics of people living alone; Going Solo was conducted by

American sociologist Eric Klinenberg in 2012. This is a comprehensive study of people living alone in

America. The study used the method of personal interviewing, and the sample population was more

than 300 people; “Happy Singlehood: The Rising Acceptance and Celebration of Solo Living” - 2019 –

a study of overcoming discriminatory practices by people living alone.

In general, most studies focused on the economic, political, and social spheres that consider

changes and their consequences in the light of general trends. One of such trends, among other things,

is the fact that modern young people (one of the groups that we will be analyzing in future studies) -

young adults – are paying less and less attention to creating a family in the general sense that has been

established for us. More and more often we are talking about the emergence (or rather, more and more

widespread) of new forms of partnerships, relationships at a distance, weekend families, families living

separately,  people  living  alone,  and  many  other  forms  of  human  coexistence.  Some  forms  are
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developing more actively both quantitatively and qualitatively (for example, if earlier relationships at a

distance were rare and a kind of test, now it has not become the norm, but is no longer perceived as

something marginal, some go unnoticed). These forms represent a potential interest for economics, for

politics and for sociology, where they are very vague in nature. There is a need to understand the

nature of the origin of these forms (it should be done before we study them): why it became necessary

to change the established form of the family and what triggered it. While describing this problem, an

intuitive  explanation  of  it  by  the  processes  of  individualization  is  appearing  (the  processes  of

individualization are characteristic of modern societies), but the mechanism itself remains less obvious.

As an example, we can cite several concepts that, in our opinion, have heuristic potential for the

problem described above: the concepts of Arly Hochschild, Diego Gambetta and Richard Sennett - to

explain  the  emergence  of  forms  of  interaction  alternative  to  the  family.  They  represent  different

approaches  to  the  study of  the  social:  the  theory  of  games  and rational  choice  in  the  concept  of

D. Gambett, the sociology of emotions in A. Hochschild, urbanism R. Sennet [1, 2, 7]; at the same

time, these concepts consider mainly the ratio of the development of capitalism, labor relations and

private space, which is of interest to us.

A cursory examination of these concepts shows how modern capitalism narrows the personal

space, transforming it into public. When feelings become a bargain and have a price, they belong to the

market, and not to the individual. When feelings are part of the job, then returning from work, the

individual does not find the strength to continue working not on the market, but on himself / herself.

Certainly,  we  are  speaking  about  critical  manifestations  of  folding  personal  space,  the

commercialization  of  feelings,  forced  trust,  but  this  can  partially  explain  the  individualization

processes that sociologists so often speak about (U. Beck, Z. Bauman, etc.). There are still a lot of

concepts in which, perhaps, there is also an explanation to the transformation of the family and its role,

but the three presented reflect several dimensions: spatial, emotional and rational.

Conclusion. Thus,  we  can  see  that  it’s  sometimes easier  for  a  modern  individual  (the

prevalence of this “sometimes” will be studied taking into account the urbanization processes and its

various cultural and gender features) working alone (he/she needs personal space) than sharing this

space with someone else. However, this does not make him/her alone in the psychological meaning of

the term. In the current situation, technology development also plays a role: individuals can stay in

touch  while  being  physically  in  different  spaces,  cities,  countries,  etc.  Being  in  the  “dead  public

space”, according to R. Sennet, they can be in the virtual space. Internet connections allow you to

independently adjust the distance between individuals trying to maintain personal space [7]. On the

other hand, our gadgets are becoming an integral part of us, we carry our personal space in our pockets.

With the development of technology and the market, the number of professions that are associated with

emotional  work also increases,  more and more “stewardess” professions become (when emotional
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inclusion becoming a demanding part of the professional skills): the main task of the market is to sell,

with increasing competition, it is more efficient to sell – to sell with a smile [2]. So, emotional work is

present in all areas of life from cashiers to admission officers at universities.

The  trend  towards  the  emergence  of  new  forms  of  partnership  continues  to  evolve.  E.

Kleinenberg, whom we mentioned at the beginning, calls our time “the time of loners” [5]. We see that

all alternative forms of the family are somehow related to the fact that the individual spends more time

alone, in particular, for example, lives alone, separately. However, the question arises whether these

are new forms under the necessity or spontaneous and voluntary, what their specifics is and how to

operationalize new forms – all this presents a prospect for further research.
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Баришева А.В. Фотокаталіз як один із перспективних методів очищення води.  За

офіційними даними зараз близько 1,5 мільярда людей живуть в недостачі чистої питної води, а

близько 5 мільйонів людей страждають від захворювань, пов'язаних із забрудненням води. Тому

це є однією з головних проблем у сучасному світі, яка відноситься до мети №6 ООН «Чиста

вода та належний санітарний стан».

Відомі методи очищення води мають високу витрату ресурсів та енергії,  вони також є

тривалими, але головним їх недоліком є неможливість повністю очистити воду від органічних

забруднювачів,  що містять фенольні кільця,  різні  ПАР,  нафтопродукти,  продукти

життєдіяльності людини тощо. Фотокаталіз –  це ефективний спосіб вирішити проблему. Цей

метод заснований на використанні спеціальних матеріалів, які називають фотокаталізаторами.

Під час фотокаталітичних реакцій будь-яка органічна речовина розкладається на вуглекислий

газ  і  воду,  завдяки  використанню  штучного  ультрафіолетового  або  сонячного  світла.  Це

трапляється  тому,  що  під  дією  ультрафіолетового  випромінювання  на  поверхні

фотокаталізаторів утворюються реактивні частинки – вільний електрон і електронна вакансія

(дірка),  які  можуть  окислити  будь-яку  органічну  речовину.  Але  цей  метод  досі не

використовується в промисловості через складність видалення наноматеріалів з розчину.

У цій статті пропонується рішення проблеми, використовуючи цей ефективний метод

для очищення води.

Ключові слова:  фотокаталіз, фотокаталізатор, очищення води, сонячне світло, діоксид

титану.

Barysheva A.V. Photocatalysis  as one of the promising methods of water purification.

According to official  data nowadays about 1.5 billion people are in short supply of clean drinking

water, and about 5 million people are suffering from diseases related to water pollution. Therefore, it is

one of the main problemsin the modern world, which is referred to UN goal 6 «Clean water and proper

sanitary condition».

Already known methods of water purification demand high resource and energy waste, they are

also  long-lasting,  but  their  main  disadvantage  is  the  inability  to  clean the  water  completely  from

organic  pollutants, including  phenolic  rings,  various  surfactants,  petroleum  products,  human  life

products, etc. Photocatalysis is an effective way to solve the problem. This method is based on the use

of special materials, which are called photocatalysts. During the photocatalytic reactions any organic

substance decomposes into carbon dioxide and water due to using the artificial ultraviolet light sources

or  the  sunlight.  It  happens because  under  the  impact  of  ultraviolet  radiation  reactive  particles  are

formed on the surface of photocatalysts – a free electron and an electronic vacancy (hole) that can
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oxidize any organic matter. However, this method is still not used in industry because of  the difficulty

in removing nanoparticles from solution. An effective method for the water purification is proposed in

the article.

Key words: photocatalysis, photocatalyst, water purification, sunlight, titanium dioxide.

General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality.  Water  pollution  has  been  occurring

worldwide over the last millennium. Therefore, water purification is a serious problem of our time

which needs an urgent solution. Thus, it is necessary to establish a method that would be both efficient

and cost-effective and will have the ability to completely clean the water from organic pollutants. And

there is a new way to finally clean it – it is called photocatalysis. Photocatalysis allows to destroy any

organic compounds completely using artificial ultraviolet light source or the sunlight.

Photocatalytic  filters,  photocatalytic  paints  for  walls  and  windows  with  photocatalytic

properties have been used in hospitals and in the construction of residential premises for long time. But

the  usage  of  the  process  of  water  purification  still  encounters  a  range  of  technological  problems

including  removal  of  nanomaterials  from  solution  and  absence  of  substrate  material  on  which

photocatalysts could be well secured so that they are not flushed with aqueous medium.

Their solution will help to create effective systems to clean the water from organic compounds

in large volumes for technical purposes.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.  Water purification is one of the main

problems in the modern world. The absence of a method for purifying water from organic substances

causes the search for new solutions. One of the highly effective and cheap methods is photocatalysis.

During the photocatalytic reactions any organic matter decomposes to water and carbon dioxide. The

photocatalytic  process  is  based  on  the  use  of  solar  radiation  which  is  crucial  for  energy-saving

technologies in the future.

Object-matter: photocatalytic purification of the water from organic substances.

Subject-matter: photocatalytic properties of transition metal oxides to purify water.

The objective of the article is to prove the effectiveness of photocatalysis for the purification of

water from organic matter.

The article contains the following tasks:

1. To get acquainted with the problem of water pollution from scientific sources.

2. To consider already known methods of water purification.

3. To prove the effectiveness of photocatalysis.

Materials include the study and analysis of scientific works dedicated to the problems of water

purification. 
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The  following methods  of  research are  applied  in  the  course  of  this  article:  description,

observation, comparison, experimentation.

The novelty  of  the  article is  in  proving the  use  of  photocatalysis  in  the  process  of  water

purification.

Theoretical  and  practical  significance  of  the  article  is  in a  more  detailed  study  of  the

photocatalysis process that will allow to determine the necessary conditions for a more efficient and

fast purification of water in order to use this method for technological purposes to solve the problem of

water pollution.

Prospects  for  analysis  assumes  the creation  of  photocatalytic  technical  system  for  water

purification from organic compounds with the help of the sunlight.

Experiential/research outcomes.  Natural water purification is a set of methods for cleaning

natural water in order to improve its quality, i.e. setting apart unwanted impurities from water. The

mentioned above methods are [1]:

1. Mechanical sewage treatment.

This method includes sewage sludge in special  sedimentation tanks in which the suspended

particles settle at the bottom of the sedimentation tanks; collection of petroleum products and other

water-insoluble liquids  from the runoff  surface,  and filtration  of water  through a layer  of sand of

approximately 1.5 m thickness.

2. Chemical or reagent purification.

a) Neutralization – a chemical reaction that results into the destruction of the acidic properties

of the solution with alkalis, and the alkaline properties of the solution with the help of acids.

b) Redox reactions.

One of the most important oxidizing agents is chlorine, so most chemical wastewater operations

start with chlorination. Redox reactions are used to convert toxic substances into the harmless ones.

3. Biochemical purification.

It has been found that some organic matter of dead organisms is destroyed by bacteria if the

conditions are created for the latter  – oxygen must be supplied in a timely manner and the medium

must be favorable for the growth of microorganisms. The most versatile method of sewage treatment is

activated sludge treatment.

Modern methods of water purification have a number of disadvantages and allow to completely

remove organic pollution. That is why right now the industry needs new, technologically simple and

economically sound water treatment methods. One of the most promising ways to solve the above

mentioned problems is to use the photocatalytic method.

This method is based on the use of photocatalysts – special substances that induce chemical

transformations  of  reagents  that  are  not  possible  under  normal  conditions.  In  the  process  of
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photocatalytic reactions under the radiation and a photocatalyst  impact any organic matter decomposes

into carbon dioxide and water [2].

It is known that pesticides used in agriculture are destroyed in reservoirs for several months.

Adding small  amounts  of harmless  TiO2 allows to reduce this  time to several  days  without  using

artificial  light sources,  since the process is subjected to sunlight.  Titanium dioxide is also a cheap

material (6.27– 8.36 $/kg) and it is used in conventional paints and bleaches.

The following facts prove the effectiveness of photocatalysis: 

1. Photocatalysis after 10 hours removes more than 99% phenols and aromatic compounds from

water.

2. It takes 5 hours to eliminate 99% of nitrates and nitrites from water using photocatalysis.

3. After 40 minutes the general bacteria count in water reduces by 99%.

The mechanisms of photocatalytic  reactions  are based on the fact  that  under the ultraviolet

radiation  reactive  particles  are  formed  on  the  surface  of  photocatalysts  –  a  free  electron  and  an

electronic vacancy (hole) – that can oxidize any organic matter [3].

The peculiarities of the formation of these active particles for the organic decomposition are

present in transition metal oxides. The most common photocatalyst is titanium dioxide.  

Therefore,  titanium  dioxide  (TiO2)  of  various  modifications  was  used:  anatase,  rutile  and

amorphous, as well as ferric (III) oxide (Fe2O3), zinc (II) oxide (ZnO) in an experimental study. The

main purpose of the experiment was to study the photocatalytic properties of transition metal oxides as

photocatalysts that purify water under the action of ultraviolet radiation.

A floral foam with a filter was installed in a container with water and an organic pollutant, on

which the photocatalyst was evenly distributed. Diamond green was used as organic pollutant. The

experiment lasted about 29 hours. During this time photographs were taken that recorded a change in

the intensity of the solutions (Fig. 1).

For the acceleration of this process we can add various oxidizing agents, such as hydrogen

peroxide (H2O2) [4]. However, it is necessary to improve the technology of interaction of the aqueous

solution with the powder. It is also very important that the powder is not washed off with the water.

Thus, to solve this problem it is needed to develop a special surface on which the photocatalyst would

be well attached, but at the same time it should be also effective to purify water.

0 h 5 h 13 h 29 h

TiO2

(anatase)
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Fig. 1 Photocatalytic water treatment photos

Conclusions.  This article was devoted to the problem of water pollution and the methods of

water purification. The mechanism of photocatalysts action was studied. Purification of water from

organic  compounds  based  on  photocatalysis  makes  the  usage  of  sunlight  possible  which  can  be

considered as the main advantage of this method and will become the basis of technological devices in

the  future.  Experimental  studies  proved the effectiveness  of  the  usage of  photocatalysis  for  water

purification from organic pollutants. Also the technique for fixing the photocatalyst was offered.

Thus, in the course of the researches the prospect of the usage of the photocatalytic method for

the purification of contaminated water was proved that makes it possible to solve the problems of

hydrosphere ecology. This method is highly effective and has low energy waste and low resource cost.

These advantages are promising in the creation of the new large-scale water treatment technologies for

industrial use in future.
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Анотація.   В статті розглядається що саме лежить в основі роботи нервово-м'язового

апарату,  а  також  які  функції  виконують  його  окремі  клітини.  Цілісність  будь-якого

багатоклітинного  організму  є  результат  внутрішньої  взаємної  кооперації  клітин,  як  його

структурно-функціональної бази. Тому міжклітинна взаємодія має безпосереднє відношення до

всіх процесів  в організмі  і  їх дисфункції.  Механізм клітинної  кооперації  включає в себе всі

інтеграційні  властивості  організму,  регуляторні  та  авторегуляторні  процеси.  Ця  стаття

демонструє  результати  досліджень  в  галузі  вивчення  нервових  клітин,  біоелектричних

потенціалів. Підкреслюється  важливість  роботи  нервової  системи  в  будь-якому  організмі,  а

значить  і  актуальність  досліджень  в  галузі  нейрофізіології,  розвиток  якої  допоможе  знайти

ключ до зцілення багатьох захворювань пов'язаних з патогенезом або дисфункцією нервової

системи.  Приділяється  увага  актуальності  застосування  штучних  нейронів  в  сучасних

технологіях. Розглянуто перспективи розвитку нейрофізіології і актуальні технології лікування

нервових захворювань. 

Ключові  слова:  нервово-м'язовий  аппарат,  нервова  клітина,  синусоїдальний струм,

біоелектричний потенціал, ЦНС

Abstract. The article deals with the phenomena underlying the work of the neuromuscular apparatus,

as well as with the functions which its individual cells perform. The integrity of any multicellular
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organism is  the result  of internal  mutual cooperation of cells  as its  structural  and functional  base.

Therefore,  intercellular  interaction  is  directly  related  to  all  processes  in  the  whole  body  and  its

dysfunctions. The mechanism of cellular cooperation includes all the integrative properties of the body,

regulatory and autoregulatory processes. It is shown that the nature of the nerve impulse. This article

demonstrates the data into the study of nerve cells, bioelectric potentials. The relevance of the research

in the sphere of neurophysiology, is underline as its development will enable scientists to find the key

to heal many diseases associated with pathogenesis or dysfunction of the nervous system. Attention is

paid to the utility of the use of artificial nervous systems in modern technologies. This article sheds

light on the entire approach of studying nervous system. The information that was found long ago and

more recently has been reviewed. Prospects of neurophysiology development and technologies nerve

diseases treatment technologies have been discussed. 

Key words: neuromuscular apparatus, nerve cell, sinusoidal current, bioelectric potential, CNS

Object matter nerve system functions

Subject matter nerve cells

Objective to underline basic functions of nerve fiber 

Tasks to analyze development of neurophysiological technologies 

Materials Subject books and materials from “Nature” journal

     General formulation of research and its topicality. At the early stages of cellular organization (at

the time of differentiation of tissues in the most primitive multicellular organisms), a need arose for a

qualitative  optimization  of  reflex  mechanisms  and  coordination  of  internal  processes  [1].  The

neuromuscular system is known to have taken over this function. Even motionlessly fixed tissues have

acquired specialized cells that provide a quick response to external stimuli and feedback.

     The integration of the information exchange mechanism of individual cells as a single system of the

whole  organism is  provided in  two ways:  bioelectric  action  potential  and environmental  chemical

changing (exposure reaction).  Individually, both of these methods are not able to get the requested

effect in optimizing the body action, but, their complex work provides the necessary functional level of

a multicellular organism that most living things have now: from the primitive level of intestinal worms

to the most complex computational level of the mammalian brain. 

     Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. Nowadays all the knowledge about principles

of neurotic system work is still full of darkness. It is known how neuromuscular apparatus is arranged,

but unknown why it is so?  Which functions are performed by separated elements in the entire system?

The answers to all these questions can help to prevent many diseases like Alzheimer disease, and other

problems associated with nerve fiber degeneration. The main aim of this work is to show the utility of

actual studies in neurophysiology.
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     Discussion and results. The chemical method of cells communicating is effective only for small,

close to unicellular, creatures, in which the course of chemicals diffusion and their further circulation

will take paramount importance in the process of reaction to external stimuli. Nevertheless, for large

living creatures, chemical reaction patterns are not enough due to the low speed of their circulation in

the body, which means an untimely reaction. It is badly arranged and does not cope with a huge stream

of signals [2 p. 6-10].

      The function of quick messages in the body is performed by the nervous system. As with the

understanding of the chemical processes inside the body, the nervous system is still not fully disclosed.

     The nervous system of higher organisms is normally divided into two parts - central and peripheral.

The peripheral system performs the function of quickly and reliably transmitting input signals from the

senses to the central system where this information is processed. The central unequal system (brain and

spinal cord) is a much more complex apparatus that processes, accumulates and sorts information. It is

a mechanism that generates and coordinates all the responses to input signals of the environment. The

structure  of  the  central  nervous  system by  itself  is  very  fragile,  so  it  is  located  inside  the  bone

formation of the spine and suspended in a shock-absorbing liquid medium.

     Neurons themselves also have a complex structure. They come into close contact with other cells to

transmit signals. The whole body of the neuron is covered with adjacent cells - satellites (Schwann or

glial cells) whose main task is still unknown. The connection of a neuron with its neighboring cells is

much closer than the connection of muscle fibers separated by a narrow space, which are filled with

collagen and other connecting fibrils.

      All this shows that individual muscle fibers can be isolated for experimental studies, but it does not

work with  a  neuron,  every  study on "naked"  axons was carried  out  in  its  direct  connection  with

Schwann cells due to the fact that these cells are connected directly through the cytoplasm as syncytia.

Because of such studies, one of the functions of satellite cells was determined, whose superficial layer

on the body of the nerve performs an isolating function by myelin (nerve-isolating glial tissue). 

     An excitation wave moving along the membrane of a living cell is called an action potential [3

p.500-544]. This occurs due to the change of electric potentials on the membrane of an excitable cell

(neuron). As a result, the outer surface of the cell section becomes negatively charged in relation to the

inner surface. This is the basis of nerve impulses.

     In the cell, the process of creating an action potential occurs because of the difference in the ionic

composition of the internal and external environments. When a cell is in an unexcited state, the ionic

composition of the media has a stable difference, which is called the resting potential. However, the

membrane potential may change due to effect of various stimuli. Electric current, transmitted to the

cell through electrodes connected to its internal and external sides, is used as an artificial stimulus for

an experimental research. 
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     The nervous system studies have found application in many areas of human life, largely due to the

creation of programs which are based on the principle of the central nervous system. Further disclosure

helped to create an artificial neural cell that works similar to real ones. One of the main difficulties in

the development was the nonlinear response of neurons. Neuron responses can be unpredictable: if the

sent  signal  is  very  strong,  then  it  is  doubtful  that  the  response  will  be  similar  [4].  Mathematical

calculations and careful modeling made it possible to create artificial neurons that respond to stimuli in

the way that healthy living tissues would do.

     The creation of such neurons suggests that now it is possible to replace old or dead cell pathways

with their help in order to restore various functions of the body. In particular, the new invention will be

useful for patients with developing Alzheimer's disease or cardiac diseases [5]. 

     The characteristic of the transmitted currents is very important to its studying. The reseach has

shown that the electric current in the work of nerve fibers is ineffective because it leads to an electrical

discharge of the membrane cell surface and reduces its potential to an unstable level. In this case, the

excitement no longer occurs, because in the absence of resting potential there is no action potential.

The effect of nerve discharge is called the threshold of excitation.

     Electrical signals from one cell to another pass through waves of depolarization, EMF, in this case,

is justified by the concentration gradient and the charge of the inner side of the cell. The catalyst in the

process of accelerating the reaction of potential  changes is the flow of sodium ions in specialized

channels inside the cell membrane.

     After excitation, the neuron is indifferent for some time, to any external signals.  As it accounted for

the inactivation of the fast sodium stream, closing of sodium channels.

     Conclusions. Many studies are conducted in the field of bioelectricity and cell cooperation leading

to the fact that using the studied patterns of the work of cells and their functions, we can learn to

control the process of the body development and its ontogenesis. Capability of artificial chemical and

electrical excitation of cells may reveal the possibility of restoring nerve fibers functions. 
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           Анотація

Ця стаття присвячена нейронним мережам і їх безмежним можливостям. Останнім

часом програмісти і вчені всерйоз зайнялися поглибленим вивченням і розробкою

нейронних  мереж  різного  призначення.  Оптимізація  праці  та  впровадження  цих

технологій у повсякденне життя дозволить мінімізувати участь людей у рутинній та

монотонній  роботі.  Нейронні  мережі  широко  використовуються  навіть  на

сучасному  етапі  розвитку,  і  в  даній  статті  ми  розглянемо  одну  з  найбільш

розвинених галузей її застосування - розпізнавання об'єктів. У цьому дослідженні

ми розглянемо кілька  типів  нейронних мереж,  які  можуть  бути використані  для

більш ефективного розпізнавання об'єктів на фото або відео та порівняємо  їх за

декількома  факторами.  Цікаво  знати,  що  перевагою  поглибленого  вивчення

нейронних мереж є також можливість створення її виключно для певного завдання,

обравши саме потрібні характеристики. 

Ключові слова

Нейронні мережі, розпізнавання образів, ідентифікація предметів

Vasilkova Ivanna. Neural networks for pattern recognition.

Abstract 

This  article  is  about  neural  networks  and  their  limitless  possibilities.  Recently,

programmers  and  scientists  have  seriously  engaged  in  the  in-depth  study  and

development  of  neural  networks  for  various  purposes.  Optimisation  of  work  and

introduction of these technologies in everyday life will allow to minimise participation of

people in routine and monotonous work. Neural networks are widely used even at the

present  stage  of  development,  and  in  this  article  we  will  consider  one  of  the  most

developed branches of its use - object recognition. In this article, we will study several

types of neural networks that can be used to more effectively recognize objects in a photo

or video and compare them according to several factors. It is interesting to know that the

advantage of in-depth study of neural networks is also the ability to create it exclusively

for a specific task by selecting the desired characteristics.

Key words

Neural networks, pattern recognition, identification of objects.
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General formulation of research and its topicality

      Neural networks are widely used in many subject areas due to the ability to learn and

generalise raw data.  An important  role in this  is  played by the existence of effective

learning algorithms, the most famous of which is the algorithm of back propagation of the

error, based on the gradient method of finding the extremum and using the property of

neural networks to quickly calculate the derivatives of their parameters.

     The ever-increasing complexity of applied problems, the nonlinear increase in data

volumes and their dimensions leave the task of increasing the efficiency of algorithms

used for training neural networks relevant. In the practical use of the latter, the question

of choosing a network structure inevitably arises. The main task is not just learning, but

finding the neural network that best solves the application problem. This stage determines

the  search  for  the  best  option  to  fulfil the  desired  goals,  and  therefore  creates  a

competitive environment for developers.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

     The  study  of  neural  networks  today  has  acquired  a  speed  that  increases

exponentially. Most often, neural networks are used as a special case of a number

of methods of pattern  recognition,  discriminant  analysis,  and clustering methods.

At this article, we are directly concerned with the largest industry, namely the use

of neural networks for image recognition.

     Neural networks can be different, but they usually have common features. The

basis of neural networks is a small cell that simulates the work of our brain. The

neurone may be in an excited or inhibited state, depending on the activity.  Every

neurone has connections — synapses that connect them to each other.

     Machine recognition is an important problem in various sciences: engineering,

sociology,  biology,  psychology,  medicine,  marketing,  programming.  Simple

recognition  is  already  found  in  our  everyday  life,  such  as  sensors  on  devices,

fingerprints when entering a mobile device, etc.

     It  is  worth  noting  that  the  problem  of  image  recognition  has  an  unusual

character,  the  solution  of  this  problem  is  a  complex  and  incomparable  process.

When  performing  recognition  as  an  object  can  be  a  human  face,  a  handwritten

figure, it is also necessary to take into account the different position of the objects

on the canvas, which significantly complicates the identification process.

Experiential/research outcomes.
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facial recognition neural network, which was presented at the tournament ImageNet.

Here are typical tasks for which the ability to spread the image is used: 

 1. identification of objects;

 2. recognition of parts of objects (e.g. faces, hands, feet, etc.));

3. semantic definition of object boundaries (allows you to leave only the boundaries of

objects in the picture);

4.  semantic  segmentation  (allows  you  to  divide  the  image  into  different  individual

objects);

5. selection of normals to the surface (allows you to convert two-dimensional images into

three-dimensional images);

6. selection of objects of attention (allows you to determine what would pay attention to

the person in the image).

Designing a pattern recognition system involves three steps: 

collecting and preprocessing data, 

presenting data, 

making decisions.

     The task area dictates the choice of preprocessing technique, representation scheme

and decision model. An important feature is the fact that all feature vectors, compiled

from images of numbers, belong to only one class. For this reason, we can assume that

there  is  a  solution  to  the  problem of  class  separation  in  the  feature  space  with  zero

probability of error. 

     Moreover, during training, all incoming images make an uneven contribution due to

the difference between the desired outputs of neurones from the real ones. In the case of

working with a small amount of input data in the tests, this gives a positive effect with a

minimum of errors,  because the network is  focused on learning images  that  give the
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maximum deviation. With a large number of training examples, their unevenness during

training can lead to negative consequences with unintended errors. A neural network can

learn to recognise a large number of images with a small error, while there will always be

a chance of getting it in random places, which will greatly affect the output. This situation

by the criterion of minimisation will be more optimised than the correct recognition of all

images with a greater probability of getting an error.

Here are two commonly used different types of neural networks that can be used in facial

recognition:

1. classical neural networks (direct propagation with reverse propagation);

2. convolutional neural networks.

     Scientists  have  conducted  a  number  of  tests  to  identify  the  best  type  of  neural

networks  suitable  for  pattern  recognition,  namely  text,  certain  things  in  the  picture,

people's faces, etc. One of these tests included work with the MNIST database, which

contains more than 50 000 thousand images of a person's face. Due to the difficulties in

identifying human faces and objects (namely, sample variability), neural networks have

shown themselves to be better at identifying numbers and letters than faces and objects.

     Convolutional neural networks showed the ability to  recognise images invariant to

their position and size in the image, however, the training of the neural network took

much longer, and the overall efficiency of pattern recognition decreased. Programmers

conducted  a  test  for  the  percentage  of  errors  that  allowed  the  object  of  study in  the

recognition of people's faces. For the test, more than 500 random images were allocated,

which included different images of the same people's faces.

     Convolutional neural networks showed the highest efficiency: 13% - 1% errors in

various  tests.  The large  variation  in  values  indicates  the  importance  of  preparing  the

training sample and that the set of images of human faces has not been prepared properly.

Conclusions. 

     As a result  of the above, it  is  worth noting that neural networks and algorithms

implemented on the principle of their functioning can find their application in various

sectors of human life. The program, implemented on the basis of algorithms, which are

based on a neural network, will be much more efficient.

Summing up we can summarise the following: 

1)  can be used in the recognition of images, texts, and numbers;

2) this theory makes it possible to talk about the creation of a new promising class of

models, namely models based on intelligent modelling;
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3)  are  capable  of  complex  step-by-step  learning,  which  suggests  the  possibility  of

optimising the process and minimising the necessary resources. This possibility is

an extremely important option for the practical implementation of the algorithm;

4)  the  evaluation  of  the  pattern  recognition  algorithm  by  means  of  neural  network

research  may  have  a  somewhat  unexpected  option,  and the  task  of  a  network

modernisation involves the solution of this problem in the future;

5) according to the big choice of neural networks for certain purposes, it is possible to

minimise the chance of obtaining false recognitions,  speed up the work of the

neural network itself through training.

     Today, further study of neural networks is a promising area of research, which will be

successfully applied in even more branches of science and technology, as well as human

activities.  The main  focus in  the development  of  modern recognition  systems is  now

shifting to the field of 3D images in medicine, topology and other areas of human activity

and this is due to:

1) lack of sufficient reference image databases;

2) lack of sufficient number of available experts for initial training of the system.

      It  should also be noted that  today there are  a  large  number of standard neural

networks, which greatly facilitates the task of building a neural network from scratch and

reduces it to the selection of a suitable specific task network structure.
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        Горох Д.В.,  Береснєв В.М.,  Котова А.В. Вплив попередньої  обробки поверхні на

адгезійну  міцність  багатошарових вакуумно-дугових  покриттів.  Представлені  результати

досліджень  багатошарових  наноструктурних  покриттів  на  основі  систем  (TiAlSiY)N/СrN.

Визначено  оптимальні  фізико-технічні  параметри  іонного  очищення  поверхні  підкладки  з

метою  подальшої  інтеграції  їх  при  формуванні  багатошарових  наноструктурних  покриттів.

Показано, що за рахунок умов іонної обробки формується поверхні Досліджено характеристик

взаємодії на кордоні покриття-підкладка, виявлення природи і механізму контактної взаємодії

покриття з підкладками,  встановлення закономірностей впливу різних чинників на величину

адгезійної  міцності  Всі  отримані покриття характеризуються,  з одного боку, досить низьким

коефіцієнтом тертя (μ = 0,42-0,48), що визначаються малим значенням сдвигового опору, а з

іншого  -  досить  високу  твердість  і  міцністю  поверхностного  шару,  які  визначають  опір

механічним видам руйнування і зношування.

Abstract.  The  results  of  studies  of  multilayer  nanostructured  coatings  based  on

(TiAlSiY)N/CrN systems are presented. The optimal physic-technical parameters of ionic cleaning of

the substrate surface are determined with the aim of their further integration during the formation of

multilayer nanostructured coatings. It is shown that due to the conditions of ionic treatment of the

formed surface, the interaction characteristics at the coating-substrate interface are investigated, the

nature and mechanism of the contact interaction of the coating with the substrates is revealed, the laws

of the influence of various factors on the adhesion strength are established. All coatings obtained are

characterized, on the one hand, by a rather low coefficient friction (μ = 0.42-0.48), determined by a

small value of shear resistance, and on the other hand, by sufficiently high hardness and rotational

strength the host layer, which determine the resistance to mechanical types of destruction and wear.
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Introduction

The analysis of publications on the use of functional coatings [1, 2] indicates that the high

hardness and strength of the surface layer should be attributed to the most important characteristics of

wear-resistant  protective  coatings.  These  properties  determine  the  ability  of  the  coating  to  resist

external mechanical stress, leading to wear or other damage. Recently, various technological options

for ion-plasma synthesis of multilayer coatings based on refractory metal nitrides have been intensively

developed.  Varying  the  multicomponent  composition  and  architecture  of  the  coating  in  order  to

integrate the necessary properties of the various layers makes it possible to realize a targeted effect on

the structural phase state and, accordingly, the physical and mechanical properties of the coatings in

order to increase its resistance to various types of wear while maintaining a sufficiently low friction

coefficient. Other physical characteristics also affect the life of the coating, in particular, the adhesion

of the coating to the substrate, the nature of the change in physical and mechanical properties in depth

from the substrate to the working surface, and also on the surface of the product. The necessary (or, at

least, in many cases desirable) multilayer architecture of multicomponent coatings is ensured by the

sequentially simultaneous use of ion-plasma sources with various evaporated materials changed during

the deposition process, as well as by controlling the physic-technological parameters of the deposition

and preliminary preparation of the substrate surface [3, 4]. 

The work continues previous studies on the influence of physic-technological parameters of

surface preparation and the formation of plasma coatings on the adhesion strength of coatings to a

substrate and other physic-mechanical properties of multilayer coatings of the (TiAlSiY)N/CrN type.

Experimental and research methods

Multilayer coatings are formed by vacuum-arc deposition by alternately sputtering two target

cathodes.  One cathode is made of chromium, and the second is made of a Ti - Al - Si - Y alloy

obtained by vacuum-arc remelting a mixture of the powders of these elements taken in the following

quantities (at.%): Ti - 58, Al - 38, Si - 3 , Y - up to 1 [4]. Coatings are deposited on the mechanically

polished surface of samples with a size of 15 × 15 × 2.5 mm3 of steel 12X18H9T. The working

nitrogen deposition pressure (PN) was 0.6 Pa. When forming coatings from two sources, the samples

were attached to a special device that ensured their continuous rotation during deposition for alternate

movement from one source to another.

Two experiments were conducted - the study of preliminary ion bombardment of the surface of

the substrates, the second experiment is devoted to the study of the effect of the displacement potential

on the adhesive strength of the coatings.

Results
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Electron-microscopic studies and analysis of the surface morphology of the coatings have shown

that the surface is quite smooth, but there is a rather high proportion of the droplet component on it

(Fig. 1). 

 

a b

Fig. 1 - Surface morphology of multilayer coatings TiAlSiYN / CrN:

a) series 1; b) series 6

The presence of a droplet fraction and cathode particles on the coating surface is characteristic

of  most  cathode-arc  condensates  obtained  from  unseparated  plasma  flows  by  the  vacuum-arc

deposition method. 

An analysis of the elemental composition of the coatings (Table 1) showed the presence in all

samples of the starting elements included in the composition of the evaporated materials: Cr, Ti, Al,

Si,) and nitrogen (reaction gas in the chamber during coating deposition). The elemental composition

of the coating is very different from the composition of the sprayed material. 

Table 1

The elemental composition of coatings according to EDA

So, while in the initial  cathode,  Al  and

Ti  were  12.7  and  19.3 times  greater  than  Si,

respectively, then in the coatings  these  values

are (10.7 - 12.3) for Al and (41.3 - 46) for Ti.
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Series

№

Content of elements, at . %

Ti Al Si Y Cr N

1 36,44
8,5

9

0,8

4
- 25,51 28,62

2 36,51
7,9

7

0,7

7
- 26,78 27,97

3 32,23
8,6

0
0,7 - 29,27 29,20

4 36,88
7,7

7

0,7

4
- 27,01 27,6

5 36,4
9,4

0

0,8

8
- 25,4 27,92

6 35,15
9,4

4
0,8 - 26,85 27,76



            The results of studies of diffraction spectra show (Fig. 2) that the formation of phases with a

cubic (fcc) crystal lattice in both layers of multilayer coatings is characteristic for all deposition modes.

          The analysis of the intensities of the X-ray spectrum lines indicates the presence of a strong

(111) texture in the multicomponent nitride and chromium nitride CrN - the grains of these phases are

mainly oriented so that their crystallographic (111) planes are parallel to the surface of the sample.

Fig. 2 - Plot of the diffraction spectrum of the TiAlSiYN / CrN coating

Macrostresses are determined from the lines of the main phase (in this case, TiAlSiYN), based on the 

sufficiency of the intensity of the diffraction lines in the precision region. The calculation is based on a 

number of assumptions. First, since it was not possible to find the values of the Poisson's ratio v and 

Young's modulus E for the TiAlSiYN phase in scientific literature, we used the values of these 

quantities for the TiAlN phase: v = 0.25 and E = 378 GPa [1]. Secondly, the anisotropy of Young's 

modulus was not considered for textured samples [8].

It is known that one of the most important mechanical characteristics

functional coatings is hardness. Crystalline materials with a smaller grain size have greater hardness. 

The results of measuring the microhardness of the coatings are shown in table 2.

Table 2

Microhardness of TiAlSiYN / CrN Coatings

Series № 1 2 3 4 5 6

H, GPa 36,5 30,0 31,1 34,4 31,7 32,9

However, in addition to high hardness, in combination with enough viscosity, the coatings must

have high adhesive strength.

Figure 3 shows the graphs obtained after testing the changes in the average values of the amplitude of

acoustic emission (blue curve), friction coefficient (red curve), and microphotographs of the surface of

plasma coatings TiAlSiYN/CrN of samples of series 1 and 2 at different stages of indenter loading (left

pictures - at load Lc1, right pictures - at load Lс5 respectively).
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For a sample of series 1, the comparative analysis of the structural features of the scratch allows us to

conclude that,  with a load of less than 21.5 N (Lс1),  the indenter  leaves almost no marks on the

coating. Under heavy loads, both chevron cracks at the bottom of the scratch and diagonal cracks begin

to appear. This is due to the presence of defects both on the coating surface and in the vacuum-arc

coating itself. 

а б

Fig. 3 - Data from scratch testing of TiAlSiYN / CrN coatings obtained from a direct-flow plasma

beam: a - series 1, loads 21.5 N (Lc1) and 188.6 N (Lс5); b - series 2, loads 21.7 N (Lc1); 150.1 N

(Lс5)

Full data on the critical loads of different stages of coating failure on samples of all series are

given in table. 3.

          From the analysis of the results shown in table 3 it follows that the presence of a chromium

sublayer leads to an increase in the adhesive strength of the coatings. At the same time, the comparison

of the adhesive strength of the coatings obtained at different bias potentials indicates an increase in the

adhesive strength at a bias potential of Ucm = -280V.

Table 3

The average critical loads at different stages of the destruction of TiAlSiYN/CrN coatings

Series
LС, N

1 2 3 4 5

1 21,5 28,6 40,9 122,0 188,6

2 21,7 41,3 52,8 85,1 150,1

3 21,8 27.5 44,5 69,8 180,9

4 22,9 28,2 39,0 78,8 186,4

5 21,5 30,1 57,6 103,5 180,2

6 7,05 28,9 54,2 110,8 183,9

The comparative analysis indicates that the coatings, when scratched, are abraded, but not peeled off,

that is,  they are destroyed by the cohesive mechanism associated with plastic deformation and the

formation of fatigue cracks in the coating material.  The difference in the adhesion strength of the
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coatings is due, on the one hand, to the mechanical interaction — the roughness of the contacting

surfaces,  and, on the other  hand,  to the chemical  – interatomic interaction  at  the boundary of the

contacting bodies.

All the coatings obtained are characterized, on the one hand, by a rather low coefficient of friction (μ =

0.42-0.48), determined by a low value of shear resistance, and, on the other hand, by a sufficiently high

hardness and strength of the surface layer, which determine the resistance to mechanical types of 

fracture and wear.

Conclusions

1. It is shown that the use of a chromium sublayer leads to a significant change in the adhesive strength

in comparison with a coating without a sublayer. The critical load with a chromium sublayer reaches 

LC5 = 188.6 N, and without a chromium sublayer LC5 = 150.1 N.

2. It is found that an increase in the bias potential during deposition of coatings leads to an increase in 

adhesive strength. The highest achievable load before the onset of failure is inherent in TiAlSiYN/CrN 

coatings obtained at a high value of the bias potential Ucm = -280 V supplied to the substrate.
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Анотація. Вивчено  динаміку  змін  водного  режиму  однієї  з  найважливіших  річок
лівобережної  частини  долини  Дніпра  -  Псел.  Протягом  століть  ця  річка  була  головним
джерелом  для  місцевої  промисловості,  сільського  господарства  та  людей.  У  ХХ  столітті
значення річки в кілька разів зросло через індустріалізацію та "демографічний бум" у 1960-х
роках.  Але  зараз  це  джерело  життя  знаходиться  у  великій  небезпеці.  Розглянуто  найбільш
вагомі причини такої ситуації.

Усі  результати  цього  дослідження  підтверджуються  великим  масивом  статистичноъ
інформації про  температуру  повітря  та  кількість  опадів  протягом  1961-2018  років  на
метеостанціях  Суми  та  Гадяч  та  багаторічну  кількість  температур  та  рівні  води  на  двох
гідрологічних постах на Пслі у Сумах та Гадячі протягом 1937-2017 років.

Ключові слова. Зміна клімату, гідрологічний режим, водні ресурси, Полтавська область,
Сумська область, метеорологія.

Abstract. The dynamics of water regime changes in one of the most important rivers in Left-
bank part of the Dnieper valley - Psel has been studied. For centuries this river has been the  main
source for local industry, agriculture and people. In the twentieth century the river’s value increased
several times due to industrialization and “demographic boom” in 1960-s. But now this life source is in
great danger. The most significant reasons for such a situation have been considered. 

All results of this research are proved by a great massive of statistical information about air
temperatures and amount of precipitation during 1961-2018 years at the meteostations of Sumy and
Hadyach and long-term water temperatures data and levels at two hydrological posts on the Psel river
near  Sumy and  Hadyach during 1937-2017 years. 

Вивчено  динаміку  змін  водного  режиму  однієї  з  найважливіших  річок  лівобережної
частини долини Дніпра - Псел. Протягом століть ця річка була головним джерелом для місцевої
промисловості, сільського господарства та людей. У ХХ столітті значення річки в кілька разів
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зросло через індустріалізацію та "демографічний бум" у 1960-х роках. Але зараз це джерело
життя знаходиться у великій небезпеці. Розглянуто найбільш вагомі причини такої ситуації.

Усі  результати  цього  дослідження  підтверджуються  великим  масивом  статистичноъ
інформації про  температуру  повітря  та  кількість  опадів  протягом  1961-2018  років  на
метеостанціях  Суми  та  Гадяч  та  багаторічну  кількість  температур  та  рівні  води  на  двох
гідрологічних постах на Пслі у Сумах та Гадячі протягом 1937-2017 років.

Key  words.  Climate  change,  hydrological  regime,  water  resources,  Poltava  region,  Sumy
region, meteorology.

General  formulation of  research  and its  topicality. In  this  work,  continuous  changes  in

climatic and hydrological characteristics and the impact of climate change on hydrological regime of

rivers are considered on the example of the average Ukrainian river Psel. This study is a continuation

of scientific work on the dependence of water, thermal and ice regimes of the Siverskyi Donets and the

Vorskla rivers upon the amount of precipitation and temperature regime of the territory submitted for

consideration by the Small Academy of Sciences of Ukraine in 2015 and 2016 and other conferences.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. 

Object-matter is the valley of the Psel river within Ukraine.

The urgency of the work is the fact that studies of changes and fluctuations of the temperature-

humidity regime in the new climatic  conditions are of great importance for the future scenario of

influence on the hydrological regimes of the rivers

Object – the Psel river Valley within Ukraine.

The subject-matter of the study is the current state of the temperature-humidity regime and its

influence on changes in the characteristics of the thermal and ice modes of the Psel river.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between climate and hydrological

changes in the Psel River Valley using a correlation analysis method.

Main tasks are:

•  to analyze the theoretical and methodological basis for the study of domestic and foreign

publications;

• characterize the climatic areas of the study;

• explore the peculiarities of the water regime of the Psel River;

• Investigate the long-term course of the temperature-humidity regime and the hydraulic fluid;

• set the actual correlation between the climate and the hydraulic characteristics of the Psel

fluid.

Materials.  The  research  was  conducted  using  data  from  the  average  monthly,  annual,

maximum and minimum values of air and water temperatures and rainfall in two stations (Sumy and

Hadyach) during 1961-2018 years, as well as the data on water temperature and water level on the

hydrological posts of Sumy and Hadyach during 1937-2017 years.
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Methods. The time-series and series of monthly rainfall have been used in this work, since the

basis for climatological research is the rows of meteorological observations, which are the series of

random variables. We will assume that they belong to a single general unity, as they are continuous

series of observations on the network of the Hydrometeorological Service of Ukraine.

The novelty of the work is that the modern climate changes’ influence on rivers’ water regimes

is firstly considered on the example of the Psel River.

Theoretical and practical significance is in patterns and relationships that were established

can be used in assessing the environmental status of a large body of water. Strategic planning for the

development  of the region and creation  of the concept  of balanced use of nature,  including water

management in accordance with the principles of sustainable development adopted in Rio de Janeiro in

1992 and confirmed by the Paris Climate Agreements 2015.

Prospective forces. The study also allowed not  only to establish the nature,  dynamics  and

dependence of the main climatic and hydrological indicators of the Vorskla River, but also to obtain a

fairly large data bank for assessing and forecasting the ecological status of the basin and to identify the

risks for fisheries (to avoid fish frost), for construction and operation of hydraulic structures in winter

and other sectors of the economy directly related to the use of water bodies.

Research results. The urgency of the topic is that the current changes in the status of rivers

under the influence of global climate change, which are manifested at the level of river valleys, have

already become threatening for the population, which actively uses water resources in almost all areas

of  the economy.  The purpose of  this  study is  to  investigate  the  relationship  between climate  and

hydrological changes in the Psel River Valley using a correlation analysis method. The subject, basic

tasks and methods of this work are presented in the slide. Climate change at the global and nationwide

levels has long been the subject of scientific debate, and so there are many publications on this topic,

but most of them are of an overview nature and do not provide a detailed description of climate change

at  the  meso- and  micro- levels.  Within  this  framework,  strategies  and  international  treaties  (for

example, Paris) are even adopted.

Therefore, the average river size and length of the Ukrainian river Psel, which is one of the

largest left tributaries of the Dnieper, was chosen to study this problem. The study is carried out with

the involvement of climatic indicators for 4 weather stations for the period 1961-2018 and hydrological

characteristics of the river taken for the period 1914-2017 and 1937-2017. To establish the relationship

between the indicators we used the method of correlation analysis.

The  climatic  conditions  of  Poltava  and  Sumy  regions  are  characterized  by  fairly  typical

indicators for the plains of Ukraine, but at the same time this territory is more continental than the right

bank of the Dnieper valley and less dependent on the air masses blowing from the Atlantic.
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The Psel is one of the longest left tributaries of the Dnieper. According to the characteristics of

its hydrological regime, it belongs to the Eastern European type of rivers with high spring floods, low

levels in summer and winter margins, as well as a slightly increased level of runoff in autumn.  The

thermal regime of water in the river generally repeats the air temperature regime and is characterized

by peak values in summer (20-22°C) and lowest in winter (about 0°C) [State Climate Cadastre,1961-

2018 years]. An analysis of the long-term dynamics of average temperatures showed its growth. Thus,

during the seasons, winter temperatures have increased the most, which is a true indicator of climate

change due to the rapid reduction of snow cover and replacement of solid rainfall.

More indicative for the analysis of rising air temperatures are the average monthly temperatures

of January and July. Among them, the average monthly temperatures in Sumy meteorological station

increase the fastest, and average July temperatures rise the most according to Gadyach weather station.

The average annual temperatures also increased for all weather stations by an average of 1.5-2.5°C

[State Climate Cadastre,1961-2018 years].

The analysis  of maximum temperatures  over many years  has also shown an upward trend,

which is more pronounced after 1989 and does not contradict the leading scientific opinion in Ukraine

regarding  the  date  of  modern  climate  change onset.  As  for  the  minimum temperatures,  they  also

increased.

 Analysis of the dynamics of precipitation over many years has showed that it is characterized

by fluctuations.  There  are  periods  with arid  and abundant  moisture  regimes.  An average  monthly

rainfall  survey  has  showed that the highest rainfall  occurs during the warm season, while the drier

periods are February to April, August, and October to November.

Analysis  of the dynamics of water temperature shows that there are two main trends in its

development.  Thus,  according  to  the  Sumy  weather  station,  the  water  temperature  even  slightly

decreased,  and  in  Gadyach  it  increased.  A  similar  situation  is  observed  with  temperature  peaks.

Regarding the seasonal distribution of water temperature in the river Psel and its dynamics,  a very

slight decrease is noticeable in Sumy and increase in Gadyach. The most noticeable changes are in the

summer.  In the spring and autumn, they are fluctuating,  and the temperature of the river water in

winter is almost constant.

Long-term dynamics of water level according to the data of Sumy and Gadyach hydroposts

allows to distinguish three periods of oscillation: 2 high-water and low-water (1934-1982 years). And

the contrast in water levels between them is very significant (150-200 cm), caused by natural cycles

and, to some extent, by  human economic activity [State Water Cadastre, 1937-2017 years].

The correlation between different meteorological and hydrological indices was performed using

correlation  analysis,  based  on the  position  that  "rivers  are  a  product  of  climate".  The  correlation

coefficient  was  calculated  for  two  pairs  of  indicators:  air  temperature  -  water  temperature  and
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precipitation - water level.  The first pair  of indicators showed a rather high degree of dependence

(especially high in March, July and November), i.e. during periods of the most active warming and

cooling of the river. The lower determined degree in January is explained by the constant temperature

of water during the onset of ice phenomena during the cold season, while the air temperature continues

to change significantly.

In the second pair  of  indicators,  the degree of dependence was much weaker.  Yet,  it  only

reaches  0.3  during  the  transitional  seasons,  and  in  winter  and  summer  the  coefficient  in  general

becomes negative, indicating an inverse relationship.

Conclutions. Therefore, the study allows us to draw the following conclusions:

1.  The impact  of  climate  change on river  water  regimes in  Ukraine has been identified as

insufficiently studied.

2. The diversity of local climat conditions is influenced by increasing of climat continentality

with moving to the east in the Psel river valley. 

3.  An analysis  of  the water  regime of the Psel  River  shows that  it  belongs to  the Eastern

European type.

4. A study of the long-term dynamics of the temperature regime of the Psel River Valley has

shown that,  over the last  decades,  temperatures have increased by an average of 2-3°C; rainfall  is

constantly fluctuating and is characterized by alternation of dry and humid periods with a period of 5-7

years. The water level during 1914-2017 has three periods - two high water and one low water.

5. The correlation analysis between the two pairs of indicators allowed us to establish a high

degree of correlation between changes in air and water temperature and a slight correlation between the

amount of precipitation and the water level in the river.
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Дудар Ірина. Токсокароз – зневажена медична проблема 

     Анотація. Токсокароз – це зігнорована медична проблема, яка уражає тисячі дорослих та 

дітей по всьому світу. Вперше було доведено, що цей паразитоз може викликати хворобу 

людини ще в 1950-ті роки, проте він все ще залишається загрозою громадському здоров’ю. 

Стаття вивчає токсокароз – хворобу, яку спричиняє інвазія нематод родини Toxocara. Під час 

дослідження встановлюються найпоширеніші шляхи зараження людини, спираючись на знання 

про життєвий цикл круглих червів родини Toxocara та біологічні адаптації цих видів. У статті 

розглянуті різні види систем паразит-хазяїн, притаманних родині Toxocara та їх ролі в 

життєвому циклі нематод. Стаття висвітлює клінічні прояви токсокарозу та описує форми цієї 

хвороби, характерні для людини. Крім цього, у статті розглянуті причини неправильного 

діагностування та необхідність розробки більш точних методів діагностики. Стаття вивчає 

розповсюдженість Toxocara canis та Toxocara cati серед хижаків, собак та котів відповідно, 

Харкова та акцентує увагу на необхідності введення превентивних заходів для зменшення 

впливу токсокарозу на суспільство, спираючись на запобіжні заходи, що були випробовані 

раніше та довели свою ефективність. У статті розглянуто важливість статистичних даних щодо 

коливань рівня інвазованості тварин через те, що  хижаки (собаки та коти) є єдиним джерелом 

яєць токсокар. Було доведено, що хижаки – головна причина розповсюдження токсокарозу 

людини. В результаті дослідження будуть розроблені превентивні заходи для усіх шляхів 

передачі токсокарозу.

Ключові  слова:  геогельмінтоз,  паразитарна  інвазія,  система  паразит-хазяїн,  форми

токсокарозу людини

Dudar I.  Toxocariasis is neglected medical problem

     Abstract. Toxocariasis is an overlooked medical problem that affects thousands of  the adolescent 

and pediatric populations worldwide. For the first time, this parasitic infection was proved to be the 

cause of human illness in the 1950s but it remains to be a threat to the public health.  The paper studies 
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toxocariasis as a disease caused by invasion of Toxocara nematodes. The investigation shows the most 

common ways for human to get infected, based on the knowledge of Toxocara roundworms’ life cycle 

specific characteristics and biological adaptations of these species. The paper considers different host-

parasite systems of Toxocara and their roles in the life cycle of nematodes. The paper highlights 

various clinical manifestations of above-mentioned disease and describes its main forms that occur in 

human organism. In addition, the paper considers the reasons of misdiagnosis and the necessity of 

more accurate diagnostic methods. The paper studies the spread of the Toxocara canis and T. cati 

within predators in Kharkiv and stresses the need to establish prevention measures to minimize 

toxocariasis impact on society, based on measures that were tested earlier and proved their 

effectiveness. The paper considers the significance of statistical data of fluctuation of infection rate 

among animals, due to the fact that predators (dogs/cats) are the only source of Toxocara eggs. It was 

proved that they are the main cause of the spread of human toxocariasis. The research will result in  

developing of preventive methods for all ways of Toxocara transmission. 

Keywords: geo-helminthiasis,  host-parasite  system,  human  toxocariasis  forms,  parasitic

invasion

     General formulation of research and its topicality. As evidenced by statistics, parasitic diseases

are among the most frequent causes of death in the world. There are 30 parasitic agents registered in

Ukraine, meanwhile, toxocariasis remains one of the most common helminthic infection. This topic is

relevant due to the steady increase in the incidence rate in many countries worldwide.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. Objective of the paper is to draw attention

to the toxocariasis  problem and to prove the effectiveness of preventive measures.  Subject-matter

involves  toxocariasis  causes,  symptoms  and  diagnostics.  Object-matter of  the  research  is  the

dissemination of parasites among predators of Kharkiv. The tasks are to clarify the pathogenesis and

the dynamics of toxocariasis and to suggest ways to reduce the number of cases. Materials used are

scientific articles from e-resources and medicine journals, investigating subject-matter. Novelty of the

paper is considering the statistical  data of fluctuation of infection rate among animals as a way to

control the spread of human toxocariasis. The theoretical and practical significance of the research is

to  draw attention  to  human toxocariasis  problem and  importance  of  controlling  its  spread  among

citizens of Kharkiv. Perspectives of the research are developing new ways of minimizing the parasitic

impact on public health.

Research outcomes.  Toxocariasis is a parasitic zoonosis that is caused by infection with the

eggs or larvae of Toxocara canis and T. cati,  which are the most common enteric nematode parasite in

dogs and cats, respectively.

 It  can be stated that  the main biological  functions  of every organism are adaptations  that

provide preservation of species and the life of every single animal.
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Maintenance  of  species  depends on reproduction  and dissemination,  while  the  life  of  each

organism depends on vital needs, such as nutrition. High level of fertility (200.000 eggs per day) and

long term preservation of eggs viability (up to 385 days) can be regarded as biological functions aimed

at the  preservation of Toxocara.  The critical  part  of the life  cycle of Toxocara is  the necessity of

external environment development (about 2 weeks) because it is the only way for Toxocara eggs to

become invasive. That is why, toxocariasis is regarded as geo-helminthiasis [2, p. 175-177].

Toxocara  canis  and T.cati  have  definitive  host, an  organism in which  the  parasite  reaches

maturity and reproduces sexually, that belongs to Canidae family and Felidae family, respectively. Yet

roundworms of both types can have paratenic hosts (mice, pigs, earthworms, birds), that harbours the

sexually  immature  parasite  but  is  not  necessary  for  the  parasite's development  cycle to  progress.

Paratenic hosts can accumulate an enormous number of juvenile stage parasites.  In this host-parasite

system, people are accidental  hosts, the  organisms that generally  do not allow transmission to the

definitive host, consequently preventing the parasite from completing its development.

It can be stated that parasite invasion occurs by the accidental ingestion of embryonated eggs

of  Toxocara canis or T. cati, which may be present in soil contaminated with the feces of dogs/cats or

by ingestion of encapsulated Toxocara larvae in improperly cooked tissues of paratenic hosts. Parasites

are often transmitted  during close contact  with infected  dogs and cats  because of  the presence of

embryonated eggs on their fur.

Based on the knowledge of Toxocara transmission, there is a need for allocation of high-risk

groups. The first group is children, due to their lack of hygiene; the second one contains people, whose

professions are tightly connected to working with soil or/and animals; the third one is people that have

domestic animals (dogs or cats). 

Toxocariasis can be identified as zoonotic infection which is characterized by long-term severe

current of illness, frequent reinvasion and varied clinical presentations,  that depend on intensity of

invasion, larvae migration and specificity of immune response of the host.

Human toxocariasis can be classified into four clinical forms: visceral larva migrans (VLM),

compartmentalized  that  include  neurologic  (NT)  and  ocular  toxocariasis  (OT),  cover  (CT),  and

asymptomatic [1].

VLM  occurs  mostly  in  kids  aged  2-7  years  and  is  characterized  by  high  intensity  or/and

repeated invasion by Toxocara larvae. VLM is the result of a systemic migration of Toxocara larvae

through the tissue of human body. The most common organ to be affected is liver and it is associated

with hepatitis. But larvae may invade heart, lungs, muscles. Migration of larvae can be associated with

symptoms such as fever,  respiratory symptoms (in 80% of cases),  hepatosplenomegaly (in 20% of

cases), abdominal pain, weight loss, eosinophilia, skin disorders.
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OT occurs in children aged 5-10 years. This clinical form is characterized by minimal invasion

rate  of  Toxocara  larvae.  The  eye  is  the  only  affected  organ,  it  is  associated  with  chronic

endophthalmitis,  peripheral  retinochoroiditis  with  granuloma,  scleritis,  live  interocular  worm.  The

most common presentations of OT in children are strabismus and leukocoria. Sometimes OT can cause

blindness.

CT is diagnosed in adults and children. Patients express non-specific symptoms, such as rash,

abdominal  pain,  sleep  disorders,  anorexia,  nausea,  headache,  pharyngitis,  pneumonia,  cough  and

cervical lymphadenitis, allergic responses. In some cases, CT can be described as manifestation of

VLM.

NT occurs in adults and children and caused by invasion of Toxocara larvae to central nervous

system, leading to neurological damage. The associated clinical symptoms include encephalitis, mental

confusion, meningitis, headache, photophobia, fever, tiredness, depression.

In addition to different  disease types, the migration of larvae within human body results in

necrosis and inflammation. In comparison with other round worms Toxocara has more overwhelming

immunosuppresive activity.

The  research  has  revealed  the  fact  that  misdiagnosis  because  of  the  various  clinical

manifestations, may lead to development of health complications. In general, diagnosis of toxocariasis

is  complicated  by  peculiarities  of  round  worms’  life  cycle.  Inside  human  organism  Toxocara  is

presented  in  a  juvenile  form only,  so  it  can  not  be  found with  stool  test  like  the  rest  of  enteric

nematodes that mature and produce eggs inside human colon. 

The most common way to diagnose toxocariasis is direct microscopy which includes taking

biopsy. This method has its advantages and disadvantages, for instance, it is widely available but it is

invasive,  requires  skilled  technicians,  a  lot  of  time  and  can  not  be  100  percent  accurate  due  to

difficulties in distinguishing Toxocara from other round worms.

Serological tests  are considered in combination with significant  clinical  presentations.  Their

role  is  a  laboratory  confirmation  of  active  Toxocara  infection.  Nowadays  enzyme-linked

immunosorbent  assay (ELISA) is  used widely,  this  method is  based on the secretory of Toxocara

antigens from serum. In spite of good specificity and sensitivity of ELISA, the considerable flaw of it

is  a  potential  false-positive  result  due  to  long  term  preservation  of  IgG  that  interferes  with

differentiation between persistent and active infections.

It can be stated that despite efforts to develop different diagnostic methods for detection of

active Toxocara infection, precise diagnosis remains a challenge and requires the development of more

accurate diagnostic methods.

According to statistics, the level of infected animals in Kharkiv in 2009 was 33.3 %. Then in

2016 the level of invasion reduced to 14.4 %, which is the consequence of  strengthening of sanitary
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control  (  culling  stray animals  and monitoring  cleanliness  of  the  city).  But  in  2018 the  extent  of

invasion was 25.8% and continue to increase, which is a consequence of neglected regulation. The

rapid increase in the number of city predators, especially uncontrolled stray populations and their close

interaction with people in the urban area, has raised the risk of human infection with Toxocara. Most

regrettably,  the genuine level  of infected humans can not be rated due to  various factors,  such as

asymptomatic form of toxocariasis, inaccurate diagnosis. But we can assume that it is in the range of

0.3 to 0.6 percent and continue to increase [3].

Results. Considering the above-mentioned facts,  preventive measures can be suggested. The

first measure should target the source of invasion: culling and sterilization of stray animals, regular

deworming  of  domestic  animals  and prevention  of  environmental  contamination  with  feces  of

dogs/cats. These measures have already proven their effectiveness during 2009-2016 when the rate of

infected  animals  was decreased by 18.9 percent.  The second one will  aim other  possible  ways of

transmission: hygiene and proper food cooking will minimize the number of potential  contact with

invasive forms of parasite. And the most essential one is influence on human behavior, which will

result in aware behavioral models.

Conclusions.   In spite of rapid progress in toxocariasis research of the last twenty years, it is

still  a  significant  challenge  to  public  health.  Future  research  will  result  in  developing  prevention

strategies that will minimize the impact of parasitic burden on society. 
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Анотація. У  статті  розглянуто  одну  з  головних  умов  здорового  способу  життя,

ефективний засіб підтримки та зміцнення здоров’я - рухової активності, її  роль та потребу в

оптимізації  в  житті  студента.  Активізація  рухового  режиму  покращує  функції  систем,  що

регулюють  циркуляцію  крові,  скоротливість  міокарда  та  кровообіг,  знижує  гіпоксію,  тобто

запобігає та усуває прояви більшості факторів ризику основних серцево-судинних захворювань.

Також описано дослідження впливу фізичних навантажень на здоров'я студентів.

Ключові слова: Здоров'я, фізичні навантаження, рух, гіподинамія.

Abstract. The article deals with one of the main conditions for a healthy lifestyle, an effective

means  of  maintaining  and  promoting  health  —  motor  activity,  its  role  and  the  need  for

optimization in student’s life.  Activation of the motor regime improves the functions of the

systems regulating blood circulation, myocardial contractility and circulation, reduces hypoxia,

that  is,  prevents  and  eliminates  manifestations  of  the  majority  of  risk  factors  for  major

cardiovascular diseases.  It also describes the research of the influence of physical activity on

the students’ health.

Key words: Health, physical activity, movement, hypodynamia.

     General formulation of research and its topicality. The human body is  a  complex

biological  system.  All  organs  of  the  human  body  are  interconnected,  being  in  constant

interaction and aggregate, a single self-regulating and self-developing system. The activity of

the organism as a whole includes the interaction of the human psyche, its motor and autonomic

functions  with  various  environmental  conditions.  The  term “physical  activity”  combines  a

variety of motor actions performed in everyday life, organized and independent exercise and

sports. Movement is the most important property of the human body. Due to the presence of

skeletal  muscles,  a  person  can  move,  perform  movements  by  separate  parts  of  the  body.

Constant movements also occur in the internal organs, which similarly have muscle tissue in

the form of special  “smooth” muscles (intestinal peristalsis, maintaining the tone of arterial

blood vessels, etc.)

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. Health is one of the most important life

values  of a person, a guarantee of his well-being and longevity. A healthy lifestyle is the process of

compliance by a person with certain norms, rules and restrictions in everyday life, contributing to the

preservation of health,  optimal adaptation of the organism to environmental conditions,  and a high

level of efficiency in education and professional activities. One of the dominant features of the 20th

century is a restriction of motor activity of a modern person. 100 years ago, 96% of labor operations
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were performed by muscular effort. Currently, 99% are performed by various mechanisms. A peculiar

contradiction with the environmental conditions has come: while all the evolutionary formation of a

person was under the sign of high physical activity, in modern conditions these qualities are of little

importance. It’s necessary to compensate for the lack of motor activity, otherwise a condition occurs in

which many functions,  organs and systems of the human body lose their  qualities.  There comes a

disorder, disharmony of complex system of the human body. Lack of physical activity in the lives of

people of different ages is one of the reasons of poor posture, deterioration of the foot capacity, the

appearance of overweight and other disorders in physical development. Insufficient physical activity

reduces the functional cardiovascular and respiratory systems, resulting in an inadequate reaction of

the heart to the load lung capacity decreases, motor development slows down. People with a lack of

movement are less powerful and endurance, which affects the general condition [2, p. 32].

Object-matter. Physical activity of the Karazin University students.

Subject-matter. The impact of students’ physical activity on their health.

Objective. Assessing the effect of physical activity on overall health.

Tasks. 1. To define the concept of “physical activity” and its meaning. 2. To conduct a survey

of students. 3. On the basis of the results obtained during the survey, to conclude about the impact of

physical activity on the students’ health.

Materials and methods. 225 students of the Karazin University were interviewed during the

study, the research was conducted in the form of a survey.

Research results. During  the  ontogenetic  and  phylogenetic  stages  of  the  evolutionary

development of man, motor activity had a significant impact on the morphology of individual organs

and body systems. Physical exercises and sports increase the activity of metabolic processes, train and

maintain  high-level  mechanisms  that  carry  out  the  body’s  metabolism  and  energy.  With  regular

exercises and sports, the number of red blood cells and the amount of hemoglobin in them increase,

resulting in increased oxygen capacity of the blood and the body’s resistance to colds and infectious

diseases  due  to  higher  activity  of  leukocytes;  recovery  processes  after  significant  blood  loss  are

accelerated. Physical work contributes to the general expansion of blood vessels, normalization of the

tone  of  their  muscular  walls,  improved  nutrition  and increased  metabolism in  the  walls  of  blood

vessels. All this contributes to the preservation of the elasticity of the walls of blood vessels and the

normal functioning of the cardiovascular  system without pathological deviations.  Strenuous mental

work, sedentary lifestyle, especially at high neuro-emotional tensions, bad habits (smoking, drinking

an alcohol) cause an increase in tone and deterioration of the arterial walls, a loss of their elasticity,

which can lead to a persistent increase in blood pressure and ultimately, to hypertension. Working

muscles, muscles form a stream of impulses, constantly stimulating the metabolism, the activity of the

nervous system and all organs, which, of course, improves the use of oxygen by the tissues, excess fat
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is not deposited, and the protective properties of the body increase. Hypodynamia and limited physical

exertion intensively contribute to the attenuation of the vital activity of the organism. We interviewed

225 students of the Karazin National University. The survey was conducted in writing and consisted of

the following questions: 1) do you consider physical culture a compulsory subject in universities? 2)

how often do you go in for sports? 3) how do you assess your physical training? 4) how do you assess

your health condition? The findings show that the largest number of students (34.9%) go in for sport

1–2 times a week and feel tired during a day (59.5%). So, there is a direct connection of physical

activity on our health. The results are shown on pictures 1, 2, 3, 4.

Picture 3 

Conclusions. There is a direct link between our health and physical activity. As a result of the

research, it turned out that the majority of students (34.9%) go in for sports only once a week, 21.4% of

respondents do not go in for sports, 64.3% do not consider physical culture to be an obligatory subject

in universities; as a result, they feel tired during the day, which is associated with physical inactivity,

mental  overstrain  and  as  a  result  of  overwork,  leading  to  a  decrease  in  physical  and  mental

performance in  training  sessions.  Thus,  due to  their  age characteristics,  students feel  the need for

physical activity. Forms of active recreation, a rational ratio of different types of activities, selected

according to the individual characteristics of young people, satisfy their needs for physical activity,
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which is the main source of the full development of the body. Mental fatigue borders on the disease

and has a longer recovery period. The means of restoring the body after fatigue and overwork are:

optimal  physical  activity,  switching  to  other  types  of  work and combining  work  with  active  rest,

rational nutrition,  establishing a strict hygienic lifestyle. Exercise in the conditions of the students’

intense learning activities are important as a way to relieve nervous tension and preserve mental health.

The discharge  of  increased  nervous activity  through movement  is  the most  effective.  The role  of

exercise is not limited to the beneficial effects on health. Systematic muscular activity increases the

mental and emotional stability of the body during prolonged intense mental or physical work.
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Актуальність дослідження та короткий аналіз останніх досліджень для опису 

невирішених проблем. У цій статті розглядаються наслідки аварії на Чорнобильській АЕС. 

Опрацьовуються результати епідеміологічних досліджень, аналізується динаміка променевої 

ситуації. Публікація піднімає проблему ракових та неракових захворювань, ретельно 

розглядаючи різні способи впровадження методів боротьби зі зростаючою кількістю побічно 

уражених.

Ключові слова: Пост-чорнобильські епідеміологічні дослідження, статистика 

захворювань після аварії на ЧАЕС, гостре променеве захворювання , учасники реагування на 

аварії.

     The relevance of the research and a brief analysis of the latest research to describe the 

outstanding issues. This article examines the consequences of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant 

accident. The results of epidemiological studies are processed, the dynamics of the radiation situation 

analyzed. The publication raises the problem of cancer and non-cancer diseases, carefully considering 

various ways to implement methods to combat the increasing number of indirectly affected. 

 Key words: Post-Chernobyl epidemiological studies, disease statistics after the Chernobyl accident,

acute radiation sickness (ARS), accident response participants (ARP)

        General formulation of research and its topicality. As a result of the explosion of the

fourth  reactor  at  the  Chernobyl  nuclear  power  plant  on  April  6,  1986,  a  large  number  of

radionuclides was released into the environment, which led to radioactive contamination of the

territories of the USSR (at the moment the Republic of Belarus, Ukraine and part of the Russian

Federation). Radiological monitoring, which began after the disaster, allowed to estimate the

average (per district) individual doses of internal radiation in children and adults as well as the

average regional doses of radiation in different age groups of residents of different regions. This

was the first analysis of the dynamics of the radiation situation. Then, in 1992–1995, as part of

the intergovernmental agreement between Ukraine, the Russian Federation and the Republic of

Belarus, a large-scale international scientific program IPHECA (International Program on the

Health Effects of the Chernobyl Accident) was implemented. At the moment, the problem of

cancer  and non-cancer  diseases  after  the  accident  at  the  Chernobyl  nuclear  power  plant  is

considered  in  a  large  number  of  scientific  publications  and  reports  of  the  UN  Scientific

Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR). However, assessing the radiation

risks of cancer in the face of pronounced screening effects remains a challenge.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. If we take as a basis  the information
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obtained during the research over many years, we can say that this problem is the main problem in

modern industrial society. It is obvious that the established dependence of cancer incidence on the dose

of  ionizing  radiation  can  become  an  important  social  topic  affecting  the  development  of  nuclear

technologies, nuclear energy, radiotherapy, assessment of medical consequences of radiation Accidents.

Therefore,  the  fundamental  data  on  the  possible  existence  of  such  dependence  are  the  results  of

observations of the mortality of residents who survived the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power

plant.

These data  are of particular  importance for obtaining an objective forecast  by the National

Radiation and Epidemiological Register, created after the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power

plant.

The  object  of  the  article  is  to  analyze  the  results  of  various  studies,  the  dynamics  of  the

radiation situation of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The aim of the work is to assess the risks of

cancer and non-cancer pathology in conditions of pronounced screening effects. The subject is the use

of modern technologies for functional processing of results. The purpose of the article is to consider

the main results of the completed scientific research and practical monitoring. The materials used are

scientific articles from medical journals and online sources. The methods used for analysis compare

information from different sources, highlight the most important facts or ideas, identify recent and

significant benefits and discoveries in the field of research.

Experiential/research  outcomes.  Despite  the  natural  processes  of  self-cleaning,  which

contributed to a significant improvement in the radiological situation in the areas contaminated with

radionuclides and the countermeasures taken, the consequences could not be avoided.

The main radiological consequences of the Chernobyl accident are distributed to the early and

remote  ones.  Early  include  acute  radiation  sickness,  local  skin  and  eye  damage;  hematological,

immunological, cytogenetic disorders in ARP participants and the population.

The long-term radiological effects, as the 25-year observation period shows, are: 

                   — increased incidence of thyroid cancer and leukemia; 

— increasing the incidence of cancer in liquidators;

— increase in overall mortality, vascular pathology mortality among ARP and evacuees; 

— radiation cataracts. 

In 1986, 237 people were diagnosed with acute radiation sickness (ARS). After careful analysis

(in 1989), the real number of victims with such a diagnosis decreased to 134 people. Of these, 28

patients died in the first three months after the accident. Over the next 25 years, 40 people who lived in

Ukraine died.

In  general,  the  most  common  causes  of  death  were  cancer  (14  cases)  and  death  from

cardiovascular  complications  (12  cases).  Other  causes  of  fatality  include  cirrhosis  of  the  liver,
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pulmonary  tuberculosis  (rapid-progressive  form),  encephalitis,  fat  embolism  after  a  broken  leg,

accidents,  injuries.  The  number  of  patients  who  have  undergone  ARS  and  are  under  dispensary

supervision in the Scientific Center of Radiation Medicine of NAMS of Ukraine (SCRM) in Ukraine

remains the largest.

For 25 years, the extent of damage to the body's main organs and systems, their functional state,

metabolic processes and maintenance of homeostasis in this category of persons has been studied; a

comprehensive assessment of their health, mental and physical performance, as well as identified risk

factors for development and features of the course of different pathologies, developed a system of

rehabilitation of patients who have suffered ARS. Those who have suffered from ARS and who remain

alive suffer from chronic diseases of internal organs and systems (from 5–7 to 10–12 diagnoses at the

same time).  In the first five years after  the accident there was a sharp increase in diseases of the

cardiovascular,  digestive,  hepatophilic  and nervous systems of  the body.  In the next  20 years,  the

increase was much smaller,  but 25 years after  the accident  the proportion of people with somatic

pathology is 85–100%.

A long-term monitoring  of  malignancies  was  also  conducted,  which  showed  an  excess  of

national rates of thyroid cancer among all categories of victims.

It was noted that the incidence of breast cancer among women who participated in the aftermath

of the accident in 1986–1987 increased. Among ARP, the incidence of leukemia increased by 3.44

times in 15 years after exposure and is similar to the incidence rate in victims of atomic bombings

(data from the SCRM and the National Cancer Institute of the United States, 2000–2011). Similar

results have been obtained in the Russian Federation.

The medical consequences and health problems of the affected population 25 years after the

accident can be reduced to the following list.

1. The increase in the total mortality of victims of somatic and psychosomatic pathology.

2. Negative demographic changes.

3. The problem of preserving the health of participants in the work to transform the Shelter

facility into an environmentally friendly system.

Dynamics of 1986–1987 health indicators of ARP at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant for

1988–2008 reflects a significant deterioration: the number of healthy persons decreased from 67% to

5.4%, the proportion of patients with chronic diseases increased in 20 years from 12.8% to 82.3%.

Mortality in ARP from non-tumor diseases between 1988 and 2008 increased from 2.2 degrees to 12.0

degrees. The highest mortality rate from non-tumor diseases, its growth in dynamics after radiation is

defined among persons whose age at the time of exposure was 40–60 years, which, obviously, should
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be associated with the influence of the factor of ageing.

The results  of  an epidemiological  study of  mortality  from non-tumor  diseases  of  the  adult

evacuated population between 1988 and 2007. showed a gradual build-up of it. The highest level was

found in the 2003–2007 phase. At the same time, the mortality rate of male and female persons has

almost equaled. Among pregnant women who were born and live in radioactive contaminated areas,

hypovitaminosis  E,  A,  D and deficiency B9 (folic  acid)  were identified.  All  100% of  the  women

surveyed had iodine deficiency in the body. Such dietary defects together with exposure to small doses

of ionizing radiation affect the level of congenital malformations in newborns: in the areas affected by

the  Chernobyl  accident,  it  exceeds  the  average  Ukrainian.  The  number  of  healthy  children  is

progressively decreasing, from 30% in 1989 to 1% in 2010.

Conclusions. Over time, Chernobyl’s problems have not diminished. They are defined by their

side effects and in the distant post-accident period. Thus, 25 years after the accident, the victims are

concerned about the lack of necessary specialists in medical institutions and the inability to purchase

medicines. Radiation protection programs in the radionuclide-contaminated areas require the creation

of new and improved existing regulations.

Chernobyl taught the following lessons that need to be studied and learned:

1. Underestimating the scale and magnitude of the Chernobyl disaster, which has prevented the

elimination of the consequences of the global man-made nuclear accident in 25 years;

2. Huge damage to the health of millions of people due to the underestimating the possible

radiological and medical consequences of the Chernobyl disaster;

3.  The  non-compliance  of  the  system  of  anti-radiation  protection  of  personnel  and  the

population of Ukraine with the level of modern requirements.

4.  An  imperfect  regulatory  framework  for  nuclear  and  radiation  safety  and  anti-radiation

protection.

In the next decade, the following radiological implications of Chernobyl will matter:

•  increased  frequency  of  individual  forms  of  solid  crayfish  (accident  relief  participants,

evacuees);

• increased incidence of thyroid cancer, multiple myeloma, myelodysplastic syndrome;

• increased mortality in ARP from cardiovascular diseases.

Medical implications for the future:

— Increased morbidity and mortality of victims and children’s health problems.
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Анотація. У статті розглянуто радіаційний вплив на живі організми, який вважається 
шкідливим. Альфа-, бета-частинки та гамма-промені по-різному впливають на живі організми. 
Альфа-частинки, наприклад, не можуть проникнути в шкіру людини. Однак потрапляючи в 
організм, це може завдати серйозної біологічної шкоди. Бета-частинки набагато швидші і, отже,
більш потужні, ніж альфа-частинки. Вони здатні проникати на 1-2 см шкіри, викликаючи сильні
опіки. Бета-частинки можна зупинити лише металевою пластиною завтовшки кілька мм. Гамма-
промінь схожий зі світлом. Насправді він ,фактично, не маэ  маси і має величезну проникаючу 
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силу. Його можна зупинити лише свинцем або бетоном товщиною кілька см. Автор детально 
вивчив явище радіаційного впливу та наслідки променевої хвороби. Велика увага приділяється 
дозам радіації та їх впливу.
Ключові слова: Радіація, Альфа-частинки, Бета-частинки, Гамма випромінювання, Променева 
хвороба.
  
Abstract.   The article deals with the radiation influence on living organisms which is considered to be
harmful. Alpha-, Beta-particles and Gamma rays affect living organisms in different ways. Alpha-
particles, for instance, cannot penetrate into a human skin. However, getting into a body it may cause 
serious biological damage. Beta-particles are much faster and hence, more powerful, than Alpha-
particles. They are capable of penetrating into 1-2cm of the skin causing sever burns. Beta-particles 
can only be stopped with a metal plate several mm thick. Gamma-ray is similar to light. In fact it does 
not possess any mass and has a huge penetrating power. It can only be stopped either by lead or 
concrete of several cm thick. The author studied  the phenomenon of radiation influence in detail and 
consequences of radiation sickness. Much attention has ben paid to the doses of radiation and their 
effects.
Key words: Radiation, Alpha-particles, Beta-particles, Gamma-rays, Radiation sickness.
   
Object matter: Effect of ionising radiation on living organisms.
Subject matter: Radiation sickness.
Task: Investigate effect of radiation on living organisms.
General formulation of research and its topicality Effects of radiation on living organisms and 
negative effects on human body.
Setting of the problem and the aim of the article: Find out effects of radiation on living organisms. 

      Introduction. Background radiation is the ionizing radiation which is naturally and inevitably 
present in our environment. Levels of this can vary greatly. People living in granite areas or on 
mineralised sands receive more terrestrial radiation than others, while people living or working at high 
altitudes receive more cosmic radiation[1]. A lot of our natural exposure is due to radon, a gas which 
seeps from the Earth's crust and is present in the air we breathe.
     Ionising radiation comes from the nuclei of atoms, the basic building blocks of matter. Most atoms 
are stable, but certain atoms change or disintegrate into totally new atoms. These kinds of atoms are 
said to be 'unstable' or 'radioactive'. An unstable atom has excess internal energy, with the result that 
the nucleus can undergo a spontaneous change. This is called 'radioactive decay'[2]. We all experience 
radiation from natural sources every day. 
     An unstable nucleus emits excess energy as radiation in the form of gamma rays or fast-moving 
sub-atomic particles. If it decays with emission of an alpha or beta particle, it becomes a new element 
and may emit gamma rays at the same time. One can describe the emissions as gamma, beta and alpha 
radiation. All the time, the atom is progressing in one or more steps towards a stable state where it is 
no longer radioactive. 
     Alpha particles consist of two protons and two neutrons, in the form of atomic nuclei. Alpha
particles  are  doubly  charged (arising  from the  charge  of  the  two  protons).  This  charge  and  the
relatively slow speed and high mass of alpha particles means that they interact more readily with
matter than beta particles or gamma rays and lose their energy quickly[3]. Therefore they have little
penetrating power and can be stopped by the first layer of skin or a sheet of paper. But they can
inflict more severe biological damage inside the body than other types of radiation.

     Beta particles are fast-moving electrons ejected from the nuclei of many kinds of radioactive
atoms. These particles are singly charged (the charge of an electron), are lighter and ejected at a
much higher speed than alpha particles. They can penetrate up to 1 to 2 centimetres of water or
human flesh[4]. They can be stopped by a sheet of aluminium a few millimetres thick.
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     Gamma rays, like light, represent energy transmitted in a wave without the movement of material,
just like heat and light. Gamma rays and X-rays are virtually identical though X-rays are produced 
artificially and they do not originate from the atomic nucleus. But unlike light, these rays have great 
penetrating power and can pass through the human body[5]. The layer of concrete, lead or water is 
used to protect people from them.

      Main Part.  Ionizing radiation comes in three flavors:

         Alpha  particles,  beta  particles  and  gamma  rays.
 Alpha particles are the least dangerous in terms of external exposure. Each particle contains a pair of
neutrons and a pair of protons. They do not penetrate deeply into human`s skin, in fact, clothing can
stop alpha particles. Unfortunately, alpha particles can be inhaled or ingested, usually in the form of
radon gas. Once ingested,  alpha particles can be very dangerous. However,  even then they do not
typically  cause  radiation  sickness  -  instead,  they  lead  to  lung  cancer[6].  
Radon is a naturally-occurring radioactive gas that is able to cause lung cancer. Radon gas is inert,
colorless and odorless. Outdoors, radon disperses rapidly and, generally, is not a health issue. Most
radon exposure occurs inside homes, schools and workplaces. Radon gas becomes trapped indoors
after it enters buildings through cracks and other holes in the foundation.
          Beta particles are electrons that move very quickly - that is, with a lot of energy. Beta particles
travel  several  meters  when emitted  from a radioactive source,  but they are blocked by most solid
objects. A beta particle is about 8,000 times smaller than an alpha particle - and that is what makes
them more dangerous[7]. Their small size allows them to penetrate through clothes and skin. External
exposure may cause burns and tissue damage, along with other symptoms of radiation sickness. If
radioactive material gets into food or water supplies or is dispersed into the air, people can inhale or
ingest beta particle emitters without noticing it. Internal exposure to beta particles causes much more
severe symptoms than external exposure.
        Gamma rays are the most dangerous form of ionizing radiation. These extremely high energy
photons travel through most forms of matter because they literally have no mass. It takes several inches
of lead - or several feet of concrete - to effectively block gamma rays. If a person is exposed to gamma
rays, they pass through his entire body, affecting all skin tissues up to the bone marrow[8]. This causes
widespread damage for all parts of a human body.
        Radiation sickness:

Radiation sickness is also called acute radiation syndrome or radiation poisoning. Radiation sickness is

not caused by common imaging tests that use low-dose radiation, such as X-rays or CT scans. 

Although radiation sickness is serious and often fatal, it is rare[9]. 

     The severity of signs and symptoms of radiation sickness depends on how much radiation has been

absorbed. The amount of this radiation depends on the strength of the radiated energy, the time of 

exposures, and the distance between a person and the source of radiation. Signs and symptoms are 

also affected by the type of exposure. The severity of radiation sickness also depends on how 

sensitive the affected tissue is. For instance, the gastrointestinal system, thyroid and bone marrow 

are highly sensitive to radiation. 

The initial signs and symptoms of treatable radiation sickness are usually nausea and vomiting[10]. 

The amount of time between exposure and the period when these symptoms develop is a clue to 

how much radiation a person has absorbed. After the first signs and symptoms, a person with 

radiation sickness may have a brief period with no apparent illness, followed by the onset of new, 

more severe symptoms. If a person had a mild exposure, it may take hours to weeks before any signs 

and symptoms appear. But with severe exposure, signs and symptoms can begin minutes to days 
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after exposure.

Possible symptoms include:

  *Nausea and vomiting

  *Diarrhea

  *Headache

  *Fever

  *Dizziness and disorientation

  *Weakness and fatigue

  *Hair loss

  *Bloody vomit and stools from internal bleeding

  *Infections

  *Low blood pressure

Emergency medical care must be given in case of radiation overexposure.

    Conclusion. Pondering over this issue, a conclusion can be drawn that future research will help 

people remove negative effects of radiation or make it minimal for living organisms. The radiation 

effect on cells could be used in further studies as an anti-aging component. As a matter of fat the 

radiation effect on cells has a mutating effect. If scientists succeed in obtaining good results, people 

will be able to leave more than 200 years.         
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Анотація .  У  статт і  розглядаю ть ся  найпопулярн іші  типи  
аль тернат ив них  дж ерел ,  так і  як  енерг ія  в і тру ,  сонячна  енерг ія  та  енерг ія  
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П ортугал ія .  Таким  чином ,  найб іль ш  в иг ідна  і  в ідпов ідна  форма  
аль тернат ив но ї  енерг і ї  на  сь огодн і  була  в изначе на  на  основ і  і сную чих  
досл ідж ень .  Деталь но  досл ідж ено  р і зн і  науков і  досл ідж ення  з  ц і є ї  
проблеми .  Уточнено  перспе ктив и  майбутнь ого  в икористання  в іднов лю в ано ї
енерг і ї  та  переглянуто  проекти  аль тернатив ного  в икористання  енерг і ї .

Kлю ч ов i  слов а:  понов лю в ана  енер г ія ,  спожив ання  енер г і ї ,
глобаль не  потепління ,  пар ников ий  ефект .

        A bs trac t .  The  a r t i c l e  dea l s  w i th  t he  mos t  popu la r  t ypes  o f  a l t e rna t iv e  
s ou rces  s uch  a s  w ind  pow er ,  s o l a r  pow er  and  b iomas s  pow er .  The i r  advan tages  
and  d i s advan tages  have  been  cons ide red  and  s t a t i s t i c a l  da t a  o f  r enew ab le  
ene rgy  imp lemen t a t i on  in  va r ious  coun t r i e s  s uch  a s  t he  US A ,  G ermany ,  
S w eden ,  D enmark ,  t he  N e the r l ands ,  t he  UK ,  S pa in  and  Po r tuga l  have  been  
ana lyzed .  Thus  t he  mos t  p ro f i t ab l e  and  r e l evan t  f o rm o f  a l t e rna t ive  pow er  
now adays  has  been  de f ined  bas ing  on  the  ex i s t i ng  r e s ea r ch .  V a r ious  s c i en t i f i c  
s tud i e s  on  the  p rob lem  have  been  inves t i ga t ed  i n  de t a i l .  P ro s pec t s  o f  f u tu r e  
r enew ab le  ene rgy  app l i ca t i ons  have  been  spec i f i ed  and  the  p ro j ec t s  o f  
a l t e rna t ive  ene rgy  dep loymen t  have  been  r ev i ew ed .

Key  w ord s :  ren ew ab le  en ergy ,  en ergy  con s u mp t ion ,  g lob a l  w armin g ,  
carb on  emis s ion .

Gen era l  f ormu la t ion  o f  re s earch  an d  i t s  t op ica l i ty

Recen t  s tud i e s  i n  t he  f i e ld  o f  r enew ab le  ene rgy  have  s how n  tha t  i f  t he

w or ld  does  no t  comple t e ly  sw i t ch  t o  a l t e rna t ive  s ou rces  i n  t he  nex t  20  yea r s ,

t h i s  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  i r r eve r s ib l e  cons equences  s uch  a s  g r een - hous e  e f f ec t  and

g loba l  w a rming .  Thus ,  t he  i s s ue  o f  a l t e rna t ive  s ou rces  o f  ene rgy  s hou ld  be

r a i s ed .  S c i en t i s t s  a rgue  tha t  t he  deve lopmen t  o f  new  ene rgy  i s  f aced  w i th  t he

p rob lem  o f  l ow -s peed  innova t ion  [2 ] .

S et t in g  o f  th e  p rob lem an d  th e  a im o f  th e  ar t i c l e

Ob jec t -mat ter  -  ana lyz ing  va r ious  k inds  o f  a l t e rna t ive  sou rces  o f

ene rgy ,  t he i r  advan tages  and  d i s advan tages  and  s pec i fy ing  the  be s t  t ype  o f

r enew ab le  ene rgy  sou rces  t ha t  c an  be  u s ed  in  fu tu r e .  Su b jec t - mat ter  –

a l t e rna t ive  sou rces  o f  ene rgy  in  s oc i e ty .  Ob jec t ive  -  t o  i n t roduce  and  ana lyze

types  o f  a l t e rna t ive  ene rgy .  R es earch  meth od s  o f  t h i s  pape r  a r e  ba s ed  on

ex i s t i ng  ma te r i a l s ,  r e s ea r ch  da t a  and  e l ec t ron i c  sou rces ,  w h ich  cou ld  be  us e fu l

to  de s c r ibe  ob j ec t - ma t t e r .

Tas k s  o f  th i s  pap er  are :

 t o  s tudy  the  ex i s t i ng  k inds  o f  a l t e rna t ive  s ou rces  o f  ene rgy ;

 t o  unde r l i ne  t he  impor t ance  o f  r enew ab le  ene rgy  and  i t s  soc i a l

r e l evance ;

 t o  de t e rmine  the  be s t  t ype  o f  a l t e rna t iv e  ene rgy .
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D ea l ing  w i th  t he  p rob lem  o f  un favo rab l e  e f f ec t s  o f  g loba l  w a rming ,

env i ronmen t a l  po l lu t i on  and  h igh  ca rbon  emis s ions ,  t he  i nves t i ga t ions  i n  t he

f i e ld  o f  deve lop ing  r enew ab le  ene rgy  s ou rces  shou ld  be  t aken  in to

cons ide ra t i on .  The  ma in  sou rces  o f  ene rgy  a r e  conven t iona l  and  exhaus t ib l e

s ou rces ,  bu t  ou r  s oc i e ty  ha s  a l r eady  inven ted  s uch  k inds  o f  ene rgy  tha t  do  no t

po i s on  the  env i ronmen t .  A  f i f t h  o f  t he  wor ld ’ s  ene rgy  cons umpt ion  has  a l r eady

been  de r ived  f rom  r enew ab le  s ou rces .  The re  a r e  more  popu la r  t ypes  o f

a l t e rna t ive  ene rgy  among  the  ene rgy  sou rces  wh ich  a r e  be l i eved  to  be  c l ean ,

cheape r  and  p ro f i t ab l e .  Name ly ,  t he s e  a r e  w ind  ene rgy ,  b iomas s  ene rgy  and

s o la r  ene rgy .  The i r  imp lemen ta t i on  has  a l r eady  found  i t s  p l ace  i n  da i ly  l i f e  o f

mode rn  peop le .  N eve r the l e s s ,  i n  sp i t e  o f  i t s  huge  po t en t i a l  e ach  o f  t he s e  t ypes

ene rgy  has  i t s  ow n  d raw backs .

Win d  en ergy

The  u s age  o f  w ind  ene rgy  i s  an  i n t eg ra l  pa r t  o f  many  na t iona l  s t r a t eg i e s

to  r educe  g r eenhous e  gas  emis s ions .  Wind  ene rgy  i s  a  u s age  o f  w ind  to  p rov ide

the  mechan ica l  pow er  t h rough  w ind  tu rb ines  t o  t u rn  e l ec t r i c  gene ra to r s  on .

Wind  ene rgy  i s  one  o f  t he  l ow es t -p r i ced  r enew ab le  ene rgy  t echno log i e s

ava i l ab l e  t oday  w h ich  i s  much  cheape r  t han  coa l  o r  ga s  w i th  a  p r i ce  o f  4 -6

cen t s  pe r  k i l ow a t t - hou r  [N .E .S e l in  2017 ] .  S pec i f i ca l l y ,  w ind  f a rms  a r e  be ing

s i t ed ,  de s igned  and  bu i l t  unde r  t he  a s s umpt ion  tha t  t he  amoun t  o f  pow er  t ha t

can  be  d r aw n  f rom  the  w ind  today  w i l l  r ema in  app rox ima t e ly  cons t an t  i n to  t he

fu tu r e ,  w i th in  t he  r ange  o f  ex i s t i ng  in t e r annua l  va r i ab i l i t y .  [K a rnaus kas ,

Lundqu i s t ,  Zhang  2017 :  1 ] .Today ,  t he  sc i en t i s t s  bu i ld ing  w indmi l l s  s hou ld

coun t  on  fu tu r e  c l ima t e  change  such  a s  g loba l  w a rming  caus ed  by  human

deeds .  Wind  ene rgy  r equ i r e s  s pec i a l  t e r r a in  cond i t i ons .  The re fo re  i t  c anno t  be

app l i ed  i n  l a rge  c i t i e s  and  c i t y  s ubu rbs .  The  mos t  w ides p read  in  t he  wor ld  i s

t he  de s ign  o f  a  w ind  gene ra to r  w i th  t h r ee  b l ades  and  a  ho r i zon ta l  ax i s  o f

ro t a t i on ,  a l t hough  in  s ome  p l aces  tw o-b l ades  a r e  a l s o  found .  Wind  tu rb ines

w i th  a  ve r t i c a l  ax i s  o f  r o t a t i on  a r e  r ecogn ized  a s  t he  mos t  e f f ec t i ve  de s ign  fo r

a r ea s  w i th  a  l ow  s peed  o f  w ind  f l ow s .  Eu rope  w i l l  t ake  one  o f  t he  mos t

impor t an t  s t eps  i n  t he  d i s t r i bu t ion  o f  a l t e rna t ive  ene rgy .  D enmark ,  t he

N e the r l ands ,  UK ,  N orw ay  and  G ermany  a r e  go ing  to  l ay  an  a r t i f i c i a l  i s l and  in

the  N or th  S ea  t o  gene ra t e  w ind  ene rgy .  The  p ro j ec t  i s  p l anned  to  be

imp lem en ted  on  the  l a rges t  i s l and  o f  t he  Nor th  S ea  o f  Dogge r  Bank ,  s ince  i t

s ucces s fu l ly  combines  l ow  sea  l eve l  and  pow er fu l  a i r  cu r r en t s .  I f  eve ry th ing
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goes  w e l l ,  t he  i s l and  w i l l  be  ab l e  t o  s t a r t  f unc t ion ing  in  2027  [1 ] .  I t  c an  be

conc luded  tha t  w ind  ene rgy  has  huge  po ten t i a l ,  bu t  ha s  a  l im i t  c a l l ed  w ea the r

cond i t i ons .

Biomass  en ergy

The  mos t  con t rove r s i a l  f o rm  o f  r enew ab le  ene rgy  i s  b iomas s  ene rgy .

Ene rgy  i s  ob t a ined  by  bu rn ing  b ioma te r i a l s  s uch  a s  w ood ,  f ood  w as t e ,

w oodw ork ing  w as t e s  and  o the r  f o rms  o f  w as t e s .  When  b iomas s  i s  bu rned ,

ca rbon  i s  r e l ea s ed  in  t he  fo rm  o f  ca rbon  d iox ide ,  w h ich  i s  a  g r eenhous e  gas ,

bu t  when  g row ing  the  nex t  gene ra t i on  o f  p l an t s  f o r  bu rn ing ,  a  s imi l a r  amoun t

o f  CO 2  w i l l  be  cap tu r ed  back .  A s  a  ma t t e r  o f  f ac t ,  s c i en t i s t s  c r i t i c i ze  t h i s  f o rm

of  ene rgy .  When  bu rn ing  a  cen t ena ry  t r ee ,  i t  t akes  yea r s  t o  r e s to r e  i t .

U nfo r tuna t e ly ,  b iomas s  ene rgy  has  u s ua l ly  been  r e l ega t ed  to  t he  l ow es t

p r io r i t y ,  i f  cons ide red  a t  a l l ,  ma in ly  becaus e  i t s  p r imary  us e  i s  i n  ru r a l  a r ea s

o f  deve lop ing  coun t r i e s  w he re  i t  o f t en  supp l i e s  ove r  90%  o f  t o t a l  ene rgy

requ i r emen t s  [H a l l  1991 :  711 ] .  How eve r ,  p rov id ing  b iomas s  w i th  ene rgy  i s

cons ide red  more  f avo rab l e ,  becaus e  i t  p l ays  an  impor t an t  r o l e  i n  t he  ove ra l l

deve lopmen t  p roces s  and  becaus e  i t  i s  r ecogn ized  tha t  b iomas s  ene rgy  can

p rov ide  bo th  t r ad i t i on a l  and  mode rn  fo rms  o f  ene rgy ,  such  a s  e l ec t r i c i t y ,

l i qu id  fue l s  and  gas e s .  Th i s  s low  accep tance  i s  be ing  backed  up  by  inc r ea s ed

b ioene rgy - us e  i n  deve loped  coun t r i e s  w he re ,  f o r  example ,  t he  U S A  de r ive s

abou t  1 .5  mboe /day  and  now  has  9000  M W  of  b iomas s  e l ec t r i c  pow er  p l an t s

and  Sw eden ,  w h ich  de r ive s  14%  o f  i t s  ene rgy  f rom  b iomas s  [H a l l  1991 :  711 ] .

A l though  b iomas s  ene rgy -us e  i s  p r edominan t  i n  t he  ru r a l  a r ea s  o f  deve lop ing

coun t r i e s ,  i t  i s  a l s o  an  impor t an t  r e s ou rce  fo r  many  ru r a l  s ma l l - t o - med ium-

s ca l e  i ndus t r i e s .  Thus ,  b iomas s  ene rgy  i s  one  o f  t he  s imp le s t  t ypes  o f  ene rgy

tha t  ha s  been  u s ed  fo r  cen tu r i e s .  I t  c an  be  conc luded ,  t ha t  t he  b ig  advan tage  i s

tha t  l a rge  b io fue l  pow er  p l an t s  a r e  ab l e  t o  ope ra t e  con t inuous ly ,  un l ike  so l a r

and  w ind  pow er  p l an t s  w h ich  depend  on  the  s un  and  w ind ,  r e s pec t ive ly ,  bu t

neve r the l e s s  t he  bu rn ing  o f  b iomas s  l e ads  t o  t he  r e l ea s e  o f  a  ce r t a in  amoun t  o f

va r ious  po l lu t an t s  depend ing  on  the  t ype  o f  b iomas s  u s ed .  The  mos t  common

are  n i t r ogen  ox ides  (N O ) .  Wi th  d i r ec t  bu rn ing  o f  wood ,  s ign i f i can t  amoun t s  o f

ca rbon  ox ides  and  dus t  ( pa r t i cu l a t e  ma t t e r )  c an  be  r e l ea s ed  and  the

uncon t ro l l ed  p rocu remen t  o f  b iomas s  fue l  f o r  pow er  p l an t s  i s  ha rmfu l  t o

na tu r e .

S o lar  en ergy
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S o la r  ene rgy  i s  ba s ed  on  the  d i r ec t  us e  o f  s o l a r  r ad i a t i on  to  p roduce  any  

fo rm  o f  ene rgy .  The  po ten t i a l  o f  so l a r  ene rgy  i s  huge  -  t he  Ea r th ' s  s u r f ace  i s  

i r r ad i a t ed  w i th  120  thous and  t e r aw a t t s  o f  sun l igh t ,  and  th i s  i s  20  t hous and  

t imes  h ighe r  t han  the  g loba l  demand  fo r  i t .  A mong  o the r  advan tages  o f  s o l a r  

ene rgy ,  i t  i s  ava i l ab l e  i n  eve ry  pa r t  o f  t he  w or ld  -  no t  on ly  i n  t he  equa to r i a l  

zone  o f  t he  Ea r th ,  bu t  a l s o  i n  no r the rn  l a t i t udes .  F o r  example ,  G e rmany  

cu r r en t ly  r anks  f i r s t  i n  t he  wor ld  i n  t he  us e  o f  s o l a r  ene rgy  and  has  i t s  

max imum  po ten t i a l .  A ls o  t he  s ha re  o f  s o l a r  and  w ind  ene rgy  in  P o r tuga l  i s  

23 .4%,  i n  Spa in  23 .3% and  in  t he  U K 21% [3 ] .  By  s w i t ch ing  to  s o l a r  pane l s  a s  

an  au tonomous  s ou rce  o f  ene rgy ,  ow ner s  o f  p r iva t e  homes  r ece ive  t ang ib l e  

s av ings .  I t  i s  a l s o  impor t an t  t ha t  t he  ma in t enanc e  o f  s o l a r -pow ered  pow er  

s upp ly  s y s t ems  i s  cha rac t e r i zed  by  low  cos t s  -  i t  i s  on ly  neces s a ry  t o  c l ean  the  

s o l a r  c e l l s  s eve ra l  t imes  a  yea r ,  and  the  manufac tu r e r ' s  wa r r an ty  on  them,  a s  a  

r u l e ,  i s  20 -25  yea r s  [ 4 ] .  The  b igges t  d i s advan tage  o f  so l a r  ene rgy  i s  i t s  co s t .  

The re fo re ,  coun t r i e s  i n t roduc ing  th i s  t ype  o f  ene rgy  encou rage  the  u s e  o f  t h i s  

t ype  o f  ene rgy .  Bes ides ,  so l a r  ene rgy  can  be  u s ed  in  l a rge  c i t i e s ,  un l ike  w ind  

ene rgy .  A ls o  one  o f  t he  d i s advan tages  i s  i ncons t ancy .  D ue  to  t he  f ac t  t ha t  

t he r e  i s  no  s un l igh t  a t  n igh t ,  a s  w e l l  a s  on  c loudy  and  r a iny  days ,  so l a r  ene rgy  

canno t  s e rve  a s  t he  ma in  sou rce  o f  e l ec t r i c i t y .  Bu t ,  i n  compar i s on  w i th  w ind  

gene ra to r s ,  t h i s  i s ,  neve r the l e s s ,  a  more  s t ab l e  op t ion  [4 ] .  One  o f  t he  impor t an t

pa rame te r s  o f  t he  pow er  s ou rce  i s  t he  ave rage  pow er  dens i ty ,  meas u red  in  W  /  

m2  and  cha rac t e r i z ing  the  amoun t  o f  ene rgy  tha t  c an  be  ob t a ined  f rom  a  un i t  

a r ea  o f  t he  ene rgy  s ou rce .  Th i s  i nd i ca to r  f o r  s o l a r  r ad i a t i on  i s  170  W /  m2  -  

t h i s  i s  more  t han  tha t  o f  o the r  r enew ab le  na tu r a l  r e s ou rces ,  bu t  l ow er  t han  tha t

o f  o i l ,  g a s ,  coa l  and  nuc l ea r  ene rgy .  Fo r  t h i s  r ea s on ,  a  s ign i f i can t  a r ea  o f  s o l a r

pane l s  i s  r equ i r ed  t o  gene ra t e  1  kW  o f  e l ec t r i c i t y  f rom  so l a r  hea t  [ 4 ] .  

The re fo re ,  w e  can  conc lude  tha t  so l a r  pow er  ha s  i t s  m ino r  d r aw backs ,  bu t  t hey  

a r e  no t  impres s ed  by  the  huge  number  o f  advan tages  and  p ros pec t s  f o r  s o l a r  

ene rgy  in  gene ra l .

     C on c lu s ions .

To  sum  up ,  w e  examined  3  t ypes  o f  r enew ab le  ene rgy  and  p r e s en t ed  the i r

advan tages  and  d i s advan tages ,  r ev i ew ed  s t a t i s t i c s  on  the  us e  o f  r enew ab le

ene rgy  in  d i f f e r en t  coun t r i e s .  I t  c an  a l s o  be  conc luded  tha t  due  t o  t he

s imp l i c i t y  o f  i t s  us e ,  cons t ancy ,  abundance ,  l ow  ma in t enan ce ,  ex t ens ive  f i e ld
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of  app l i ca t i on ,  s o l a r  ene rgy  i s  t he  be s t  s ou rce  o f  a l t e rna t ive  ene rgy ,  bu t  s o  f a r

i t  c anno t  be  t he  ma in  sou rce  o f  ene rgy  due  to  l a ck  o f  t e chno logy .
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Abstract. The article deals with the problems of the ecological identity according to the psychological 

issue, the characteristics of the methods used to research the environmental identity and socio-

psychological attitudes. It concerns the meaning and the processes of notions of environmental identity

in social processes.

Keywords:  ecology, identity, personality, behavior, environment, sociopsychological attitudes. 

Introduction: The issue of the environmental identity is relevant in our time as each person lives in 

certain patterns, as well as social attitudes. The definition of the vector development of the personality 

as well as its idea of life depends on environmental identity. 

Object-matter: ecological identity as a psychological phenomenon.

Subject-matter: the interconnection of social and psychological settings with environmental identity.

The objective of the paper is to characterize the main concept of ecological identity and research the 

problem of theoretical approaches in psychology.

The tasks are: to conduct a theoretical analysis of the psychological phenomenon of environmental 

identity and to study the relationship of environmental identity with social-psychological attitudes.

     Discussion: This topic is very relevant in our time. It is a transition to conscious consumption or a 

proecological type of life. The reasons of the study of this issue are growing environmental crises, the 

prevention and minimization of which are required the restructuring of public consciousness. Properly 

the question about the search of environmental identity is arisen. A big contribution to the development

of the issue of environmental identity was made by Deryabo S.D., Yasvin V.D., M. Tomashev. It is 

necessary to know that ecological identity lies in different ways of perceiving oneself in connection 

with the environment which is manifested in the character, values, actions, sense of self. The identity 

category is well developed in the scientific field, including an interdisciplinary approach. The 

phenomenon of ecological identity, its substantive and dynamic aspects, as well as its place in the 

broader structure of mechanisms of regulation of social behavior rarely falls within the field of view of 

researchers. The categories of the ecological consciousness, ecological worldview, ecological thinking 

and ecological culture, which began to appear in foreign and domestic literature following the 

development of the ecological movement since the 1960s are the closest to the concept of ecological 

identity, though not identical to it. Most studies address the personal or individual level of 

environmental identity. According to M.Tomashev, ecological identity consists in different ways of 

perceiving oneself in connection with the environment which is manifested in the nature, values, 

actions, sense of self. Nature acts as an object of identification.[5, p.11] R. Wilson, defines an 

ecological self as the personal relations with the environment and relations to it [7, p. 3-4]. Despite the 

external similarity with other close categories, the concept of environmental identity, even at the 

personal level, has some differences, since the environmental identity category is a broader concept. 
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Environmental identity, including the level of awareness of environmental issues and appropriate 

behavior is based on a sense of unity with nature and the environment and it creates some certain social

norms maximizing the utility of an individual's actions if they meet the norms.

     One of the promising ways of forming an ecological identity lies in the creation of an eco-regional 

identity, i.e. belonging to a particular region, its natural and social environment. Eco-regional identity 

implies the concern of the environment, self-sufficiency of the region, it enhances the desire to live and

work for the benefit of the local community. Moreover, the territory itself can be an environmental 

commodity that can be promoted to attract investors for the development of a specific eco-oriented 

economic complex, such as the eco-tourism industry. In communities where the connection between 

people and the surrounding area is strong, social responsibilities, kinship and roots, as well as caring 

for children who will preserve local traditions, while receiving “environmental rent” from the quality 

of their habitat, play a major role. [3, p. 21-23]. Environmental identity which includes behavioral 

elements such as love of a small homeland, the willingness to share and the adherence to 

environmental practices and norms that are adopted in the community is close enough to the concept of

local identity but it is not always identical to it. Firstly, different members of the local community in 

terms of environmental identity can act as out-groups towards each other, and secondly, environmental

identity can be preserved as a construct even after a change of a residence and destruction of the usual 

network of the social ties.

The most important is the problem of social orientation in the study of environmental identity. If the 

process of socialization explains how a person realizes a social experience and at the same time 

actively reproduces it, however the formation of sociopsychological attitudes of the personality 

answers the question: how the adopted social experience is refracted by a personality and specifically 

proves itself in its actions and behavior? It is appropriate to recall the definition given by D. N. 

Uznadze: “Attitudes by an integral dynamic state of a subject, a state of readiness for a certain activity,

a state that is caused by two factors: the need of the subject and the corresponding objective situation.” 

[6, p. 41-46]. The desire of behavior to satisfy this need and in this situation can be fixed in the event 

of a repetition of the situation, then a fixed attitude arises in contrast to the situational one. The idea of 

identifying special states of a personality preceding its actual behavior is present among many 

researchers. First of all, this range of issues was discussed by I.N. Myasishchev in his concept of 

human relations. A relationship understood “as a system of temporary relationships of a person as a 

personality-subject with all reality or with its individual parties [4, p 17]. A change in social attitudes 

should be analyzed the changes in the active position of the personality, caused not just "in response" 

to the situation, but due to circumstances generated by the development of the personality itself. If a 

social attitude arises in a certain area of human activity, then you can understand its change by 

analyzing the changes in your activity. Among them, in this case, the most important is the change in 
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the ratio between the motive and the goals of the activity, because only in this case the personal 

meaning of the activity changes for the subject, and therefore the social setting

     Environmental identity is updated in the context of compliance with certain social and 

environmental standards. So, like social identities that are formed in interaction with social groups and 

key agents of identity, environmental identity is enhanced as a result of communication with people 

who have already an environmental identity. An important way of creating an environmental identity is

employment in area where environmental identity is welcomed or required. This can be employment in

the field of environmental activism and consulting, environmental science or education.

     Conclusion: Ecological identity lies in different ways of perceiving oneself in connection with the 

environment, which is manifested in the nature, values, actions, sense of self. Nature acts as an object 

of identification, social settings are affected by three groups of factors that are related to the source of 

information, the content of the information and the audience for which this information is intended. 

When searching for environmental identity, a person goes through certain stages of changing socio-

psychological attitudes. The creation of an eco-regional identity lies through one of the promising ways

of forming an ecological identity, i.e. belonging to a particular region, its natural and social 

environment. Not a little important role, in the search for environmental identity, is influenced by the 

so-called "primary effect". The content and procedure for the receipt of information affect the 

formation and change of socio-psychological attitudes. The changes established a will against news 

information, the individual characteristics of the subject, the procedure for using the information and 

the system of attitudes. At a reasonable level, it is found that there is a variety of   character and 

determines the relationship of personality to objects of personal   importance to the individual. This 

theoretical analysis makes it possible to identify environmental identity among socio-psychological 

attitudes.  
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Анотація.Ляшенко  Аліна  Сергіївна.Проблеми  довкілля. Під  забрудненням  навколишнього

середовища  розуміють  небажану  зміну  її  властивостей  в  результаті  антропогенного

надходження різних речовин і з'єднань. Це забруднення призводить до шкідливого впливу на

літосферу,  гідросферу,  атмосферу,  на  біосферу,  на  будівлі,  конструкції  та  матеріали,  а  в

кінцевому підсумку і на саму людину. Головним джерелом такого забруднення є повернення в

природу  величезної  маси  відходів,  які  утворюються  в  процесі  виробництва  і  споживання

людського суспільства.    

      Отже, у цій статті  йдеться про глобальні  проблеми довкілля та охорони навколишнього

середовища.  Спроба  описати  всю  ситуацію  та  наслідки,  пов'язані  із  забрудненням  нашої

планети. Особлива увага приділяється розгляду ролі та впливу людства на екологічні проблеми.

  Ключові слова: довкілля, екологія, забруднення, Земля.

Abstract. Alina Lyashenko. Problems of the environment.     Environmental pollution is understood

as an undesirable change in its properties as a result of anthropogenic influx of various substances

and compounds. This pollution leads to harmful effects on the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere,

on the biosphere, on buildings, structures and materials, and ultimately on the person himself. The

main source of such pollution is  the return to nature of  a huge mass of waste generated in the

production and consumption of human society.

     So, this article deals with the global problems of the environment and environmental protection.

An attempt to describe the whole situation and consequences connected with the pollution of our

planet. Special attention is paid to consideration of the role and impact of humanity on ecological

problems.

     Keywords: environment, ecology, pollution, the Earth.

General formulation of research and its topicality 
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Environmental  problems  have  become  one  of  the  most  important  problems  of  modern

society. We should treat the environment of our earth like our mother. It also cares of us. We have

always polluted our surroundings. But until nowadays pollution was not such a serious and global

problem. People lіved in the countryside and couldn’t produce such amount of pollution that would

lead to a dangerous situation on a global level. If the climate and the whole world get polluted then,

how can we survive? 

With the sweeping development of industrial cities, which create huge amounts of pollutants,

the problem has become real. Nowadays our planet is in serious danger. Many people suffer from

different types of pollution. Our nature also suffers from lаnd and nuclear pollution. There are a lot of

reasons of such environmental problems.

Among them are  contaminated rivers  and seas,  increasing  number  of  cars  in  the streets,

deforestation,  destroyed  habitats  of  animals,  fаctory  waste,  global  warming,  acid  rains,  and

overpopulation. 

All  these problems mainly arise due to human careless activities and gradually destroy our

planet. If we look closely, we’ll notice that not only one сіty is under danger, but the main part of

world population.

Object-matter  for  research  is  the  factor  of  impact  of  the  humanity  on  our  planet  and

realization of the consequences of the pollution. 

The subject-matter of the study is the analysis and evaluation of ecological conditions of our

planet.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Every year world industry pollutes the air that we breathe with. A great number of cities suffer

from smog. Rainforests are cut down. Their disappearance upsets the oxygen balance. As a result,

some rare species of animals, birds, fish and plants are extinct. A lot of seas, rivers and lakes are filled

with poison like industrial and nuclear wastes, chemical fertilizers and pesticides. The pollution of air

and the world's ocean, destruction of the ozone layer is the result of man's careless interaction with

nature, a sign of the ecological crisis.

The environmental pollution has greatly affected the quality of life for animals, plants and

humans.  Hazardous  effects  including  diseases  that  have  emerged  as  a  result  of  environmental

pollution. Environmental  pollution is basically  the contamination of environment’s  nature in both

physical and biological systems which affects the normal functioning of the environment.

Our planet provides us so many natural resources for our health and growth. But, as time is

passing, we are becoming more selfish and continue polluting our environment. We do not know that
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if our environment gets more polluted then, it will affect our health and future too. It will not be

possible for us to survive on earth easily.

Thus,  people  should  protect  our  nature  if  they  want  to  end  pollution  and  start  acting

immediately.

For example, if we start recycling paper and cardboard, we can save lots of trees. If we start

using public transport more than private cars, we can have less air pollution. Local governments can

also help to prevent some problems, if they forbid logging companies to destroy the forests, or stop

factories from polluting water. So, let’s act!

We  can  identify  several  types  of  pollution  on  Earth:  air  pollution,  water  pollution,  soil

pollution,  noise  pollution  and  light  pollution.  

 Air pollution .  Air pollution is one of the main problems nowadays. Millions of people all over the

world live in areas where the air is extremely polluted and dangerous to be breathed. Needless to

say, in most cases air pollution is caused by people.

Air pollution is a most serious problem of the current time all over the world especially in the

large cities because of the huge level of industrialization. This pollution occurs when things that aren't

normally there are added to the air. A common type of air pollution happens when people release

particles into the air from burning fuels. This pollution looks like soot, containing millions of tiny

particles, floating in the air. 

Another  common type of  air  pollution is  dangerous  gases,  such as  sulfur  dioxide,  carbon

monoxide, nitrogen oxides and chemical vapors.

These can take part in further chemical reactions once they are in the atmosphere, creating

acid rain and smog. Waste, created by people may occur in the form of gases or particles of solid and

liquid matter which appear as a result of burning fossil fuels. Burning of garbage also contributes to

the problem. Other sources of air  pollution can come from within buildings, such as secondhand

smoke [4, р. 5]. 

There is also a close connection between air and water pollution. Please pay attention to acid

rain. It happens when sulphur and nitrogen compounds mix with moisture of the air and fall to Earth

in rain or snow. After that acid water flows into rivers and lakes, which become so polluted that no

fish or plants can survive.

Air is an integral part of the ecosystem which is absolutely essential for all the living beings to

be alive, so it’s really important to make it clean and to take care of it. 

The get together effort of the human beings all over the world may help in controlling the

level of air pollution.
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Water pollution.  Water  covers over 70% of the Earth’s surface.  It  is very important  resource for

people and the environment. 

Water pollution is one of the famous and one of the largest problems in our world. People in

Africa cannot drink clean water; their children die because a big part of our water has been polluted.

Children in Kenya often have to go many kilometers to collect drinking water. At all over 2 million

people don't have clean water. And we do not know how it will be in future.

But the pollute water killed animals and plants too. There is no ocean or sea, which is not used

as a dump. Many seas are used for dumping industrial and nuclear waste. This poisons and kills fish

and sea animals. "Nuclear-poisoned" fish can be eaten by people [4, р. 10].

Even if people from developed countries don’t have such problems, they don’t have to take

water for granted. If we continue to pollute and to consume more water, its resources will be soon

drained and we will die due to our carelessness. 

Soil pollution. Soil pollution occurs as a result of chemicals entering the soil. This happens as a result

of mining, cleaning the vegetation cover, and soil erosion. As a rule, this is associated with human

activities, which can cause significant harm to the ecosystem [5, р. 15].

Conclusions
Quite a lot of ways are proposed to solve the environmental problems of mankind. But usually

it  all  comes  down  to  properly  disposing  of  industrial  waste  and,  in  general,  switching  to  more

environmentally friendly methods of industry, using cleaner fuel, natural power generation systems

(like solar panels or windmills).

Also  among  the  most  optimal  ways  to  solve  environmental  problems,  it  is  necessary  to

highlight  the  introduction  of  resource-saving  and  environmentally  efficient  technologies.  Today,

technologies in the utilities sector and in hazardous  waste disposal facilities are already real. Also,

according to experts, about 60% of waste can be potential secondary raw materials.

To solve serious environmental problems, certain coordinated actions are required, such as:

 Environmental monitoring;

 Control over the concentration of harmful substances in water, soil, atmosphere;

 Protection of the plant world from pests and fires, as well as their restoration;

 Increase in unique natural and protected areas;;

 Breeding of plants and animals listed in the Red Book;

 Environmental education.
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   It  is  important  to  know  that,  despite  all  the  measures  taken  to  reduce  the  level  of

anthropogenic impact on the environment, a positive result will not be achieved without improving the

human ecological culture.

Environmental  pollution is a major global problem that can only be solved with the active

involvement of anyone who calls the planet Earth their home, otherwise an environmental disaster

will be inevitable.

So, it is really important to start with yourself trying to overcome environmental problems. If

everybody takes care of the nature the situation will become better sooner or later.
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Анотація.  Психофізіологічні  особливості  осіб з хронотипами,  що займають перехідне

положення між вечірнім та проміжним та ранковим та проміжним, вивчені  недостатньо для
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того, щоб визначити чи варто враховувати такі хронотипи як окремі групи. Актуальність даного

дослідження полягає у потребі оптимізації навчальних навантажень у середній та вищій школі

відповідно  до  психофізіологічних  особливостей  здобувачів  освіти  для  збереження  здоров’я

разом  з  досягненням  максимально  можливої  ефективності  навчального  процесу.  Проведено

обстеження  стану  вегетативної  нервової  системи  та  концентрації  уваги  у  першокурсників

біологічного  факультету  та  учнів  десятого  класу  хіміко-біологічного  профілю  зі  слабо

вираженим вечірнім хронотипом у першому семестрі навчального року. Переважна більшість

обстежених знаходилася у оптимальному для роботи стані, що відповідає збалансованому стану

між відділами вегетативної  нервової  системи,  а  також продемонструвала високі  рівні  якості

таких показників  уваги,  як точність,  концентрація та продуктивність.  Статистично значущих

відмінностей між досліджуваними показниками у студентів та школярів не виявлено. Показано,

що хронотип має більший вплив на  досліджені  показники у організмі  як  цілісній  системі  у

школярів,  ніж  у  студентів.  Більша  кількість  зв’язків  між  показниками  уваги  та  стану

вегетативної  нервової системи та хронотипом у школярів може пояснюватися незавершеним

процесом формування усіх регуляторних функцій організму у шкільному віці.

Ключові  слова:  вегетативна  нервова  система,  здобувачі  освіти,  концентрація  уваги,

хронотип.

           Abstract. The psychophysiological features of people, who have chronotype between neutral

and evening and between neutral  and morning ones,  are  not  studied thoroughly enough to decide

whether  it  is  worth  considering  them  as  separated  chronotype  groups.  The  optimization  of  the

workload for both high school and university students in accordance with their peculiarities, possible

difficulties  and benefits  is  an actual  problem. The research  of the state  of  the autonomic  nervous

system and the attention concentration level of the first-year students of the biological faculty and the

tenth-grade students specialized in chemistry and biology (each with mild evening chronotype) has

been conducted in the first semester of the academic year. The majority of the participants have been

assessed to be in the optimal state, which is the balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic

divisions  of  the autonomic  nervous system.  In addition,  they  have  shown high levels  of  both the

attention concentration and the productivity.  The studied characteristics have shown no statistically

significant  differences  between the students  at  high school  and at  university.  It  is  shown that  the

chronotype has the greater impact on the organisms’ working capacity for high school students, than

for university students. The majority of the correlation bonds between the characteristics of high school

students may be explained by the unfinished formation of regulatory functions.

Key words: autonomic nervous students, students, school, attention concentration, chronotype.

General formulation of research and its topicality. A human chronotype, as a variation of

circadian rhythm, determines periodical and time-stable changes in the psychophysiological status of
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the organism, including the working capacity  during a  day.  In the modern conditions  of studying

process  management  at  both  high  school  and  university,  the  number  of  students  having  the

intermediate  chronotype  is  constantly  growing  [6,  p.36].  The  psychophysiological  features  of  the

students  with distinct  evening or  morning chronotypes  have been studied well  enough,  whilst  the

position of those who have mild  evening or  morning chronotypes  remains  unclear.  Moreover,  the

majority of indicators,  such as the state of the autonomic nervous system, academic achievements,

chronotype, the characteristics of attention and types of higher nervous activity, are usually considered

separately [4, p. 446; 5, p.48-50].  Nevertheless, the chronotype is not a stable characteristic and can

vary widely up to 20-25 years. In childhood, it is usually morning-type, then it changes to neutral type

in adolescence, and at college it often becomes evening-type [3, p. 763-764]. Therefore, studying the

characteristics mentioned above is essential for developing study plans and for the process of students’

adaptation to the university education. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.  The actuality of the research is that the

mild evening chronotype has been considered as a separate group with the possibility of having its

distinctive psychophysiological features. Furthermore, we attempt to discover the bonds between the

attention  concentration  level  and  the  state  of  autonomic  nervous  system  for  the  mild  evening

chronotype.

The  theoretical  importance  includes  the  examination  of  the  correctness  of  the  students'

psychophysiological  state  assessment,  considering  both  mild  evening  and morning  chronotypes  as

separate  groups.   The  practical  importance  of  the  study  is  the  development  of  the  methodical

recommendations for adapting the first-year students to studying at university.

The subjects of the study are the high school students of the 10th grade, specialized in chemistry

and biology, at the age of 15 and 16, and the first-year students (17-18 years) of the biological faculty

of the V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University from the 2018-2019 academic year. The objects of

the study are the state of the autonomic nervous system, the attention speed, the attention accuracy, the

attention concentration level and the attention productivity level.

The aim of the research is to study the features of both the state of the autonomic nervous

system and the  attention  of  the  students  with  the  mild  evening chronotype at  high  school  and at

university. The tasks are to examine and assess both the state of the autonomic nervous system and the

attention state of the students at high school and at university, as well as the correlations between the

characteristics of the state of the autonomic nervous system and the attention, and to compare the state

of the autonomic nervous system and the attention of the students at high school and at university.

Materials and methods.  The research is cohort and cross-sectional one. 12 healthy first-year

students, who have given the voluntary written consent, and 8 high school students of the 10th grade,

whose parents have given the voluntary consent, have participated in the examination.
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The research has been conducted at the department of human and animal physiology at V.N.

Karazin Kharkiv National University. The examinations were held in October and November of 2018,

on Wednesdays at 13.40. There were no tests, practical or laboratory classes in the curriculum.

The chronotype has been assessed with the Ostberg questionnaire modified by S.I.Stepanova [7,

p.151-158], the state of the autonomic nervous system has been assessed with the Teslenko “sitting-

standing” test [2, p.20-23], the state of attention has been assessed with  the Burdon-Anfimov test [1,

p.64-71].  The primary  data  have been recorded in  printed  tables  and tests.  The processing  of  the

primary data has been conducted by hand, and then the data obtained have been loaded to Microsoft

Excel 2013 tables. The statistical criteria have been calculated by hand according to the 95% level of

significance. 

The normality  of  data  distribution  has  been checked with the Shapiro-Wilk  test.  Since  the

distribution of the majority of the characteristics differs from the normal one and the groups are small,

nonparametric  criteria  have  been used for  further  statistical  analysis.  To compare  the  state  of  the

autonomic nervous system before and after passing the attention test the Wilcoxon criterion has been

used,  since  the associated  data  groups have been studied.  To compare  the state  of  the  autonomic

nervous system of the students at high school and at university before attention test, as well as after

attention test and to compare the students’ characteristics of the attention state, the U Mann-Whitney

test has been used, since the unassociated data groups have been studied. To assess the correlation

between all characteristics, the Spearman correlation coefficient has been used.

Experimental outcomes. Due to relatively unstressed conditions of the educational process, a

balanced state (a quantitative index between 2 and 4) between the divisions of the autonomic nervous

system has been prevalent before and after the attention test in both groups, which can be considered

optimal  for  effective  studying  process  (Tab.  1).  There  are  no  statistically  significant  differences

between the state of the autonomic nervous system before and after the attention test for both students

at high school and at university. Moreover, there are no statistically significant differences between the

state  of  the  autonomic  nervous  system between  the  groups  of  the  students  at  high  school  and  at

university before and after the attention test.

Table 1. The characteristics of the state of the autonomic nervous system.

Characteristics Statistics University
students  

n=12

High school
students

n=8
The  state  of  the  autonomic  nervous  system  before  the
attention test

x́
s

CI

3,17
0,72

1,59-4,75

2,75
1,49

-0,78-6,28
The  state  of  the  autonomic  nervous  system  after  the
attention test

x́
s

CI

3,42
0,67

1,67-4,89

3
1,41

-0,34-6,34
n – the quantity of the participants, x́ – mean, s – standard deviation, CI – confidence interval
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The attention accuracy, the levels of the attention concentration and attention productivity have

been assessed as  high ones  among the 90% of the participants  (Tab. 2).  There  are  no statistically

significant differences between both groups. 

Table 2. The characteristics of the state of the attention.

Characteristics Statistic
s

University
students  

n=12

High school
students

n=8
The attention speed (А, symbols/s) x́

s
CI

1,75
0,25

1,2-2,3

1,69
0,47

0,58-2,80
The attention accuracy (Т, in fractions of
1)

x́
s

CI

0,94
0,0013

0,937-0,943

0,94
0,06

0,8-1,08
The concentration level (К, %) x́

s
CI

88,64
6,71

73,88-103,4

89,44
11,19

62,92-115,96
The productivity level (R, %) x́

s
CI

97,62%
1,30

94,76-
100,48

97,79%
2,17

92,65-102,93

n – the quantity of the participants, x́ – mean, s – standard deviation, CI – confidence interval
The correlation  bonds  between  the  chronotype,  the  state  of  the  autonomic  nervous  system

before the test and the characteristics of the attention have been assessed (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The correlation bonds between chronotype, autonomic status before the attention test
and the attention characteristics: a – university students, b – high school students; «-» – reverse bond,
«+» - straight bond, «+» - low density bond (r<0.4), «++» - medium density bond (r from 0,4 to 0.7),
А – the attention speed, Т – the attention accuracy,  К – the concentration level, R – the productivity
level.

For  the  university  students,  it  could  be  concluded  that  the  higher  the  activity  of  the

parasympathetic division before the attention test, the lower the accuracy, the concentration level and

the productivity level are. There is no statistically significant influence of chronotype on the other

considered characteristics.

For the high school students, it could be concluded that the closer their chronotype to neutral

one, the lower the speed of attention is and the higher the accuracy, the concentration level and the

productivity level are. Moreover, the higher the activity of the parasympathetic division before the

attention test, the higher all the attention characteristics are. 
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Conclusions. For  the  first-year  students,  the  learning  system  formed  at  school  allows

maintaining  high  level  of  attention  during  a  semester  without  engaging  the  autonomic  regulation.

However, it cannot serve as an evidence of adaptation to the university conditions. It is probable that

for the high school students the studying conditions are optimized in accordance with the curriculum.

Furthermore, it is extremely important to account for the chronotype of high school students, since it

can affect the working capacity of the organism.
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     Анотація: У цій статті розглянуто термін ВФА (високофункціональний аутизм), його 

характеристики та симптоми, схожості та відмінності із синдромом Аспергера. Способи та 

методи діагностики цих двох захворювань аналізовані для розділення ВФА та інших подібних 
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синдромів, для визначення можливих причин та генетичних аспектів ВФА. Переглянуто 

основні критерії відмінності ВФА від інших аутистичних захворювань за рівнем когнітивного 

або вербального функціонування та суперечки у науковій спільноті щодо ідентичності ВФА та 

синдрому Аспергера. У цій статті також розглядаються деякі теми, що стосуються 

симптоматичних проблем ВФА , як, наприклад, труднощі підрахувати поширеність ВФА . 

Основні симптоми ВФА (фіксація на конкретних предметах чи ідеях, емоційна чутливість, 

мовні диваки, соціальні труднощі, проблеми обробки фізичних відчуттів) також досліджені. 

Останні дослідження, що визначили можливі причини захворювання розглянуті. Гіпотеза про 

те, що вакцини проти кору та паротиту можуть викликати аутизм згадані. Опис, вивчені шляхи 

та необхідні умови соціалізації дітей та дорослих з аутизмом досліджені. Важливість 

формулювання та розроблення нових підходів до створення оптимальних умов для соціалізації, 

психологічної підтримки сімей з аутичними дітьми, створення стратегії лікування, створення 

команди професіоналів для задоволення потреб дитини та адаптації в суспільстві дітей та 

підлітків з аутизмом обґрунтована.

Ключові слова: високофункціональний аутизм (ВФА), коефіцієнт інтелекту, синдром 
Аспергера, соціальна адаптація.

       Abstract: The term of HFA (high functioning autism), its characteristics and symptoms, similarity
and  differences  with  Asperger  syndrome  are  considered  in  this  paper.  The  ways  and  diagnostics
methods of these two diseases are analyzed to separate HFA and other similar syndromes, to determine
possible causes and genetic aspects of HFA are identified. The main criteria of HFA distinction from
other autistic diseases in levels of cognitive or verbal functioning and disputes within the scientific
community  about  the  identity  of  the  HFA and Asperger  syndrome are  reviewed.  This  paper  also
considers some themes that applies to symptomatic problems of HFA, like difficulties to calculate the
prevalence of the HFA. Main symptoms of HFA (fixation on particular subjects or ideas, emotional
sensitivity, linguistic oddities, social difficulties, the problems of processing physical sensations) are
also  studied.  Recent  studies  that  have  identified  possible  causes  of  the  disease  are  reviewed.
Hypothesis that vaccines against measles and parotis can cause autism are mentioned. Description, the
ways and necessary conditions  to  the socialization  of children and adults  with autism are studied.
Importance  of  the  formulating  and  development  of  new  approaches  to  the  creation  of  optimal
conditions  for  socialization,  psychological  support  for  families  with  autistic  children,  creating  of
treatment strategy, building a team of professionals to meet child's needs and adaptation in the society
of children and adolescents with autism are substantiated.

Key words: Asperger’s syndrome, high-functioning autism (HFA), intelligence quotient, social

adaptation

General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality: As  the  last  researches  show  high-

functioning autism occurs in less than 1% of cases. But there are some problems with designation of

this  disease  because  of  its  indeterminacy.  Due to  the 10th revision of  the  International  Statistical

Classification  of  Diseases  and  Related  Health  Problems  (ICD-10)  and  the  fifth  edition  of  the

Diagnostic  and  Statistical  Manual  of  mental  disorders  (DSM-5),  high  functioning  autism  is  not

considered  as  the  independent  disease  and  often  identified  as  Asperger’s  syndrome.  However,
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according  to  recent  researches,  Asperger’s  syndrome  and  high  functioning  autism  have  some

differences in symptomatology. It is very important to separate these diseases. Otherwise the wrong

diagnostics will make pointless all attempts to minimize the harm. It’s also important to know the cases

of this disease. Because although this illness terminal at the moment, premature recognition can’t help

minimize the harm.

Setting  of  the  problem and  the  aim of  the  article. To  separate  HFA and  other  similar

syndromes, determine the causes of this disease, define influence level of disease on social adaptation

and suggest some ways to its improvement. The tasks to make dichotomy between the HFA and other

diseases  with  similar  symptoms,  describe  causes  of  HFA, understand how the  HFA affects  social

adaptation and describe some social programs that exist to minimize the impact of the HFA. Object-

matter includes neuropsychological characteristics of children with HFA. Subject-matter includes the

causes  of  disease.  Research  methods  and  materials  are  comparison  of  neuropsychological

characteristics of children with Asperger syndrome and HFA, abstract thinking tests among control

groups,  magnetic  resonance  imaging  techniques,  empirical  study using  group analysis  techniques.

Scientific articles from electronic sources and specialized literature are also used.

Research outcomes: First of all, it should be noted that the term “high functional” is subjective

and it can’t be part of any clinical definition. This term is used by specialists only for the purpose of

showing the degree of disorder. Till now the concrete characteristics and fringes of the term doesn’t

exist. Since this concept is relative, there are many definitions of the boundaries of the HFA. The main

criteria of VFA distinction from other autistic diseases in levels of cognitive and verbal functioning.

The majority of specialists (such as Rutter Michael, Robert Asarnow and Gary Mesibov) consider that

the main criterion for the HFA is the coefficient of intelligence above 70. However, this number varies

from 80 to 60 in different studies. Because of its uncertainty, it is difficult to calculate the prevalence

of the HFA. But if we take as the basis the intelligence quotient of 70, we will get the result in the area

of 1 case per 10000. Also, HFA is more prevalent among males than among females.

There are disputes within the scientific community about the identity of the HFA and Asperger

syndrome. The studies have been carried out, among which there were ones proving this identity. For

example,  the  research  of  Berthier  (1994)  and  McKelveyetal  (1995)  did  not  reveal  significant

qualitative differences in clinical features, development progress and neurocognitive profiles between

the HFA and Asperger syndrome. It has been confirmed by brain research of the people having HFA

and Asperger syndrome. During the investigation in both groups of patients the similar anomalies of

the  cerebral  cortex  were  found.  However,  some  studies  deny  this  identity.  Karen  Praior  and  his

colleagues conducted empirical research using group analysis techniques to identify the existence of

diagnostically homogeneous subgroups, such as classical autism or Asperger syndrome. Among the 3

groups (Autism groups, Asperger Group and Light Group) Asperger Group showed the presence of
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skills  to  attract  the  attention  of  others  to  what  they  are  interested  in,  the  limited  opportunities  to

establish  friendly  relations,  speech  pedantry  and  limited  interests.  The  study of  Natasha  Pomeroy

denies the identity and indicates that Asperger's syndrome and autism, having some similar features,

reveal various neuropsychological profiles. Due to this study, autistic children coped perfectly with

tasks requiring skills of visual definition of space, but poorly performed tasks requiring skills to use

verbal abstractions. The children with Asperger syndrome did not show the same cognitive weaknesses

and showed better results than autistic children and the children of the control group in tests of abstract

thinking. Considering all the facts, despite the undefined boundaries between the two disorders, there is

a possibility that these syndromes are not identical. It means we should continue research on this topic

since it can give a deeper understanding of both syndromes, so we could minimize the damage caused

by the syndromes more effectively [Bogdashina 1999: 81-83].

Due to the last studies, there are 5 main symptoms of HFA: fixation on particular subjects or

ideas, emotional sensitivity, linguistic oddities, social difficulties, the problems of processing physical

sensations. There are some ways that autistic fixations can manifest, like fixation on particular subjects

making them continually discussing the same topics in conversation,  obsessively playing the same

song repeatedly or reading every article written about a certain topic. The problems with learning to

speak, building vocabulary,  holding conversations and interacting with others are also inherent for

HFA. As more caring medical and mental health professionals learn to recognize the most common

symptoms of autism, the number of interventions available to people with autism will rise. However, at

the same time this  obsessive condition can be useful  in their  life as if could be used to focus on

mathematics, biology or writing to inspire successful careers. They may find conversations with others

boring or difficult to follow and may avoid speaking with their peers. Processing physical sensations is

expressed in finding specific noises, tastes, smells or feelings intolerable. Noisy public places cause

emotional distress, like uncomfortable clothing or unwanted touches [Judy Reaven 2011: 255-263].

At the moment, little is known about the causes of the HFA. Nevertheless, recent studies have

identified possible causes of the disease. It can be caused by structural anomalies in the region of the

almond-shaped  body,  the  upper  temporal  furrow  and  the  orbitcortex  (parts  of  the  brain  that  are

involved in social interaction). Structural anomalies in the caudal nucleus, an increase in the amount of

cortical  gray matter  and atypical  connections between different parts of the brain were also noted.

Experts believe that HFA can be caused by genetic factors. However, the difficulty of establishing

gene  involvement  is  compounded  by  the  interaction  of  genes  and  by  their  interaction  with

environmental factors. For these reasons genetic testing to diagnose a pre-disposition to an autistic

spectrum  disorder  is  not  possible  at  present.  The  changes  in  certain  genes  increase  the  risk  of

developing autism. If a parent carries one or more of these gene changes, they may be passed to a child

(even if the parent does not have autism). Advanced parent age, pregnancy and birth complications,
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pregnancies spaced less than one year apart - can increase the risk of having autism. Prenatal vitamins

containing folic acid, before or during conception and through pregnancy can decrease it [Andrew

Stanfield, Eve Johnstone, Michael Spencer 2011: 112-155].

There is the hypothesis that vaccines against  measles and parotis  can cause autism. But no

research has been carried out yet that confirms clearly the hypothesis. Nevertheless, it hasn’t prevented

many parents from abandoning vaccination of their children.

The diagnosis of VFA is usually made to children under three years old (which is earlier than

with  Asperger's  syndrome).  Despite  that  there  is  no generally  accepted  standard,  one of  the  most

commonly  used  methods  for  early  detection  of  the  disease  is  a  special  test  for  the  ability  to

communicate with society.

The effectiveness of social adaptation depends on a large extent on the degree of clinical form

of autistic disorders, as well as on the organization of social assistance. The lack of timely treatment,

differentiated forms of rehabilitation of children with autism has a negative impact on the effectiveness

of social adaptation of the child in adulthood. The rationale and development of new approaches to the

creation  of  optimal  conditions  for  socialization  and  adaptation  in  the  society  of  children  and

adolescents  with autism are  of  a  particular  importance.  Socialization  of  children  with autism is  a

multifaceted process of mastering the experience of social life. Socialization includes the basic norms

of human relations, norms of behavior, types of activities, forms of communication. The process of

socialization depends to a large extent on the society that forms the social  environment.  The main

sources  of  socialization  are  the  family,  educational  institutions,  formal  and  informal  public

associations, various social institutions. The rationale for new approaches and the creation of optimal

conditions for the successful development of the child, his upbringing, education, social adaptation and

integration  into  society  are  of  paramount  importance.  Nowadays  the  social  adaptation  problem of

children with autism in the family in different age periods remains practically undeveloped. This is

due, on the one hand, to the difficulties of psychological evaluation of the emotional state of a child

with autism, especially in pre-school and school periods, on the other hand, to a lack of objective

psychological criteria for his adaptive abilities [Judy Reaven, Audrey Blakeley-Smith, Kathy Culhare-

Shelburne, Susan Hepburn 2015: 7-8].

According to specialists, psychological support for families with autistic children should start

from the cooperation of parent. A specialist (doctor, psychologist, therapist or social worker) has the

task of teaching parents to care and communicate with a child with autism. The child with autism does

not understand the feelings of other person and does not perceive experience, so he or she may seem

uneducated or unclutter. Such a child has no empathy with all healthy people, no sense of tact and

understanding.
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There is no cure for autism disorder, and there is no one-size-fits-all treatment, so each person

needs individual treatment. But several strategies exist to decrease the symptoms and effects of the

condition. The first target is to maximize your child's ability to function. The experts have to create

treatment strategy and build a team of professionals to meet your child's needs, including programs

focus on reducing problem of behaviors and teaching new skills, teaching children how to act in social

situations or communicate better with others. The children who get intensive, individualized behavioral

interventions often show good progress. Parents and other family members can learn how to play and

interact with their children to develop social interaction skills, manage problems of behavior. 

No  medication  can  improve  the  core  signs  of  autism  spectrum  disorder,  but  specific

medications can help control symptoms. For example, certain medications can be prescribed if your

child  is  hyperactive.  Antipsychotic  drugs are  used sometimes to  treat  severe behavioral  problems.

Antidepressants can be prescribed for anxiety. You should keep your health care providers updated on

any  medications  or  supplements  of  your  child.  Some  medications  and  supplements  can  interact,

causing dangerous side effects.

Conclusion: Considering the above-mention facts we can assume that HFA can be caused by

structural  anomalies  in  the region of  the almond-shaped body,  the upper temporal  furrow and the

orbitcortex.  The  main  symptoms  of  HFA  are  fixation  on  particular  subjects  or  ideas,  emotional

sensitivity, linguistic oddities, social difficulties, the problems of processing physical sensations.

We can also draw the conclusion that at the moment,  there is no univocal definition of the

concept  of  highly  functional  autism.  Moreover,  there  are  a  lot  of  syndromes  that  have  similar

symptomatic. But the most of current studies shows many differences between these syndromes like

the limited opportunities to establish friendly relations, pedantry speech and limited interests among

the groups with Asperger’s syndrome. Peculiarities of HFA needs further investigation.
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Анотація

       Видалення  радіоцезію  із  забрудненої  води  –  актуальна  та  не  до  кінця  вирішена  на

сьогодення  проблема.  Одним із  найбільш ефективних  методів  очистки забрудненої  води від

цезію,  що застосовується  на  практиці  є  твердофазна  екстракція.  В цій  роботі  були коротко

розглянуті джерела потрапляння радіоактивних ізотопів цезію до навколишнього середовища та

основні  проблеми,  що  пов’язанні  із  його  видаленням;  проаналізовані  ефективність  іонно-

обмінних смол та їх використання як селективних до цезію сорбентів. Головна мета цієї роботи

– це розглянути практичні та теоретичні аспекти синтезу резорцин-формальдегідних смол та

порівняти  деякі  синтезовані  за  різними  методиками  полімери  за  їх  ефективністю  з

використанням параметрів, за якими оцінюють адсорбційну здатність та селективність до іонів.

Розглянуті  та  пояснені  ефекти впливу  pH середовища та  проведення  синтезу  на  темплатній

матриці на сорбційні здатності продуктів.

           Ключові слова: радіонуклід, цезій-137, адсорбція, резорцино-формальдегідна смола.

Abstract

Removal of radiocaesium from contaminated waters is  a topical  problem that  has not been

solved completely nowadays. One of the most effective methods for the purification used in practice is

solid-phase extraction. In this work the sources of infiltration of radioactive isotopes of cesium into the

environment and some essential problems connected with its removal have been briefly reviewed; the

efficiency of ion exchange resins and their use as sorbents selective to cesium have been analysed. The

primary  aim  of  this  work  is  to  consider  the  practical  and  theoretical  aspects  of  the  synthesis  of

resorcinol-formaldehyde resins and to compare some polymers synthesized using different methods.

The main parameters, by which adsorption capacity and ion selectivity are evaluated, have also been

specified; the effects of synthesis on the template matrix and pH effects on sorption capacity of the

sample have been considered and explained.

Keywords: radionuclide, cesium-137, adsorption, resorcinol-formaldehyde resin.

1.1 General formulation of research and its topicality

Radionuclides  pose  a  high  risk  to  human  health  when  released  into  the  environment. The

accidents  at  the  Chernobyl  NPP  and  the  Fukushima-1  NPP  resulted  in  significant  releases  of

radioactive isotopes, such as 90Sr, 131I, 133Xe, 134Cs and 137Cs. After the Great East-Japan earthquake and
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the ensuing tsunami, which led to explosion of 1, 3 and 4 Fukushima-Daiichi NPP power units, the

radioactive  pollution  of  630,000-770,000 TBq released  into  the  region’s  soil  and water  [6,  8].  In

addition  radioactive  isotopes  including  137Cs are produced by NPPs in  their  normal  operation  and

accumulated in their contour waters, those also need to be purified. 

One of the main problems associated with water purification from the above radionuclides is

their different chemical and physical properties. Therefore, each of them requires a specific study to

find an exact separation method.

The cesium isotopes, 134Cs and especially 137Cs, are between of the most dangerous due to their

γ-radioactivity, relatively long half-life (Table 1), and volatile isotopes [8, 12]. They are able to release

into the atmosphere and spread all over the word via airs and waters [2]. The amount of 137Cs, released

to the atmosphere as a result of the accidents at the Chernobyl NPP (3.8*1016
 Bq) and the Fukushima

NPP-1 (3.3*1016 Bq) is comparable to the amount released during atmospheric tests of nuclear weapons

(1.3*1016
 Bq) [7]. 

Table 1: Half-life of radioisotopes

Radioisotope Chemical half-life
90Sr 28.8 yrs
131I 8.0 days

133Xe 5.2 days
137Cs 30.2 yrs
134Cs 2.1 yrs

The main problem of the water purification from radioactive cesium is the similarity of the

chemical and physical properties of alkali metals. Although their crystal radii have different meanings,

in solvated form they already have comparable sizes (Table 2). In the presence of large amount of

natural Na+ and K+ in water, the separation of Cs+ represents a challenging task [12].

Table 2: radii of alkali metals   [1,10]  .  

Ion Crystal ionic radii, pm Hydration radii, pm
Na+ 116 228
K+ 152 219
Cs+ 181 212

Currently, a large number of different organic, inorganic, and biosorbents selective to Cs+ have

been developed. The most effective ones belong to inorganic sorbents, namely, Prussian blue and its

several modifications. They show the highest values of maximum adsorption capacity [7], however,

they  are  expensive  and  difficult  to  produce  [9].  One  of  the  competitors  for  Prussian  blue  is  ion

exchange  resins.  The  most  widespread  of  these  resins  are  phenol-formaldehyde  polymers.  Of  all

phenolic derivatives, resorcinol demonstrates the highest selectivity to cesium, and it is logical that the

resorcinol-formaldehyde resin shows the highest affinity among the other studied ones. Although ion

exchange resins usually show lower sorption capacity than Prussian blue-based materials, they cost far
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less.  Therefore,  the  use  resorcinol-formaldehyde  resins,  which  have  been revealed  to  be  selective

sorbents, seems to be a compromise between the efficiency and the cost.

1.2 Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

The  given  research  is  of  topical  a c t u a l i t y  and  a  very  promising  trend  nowadays  as

radioactive cesium significantly pollutes the environment, so it is necessary to develop new effective

sorbents to diminish its disastrous impact on Earth’s environment. The resorcinol-formaldehyde resins

are t h e  o b j e c t  o f  t h e  r e s e a r c h  and the synthesis of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins and

their sorption properties are t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  t h e  r e s e a r c h . The primary and immediate

a i m  is to structure the existing material on the synthesis of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins and to

characterize the sorption properties of polymers synthesized by different methods. The priority t a s k

of the given research is to describe the existing methods of synthesis of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins

and  their  sorption  properties  using  the  distribution  coefficient  and  ion  capacity.  The  reports  and

published experimental accounts are  t h e  m a t e r i a l s  for the given research. This work is the

first collection and description of methods for the synthesis of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins. The

opportunity  to  use  the provided data  for  further  development  of  methods for  their  synthesis  is  of

p r a c t i c a l  a n d  t h e o r e t i c a l  s i g n i f i c a n c e .  Resorcinol-formaldehyde  resins  are

selective to cesium sorbents, which can be modified in various ways. Therefore,  it  is important to

consider the existing methods of synthesis in order to understand the possible ways of improving the

half-measures.

2. Synthesis of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins

2.1 Synthesis of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins. First, the resorcinol-formaldehyde resin was

synthesized and described by Lloid D. Pennington and Max B. Williams in 1959  [9].  Resorcinol,

Formaldehyde and NaOH were mixed in a ratio 1:2.5:1.5 in 100 ml of water, the resulting gel was

heated for several more hours at 95° to 110° C. Then, polymers were crashed and washed thoroughly

with  water,  after  that  with  0.1M  of  sodium  hydroxide,  then  with  water  again,  then  with  1M  of

hydrochloric  acid,  and  finally  again  with  water  until  they  became  nearly  neutral.  This  synthesis

technique is considered to be a general one, and it is taken into account in all further studies of resins.

One of the first  references to a resorcinol-formaldehyde resin as a selective cesium sorbent

dates back to 1990. J.P. Bibler and R.M. Wallace synthesized resorcinol-formaldehyde resin by the

Pennington’s method (resin 1) and described its sorption properties relative to cesium.

S.K. Samanta and M. Ramaswamy continued research in this area [11]. They synthesized two

samples by the general method at different water/phenolic compound mole ratio (50 for resin 2 and 25

for resin 3). Resin 2 was kept in an air at 100° C for curing up to 4 days, while resin 3 curing under

sealed conditions so that no water was lost even when the mixture was heated at 100°C for  4 days.

After curing, the product polymers were crashed and washed by 1M HCl/0.1M NaOH and then by
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water until they were neutral. The researches showed that the properties of the resin depend on the

curing conditions that is apparently associated with a different degree of crosslinking of the polymer.

N.  Dumont  was  one  of  the  first  who  decided  to  consider  the  technological  aspect  of

contaminated water purification [3]. Polymer for research was synthesized by the general method with

some  modification:  the  components  were  mixed  with  thermal  regulation  (0°C)  to  improve

reproducibility.

A new approach to  synthesis  was demonstrated  by Michael  V.  Ernest  [4].  The resorcinol-

formaldehyde resin was prepared by condensation of resorcinol, which was dissolved in KOH solution

with  a  37%  formaldehyde  solution.  The  resorcinol,  formaldehyde  and  KOH  mole  ratios  were

1:3.67:1.67. The resulting solution was cured overnight at 100 °C in a vented oven located in a hood. A

minimum of 1 h appeared to be necessary to provide adequate cross-linking of the gel. After that, water

and excess formaldehyde were removed by filtration and then were allowed to air dry.

A.  Favre-Reguillon’s  work  is  also  of  great  interest  [5],  it  presented  improvement  of  the

selectivity  of  phenolic  resins  towards  cesium  by  template  polymerization.  The  polymers  were

synthesised using a polycondensation reaction between the phenolic compounds and acetaldehyde in

the presence of alkaline hydroxide. The resorcinol/acetaldehyde/base/H2O mole ratio was 1:2.5:1.5:50.

After curing, the polymers were crushed, washed and conditioned by subjecting them to two 1 M HCl/

0.1 M NaOH cycles. The resins were finally converted to acid form and washed thoroughly with water

until  neutral.  However,  for  the  first  resin  sodium hydroxide  was  used  as  the  base,  while  cesium

hydroxide was used for the second resin. 

2.2 Mechanism of polymerization. Resorcinol is able to react with formaldehyde in both acidic

and basic catalysis forming product 1 as shown in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1: General reaction of resorcinol-formaldehyde resin formation

The synthesis is performed using the basic catalysis. Consequently, it is important to consider

the differences between acid and base as a catalyst for this polycondensation and explain the benefits

of the latter. 

The essence  of  acid  catalysis  is  to  activate  the  formaldehyde  molecule  by  protonating  the

oxygen atom. The formed cation attacks  the benzene ring,  forming methylol-resorcinol  2.  Further,
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since the methylol OH-group is more basic then phenolic one, it will be protonated in the first turn.

Since the presented phenolic and aliphatic OH-groups are weak nucleophiles in the acidic medium, the

subsequent reaction proceeds as electrophilic substitution in the aromatic ring of the next resorcinol

molecule resulting in the formation of oligomer, which contains only methylene bridges (Scheme 2).

This oligomer is called novolak, and does not have reactive methylene ether bridges, therefore this

material is not capable to further cross-linking during curing at higher temperature. This is the reason

why acid catalysis is not applicable.

Scheme 2: Acid catalysis

The  essence  of  base  catalysis  is  to  activate  the  resorcinol  molecule  by  deprotonating  a

hydroxide group and the subsequent nucleophilic attack of formaldehyde with a carbanion forming

methylol-resorcinol  2.  As both the methylol and phenolic OH-groups can be deprotonated,  various

products  3 and  4 can be formed (Scheme 3).  Further  polymerization leads  to the formation  of an

oligomer, which is soluble in water with gel formation, and called rezol. It contains both the methylene

and methylene ether bridges. Then during the high temperature curing the methyl ether structures can

be cleaved to produce the methylene bridged structures in the disproportionation reaction accompanied

by formaldehyde molecule elimination.

Scheme 3: Base catalysis

(Note: The substitutions primarily occur at the 4th and 6th positions, because the 2nd position is

sterically hindered by the adjacent hydroxyl groups).

3. Resorcinol-formaldehyde resins as adsorbents

3.1 Adsorption mechanism. The adsorption properties of resorcinol-formaldehyde resins can be

explained using two different mechanisms:

1. Directly acid-base interaction between the phenolic group and the alkali metal cation, which

takes effect at pH values greater than the pKa of phenolic OH groups.

2. Formation of a cyclic metallacomplex of Сatn+ with resorcinol OH-groups.
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After analyzing the diagram (Fig. 4), we can conclude that the high selectivity at low pH for

some cations is due precisely to the implementation of the second mechanism, while the ion adsorption

at high pH is associated with the first mechanism.

Fig.4: Ion-exchange diagram   [9]  

(Note: strictly speaking, only the first mechanism is called ion exchange, but in studies this term

refers to both: the first mechanism and the second one (which, however, is partialy leveled at high pH

values)).

3.2  General  information.  The  adsorption  properties  of  polymers  are  described  using  two

parameters:  the  distribution  coefficient  (KD  or  D)  and  ion-exchange  capacity.  The  distribution

coefficient  characterizes  the  affinity  of  the  resin  for  cesium,  and  the  ion-exchange  capacity  is a

measure of the ability of a material to undergo displacement of ions previously attached and loosely

incorporated into its structure by similarly charged ions present in the surrounding solution.

The distribution coefficient is measured by placing a known resin hinge in a given volume of a

standard equilibration solution (containing known concentrations of competing cations) and leaving the

system overnight. KD is calculated by the formula:

K D=

Ci−C f

C f

∗V

m

,
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Where Ci and Cf: concentration of the element before and after extraction (initial an final); V:

volume of the solution (mL); m: mass of the resin (g).

The ion-exchange capacity is  determined by titrating the remaining equilibrium solution with

acid solution of a given concentration using pH-meters (generally). 

The values of the ion-exchange capacity and the distribution coefficient for resins 1-3 are given

in the Table 4.

Table 4: Properties of the Phenolic Polymers Studied   [3,11]  .  

Polymer
Ion-exchange

capacity, meq/g(dry)

KD
Cs,

mL/g(dry)
pH

c(Na+),

M

c(Cs+),

M
Resin 1 2.85 4,400 13 6 2*10-4

Resin 2 6.35 19,260 13 1.1 5.13*10-5

Resin 3 6.90 16,150 13 1.1 5.13*10-5

3.3 Effect of pH. Using resin 2 as an example, consider the effect of concentration of H+ ions on

KD
Cs.  Since phenolic  resins contain the weakly acidic  phenolic -OH group as the functional  group

responsible  for  ion  exchange,  it  is  expected  that  complete  manifestation  of  their  ion-exchange

properties will be possible only when the  –OH groups are ionized to the maximum extent,  i.e.,  in

alkaline solutions.  Indeed, as can be seen from (Table 5), with increasing concentration OH- from

0.01M to 1.0M with [Na+]=constant, the KD value for Cs+ increases, but on further increase of NaOH

concentration it remains more or less constant, as shown in (Table 5). Thus, one may conclude that the

benefit derived from increased ionization of the phenolic -OH groups reaches its peak at 1.0 M NaOH

concentration and a further increase to 2.0 M does not give any additional advantage.(It is logical that

the described dependence is also valid for others resorcinol-formaldehyde resins).

Table 5  :   effect of OH- concentration on K  D values.

c(NaOH), M KD
Cs, mL/g(dry)

0.01 1900
0.05 2930
0.10 3110
0.50 3330
1.00 4380
1.50 4350
2.00 4270

(Conditions: Na': 4.0 M (total). NaOH: 0.01 to 2.0 M (with NaNO3 to make up to 4.0 M) Cs+:

8.7* 10-6 M (as CsNO3). Cs-134: Tracer.)

The obtained dependence can be explained by the fact that with a further increase in the NaOH

concentration from 1.0 M to 2.0 M, the OH– activity  in the solution decreases  due to association

processes, and the pH value reduces accordingly.

3.4 Template effect. In the reaction mixture used to synthesize the supramolecular complex, the

template organizes low molecular weight compounds around itself and thereby increases the likelihood
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of complex formation compared to by-products, accordingly, the polymer gathers around the cesium

cation  in  the  required  configuration,  and vacancies  that  are  selective  to  the  template  are  initially

organized in it. The template effect has a kinetic and selective nature.

As  can  be seen  from  Fig.5,  the  template  effect  does  increase  the  selectivity  of  resorcinol-

formaldehyde resin to cesium. 

(Conditions: resin (100 mg) was equilibrated five hours with 5 mL of a solution containing

[LiNO3] = [KNO3] = [RbNO3] = [CsNO3] = 0.25 M; [NaOH] = 0.1 M. pH varied from 13 to 6 due to

ion-exchange processes.)

Fig.5: Ion-exchange diagram   [5]  .  
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Conclusion 

Thus, resorcinol-formaldehyde resins are efficient enough to be applied as a selective sorbent

for the purification of water from radiocaesium. Since it represents the optimum between the price and

efficiency, this material has been chosen for application in carousel ion-exchange process for removal

of cesium-137 from waste water [4]. However, for the synthesis of this resin in the most sources the

authors use the method originally published by Pennington and Williams in 1959 [9] and revisions of

this protocol are rare [4, 5]. The obvious drawback of this method is the final resin is formed as a hard

monolith  that  is  difficult  to  crash,  and  the  crashing  results  in  formation  of  irregular  pieces.

Consequently, the studies on this material optimization are in demand.
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Анотація.  Щодня кількість сліпих та слабозорих людей збільшується. в нашій країні
досить  багато  громадян  з  обмеженими  можливостями,  зокрема  мають  вади  зору  в  Україні
близько 300 тис. жителів, крім того, щорічно стають інвалідами ще 12 тис. осіб.  Бессумнівно,
що у світі, де для будь-якої річі є її розумний аналог, мають бути пристрої, які допомагають
людям с вадами здоров’я. Запропонований пристрій допомогає людям з вадами зору обминати
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перешкоди  на  їх  шляху.  Порівнюючи з  аналогами,  пристрій  легкий,  дешевий  та  простий  у
використанні.

Ключові слова: сліпі та з вадами зору, додаткові пристрої

Abstract. Every day amount of blind and vision impaired people is increasing. No doubts, that

in world, where everything seems to be smart ( tooth-brush, fridge, watch, etc), should be devices

which  helps  them  with  corresponding  problems.  The  proposed  device  allows  blind  people  avoid

obstacles on their way. Advantages compared, to other are that it is quite cheap, easy in using and

light.

Key words: Blind and Vision Impaired, Additional Devices.

Introduction
A society  is  civilized  if  it  is  concerned about  all  citizens,  especially  those who have health

problems. Unfortunately, there are quite many citizens with disabilities in our country, about 300,000

people have visual impairments in Ukraine, and 12,000 more annually become disabled. Note, that the

number of visually impaired people is increasing worldwide. Therefore, the problem of adaptation and

the need to help people with vision problems is worldwide and requires the combined efforts of various

professionals, including developers of additional devices and software.

People with visual impairments daily face different obstacles on their own path (the presence of

borders,  stairs  of  different  heights,  restrictive  fences,  etc.),  which  does  not  allow  them  to  feel

comfortable and safe in modern society, it is advisable to focus on solving Orientation problems for

blind and visually impaired people in space.

A few decades ago, there were only canes, guide dogs and simple electronic devices with voice

functions in the arsenal of blind and partially blind people. But today's technological society, already

saturated with various gadgets, mobile phones, smartphones and other devices, cannot stay out of blind

people with visual impairments and help them navigate the terrain.

The analysis of scientific sources makes it possible to state that at the moment there are already a

number of technological projects and developments aimed at solving the problems of movement and

orientation of people with vision problems, in particular, canes, sound tracers, magnifiers are offered,

but in practical application it remains a number of problems. For the most part, these problems are due

to  the  low adaptation  of  robotic  devices  to  the  dynamics  of  movement  of  subjects.  For  example,

electronic canes, which are common devices among the visually impaired, are limited in functionality

because they detect obstacles only at the point where they are directly directed, in addition require

additional physical effort, are inconvenient to use, have many errors and big price.

Therefore,  it  is  important  to  develop robotic  tools  that  can help blind and visually  impaired

people to orient themselves in space, in the choice of the right direction movement, and also meet the
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following criteria: are convenient to use, small in volume and light in weight, capable of automatically

adapt the position of existing sensors to the dynamic changes of the direction.

Spatial orientation is the process of determining a person's location by any reference system. To

find his/her location in space, a person localizes himself and the surrounding objects at a certain point.

As a result of this action, the person determines the shape and size of the surrounding space and its

fullness.

Orientation in space is a very complex process that occurs in certain parts of the brain, generating

and processing a large number of impulses from different nerve cells. For some people, the speed of

processing such information, as well as its quality, also differ. Despite the fact that the physiology of

location data is the same in all, heredity, the number of neurons, the efficiency of those parts of the

brain that store information about landmarks in space, and training as a part of the neurons responsible

for orientation in space begin to play work with experience.

The human brain has a kind of archive with maps. These are not topographic maps, but mental

maps are terrain prints. In humans, they are primarily due to visual images, but the brain also collects

other information that will help to navigate - smells, sounds, tactile impressions, etc. .. The landmarks

can be a little, but they can be quite clear. Therefore, a mental map of the terrain is formed, which is

instinctively and comprehensively used. For people dealing with maps, charts, the mental map with

experience is complemented by these elements, as it contains clear instructions on where to look for a

landmark.

Space orientation can be defined as a process of solving three tasks, called "direction selection",

"direction storage" and "goal detection". The solution to these problems is necessary for orientation in

any space - for short orientation in a small space, when directly perceived landmarks, which determine

the position, and for a long orientation in a large space, when the landmarks are outside the area of 

perception (visibility, audibility, touch) .

Blind and visually  impaired  people have a  number of  difficulties  in  orienting  themselves  in

space. First, it reduces the field and reduces the accuracy of space perception. Second, the ability to

perceive the environment remotely is greatly restricted. That is, blind and visually impaired people

cannot  remember  the  terrain  by  looking  at  it.  They  need  to  touch  the  object,  smell  it,  shape  it.

Therefore,  the aforementioned reasons complicate  the formation of  orientation  skills  and make its

automation impossible. 

People who do not have significant vision problems determine their location, assess the situation

and overcome obstacles automatically. At the same time, blind and visually impaired people perform

similar operations under continuous brain control. The smallest obstacle - the puddle on the road, the

little potholes on the sidewalk, even any change in the already familiar terrain - that the sighted person

overcomes without notice, requires a great deal of sight and great care. But this does not mean that
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orientation skills are not automated at all.  In the orientation of visually impaired people, as in the

sighted,  there is  a certain  part  of the action,  motor  regulation  which,  as  a  result  of very frequent

performance, becomes commonplace and occurs without much attention, automatically. It is known

that 87% of environmental information a person receives through vision. When we close our eyes, we

see black. In spite of this, the picture of the environment just seen remains in the imagination. But in

people whose eyes are constantly closed, the situation is somewhat different.

Constructing Device
The scientific work is aimed at developing an authoring firmware program for the aid device

for the blind and visually impaired. In particular, the device should help:

walk in the stairs, given that the different height of the stairs in the buildings does not make you

comfortable for people with visual impairments;

walk on the sidewalk due to curbs, low barriers such as fences, lawns,

avoid high obstacles such as walls, fences, pillars, parked cars, other people and more.

This device is designed, assembled and implemented independently.

At development criteria were chosen:

ease of use so that the device does not require additional training for people with disabilities;

light weight, considering the need to carry it with everyday things;

small volume so as not to attract the attention of others;

length  of  service,  given  the  ongoing  difficulties  associated  with  frequent  replacement  of

batteries;

a combination of mechanical and audible interference signals (for people with disabilities not

only sight but also hearing).

In addition, the device must be adapted to changes while person is moving.

Two distance sensors were used to control the distance between humans and surrounding objects

and land.

These two sensors continuously monitor the distance to the objects in view. Let the sensors be

named A and B. Sensor A is responsible for monitoring interference with the device owner. Sensor B

is responsible for monitoring obstacles on the road. If a particular object is in the sensor's field of view,

the sensor will send a specific code for a fee, and thanks to a certain algorithm, the fee converts the

code to a distance.

Two  motion  sensors  are  provided  during  the  operation  of  the  device,  which  function

continuously by checking environmental objects.

In the course of the study it was found that the hands of a person in motion are oscillating.

Therefore, a sensor stabilization system was introduced. It consists of an accelerometer and an engine.
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Step
Engine

Пристрій для орієнтування

Апаратна частина Програмна частина

1.7 м

1.5 м

Depending  on  the  accelerometer,  the  engine  moves  its  blades.  Let's  start  by  looking  at  the

accelerometer.

The accelerometer, when rotating the device, calculates the angle at which the device rotates and

sends this information for a fee. The board processes this information and sends the degree of degree

of angle to the engine. The engine returns the blade to this number in the opposite direction. The circuit

board  with  sensors  and  the  accelerometer  are  interconnected.  Therefore,  when  the  accelerometer

returns, the distance sensors also return. And the engine turns this design to the reverse position, so the

sensors are constantly "looking" straight.

The basic criteria for designing their own technical device to assist blind and visually impaired

people in orienteering to the terrain (ease of use, small mass, small volume, duration of operation,

combination of mechanical and sound signals about the presence of obstacles).

Conclusion. Self-created  technical  device  that  determines  the  distance  to  the  obstacle

(horizontally and vertically), created the necessary software for its correct operation. The developed

device provides the presentation of mechanical and sound signals when approaching a person to the

obstacle in the form of a wall, car, pillar, stairs, curbs, etc. The device contains distance sensors, circuit

board, accelerometer, engine, speakers.
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Анотація: У статті  розглядається  проблема використання галюциногенних препаратів
психотерапевтами. Розглянуто історію прийому наркотиків, їх фізіологічні і хімічні властивості
та вплив на здоров'я людини. ЛСД-терапія вивчається як новий спосіб лікування психологічних
розладів.

Ключові слова: розлад, наркотики, ефект, ЛСД, психоделіки, психотерапія, терапія.

Abstract:  The  article  deals  with  the  problem  of  using  hallucinogenic  drugs  by
psychotherapists. The  history of taking drugs, their  physiochemical properties and  affects on human
health  is  considered.  LSD-assisted  therapy  is  studied  as  a  new  way  of  treatment  psychological
disorders.

Key words: disorder, drugs, еffeсt, LSD, psychedelics, psychotherapy, therapy.

General formulation of research and its topicality: Mental disorders are rising while the

development of novel psychiatric medications is declining. This stall in innovation has been linked

with  intense  debates  on  the  current  diagnostics  and  explanations  for  mental  disorders,  together

constituting  a  paradigmatic  crisis  [2].  A radical  innovation  is  psychedelic-assisted  psychotherapy:

professionally supervised use of ketamine, MDMA, psilocybin, LSD and ibogaine as part of elaborated

psychotherapy programs. Clinical results so far have shown safety and efficacy, even for “treatment

resistant” conditions [4].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.

Object-matter: LSD in the process of psychotherapy.

Subject-matter: The analysis of psychedelic research in the 21st century

Objective:  To  understand  the  efficiency  of  the  alternative  way  of  healing  psychological

traumas by using drugs during treatment.

          Tasks:

1. To аnаlyze the prerequisites for the appearance of LSD.

2. To describе the physiological mechanism of action of LSD.
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3. To  define  and  outline  the  characteristics  of  the  action  of  psychedelics  during

psychotherapy.

4. To define the advantages and disadvantages of such treatment.

5. To analyze modern studies and understand whether this type of therapy is relevant or

not.

Materials: Literature on the topic and some sociological and psychological  research data, which help

to formulate the problem more globally and actualize it. More precise examination of the problem is

needed in further perspective. As the tendencies show [4,5], the world is moving rather in the direction

of legalizing different types of drugs to help patients with severe psychological traumas.

Research outcomes. The story of the active usage of this method took place in the 1950s when

Albert Hoffman discovered the psychoactive properties of LSD in 1943. Sandoz Laboratories began

the widespread distribution of LSD to researchers in 1949 [5]. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, some

scientists conducted extensive reseаrch into expеrimental psуchotherapeutic uses of psychedelic drugs.

Proponents  believed  that  psychedelic  drugs  fаcilitated  psychoаnаlytic  processes,  making  them

particularly useful for patients with conditions such as alcohоlism that аre otherwise difficult tо trеat

[6]. Hоwever, mаny of thеse traіls dіd not meet the methodological standards that are required today. 

Throughоut the 1960s, concerns raised about the use of psychedelic drugs by the general public

resulted in the imposition of increasingly severe restrictions on medical and psychiatric reseаrch 

conducted with psychedelic substances. Thе situation got worse by the time of the Viеtnam War when 

the U.S soldiers took psychedelic drugs to ease the psychological traumas that were inflicted during the

hostilities. According to a 1971 report by the Dеpartment of Dеfense, 51 percent of the armed forces 

had smoked marijuana, 31 pеrcent hаd usеd psychedеlіcs, such as LSD [8].

Neuroscience was in its infancy in the 1950s when LSD researchers first postulated that 

receptors were involved in regulating psychotic symptoms [3], among other things. The reactions to 

LSD sееmed tо suggеst thаt certain arеаs оf thе brаin cоuld bе turnеd оn аnd оff, оr thаt dіfferеnt 

lеvеls оf consciousness cоuld be асtіvated thrоugh thе usе оf chеmicals [9]. Yеt thе prоhibition of LSD

аnd іts psychedelic cousіns wаs nоt sіmplу thе result of unsophisticated science; drug regulators played

a role in squeezing them out of lеgitimate еxistence basеd оn аssumptions about thеir pеrcеivеd 

dаngers, аdvеrse effеcts аnd аppetite for аbuse [4].

Аlthough LSD wаs bаnnеd, nеw tеchnologies woke up the interest to LSD therapy. In 2014 

global treaties lіsting LSD аnd psilоcybin аs "Schеdule I" [5] controlled substances continues to inhibit

a bеtter undеrstanding оf thеsе drugs. Мuch оf thе rеnewed сlіnical rеsearch hаs been conducted with 

psilocybin and MDMA in the United States with the FDA special permission, whіle оther studies hаve 

investigated the mechаnisms and еffеcts оf  LSD [3].
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Tо undеrstаnd thе usagе оf this tуpe of drugs іn thе psychоtherapy, its chemical and bіоlogical 

еffeсts shоuld be anаlуzеd. During the administration оf a substаncе, thе effесt bеgіns tо аppеar whеn 

LSD bіnds to G-protein-coupled receptors. Serotonin receptors (the 5-HT2 family) also belong to this 

typе of receptor [9]. Іn pаrticular, thе rеceptоrs 5-HT2А and 5-HT2B arе considered. Thеir activation 

is closely related to such feelings and emotions as appetite, mооd, perception of the wоrld, libido, 

anxiety [5]. As for the physiochemical properties, the molecule of this chemical compound consists of 

an indole nucleus with an attached tetracyclic ring. The carbon atoms C-5 and C-8 in the molecule are 

asymmetric, and therefore the formation of 4 stereoisomers is possible, of which only one - d-LSD - 

has psychoactive properties. LSD is relatively easily soluble in water [4]. It is a very active 

psychedelic, the estimated dose per person is millionths of a gram, and in other drugs, the dosage is 

expressed in milligrams. The standard dose of LSD is in the range of 20 to 100 mcg [7]. LSD neither 

causes physical dependence, nor adversely affects a person’s physical health, however, in some cases it

can cause or exacerbate mental disorders .

Іn оne оf thе nеw studіes, еxperts decіded tо clarify the principle of the molecular mechanisms 

of interaction of psychedelics and 5-HT2 sеrоtonin rесeptors. Tо dо thіs, they scanned using X-ray 

radiation protein crystals associated with LSD [2].

Thе quеstion іs, how dоes LSD hеlp pеоple with severe  psychological disorders. In the clinical

trials, psycholytic therapy involves the use of lоw to medium dоsеs of psychedelic drugs. The patients 

took part in an average of 70.3 nоn-drug sessions of vеrbаl psychotherapy (s = 55.2 sessions) [5]. This 

means that patients generally saw their therapist once every two weeks during their thrее yеаr period of

thеrapy. The psychоlytic sessions took plаce during thіs time. Pаtients vаried frоm еxperіencing from 1

tо 16 drug sеssions, wіth аn аverаge оf 6.8 sеssіons. This general form of therapy was utilized mainly 

to treat patients with neurotic and psychоsomatic disоrders [2]. Аn аdvantage of psychedelic drugs in 

exploring the unconscious is that a conscious sliver of the adult ego usually remains alert during the 

experience. Throughout the session, patients remain intellectually alert and remember their experiences

vividly. In this highly introspective state, they also are actively cognizant of ego defenses such as 

projection, denial, and displacement as they react tо themselves and their choices in the act of creating 

them [4].

Cоnclusion. Mоst scientists cоnsidering LSD еffectіve іn the fіght аgainst psychоphysіolоgical

dіsorders, alcоhоlism аnd РTSD, cоnsider іt аs a drug thаt cаn help to heal the patient. At the same 

time, there is another group of scientists who believes that, having studied the effect of LSD, one can 

understand how various signaling reactions are triggered, which lead to one or another effect. The 

result is the possibility of developing synthetic drugs that can change the structure of receptors, having 

a definite effect on the human brain [7].
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The psycholytic therapy is still a very controversial topic. It is a valid method and safe a 

treatment that can be helpful for a certain selection of patients if conducted by well-trained therapists 

creating a protective setting.

Bеsidеs thе clаims abоut thеir bеnеfits іn psуchоtherapy, thеre іs аn аdditiоnal reason to deepen

knowledge about psychedelic drugs. Today, these drugs are very pоpular, dеspite thеir іllegаlity. 

MDMA еspecially іs tаken іn lаrge аmounts undеr uncontrolled, sometimes dangerous conditions. It 

would be very important to learn about the rеaction of pеople tо this substance under controlled, 

protected circumstances. The existence of these substances is a reality, so it is more helpful to 

investigate their potential benefits and risks than to prevent research. Continued ignorance will not 

prevent prohibited substances from being used destructively in the underground.   
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Анотація. Рябенко  Юлія. Посилення  мікроциркуляції  в  поверхневому  шарі

тканини  нижніх  кінцівок  при  синдромі  діабетичної  стопи  за  допомогою  лазерної

стимуляції. Робота  присвячена  вивченню  механізмів  впливу  лазерного  випромінювання  на

тканини пацієнтів із сильним синдромом діабетичної стопи. Було показано, що під час впливу

лазерного  променя  (потужність  випромінювання  50  мВт,  λ =  635  нм)  пацієнти  відчувають

посилення  мікроциркуляції  за  рахунок  збільшення  масового  потоку  крові  в  капілярах.  Для

підтвердження  гіпотези  вимірювали  концентрацію  цукру  в  крові,  розподіл  температури  на

нижніх кінцівках до та після лазерного опромінення, систолічний та діастолічний артеріальний

тиск. У роботі наведений приклад типового пацієнта, та впродовж вивчення впливу лазерного

опромінення на посилення мікроцеркуляції  в крові було досліджено більш ніж 150 хворих у

санаторному  стаціонарі.  Загоєння  ран  відбувається  значно  швидше,  враховуючи  щоденні

процедури  на  апараті  Барва.  Стан  шкіри,  колір  та  тургор  (на  тих  ділянках,  де  це  можливо

перевірити) мали більш здоровий вигляд після 3 процедури. Це значно поліпшує фізичний та

емоційний стан хворих, які мають бажання подолати цей синдром. Такий підхід у лікуванні та

реабілітації дослідили доступними нам неінвазивними методами. Планується побудова фізико-

математичної моделі процесу на основі поліеластичної моделі. Важливість цієї роботи доведена

покращенням стану хворих, які мають бажання реабілітуватися.  Робиться висновок, що саме

синдром діабетичної стопи є переламним етапом у хворих діабетом 2 типу. Поведінка та звички

пацієнтів змінювались і було якісне покращення здоров’я та у подальшому стабільне зниження

рівню сахару у крові. Отримані дані повністю підтверджують гіпотезу.

Ключові слова: апарат Барва, діабетична стопа, лазерне опромінення, термографія.

           Abstract.  Riabenko Iuliia. Increasing Microcirculation in the Surface Layer of Lower

Limb Tissue with Diabetic Food Syndrome by Laser Stimulation. The article is devoted to the

study of  the  mechanisms  of  laser  radiation  effect  on  tissues  of  patients  with  severe  diabetic  foot

syndrome.  When  exposed  to  a  laser  beam  (radiation  power  of  50  mW,  λ =  635  nm),  patients

experience increased microcirculation due to the increase in the mass flow of blood in the capillaries.

To confirm the working hypothesis, sugar concentration in the blood, temperature distribution over the

lower limbs before and after laser irradiation, systolic and diastolic blood pressure are measured. In the

article, an example of a typical patient is presented, and during the study of the mechanism of the

effect of laser irradiation on the enhancement of microcirculation in the blood, more than 150 patients

were hospitalized during the course of sanatorium treatment. Wound healing is much faster, taking into

account the daily procedures on the Barva apparatus. Skin condition, color and turgor (in areas where it
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is possible to check) had a healthier appearance after the 3 procedures. New approach to improve the

physical  and  emotional  state  of  patients  who  wish  to  overcome  this  syndrome  is  proposed.  The

approach in treatment and rehabilitation with non-invasive methods available is studied. The building

of  a  physical-mathematical  model  of the process based on the polyelastic  model  of  the sample is

planned.  The importance  of  the  work is  proved by the  improvement  of  the  condition  of  patients.

Conclusion is made that the diabetic foot syndrome is a turning point in patients with type 2 diabetes.

Patients' behavior and habits have changed and there has been a qualitative improvement in health and

a further steady decrease in blood sugar. The data obtained fully confirm the hypothesis.

Key words: Barva apparatus, diabetic foot, laser irradiation, thermography.

General Formulation of Research and its Topicality. The methods of laser medicine and the

main mechanisms of interaction of laser radiation with tissues have been known for a long time [1, р.

47-66]. Photo thermal  and photochemical transformations  of continuous laser radiation can lead to

significant results both in the prevention of diseases [2] and in their treatment [3]. One of the methods

of analyzing the effect of laser radiation on the surface layer is given by the thermodynamic approach.

With the approach, we assume that one-photon absorption of laser radiation occurs in the surface layer

of body tissues in accordance with the Bugrea-Lambert-Behr law. We can estimate the penetration

depth of laser radiation h=
1
α
ln
I
I 0

 at which the radiation intensity is decreased by factor e, if we take

the extinction coefficient for λ=532 нм equal to α=3.33 cm-1 [4], then the penetration depth will be 0.3

cm. Accordingly, most of the radiation is absorbed by the skin, and we can simulate the skin as a black

body. The photo thermal conversion consists in the fact that the short-wavelength laser radiation is

converted into the long-wavelength radiation, which we recorded with the Fluke Ti400 thermal imager.

From  the  Wien's  displacement  law  [5],  we  can  calculate  the  maximum  of  the  long-wavelength

radiation band within the range of 8-14 μm, provided that the skin surface temperatures is within the

range of 35-37°С. It is noted that the integral power of the secondary radiation can be estimated on the

base of Stefan-Boltzmann law [5]:I=εσ T4=¿0,05 W/cm2 at temperature T = 300 K, ε≃1, σ=5.67x10-8

W/(m2K4) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article. T h e   r e l e v a n c e of the research is

conditioned by experimental confirmation of the hypothesis about the effect of laser radiation on the

improvement of blood microcirculation in the surface layer of the lower extremities of patients with

diabetic foot syndrome. T h e   o b j e c t - m a t t e r of the work is diabetic foot as the main syndrome

in patients with diabetes, which leads to a pathological complication of the patient's condition. T h e   s

u b j e c t - m a t t e r is the effect of laser irradiation on various biological objects. T h e   o b j e c t i v

e is studying the increase in blood microcirculation in the surface layer of leg tissues in patients with
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pronounced diabetic  foot  syndrome.  T h e    t  a  s  k  s  are  to  compare  the  results  of  glucometry,

tonometry and thermography before and after laser irradiation and their interpretation. T h e   m e t h o

d s are glucometry, tonometry, thermography. 

Research Outcomes. In our study, we saw 0.5-2°C increase in temperature after phototherapy

treatment by green laser. If we estimate the ratio of the power radiated by the skin of patients before

and after the procedure, it appears that the change is 12-13%, but in absolute terms, it is about 4 mW /

cm2. From the above estimates, it can be concluded that 70% of the laser radiation is used for heating,

and 30% is spent on photochemical transformations. When taking into account the photon energy of

3,73х10-27 J,  it  can be assumed that  covalent  bonds cannot  be broken only by radiation,  and laser

radiation changes only the thermodynamic conditions for reactions in the surface layer of the patient's

skin. It should be noted that the known reactions of the conversion of ATP to ADP are exothermic, and

therefore they maintain a special temperature inside tissue cells in the region of 37°C. Moreover, these

reactions  require  oxygen  supply  in  an  amount  of  7ppm / min  [6,  р.  283-295]  to  maintain

thermodynamic equilibrium and chemical potential in the tissues of the surface layer [7, р. 177-199].

Otherwise,  these  reactions  attenuate,  which  leads  to  slowdown  in  metabolism,  lowering  the

temperature inside the tissues and disbalance of the chemical potential [7, р. 177-199], and this in turn

leads to disturbance of microcirculation in the tissues.

The  experiment  we  have  set  may  serve  as  evidence  of  microcirculation  disturbance.  In  a

random sample of 30 people, we irradiated the diabetic foot using the Barva apparatus (radiation power

of 50 mW,  λ = 635 nm) in the morning on an empty stomach for 30 minutes. Before irradiation, a

blood sampling was taken to conduct an express blood test for sugar concentration using an Accu-Chek

Active glucose meter.  Blood pressure measurements were also performed with Omron M300. The

averaged data are shown in Table 1.

Thermodynamic control of the surface temperature was

carried  out  using  a  Fluke  Ti400  thermal  imager  with

precompensation  for  the  background  temperature  (T  =

296.15 K) and emissivity (ε = 0.86). The emissivity level was

selected  by  comparison  with  the  Omron  Gentle  Temp  720

thermal resistance. The background temperature was measured

on a foil fixed next to the patients. Typical thermograms and temperature distributions over the legs

profiles are shown in Table 2. The data evident that the temperature distribution is equalized over the

entire surface of the lower limb, which indicates changes in thermodynamic equilibrium. The increase

in sugar level in the lower limbs indicates improvement in microcirculation. The venous capillaries,

venules and veins, as well as the venous part of the arterio-venular anastomoses, expanded in diameter,

thereby increasing the difference in osmotic potentials between the arterial and venous channels. With
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Sugar level
Before

irradiation

After

irradiation
left arm 11 11.5
left leg 3.3 6.3 (toe)

right leg 3.5 9.1 (toe)
Table 1



this change in the osmotic potential of a large circle of blood circulation in the lower limbs, blood

outflow will increase, which means that blood inflow will also be increased according to Bernoulli’s

law [8, р. 82-96].

Before irradiation After irradiation

l
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Table 2

Conclusions. Based  on  the  obtained  data  on  the  improvement  of  microcirculation  after

irradiation with a red laser, we can assume that the absorption of this wavelength was due to those

tissues that do not reflect it, and these are all the tissues other than red. If we take into account a large

circle  of blood circulation,  then the absorption of this  electromagnetic  radiation was due to veins,

venules and capillaries of the venous channel, while the rest of the tissues are considered «transparent»

for this spectrum and scattering is neglected. With this absorption, the energy that acted on the venous

vessels, and specifically on their walls, increased the potential energy of the elements of the connective

tissue. 
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Савченко А. Д. Ударно-хвильова терапія як сучасний метод фізіотерапії. Анотація.

У  статті  розглянуто  сучасний  підхід  до  екстракорпоральної  ударно-хвильової  терапії.

Згадуються загальні основи фізіотерапії та історія конкретно цього методу фізіотерапії. У статті

вивчено  принцип  роботи  та  фізичну  основу  методу.  У  статті  проаналізовано  шість  різних

лікувальних ефектів екстракорпоральної ударно-хвильової терапії та їх медичні основи. У статті

висвітлюються загальні принципи застосування ударно-хвильової терапії,  що базуються на її

лікувальних  ефектах,  разом  з  дев’ятьма  найпоширенішими  показаннями  до  її  застосування.

Розглянуто  положення  цього  методу  фізіотерапії  в  сучасній  клінічній  практиці.  Зроблено
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припущення щодо переваг та недоліків ударно-хвильової терапії порівняно з іншими методами

лікування.

Ключові  слова:  фізіотерапія,  екстракорпоральна  ударно-хвильова  терапія,  кавітація,

запалення, кальцифікація.

Savchenko A.  D.  Shockwave therapy as  the  modern  physiotherapy method.  Abstract.

Modern approach to the extracorporeal shockwave therapy is considered in the paper. The general

bases of the physiotherapy and the history of this particular physiotherapy method are mentioned. The

paper studies operating principle and physical basis of the method. Six different medical effects of the

extracorporeal shockwave therapy and their medical fundamentals are analyzed in the paper. General

principles of applying the shockwave therapy, based on its medical effects, alongside with nine most

common of  its  indications, are  highlighted.  The position  of  this  physiotherapy method in  modern

clinical  practice  is  considered.  Advantages  and disadvantages  of  shock wave therapy compared to

other treatments methods are assumed.

Key  words:  physiotherapy,  extracorporeal  shockwave  therapy,  cavitation,  inflammation,

calcification.

General formulation of research and its topicality. It  should  be  mentioned  that

physiotherapy  is  the  field  of  clinical  medicine  that  studies  the  therapeutic  effects  of  natural  and

artificially  created  environmental  factors  on  the  human  body.  Environmental  factors  used  in

physiotherapy include magnetic field, acoustic waves, various types of electromagnetic radiation and

much more. Most of these factors are widespread in the nature, but require proper technical support to

be  applied  in  a  clinical  setting.  Therefore,  the  development  of  the  physiotherapy  as  the  field  of

medicine  is  closely related  with the development  of  theoretical  physics  and technical  innovations,

which  implement  physical  discoveries  in  practice.  Thus,  modern  physiotherapy  has  much  greater

variety  of  methods  than  it  had  decades  ago.  One  of  the  modern  methods  of  physiotherapy  is

extracorporeal shockwave therapy, which will be discussed in the paper.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The objective of the paper is to investigate

the current  approach to  the extracorporeal  shockwave therapy in modern clinical  practice.  Object-

matter of the research is to analyze different medical effects of the shockwave therapy. The task is to

find  out  most  common  indications  for  applying  shockwave  therapy  based  on  its  medical  effects.

Materials used are scientific papers from Internet sources and technical documentation for shockwave

therapy physiotherapeutic devices.

Experimential/research outcomes. It can be stated that facts showing the significant impact of

shock waves on the human body had been known since the Second world war. However, the first

widespread  use  of  shock  waves  in  medicine  began  in  the  late  1980s.  It  was  associated  with  the
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development of methods and tools for a non-invasive urological procedure called lithotripsy, which is

used to treat kidney stones. During this procedure, the increase of bone density in nearby bones was

noticed, leading to the discovery of positive effect of shockwaves on musculoskeletal system. Further

researches of this subject have led to the implementation of shockwave therapy into physiotherapeutic

and orthopedic practice, and in the last 20 years this method has become well known and widely used.

The  operating  principle  of  extracorporeal  shockwave  therapy  (ESWT)  is  based  on

extracorporeal short-term exposure of high-amplitude and low-frequency (from 16 to 25 Hz) acoustic

pulses on bone and connective tissue. The physical basis of the method is cavitation. Shockwaves can

be generated by different sources — for example, electromagnetic, electrohydraulic, piezoelectric, or

pneumatic. Shockwave therapy has 6 different medical effects.

New blood vessel formation is the first effect. Nutrient blood flow is necessary to start and

maintain the repair processes of damaged tissue structure. Due to the application of acoustic waves on

tissues, local areas of pressure increased to 5 bar appear in them. This leads to the creation of capillary

microruptures  in  tendon and bone.  Due to microruptures  the expression of growth factors  such as

eNOS, VEGF, PCNS and BMP is significantly increased. As a result of these processes arterioles are

remodeled, stimulated to grow and new ones are formed. The new blood vessels improve blood supply

and oxygenation of the treated area and support faster healing of both the tendon and the bone.

Reversal of chronic inflammation is the second effect. Chronic inflammation occurs when the

inflammatory response is not completely halted. It can damage healthy tissue and results in chronic

pain. Mast cells are one of the key components of the inflammatory process. Their activity may be

increased by using pervasive acoustic waves. Mast cell activation is followed by the production of

chemokines  and  cytokines.  These  pro-inflammatory  compounds  first  enhance  the  inflammatory

process and in the next step help restore normal healing and regenerative processes.

Stimulation of collagen production is the third effect. The production of a sufficient amount of

collagen  is  a  necessary  precondition  for  the  repair  processes  of  the  damaged  myoskeletal  and

ligamentous structures.  Shockwave therapy accelerates  procollagen synthesis  and forces  the newly

created  collagen  fibers  into  a  longitudinal  structure  which  makes  the  newly formed tendon fibers

denser and stiffer, creating a firmer structure.

Dissolution of calcified fibroblasts is the fourth effect. Calcium build-up is most often cause of

micro-tears or other tendon trauma. Acoustic waves break up the existing calcifications. Shockwave

therapy starts the biochemical decalcification of the calcium build-up of a toothpaste-like consistency

and treats the tendon. The granular particles of calcium are then removed by the lymphatic system.

Dispersion  of  pain  mediator  substance  P is  the  fifth  effect.  Acoustic  waves  generated  by

shockwave  therapy  lower  the  substance  P  concentration  and  trigger  pain  relief.  Substance  P  is  a

neurotransmitter  that  mediates  pain  information  through  C-fibers.  This  neuropeptide  is  generally
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associated with intense, persistent and chronic pain. It relays pain messages to the central  nervous

system. Lowering the concentration  of substance P reduces the stimulation  of afferent  nociceptive

fibers and thus reduces the pain. Decreasing substance P, histamines and other nociceptive metabolites

also helps inhibit development of inflammatory edema.

Release of trigger points is the sixth effect. Trigger points are the principal cause of pain in the

back, neck, shoulder and limbs. They are associated with palpable nodules in taut bands of muscle

fibers and have extremely contracted sarcomeres. The dysfunctional sarcomeres contract so tightly that

they begin to cut off their own blood supply. This causes the waste products to build up. Waste product

build-up irritates the sensory nerve endings which then causes even more contraction. This vicious

cycle is referred to as metabolic crisis. The assumed mechanism of action is that the delivered acoustic

energy unblocks the calcium pump and thus reverses the metabolic crisis in the myofilaments and

releases the trigger points.

It can be mentioned that extracorporeal shockwave therapy has a variety of medical effects,

which  provide  both  pain  reduction  and  healing  of  bones,  tendons  and  muscles.  That  makes  this

physiotherapy method perfect for musculoskeletal system treatment, most commonly in case of sports

injuries,  age-related  degenerative  changes  or  post-traumatic  rehabilitation.  The  most  common

indications  for  applying  shockwave  therapy  are  patellar  tendonitis,  frozen  shoulder,  calcifying

tendinitis,  ulnar  epicondylitis,  heel  spur,  insertional  pain,  medial  tibial  stress  syndrome,  chronic

tendinopathy and different hip pathologies.

Patellar tendonitis, also known as  jumper’s knee, is an inflammation or injury of the patellar

tendon  felt  as  pain,  tenderness  and  functional  deficit.  This  condition  is  usually  difficult  to  treat.

However, shockwave therapy provides simple and immediate solution, which allows patients to feel

relief right after the first session, and after several treatments the cause and the pain vanishes.

Frozen shoulder is a pathological condition that leads to severe pain and movement limitation

in shoulder joint.  Calcifying tendinitis is  a condition,  which also causes pain and range of motion

limitations. Shockwave therapy is very effective in both these cases. Acoustic waves cause disruption

of the calcified entities and support their resorption and elimination by the body. Significant reduction

in pain and improvement in movement function is observed after 4 weeks. During the treatment of both

of these pathologies, symptoms and their causes disappear completely in more than 85 percent of the

cases. Thus, shockwave therapy is an effective substitute to surgery and injections,  which are also

commonly used in the treatment of these pathologies.

Ulnar epicondylitis, also known as tennis or golfer’s elbow, is a condition caused by damage to

the muscles and tendons that control the wrist and fingers. The conservative treatment of epicondylitis

is lengthy, includes such medication as pain killers and steroid injections, and often needs repetition.
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Shockwave therapy on the other hand offers a rather prompt pain relief and cure with efficiency of

over 70 percent in just a maximum of 5 treatments.

Heel spur is a calcium deposit on the underside of the heel bone, which is closely associated

with plantar fasciitis that is scarring or inflammation of the plantar fascia. This condition limits patients

in their daily activities. Shockwave therapy treats both of the problems simultaneously. Acoustic waves

are responsible for fast recovery, return to daily routine and long-lasting effects in up to 88 percent of

the patients.

Insertional  pain typically  occurs  in  the  muscle  insertions  due  to  repetitive  or  prolonged

activities placing strain on a particular tendon.  Medial tibial stress syndrome is a condition typically

occurring  due  to  activities  placing  large  amounts  of  stress  through  the  tibialis  anterior  muscle.

Shockwave therapy stimulates the process of neovascularization that encourages more blood flow to

the area and hence faster healing without the need for addictive pain medication. This leads to fast

recover of the patients in the both pathological cases.

Chronic tendinopathy is a result of cumulated microtraumas from repetitive overloading of a

tendon. Tendinopathies  at various areas of the body are a widespread diagnosis of both the active

persons and the general population. Both inflammation of the tendon and damage on the cellular level

are successfully treated with shockwave therapy. The number of sessions is typically 3–5 with 5–10

days in-between sessions.

With age and use the cartilage of the hip joint can wear down or become damaged. Muscles and

tendons in the hip can get overused. The hip bone itself can be fractured during a fall or other injury.

Any of these conditions can lead to pain and damage in the hip area. Shockwave therapy enhances the

healing  process,  fights  inflammation,  eliminates  the  pain  and  tenderness  and  can  prevent  hip

replacement  surgery.  In 79 percent  of patients  with osteonecrosis  of the femoral  head,  shockwave

therapy also leads to the improvement.

Conclusions. Considering  the  above-mentioned  facts,  we  can  assume  that  extracorporeal

shockwave therapy is a high-efficient physiotherapy method, which uses the latest advances in physics

and electrical  engineering.  During the years of implementation in clinical practice this method has

proven  itself  to  be  an advanced  and  highly  effective  way of  treatment. It  can  be  concluded  that

extracorporeal shockwave therapy is based on the most recent technical innovations and provide safe

and efficient medical effects with minimal amount of side effects. This physiotherapy method in many

cases can be considered as an effective non-invasive alternative to surgery and drug treatment, which

may have some severe side effects and cause addiction. A great variety of different treatment programs

allows to choose the best amount and duration of therapy sessions for each patient at each particular

medical case.
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Анатоція:  У  публікації  наведені  результати  комплексної  оцінки  візуального  середовища
рекреаційних зон Холодногірського району м. Харків. Було досліджено візуальні поля, що є
гомогенними. Так, найменший показник спостерігається навколо території парку Юність – 3%,
найбільший  –  навколо  парку  на  вул.  Волонтерська  –  55%.  Також  приведені  результати
розрахунків  та порівняння коефіцієнтів  агресивності  візуального середовища.  Визначено,  що
даний  показник  варіюється  від  0,66  й  до  максимально  можливого  1.  Встановлено  ступінь
озеленення  рекреаційних  територій.  Максимальний  показник  озеленення  –  37%  бачимо  на
території парку на вул. Волонтерській й мінімальний – 6% на Привокзальній площі. Також були
наведені результати розрахунків індексу серйозності та відсотка ураження дерев рекреаційних
зон  Омелою  білою  (Viscum album  L.).  Найбільші  показники  спостерігаються  у  саду  Тіволі
(10,5%;  27,3%  відповідно),  найменші  –  на  території  парку  Юність  –  3,4%  (за  індексом
серйозності)  та  у  сквері  імені  О.  І  Мещанінова  –  8%.  Надані  рекомендації  щодо  створення
комфортного візуального середовища рекреаційних зон та суміжних територій.
Ключові  слова: відеоекологія,  агресивне  візуальне  середовище,  гомогенне  візуальне
середовище, коефіцієнт агресивності,  Омела біла  (Viscum album L.), індекс серйозності, міські
рекреаційні зони.

Abstract: The  publication  presents  the  results  of  a  comprehensive  assessment  of  the  visual
environment  in  the  recreational  zones  of  Kholodnogirsk district  in Kharkiv.  Visual  fields  that  are
homogeneous have been investigated. Thus, the smallest indicator is observed around the territory of
Yunost  Park  –  3%,  the  highest – around  the  Volonteer  Street  Park –  55%.  The  results  of  the
calculations  and comparison of  the  aggressiveness  coefficients  of  the  visual  environment  are  also
given. It is determined that this indicator varies from 0.66 to the maximum possible 1. The degree of
recreational areas landscaping has been established. The maximum indicator of landscaping – 37% we
see in the Volonteer Street Park and minimum – 6% in the Station Square. The results of the severity
index calculations and the percentage of damage to the trees of the recreational zone by Viscum album
L. are also given. The highest rates are observed in the Tivoli garden (10.5%; 27.3% respectively), the
lowest  –  in  the  territory  of  Yunost  Park  –   3.4% (according  to  the  severity  index)  and  in  O.  I.
Meshchaninov Square – 8%. Recommendations are made to create a comfortable visual environment
for recreational and adjacent areas. 
Keywords:  videoecology,  aggressive  visual  environment,  homogeneous  visual  environment,
aggression coefficient, Viscum album L., severity index, urban recreational areas.
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General formulation of research 

Man always changes the environment at his discretion, for his own comfort. It is difficult to

imagine modern life  without such architectural  structures for a comfortable  existence,  such as,  for

example, high-rise buildings, supermarkets, entertainment centers. But solving the problems of urban

infrastructure has led to exacerbation of the problems of visual comfort. That is why there is a need for

a clear assessment of the state of the visual environment for a comfortable stay of a person in it. For

research, it was chosen urban recreational zones and adjacent territories. This is due to the fact that

recreational  areas  are  a  specific  territory  in  the  city,  usually  within  the  green  zone,  intended  for

recreation of the population, and therefore the most constant crowds. Therefore, the condition of these

sites should meet the relevant needs, including visual ones.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

The relevance of the chosen topic is that every year more and more cities  experience total

building. However, among residential buildings, areas for recreation are always planned. Therefore, it

is precisely the aspects of such a science as Videoecology that should be taken into account when

planning  the  territories  intended  for  recreation  in  order  to  avoid  a  negative  impact  on  the

psychophysiological  state  of  a  person.  The  aim  of  the  study  is  the  analysis  and  comprehensive

assessment of the videoecological situation of recreational areas on the example of the Kholodnogirsk

district of the city of Kharkov. To achieve this goal, the following tasks were completed: to study the

videoecological state of the recreational areas of the Kholodnogirsk district of Kharkov; evaluate the

aggressiveness  and  homogeneity  of  the  visual  environment;  establish  the  degree  and  quality  of

landscaping;  the object of study is the visual environment of recreational areas of the Kholodnogirsk

district of the city of Kharkov. The subject is the percentage index of homogeneity and the coefficient

of aggressiveness, the degree of greening of the territories, the index of damage to tree species by the

plant  semi-parasites  Viscum album L.  Novelty:  modern  scientific  research  in  this  area  is  only an

analysis  of  the  individual  components  of  the  visual  environment,  so  it  is  difficult  to  trace  the

relationship between its components. This article presents the results of a comprehensive study that

allows you to see the interdependence  of videoecological  problems on various  components  of  the

visual environment.

Research outcomes

A comprehensive study of the recreational zones of  Kholodnogirsk district  in   Kharkiv was

conducted in three stages. It consisted in the calculation of the percentage index of homogeneity and

the coefficient of aggressiveness, the degree of territories greening, the index of lesion of tree species

by the plant parasite Viscum album L. The following recreational areas in  Kholodnogirsk district of
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the city of Kharkiv have been selected:  Yunost Park,  O. I. Meshchaninov Square,  Volonteer Street

Park, the Tivoli garden, Pryvokzal na ploshcha and the park around the ʹ мonument to the firemen.

We have determined that two types of visual environment can have a negative effect on the

psychophysiological  human conditions: aggressive and homogeneous.  In the first stage, there were

objects  of  residential  development  that  were  homogeneous  for  the  visual  perception  of  the

environment.  Thus,  homogeneous visual fields are visible fields in the surrounding space that either

have no visual details at all, or the number of them is dramatically reduced.  The number of visually

comfortable and homogeneous objects have been compared. So, in the area around the park on the

Volonteer Street Park about 55% of the visual environment is observed, characterized by monotony,

monochrome, lack of objects to distinguish human eye and the like. These are usually the ends of high-

rise  buildings,  the  walls  of  some  social  infrastructure  (schools,  kindergartens,  etc.).  Most  other

recreational  areas  within  the  500m  radius  are  17-50%  of  the  visual  environment,  which  can  be

described as homogeneous, because it is mostly multi-storey residential complexes of the 60-70s of the

last century. The smallest indicator of homogeneity of the visual environment was observed around the

territory of the youth park and was 3%, of the total number of objects considered. Such a relatively low

figure can be explained by the location of the territory: the park is located on the outskirts of the city,

so the adjacent streets are built mostly single-storey private sector buildings or not built at all. The

results of the first phase of the research showed that the homogeneity of the visual environment of the

Kholodnogirsk district of Kharkiv has high rates precisely in the residential quarters where people stay

most of their lives.

The second stage of the research is assessing the aggressiveness of the visual environment of

recreational  areas.  Since  aggressive  visual  fields  are  fields  consisting  of  many identical  elements,

evenly  spaced  on any surface,  they  can  be  more  clearly  characterized  and  quantified.  Method  of

quantitative assessment of the visual environment aggressiveness proposed by A. A.  Golubnichy  [3]

was used in our study. The main principle of which is based on differentiation of the plane of the

visible field into cells. Then the ratio of the aggressive cells number (with the presence of identical

objects) to their total number was calculated. Оbjects for assessing the aggressiveness of the visual

environment  and the viewpoints for photo-fixation of the studied visible  fields were selected.  The

following objects were selected: №1 (Plastychnyi lane,198), №2 (Illinska str., 65), №3 (Volunteer str.

1a),  №4 (new building,  Sloviansk  str.),  №5 (Pryvokzal na  ploshcha,  2).  The points  of  view wereʹ

chosen according to the places of mass congestion and frequent passage of people. So, the coefficient

of visual environment aggression was determined for each object.  Approximation to 1 indicates an

increase in aggressiveness. For object № 1, this coefficient is 0.68, given the almost complete lack of

landscaping, it is an insignificant indicator. Object  № 2 is set to 0.86. For visible object field № 3 –
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0.8. Both of these structures are located directly around the recreational area, the landscaping of which

can be considered satisfactory; however, because of the large number of identical small elements in the

visible field and their close interposition, the aggressiveness index increases significantly. Object № 4

has the highest possible coefficient value of 1. Such a high value is due to the uniform placement of the

same architectural details throughout the plane of the visible field. The smallest coefficient of 0.66 has

a visible field of object   № 5. A considerable size of architectural details, placed on the visible field

and sufficient landscaping that "hides" the same details, causes a decrease in aggressiveness. Based on

the  obtained  results,  it  was  found  that  most  of  the  visible  fields  of  recreation  zones  of  the

Kholodnogirsk district of Kharkiv correspond to the indicators of aggressive ones, and therefore do not

provide positive visual needs of the population.

The quality of the visual environment is influenced not only by various structures, but also by

landscaping.  Green  spaces  are  able  to  "mask"  aggressive  and  homogeneous  fields,  making  the

environment more visually comfortable to the human eye. Therefore, the third stage of the study is to

analyze the landscaping of recreational areas. The ratio of the area under study to the area of green

space was determined. So, the degree of landscaping of the park territory on  Volonteer Street Park

makes up 37% of the total area, and the territory related to recreational -  Pryvokzal na ploshchaʹ  is

greened  by  only  6%.  Other  recreational  areas  are  landscaped  by  17-36%.  It  can  be  noticed  that

landscaping of  recreational  areas  does  not  reach even 50%. Thus,  according to  the  standards  [4],

recreational areas do not provide Kholodnogirsk district with sufficient indicators of landscaping, not

to mention residential quarters.

It  should  also  be  noted  that  nowadays in  Kharkiv,  a  large  part  of  the  tree  species  of  the

recreational zones are affected by the semi-parasitic plant - the mistletoe white (Viscum album L.).

Therefore, for a more detailed assessment of the quality of the landscaping, the severity index and the

percentage  of tree  damage by mistletoe  were calculated[1]. The severity  index was found by the

formula: SI (%) = [{(P × Q)} / (M × N)] × 100 where: P = severity score, Q = number of infected

plants having the same grade; M = total number of observed plants, N = maximum number on the

rating  scale  [1].  For  the  territory  of  the  Yunost  Park,  the  severity  index  is  3.4%.  For  O.  I.

Meshchaninov Square, it is 4.1%. The park area around the мonument to the firemen is 7.2%, the

highest is 10.5 in the Tivoli garden.           

To calculate the percentage of damage to tree species, the total number of trees in the site and

the  number  of  woody  plants  affected  by  Viscum album  L.  were  determined.  Again,  the  highest

percentage is characteristic of the Tivoli garden – 27.3%. The park trees on Volunteer Street also had a

significant impact – 24%. The above recreation areas are located directly near the residential buildings

where no measures  for plant  health  have been observed. This can be explained by the significant

percentage of damage in comparison with other territories. For the park around the Monument to the
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Firemen, the percentage of damage is  14.4%. For Yunost Park – 12.5%, and the lowest figure for the

territory of O. I. Meshchaninov Square – 8%. 

The  conducted  researches  made  it  possible  to  develop  recommendations  for  creation  of

comfortable  visual  environment  of  recreational  zones  and adjacent  territories.  First,  to  prevent  the

creation of aggressive and homogeneous visual fields. This can be achieved in the following way: to

use decorative creepers on the walls of buildings where there are no architectural accents, to mask

large monotone planes; apply intricate architectural elements of various shapes; use advertising posters

to  optimize  the  aggressive  visual  environment;  apply a  floral  ornament  in  city  street  art  that  will

significantly reduce the homogeneity  of the area.  Secondly,  it  is  necessary to pay attention to  the

greening of the city, to increase the amount of green space, to support plant health. 

Conclusions

The results of a comprehensive study  have  showed that in the territories of recreational and

adjacent areas the highest homogeneity indicators are inherent in old buildings, and aggressiveness - in

new buildings. For example, in the area around Volonteer Street the Park has the highest homogeneity

rate of 55%. The highest coefficient of visual environment aggression – 1 has object №4, located in the

territory adjacent to the park around the firemen monument. This indicates that problems are in the

design phase of architectural structures. The next thing to focus on is the greening of recreational areas.

Thus, in the territory of Kholodnogirsk district it has been noted that the selected plots are landscaped

with less than 50%, which according to the standards [4], is not sufficient. One of the factors of this

situation is the defeat of tree plantations by the plant mistletoe white mistletoe. The highest rates are

characteristic of the Tivoli  garden: the severity index is  – 10.5% and the percentage of damage is

27.3%. It is known that green spaces in recreational areas are not only the “lungs” of the city, but also a

means  to  create  a  comfortable  visual  environment.  Therefore,  maintaining  these  plants  in  good

condition  is  extremely  important  and  relevant  tasks.  Therefore,  in  this  area,  well-equipped  and

landscaped recreational areas with a good infrastructure and small architectural forms, which should

correspond to the comfortable conditions of stay, rest and relaxation of the population, are extremely

necessary.  Further  research  will  be  directed  not  only  to  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  the  visual

environment, but also to determine the ecological state of the recreational areas of the city.
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Анотація Моделювання  розповсюдження  інформації  у  складній  мережі  здійснювалось
відповідно до епідемічного протоколу, що дає можливість ефективної передачі інформації до
всіх вузлів складної, динамічно зміненої мережі. Було показано, що моделі, засновані на теорії
ланцюгів  Маркова,  можуть  бути  використані  для  спрощення  такого  аналізу.  Отримані
результати  можуть  бути  використані  для  дослідження  поширення  інформації  серед  великих
мереж складної структури.
Ключові  слова:  моделювання,  графіки,  мережі,  випадкові  процеси,  епідемічний  протокол,
ланцюги Маркова

Abstract. The  modeling  of  information  dissemination  in  the complex network  was carried  out  in

accordance with epidemic protocol that gives the possibility of effective transfer of information to all

nodes of the complex, dynamically changed network. It was shown that models based on Markov chain

theory can be used to simplify such an analysis. The obtained results can be used to investigate the

dissemination of information among large networks of complex structure.

Key words: modeling, graphs, networks, random processes, epidemic protocol, Markov chains

Introduction

The aim of the research is to study the possibility of using Markov chains to model the process of

information dissemination to the nodes of complex network according to the rules of epidemic (gossip)

protocol.  The  object-matter is  large  complex  networks.  The  subject-matter is  the  process  of  the

dissemination of information in large complex networks. The basic tasks of the study are: the studying

of epidemic (gossip) algorithms of dissemination of information in networks and basic concepts of

Markov  chain  theory;  building  a  mathematical  model  of  dissemination  of  information  among  the
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network; writing computer programs and modeling the process of information dissemination among

the  whole  network  in  accordance  with  the  epidemic  protocol;  an  analysis  of  the  effectiveness  of

information dissemination in random way to all nodes of the network.

Nowadays it  is  quite  easy to construct  a computer  system consisting of a  large number of

computers  connected  through  a  high-speed  network  [1,  2].  Typically,  such  system  is  called  a

distributed system. Its main difference from centralized systems, which consist  of a computer,  the

peripherals and several remote terminals, is that it is a set of independent computers that are presented

to their users as a single integrated system. It is important that all computers are standalone and their

software does everything to make users believe that they are dealing with a sole system [2]. Such

distributed systems typically have great number of nodes that can dynamically switch between on and

off states. Moreover, the quality of communication channels between these nodes can change rapidly.

Thus, each node cannot have complete information about the system, but it has the information only

about its "neighbors" in the network. So there is a problem of a quick and guaranteed information

transfer between all nodes of such a complex and dynamically changing system. In 1987, in the article

[3] it was proposed to use an algorithm called epidemic (gossip) protocol to solve this problem. After

that, scientists started to study such algorithms and their practical use. 

In the current article the graph was used to model the distributed system. Its vertices play the

role of servers that must disseminate information. The information was transferred according to the

following  chosen  rules  of  epidemic (gossip)  protocol.  Initially,  no  servers  have  information  to

distribute,  and all  servers are in a  susceptible state. At some point in time, one randomly selected

server becomes infected: it has somehow received the information or produced it itself. After that it has

to disseminate this information to all other servers of the network. The information is disseminated

according to the following epidemic rules: 1) each server possesses only a list of its neighbors and does

not have complete information about the network structure and the number of other servers in it; 2) the

dissemination of information among the network occurs at discrete moments of time, represented in the

model as steps (rounds) of dissemination; 3) each infected server transmits the information, which it

has, to a random-selected non-empty subset of its neighbors; 4) the server is in the infected state during

only  one  round  of  dissemination,  i.e.  it  disseminates  information  only  once  after  receiving  new

information; 5) after the server has disseminated the information, it returns to the recovered state; 6)

the  server,  to  which  the  information  was  transmitted,  switches  to  the  infected  state only  from

susceptible; 7) if after a few rounds of dissemination, the servers remain in the susceptible state, then

they try to retrieve information from a random non-empty subset of their neighbors.

Thus, the presented rules form a combined model of epidemic dissemination: rumor mongering

[2] at the initial stage of information dissemination, when the number of servers with it is quite small,

and anti-entropy [2] at the end, when the number of servers with information becomes big enough.
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Discussion and Results

Java programs were constructed to make numerical experiments. During the study two types of

modeling  were simultaneously carried out:  direct  numerical  and modeling based on Markov chain

theory. To model this process with the help of Markov chains, we consider the states of our system: the

number of vertices that have information during this round of information dissemination. The transfer

from  one  state  to  another  is  possible  only  at  the  fixed  moments  of  times  (at  each  new  step  of

dissemination of information). The network of   nodes can be in one of such possible states:   -

when there is only one vertex in the network that has information,  - two vertices, and so on, until

 - when all the vertices of the network receive information as a result of its dissemination. Thus, the

number of possible states is finite. The process of information dissemination among the network can be

treated  as  a  transition  from  a  state   to  a  new  state  . Besides,  the  process  of  information

dissemination at each step depends only on the state of the system at a current step, so it is determined

by the degrees of vertices which will disseminate the information right now. Thus, we can assume that

we are dealing with a random Markov process with a discrete time [4]. This process of dissemination

of  information  among  the  system  can  be  considered  as  a  chain  of  events,  for  example:

.  In our modeling the probability  of   transition does not depend on

when and how the system came into the state , so such a chain of events can be treated as Markov

chain.  Since the information extends to all  nodes in the network,  this  chain can be considered as

absorbing. The Markov chain can be described by the probabilities of states in which the system is at

some stage. 

For the our later study we introduce the "network quality" through the parameter p, which can

be in the range . The greater the p value is, the more likely information will be received by the

network node. So, at each step of dissemination the transition from one state to another may not occur,

that is, the state number will not decrease   during the modeling. The modeling experiments

were carried out for the same graph for different values of parameter  .  It was considered  as the

network of sufficient quality, so values of the parameter  were selected from the range .

At the experiments the transition matrix was firstly obtained and then it was used to calculate the

fundamental matrix. With the help of the obtained fundamental matrix, we calculated the total average

number of steps to fulfill the information dissemination (the transition to an absorbing state). Together
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with the calculating the conversion matrix, a direct computer modeling of the process of dissemination

of information among the network was also carried out.

The main attention was paid to the process of dissemination of information among a large size

network. For this purpose, a graph with a large number of nodes (1000) was grown from the initial 6-

node graph according to Caldarelli's rule.

Initially, the experiment of information dissemination over this network was carried out  

times for the case when . The total number of times when the information was spread over the

entire network ( ) was calculated, and the distribution of the obtained results was analyzed. The

hypothesis of the normality of the steps number distribution of information dissemination among the

network was checked with the help of Pearson's criterion. At a given value level , the critical

value for the Pearson distribution table is:. . On the other hand, the value 

according to our data is  . The analysis shows that  , that is our

data is consistent with the hypothesis  of the normality of distribution with the parameters 

,   and the number of steps that are required to fully disseminate information among the

network, which was built according to the Caldarelli model. 

After  that  the  main  numerical  experiment  was  held:  from  each  vertex  of  the  graph  the

information  times was disseminated throughout the whole network. At the same time, the data

needed  to  simulate  the  dissemination  of  information  by  Markov  chains  and  to  conduct  a  direct

computer  experiment  were  collected:  information  was  accumulated  to  calculate  the  probabilities

needed to form a transition matrix and the probabilities with which information would be disseminated

among the network in a given number of steps. 

0 . 7 5 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 9 0 0 . 9 5 1 . 0 0

1 1

1 2

1 3

1 4

1 5

Fig. 1.  The results of modeling: the average number of steps to spread the information to all

nodes of the net versus parameter p value. Dashed line is Markov chains, solid line is direct modeling
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The  results  are  presented  in  the  Fig. 1  where  the  average  numbers  of  steps  to  spread  the

information to all nodes of the net versus parameter p value are shown. The dashed line corresponds to

the experiment based on the Markov chains, and solid line – to the direct modeling. It was shown that

the results obtained with the different types of simulations are in good agreement with the limits of

estimated  accuracy.  As  an  example,  we  give  the  probability  distribution  of  the  number  of  steps

required to fully disseminate information among a network when parameter  (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Histogram of the probability of information dissemination among the network with the number

of steps found for .

The histogram of distribution (Fig. 2) is similar to the histogram of normal distribution. We

construct  figures  showing  the  graph  of  the  normal  distribution  of  density  with  the  calculated

parameters and the experimentally obtained data (Fig. 3) and the graph of the empirical distribution

function and the graph of the theoretical distribution function with the calculated parameters for the

normal distribution (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Density of normal distribution and

experimentally obtained data .

Fig. 4 Empirical distribution function and
theoretical normal distribution function

.

The results, presented on the figures, shows the good convergences of experimentally received data

and the theoretical curves, which correspond to normal distribution.  For the considered network of

 nodes  we  obtain  the  dependence  of  the  number  of  steps  for  which  information  will  be

disseminated among the network depending on the value of the parameter  (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the number of steps for which information will be disseminated among the

network with 1000 nodes (Y-axis) upon the parameter value (X-axis)

In Fig. 5 the data obtained from the experiment are displayed together with the approximation

line, obtained by the linear regression: .  For a large network, the number

of  steps  when  information  will  be  disseminated  throughout  the  network  according  to  the  gossip

protocol depends linearly on the parameter that characterizes the quality of the network.

Conclusions

The  mathematical  model  of  random dissemination  of  information  among  a  network  using

Markov chains was constructed. Java programs were written to implement this model. Modeling of

dissemination of information among small,  moderate and large networks was carried out using the

created model.  It is worth admitting the very good qualitative and quantitative concordance of the

results obtained by direct modeling and modeling using Markov chains. Thus, it has been shown that

the  dissemination  of  information  among the network according to  epidemic  protocol  rules  can be

modeled by Markov chains.
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Фільчакова Аліса, Вплив сімейної системи на дихальну систему дитини   

Анотація: У статті йдеться про психосоматику в психотерапевтичному процесі у цілому,

та  про  взаємозв'язок  між  дихальною системою  маленької  дитини  та  сімейними  стосунками

зокрема.  Захворюваність  органів  дихальної  системи  представляється  певними  хворобами.

Система  сімейних  стосунків  включає  в  себе  виховання  дитини,  відношення  до  себе  як  до

виконавця батьківської ролі та стосунки і конфлікти між подружжям батьків. Сім’я вважається

цілісною системою, в якій всі її члени взаємопов’язані та впливають на емоційний стан один

одного. Дитина, дихальна система якої, як виявляється, страждає найбільше, може виступати як

ідентифікований  пацієнт  у  сімейній  системі  під  час  діагностики  для  подальшого

психотерапевтичного  процесу.  Хвороба  дитини  розглядається як  певний  спосіб  дізнатися

батькам про ті проблеми у сімейних стосунках, які вони раніше не помічали. 

Ключові  слова: дихальна  система,  дитина,  сім'я,  стосунки,  психосоматика,

психотерапія, хвороба.

             Abstract: The article deals with psychosomatics in a psychotherapeutic process in general and

with the relationship between a little child's respiratory system and family relationships in particular.

The morbidity  of  the  respiratory  system is  represented  by certain  diseases.  The system of  family

relations includes an upbringing of a child, an attitude towards oneself as an executor of a parental role,

and relations and conflicts between spouses. A family is believed to be a holistic system in which all

the members are interconnected and influence each other's emotional state. A child whose respiratory

system seems to suffer the most can act as an identified patient in a family system during diagnostics

for a further psychotherapeutic process. A child illness is considered as a certain way to reveal family

relationships' problems that the parents didn’t notice before.

Key  words: child,  disease,  family,  relationships,  respiratory  system,  psychosomatic,

psychotherapeutic.    

   

General  formulation  of  research  and its  topicality.   The  problem of  both  physical  and

psychological  health  has  always had a  great  value  in  the  aspect  of  human development  since  the

emotional stability, the degree of development of cognitive processes, the improvement of previously

acquired skills,  the ability to build and preserve relationships, the working capacity etc. depend on

human health  conditions.  Therefore,  every single human health  condition contributes to the global

humanity  development.  A  human  health  condition  in  general  and  of  children  in  particular  is
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significantly dependent on many external and internal factors including psychological. They include a

general  family relationship background, emotional  relations  between individual  family members,  a

degree of conflict  between parents as well as a child parenting style. Hence, psychological factors

significantly determine a child physical condition. The family acts as an entire system where every

member has an influence on the others. 

   Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The issue of psychosomatic aspects is of

great interest in practical activity now. During the surveys the scientists have found that psychosomatic

diseases  are  influenced  by  certain  interpersonal  conflicts,  the  emotional  background  of  family

relations,  life values,  the loss of a significant  object,  expressed behavioral  overreacting, prevailing

common  negative  emotions,  etc.  Many  psychologists  and physicians  believe  that  the  diseases  of

various groups of children organs are influenced by family relationships, but empirically this topic has

been investigated quite little. Though psychosomatic diseases were usually investigated and observed

in psychotherapeutic and clinical practice while working with patients, they did not have a statistical

aspect.  In  psychotherapeutic  work  certain  patterns  were  defined,  however  they  haven't  been

extensively  researched on a  sufficient  sample.  That  is  why this  work  is  aimed  at  researching  the

relationship  between  the  diseases  of  children  respiratory  organs  and  a  family  system in  order  to

confirm the data obtained from practical activities statistically.

The object-matter: a family system.

The subject-matter: the relationship between respiratory diseases of children organs with the

aspects of family relations.

The objective is to determine the patterns of the relationship between a family system and the

diseases of a respiratory system of children under 6 years.

The sample under consideration consists of thirty families where both parents in full families

and only mothers  in  incomplete  families  took part  in  the conducted  study. The subjects  were the

children from these families aged from the birth up to six years as according to the works of Z. Freud,

E. Fromm and K. Horney, a high intensity of symbiotic communication between a mother and a baby

lasts from the birth up to its early school age. The beginning of going to school means that the child is

separated from a significant adult - a mother. I.P. Bryazgunov has even expressed his opinion about the

symbiotic dependence of a child and its mother during this period of life. Usually at about the age of 6,

a child joins a wide circle of various social contacts by entering an educational institution thereby

disconnecting a strong bond with a mother [4, p.118].

Psychosomatics  is  an  interdisciplinary  scientific  area  in  which  psychological,  social,  and

cultural  factors  of  occurrence  of  physical  diseases  are  studied.  Psychosomatics  has  already  been

studied  for  two centuries.  Both a  number of  researches  and practical  experience  made by several

prominent scientists during this period have shown that it is human health that is significantly affected
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by particular psychological factors. In general, this problem was studied by: Z. Freud, E. Eydemiller, I.

Malkina-Pikh, T. Khomulenko, E. Witkover, O. Zakharov and some other experts in psychology and

medicine. I. Bryazgunov made a description of certain practical experiences of pediatricians, which are

related  to  dealing  with  various  psychosomatic  diseases,  as  well  as  symptoms  of  children.  W.

Broytigam  and  P.  Christian  worked  on  a  detailed  progression  of  diseases  during  childhood.

Psychosomatic  aspects  from  a  standpoint  of  the  relationship  between  the  types  of  character

accentuation and the types of attitudes were examined by A. Lichko and K. Leonhard. The basics of

psychosomatics were examined by B. Karvasarsky. Also, this topic has been greatly contributed by a

work of S. Kupriyanov.

Experiential/research outcomes. Breathing is a fundamental feature of a state of one's self, it

is the way of sharing and striking a balance between an individual and an environment. Therefore the

diseases of the respiratory system usually reflect the disturbances in the processes of energy exchange

with the outside world, distortions on a receive-give line [2, p.703]. First of all a family may take part

either  in  the  creation  or  in  the  support  of  a  child's  conflict  of  needs  by  setting  him up  against

conflicting requirements and putting the child in charge of their permissions.

According to the study of a personality structure made by S. Minukhin the structure of the

relationships in a family affects  the life of a family.  If there is a vertical  dysfunction between the

generations  then  it  will  definitely  be  reproduced  in  life  horizontally  [2,  p.579].  That  is,  negative

relationships between parents, grandparents have an impact on children's health.

M. Balint's concept shows that psychosomatic patients especially children are characterized by

insufficiently stable perception of themselves and diffuse boundaries of "I" because they are the most

dependent  in  all  the  aspects  of  life.  Thus,  such  children  have  great  difficulties  in  establishing  a

comfortable distance in interpersonal relationships especially with their parents. They feel a constant

need for an emotional support and are afraid to express their negative feelings to a person satisfying

them. Therefore, the negative feelings of patients turn against them. M. Balint writes in his work that it

is necessary to work out the psychological level of extra dependence on the objects - the parents, and

first of all, on the mother, in order to eliminate psychosomatic symptoms [3, p.23].

The conducted study found that the most common respiratory system diseases of children are:

SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome),  rhinitis  and bronchitis.  The respiratory morbidity  of

children of up to 6 years is related to the family system. The respiratory system diseases of children are

correlated with various dysfunctional relationships in the family sphere, namely:

1) Children are sick with adenoids in the families where the parents do not express empathy

towards them, negatively treat themselves as parents, too emotional in their behavioral manifestations,

and when one of the spouses actively tries to assert the autonomy from the rest of the family;
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2) Pneumonia is usually caused by children who get a lot of unconditional acceptance from

their parents;

3) Children often suffer from tracheitis in the families with a dominated emotional background,

where the parents  provide an extra  emotional  support to children  in the  families  where there are

frequent conflicts related to their child's upbringing between the parents;

4) Children are sick with angina when they receive too much emotional support from their

parents;

5) Children are often diagnosed with rhinitis in the families where the parents strive to give the

children too much emotional support;

6) Children suffer from laryngitis when their parents quarrel over their attitudes to the relatives,

friends as well as a different attitude to family finances when one of the spouses is actively trying to

assert the autonomy from the rest of the family;

7) Children suffer from bronchitis in the cases where one of the spouses is actively trying to

assert his or her autonomy and when the parents have conflict situations due to different attitudes to

money.

Conclusions.  Thus a family is  a  complete  system in which every member has a particular

influence over the other members, and therefore a child can act as an identified patient in the family

system. A child's health is affected by family-borne pathogens in dysfunctional relationships between

spouses,  which  related  to  some  extent  with  a  child's  attachment  to  the  parents.  Therefore,  the

psychosomatic disorders of the child may reveal some features of the relationships in the family.
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Анотація. У  даній  статті  розглянуто  сучасний  підхід  до  відновлення  зору  з

використанням новітніх технологій. Подана та проаналізована історія використання розробок

для  корегування  певних  патологій  зору.  У  публікації  піддаються  ретельному  науковому

розгляду  різноманітні  шляхи  впровадження  високоефективних  методів  відновлення  зору.  У

доповіді  також  виділені  новітні  найпрогресивніші  різновиди  протезів,  що  створені

дослідниками для сліпих пацієнтів.

Ключові  слова:  біонічне  око,  нейропротезування,  сітківка,  протез  сітківки,  сенсорна

система, зір, фотоелектрична матриця.

Abstract. The  article  discusses  the  modern  approach  to  vision  recovery  using  the  latest

technologies. The use of developments for correction of certain pathologies of vision is presented and

analyzed. The publication subjects to careful scientific consideration various ways to implement highly

effective methods of restoring vision. The report also highlights the newest most progressive varieties

of dentures created by researchers for blind patients.

Key words: bionic  eye,  neuroprosthetics,  retina,  retinal  prosthesis,  sensory system,  vision,

photovoltaic array.

General  formulation  of  research  and  its  topicality. In  1755,  Charles  Le  Roy,  French

physician and professor of medicine, tried to cure a patient who had been blind for three months as a

result of a high fever [8, p. 533-536]. The scientist discharged the static electricity into a human body

through two wires, one wound around the patient’s head just above the eyes and the other around the

leg.  The  patient  perceived  vivid  flashes  of  light  and described  his  feelings  like  a  flame  passing

underneath in front of the eyes. This was the first time of getting  experimental evidence that nerves

could be electrically stimulated by sending electric current pulses from a Leyden jar — a precursor of

modern-day  capacitors.  Nowadays,  more  than  250  years  later,  blindness  is  still  one  of  the  most

incapacitating sensory diseases,  affecting  above 40 million people worldwide (according to World

Health Organization).  Many of these people can be effectively treated with medication or surgery.

Unfortunately, in some cases the structural and functional changes that result from disease or trauma

cannot  be  corrected  with  existing  treatments.  In  particular,  when  the  optic  nerve  is  damaged  by

outer/inner  factors,  or  in  case  of  degeneration  of  light-receiving  photoreceptor  cells,  medicine  or
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surgery  cannot  successfully  recover  the  lost  vision,  even a  part  of  visual  perception.  As  a  result,

prosthetic devices may be the only option to restore damaged structures of the body.

Setting of  the  problem and the  aim of  the  article.  Nowadays,  the  bionic  eye  programs

worldwide allow scientists to discover new facts or information about functional restoring of sight.

Multidisciplinary teams of specialists  currently work on many different kinds of devices  based on

retinal  signal  processing.  Therefore,  the  research  in  this  area  is  highly  relevant  for  up-to-date

ophthalmology and modern medicine in general. 

The object of the article is the development of the various technologies to stimulate and recover

the lost vision in blind patients. 

The objective is to observe the main treatment methods of restoring vision in the blind by using

novel prosthetic devices. 

The subject-matter is using modern technologies to functional restoration of sight. 

The task is to review the main types of the advanced biotic vision devices. 

The materials used are scientific papers from medicine journals and online sources. 

The methods used for the review are comparing information from different sources, exploring

new areas of research, highlighting the most important facts or ideas, identifying recent and significant

advantages and discoveries in a field of study. 

The scientists work on the restoring vision more than 200 years, but blindness is still a serious

problem to be treated. The technologies are created and improved every day. There’re a lot of recent

studies and projects. For example, a series of principal studies conducted between 2009 and 2014 by

working groups of the Bionic Vision Australia (BVA) partnership demonstrated the safety of a new

prototype retinal implant [2, p. 8-11]. It makes us sure that the field is novel and needs to be studied. 

The theoretical  value of the article  is to show the efficiency of the modern technologies in

medicine. 

The practical value is to make such kind of therapy useful in real time. The data analysis shows

wide perspectives of the new treatment methods ahead.

Experiential/research  outcomes.  The  scientists  work  on  the  special  systems  for  lost

photoreceptors. One of most useful is the photovoltaic arrays in pixels. It can be used as substitutes for

damaged photoreceptors. They are implanted between the retinal pigment epithelium and retina, where

the prostheses develop functional activity in the retinal neurons downstream of affected receptors. The

electrodes stimulate bipolar neurons and other nonspiking inner retinal cells to transmit neural signals.

These neurons are connected with the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), which send signals to the visual

cortex  via  the  optic  nerve.  Such  kind  of  stimulating  helps  to  recover  the  retina’s  natural  signal

processing. The method helps patients to see smooth motion composed of shots or static pictures. The

most important aspect of restoring quality of vision is adaptation to the signals flowing nonlinearly
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through the retinal network. The ganglion cells and their axons are inconstantly stimulated by electrical

pulses to avoid the condition of inability to interpret electrical signals. An instant direct activation can

cause destruction of the inner retinal neurons, so the specialists provide selective stimulation lasting

several milliseconds. The subretinal approach to vision prosthetics is developing by Daniel Palanker, a

Director of the Hansen Experimental Physics Laboratory at Stanford University. Developing a retinal

prosthesis is the main goal of the Boston Retinal Implant Project. The team of scientists works on a

device transmitting data from a camera to an inserted subretinal electrode array via a cable that enters

into the eye. This type of substitutes based on using radiofrequency telemetry, which the same that

radio broadcast technology. The delivered information is related just to the patient’s eyes but not in the

direction of his gaze, which is a distinguishing feature of the method [9, p. 3-6]. The Retina Implant

AG in  Reutlingen,  Germany  developed  the  Alpha  IMS subretinal  implant,  which  converts  visual

information in every pixel into flow of electricity. The patients with limited visual acuity associated

with advanced retinitis pigmentosa have tasted this technology. Most of them reached slight vision

improvement. The Alpha IMS system was successfully approved for limited clinical using despite the

risk of complications [6, p. 55].

Another  type  of  implants  is  the  stimulating  array,  which  is  inserted  behind  the  pigmented

vascular layer of the eyeball between the retina and the sclera. This working prototype array is wireless

and powered by pulsed light.  The visual information is converted into current electricity  and then

delivered to the retina. This system includes photodiodes in pixels, a portative computer or processor

and a camera which is fixed on special glasses. The remaining functional photoreceptors are out of the

risk of being damaged because the prototype provides perception only  NIR (near-infrared, 880-915

nm)  wavelengths  which  are  not  dangerous.  Hansen  Experimental  Physics  Laboratory  at  Stanford

University in collaboration with the French company Pixium Vision started the clinical trials of this

system in  2016  [11,  p.  9-10].  At  the  same  time  Guglielmo  Lanzani  at  the  institute’s  Center  for

Nanoscience and Technology in Milan and Fabio Benfenati of the Italian Institute of Technology in

Genoa are following the idea of creating the subretinal visual prostheses based on organic polymers to

simplify implantation process [3, p. 36-43].

Moreover, clinicians have proved the efficiency of using subretinal prostheses in complex with

epiretinal implants especially for patients with profound vision loss. The system includes an external

camera and video processing unit and the retinal implant allowing users to see differences between

dark and light areas of vision. Bionic Eye Project in Australia by David Nayagam and Lauren Ayton

was created to improve such type of devices [4, p. 7-17]. The main problem with introducing those

systems  is  that  the  implantation  area  limits the  size  of  devices,  so  the  challenge  requires  highly

effective surgeries. Infection, retinal detachment or other intraocular events can be faced by subretinal

and epiretinal prostheses. The researchers solved all these problems. They have been investigating an
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implant location under the outer sclera, which is less invasive and more stable [2, p. 4-7]. The implants

above the vascular choroid recover the bipolar neurons and retinal cells down to the ganglion. These

structures process the light for further perception by the brain. The implants can be larger and cover

wider  retina  field,  perfect  for  restoring  vision.  The most  important  fact  is  that  the  suprachoroidal

electrode  arrays  reduce damage of the surrounding tissues,  particularly  retina,  because it  does not

breach such important structures. Removing or replacing such a device occurs without any harmful

effects [7, p. 10-11]. The working groups from the Nano Bioelectronics and Systems Research Center

of Seoul National University in South Korea and Osaka University in Japan [6, p. 55] proved the

efficiency of the method. The researchers have stimulated retina neurons in normally sighted rats and

in blinded animals [5, p. 6-9]. The visual acuity in the rats suffering retinal degeneration restored to

half the normal level. The effectiveness of this technology has been independently proved by human

clinical trials as well. In 2014, surgeons implanted a prototype in the suprachoroidal space. The device

was made up of a silicon carrier with 33 platinum disc-shaped electrodes [2, p. 5-6]. The pilot trial has

been tested on three patients with end-stage retinitis pigmentosa. They were barely able to perceive

light  and  dark  areas  of  vision.  After  the  neurostimulation  all  three  patients  had  enough  visual

perception level to better recognize basic shapes and to localize light. They could orient in a room and

walk through designed network of paths [10, p. 1-7]. 

Artificial vision can be provided by electronic tiles are implanted into the brain in a complex

with an external portative vision processor and a camera to receive visual information.  In 2011, a

clinical trial showed a good result of using such devise. Collette Mann, Arthur Lowery, and Jeffrey V.

Rosenfeld have developed the way of electrical stimulation of an occipital pole. The functional cortical

visual prosthesis had implanted into the cortices of four people who were blind. The increasing visual

acuity was fixed and the patients reported seeing flashes of light. After several months of treatment the

patients  was able to recognize large-print letters  and the outline of images.  It  proved that modern

devises can actually improve vision perception [1, p. 3-4].

Conclusions. Several key concepts need to be highlighted to summarize the article. The retinal

prostheses  have  been  successfully  tested  in  patients  with  the  vision  loss.  A clinical  trial  showed

possibility  of  recovering  some visual  perception.  The  subretinal  devices  and  permanent  epiretinal

implants  can  actually  improve  visual  acuity.  Various  types  of  prostheses  have  been  designed  to

stimulate the visual system. In spite of the worldwide spread of such projects, this field of research is

still young, and major improvements are still necessary to enable highly functional restoration of sight.
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Анотація. Надмірне та нерозбірливе використання антибіотиків, для лікування 

бактеріальних інфекцій та в побуті призводить до різнорідної медикаментичної стійкості у 

бактерій. Більшість з бактерій користується системою комунікації, що  зветься системою 

відчуття кворуму, для прийняття групової поведінки, синхронізуючи експресію певних генів в 

колонії. Роботи за недавні роки продемонстрували, що, кворум-гасячі механізми широко 

використовуються багатьма прокаріотичними та еукаріотичними організмами. Ця оглядова 

стаття зосереджена навколо декількох агентів пригнічення кворуму з різними показниками, що 

руйнують відчуття кворуму на різних стадіях.

Ключові слова: пригнічення кворуму, агенти пригнічення кворуму, AHL-лактонази, 

AHL-акілаза, mBTL, SsoPox.

             Abstract. The excessive and indiscriminate use of antibiotics to treat bacterial infections and 

in everyday use has led to multiple drug resistant. Most of bacteria use a communication system, called

quorum sensing (QS), to adopt a group behavior by synchronizing the expression of certain genes in 

the colony. Works over the recent years has demonstrated that quorum-quenching mechanisms are 

widely conserved in many prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. This review article highlights the 

development of several quorum quenching agents with different structures that disrupt QS at different 

stages.

Key words: quorum quenching, quorum quenching agents, AHL-lactonases, AHL-acylase, 

mBTL, SsoPox.

          General formulation of research and its topicality. Antibiotics are one of the major classes of 

drugs. They work by killing microorganisms or preventing them from reproducing and spreading. 

Since long ago, people are using molds for disinfecting of wounds. But today, antibiotics refer to the 

most important tools of molecular and cell biology. The limits of their application are extremely wide 

and are determined by various structures. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The emergence of resistance of bacteria to 

antibiotics is a common phenomenon. Under certain conditions, it may result in preferential growth of 

resistant bacteria, while growth of susceptible bacteria is inhibited by the drug. The aim is that without 

any actions we can head for a post-antibiotic era in which common infections or minor injuries can 

once again kill. The key reason of resistant formation is the specific type of group behaviors of 

microorganisms called quorum sensing (QS) [Christopher M. Waters & Bonnie L. Bassler. 2005]. 

The object matter of this research are quorum quenching agents. 

The subject matter is to review literature reports of discovering quorum quenching agents. 
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The objective is to describe the properties of quorum quenching agents as an alternative way to

treat bacterial infections. 

Materials: books, articles and scientific magazines. 

Method: theoretical analysis. The aim of this article is to analyze different types of QQ agents 

and their mechanisms in comparison with antibiotics. 

Research outcomes. AHL-mediated quorum sensing mechanism is one of the best 

characterized cell-to-cell communication mechanisms. The AHL-type quorum-sensing process can be 

divided into key steps: (I) basal level signal generation, (II) signal accumulation, (III) signal reception, 

(IV) signal autoinduction and activation of the target genes, and (V) signal decay. While steps (I)–(IV) 

seem to be the more or less conserved features [Dong et al, 2005]. LuxI/R-signaling cascades are 

essential for virulence in many pathogens, and disabling these circuits with small molecules could 

prevent virulence [Rutherford et al, 2012]. The LasR:3OC12–HSL complex activates transcription of 

lots of genes including rhlR, which encodes a second quorum sensing receptor. RhlR binds to the 

autoinducer C4–HSL, the product of RhlI. LasR activates expression of rhlR, deletion of lasR reduces 

expression of both LasR- and RhlR-regulated target genes. In order to prevent this situation, 

signalization mechanisms have to be interrupted, and this interruption mechanism is known as quorum 

quenching (QQ) [Christopher M.Waters & Bonnie L. Bassler, 2005]. Naturally occurring quorum-

quenching processes are being tested as novel antimicrobial therapies.  There are three ways of QQ: 

enzymatic degradation of signaling molecules, signal generation interlocks, signal reception interlocks.

Each of them is directed to a certain stage of QS and has certain agents.

AHL-lactonases hydrolyse the homoserine lactone ring of AHL signals, have now been 

identified from a range of bacterial species [Dong et al, 2005]. AHL-lactonase is by far the most 

specific AHL degradation enzyme. It hydrolyses both short- and long-chain AHL signals with similar 

efficiency, but shows less residue activity to some other chemicals.

AHL-acylase destroys AHL signals by hydrolysing the amide bond of AHLs and producing 

corresponding fatty acids and homoserine lactone [Dong et al, 2005].

mBTL (metabromotiolakton) binds and inhibits LasR and RhlR, and the primary in vivo target 

of mBTL is RhlR [O'Loughlin et al, 2013]. mBTL, an analog of the native P. aeruginosa autoinducers, 

represses expression of the genes encoding the virulence factor pyocyanin, prevents biofilm formation. 

It protects C. elegans and human lung epithelial cells from killing by P. aeruginosa. Both the LasR and 

RhlR quorum-sensing receptors are partially inhibited by mBTL; however, in the contexts that we have

examined, RhlR, not LasR, is the relevant in vivo target.

PONs (paraoxonases), exhibit a wide range of physiologically important hydrolytic activities, 

including drug metabolism and organophosphate detoxification [Ozer et al, 2005]. The recombinant 

animal cells expressing mouse PON1, PON2 and PON3, respectively, display strong AHL degradation 
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activity. These PON enzymes seem to be most active with long-chain AHL signals but less efficient 

with short-chain AHL signals. As is the case with AHL lactonase, PON enzymes also hydrolyse the 

homoserine lactone ring of AHL signals. 

Enzyme SsoPox was isolated from the archaea Sulfolobus solfataricus. The lactonases SsoPox-I

and SsoPox-W263I were able to decrease the activity of lasB virulence gene, the synthesis of 

pyocyanin, the proteolytic activity and the biofilm formation of the P. aeruginosa PAO1 strain 

[Guendouze et al, 2017; Hraiech et al, 2014]. In addition, the treatment with SsoPox-I has an important

improvement in survival in a rat model of highly lethal acute pneumonia. SsoPox-I inhibits the lasB 

gene activity, at concentration 0.5 mg/ml. SsoPox-I is also able to decrease the pyocyanin synthesis as 

well as the proteolytic activity of a P.aeruginosa PAO1 strain. SsoPox-I inhibited biofilm formation at 

much higher concentrations (170 mg/ml). SsoPox-I presents several properties that could increase the 

therapeutic arsenal, particularly in the field of nosocomial pneumonia. Treatments with lactonases such

as SsoPox-I might not or only slightly, promote the emergence of resistance. Because of its 

mechanisms of action involving a modulation of the QS, azithromycin has been recently shown in a 

randomized controlled trial to reduce the incidence of ventilator-acquired pneumonia in pseudomonas 

colonized patients showing the growing interest of QS inhibitors in clinics.

Conclusions. Unlike antibiotics, quorum quenching strategies don't have as strong selection on 

bacterial survival. Thus, the use of QQ enzymes may not promote resistance. In turn, inhibition of the 

QS system makes bacteria avirulent, which serves as an alternative approach in the development of 

new antibiotics. In this review article were considered some quorum quenching agents such as AHL-

lactonase, AHL-acylase and Metabromotiolakton (mBTL), paroxonases (PONs) and lactonase SsoPox.

Those QS inhibitors can be used in long-term development of medicines to struggle complications 

caused by resistant bacteria strains.
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Анотація.  У  21-ому  столітті  особливе  значення  приділяється  вивченню особистісних

предикторів  (маркерів)  формування  адиктивних  поведінкових  розладів.  У  даній  роботі

досліджували розповсюдженість адиктивних форм поведінки серед школярів підліткового віку

та  взаємозв’язок  між  дерматогліфічним  фенотипом,  іншими  соматичними  показниками.

Дослідження  складалося  з  двох  частин:  опитування  (психометрична  частина)  та

дерматогліфічний аналіз. Вибіркова сукупність для опитування була сформована з учнів 9-11

класів.  За  результатами  проведеного  анкетування  та  зняття  дерматогліфів  встановлено,  що

більше половини опитуваних страждають на інтернет-залежність, ургентну адикцію, спортивну

залежність різних ступенів тяжкості. Дерматогліфічний аналіз відбитків учнів, що страждають

на адикцію до їжі, трудоголізм, ургентну адикцію, оніоманію, спортивну адикцію показав, що

найчастіше  спостерігається  пальцевий візерунок  «ульнарна  петля».  Дерматогліфічний  аналіз

відбитків  учнів,  що  страждають  на  ТВ-адикцію  показав,  що  найчастіше  спостерігається

пальцевий  візерунок  «радіальна  петля».  Дерматогліфічний  аналіз  відбитків  учнів,  що

страждають на табачну-адикцію показав, що найчастіше спостерігається пальцевий візерунок

«завиток».   Однак,  дослідження  за  допомогою непараметричного  кореляційного  коефіцієнту

Спірмана та діаграми розсіювання свідчать про наявність кореляцій між дерматогліфічними та

соматичними  показниками.  Було  виявлено  позитивну  кореляцію  між  жіночою  статтю  та

оніоманією;  негативну  кореляцію  між  жіночою  статтю  та  азартними  іграми;  позитивну

кореляцію між візерунком "ульнарна петля"  на перших пальцях лівої  руки (L1) та середніх
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пальцях  правої  руки  (R3)  та  трудоголізмом  тощо.  Результати  роботи дозволять більш чітко

визначати схильність людини до того чи іншого типу залежності.

Ключові слова: дерматогліфічний фенотип, залежності, маркери адиктивної поведінки,

соматичні характеристики. 

          Abstract.  In the 21st century the particular importance is attached to the studying of personal

predictors  (markers)  of  addictive  behavior  disorders.  This  paper  investigates  the  prevalence  of

addictive forms of behavior among adolescents and the сonnection between modern addictions and the

dermatoglyphic  phenotype,  other  somatic  characteristics.  The  study  was  consisted  of  two  parts:

questioning (psychometric  diagnostic)  and dermatoglyphic analysis.  The  sample population for the

questionnaire was formed from 9-11th grade students. By the results of the questioning and removal of

dermatoglyphs it was established, that more than half of the respondents suffer from internet addiction,

urgent addiction and sport addiction. Investigations of the dermatoglyphic phenotype showed that the

finger pattern "ulnar loop" was most often observed with suffering from food-addiction, workaholism,

urgency  addiction,  oniomania,  sport-addiction.  The  finger  pattern  "radial  loop"  was  most  often

observed with suffering from TV-addiction. The finger pattern "whorl" was most often observed with

suffering  from tobacco-addiction. The  analysis  of  Spearman's  rank  correlation  coefficient and  the

scattering  diagrams testified  about  the presence  of  correlations  between some dermatoglyphic  and

anthropometric indicators. It was found a positive correlation between female gender and oniomania;

negative correlation between female gender and gambling; positive correlation between the pattern of

the "ulnar loop" on the first fingers of left hand (L1) and middle fingers of the right hand (R3) and

workaholism  etc.  The  results  of  the  work  will  allow  to  determine  more  clearly  the  person's

predisposition to one or another type of addiction.

Key  words:  addictions,  addictive  behavior  markers,  dermatoglyphic  phenotype,  somatic

characteristics.

General formulation of research and its topicality.  In the conditions of the modern world,

the emergence of addictions among adolescents is increasing every year [Potenza 2014: 1-2]. As an

instrument that replaces an unsatisfied need and reduces emotional stress, people often use "artificial"

stimulants  of  positive  emotions  in  the  form  of  pharmacological  and  non-pharmacological  agents

[Chistikin 2005: 301-302].  Сertain types  of non-chemical  addiction  are not  included in the list  of

diseases, this phenomenon needs further study in detail [Pies, Regier 2013; Petry 2013: 1186-1187]. 

Despite the large number of dermatoglyphic studies aimed at finding correlations between types

of finger patterns and chemical addictions  [Zaichenko 2015; Yagudina 2013; Tolmacheva 2009], as

well as behavioral features (cruelty and aggression) that may lead to new types of addiction [Bolaños

2014: 69-84], there is still almost no scientific work that would be relevant to the markers of modern

addictive behavior. That are markers of internet-addiction, oniomania, food addiction, etc. The study of
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these markers is currently very relevant. Setting of the

problem and the aim of the article. It’s known, that fingerprints are developing during the 13th week

of  prenatal  life  with  nerve  tissue,  and  remain  unchanged  throughout  life.  On  this  basis  we  have

formulated the hypothesis of the investigation that the correlations between finger patterns and the

predisposition  to  some  types  of  non-chemical  addictions  exist. The  objective  of  the  paper is  to

investigate  the  prevalence  of  addictive  forms  of  behavior  among  adolescents  and  the  сonnection

between dermatoglyphs, anthropometric indicators and the predisposition to some types of addictions;

to elaborate moderate markers of addictive behavior that is a prophylactic measure for preventing the

occurrence of addictions.  The object of the paper was the prevalence of addictive behavior among

ukrainian  adolescents  aged 14-17.  The subject of  the  paper  was the  dermatoglyphic  and somatic

markers of addictive behavior.

   According to the objective of the study, the following tasks were set: 

1.) To examine the prevalence of addictive behavioral disorders among ukrainian adolescents

(aged 14-17 years).      

2.) To identify the most common addictions among ukrainian teenagers.

           3.) To investigate the dermatoglyphic phenotype by removing the fingerprints of 10 fingers of

the survey participants.

 4.) On the basis of the obtained data to find the correlation coefficients between the indicators. 

The practical value of  the given data can be used in the diagnostic of addictive forms of

behavior, since dermatoglyphic imprints are moderate addiction-markers that are unchanged from the

moment  of  birth. The  results  of  the  work  will  allow  to  determine  more  clearly  the  person's

predisposition to one or another type of addiction. This can become one of the prophylactic measures

aimed at preventing the occurrence of mental disorders.

The article was provided by following materials and methods: questioning, psychometric diagnostic,

dermatoglyphic analysis  and statistical  (using the  Spearman coefficient  and the scatter  diagrams).  

The  questionnaire  included  several  parts:  demographic  information  (gender,  age,  family

information),  morphological  features  (height,  blood  type:  AB0 system,  system  of  Rh)  and

psychometric part. The psychometric part was combined from nine world-renowned tests to determine

nine forms of addictive behavior: a tobacco addiction test, a food-addiction test, a workaholism test, an

oniomania test, a TV-addiction test, a gambling test, an urgency addiction test, an internet-addiction

test and a sport-addiction test. The  sample population for the questionnaire was formed from 9-11th

grade students.  183 сhildren (48 boys and 135 girls) aged between 14 and 17 years took part in the

research. At the stage of the dermatoglyphic study, 10 fingerprints from both hands

were taken. In  studies of skin relief, it is important to get a clear and complete imprint. There are
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various ways to get imprints. Of these, the most common is the method of removing prints with ink.

This is the most convenient way, because the lines are clear, the prints are stored for decades, and the

paint from the hands is washed quite easily. Thus, 183 participants were surveyed to determine the

pattern using a magnifying glass.  These patterns were an ulnar loop, an arch, a radial loop and a whorl.

Obtained certain indicators of addictive behavior and collected dermatoglyphs, the following task was

set: to investigate the correlation between the indicators. To determine the connection between the

indicators, the Spearman coefficient and scatter diagrams were used. The statistical processing of the

data has been done using «Statistica 6.0 for Windows» and «Microsoft Excel».

 Research outcomes. It can be stated that for the first time, a study was conducted to identify the

connection  between  the  dermatoglyphic  and  anthropometric  phenotype  and  some  types  of  non-

chemical and chemical additions. The idea of the prevalence of different types of addictions among

ukrainian adolescents has been supplemented and expanded. The existence of correlations between

finger patterns and the predisposition to some types of addictions was confirmed.

So, the results of the questioning on the determination of 9

types of addictive behavior, showed that the most common types of addictions among adolescents are

internet-addiction, workaholism, sports and urgency addictions; the least common are oniomania and

gambling. One of the most relevant form of addiction is internet-addiction, in which there are 3 levels:

according to our data, 59% of respondents had a low level of addictive behavior, 27% had a moderate

level of addiction, and 1% are high-addicted.

      At the stage of the dermatoglyphic study, 10 fingerprints from both hands were taken. There were

four  main  types  of  finger  patterns:  radial  loop,  arch,  ulnar  loop  and  whorl. Investigations  of  the

dermatoglyphic phenotype showed:

 that  the  finger  pattern  "ulnar  loop"  was  most  often  observed  with  suffering  from  food-

addiction, workaholism, urgency-addiction, oniomania, sport-addiction;

 that the finger pattern "radial loop" was most often observed with suffering from TV-addiction;

 that the finger pattern "whorl" was most often observed with suffering from tobacco-addiction.

Obtained certain indicators of addictive behavior and collected dermatoglyphs, the following

task was set: to investigate the correlation between the indicators. To  determine  the

connection  between the  indicators,  the  Spearman coefficient  and scatter  diagrams were used.  The

correlation coefficients did not exceed 0.3, but at the same time were close to statistically significant.

They were reviewed in more detail as potential addiction markers. It was found a positive correlation

between the pattern of the "ulnar loop" on the first fingers of left hand (L1) and middle fingers of the

right hand (R3) and workaholism; a negative correlation between the pattern of the "ulnar loop" on the

ring finger of the left hand (L4) and the internet-addiction. As for the anthropometric markers, positive

correlation between weight and sport addiction; a negative correlation between the height rate and the
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internet-addiction were found. Conclusions.  Considering the above-mentioned facts, we

can assume that:

1. The results of the questioning on the determination of 9 types of addictive behavior

showed  that  the  most  common  types  of  addictions  among  adolescents  are  internet-addiction,

workaholism, sports and urgency addictions; the least common are oniomania and gambling. 

2. Investigations of the dermatoglyphic phenotype showed that the finger pattern "ulnar

loop" was most often observed with suffering from food-addiction, workaholism, urgency addiction,

oniomania, sport-addiction. 

        3. The  analysis  of  Spearman's  rank  correlation  coefficient  and the  scattering  diagrams

testified about the presence of correlations between dermatoglyphic and anthropometric indicators. 

The following were found: 

– positive correlation between female gender and oniomania;                      

– negative correlation between female gender and gambling;

– positive correlation between the pattern of the "ulnar loop" on the first fingers of left hand (L1) and

middle fingers of the right hand (R3) and workaholism;

– negative correlation between the pattern of the "ulnar loop" on the ring finger of the left hand (L4)

and the internet-addiction; positive correlation between weight and sport addiction;

– negative correlation between the height rate and the internet-addiction. 

        4.      Thus, the study revealed the connection, that may indicate a potential opportunity to use

dermatoglyphs  and  anthropometric  indicators  as  moderate  markers  of  addictive  behavior  for  the

prevention the emergence of compulsive disorders. References 
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Анотація.  Аксенова  Вікторія.  Температурна  залежність  дифузії  у  похилих

періодичних потенціалах. Cтаття присвячена вивченню пришвидшення дифузії частинок через

застосування зовнішнього поля. Вивчення процесів  дифузії  частинок у похилих періодичних

потенціалах є необхідним, тому що існує багато видів фізичних систем, які описуються ними:

контакти  Джозефсона,  суперіонні  провідники,  хвилі  зарядової  щільності,  системи  фазового

автопідстроювання частоти тощо. Вивчаються загальні закономірності пришвидшеної дифузії

частинок  шляхом  застосування  сил  різної  амплітуди  у  системах  із  різним  рівнем дисипації

енергії.  У  роботі  вивчалася  зміна  температурної  залежності  коефіцієнта  дифузії  зі  зміною

коефіцієнта тертя у діапазоні 0,01 < g < 2. За основу взято рівняння Ланжевена, що описує рух

броунівських частинок у похилому періодичному потенціалі. Наведені діаграми демонструють,

що  збільшення  коефіцієнта  тертя  призводить  до  зменшення  температурного  інтервалу

температурно-аномальної  дифузії:  зі  збільшенням коефіцієнта  тертя  температурно-аномальна

дифузія  зникає,  тому що звужується температурний інтервал її  існування.  Вводиться термін

температурне  «вікно».  Зазначені  значення  ширини  силового  інтервалу,  мінімальні  та

максимальні значення сил та коефіцієнту дифузії, за яких спостерігається температурне «вікно»

температурно-аномальної дифузії. У статті показано, що на перехідних значеннях коефіцієнта

тертя 0,01  < g < 2 виникає зона температурного «вікна» температурно-аномальної дифузії. У

той же час у деякому інтервалі сил дифузія зростає з підвищенням температури,  але згодом

зменшується,  що  ілюструють  діаграми.  Це  має  значення  для  отримання  наноматеріалів  із

заданою структурою, для створення поверхневих наноструктур тощо. Зроблено висновок, що

отримані  результати  відкривають  нові  перспективи  у  створенні  нових технологій  керування

процесами дифузії.  

Ключові  слова:  броунівський  рух,  коефіцієнт  дифузії,  комп’ютерне  моделювання,

періодична система, рівняння Ланжевена, температурна залежність.

Abstract.  Aksenova  Viktoriia.  Diffusion  Temperature  Dependence  in  Titled  Periodic

Potentials.  The  article  is  devoted  to  the  study  of  acceleration  of  particle  diffusion  through  the

application of an external field. The study of particle diffusion processes in sloping periodic potentials
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is  necessary  because  there  are  many  types  of  physical  systems  described  by  them:  Josephson

contacts, superionic conductors, charge density waves, phase auto-frequency tuning systems, and the

like. The general  laws of accelerated particle diffusion are studied by applying forces of different

amplitude in  systems with  different  levels  of  energy  dissipation.  The change in  the temperature

dependence of the diffusion coefficient with the change of the friction coefficient in the range 0.01 <

g < 2 is studied. The Langevin equation describing the motion of Brownian particles in an inclined

periodic potential is taken as a basis. The diagrams show that an increase in the coefficient of friction

leads to a decrease in the temperature interval of temperature-anomalous diffusion: with an increase

in the coefficient of friction, the temperature-anomalous diffusion disappears as the temperature

interval of its existence narrows. The term temperature «window» is introduced. The values  of the

width of  the power interval,  the minimum and maximum values  of  the forces  and the diffusion

coefficient, at which the temperature «window» of the temperature-anomalous diffusion is observed,

are indicated. The paper shows that at the transient values of the friction coefficient of 0.01< g < 2 a

zone  of  temperature  «window»  of  temperature-anomalous  diffusion  arises.  At  the  same  time,

diffusion increases with increasing temperature over a range of forces, but subsequently decreases,

as illustrated by the diagrams. This is important for obtaining nanomaterials with a given structure,

for creating surface nanostructures, and the like. Conclusion is made that the obtained results open

new perspectives in the creation of new technologies for managing diffusion processes.

Key words: Brownian motion, computer simulation, diffusion coefficient, Langevin equation,

periodic system, temperature dependence.

General Formulation of Research and Its Topicality. An important issue today is alternative

energy.  To study the  behavior  of  materials  that  are  used  in  alternative  energy,  it  is  necessary  to

consider methods of influencing them. Diffusion and transport in periodic structures plays a key role in

many  physical,  chemical,  and biological  processes  [1,  p.  337-441;  2,  p.  49-62]. In  this  case,  we

consider the acceleration of diffusion of particles without increasing temperature, that is using other

non-heating methods.  The interest in studying the processes of particle diffusion in sloping periodic

potentials is associated with a wide range of physical systems that describe them. Such systems include

Josephson junctions, superionic conductors, charge density waves, phase locked loop systems, etc [3,

p. 63-162].  However, to date, the basic laws of accelerated diffusion under the action of forces of

different amplitudes in systems with different levels of energy dissipation have not been established.

Settings of the Problem and the Aim of the Article. The o b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the study is

diffusion process. The s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  is diffusion coefficient of Brownian particles under the

action of an external force.  The  o b j e c t i v e  of the work  is to study changes in the temperature

dependence  of  the  diffusion  coefficient  with  a  change  in  the  friction  coefficient  in  the  range  of
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0.01 < g < 2. The following t a s k s  are formulated for this study: 1) to build the dependence of the

diffusion  coefficient  on  the  magnitude  of  the  acting  force;  2)  to  analyze  the  change  in  diffusion

processes  with  temperature;  3)  find  the  areas  of  existence  of  temperature-anomalous  diffusion

depending on F. 

Research Outcomes.  The motion of Brownian particles in an inclined periodic potential was

described by the Langevin equation:

,

(1)

where t is the time, x is the coordinate of the particle in the one-dimensional lattice, m is its mass, g – is

the friction coefficient, F – is the constant force acting on the particle, which determines the inclined

dependence.  The  term  x(t) describes  thermal  fluctuations.  The  noise  is  white  Gaussian  and,

accordingly, for thermal fluctuations, the ratio takes place:

,
(2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature. The remaining parameters are the same as in

authors’ research publications [4 – 8].

Stochastic equations (1) – (2) for each particle were solved numerically with a time step of less

than 0.01 period of natural oscillations  t0 = a(2m/U0)1/2. Statistical averaging was carried out over an

ensemble with the number of particles not less than N = 5*104. 

At g¢ < 0.03 the temperature range in which  ¶D (T, FTAD, g)/¶T < 0 is limited by temperatures

at which kT/U0 < 1.2.  Let us consider how the temperature range of temperature-anomalous diffusion

∆T (F) transforms with increasing g¢. 

In fig. 1 – 2 show the final picture of changes in the TAD interval of existence ∆F (g¢). In fig. 1

markers show the values of the width of the power interval ∆F (g¢), in which ¶D/¶T < 0 was observed

at least for some temperature. In fig. 2 filled markers show the minimum and maximum values of

forces at  which TAD was observed.  Hollow markers show values of force at  which the diffusion

coefficient is maximum for a given coefficient of friction. It can be seen that for 0.2 < g¢ < 0.5, the Fmx

value is asymmetric with respect to the ends of the TAD existence segment. For g¢ > 1.1, the width of

the force interval in which ¶D/¶T < 0 is observed tends to zero. 
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Fig. 1 – Changing the width of the
TAD  zone  depending  on  the
coefficient of friction

Fig. 2 – TAD zone diagram. The circles indicate a
lower  TAD  origin  (for  any  T),  the  squares
indicate  the  values  at  which  TAD  disappears.
Unfilled  circles  indicate  values  at  which
maximum diffusion is achieved

Conclusions. The  diffusion  of  particles  in  inclined  spatially  periodic  potentials  in  a  wide

temperature range was studied. Systems with different levels of the coefficient  of friction  g¢ were

considered. Conclusion is made that at intermediate values of the coefficient of friction of 0.1 < g¢ < 2,

a region of the temperature "window" of the TAD arises. In this case, in a certain range of forces, the

diffusion coefficient first increases with decreasing temperature,  and then begins to fall  again.  The

results obtained open up prospects for creating new technologies for controlling diffusion processes.

This  is  of  great  importance  for  obtaining  nanomaterials  with  a  given  structure,  creating  surface

nanostructures.
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Анотація: Показано, що завдяки застосуванню оптичних частотних гребінок, що базуються на

фемтосекундних  лазерах  з  синхронізацією  мод,  можливо  отримання  сигналу  з  вихідними

частотами, які відомі з високою точністю. Завдяки високій точності вони можуть розглядатися

як синтезатори частоти в оптичному діапазоні. Також такі гребінки можуть використовуватися

як  міст  між радіо  частотами  та  оптичними частотами.  Частотні  гребінки  застосовуються  як

джерела  зондування,  так  і  у  якості  гетеродинів  у  спектрометрах  з  двома  гребінками.  Такі

спектрометри  використовуються  як  для  фундаментальних  досліджень,  так  і  для  чисельних

інших практичних застосувань.

Ключові  слова:  вимірювання  частоти,  гребінь  оптичної  частоти,подвійний  гребінковий

спектрометр, фемтосекундні лазери з фіксованим режимом.

Abstract: It is shown that by means of optical frequency combs based on the femtosecond mode-

locked  lasers  it  is  possible  to  produce  signal  with  output  frequencies  known with  high  accuracy.

Because of high accuracy they may be considered as a frequency synthesizer in an optic range. Also

such combs may be used as a bridge between radio frequencies and optical frequencies. Frequency

combs are applied both as a sounding source and as a local oscillator of dual-comb spectrometer. Such

spectrometers are applied for fundamental investigations as well as for a number of other applications.

Key words: Frequency measurements, optical-frequency comb, dual-comb spectrometer, femtosecond

mode-locked lasers.

Introduction

As it is well known frequency is a physical value which is measured with the highest possible

accuracy. However up to recent time frequency measurements were possible only at frequencies below
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a few TeraHerz. In the visible part of electromagnetic spectrum only wavelengths or wave numbers

were measured. But precise frequency measurements are of great importance for both fundamental and

applied  physics.  Such  measurements  are  required  for  determination  of  fundamental  constants,  for

example  Rydberg  constant.  Moreover  high  accuracy  frequency  measurements  may  be  applied  for

search of possible time and spatial variations of fundamental constants based on the observations of

atomic and molecular spectral lines in the interstellar medium (see for example [3]).

Also  one  of  the  important  metrological  applications  of  frequency  measurements  is  the

development  of  the  most  accurate  standard,  such  as  atomic  clock.  At  present  the  most  accurate

standard  is  Cs  atomic  clock  which  operates  at  frequency  about  9.2  GHz.  The  optical  frequency

standard may be based on the laser source whose frequency is stabilized to the transition 3P1 – 1S0 of
40Ca atom [4]. This spectral line has a natural line width as small as 400 Hz. In addition it is free of

hyperfine splitting. Moreover this transition demonstrates rather small dependence on magnetic and

electric fields. In order to use this line as a frequency standard it is necessary to know exactly its

frequency in reference to microwave Cs standard. Such measurements were performed in 1996 [4]. But

experimental setup was extremely complicated. It contained eleven different lasers with complicated

stabilization systems as well as microwave frequency synthesizer with reference to Cs standard. As a

result, frequency of Ca line was measured with the accuracy of 14 digits: at 456 THz with uncertainty

less than 1 kHz.

Setting of the problem

For a long time the most common opinion was that a frequency standard should be based only

on continuous wave sources. But everything was changed after the invention of the laser. The first

laser was invented in 1960. It was a pulse laser. Since that time the pulse lasers and continuous wave

lasers have become rather different devices. The researchers in the field of continuous wave lasers tried

to improve their frequency stability up to the sub-Hertz domain. At the same time researchers of the

pulse lasers wanted to reach very high repetition rate. They would like to obtain repeatable pulses even

at high repetition rate. In early 1990s the Titanium-sapphire femtosecond lasers were invented along

with the important discovery of Kerr-lens. These inventions led to wide application of femtosecond

lasers. At the beginning of 1990s, John Hall and Theodor Hänsch began to dream of pulses so short

that  their  spectrum  would  span  from  radio  frequencies  up  to  the  visible  light.  In  1997  the  first

experiment with application of an octave-spanning self-referenced universal optical-frequency comb

synthesizer was carried out. In 2000 the first absolute frequency measurement by means of a frequency

comb was performed. Finally in 2005 Roy Glauber, John Hall, and Theodor Hänsch were awarded by

the Nobel Prize. 
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(The objective  of  the  article  is  to) In  this  paper  we discuss  a  possibility  of  application  of

frequency combs to perform spectroscopic measurements. 

1. The optical frequency comb as a frequency synthesizer and frequency counter

The object – matter: optical frequency combs are applied both as a sounding source and as a local

oscillator of dual-comb spectrometer.

The subject – matter:

Tasks:

Methods:

The materials: radiophysical literatyre and publication of learning expets in the field of optical 

frequency combs are used.

In order  to  understand the structure  of  the  optical  frequency comb it  should be  noted that

operation of the frequency comb is based on the femtosecond mode-locked lasers [5]. Such lasers

produce pulses of only a few cycles long and provide the connection between the time and frequency

domains in laser spectroscopy. A short single pulse has a power spectrum which may be obtained as a

result of Fourier transform of its envelope function. The center of the spectrum will be at the optical

frequency of its  carrier.  As shorter duration of the pulse is as wider spectrum it  has in frequency

domain. For a train of short pulses, separated by a fixed time interval, the spectrum may be obtained by

a  Fourier  series  expansion.  Resulting  spectrum  contains  a  comb  of  regularly  spaced  frequencies

(Fig.1). The frequency distance between spectral components is the repetition rate  fr of the laser that is

producing the pulses [5]. Therefore frequency of each spectral component  fn  may be calculated as a

result of multiplication of the repetition rate by fn = nfr, where n is an integer. Since the frequency  fr is

known (it may be easily measured) it seems that every fn is known. But in order to provide frequency

measurements  with  absolute  accuracy  it  is  necessary  to  take  into  account  that  phase  of  carrier  is

evolving from pulse to pulse (Fig.1, Δφ). Such evolving phase shift leads to a rigid shift of frequencies

(see Fig.1,  f0) of all spectral components in the spectral domain. Main problem is that the shift  f0 is

unknown. 

It should be noted that in 2005 Roy Glauber, John Hall, and Theodor Hänsch were awarded by

the Nobel Prize for an original solution of this problem. This solution is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

It was called as f – 2f interferometer. It operates as follows. First of all frequency comb must be octave-

wide, i.e. the highest frequency of the comb (f2 = 2nfr + f0 in Fig.2) should be two times higher than the

lowest  one  

f1  = nfr + f0. In this case f1 may be multiplied by 2 to be compared with f2  on the mixer: 

2f1 – f2 = 2(nfr + f0) – 2nfr + f0 = f0 
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Frequency of output signal of the mixer is  f0 and it may be easily measured. After that each

frequency fn = nfr + f0 of the comb is well known. For this reason the optical frequency comb may be

considered as a kind of frequency synthesizer.

Fig. 1. The time-frequency correspondence for
a short pulse train with evolving carrier phase.

Fig. 2. Scheme for the measurement of  f0 using an
octave-wide optical frequency comb.

Dual-comb spectroscopy

As it is known an absorption spectrometer contains a source of radiation, an absorbing cell, and

a receiving system. An absorbing cell is some kind of isolated volume with transparent windows with

investigated substance inside. As a radiation source the frequency comb may be applied. However the

frequency comb generates a lot  of different frequencies simultaneously.  That  is  why the receiving

system should provide selective detection of signal which passes though absorbing cell. It is principal

problem at optical frequencies. An acceptable solution of this problem was found with invention of

dual frequency comb [2]. Simplified block-diagram of such spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3. It includes

two different frequency combs with slightly different repetition rates:  fr1 and fr2 respectively. Signals of

both combs pass through the cell and interact with investigated substance. Then all signals fn1 = nfr1 + f0

and  fn2 = nfr2 + f0  are inputted to mixer. Actually we can consider signals of one comb as sounding

ones while signals of another comb may be applied as local oscillators and vice versa. On the output

radio frequency comb is produced (Fig.4). Frequencies of this comb are multiples of difference of

repetition rates of both combs: k(fr2 – fr1) , where k is integer.
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Fig.  3.  A  simplified  block-diagram  of  a  dual  frequency
comb spectrometer.

Fig. 4. Two frequency combs are mixed
to produce radio frequency comb.

Dual-comb spectrometers may be applied for investigation purposes as well as for different

applications. For example it was applied for identification and quantification of trace-gas sources in

order to provide monitoring of air quality [1].

Conclusion

Operation of the frequency comb is based on the femtosecond mode-locked lasers. Such lasers

produce octave-wide spectrum. Application of f – 2f interferometer allows knowing exactly values of

output frequencies of the comb. Optical frequency combs are applied both as a sounding source and as

local  oscillator  of  dual-comb  spectrometer.  Such  spectrometers  are  applied  for  fundamental

investigations as well as for a number of applications.
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Білоконь Е.О., Білоконь В.О. Світлодіодні лампи: принцип роботи та застосування.

Стаття присвячена світлодіодним лампам, а саме їх розвитку, принципу роботи та застосуванню

у  сучасному  житті.  У  статті  розглянуто  основні  етапи  історії  відкриття  та  розвитку

світлодіодних  ламп  –  період  відкриття  ефекту  електролюмінісценції,  розвиток  нової

фундаментальної  галузі  –  оптоелектроніки,  отримання  різнокольорових  світлодіодів  та  їх

поступове  подальше  удосконалення.  Автори  приділяють  увагу  будові  та  принципу  роботи

світлодіодних ламп з точки зору зонної теорії – руху електронів та дірок внаслідок зменшення

потенціального бар’єра при проходженні  прямого струму через матеріал  та випромінювання

кванта  світла  –  фотона.  У  статті  надана  інформація  стосовно  основних  характеристик

світлодіодних  ламп  (включаючи  світловіддачу,  світловий  потік,  температуру  кольорів,  кут

розсіювання,  тощо),  які  є  головними показниками ефективності.  Виділяються та описуються

основні  компоненти,  з  яких  складається  світлодіодна  лампа,  наводяться  їх  базові  функції.

Розглянута актуальна інформація щодо використання світлодіодних ламп у архітектурі у якості

декоративного  або  функціонального  освітлення;  у  залізничному  транспорті  та  на  дорогах  у

світлофорах;  у  медицині;  як  елемент  джерела  відновлюваної  енергії.  У  якості  висновків  до

викладенного  у  статті  матеріалу  наведено  основні  переваги  та  недоліки  використання

світлодіодних ламп у різних сферах життя. 

Ключові  слова:  світлодіод,  світлодіодні  лампи,  випромінювання світла,  люмінофори,

потенціальний бар’єр, світловий потік, світловіддача.

            Bilokon E.O., Bilokon V.O. Led bulbs: principle of operation and application. The article

is  devoted to LED (light-emitting diode)bulbs,  to be more precise,  their  development,  principle  of

operationand  application  in  modern  life.  The main  stages  of  the  history  of  the  discovery  and the

development of LED bulbs – the period of the discovery of the effect of electroluminescence,  the

development of a new fundamental field – optoelectronics, receiving of multicolored LEDs and their

gradual  improvement  – are given in the article.  The authors pay attention to the structure and the

principle of operation of LED bulbs in terms of the zone theory – the movement of electrons and holes

due to the reduction of the potential barrier, when the direct current flows through the material, and the

emission  of  a  quantum  of  light  –  a  photon.  The  article  gives  the  information  about  the  main

characteristics of LED bulbs (light output,  luminous flux, color temperature,  scattering angle,  etc.)

which are considered to be the main indicators of efficiency. The main components of the LED bulbs
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are highlighted and described, their basic functions are given. Relevant information about the use of

LED bulbs in architecture as decorative or functional lighting; in rail and road traffic; in medicine; as

an element of the renewable energy source is considered. As the conclusions of the article, the main

advantages and disadvantages of using LED bulbs in different spheres of life are given.

Key words: light-emitting diode, LED bulbs, light emission, phosphors, potential barrier, light

flux, light output.

General  formulation of  research and its  topicality.  Nowadays LED bulbs  are  known to

become  very  popular  not  only  among  common  consumers but  also  in  industry.  Unlike  classical

incandescent and fluorescent bulbs their energy consumption is lower, and the operating life is longer.

With equal power consumption LED bulbs provide better (than fluorescent counterparts) illumination

of rooms.

When conventional incandescent bulbs differ only in power and workmanship, LED bulbs have

many parameters that affect the quality and safety of lighting. 

Object-matter: light emission.  

Subject-matter: LED bulbs.

Objective:  to  give  the history of  the  development  and the  characteristic  of  LED bulbs;  to

consider their application. 

Materials and methods include the study and analysis of the articles dedicated to the issue of

light emission, the structure and application of LED bulbs. 

Research outcomes. The first known report of light emitted by a solid-state diode was made in

1907  by  the  British  experimenter  Henry  Round,  who  discovered  and  described  the

electroluminescence. He discovered the phenomenon while studying the passage of current in a metal-

silicon carbide pair and noted a yellow, green and orange glow on the cathode.

The LEDs were further developed in 1922. The Soviet radio amateur 18-year-old O. V. Losev

made  a  contribution  to  this  issue.  Based  on the  "Losev  effect"  in  1951,  Kurt  Legovets,  with  the

assistance of a physicist V. Shockley, did a research on effective materials to create light source. Later,

in 1961, their work became the foundation of a new industry – optoelectronics.

The first industrial LEDs were created in 1962 by an employee of the General Electric company

N. Holonyak. These were devices with a yellow-green and red glow. In 1972, George Crafford, who

studied  with  N.  Holonyak  improved  the  red  and  red-orange  LEDs,  thereby  opening  their  yellow

counterpart.

Later  in  1993  Suji  Nakamura,  an  employee  of  the  Nichia  Corporation,  achieved  a  high

brightness value for the blue LED, which made it possible to combine it with other devices and get
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shades of any light. In the 2000s, “white” LEDs already had a sufficiently good degree of brightness in

order to be produced in large numbers for the entire market segment.

A light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor device with an electron-hole transition, which

generates optical radiation when an electric current passes through it in the forward direction.

Principle of operation. When a forward voltage is applied to an LED, the potential barrier of

the pn  junction becomes smaller, causing movement of injected minority carries (electrons in the n-

layer, holes in the p-layer). This movement results in electron-hole recombination which emits light.

Figure 1. LED energy levels with forward voltage applied.

The explanation of the emission of photons in a LED diode lies in the energy band theory of

solids. According to this theory,  whether the electron-hole combining will  give out photons or not

depends on whether the material  has a direct band gap or indirect band gap. Those semiconductor

materials which have a direct band gap are the ones that emit photons. In a direct band gap material the

bottom of the energy level of a     conduction band lies directly above the topmost energy level of the

valence band on the Energy vs Momentum (wave vector ‘k’) diagram. When electrons and a hole

recombine, energy E = hν corresponding to the energy gap △ (eV) escapes in the form of light energy

or photons where h is the Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of light.

Figure 2. Direct band gap.

LED bulb structure:

● diffuser – diffusing hemisphere;
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● chips;

● aluminum circuit board – provides efficient heat dissipation from the chips to the heat 

sink, which ensures optimal temperature conditions of the chips;

● radiator – anodized aluminum alloy that provides more efficient heat dissipation from 

lamp components;

● driver – provides stable operation with voltage drops;

● basement – the base of the cap part which is made of polyethylene terephthalate and 

guarantees a high degree of protection of the case from penetration by electric current.

Figure 3. LED bulb structure.

The crystal itself is coated on top with phosphor. In most cases it is yellow. It protects the chip

from a contact with the environment but its main role is to provide the necessary color and brightness

of the radiation.

This component is used in the so-called white LEDs. The native radiation of the material from

which the crystal is made has a blue, green, yellow or other color but not white. When passing through

phosphor light waves are generated which in combination give the desired color [2].

The main characteristics of LED bulbs.  The main indicator of the effectiveness  of a LED

lamp is  its  light  output.  It  is  measured in  lm /  W, i.e.  in units  of luminous flux (lm) per  unit  of

consumed electric  power (W). It characterizes how efficiently the electric  power consumed by the

lamp is used, i.e. how many lumens of the light flux the LED bulb gives per 1 W of consumed electric

power. This characteristic for a good quality LED bulb is in the range of 92-100 lm / W [3, p. 20-21].
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Power – the amount of watts of electricity that the bulb consumes.

Luminous flux – the amount of light that a lamp gives; measured in lumens (lm). The intensity

of the light flux that a LED bulb gives depends on the quantity and the quality of LED elements in it,

as well as on their location. 

Figure 4. Typical light output from direct current.

Color temperature. It displays the spectral composition of light;  it is measured in kelvins (K).

According to color temperature, LED bulbs are divided into warm (2700-3500 K), neutral (3500-5000

K) and cold (5000-7000 K). The choice of color temperature is determined by the functionality of the

lamp.

Color rendering. It determines how naturally the colors of objects will look; it is measured in

Ra. The range from 80 to 100 Ra is considered comfortable for a person.

The scattering angle is the angle at which light propagates from the lamp. It depends on the

shape of the bulb, the LEDs used in it and the type of a bulb (matte, transparent). For even illumination

a large angle of dispersion is required.

Application.  LEDs are used along with incandescent bulbs as light sources in railway traffic

lights. Colored LED railway traffic lights are made on the basis of AlInGaP and InGaN LEDs. The

color (chromaticity) of traffic lights is regulated by the relevant standards. For tri-color traffic lights,

LEDs with a dominant  wavelength of 630 nm (red), 595 nm (yellow) and 505 nm (green) with a

luminous flux of 150–180 Lux are used. Due to the difference between brightness of LEDs of different

wavelength about 30 LEDs are installed in green traffic lights, and about 80 in yellow and red.

LEDs  are  increasingly  used  in  architectural  lighting  of  buildings,  as  well  as  in  outdoor

functional  and  decorative  lighting.  LEDs  of  different  colors,  whose  light  beams  are  directed  and

controlled by a program, give solutions that are not achievable with conventional lamps. Also LEDs

are used as lighting in fountains. 
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Lamps with LEDs are  gradually  entering  the housing and communal  services.  Such  lamps

proved their effectiveness in  lighting underground garages and tunnels; high quality lighting is not

required there, but round-the-clock operation and low operating costs are required. It is advisable to

use LEDs in explosive and fire hazardous rooms, for emergency and local lighting.

Developed illuminators  with  LEDs for  surgery  allow to  change the  illumination  of  tissues

during operations directionally.  Some skin diseases are also treated with LED lighting.  The use of

LEDs does not cause heating the retina in the treatment of eyes. Lighting is being developed that will

provide comfortable conditions for astronauts who live under artificial lighting for a long time. The

production of renewable energy sources based on semiconductor batteries allows to create complexes:

solar panels + lamps with LEDs. This is important in countries with warm climates, such as India,

African countries. It is also being implemented in China. [4, p. 10]

Conclusions.  To  sum  up  it  is  necessary  to  distinguish  the  following  advantages  and

disadvantages of LED bulbs. 

Advantages: long  service  life  –  from  10,000  to  100,000  hours;  low  power  consumption;

resistance to vibration and mechanical shock; trouble-free operation in various climatic conditions at

temperatures from –60C to +60C; no additional ballast resistors installation; emission in a narrow

part of the spectrum which results in "pure color".

Disadvantages: the high price; the scope of application is limited (in some cases incandescent

lamps cannot be replaced by LEDs).
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Деякі етичні питання штучного інтелекту, Блажко І.М Анотація: Стаття досліджує 
тривалий час розвитку штучного інтелекту, починаючи з перших спроб створити слабкий ІІ, 
закінчуючи програмами значно переважаючими можливості людини. У статті розглядається як 
штучний інтелект загалом, так і деякі етичні питання пов’язанні з ним. У той же час стаття 
надає та аналізує декілька визначень штучного інтелекту та його класифікації. Стаття має 
справу з можливою дискримінацією при прийнятті автоматизованих рішень та порушенню 
принципу рівних можливостей. Стаття також надає інформацію про можливий вплив штучного 
інтелекту на прийняття рішень, побажань людей та небезпеку безробіття через штучний 
інтелект. 
       Ключові слова: алгоритм, штучний інтелект, етичний, комп’ютер, людський, 
машина,програма.

Some ethical issues of artificial intelligence, Blazhko I.M Abstract: The article investigates 
the long path of development of artificial intelligence, starting from the first attempts to create narrow 
artificial intelligence, and ending with the programs far outweighing human capabilities. The article 
deals with both artificial intelligence in general and some ethical issues related to it. At the same time, 
the article provides and analyzes several definitions of artificial intelligence and its classification. The 
article deals with possible discrimination when making automated decisions and violating the principle
of equal opportunity. The article also provides information on the potential impact of artificial 
intelligence on decision-making, people's wishes and the risk of unemployment through artificial 
intelligence.
 Key words: algorithm, artificial intelligence, ethical, computer, human, machine, program.
 

The object-matter: artificial intelligence.
 The subject-matter: ethical problems of artificial intelligence.

The objective: to study the ethical aspect of artificial intelligence.
 Introduction: Collins dictionary defines artificial intelligence as a type of computer technology
which is concerned with making machines work in an intelligent way, similar to the way that the 
human mind works. [4] Cambridge dictionary defines artificial intelligence as the use of computer 
programs that have some of the qualities of the human mind, such as the ability to understand 
language, recognize pictures, and learn from experience. [3] John McCarthy, the father of artificial 
intelligence considers it as the science and engineering of making intelligent machines. [2, p. 2] Adrian
Weller believes that artificial intelligence is a term that can mystify and mislead in equal measure. 
Patrick Winston, the professor of artificial intelligence and computer science at MIT, defines AI as 
algorithms enabled by constraints, exposed by representations that support models targeted at loops 
that tie thinking, perception and action together. Jeremy Achin considers artificial intelligence as a 
computer system being able to perform tasks that ordinarily require human intelligence. Many of these 
artificial intelligence systems are powered by machine learning, some of them are powered by deep 
learning and some of them are powered by very boring things like rules. [6]

The first artificial intelligence program “The Logic Theorist” was created by the company 
Newell & Simon created in 1955. Such scientists as Alan Turing, John McCarthy, Joshua Lederberg, 
Chris McKinstry, Alexey Malanov, Nick Bostrom, Demis Hassabis, Geoffrey E Hinton, Dag Kittlaus, 
Yann LeCun, Adrian Weller, Jeremy Achinand many others research this issue of programming. These
experts are interested in such ethical problems as a torture of artificial intelligence if it feels pain, is it 
normal to leave artificial intelligence without communication for a long time if it is able to feel 
loneliness, if it can be used as a pet or a slave, and who and how will control it, as this program “lives” 
in a smartphone.

Artificial intelligence divided into two categories: Narrow artificial intelligence and Artificial 
General Intelligence (AGI). Narrow artificial intelligence or Weak artificial intelligence operates 
within a limited context and is a simulation of human intelligence. Narrow artificial intelligence is 
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often focused on performing a single task and it may only seem intelligent, it operates under far more 
constraints and limitations than even the most basic human intelligence. AGI or Strong artificial 
intelligence is the kind of artificial intelligence seen in the movies, like the robots from Westworld or 
Data from Star Trek: The Next Generation. It is a hypothetical program with general intelligence much
like a human solving any problem and it is still unknown whether it will ever be invented. On the one 
hand technologies are developing with acceleration, and if it goes on like this, then there are only some
years left. On the other hand, in fact few processes in the world proceed exponentially. However, a 
logic curve can be seen much more often. According to Katja Gracere search it will take a long time 
until strong intelligence appears. 
            Pic. 1. AI Achieving Human Performance [1, p. 732]

One of the primary concerns humanity will have with artificial intelligence in the future is the 

loss of jobs, nevertheless unemployment is a great problem in some countries even at present. Robots 

need neither to get money for the work nor to pay taxes, moreover they are able to work for hours 

without illnesses, rest and holidays. 

 According to the new McKinsey Global Institute report, about 800 million people will have lost

their jobsby 2030 due to artificial intelligence robots.

It is evident that artificial intelligence affects people. For instance, the program constructed on 

the basis of machine learning recommending the particular films to an individual offers the films 

having been estimated by this individual earlier based on the history of previous watching. The 

machine choice will always correspond to the proper interests and as a result in some period of time 

the machine will totally change the tastes and everybody using the system will watch the films of a 

similar genre. 

One more ethical problem is if artificial intelligence is perfect, if it makes mistakes. Artificial 

intelligence is not immune to making mistakes and machine learning takes time to become useful. 

Being trained well, using good data, artificial intelligence performs well, however, getting bad data or 

making errors with internal programming, it can be harmful. The robot known as Microsoft’s artificial 

intelligence chatbot, Tay, released on Twitter in 2016 learned to spew racist slurs and Nazi propaganda

in less than one day, due to the information it was receiving and learning from other Twitter users. It 
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was natural that Microsoft shut the chatbot down immediately since allowing it to live would have 

obviously damaged the company’s reputation. [5]

The other ethic problem is connected with the economical issues. Creating the algorithm to 

make up the country's budget in order to maximize GDP, labor productivity or life expectancy is 

impossible without ethical limitations and goals in the formulation of this task. If the state budget is 

entrusted to the algorithm then it will be “more profitable” to kill the people in orphanages and 

hospices as they will not increase GDP, at least directly, as well as environmental protection in order to

increase labor productivity. 

One more problem is the possible discrimination in making automated decisions and 

postulating the principle of equal opportunity. Firstly, machine learning math models are hard to test 

and to correct. If ordinary programs are read step by step and learned how to test them, then in the case

of machine learning, everything depends on the size of the control sample, and it cannot be infinite. 

For instance, the Google Photo application recognized people with black skin like gorillas and so for 

three years, Google had to turn off the recognition of gorillas, chimpanzees and monkeys at all, in 

order to prevent the repetition of the error. Secondly, it is difficult to understand and explain machine 

learning solutions. For example, a neural network somehow placed weight coefficients within itself to 

get the correct answers. Women are less likely to see high-paying job postings advertised by Google 

AdSense than man. Amazon’s same-day delivery service was regularly unavailable in the black 

quarters. In both cases, company representatives found it difficult to explain such solutions to the 

algorithms.

If artificial intelligence becomes smarter and starts to control human beings, the current 

mankind will be destroyed and it will signal the end of the human era and that it could occur as early as

2030 based on the pace of technological innovations. Artificial intelligence leading to human 

extinction explains why the advancement of artificial intelligence is frightening to many intelligent 

people.
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Анотація: в цій статті розглядається проектування та виготовлення лінзових антен. 

Різні варіанти антен досліджено і проаналізовано в деталях, вивчено існуючі методи 

аналізу лінз. Аналізується вплив матеріалів з різними значеннями відносної діелектричної

проникності εr і вплив відстані від джерела хвиль до гіперболи вздовж осі на параметри 

лінзи. У статті розглядаються приклади залежності діаметру лінз від діелектричної 

проникності εr і відстані від лінзи до джерела випромінювання.  Розглядається проектування 

лінз, що уповільнюють електромагнітні хвилі. Демонструється метод зонування лінз для 

зменшення їхньої ваги для того, щоб вони менше змінювала форму з часом. Приділяється 

багато уваги актуальності дослідження та практичному використанню лінзових антен.

Ключові слова: діелектричні лінзи, лінзи з однією поверхнею, зоновані лінзи, лінзова 

антена, поверхня постійної фази.

Abstract: the article deals with designing and manufacturing lens antennas. Various antenna 

designs have been investigated and analyzed in detail. The existing lens antenna analysis methods are 

studied. The properties of materials with various values of relative dielectric permittivity εr have been 

analyzed and the influence of the distance from the feed to the hyperbola along the axis is studied. The 

examples of lens diameter depending on dielectric permittivity and the distance to the feed have been 

considered in the article. The method of lens zoning, namely reducing the lens weight to prevent lenses

from deformation over time, has been demonstrated. Much attention is also paid to the topicality of the 

investigation and practical application of lens antennas.

Key words: dielectric lenses, single surface lenses, zoned lenses, lens antenna, constant-

phase surface.

General formulation of research and its topicality 

The idea of making antennas with dielectric lenses is more than a century old. They were 

actively used in World War 2. But reflector antennas became more popular than lens antennas as their 

characteristic they are lighter in weight and possess better parameters at microwaves.
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With the development of millimeter and sub-millimeter wave circuits, lens antennas received 

more popularity due to their properties at these wavelengths. Lenses are used in different kinds of radio

transmitting and receiving systems.

The phenomenon of electromagnetic waves refraction is as important for lens as the 

phenomenon reflection for the reflection antennas. Therefore, lenses transform a wavefront of the wave

into the necessary one changing its phase or amplitude. As for optics, lenses refract electromagnetic 

waves making their speed lower or faster. The formation of parallel rays is to be discussed in this 

article.

A considerable advantage of these antennas in comparison with the reflection ones is that feed 

doesn’t overlay part of antenna’s aperture. It gives an ability to make antennas more compact. Lens 

antennas are also easier in production [1, p. 1001-1064].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

S u b j e c t - m a t t e r :  d i e l e c t r i c  l e n s e s  a s  t h e  m a i n  p a r t  o f  l e n s

a n t e n n a s .

O b j e c t - m a t t e r :  p r o b l e m s  o f  d e v e l o p i n g  a n d  p r o d u c i n g  l e n s

a n t e n n a s  a r e  t o  b e  c o n s i d e r e d .

T a s k s :  g e t t i n g  a c q u a i n t e d  w i t h  l e n s  a n t e n n a  d e v e l o p m e n t

a n d  t h e i r  p r o s p e c t s .

M e t h o d s :  d e s c r i p t i o n  a n d  a n a l y s i s .

M a t e r i a l s :  p u b l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  l e a d i n g  e x p e r t s  i n  t h e  f i e l d

o f  r a d i o  t r a n s m i s s i o n  a n d  r e c e i v i n g .

Research outcomes

The lens with a single surface makes a wave change from spherical into planar by means of 

refraction. The form of the second lens surface has been stated by the constant-phase surface condition.

The line source feed and cylindrical surface on the lens are needed for the conversion to a cylindrical 

wave. Axisymmetrical lens surfaces and point feeds are required to make spherical waves. The surface 

which is away from the feed creates a plane wave from an existing one. The inner surface which 

follows the incident wave is spherical or cylindrical.

Figure 1 shows a hyperbolic lens.  It is possible to use a corresponding equation to determine 

the shape of the lens. For figure 1: 
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where n is the index of refraction [2, p. 270-271].

εr is a dielectric relative permittivity and µr is a magnetic relative permeability of the lens material. f is 

a distance from the hyperbola to the feed. The angle between asymptotes is defined by the equation (3)

The limitation of the lens by asymptotes with the angle ψa between them is necessary for 

rational lens application and reducing losses at lens edges. However, the aperture of the feed must be 

made narrower to reduce undesired losses.

To calculate lens diameter, the equation (4) is used:

where ψe must be less than ψa [3, p. 448-449].

E.g., different diameters D for 3 types of dielectric lenses and distance f are calculated.

Lens zoning

Nevertheless, the lens changes its shape over time if it is made of amorphous material. To 

diminish this negative impact lens zoning is used. Multiplies-of-wavelength path lengths are removed 

from the lens by zoning to make it thinner and lighter.

Equation (5) is used to zone lens.

Δ is step of zoning, λ is wavelength and. Figure 2 illustrates this process [3, p. 451-452].

Conclusions

Development and production principles of lens antennas were considered in this article. The 

lens shape evaluation for various values of dielectric permittivity has been carried out and the distance 

between the hyperbola and the feed was calculated.

The prospects of this research can be using lens antennas in military needs, 5G networks, 

radiometry and other kinds of radio connection. Also, the advantage of lens antennas is that they are 

easier and cheaper in production.
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        Анотація. Буєвич-Сисоєв Владислав. Загальні принципи управління телекомунікаційними мережами.

Статтю  присвячено  сучасним  мережам  електрозв’язку,  що  характеризуються  великим  обсягом

різних  видів  інформації,  мультисервісним  характером  мереж  і  значною  розподіленою

структурою.  Забезпечення  якісної  роботи  всіх  видів  послуг,  що  надаються  сучасним

електрозв’язком,  вкрай  складне  без  належного  і  ефективного,  здебільшого  комплексного,

управління станами її елементів та інформаційними потоками. Завдання управління мережею

електрозв'язку  полягає  в  тому,  щоб  надати  можливість  користувачам  безперервно

користуватись  інформацією,  експлуатувати  і  технічно  обслуговувати мережі  з  мінімальними

витратами, при дотриманні встановлених рівнів вимог до повноти та якості послуг. Концепція

сучасних  телекомунікаційних  мереж  (TCM)  спрямована  на  створення  єдиної,  як  правило,

мультисервісної мережі з метою передачі, обробки та поширення великого обсягу інформації з

широкого  спектру  послуг,  що  надаються  та  отримуються  з  різною  швидкістю  на  ті  ж

транспортні мережі. Робиться висновок про те, що в цих умовах управління якісним трафіком в

мережі та технічна експлуатація мережевих елементів  значно ускладнилися,  що призвело до

необхідності створення нової ідеології управління мережею.

Ключові слова: інформаційні потоки, мережевий елемент, система управління,  телекомунікації.

            Abstract. Buievych-Sysoiev Vladyslav. General Principles of Telecommunication Network

Management.  The article deals with modern telecommunication networks characterized by a large

amount  of  different  types  of information,  multi-service  nature  of  networks  and a  large distributed

structure.  Ensuring  quality  work  of  all  types  of  services is  considered  to  be provided by modern

telecommunication. It is extremely difficult without proper and efficient, mostly complex management

of the states of its  elements  and information flows. The task of managing the telecommunications

network  is  to  enable  users  to  continuously  use  information,  operate  and  maintain  networks  with

minimal cost, while meeting the established requirements for completeness and quality of services. The

concept of modern telecommunication networks (TCM) is aimed at creating a single, as a rule, multi-

service network in order to transmit, process and distribute large amounts of information from a wide

range  of  services  provided and received  at  different  speeds  on  the  same transport  networks.  The
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conclusion is made that,  under these conditions,  the management of quality traffic  in network and

technical exploitation of network elements became much more complicated, which led to the need to

create a new ideology of network management.

Key words:  control system, information flows, network element, telecommunication. 

General  Formulation  of  Research  and  its  Topicality.  Telecommunication  Union  (ITU)

developed  and  approved  the  TMN  (Telecommunications  Management  Network)  concept  of  a

hierarchical management of a communications network that defined the principles of creating a unified

management system for different networks, levels and scales that provide different types of services [1,

p.  71;  2,  p.  384; 3,  p.  333].  This  concept  was further  developed in the OSS (Operations  Support

System) [2, p. 384; 5, p. 227]. According to ITU recommendations, the network management system is

built hierarchically and has the following levels: network elements NE (Network Element); element

management; network management; service management; administrative management. The lower level

is actually a communication network, that is, a set of NE control objects. Network elements are any

hardware units of the network equipment that are managed according to TMN. Each successive level

has a higher degree of generalization than the previous one. Status information at the appropriate level

goes  up,  and top down go management  influences.  Usually,  there is  a different  degree of control

automation, so a combination of automated and manual procedures is common. As a rule, the higher

the level of the hierarchy of management is reached, the lower its degree of automation is. Network

element management layer (EML) is a collection of elementary control systems. Elementary control

systems  autonomously  control  individual  network  elements,  for  example,  control  an  SDH

communication channel, control a switch, router, hub or multiplexer, and the like. The level of control

of the network elements eliminates the higher levels of the control system from the need to know the

details  and  features  of  controlling  certain  equipment.  This  layer  is  responsible  for  modeling  the

operation  of  equipment  and functional  resources of the NE layer  network.  The attributes  of these

models allow managing different aspects of managed resource behavior. For communication network

management  systems, the BSS concept  means combining business management  tasks and network

management tasks that was reflected in OSS. So the OSS concept is based on concept of TMN, also

provides management from the economic point of view of BSS. However, OSS implementation, unlike

BSS implementation, is affecting the very basis of the network is hardware and software. BSS failed

threatens financial losses, failure in OSS – disability segments, or the entire network as a whole. So,

with all the appeal of OSS, an implementation error may have unacceptable consequences.

Setting of  the  Problem and  the  Aim of  the  Article.  Service  Management  Layer  (SML)

controls and manages transport and information services provided to network users. At this level, the

network is trained to provide a particular service, activate it, and process user requests. The function of

this layer is also to issue the management level of the NML network with the task of configuring a
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virtual or physical communication channel to provide the service. After the formation of the service,

this  level  is  responsible  for  controlling  the  quality  of  its  implementation  and  ensuring  certain

productivity and reliability of transport services. At this level, there is no direct control of the network

elements, but there is a management of the network service, such as quality control of service and

execution of agreements on the level of service, subscriber management, billing, interaction with other

systems,  etc. T h e  o b j e c t - m a t t e r  of  the  study  is  communication  network  management. T h e

s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the research is considering methods, techniques, models and algorithms in the

process deciding on the status of elements of a telecommunications network. T h e  o b j e c t i v e  of the

article is to analyze the process of managing a communication network in conditions of incomplete a

priori information. 

Research outcomes. The level of business management layer (BML) ensures the functioning

of the company-operator of communication network [4, p. 56-59]. At this level organizational and

financial  issues are solved by carrying out interaction with external  market  actors and companies-

operators  of  other  communication  networks. To  date,  most  of  the  network  management  systems

developed and proposed are at the level of EML element management and NML network management,

and in some cases at  the level  of management  of SML services. All  functions related to network

management  can be divided into  general  and application.  Common features  include,  for  example,

moving information between elements of a communication network and a control system, storing and

displaying  information,  distribution  by  feature,  search,  etc.,  and  provide  support  for  application

functions. According to the recommendations of ITU M.3010, as well as the specifications of ISO

7498-4 and ITU X.700, the following functional  control areas, within which network management

tasks  can  be  addressed,  are  identified  as  follows: Fault  Management; Performance  Management

(performance  analysis  and  performance  management); Configuration  Management; Resource

Administration; Security  Management.  To date,  most  systems  are  developed  and offered  network

management is at the level of managing the elements of EML and management of the NML network,

in  some  cases  at  the  management  level  SML  services.  All  network  management  functions  are

conditional  divided  into  general  and  applied.  Common  features  include,  for  example,  moving

information between elements of a communication network and a system management, storage and

display  of  information,  distribution  by  feature,  search,  etc.,  and  provide  support  for  application

features.

Conclusions. It is concluded that according to the concept, the TMN network is separated from

the  communication  network.  It  is  connected  to  the  telecommunication  network  by  means  of  an

interface Thus it is allowed to use the network to exchange information between the TMN elements.

Function  support  systems  process  all  the  information  required  to  perform management  functions.

Workstations provide a user interface through which service personnel interact with the management
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network. The data network provides communication between network elements, support systems, and

other TMN components. 

Based on this it can be argued that there is essentially a new scientific problem. One way to

resolve  this  is  to  improve complex  state  management  of  elements  and systems of  communication

networks in conditions incomplete information, in the manager-agent system TMN with the condition

transport channel, there is a development of a methodology for improving the indicators quality of

management and monitoring of the status of telecommunication networks based on theory of fuzzy

sets.

In view of the above, a pressing issue is the development of a methodology improving the

quality of management and condition monitoring telecommunication networks using fuzzy set theory

that  is  perspective,  important  and  economically  sound  direction  of  development  science  and

technology at the present stage.
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М.С. Булахов, Ю.В. Слюсаренко, А.В. Котова. Роль нелокальної взаємодії в теорії слабко 
неідеального бозе-газу з конденсатом за ненульових температур
Анотація. Дана  робота  присвячена  вивченню  впливу  нелокальної  взаємодії  на  властивості
слабко неідеального бозе-газу з бозе-ейнштейнівським конденсатом за скінчених температур. У
нашій попередній роботі [2] була отримана та проаналізована система самоузгоджених рівнянь
слабко  неідеального  Бозе-газу  з  конденсатом  в  так  званому  квадратичному  наближенні  з
нелокольним потенціалом взаємодії за нульової температури. Теоретичного добутку цієї роботи
виявилося  достатньо  для  вивчення  поведінки  таких  величин  як:  долі  конденсату,  хімічного
потенціалу та щілини у спектрі збудження квазічастинок зі зміною температури та нелокальної
взаємодії з застосуванням чисельних алгоритмів. Також у роботі був отриманий аналітичний
вираз питомої теплоємності  за постійного об’єму у квадратичному наближенні.  За допомого
цього  виразу  та  чисельних  алгоритмів  була  отримана  та  проаналізована  температурна
залежність питомої теплоємності за постійного об’єму у квадратичному наближенні за різних
модельних потенціалів взаємодії. Було виявлено помітний вплив щілини у спектрі збудження
квазічастинок на поведінку питомої теплоємності за постійного об’єму. Залежність ж від вибору
моделі нелокального потенціалу взаємодії виявилась тільки кількісною для всіх вищезгаданих
величин.
Ключові слова: бозе-ейнштейнівська конденсація, питома теплоємність за постійного об’єму,
доля конденсату, хімічний потенціал, спектр збудження.

Bulakhov  M.S.,  Slyusarenko  Yu.V.,  Kotova  A.V.  Role  of  nonlocal  interaction  in  theory  of  a
weakly non-ideal bose gas with condensate at non-zero temperature.

Abstract. The present work is focused on the study of the influence of non-local interaction on the
properties of weakly non-ideal Bose gas with Bose-Einstein condensate at finite temperature. At our
previous  work  [2],  the  self-consistent  equation  system of  weakly  non-ideal  Bose-gas  in  so-called
quadratic  approximation  with  non-local  interaction  potential  were  derived  and  analyzed  at  zero
temperature.  The  theoretical  product  of  this  work  was  sufficient  to  study,  using  the  numerical
algorithms, the behavior of such quantities as the condensate fraction, the chemical potential, and the
gap in the quasiparticle excitation spectrum depending on temperature in case of non-local interaction.
An analytical expression of the specific heat capacity at constant volume in quadratic approximation is
also  obtained  here. By  the  use  of  this  expression  and  numerical  algorithms,  the  temperature
dependence  of  the  specific  heat  capacity  at  constant  volume  in  the  quadratic  approximation  for
different  model  interaction  potentials  is  obtained  and  analyzed. We  reveal  that  the  gap  in  the
quasiparticle excitation spectrum significantly effects on the behavior of the specific heat capacity at
constant  volume.  The dependence  on the selected  model  of non-local  interaction  potential  is  only
quantitative for all the quantities mentioned above.
Keywords:  Bose-Einstein  condensation,  specific  heat  capacity  at  constant  volume,  condensate
fraction, chemical potential, excitation spectrum
     General  formulation of  research and its  topicality. The Bose-Einstein  condensation  is  the
phenomenon, when almost all the particles of gas below, the so-called transition temperature, tend to
occupy one state with zero momentum. It was predicted in ideal Bose-gas by А. Einstein in 1925 [2],
but  only  after  70  years  with  the  development  of  laser  cooling  techniques  it  got  the  experimental
confirmation in dilute vapor of alkali atoms at ultralow temperature [1].
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     However, in real experiments, it is not possible to
completely  eliminate  interaction  between  particles
and reach the absolute zero. According to this, there is
a  question  not  only  about  the  amplitude  of  the
interaction,  but  also  about  its  non-locality.  In  our
previous work [2], the self-consistent equation system
of weakly non-ideal Bose-gas in so-called quadratic
approximation with non-local interaction has already
been analyzed at zero temperature. So, it is obvious to
do  the  same  analysis,  but  for  finite  (non-zero)
temperature. 
     Setting  of  the  problem  and  the  aim  of
the  article .  The  object-matter  is  the  theory
of  ultracold  gas  with  condensate  and  the
subject-matter  is  the  role  of  non-local
interaction  in  the  theory  of  weakly  non-ideal
gas  with  condensate  at  finite  temperature.
The  aim  is  to  obtain  and  analyze  the
temperature  dependences  of  the  main  gas  properties:  condensate  fraction,  chemical
potential,  gap  in  quasiparticle  excitation  spectrum  and  specific  heat  capacity  at
constant  volume.  The  tasks  are:  to  develop  the  numerical  algorithm  for  solving  the
self-consistent  equation  system  at  finite  temperature;  to  obtain  the  analytical
equation  for  specific  heat  capacity  at  constant  volume;  to  carry  out  the  numerical
analysis  of  specific  heat  capacity  at  constant  volume  for  different  model  interaction
potentials.  The  methods  are  numerical  analysis  and  mathematical  derivation.  The
materials  are  the  previous  work  [2];  Python  3.5  with  libraries  for  numerical
computation and graphics.
     Research outcome. Let us now solve the self-consistent equation system [2, p. 5] for two non-local

model interacting potentials:  the Gaussian   and semi-transparent sphere   potentials  [2,
p. 5-7].  Unfortunately,  the  non-zero  temperatures  do  not  simplify  the  problem  of  searching  the
analytical  solution.  Therefore,  we are  forced  to  apply  numerical  algorithms  again. The  results  of

numerical analysis as a dependence of the condensate fraction , the dimensionless chemical

potential   and the gap   on temperature are presented at Fig. 1, as well as the curves,
which are the result of solving the system of so-called non-local Bogoliubov approximation:

 (2)

     The main difference from the usual Bogoliubov approximation is that it considers the temperature 

through the quasiparticle distribution function . The non-locality of the interaction potential is 

counted by  and  (see [2, p. 4]). Concerning the quasiparticle excitation spectrum, it does not 
have a gap as in the Bogoliubov approximation.
     Thus, it is easy to notice a qualitatively different behavior in comparison with the non-local 
Bogoliubov approximation. Namely, the condensate fraction of the quadratic approximation is larger, 
the chemical potential even increases, not to mention the significant contribution of quadratic terms. 
For further analysis of quadratic approximation at non-zero temperatures, it is interesting to consider 
the specific heat capacity behavior at constant volume. The specific heat capacity at constant volume is
defined as follows: 
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              (3)

Here, S is the entropy, defined by

,

where  is the Boltzmann constant, and  is the corresponding Gibbs statistical operator (see [2, p. 3-
4]). At quadratic approximation, we find: 

.                      (4)

Now, substituting (4) in (3), up to derivatives of  and , we obtain the following 
formula for specific heat capacity at constant volume in quadratic approximation: 

 (5)

At low temperatures, assuming the weak dependence of the condensate fraction  and the chemical 
potential  from temperature, the expression (5) is simplified: 

 (6)

     As far as self-consistent equations, being the basics for the quadratic approximation analysis, are 
transcendental and integral, the numerical methods are the only opportunity to solve them. Even the 
perturbative methods are not applicable here [5]. However, in order to evaluate the nature of 
temperature dependence of a certain quantity, only the numerical algorithms are not enough. 
     That’s why it is necessary to use the well-known limiting cases. Let us begin with the already 
mentioned non-local Bogoliubov approximation at finite temperature (see (8)). It allows us to make use
of the fact that at low temperature and local interaction the quasiparticle excitation spectrum becomes 
similar to the excitation spectrum of acoustic phonons [4]: 

 (7)

where  is the sound speed. This spectrum can be obtained from the quasiparticle 
excitation spectrum of quadratic approximation (see [2, p. 4]) by assuming the terms of the fourth 

degree in momentum under the root small, and .
Substituting (7) into (6) and moving from summation to integration, we obtain the specific heat 
capacity of acoustic phonons reduced per unit volume:

 (8)

     On the other hand, applying numerical methods for solving system (2), and calculating the specific
heat capacity as a derivative of entropy (see (3)), we can plot the specific heat capacity as a function of
temperature, and compare it with the specific heat capacity of acoustic phonons (see (8)), which is
done  in  Fig. 2a.  Clearly,  at  the  certain  temperatures,  the  specific  heat  capacity  in  the  non-local
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Bogoliubov  approximation  is  really  close  to  the
specific heat capacity of particles with a spectrum
that  is  similar  to  the  excitation  spectrum  of
acoustic  phonons.  All  the  differences,  observed
with increasing temperature, can be explained by
the  contribution  of  the  non-locality  of  the
interaction  and  the  unaccounted  higher  degree
terms  in  momentum  at  the  excitation  spectrum.
Also, note that there is no difference between the
models  of  the  interaction  potentials  at  these
temperatures. 
Now, we consider the specific heat capacity of the
quadratic approximation with the same parameters,
but in contrast to it we put not the excitation
spectrum (7), but the one that can be obtained by
admitting the locality of interaction and neglecting
the terms with larger than second degree in
momentum under the root: 

 ,              (9)

where  and  is the gap. 

Note that, under the condition  and 
, the obtained excitation spectrum (9) transforms
into the excitation spectrum of acoustic phonons
(7). Substituting (9) in (6), we get:

          (10)

This formula is in good agreement with numerical
calculations at certain temperatures (see Fig. 2b).
However, in the case with presence of the gap,
there is a clear quantitative difference between the
particular model interaction potentials. From the formula (10) and Fig. 1, it is clear that this follows 

from the dependence of the gap  and the “sound speed”  on the interaction potential, as functions 

of the chemical potential  and the condensate density . We also draw attention to the fact, that 
plotting the specific heat capacity vs. temperature in Fig. 2b by formula (10), we have used the values 

of the chemical potential µ and the condensate density  as a result of a numerical solution of the 
self-consistent equation system of the quadratic approximation for the corresponding interaction 
potentials. 
     Finally, let us to compare all the results presented here (see Fig. 2c). It is clearly visible, that there 
exists quite a large difference between the specific heat capacity behavior for non-local Bogoliubov 
approximation and for quadratic approximation in creation and annihilation operators. It can be easily 

explained by the presence of the gap  in the quasiparticle excitation spectrum. 
     Conclusions. In  this  work,  we  have  analyzed  the  self-consistent  equations  in  quadratic
approximation with non-local interaction at non-zero temperatures. The temperature characteristics of
such  quantities  as  the  chemical  potential,  the  condensate  fraction,  the  gap,  and  the  specific  heat
capacity,  have  been  obtained.  The  condensate  fraction  decreases  predictably  with  increasing
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temperature. Obviously, the presence of the gap in the quasiparticles excitation spectrum affects the
specific  heat  capacity  behavior.  All  the results  only quantitatively  depend on the model  non-local
interaction potential.
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Ю.Є. Волкова, Д.Г. Соляков, О.О. Ленська. Квазістаціонарні компресійні плазмові потоки
Анотація. Замагнічені  компресійні  плазмові  потоки  є  добре  відомим  плазмодинамічним
явищем, що має багато застосувань у різних галузях науки й техніки, наприклад, для розвитку
потужних плазмових джерел, що здатні генерувати іони та потужне випромінювання в різних
діапазонах  довжин  хвиль.  Водночас,  щільні  замагнічені  плазмові  потоки  можуть
використовуватися  для дослідження  важливих особливостей плазмово-поверхневої  взаємодії,
моделювання  космічних  процесів,  які  супроводжуються  генерацією  плазмових  струменів.
Однією  з  фундаментальних  задач  плазмодинаміки  є  вивчення  просторових  розподілів
електричних  струмів та  магнітних  полів  у плазмових потоках,  оскільки динаміка  плазмових
потоків,  які  генеруються будь-якою плазмодинамічною системою, в першу чергу,  зумовлена
розподілом електромагнітних сил. Такий аналіз важливий для розуміння процесів прискорення
та  компресії  плазми.  Результати попередніх  досліджень показали значний вплив початкових
експериментальних  умов на  величину  густини  плазми в зоні  стиснення  та  на  її  просторову
локалізацію. Таким чином, процес формування зони компресії залежить від початкового тиску
газу. За результатами чисельного моделювання було отримано, що за допомогою зовнішнього
поздовжнього  магнітного  поля  можна  уникнути  явища  «кризи  струму».  Проведено  перші
експериментальні  дослідження  впливу  зовнішнього  магнітного  поля  на  параметри  розряду
МПК. Експериментальні результати добре узгоджуються з теоретичними.
Ключові слова: фізика плазми, плазмодинаміка, магнітоплазмовий компресор, зона компресії.
Volkova Y.Ye., Solyakov D.G., Lenska O.O. Quasi-steady-state compressive plasma flows.
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Abstract.  Magnetized  compressive  plasma  flows  are  a  well-known  plasmadynamic  phenomenon,
which  has  many  applications  in  various  fields  of  science  and  technology,  for  example,  for  the
development  of  high-power  plasma  sources  that  are  capable  of  generating  ions  and  radiation  in
different  wavelength  ranges.  Moreover,  dense  magnetized  plasma  flows  are  widely  used  for
investigations in the plasma-surface interaction field and modelling cosmic processes accompanied by
the generation of plasma jets. Since the distribution of the electromagnetic forces primarily defines the
dynamics of plasma flows generated by any plasmadynamic system, one of the necessary tasks of
plasma dynamics is studying spatial distributions of electric currents and magnetic fields in plasma
flows. Such an analysis is essential for understanding the processes of acceleration and compression.
The results of previous studies have shown a significant influence of the initial experimental conditions
on the maximum plasma density in the compression zone and its spatial localization. Therefore, the
process  of  formation  of  the  compression  zone depends  on  the  initial  gas  pressure.  The results  of
numerical simulations have shown that an external longitudinal magnetic field can help to avoid the
effect  known  as  "current  crisis".  The  first  experimental  studies  on  the  influence  of  the  external
magnetic field on the discharge parameters of the MPC have been conducted. The experimental and
the theoretical results are in close agreement with each other.
Key words: plasma physics, plasma dynamics, magnetoplasma compressor, compression zone
     General formulation of research and its topicality. One of the most significant scientific and
practical  problems of  plasma physics  is  the  production  of  high-energy plasma flows.  Steady-state
plasma flows in an azimuthal magnetic field relate to basic plasmadynamic phenomena. Furthermore, a
large number of specific effects common to a broader class of plasmadynamic devices accompany the
formation of such flows. At present, due to the rapid development of new technologies, the study of the
compressive  flows  of  dense  magnetized  plasma  is  especially  crucial  to  understanding  physical
processes  of  their  generation  and dynamics,  as  well  as  for  their  use  in  a  wide  range of  different
technological applications [4]. Regarding possible applications, such devices can serve as a powerful
source of ions and radiation across the electromagnetic spectrum [4; 6-7].
     At the same time, magnetized plasma flows are extensively used to study the crucial features of the
interaction of plasma with the surfaces of various materials, model astrophysical phenomena (plasma
jets, fast magnetic reconnection), develop new plasma technologies for deposition and modification of
various coatings. High-current discharges, which are indispensable for electric spacecraft propulsions
and  nuclear  fusion,  can  be  generated  by  using  different  gases  or  even  their  mixtures  for  plasma
production under the appropriate initial conditions. As a result of numerous comprehensive studies, the
underlying properties of compressive plasma flows generated by a magnetoplasma compressor (MPC)
device and their dynamics have been established.
     Setting  of  the  problem  and  the  aim  of  the  article.  The  object  of  the  paper  is
compressive  plasma  flows  generated  by  a  high-current  quasi-steady-state
magnetoplasma  compressor.  The  subject  of  the  paper  is  the  fundamental  physics
behind  the  compressive  plasma  flow  dynamics,  the  historical  overview  of  the
research,  and  the  discussion  of  the  prospects.  We  aim  to  explain  the  existing
knowledge  on  the  topic  based  on  all  the  published  research  available.  The  tasks
include  the  description  of  the  main  characterist ics  of  compressive  plasma  flows  and
construction  of  MPC  devices,  outlining  the  principles  of  plasma  dynamics,  and
summarizing the findings of existing literature.
     Results and discussion. In order to increase plasma (both electrons and ions) velocity, most of the
input energy in plasma accelerators must be transferred into the kinetic energy of the plasma flow. A.I.
Morozov,  in  the  '60s,  and  later  
L.A.  Artsymovich  had  been  the  first  who  considered  the  problem  of  electromagnetic  plasma
acceleration. The coaxial, nozzle-type accelerators with self-generated magnetic fields are of particular
interest in producing high-energy plasma flows. In such devices, the Lorentz force emerging from the
interaction of the radial component of a discharge current flowing between the accelerator electrodes
with the self-magnetic field produced by the longitudinal component of this current leads to plasma
acceleration. Aleksey Morozov proposed and developed the concept of quasi-steady-state high-current
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plasma accelerators [5]. In particular, he made it possible to develop a quasi-steady-state analogue of a
plasma  focus  -  a  magnetoplasma  compressor.  It  is  a  plasmadynamic  system designed  to  produce
plasma flows compressed by the action of both inertia forces and the self-magnetic field. The quasi-
steady-state term refers to the accelerators  in which,  unlike in pulsed systems, the duration of the
plasma  flow  generation  significantly  exceeds  the  time  needed  for  particles  to  pass  through  the
accelerating channel. 
     A.I. Morozov, L.G. Tokarev, and G.Ya. Schepkin had experimentally obtained long-pulsed pinch
plasma flows for the first time [5, p. 106]. The next successful results were achieved by D. Marshal,
A.K.  Vinogradova,  and  P.E.  Kovrov.  Yu.V.  Skvortsov,  I.Ph.  Kwartskhava  and  A.Ye.  Prin  also
contributed many important findings regarding the MPC operation [5, p. 106]. Currently,  intensive
experimental  and  theoretical  studies  are  carried  out  on  the  magnetoplasma  compressors.  The
University  of  Belgrade  (Belgrade,  Serbia)  is  conducting  experiments  to  achieve  high  plasma
parameters and prolong discharge times, which is necessary for efficient use of the MPC device [9]. A
group of  researchers  from the  A.V.  Lykov Institute  of  Heat  and Mass  Transfer  (Minsk,  Belarus)
conducts  investigations  on  the  physical  processes  of  acceleration  and compression  of  plasma and
macroparticles. Belarusian scientists have made a notable contribution to the study of the interaction of
compressive plasma flows with different  materials  required for modification  of their  structure and
properties [3]. In the Laboratory for Energy Conversion, ETH Zurich (Switzerland), the MPC of a
compact geometry (similar to those in Belarus and Serbia) have been recently constructed and studied
[1]. A magnetoplasma compressor operating on various gases was developed and constructed in the
Laboratory of Plasma Accelerators,  Institute  of Plasma Physics,  National Science Centre "Kharkiv
Institute  of Physics and Technology"  (Kharkiv,  Ukraine) in 2007. The vast  majority  of the recent
experimental results [4; 6-7] discussed here have been obtained in Kharkiv.
     A.I. Morozov had also performed the first theoretical works and numerical simulations on plasma
accelerators. Namely, in the quasi-one-dimensional approximation, he applied the "narrow flux tubes"
approach to describing the plasma flow behavior between close trajectories in nozzle-type channels
formed by two coaxial electrodes. Consider the Bernoulli’s equation, which expresses the conservation
of the total energy in the plasma flow [5, p. 107]
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2
+∫

dp
ρ

+
H2

4πρ
=const=U

,
(1)
where the first two terms are the kinetic energy and the enthalpy per unit mass, correspondingly. The
latter term is the energy per unit mass stored in a magnetic field. There are two possible modes of
operation, namely, the acceleration and the compression ones. From the conservation laws, Morozov
obtained the expression for the maximum density in the compression zone. Having taken into account
that the plasma flow might have some longitudinal velocity vǁ2 in the compression zone, one can obtain
[5, p. 109]
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,                                                (2)
where γ, CT0 and  CA0

 are the polytrophic index, the speed of sound and the Alfven velocity at  z = 0,
respectively. Since the compression process involves not only squeezing but also heating the plasmas,
we are also interested in deriving the expression for the maximum temperature in the compression zone
[5, p. 110]
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     From here, we can estimate feasible parameters: nmax up to 1019 cm-3 and Tmax up to 270 eV. Thus, the
compression zone can be used as a source of EUV radiation. For this purpose, the central electrode of
the MPC (in Kharkiv) was modified. Namely, a pulse valve was installed inside the MPC cathode,
which allowed us to inject xenon directly into the compression zone. It has been shown that when the
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initial pressure of the working gas increases, the maximum density, as well as the radiation energy,
goes down [4; 6-7]. This fact is consistent with the theory (expressions 2 and 3): the higher the initial
density, the lower the maximum parameters in the compression zone.
     In order to study the formation of the compression zone, it is necessary to measure self-magnetic
fields outside the accelerating channel. The most remarkable finding is that there is a displacement of
the electric currents (and, consequently, of the magnetic field) from the near-axis region, pointing to
the formation of the compression zone [4; 6-7]. It is noteworthy that Morozov obtained this "push-out"
effect in numerical simulations for the case of finite conductivity of the plasma. 
     The process of the flow formation and compression is contingent upon the initial conditions and the
spatial distribution of the electromagnetic forces. The revealed method of controlling both the position
of the compression zone and its maximum density makes it possible to reduce the plasma contact with
the electrodes considerably, thereby diminishing their erosion. We have yet to remove another obstacle
– the so-called "current crisis" phenomenon, which was found to be partly responsible for erosion [8].
This adverse effect can be minimized by imposing an external longitudinal magnetic field. Numerical
simulations have demonstrated that even a weak external magnetic field affects the discharge processes
[2]. The outcomes of the first stage of the experimental studies on the MPC upgraded with a solenoid
confirm that the additional longitudinal magnetic field exerts substantial influence on the discharge
parameters (voltage, current) near the MPC electrodes [8]. 
Concerning the prospects, focusing on the investigation of the compressive plasma flows under the 
externally imposed longitudinal magnetic field should be the primary goal.
     Conclusions. Many papers have been devoted to the properties of the high-energy compressive 
plasma flows. When the initial pressure of the working gas decreases, the maximum plasma density in 
the compression zone grows. This result is well consistent with the theoretical estimations derived 
from the Bernoulli’s equation. Ultimately, the primary mechanism of the compression zone formation, 
which is the electromagnetic mechanism, has been discovered. It is the distribution of the 
electromagnetic forces that plays central role in the compression process. Extensive research on the 
plasma flows dynamic under the external magnetic field exposure is necessary.
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Анотація.  Гончарук Анна.  Критерії єдності розв’язку різницевого рівняння над

кільцем поліномів. Стаття присвячена неявним лінійним різницевим рівнянням з

поліноміальними коефіцієнтами.  Розглянуті рівняння пов’язані з рекурентними

послідовностями.  На відміну від звичайної теорії різницевих рівнянь,  розглядаються

коефіцієнти,  що належать кільцю.  Клас різницьких рівнянь над кільцями включає клас

звичайних різницевих рівнянь, тому теорія щодо кілець є більш складною. Зокрема, з’являється

принципово новий тип різницевих рівнянь – неявне різницеве рівняння. Попередні результати

присвячені кільцю цілих чисел, а кільце p-адичних цілих чисел використовується як поповнення

цілих чисел. Особлива увага приділяється кільцю многочленів, а поповненням цього кільця є

формальні  степеневі  ряди.  Сформульовано  та  доведено  критерій  єдиності  розв’язку  для

рівняння  над  кільцем  многочленів.  Також  представлені  критерій  єдиності  розв’язку  для

рівняння над кільцем формальних степеневих рядів. Ці два критерії разом за певних умов дають

нам  можливість  знайти  поліноміальний  розв’язок  рівняння.  Робиться  висновок  про  те,  що

можливість дослідження рівняння з точки зору пошуку розв’язку показана на двох прикладах.

Результати дослідження можуть бути використані для подальшого аналізу різницевих рівнянь

над кільцями, зокрема для пошуку розв’язків цих рівнянь.

Ключові  слова:  поліном,  рекурентна  послідовність,  різницеве  рівняння,  формальний

степеневий ряд.
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Abstract. Goncharuk Anna. Uniqueness Criteria for Solution of Difference Equation over

the Ring of Polynomials. The present article is devoted to the implicit linear difference equations with

the polynomial coefficients. The equations considered in the work are connected with the recurrence

sequences. Unlike usual theory of the difference equation, the coefficients over the ring are considered.

The class of difference equations over the rings includes the class of usual difference equation, so the

theory over rings is more complicated.  Particularly,  here the essentially new type of the difference

equations  appears  as  implicit  difference  equation.  The previous  results  are  devoted  to  the  ring of

integers, and used the ring of p-adic integers, as the completion of the integers. Special attention is

given to the ring of the polynomials,  and the completion  of the ring of formal power series.  The

uniqueness criterion of the solution of considering equation over the ring of polynomials is formulated

and proved. Also the criterion of the uniqueness of the solution of equation considered over the ring of

formal power series is presented. These two criteria together for certain conditions give the ability to

find a polynomial solution of the equation. The conclusion is made that the possibility of studying the

equation from the point of view of finding solution is shown with two examples. The results of the

research are useful for the further analysis of difference equations over the rings, in particular for the

finding solutions.

Key words: difference equation, formal power series, polynomial, recurrence sequence.

            General Formulation of Research and its Topicality. Nowadays there are a lot of researches

for solutions of the difference equations over fields. It is interesting for scientists to study this type of

equations over rings, since the theory of difference equations over rings is not developed enough. It is

noted that in the case of difference equation over field, we can suppose without loss of generality, that

our  equation is  explicit.  Unlike the well-developed theory of difference  equations  over  field,  it  is

meaningful to consider the difference implicit equation.

Suppose that the inhomogeneity  and coefficients  of the following difference

linear equation belong to the ring of the polynomials with the coefficients from K, where K is a field:

(1)

The  equation  considered  in  the  work  is  strongly  connected  with  the  theory  of  recurrence

sequences,  which are described [2,  p.1-11].  In  fact,  we have  a  sequence  of  polynomials  with the

recurrence relation (1). The ring of polynomials, considered in the current article, is one of the most

useful and interesting rings. Scientists deal with the same equation with the integer coefficients [3].

They use as the completion of integers not the field of real numbers as usual, but the ring of p-adic

integers, which is described by some researchers [1, p. 18-40]. Here we use the ring of formal power

series as the completion of the ring of polynomials.
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Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article.  The   o b j e c t - m a t t e r   of the

research is implicit linear difference equation over the ring of polynomials. The   s u b j e c t - m a t t e

r   is uniqueness of solution of implicit linear difference equation. The   o b j e c t i v e   of the work is

to study the difference equation in the ring of polynomials from the point of view uniqueness of the

solution.  The   t  a  s  k  s    of  the  article  are  to  formulate  the criterion  for  the  uniqueness  of  the

polynomial  solution  and the criterion  for  the uniqueness  of the solution,  that  is  useful  for  further

development of this equation, especially for finding its solutions. It is also necessary to study solutions

which are power series with coefficients from K. The   r e l e v a n c e   of the research is conditioned

by the results signified for further useful researches of difference equations over the rings, in particular

for finding solutions. 

Research Outcomes.  Usually,  in the case of the coefficients  belonging to a field we have

infinitely many solutions of this equation, and also we need the initial conditions to distinguish one

from all of them, but the results of the article show that in the case of the coefficients belonging to the

ring of polynomials, our equation, under certain assumptions given by the next theorem, has no more

than one solution, so it has no more than one initial condition, which gives us the solution.

Theorem 1: The equation (1) has at most one solution over the field of polynomials if and only

if b(z) does not divide a(z).

Proof. Let us consider the homogeneous equation, given by the equation (1):

(2)

It is enough to prove, that it has only zero solution if and only if b(z) does not divide a(z).

Indeed, b(z) does not divide a(z) means there exist a polynomial p(z) such that p(z) divides b(z) but

does not divide a(z). Also (2) means, that

This expression implies that  is divisible by  for any degree n, which is impossible

for a non-zero polynomial . Since , then  for any n. Vice versa, suppose

b(z) divides a(z). Then from (2) we get

Thus we have infinitely many solutions, depending on the initial condition . It means that

the equation (1) either has no solution or has infinitely many ones.
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The following theorem describes the criterion for the uniqueness of the solution in the form of

formal  power  series.  Note,  that  any  polynomial  can  be  written  down  as  the  product

, where , that is z does not divide .

Theorem  2: Suppose  ,  and  ,  where  for  these

representations the following conditions hold  and  , and k, m are non-negative

integers. If k < m, then there exists at most one sequence of formal power series, which satisfies (1). If

 then there exist infinitely many sequences of formal power series, which satisfies (1).

Proof. If k < m let us divide homogeneous equation (2) on . Then for the sequence 

the following recurrence relation holds

Applying it for all j from 0 to n-1, we get the expression for , which means that  is

divisible by  for any degree n, then  and thus  for any n.

If  then let us divide equation on . We get the recurrence expression

Similarly to the previous case, we obtain the expression for : 

Since , it is invertible, consequently  is well-defined formal power series. It

is not difficult to prove, that if the expression

(3)

is the well-defined formal power series, then it is a solution of the equation (1) with a(z)=1. Note, that

in this case, by the previous theorem we get, that there is at most one solution in the form of formal

power series. Now we find one, so we can conclude, that there exist unique solution of this equation.

Example  1: Consider  the equation  (1),  where  ,   and  a(z)=1.  Then the

equation has only one solution in the form of formal power series, which we can find by the formula

(3). And it is easy to verify, that it is not a polynomial.

Example 2: Consider the equation (1), where  and a(z)=1.  Then we have

only one solution in the form of formal power series, which we can find by the formula (3). And it is

easy to verify, that .
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Conclusions. For any equation, represented in the form (1), there are the following possibilities

according to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. It has no more than one solution in the form of formal power

series,  consequently  no  more  than  one  polynomial  solution;  it  has  no  more  than  one  polynomial

solution,  but  infinitely  many solutions  in  the  form of  formal  power  series;  it  has  infinitely  many

polynomial solutions, consequently infinitely many solutions in the form of formal power series. In the

most interesting first case, if we find the solution in the form of formal power series, there is the

polynomial solution if and only if the found formal power series has finite non-zero coefficients.
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Анотація.  Гулійова  Євгенія.  Проектування  магніто-кардіо-графічної  системи  за

допомогоюферозондових градіометрів. Ця стаття присвячена основній частині пропонованої

магнітокардіографічної  (МКГ)  системи  – датчикaм.  У  цьому  проекті  було  запропоновано

використовувати  магнітометри  з  наднизьким  рівнем  шуму (градіометри),  здатні  вимірювати

надслабкі магнітні поля від серця при кімнатній температурі. Робота при кімнатній температурі

дозволяє таким датчикам перевершувати набагато більш чутливі датчики SQUID за ціною та

експлуатаційними витратами,  дозволяючи при цьому вимірювати серцеві  поля з  достатньою

чутливістю  для  діагностики.  Для  фільтрації  магнітних  полів  Землі  та  інших  антропогенних

магнітних  перешкод  вимірювання  магнітного  поля,  слід  проводити  в  градуйометричній

конфігурації  у вигляді різницевого сигналу від котушок, розміщених при малому розділенні.

Особливості  використання  магнітних  кілець  із  спеціальних  нанокристалічних  або  аморфних

магнітних  сплавів  з  дуже  низьким  рівнем шуму обумовлено  перемагнетизацією  їх  доменів.

Результати досліджень використовуються при створенні заломлюючих котушок, які вимірюють
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другу гармоніку, що формується зміщенням магнітного потоку через них за допомогою полю,

що вимірюється. В результаті цього проекту нам вдалося створити набагато краще рішення для

датчиків, ніж відомі аналогові датчики потоку.

Ключові  слова: аналого-цифрові  перетворювачі,  градіометри,  магнітні  поля,

магнітокардіографічна система, магнітометр, поля перемагнетизації, SQUID-датчики.

Abstract. Guliiova  Ievgeniia. Design  of  Magneto-cardio-graphic  System  Using  Flux-gate

Gradiometers. The article is devoted to the main part of the proposed magneto-cardio-graphic (MCG)

system – sensors. In this project, it was proposed to use ultra-low noise magnetometers (gradiometers)

capable to measuring ultra-weak magnetic  fields from the heart  at  room temperature.  Operating at

room temperature,  such sensors enable to outperform much more sensitive measurements  than the

already existed SQUID-sensors. Moreover, the first sensors are more advantageous with regard to the

second ones with a viewpoint of price and operating cost as well as an enabling the measurement of

heart fields with sufficient sensitivity for diagnosis. In order to filter the magnetic fields from the Earth

and  other  anthropogenic  magnetic  obstacles  for  measuring  the  magnetic  field,  a  gradiometric

configuring in the form of a difference signal from the coils placed at low separation is to be carried

out. The peculiarities of using ferromagnetic rings of special nanocrystalline or amorphous permalloys

with ultra-low noise levels are caused by a remagnetizing its domains. The results of the research are

being  used  in  the  refractive  coils  that  measure  the  second  harmonic  formed  in  the  coils  by  the

displacement of the magnetic flux through them caused by the field being measured. As a result of this

project, we were able to create a much better solution for the sensors with regard of the already known

analogue flux ones.

Key  words: analog-to-digital  converters,  gradiometer,  magnetic  field,  magneto-cardio-graphics

system, remagnetization field, SQUID-sensor, magnetometer.

     General Formulation of Research and its Topicality.  Creation of magnetometric systems based

on SQUID-sensors with unique sensitivity  and precision have stimulated investigations in tasks of

space analysis of weak magnetic fields. At the SQUID’s level of sensitivity almost anybody possesses

certain magnetism, e.g. bodies containing ferric alloys which are located in the earth’s magnetic field,

or deposits, the sunken ships, the automotive material etc. The essence of such kind of problems is

concluded in processing the measurement results having the goal to obtain certain information about

the field’s source (e.g. its space location and magnetic/electric moment). Currently, the investigations

of the magnetic fields originating from the biological sources (bio-magnetism) are the most successful.

Modern SQUID-gradiometers  and magnetometers  permit  to  register  weak magnetic  fields  that  are

created by the human heart, brain, muscles. This work is devoted to a technical part of the problem

which  is  connected  with  the  field’s  parameters  registration.  However,  the  interpretation  of  the

measured data requires developing methods and algorithms which permit to retrieve information about
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sources from the measured fields and make it suitable for further analysis. In this article, the algorithms

for processing the measured magnetic fields in order to obtain the parameters of a current dipole within

the heart that produces the fields are examined.

     Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the article. The o b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the research is

the sensor enhancements to use correlation between fields measured at different positions, to filter the

fields from the remote interference sources. The s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  is the commercial ADC and

the special magnetic shielding chamber. There exist some scientific works dealing with the problems

under consideration [1-6]. The o b j e c t i v e  is the improvement of commercial ADC to create the

next system, which is a 4-channel system that enables the measurements from multiple gradiometers.

T h e  t a s k s  are to purchase of a special magnetic shielding chamber which was used to check the

performance  of  gradiometers  in  free  space  and in  a  shielded  environment.  The m e t h o d s  are:

experiences, measurements, physical calculations.

     Research outcomes.  As a result of the project, we have managed to create the flux-gate sensor

which is a significantly improved compared with known analogues shown in the Figure 1.

Fig.1: Flux-gate Magnetometer photo

      The sensor makes the measurements through two channels that correspond to the partial derivatives

of the transverse magnetic field components along the gradiometer axis:  . The sensor was

checked in a low noise environment (in country side where no industrial noise can interfere) to be able

to feel the heart fields. The results of such testing are shown in Fig.2 where the top part shows signals

measured with a human laying over the sensor, while the lower part shows signals without the patient.
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Fig. 2: The Measurement of Cardio-magnetic Signal

      After those early experiments,  the sensor was further improved. Currently it demonstrates an

extremely low internal noise of as low as 1 pT per square root of Hz (see Figure 3).

     Fig. 3. Noise Spectrum

      At the next stage of the project, we created a block of 5 such sensors in order to measure the field

distribution in five points (totaling through 10 channels). That enables to use the correlations between

the fields measured in different positions to filter out the fields from the distant interfering sources. In

Figure 4, we show the sketch of the whole system as it had been seen at the beginning of the project.

Fig. 4: Compensation of External Magnetic Field

      The system should have a vector magnetometer that measures 3-component magnetic field. This

signal is used to steer the currents in the Helmholtz coils, which produce the magnetic field of opposite

sign in order to create a zero field region within which a block of gradiometers is placed.
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      After that, a bed for placing a patient was designed of no-magnetic materials (wooden ones with no

nails).  Thus,  all  the  mechanical  parts  of  the  system  has  been  designed  and  prototyped  in  full

accordance with the plan. The electronic part of the system besides the sensors itself is an analog-to-

digital  converters  (ADC)  that  should  capture  the  signal  with  high  bit  resolution  and  linearity.  A

commercial ADC has been improved to result into the following system (see Figure 5) which is far 4-

channel one enabling the measurements from a couple of gradiometers. The total system should be

able to measure 10 channels from 5 sensors + 3 channels from the vector magnetometer (for external

noise compensation) and 1 or 3 channels from an electro-cardiograph used for synchronous filtering of

the MCG signals.

       Fig. 5: Magnetic Shield

Next, for calibrating the sensors, a special magnetic shielding chamber (see Figure 6) has been 

purchased and used for testing the gradiometers of operational figures in free space and in a shielded 

environment.

Fig. 6. Signal Measurement in Magnetic Shielding

      The signals measured by 4 sensors are placed in a free space (unshielded environment) and a signal

from a sensor – in the shielded chamber. The first picture (blue) shows data from 5 channels that

measure  and the second one (green) shows the data from the  channels. One can see that in

the free space there are some sporadic peaks caused by interference from distant noise sources. The
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signal measured from the sensor in the shielded chamber does not contain these peaks, its internal

noise level that is within about 70 pTl peak-to-peak level. It is partially caused by a nonlinear noise in

the internal layer of the chamber caused by the remagnetization fields of the coils in the gradiometer.

Next,  we are  going to  demonstrate  some single  channel  filtering  based on measured  data.  Below

(Figure 7) a signal measured in a single channel from a sensor located near a volunteer’s chest is

shown.  

Fig.7: Wiener Filtering

      The low part of the graph represents the raw measured data while the top plot shows the data

obtained  after  simple  Wiener  filtering.  More  advanced  filtering  schemes  along  with  synchronous

processing data from all the channels will allow to obtain much clearer signals.

     Conclusions.  The signals measured in free space are of the same low level of signal except of

several peaks that increase spectral density of the noise but meanwhile they can be easily filtered out

since  they  are  rather  rare  as  compared  to  the  heart  beat  rate.  Thus,  we  have  evidence  that  the

gradiometers, indeed, filters are most of noise due to gradiometric configuring. Further filtering can be

performed by correlation between the data measured by different sensors (signals from heart and from

distant sources sum up at the sensors with different coefficients).  
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Гурова  Ю.О.,  Матвійчук  О.М.,  Кириченко  О.В.  Флуоресцентні  сенсори  для

визначення іонів металів.

Анотація:  Флуоресцентному  зондуванню  та  виявленню  іонів  металів  у  розчинах

приділяється  особлива  увага  як  методу  кількісного  аналізу.  У  цьому  дослідженні  ми

представляємо огляд принципів зондування за допомогою органічних флуоресцентних зондів,

що застосовуються  для  виявлення іонів  у розчинах  та  в  біологічних  зразках.  За  допомогою

квантово-хімічних розрахунків було вивчено структуру координаційних комплексів 1,2-біс-(5-

фенілоксазоліл-2)-бензолу (o-POPOP) з іонами металів (Be2+, Mg2+, Ca2+). Оптимізація геометрії

комплексу у основному стані виконувалась методом теорії функціоналу електронної густини

(DFT) з гібридними функціоналом M06-2X. Використовували комбінований базисний набір: cc-

pVDZ  для  o-POPOP  та  LANL2DZ/псевдопотенціал  для  Me2+.  Для  моделювання  ефектів

сольватації  у  ацетонитрилі  була  використана  модель  поляризованого  континууму  (PCM).

Виявлено, що утворення комплексу 1:1 о-РОРОР:Me2+ змінює конформацію флуорофору. Іон

малого  розміру  Be2+ сприяє  сплющенню молекули o-POPOP,  тоді  як  іони  більшого  розміру

сильно  порушують  планарність  флуорофору.  Ці  викликанні  координацією  метала  зміни

конформації флуоресцентного ліганду повинні впливати на фотофізичні властивості o-POPOP,

що відкриває нові можливості для виявлення іонів металів в розчинах.

Ключові слова: флуоресцентний сенсор, іон металу, квантово-хімічні розрахунки, теорія

функціоналу густини, POPOP, модель поляризаційного континуума, комп’ютерна хімія.
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          Abstract: Fluorescence sensing and detection of metal ions in solution have received particular

attention as a technique for the quantitative analysis. In this study, we provide an overview of the

sensing principles of organic fluorescent probes applied to the detection of metal ions in solution and

in biological samples. Using quantum chemical calculations, the structure of coordination complexes

of 1,2-bis-(5-phenyl-oxazolyl-2)-benzene (o-POPOP) with metal ions (Be2+, Mg2+, Ca2+) was studied.

The  geometry  optimization  of  the  ground-state  complex  was  performed  by the  density  functional

theory (DFT) method with the hybrid functional M06-2X. The combined basis set was used: cc-pVDZ

for o-POPOP and LANL2DZ/pseudopotential for Me2+. The polarizable continuum model (PCM) was

used to model acetonitrile solvation effects. It was found that the formation of the 1:1 complex o-

POPOP:Me2+ alter the conformation of the fluorophore. The small size ion Be2+ favors the flattening of

o-POPOP,  whereas  the  larger  size  ions  strongly  disfavor  the  fluorophore  planarity.  These  metal

coordination-induced  alterations  in  the  conformation  of  the  fluorescent  ligand  should  affect

photophysical  properties  of  o-POPOP,  which  offer  novel  opportunities  for  metal  ion  detection  in

solution.

Key words: fluorescence sensor, metal ion, quantum chemical calculation, density functional

theory, POPOP, polarizable continuum model, computational chemistry.

Introduction. The recognition and sensing of metal ions have emerged as a significant goal in

the  field  of  chemical  sensors  in  recent  years [1-4].  Several  methods,  such  as  atomic  absorption

spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry, electrochemical sensing, etc.,

have  been  suggested.  However,  these  methods  are  known  to  be  expensive  and  time-consuming

techniques, which also require specific equipment [5].

Coordination  of  metal  ions  to  organic  fluorescence  dyes  induces  distinct  optical  responses,

which indicates the presence of certain metal species of interest [6-8]. The development of sensors for

ions has achieved particular importance for metal ions with biological and environmental interest [9].

In the last decades, great attention has been paid to the design of novel fluorescent sensors so that

many new organic dyes were synthesized [4, 10]. In particular, a typical fluorescent sensor for metal

ions is an organic dye, capable of coordination with a metal ion in solution, signaling its presence by

changing fluorescence  properties,  such as  the  wavelength  intensity  increase  or  appearance  of  new

fluorescence bands [7, 10]. In addition, some sophisticated sensing mechanisms have recently been

developed,  including  photo-induced  electron  transfer  (PET),  intramolecular  charge  transfer  (ICT),

metal–ligand  charge  transfer  (MLCT),  twisted  intramolecular  charge  transfer  (TICT),  fluorescence

resonance energy transfer (FRET), and excimer/exciplex formation [11].
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Figure 1. Sensing mechanisms of fluorescent probes for metal ions. Adapted from [9].

The object-matter is design and principles of fluorescent sensors for metal ions. The subject-

matter  is the structure of the coordination complexes  of fluorescent  sensors with metal  ions.  The

objective is to study the geometry and energetics of coordination complexes of o-POPOP with metal

ions.  Main task  is to examine the role of the nature and the size of metal ions in the geometry of

coordination  complexes  of  o-POPOP with  Be2+,  Mg2+ and  Ca2+,  respectively.  Methods:  ab  initio

quantum chemical calculations, DFT, molecular dynamics simulations.

Results  and  Discussion. Organic  fluorophores  with  an  abnormally  high  Stokes  shift  are

promising candidates for fluorescent sensing. Derivatives of 1,2-bis-(5-phenyl-oxazolyl-2)-benzenes

(Fig. 2a) demonstrate  the high fluorescence quantum yield (ϕf=0.5–0.6) and the high Stokes shifts

(8000–9000 cm-1) [12]. Two bulky aryl moieties, which are introduced into the ortho-positions of the

central  phenylene ring, lead to the formation of the highly unplanar molecular conformation in the

ground state [13].

Previously, Doroshenko and co-workers have already studied the ability of o-POPOP and its

analog – 1,2-bis(5-phenylthiazolyl-2)-benzene (o-RTRP) to form a complex with heavy metals ions

[14]. The spectral and physicochemical properties were considered in water-methanol solution. The

sensitivity of the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the studied compounds to Cu2+, Ni2+ and Mg2+

was revealed, while with Al3+, Ag+, Fe2+, Fe3+, Mg2+, Co2+, Zn2+, Ca2+, Pb2+, and Th4+, as well as with the

alkaline earth metal ions no indications of the formation of coordination complexes were observed

even in concentrated solutions.
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In  this  study,  the  complex  formation  of  o-POPOP  with  the  alkaline  earth  metal  ions  in

acetonitrile solution was considered with quantum chemical calculations. 

Figure  2.  The  structure  of  1,2-bis-(5-phenyl-oxazolyl-2)-benzene  (o-POPOP)  (a)  and  its

coordination complex with metal ions (Me2+).

The geometry optimization of the coordination complex of o-POPOP with Be2+, Mg2+ and Ca2+

was performed with the density functional theory (DFT) method. The hybrid functional M06-2X the

ground-state was utilized. The combined basis set was used: the cc-pVDZ basis set for o-POPOP and

the LANL2DZ/pseudopotential for Me2+. The polarizable continuum model (PCM) was used to model

acetonitrile solvation effects. All quantum chemical calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09

program package.

Our  DFT  calculations  have  revealed  that  the  ground-state  geometry  of  the  coordination

complex of o-POPOP (Fig. 2b) depends strongly on the size of a metal ion (Fig. 3). Upon going from

Be2+ to Mg2+ and Ca2+, the coordination bond length between the oxazole nitrogen atom  N and the

corresponding  ion  increases  from  1.62  Å  to  2.15  Å  and  2.55  Å,  respectively  (Fig.  3a-c).  More

importantly, the metal ion coordination resulted in some alterations of the o-POPOP conformation. The

coordination of Be2+ favors some flattening of o-POPOP so that the angle between the central benzene

ring and the terminal phenyls is increased up to 145° (Fig. 3a), as compared to 131° in free o-POPOP.

In  contrast,  the  coordination  with  Mg2+ and  Ca2+ disfavor  the  o-POPOP planarity,  as  seen  in  the

decrease in the interring angle to 114° and 111° (Fig. 3b-c), respectively.
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Figure 3. The optimized geometry of the o-POPOP complex with Be2+ (a), Mg2+ (b), and Ca2+ (c) is

shown in top and side views, respectively. The length of the coordination bond N-Me2+ and the angle

between the central ring and the terminal phenyls are given.

It has been shown that photophysical properties of o-POPOP, such as a fluorescence Stokes

shift,  depend  strongly  on  its  conformation  [12].  Therefore,  the  metal  ion  coordination-induced

conformational  rearrangements  of o-POPOP may be utilized for fluorescence sensing,  which offer

novel opportunities for metal ion detection in solution.

Conclusions. The structure of complexes of 1,2-bis-(5-phenyl-oxazolyl-2)-benzene (o-POPOP)

with Be2+,  Mg2+,  and Ca2+ was studied with quantum chemical  calculations.  It  was found that  the

formation  of  the  complex  o-POPOP:Me2+ with  1:1  stoichiometry  alters  the  conformation  of  the

fluorophore:  Be2+ favors  the  flattening  of  o-POPOP, whereas  Mg2+ and Ca2+ strongly disfavor  the

molecular planarity. These metal coordination-induced alterations in the structure of o-POPOP should

also lead to the changes in its photophysical properties, such as fluorescence Stokes shifts, which offer

novel  opportunities  for  metal  ion  detection  in  solution.  Experimental  studies  of  the  formation  of

coordination complexes of o-POPOP with a series of Me2+ ions are planned. 
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Анотація.  Денищенко  Софія,  Розподіл  об’єктів  розташованих  ближче 10  пк  за  даними

другого релізу каталогу Gaia.  Стаття присвячена проблемам статистичного розподілу зірок

згідно  2-го  релізу  космічної  місії  GAIA.  Після  попереднього  аналізу  цієї  версії,  кількість

об’єктів, що знаходяться у радіусі 10 парсек  навколо Сонця – 1722. Цей результат більш ніж

утричі вище очікуваного значення просторової щільності зірок в цій області. Основна кількість

об’єктів (~ 80%) має 20-21 зоряну величину у діапазоні G. Цей результат був поставлений під

сумнів,  оскільки,  як  очікувалося,  він  повинен  бути  значно  нижчими,  згідно  з  раніше

проведеними статистичними розрахунками. Запропоновано нові підходи до розгляду існування

отриманих об’єктів у радіусі 10 парсек згідно 2-го випуску космічної місії GAIA. Структура

праці поділяється на статистичний аналіз та методи відбору реальних об’єктів у досліджуваній

області. Проаналізовано можливості виникнення похибок даних GAIA DR2. Зроблено висновок,

що за результатами GAIA DR2, 1722 об’єкти в радіусі  10 парсек навколо Сонця – частково

помилковими,  з  них  лише  близько  300  об’єктів  –  реальні.  Характеристики  усіх  реальних

об’єктів,  отриманих  в  результаті  2-го  релізу  космічної  місії  GAIA,  відповідають  умовам

статистичного розподілу та показнику щільності зірок в радіусі 10 парсек навколо Сонця.  Їх

розподіл по небесній сфері є рівномірним.

            Ключові слова: десять парсек, зірка, зоряний каталог, космічна місія.

           Abstract.  Denyschenko Sophia,  Distribution of Objects Located Closer than 10 pc

According to the 2nd Release of the Gaia Catalog. The present article is devoted to the problems of

statistical  distribution  of  stars  according  to  the  2nd  release  of  the  space  mission  GAIA.  Upon

preliminary analysis of this version, a number of objects belonging to the region 10 closer to the parsec

from the Sun is 1722. It is three times more than the expected value of the spatial density of stars. The

basic number of samples (~ 80%) is approximately 20-21 m objects in the band G. It was expected to

be significantly lower by statistical calculations performed previously. New approaches to considering

the true existence of the obtained objects in a radius of 10 parsecs according to the 2nd release of the

GAIA space mission are proposed. The logical structure is divided into statistical analysis and methods

of selection of real objects in the studied area. The peculiarities of data errors GAIA DR2 are analyzed.
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Conclusion is made that according to the results of the GAIA DR2, the obtained 1722 objects within a

radius of 10 parsecs around the Sun are partially false, only about 300 objects are real. Characteristics

of  all  real  objects  obtained  as  a  result  of  the  2nd release  of  the  space  mission  GAIA satisfy the

conditions of the statistical distribution and density index of stars in a radius of 10 parsecs around the

Sun. Their distribution on the celestial sphere in the galactic coordinate system is uniform.

          Key words:  space mission, star, stellar catalogue, ten parsecs.

          General Formulation of Reseach and its Topicality. The ten-parseconth solar region includes

objects I and II of the galactic populations, and they are so mixed that they are evenly distributed, both

in  the  celestial  sphere  and  in  space  [2,  p.  195].  Spatial  density  (concentration)  has  already  been

calculated for the stars, taking into account the selection of observations (0.125 ± 0.002 stars / pc3) [3,

p.167-170], according to which a number of stars and sub-stars should be expected to be about 500.

The components are also distributed evenly in this space [3, 167-170], and their distribution over a

number of n components in the system obeys the law f (n) = 0.582 / n. The distance from the Sun is

known to decrease the value of the ratio of observed number of stars to the expected [3, p.167-170]. In

the 10 parsec environment of the Sun, this ratio is maximum, and a number of objects available for

study is statistically  significant  (several hundred).  Thus,  certain statistical  properties  of the objects

included in such a sample may claim some reliability.

In 2018, 1722 objects with parallaxes greater than 0.1 «were obtained by the results of the

second release of the GAIA Space Mission» [1]. It was expected to be significantly lower by statistical

calculations performed previously [3, p.119-128]. Some methods are used to verify the existence of

these objects.

Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article.  The o b j e c t - m a t t e r  is stars and

sub-stars within 10 parsec of the Sun. The s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the research is distribution of the

objects within a radius of 10 parsecs from the Sun, the density of their distribution in the celestial

sphere, the presence of the received objects from the space mission of Gaia DR2 in the studied area.

The o b j e c t i v e  is to analyze the obtained samples of stars within a radius of 10 parsecs based on

the data of Gaia DR2 and check them for the reliability of finding these objects in the studied area.

T h e  t a s k s  a r e  to  analyze the  received  objects  within  a  radius  of  10 parsecs  based on the

statistical characteristics of the nearby vicinity of the Sun; to select walls from false objects by using

methods of stellar and mathematical statistics.

Research Outcomes. The performed selection of objects with π '‘≥ 0.1'' (total number – 1722)

is presented in Fig.1. A number of objects increases sharply for mG> 17m. The differential distribution

function has a bimodal form that is presented in Fig.2.
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Fig. 1. All Stellar Distribution in 10 pc from GaiaDR2 Catalogue

                             Fig. 2. Histogram of Stellar Count as Function Distance

In the distribution of objects in the celestial sphere, there is a concentration to the center of the

Galaxy and to its plane and partial correlation of μl and μb (Fig.3). This form contradicts the idea of a

uniform distribution of nearby stars. Real objects in the immediate vicinity of the sun must satisfy such

conditions: uniform distribution over the celestial sphere; the absence of correlation of  μa and μd. It

was assumed that it could be achieved by eliminating sample objects: projected onto the center of the

galaxy  and  its  thick  disk  (1-st  condition);  for  which  there  was  a  correlation  of  μa  and  μd  (2-nd

condition).

Fig. 3. Proper Motion Distribution of all Objects in 10 pc from GaiaDR2 Catalogue.

 In the area with galactic coordinates 0o < l < 90o, 330o < l < 360o, d = 15o an increased surface

density manifests itself, which should not be in the immediate vicinity of the Sun, because stars have a

uniform distribution. While analyzing these objects, this area was excluded. It makes up the fractional
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part of the celestial sphere: about 17%, or 1 / 0.173 = 5.8 ≈ 6th of the sky. A number of stars in the

region «excluded» from the analysis is ≈ 50 and their expected number is 254 + 50 = 304 ≈ 300.

To  analyze  the  manifested  partial  correlation  of  μa  and  μd,  a  2-parameter  dependence

«goodness-of-fit – excess noise» was used. The parameters «excess noise» and «goodness-of-fit» are

presented to characterize the properties calculated from the observations of positions, proper motions

and  parallaxes  of  objects.  Separately  proposed  by  the  GAIA authors  [6,  p.15],  these  criteria  for

assessing the reliability of the results obtained do not work for the nearby objects. This method was the

result of enumerating all sorts of combinations of various parameters of stars without applying any

physical assumptions and limitations. After applying the selection criterion «fit quality – excess noise»,

276 stars stood out. The uniform distribution of real objects is shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4. True Stellar Distribution in 10 pc

      Conclusions. The expected number of GAIA objects is (304 + 276) / 2 = 290 +- 14. According to

the second release  of  Gaia’s  space mission,  out  of  1722 initially  received objects,  300 stars were

selected within a radius of 10 parsecs from the Sun. The average concentration of objects in the «near-

bald galactic region» is excluded from the analysis, 13 more objects are expected.
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Анотація.  Дмитренко  Артем.  Результати  пошуку  зоряних  ущільнень  за  даними
GaiaDR2.  В  даній  роботі  представлені  результати  пошуку  та  дослідження  різних  структур
зоряних  об’єктів,  до  яких  входять  кулясті  та  розсіяні  зоряні  скупчення,  сусідні  карликові
галактики. Для їх пошуку було використані метод Гаусової згортки, фільтрації даних зоряного
каталогу  GaiaDR2  та  інші  сучасні  математичні  методи  обробки  даних.  Було  здійснене
відокремлення  досліджуваних  об’єктів  від  зір  фону,  що  дозволило  отримати  високоточні
астрометричні та астрофізичні параметри цих зоряних структур. Отриманні в роботі дані про
кулясті та розсіяні зоряні ущільнення дадуть змогу якісно провести кінематичний аналіз нашої
Галактики та провести інші астрофізичні дослідження на новому рівні точності. Використання
даних  сучасного  астрометричного  каталогу  GaiaDR2  також  дало  змогу  провести  уточнення
параметрів  уже  відомих  зоряних  скупчень.  Було  проведено  порівняння  отриманих  нами
параметрів зоряних скупчень з аналогічними даними, що отримані іншими вченими. Оскільки
робота велася з великим об’ємом даних, була приділена увага підвищенню продуктивності та
оптимізації  розрахунків описаних методів. В результаті роботи був створений новий каталог
зоряних скупчень, що містить астрофізичні параметри для 1181 об’єктів високої щільності. Для
кожного з них наведені положення в екваторіальній та галактичній системі координат, їх власні
рухи  у  відповідних  системах  координат,  паралакси,  кількість  об’єктів,  кутовий  розмір,
щільність  тощо.  З  використанням  паралаксів  за  даними  каталогу  GaiaDR2,  були  виділені
об'єкти, що належать до сусідніх карликових галактик. Робиться висновок, що порівняльний
аналіз  отриманих  даних  показав,  що  параметри  об'єктів  з  високою  щільністю  зір  добре
узгоджуються з аналогічними даними каталогів інших дослідників.

Ключові  слова:  астрономічний каталог,  Галактика,  зоряне  ущільнення,  обробка
зображень.

Abstract. Dmytrenko Artem. Results of Stellar Density Detection in the GaiaDR2 Data.
The article presents the results of searching and exploring different structures of stellar objects, which
include  globular  and  open  stellar  clusters,  neighboring  dwarf  galaxies.  The  Gaussian  convolution
method, GaiaDR2 stellar data filtering, and other modern mathematical methods of data processing are
used. Separation of studied objects from background stars was performed, that allowed to obtain highly
accurate astrometric and astrophysical parameters of these stellar structures. Obtained in the work data
on globular and open stellar clusters allow qualitatively to carry out kinematic analysis of our Galaxy
and  other  astrophysical  researches  at  a  new level  of  accuracy.  The  use  of  data  from the  modern
GaiaDR2 astrometric catalog has also made it possible to refine the parameters of known star clusters.
The  obtained  parameters  of  stellar  clusters  were  compared  with  similar  data  obtained  by  other
scientists. Special attention was paid to improving the performance and optimization of the methods
described. As a result, a new stellar cluster catalog was created. It contains astrophysical parameters
for 1,181 high density objects. For each of them, the positions in the equatorial and galactic coordinate
system, their proper motions in the corresponding coordinate systems, parallaxes, number of objects,
angular size, density, etc. are given. By using parallaxes according to the GaiaDR2 catalog, objects
belonging to neighboring dwarf galaxies were isolated. Conclusion is made that comparative analysis
of the data showed that the parameters of objects with high density are in good agreement with similar
data from catalogues of other researchers.

Key words: astronomical catalogue, Galaxy, image processing, stellar density pack.
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General Formulation of Research and Its Topicality. The history of studying star clusters is a

continuous chain of attempts to understand their evolution, to establish the relationship between

their varieties. At the same time, it is a continuous improvement and expansion of our knowledge

about nature of the objects, which play a huge role in studying structure and evolution of star

systems of a higher order – galaxies or nebulae, as well as in figuring out the origin and evolution

of stars themselves.

Clusters  are  used  to  determine  the  various  physical  characteristics  of  stars,  such  as

luminosities, the dispersion of luminosities, and relative masses. The problems of studying the

absorption of  light  in interstellar  space,  as  well  as  the  problems of  establishing the scale  of

internal  galactic  and  intergalactic  distances  are  closely  related  to  the  consideration  of  star

clusters. With the introduction of modern high-precision astronomical catalogs it is possible to

study the kinematics of the Galaxy, by direct using astrophysical parameters of star clusters.

Until  today,  star  clusters  have  been  studied  mostly  separately  by  different  groups  of

scientists.  However,  with  the  advent  of  the  rapid  pace  development  of  the  methods  and

techniques of space bodies research, giant telescopes building, and launching space astrometric

missions, the automation of search and refinement of kinematic and astrophysical properties of

such objects by using the latest astrometric and astrophysical catalogs becomes an urgent task.

The study of kinematic, astrophysical, astrometric and other properties of star clusters is

carried  out  by  using  existing  astrometric  and  astrophysical  catalogues  contained  in  the

international database of CDS astronomical data. For example, the catalogue of  2016 by N. V.

Kharchenko  et  al.  [3]  with  the  amendments  in  2018  presents  the  collected  data  of  various

scientists on 3210 clusters of our Galaxy, where 3063 is the number of scattered star clusters and

147  is  for  globular  clusters.  A  little  earlier,  thanks  to  the  work  of  William  Harris  [1]  the

catalogue was believed to contain 157 globular clusters, but later it turned out that 10 of them

did  not  belong  to  the  Galaxy  and  they  were  excluded  from  the  list.  The  creation  of  large

telescopes and the launch of the Gaia space astrometric mission gave a new impetus to the search

and analysis  of star clusters.  Recently,  the number of astrometric  and photometric  data has

increased.  In  addition to  the  quantitative  growth of  the  data,  we also  received  a  significant

increase in accuracy, which is higher than the existing data. Therefore, the task of finding and

refining information about star clusters is considered relevant, because data at a new level of

accuracy will answer important questions about the structure and evolution of our Galaxy and

the universe as a whole. 

Settings  of the Problem and the Aim of the Article.  At the same time,  in addition to

increasing  quality  and  quantity  of  observational  data,  new  mathematical  methods  of  their

analysis appeared. The use of wavelet analysis [2; 6], convolution with different core [4], the
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Parzel-Rosenblatt method [5], as well as machine learning makes it possible to search  methods

of search and analysis of star clusters makes it possible to obtain unique information about the

structure and evolution of not only our Galaxy, but also the universe as a whole. Therefore, the

work  is  aimed  at  solving  such  important  problems  that  will  allow  to  significantly  expand

understanding  the  structure  of  the  Galaxy,  which  certainly  stimulates  other  astrophysical

researches.

The o b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the study is stars, stars and star clusters, and dwarf galaxies

that are located close to our Galaxy.  The  s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  is astrometric and photometric

data  of  stars  of  modern  catalog  GAIA DR2,  astrophysical  parameters  of  star  clusters.  The

o b j e c t i v e  is  to  formulate  a  catalog  of  star  clusters  according  to  star  density  data.  The

t a s k s are to find new and analyze existing various star clusters,  as  well  as to clarify their

kinematic and astrophysical properties. 

Research Outcomes. In the laboratory of the astrometry, methods for data processing of

astronomical catalogue of the Gаіа DR2 were developed and optimized. They can be divided into

the following stages: Sphere pixilation, Imaging of density maps of the stars, Image filtering, and

Search for spherical coordinates of found objects. The implementation of all stages of processing

before  the  results,  was  achieved  in  the  C/C++  programming  language  using  standard  STL

libraries. This language was chosen among others as it is close to the low-level programming

language. Hence, we can talk about a greater speed of executable code compared to other high-

level programming languages that are popular in general  in science and data processing (for

example, Python, C#, Java, and others).

The main problem in  processing the  density  map of  stars  for  the  detection of  stellar

clusters is the presence of «a noise component». Noise is a background stars, whose distribution

into sufficiently small fixed-sized areas of the celestial sphere is not complicated. As it turned out

later, the degree of partitioning the sphere used in this work must be eliminated by several other

factors in order to remove noise, in addition to achieving a simplified noise distribution. The

polynomial processing step is effective, but it is not enough for the reduction process. Therefore,

there is an additional need to apply a number of filters, the purpose of which is to permanently

get rid of the random vibrations of the higher density stars of higher frequencies, i.e. the noise of

the stars. The second problem solved is the non-trivial processing of Gaia specific data. Density

artifacts are observed in high-density areas where objects are much larger.

Conclusions.  As a result of processing the density map of the astronomical catalog Gaia

DR2 in order to identify stellar packs, 1322 objects were obtained. Pixelation of the catalog was

carried out with an overlapping, the real number of objects was less, namely 1181. The degree of

matching by cross-correlating found objects with the MWSC data was 52%. Compared to the
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previous database, 48% of the found stellar packs are not star clusters of our Galaxy. Indeed,

most of the objects were found in the regions of the Magellanic Clouds. A more interesting fact is

the presence of objects that appeared to be other galaxies among the obtained data.  It happened

because the Gaia telescope ultra-sensitive sensors were able to separate individual structures

belonging to other extragalactic objects.
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Анотація: Медіафасади являють собою унікальну технологію дизайну конструкцій, яка

поєднує сучасну архітектуру та світловий дизайн. Світлодіодні системи освітлення будинків та

медіафасади  на  даний  момент  являють  собою  оптимальне  поєднання  ефективності  та

скорочення витрат. Для багатьох людей медіафасади асоціюються, насамперед, з величезними

екранами, освітлювальною та анімованою рекламою. Зараз архітектура намагається все більше

використовувати  медіафасади  для  стилістичних  та  дизайнерських  цілей.  Якщо  раніше

медіафасади встановлювались після того як будівля завершена і спочатку не існували в проекті,

то  тепер  вони  є  частиною  проектно-будівельного  рішення.  Це  означає  свіжий  погляд  на

архітектуру  міст.  Технічні  характеристики  можна  приблизно  розділити  на  два  типи.  Перші
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орієнтовані  на  розвиток  в  області  оптики,  а  другі  слід  розглядати  у  тісному  зв’язку  з

конструктивними планами.

Ключові слова: медіафасад; цифрова зовнішня реклама; світлодіод; піксель.

Abstract:  Media-facades  represent  a unique technology of construction  design that  unites

modern architecture and light-design. LED systems of building illumination and media-facades at the

moment represent an optimal combination of efficiency and reduction in expenses. For many people

the  media  facades  are  associated,  first  of  all,  with  huge  screens,  illuminating  and  animated

advertisements.  Now architecture is striving to use media facades more and more for stylistic and

design purposes. If before the media facades were installed after the construction of the building and

initially did not exist in the project, now they are a part of the design and construction solution. This

means a fresh look at the architecture of cities. Technical features can be roughly divided into two

types. The first ones are focused on the development in the sphere of optics, while the second ones

should be considered in a tight connection with constructional plans.

Key words: Media-facade; digital outdoor advertisement; LED; pixel.

Introduction.  In a modern world the existing of a human being is tightly connected with

technologies. Even if it is possible to do without some devices in some situations, it is hardly possible

in architecture as well as in a real world. As a result, the scale of changes can originate new styles and

new qualities of a human surround. One of these examples can be the work on facades, where the

architect  must consider a number of perspectives.  Media-facades  represent a unique technology of

construction design that united a modern architecture and light-design. Using LED facades for the

establishment of the city architecture gives an opportunity to visually connect a group of buildings

together for the harmonization of the city environment. With their help the unique design illumination

of the architectural monuments and other meaningful objects is created. [1, p.2]

Nowadays such technology is extremely relevant. Besides its aesthetic function, LED facades

are an effective tool for a quick information transfer. It has a huge advantage over the other kinds of

outdoor advertisement as being a part of a compositional solution. Besides, moving picture attracts

much more attention than the still one. This is also an effective communication, a chance of a quick

mass informing of the citizens about emergences. [2, p.5]

The objective of this work is to study technical abilities of media-facades, identify the main

advantages and disadvantages.

The object of the research is the study of the concept of media facade, its principles of work

The subject of research is the technical characteristics and capabilities of this technology.

To achieve this objective, the following tasks were set:

1. to reveal the concept of a media facade, its technical characteristics.
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2. to  analyze  the  operation  of  this  technology  and  determine  its  advantages  and

disadvantages.

3. to consider the use of media facades with different features on examples.

Materials. In order to get a full technical description of the use of media facades, several print

publications, such as Kryzhanovskaia N. Ya, were studied. "Floral design of the urban environment"

[1]; Lowther, Clare and Sara de Boer-Schultz. Bright: Architectural Illumination and Light Projections

[2]; Haeusler, Hank M. Media Facades: A Global Survey [3]. Information on examples of the use of

this technology was obtained from an electronic resource «What is a media facade and what does it

consist of».

Pixel step is a characteristic of media-facade that influences the quality of the picture on the

screen. Pixel represents the smallest part of the screen which comprises of a few diodes. The software

sends signal to each diode and at a certain point different configuration of LEDs start to light. This is

how the colors mix and in their combination there is a colorful image of a good quality. LED facade

can be used differently.  If  the construction  is  designed for  the decoration  and illumination  of the

facade, it is acceptable to use a maximal pixel step. The diodes are installed in beforehand prepared

openings on the board and manually or automatically are soldered from the opposite side. Despite the

existence of more advanced of LED SMD-type (Surface-mount Device), today DIP modules are still

used. In comparison with other electric sources of light LED has got a range of advantages: pure color;

a lot of different light emissions and direction of radiation; resistance to vandalism; strength to weather

change (modern LED works in the range of -40 to +70 degrees); increased CPA; long term of use; low

energy use; environmental friendliness. For the first media-facades models the main disadvantage was

limited  functionality  -  they  are  mostly  effective  only  at  night.  Now,  with  the  development  of

technology, it is possible to apply super-bright LED and combine pixel from 6 LEDs. The high cost

can be another disadvantage - the average cost for 1 sq.m. of a media facade ranges between 1k and 2k

dollars. 

Media-façade is popular in the outdoor advertisement. Depending on the aims of a structure it

can have different technical specifications and characteristics. The quantity of the potential audience

that will be able to watch resource depends on the angle of view on the picture on media-facades. The

optimal  angle  horizontally  and vertically  is  120 degrees.  The  availability  to  view in  the  daytime

depends on the brightness of the picture on the screen. The optimal brightness is 8000 cd/sq. m., at the

value  of  the  indicator  6000  сd/sq.  m.,  it  is  impossible  to  see  the  picture  during  the  daytime.

Constructional scheme allows claiming that media-facade is a part of architectural design of a building.

A low weight   of the equipment allows using it on the finished buildings. The main parts of the

construction of a media-facade are Omni LED sources of light, pixels. The construction of a media-

facade can cover a part of a wall in the form of a small signboard, one facade or the whole structure. A
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glass façade of an office building, on which a media façade is mounted, looks like an ordinary glass at

a daytime but in the evening it turns into a colorful video screen. The working principle of a media-

façade is based on rendering information onto each pixel, resulting in one single picture. 

Media-facades are divided into 3 types: reactive, auto active, interactive. Reactive react to the

changes  in  the  environment.   Depending  on  conditions  the  level  of  brightness,  the  manner  of

broadcasting, the variety of pictures is changed. Auto active media facades automatically reproduce

pre-uploaded information and do not change it under any circumstances. Interactive media facades can

cooperate with the environment, react to any changes and movements inside and outside the building.

They are able to broadcast different events in a real time. [3, p.7] Depending on the construction which

the diodes are attached to there are the following media facades: Office facades, media facade grid,

cluster. For the installation of the construction several technologies are used, each of them has it is own

benefits:

1. LED tube technology.

2. LED clusters are placed in the shell that is combined into a chain.

3. Lamely from a stainless steel or aluminum.     

4. OLED is the most modern technology for manufacturing media facades. On this screen

the picture can be seen at any angle without losing the quality. [4]

Now the  architecture  aims  to  use  media  facades  for  stylistic  and designer  purposes.  The

examples of some astonishing LED facades and auto facades screens are created in the whole world in

the last few years. A prominent example, in which this technology was used, is the Beijing National

Swimming Complex, also known as the Water Cube. The Water Cube, a unique structure, was built by

the Australian company PTW for the 2008 Olympics.  The building of the correct geometric shape

attracts attention with the design of the facade, reminiscent of the water surface due to lighting. In the

swimming center, the problem of energy supply was solved. The surface of the building obtains solar

energy, transferring it to the heating of water and premises. And in the hot summer time, due to the

reflective coating inside the crystals, the temperature does not rise to high values. Media facade is not

only about using animation. What used to be attached to the wall after construction now becomes an

integral part of the design; even such a special term appeared during visualization – “media texture”.

The  first  interactive  media  facade  is  a  mechanical  screen,  which  was  the  product  of  a  team  of

specialists  in the field of architecture,  computer  programming,  engineers  and mathematicians.  The

design  of  this  outdoor  display  was  a  reflective  metal  plate,  which  was  driven  by  a  pneumatic

mechanism. The movement of the audience was broadcast in real time on the display and transformed

into a detailed, expressive, natural movement of the plates. Another example is the Institute of the Arab

World, located in Paris (by architect Jean Nouvel) is known for its mechanical media facade, which is

integrated into the building structure. The facade consists of many windows in which the blinds are
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integrated, similarly to the shutter of the camera. The shutters of the blinds respond to the intensity of

sunlight, thereby regulating the lighting inside the building. Light sensitive shutters are integrated in

each cell.

In conclusion, we can say that LED lighting systems for buildings and media facades, at the moment,

represent the optimal combination of efficiency and cost reduction. Saving energy is not only an 

economic necessity, but also part of the worldwide movement to improve the environmental 

friendliness of technology. This factor is often significant in approving the design of the façade; in 

addition, it is an important detail in the image of the building. LED technologies continue to evolve, 

and annually leading developers and manufacturers present innovative solutions on the market.
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керамічних покриттів для застосування у медицині

Анотація.У роботі були виміряні вольт-амперні характеристики магнетронного розряду

в аргоні та в суміші аргону з киснем для мішені з танталу. Знайдено оптимальні технологічні

параметри  (напруга  і  струм)  для  осадження  покриття  Та2О5.  Було  вивчено  модифікацию

поверхні оксидних покриттів танталу, нанесених магнетронним розпиленням двома способами:

без  обробки поверхні  плівки іонами аргону та з  одночасною обробкою поверхні  зростаючої

плівки іонами аргону. Також була визначена мікроструктура, шорсткість поверхні та хімічний

склад Ta, Та2О5  і двошарового покриття Ta/Та2О5 , які були нанесені на кластерній системі для
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травлення і реактивного синтезу покриттів на базі магнетрона, джерела ВЧІ плазми та джерела

іонів. Оксидні покриття після поверхневої обробки іонами аргону ставали більш гідрофобними.

Бомбардування іонами аргону в процесі осадження пентаоксиду танталу знижує адгезійний і

проліферативний потенціал клітин. Двошарові покриття Ta/Та2О5 продемонстрували відносно

високу твердість і низький модуль Юнга, що відповідає високій регенерації і високії стійкості

до розтріскування. Найбільш високу твердість мають двошарові покриття Ta/Та2О5. Найбільша

адгезійна міцність спостерігалася в разі моношару Та2О5.

Ключові слова: магнетронні розпилюючі системи, іонне джерело, іонне осадження, 

покриття Та2О5.

Yefymenko N.O., Zykov O.V., Kotova A.V. Reactive ion-plasma synthesis ceramics 

coatings for medicine applications

 Abstract. Current-voltage characteristics of the magnetron discharge in argon and its oxygen

mixtures  for  target  materials  of  tantalum  are  measured  in  this  work.  The  optimal  technological

parameters  (voltage  and  current)  are  found  and  are  used  for  deposition  of  Та2О5 coating.  The

modification of the surface of tantalum pentoxide coatings  deposited by magnetron sputtering was

studied in two ways: without using surface treatment with argon ions and using simultaneous surface

treatment of the growing film with argon ions. The microstructure, surface roughness and the chemical

composition of Ta, Та2О5 and a double layer Ta/Та2О5 coating are also determined. They are applied to

the cluster system for etching and reactive synthesis of magnetron-based coatings, the source of Ionic

plasma and sources of ions. Oxide coatings become more hydrophobic after surface treatment with

argon ions. Bombardment of argon ions in the process of tantalum pentoxide deposition reduces the

adhesion  and proliferative  potential  of  cells.  Two-layer  Ta/  Ta2O5 coatings  exhibit  relatively  high

hardness and low Young's modulus, corresponding to high regeneration and high cracking resistance.

The highest hardness has two-layer coatings Ta / Ta2O5. The highest adhesive strength is observed in

case of the Ta2O5 monolayer.

Keywords:   magnetron sputtering system, ion source, ion-assisted deposition, Та2О5 coating.

General formulation of research and its topicality. Thin films and coatings are applied to

various implants and have great practical importance in medicine, where implants with multifunctional

thin films are widely used.  In different  spheres  of medicine different  multilayer  coatings  are used

because of their high hardness and high wear resistance. The mechanical and anti-corrosion properties

of  multilayer  coatings  are  very important  for the successful  application  of  thin  films in  medicine.

Properties of these coatings depend on the methods of their deposition and the specific technological

conditions. [3, p. 1-5]

Pure metals or metal alloys are the materials that are used for dental prostheses, coronary stents,

and orthopedic prostheses.  One way to improve the characteristics of these wares is to coat them with
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different thin films. Oxide and nitride multilayer coatings are used for orthopedic and dental implants.

They have high hardness, wear and corrosion resistance [2, p. 1-4].

Tantalum is one of the most favorable materials for using in biomedicine.  The stoichiometric

composition coating of Ta2O5 is explained by their unique properties. Tantalum has excellent chemical

and corrosion resistance. Tantalum is a good conductor and it is one of the materials that is not rejected

by the human body.

Implantation test results have shown good biocompatibility and osteogenesis of this metal both

in the soft and solid tissue of rats. However, the application of these coatings is at an early stage and is

not widespread in medical practice. Therefore, further refinement of medical coating equipment and

technology and the study of their biological and chemical properties are necessary [1, p.1-4].

The setting of the problem and aim of the article.  The object  of the paper  is

stoichiometric  composition  Ta2O5  coatings  deposited  by  magnetron  sputtering

without  treatment  with  argon  ions  and  with  simultaneous  treatment  with  argon  ions.

The subject  of  the  article  is  the  fundamental  physics  behind  the  reactive  magnetron

sputtering,  the  historical  overview  of  the  research,  and  the  discussion  of  the

prospects.  We  aim  to  develop  deposition  thin  films  technology  to  apply  them  to

various  medical  implants.  The  tasks  include  finding  the  optimal  technological

parameters  (voltage  and  current)  for  deposition  of  Та 2О5  coating,  studying  the

modification  of  the  surface  of  tantalum  pentoxide  coatings  deposited  by  magnetron

sputtering  without  using  surface  treatment  with  argon  ions  and  using  simultaneous

surface  treatment  of  the  growing  film  with  argon  ions,  determining  microstructure

and surface roughness of Ta, Та 2О5  and a double layer Ta/ Та 2О5  coating.

Results  and discussion. The  volt-ampere  characteristics  (VAC) of  magnetron discharge  in

argon were measured at different gas flows to find the optimal operating parameters of the coating

synthesis process.

VAC of the discharge in pure argon with a tantalum target is shown in fig. 2 (a). We can

observe the curves which are shifted to the region of lower voltages and higher currents when pressure

increases. VAC of the discharge in argon with different oxygen flow with the target of tantalum is

showed in Fig. 2 (b). 
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                          а)                                                                          b)

Fig. 2 (a) VAC of magnetron discharge in argon, tantalum target, (b) VAC of magnetron

discharge in argon-oxygen mixture, tantalum target. Argon pressure p = 8 • 10-4 Torr, at different

oxygen flows

As we can observe the curves are shifted to a region of higher voltages and lower currents with

the addition of oxygen.

Insufficient oxygen leads to the deposition of non-stoichiometric oxide (black film). If there is too

much oxygen, the deposition rate will  decrease.  Therefore,  there is a narrow "process window" in

which the oxygen flow is the most favorable. We have chosen the optimal parameters for coating based

on the obtained characteristics. The following coatings are applied in these modes: Ta, Ta2O5, TaN,

Ta / Ta2O5 on a substrate made of glass, aluminum, and stainless steel.

A tunneling electron microscope (TEM) is  used to investigate  the difference in the structural

parameters of the coatings (Fig. 3). The coatings have a nano-globular structure, characteristic sizes of

structural elements are 15 nm (in case of a deposited Ta2O5 film without ion bombardment) and 20 nm

(with simultaneous argon ions bombardment of the growing film). Deposition films with simultaneous

bombardment of argon ions lead to a change in their surface structure.

Fig. 3 TEM photos a) Ta2O5 coating, b) Ta2O5 coating with simultaneous surface treatment of

argon ions
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Fig. 4 Cross-sectional of the oxide coatings from a raster electron microscope (a, b) and an

atomic force microscope (c, d): (a, c) Ta2O5 coating, (b, d) Ta2O5 coating with simultaneous surface

treatment of argon ions

Minimal  cell  adhesion  potentials  are  found in  the  case  of  Ta2O5 coatings  with  simultaneous

bombardment of argon ions. Low adhesive and proliferative activity indicates the possibility of using

Ta2O5 coatings in angioplasty and vascular surgery, in order to reduce the likelihood of thrombosis

(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Adhesive activity of cells of Ta2O5 coatings deposited by magnetron sputtering without

treatment with argon ions and with simultaneous treatment with argon ions

Ta-based  coatings  have  shown  relatively  high  hardness  and  low  Young's  modulus,  which

corresponds to high resilience to elongation and high cracking resistance.  The H/E ratio,  which is

related to wear resistance, has been calculated. The coatings show a coefficient of elasticity from 0.05

to 0.08 and a coefficient of plasticity from 0.02 to 0.05. These indicators prove that Ta is more resistant

to cracking than other modern materials which are used in implantology.

Conclusions. Volt-ampere characteristics (VAC) of magnetron discharge have been measured in

argon at different oxygen and nitrogen gas flows. With the help of VAC, we found the required coating

parameters. 
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The surface  modification  of  tantalum pentaoxide  coatings  deposited  by  magnetron  sputtering

have been studied with simultaneous argon ions bombardment of the growing film and without it.

Argon ions bombardment in the process of tantalum pentoxide deposition reduces cell adhesion and

proliferative potential. Oxide coatings become more hydrophobic after surface treatment with argon

ions. 

The microstructure, surface roughness, and chemical composition of Ta, Ta2O5, and a two-layer

coating  of Ta/Ta2O5 have been determined.  It  is  found that  increasing  the film thickness  led  to a

decrease in the roughness of Ta2O5 and Ta/Ta2O5. Two-layer Ta/ Ta2O5 coatings exhibit relatively high

hardness and low Young's modulus, corresponding to high regeneration and high cracking resistance.

The highest hardness has two-layer coatings Ta / Ta2O5. The highest adhesive strength is observed in

case of the Ta2O5 monolayer.
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телефонів, комп’ютерної техніки та грошових купюр 

Анотація:  Ця стаття стосується нагальної проблеми людства: вивчення мікрофлори на

поверхні  мобільних  телефонів,  комп’ютерної  техніки  та  грошових  купюр.  Формулюється

проблема того, що смартфони заполонили наше життя і показано, що більше всього забруднені

телефони  у тих, хто регулярно тримає їх у руках та завжди має при собі. Наведені данні про

попередні  дослідження  цього питання.  Особливо відмічається  детальна  систематика  та  опис

деяких найбільш поширених організмів на поверхні предметів щоденного використання. Текст

дає  цінну  інформацію  про  те,  збудниками  яких  хвороб  можуть  стати  ці  мікроорганізми.

Аналізується, чому гроші завжди були і будуть брудними, а комп’ютерну техніку, насправді,

дуже легко тримати у належному стані. Робляться висновки про методи боротьби з мікробами

та захисту свого організму від них.

Ключові  слова:  мікрофлора,  попередні  дослідження,  детальна  систематика,

захворювання, методи боротьби з мікробами

Ipolitova D.S., Zhevachenko O. V.  Study of microflora on the surface of mobile phones,

computer equipment and money bills

Abstract: This article deals with the pressing problem of humanity: the study of the microflora

on the surface of mobile phones, computer equipment and money bills. The problem that smartphones

have taken over our lives is formulated. Moreover, it is shown that the most contaminated phones are

those whose owner regularly hold them and always carry them. Data about preliminary research on this

issue are given. It  is specially noted the detailed systematics and description of the most common

organisms  on  the  surface  of  everyday  items.  The  text  provides  valuable  information  about  the

pathogens of which these microorganisms can become diseases. It is analyzed why money has always

been dirty and will be dirty, and it is really easy to keep the computer equipment in a proper state.

Conclusions are drawn about methods of controlling germs and protecting human body against them.

Key  words:  microflora,  preliminary  research,  detailed  systematics,  disease,  methods  of

controlling germs.
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General formulation of research and its topicality 

Recent researches show that 98% of the population aged over 16 use a mobile phone every day.

The same research claims that more than 50% of the population have two or even more mobile phones.

By the way, according to statistics for 2013 the highest figure is among developed countries. In the

USA 17% of residents use a second mobile device and in the UK and South Korea – 16%. Another

study claims that a person touches their phone an average of 150 times a day. And as it is known, this

does not always happen in sterile conditions. More precisely, never. So imagine how many bacteria

and viruses live on portable tubes! According to scientists, their number reaches 7000. Of course, not

all of them are dangerous to human health, but some pose a serious threat.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Object of research: smartphones, computer equipment and cash.

Subject  of  research: smartphones,  computer  equipment  and  cash  as  factor  of  carrying

opportunistic micro-organisms.

Aim of research:  to determine the manners of carrying opportunistic micro-organisms with

smartphones, computer equipment and cash.

Assignment of research: 1) to consider and consult the microflora of object of research; 2) to

highlight and recommend ways of protection of micro-organisms on smartphones, computer equipment

and cash.

Novelty: to research pressing problem of micro-organisms on smartphones and compare them

with micro-organisms on computer equipment and cash which are no less popular.

Experimental outcomes

Mobile phones are indispensable assistant in person’s life. It helps who appreciate their time

and do not ready to waste it. If there are not smartphones in our life, we have to visit many shops and

lose a lot of time.

For businessman a benefit of mobile phone is ability to negotiate anywhere and any time. This

is difficult to imagine how production will be down if businessmen and entrepreneurs do not have

opportunity to contract, order or deal with any issue when they are not at office. 

As opposed to people who dependent of phone there are a lot of people who renounce gadgets.

They use telephone like communication method. Those people think that frequent use of smartphones

is absurd. Because they are not simple phones, but gaming consoles, cameras and, of course, containers

of  social  networks.  We must  admit,  we cannot  do without  it  during(while/when)  taking  photo  of

ourselves and food, speaking with our friends, solving work issues. It goes without saying that such

frequent use of smartphones has perceptible effects.

The mobile  phone is  dirtier  than toilet  seats  in  several  times.  Moreover,  phone’s cases are

making it worse.  There are a lot of pathogens on phone’s cases made of skin and plastic. The back of
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the Android-smartphones is the dirtiest place. iPhone’s dirtiest button is «Home». But all the models

have the same trend, and it is the majority of micro-organisms accumulated on the phones’ ribs.

Ex-minister of Healthcare of Ukraine Ulyana Suprun’s opinion is: «Smartphones accompany us

literally everywhere… On its surface there are our fingerprints, moisture, fats, sweat from temples,

ears and hair, leftovers and dirt, small particles of all places which are visited a day. This is all a source

of  microbial  pollution  in  itself  and provides  a  rich  environment  for  reproduction  and survival  of

bacteria». [2]

Telling about the role of the keyboards and computer mice is inappropriate. They are extremely

important  things to use the computer.  Anyway, the computer  is a compulsory comrade of modern

human. Moreover, expensive scientific experiments and researches may be replace by the computer

calculations. So, frequency of use of a keyboard and a computer mouse depends on frequency of use of

the computer. Accordingly, they should be cleaned at least once every four months. 

In terms of Economics money is something that use to receive payments or to pay off debt. The

cash is banknotes and coins, no doubt, complies with this definition and is one of types of money.

Checks are used to receive payments too, so the checkable deposits are considered like money. But

when most of people say «money» they mean especially cash. 

The cash is a  running thing which is held by everyone in his/her hands thousand times. An

insecurity of cash is not only frequent use, but material that it was made from, because cotton and pulp

are great environments for reproduction of Bacteria. In spite of the fact that National Bank of Ukraine

said that the recipe of production money is a bank secrecy, it goes without saying that the substance is

used to cover money is unhealthy too.  

These are several pathogens which probably leave on your smartphone, computer equipment

and cash.

• The Bacteria E. Coli are facultative anaerobic organisms, they grow well in similar growth

medium. The temperature optimum is 37 ºС, but they are able to grow in the range of 10 to 45 ºС,  pH

optimum is  7,2  –  7,5.  E.  coli  are  permanent  inhabitants  of  the  large  intestine,  direction  of  them

suggests that surface is polluted with a content of intestine and intestine’s Bacteria, which can be a

pathogenic forms. [3, p.334] E. coli, can cause various disease like intestinal infections (diarrhea), a

failure of the urinary system, a bacteremia, a meningitis, purulent inflammations and so on. [3, p.335]

• The genus Staphylococcus includes more than 20 species, which are divided into two groups

are coagulase positives and coagulase negatives staphylococcal. Coagulase positives include S. аureus

(MRSA). [3, p.366] The staphylococcal are unique organisms. They can cause more than 100 diseases

that are 11 groups (classes) on the International classification and affect any tissue, any organ. [3,

p.366-367] The staphylococcus are the main culprits at dermal and respiratory allergies (dermatitis).

[3, p.367] The staphylococcus is the most persistent in the environment among the pathogenic micro-
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organisms. They have a good tolerance to the drying time while maintaining a virulence. They have a

good tolerance to freezing, so can retain at low temperatures several years. Direct sunlight kills the

staphylococcal in few hours. [4, p.70] The staphylococcal are permanent inhabitants of human’s and

warm-blooded animal skin and mucus membranes, they occurring in the air and the soil. [3, p.368] The

MRSA take precedence in human pathologies. It can break in human organism by many ways. [1,

p.356] Their  pantropic is  expressed by the ability  to cause purulent-inflammatory  process in skin,

lymph nodes, respiratory tract, eyesight, biliary diversion, urogenital system, musculoskeletal system

and food poisoning. [1, p.356]

•  The Streptococcus are kept for a long time in the dust and on different things, but they lose

their  pathogenicity.  They  have  a  good  tolerance  to  low  temperature.  [4,  p.72]  They  can  cause

abscessing  (purulent)  and  not  abscessing  (not  purulent)  infections.  The  firsts  include  an  angina,

abscesses, phlegmon, sinus infections, a frontal sinusitis, lymphadenitisa cystitis, a pyelonephritis and

etc.;  the  seconds  include  an  erysipelas,  an  impetigo,  a  scarlet  fever,  a  rheumatic  infection,  a

glomerulonephritis, a toxic shock, a sepsis etc. [1, p.364-365]

• Among the Corynebacterium exist parasites of human and animals and pathogens for them. A

lot of pathogens are permanent inhabitants of skin, oral cavity, nasopharynx, eyes, respiratory system,

urethra and genitals. The main pathogens of human from genus Corynebacterium are bacteria species

C. diphtheriae (typical species), which cause a diphtheria. [3, p.378] Causative agents of diphtheria are

sufficiently tolerant of different environmental factors. [4, p.87] The temperature optimum for growth

is 25–30ºС. [3, p.379] Can persist on different objects from1 to two months at room temperature. [4,

p.87]

• P. Aeruginosa or pseudomonas for a long time judged to be opportunistic micro-organism.

Only against the background of the widespread use of antibiotics the incidence of a variety of purulent-

inflammatory processes significantly increased up to generalized forms, the etiological factor of which

was P. aeruginosa. [1, p.418] It persist on objects of use, badly decontaminated medical tools for a long

time. Infestation causes mainly through communicable contact. [1, p.419]

Conclusions

To keep your smartphone clean is not necessarily to buy expensive cleaning materials, it is

enough to wipe down the display with a soft rag dipped in alcohol. It will be able to destroy bacterial

colonies, that have integrated locally at your gadget. The same method should be used to cleaning

computer  equipment.  The  general  directorate  of  EIS  in  Kiev  claims:  «There  are  no  manners  for

decontamination of money in Ukraine». So, only that should be advised people is do not exaggerate, do

not panic and do not afraid to get sick by some disease. This is an important to stick to the rules of

hygiene, regular wash their hands and be careful contacting with money. 
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         Анотація. Кольорові  системи  -  це  класифікація  кольорів  у  певному  порядку  з

використанням кольорового тону, легкості та насиченості. Зараз існують різні типи кольорових

систем, починаючи від звичайних кольорових кіл, атласів, масштабів, вентиляторів, кольорових

таблиць, об'ємно-просторових кольорових систем до сучасних кольорових понтонів. Сьогодні

важливо чітко розуміти кольорові системи та координати для професіоналів,  які  займаються

цифровою  обробкою  та  аналізом  зображень.  Будь-яка  обробка  зображення  передбачає

використання кольору, контрасту, яскравості та тонів. Більше того, обробка зображень широко

використовується  в  медицині.  Існують  системи,  для  яких  цифровий  аналіз  зображення  є

надзвичайно  важливим.  Відомо,  що  лікування  може  допомогти  в  дерматології  та  сучасній

косметології  виявити  різні  шкірні  захворювання.  Тому  метою  статті  є  вивчення  основних

кольорових систем, їх відмінностей та застосованості в медичній практиці.

Ключові  слова:  дерматологія,  система  HSV,  обробка  зображення,  система  RGB,

відеодермоскопія.
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Abstract. The color systems is a classification of colors in a certain order, using color tone,

lightness  and saturation.  There  are  now various  types  of  color  systems starts  from ordinary color

circles, atlases, scales, fans, color tables, volumetric-spatial color systems to modern color pontoons.

Nowadays, it is essential to have a clear understanding of the color systems and of the coordinates for

professionals  who  are  involved  in  digital  processing  and  image  analysis.  Any  image  processing

involves the usage of color, contrast, brightness and tones. Moreover, image processing is widely used

in medicine. There are systems for which digital image analysis is highly important. It is known that

treatment can help in dermatology and modern cosmetology to detect various skin diseases. Therefore,

the aim of the article is to study the basic color systems, their differences and the applicability in

medical practice.

Key  words:  dermatology,  HSV  system,  image  processing,  medicine,  RGB  system,

videodermoscopy

Video dermatoscopy is a branch that is widely used to study skin in cosmetology. Dermoscopy

is used as an adjunct to clinical examination in the diagnosis of skin lesions, including melanoma.

Videodermoscopy,  which  allows  for  the  concurrent  examination  of  dermoscopic  features  at  high

magnification  by  instructors  and  trainees,  may  serve  as  a  useful  educational  tool  during  bedside

instruction. Using the method of video dermatoscopy, dermatologists can determine the diseases that

patient has. This method involves the usage of computer technology. In order to make a diagnosis, it is

necessary to examine the problem areas with the subsequent treatment of the skin area. And after that,

you can select the necessary treatment. Image processing is key method of video dermatoscopy, since

it is the analysis of dermatoscopic images that allows you to establish the correct diagnosis and figure

out if there are any tumors [1].

Image processing is a form of information processing for which the input data is represented by

images, such as photographs or video frames. The video dermatoscopy method uses the concept of

digital image processing, which means the use of computer algorithms for digital image processing. As

an  area  of  digital  signal  processing,  digital  image  processing  has  many  advantages  over  analog

processing. This allows you to apply a wider range of algorithms to the input and avoid problems such

as adding noise and distortion during the processing [2, 3]. Digital image processing can be modeled as

multidimensional systems since images are defined as two-dimensional.

The special features of video dermatoscopic image processing are a comprehensive analysis of

color [3, 4] and morphological characteristics of the studied areas [4, 5].

Color systems. A color model is a way of describing color using quantitative characteristics. In

the color model, they usually mean a term denoting an abstract model for describing the representation

of colors in the form of three- or four-digit  numbers, called color components (sometimes - color
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coordinates). The color model is used to describe the radiated and reflected colors. Together with the

method of interpreting this data, the set of colors of the color model determines the color space.

RGB  is  a  color  model,  named  after  the  three  capital  letters  of  the  names  of  the  colors

underlying it: Red, Green, Blue, or red, green, blue. These colors form all the intermediate ones. This

is  also  called  the  additive  model.  It  is  used  to  display  images  on  screens  of  monitors  and other

electronic devices, and has a large color gamut.

HSV system in its turn, which is characterized as:

- Hue - color tone (for example, red, green or blue-blue).

- Saturation - saturation.

- Value or Brightness - brightness.

CMYK model.  All  shades of the color  visible spectrum can be obtained by mixing of not

radiation, but substances – paints, varnishes, solutions. In the printing industry, in order to create a

color image on a print, paints of various colors are put onto white paper. White light incident on the

print passing through the ink layer is reflected from the surface of the paper and again passing through

the ink layer of a certain color, is perceived visually. This color is called reflective. Reflected colors do

not  appear  by  radiation,  but  are  obtained  from white  light  by  subtracting  certain  colors  from it.

Reflected colors are also called subtractive, since they remain after subtraction of the main additive

colors, and color synthesis is subtractive. It is clear that in this case there will be three main subtractive

colors: cyan, magenta, and yellow. These colors make up the so-called printing triad of printing inks.

During the printing process using of these colors inks, they absorb red, green, and blue areas of the

white light spectrum, and thus, most of the visible color spectrum can be reproduced on paper when

printing a multi-color print using three inks – yellow, magenta, and cyan.

The resulting color is  darkened, while mixing two subtractive colors,  and mixing all  three,

black color should be obtained. In the complete absence of paint, presumably, it turns out white. As a

result, it turns out that the zero values  of the components give white, their maximum values  should

give black, their equal values should give shades of gray, in addition, there are pure subtractive colors

and their double combinations. This means that the model in which they are described is similar to the

RGB model. The geometric image of the CMYK model is the same "cube" in which the origin has

moved. 

The issue lies in reality and the purity of the color of real paints. This model describes real

printing  inks,  which,  alas,  are  far  from being as  perfect  as  color  radiation.  They have  impurities,

solvents, binders and therefore cannot completely cover the entire visible color range of the white light

spectrum, and this leads to the fact that the mixture of the three basic colors, which should give black,

gives  some  kind  of  vague  dark  color,  rather  dark  brown  than  true  black.  To  compensate  this

shortcoming, black ink was introduced into the number of basic printing inks. Black ink added the last
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letter to the name of the CMYK model: C - Cyan; M - Magenta; Y - Yellow and K - Key color or

blacK [6].

Thus, the RGB and CMYK models, despite the fact that they are connected to each other, while

their mutual transitions into each other do not occur without loss. Moreover, the color gamut at CMYK

is less due to the lower purity of the basic colors compared to the main RGB emissions.

 CIE Lab model. It was created by the International Commission on Lighting (CIE) in order to

overcome the significant shortcomings of the models above, in particular, it is intended to become a

hardware  independent  model  and  determine  colors  without  taking  into  account  the  individual

characteristics of the device. In this model, any color is determined by lightness and two chromatic

components: parameter A, which varies in the range from green to red, and parameter B, which varies

in the range from blue to yellow.

Unlike RGB and other systems using primary colors, HSV is closer to how people perceive

colors. It consists of three components: hue, saturation and value. This color space describes colors in

terms of their hue and brightness value.

As a result of the study, it  is found that with image processing methods it is advisable to

switch from the RGB system to the HSV system, since the HSV system uses the characteristics of

colors quite precisely, but not the colors themselves as the RGB system does.

Conclusions.  Choosing color systems in digital image processing it’s essential to choose the

system that is able to describe the image from the side of brightness, saturation or color tone. The

methods  of  color  systems,  their  difference  between  each  other  are  studied.  The  RGB  system  is

hardware-oriented, while the HSV is tuned for humans. It was found that when processing images,

especially the medical one, it is advisable to switch from the RGB system to the HSV system. We

examined  the  use  of  image  processing  in  cosmetology  and  studied  the  type  of  diagnosis  of  skin

diseases - video dermatoscopy.
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          Анотація. У даній статті розглядаються основні проблеми, з якими стикається сучасний
архітектор.  Деякі  проблеми  йдуть  професії  з  далекого  минулого,  з  початку  розвитку
архітектури.  Інші  проблеми  виникли  з  розвитком  навколишнього  нас  світу.  Всі  проблеми
архітекторів,  які  описані  в  тексті  нижче,  з  тих  чи  інших  причин  пов'язані  з  державою або
місцевою владою. Ті ж проблеми виникають з тими, хто має владу безпосередньо в країні, де
працює архітектор.  Є також проблеми з тими,  хто  має право голосу і,  отже,  має владу над
архітектором,  тому  що  його  голос  багато  значить  і  може  негативно  вплинути  на  кар'єру
архітектора. На додаток до всього, архітектори шкодять собі, тому що, незважаючи ні на що,
вони не відмовляються від своїх старих звичок. І тому вони все ще далекі від суспільства і його
потреб.
                Ключові слова: архітектура, архітектор, проблеми архітектора, сучасна архітектура. 
               Abstract.  This article discusses the main problems that a modern architect faces.  Some
problems  follow the  profession  from the  distant  past,  from the  beginning  of  the  development  of
architecture. Other problems arose with the development of the world around us. All the problems of
architects, which are described in the text below, for one reason or another are associated with the state
or local authorities. The same problems arise with those who have power directly in the country where
the architect works. There are also problems with those who have the right to vote and, therefore, have
power over the architect,  because his voice means a lot and can negatively affect the career of an
architect. In addition to everything, architects harm themselves because, in spite of everything, they do
not abandon their old habits. And therefore, they are still far from society and its needs.

          Key words: architecture, architect, architect problems, modern architecture 

Introduction. Today, architecture has changed significantly. Modern architecture is significantly

different from what it was some 20-30 years ago. Along with architecture, the problems that the modern

architect faces every day have changed.

This topic is  relevant because current students of architectural schools do not fully understand

what they may face in the future when they work directly with direct customers. Sounding acute problems

will help future architects understand their profession and work in this area.

The object of the research is modern architecture to the architect.

The subject of research is the problems that a modern architect faces.

The boundaries of the research are the last two decades and the possible near future.

The research objective to identify the main problems that a modern architect faces in his work.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set:

1 1. The study of the main problems in the work of architects of past centuries

2. The study of the acute problems of modern architects;

3. To classify and summarize the materials received to emphasize the acute problems of our time.

Discussion
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The world never stands still. And architecture being an important aspect our life is developing too.

Architects run into problems at all times. But some problems could appear and disappear in a certain era,

and some of them could exist all the time. And now, when the year is 2020, architects run into problems,

which have arisen recently and will not disappear in the next couple decades.

 Developers govern everything

Previously, government was the main client of architects, and therefore architecture often becomes

an instrument of propaganda. For example, it happened after the Second World War, when the American

government tried to use their ideas of modernism in war with their ideological enemy. Famous architects

worked mainly on projects of public buildings, universities and other educational institutions, museums

and other objects, which could effect on the worldview of the society in favour of the government only, in

whose honour this architecture was built. After the massive privatization that took place in the USA and

Great  Britain  in  the  1970s  and  1980s,  the  largest  customers  were  corporations.  They  removed  the

governments  from this  place,  because  the  Cold  War  ended and the  need to  actively  propagate  their

strength through all possible sources disappeared. Even schools, colleges and universities are owned by

large companies, and therefore the main customer of architects was the financial elite, whose interests

were different from the interests of ordinary people. Privatization had a great influence on modern cities,

it conventionally divided modern cities into “rich” and “poor” areas, which are very different from each

other. That is why in recent decades, the inequality between well-educated and wealthy people and the

rest of the population has grown. Also, in many large cities, the number of middle-class members has

declined as the class that will live in abundance has disappeared. Only two categories of the population is

formed: the rich population, which knew no boundaries in their earnings and embezzlement, and the poor,

who are making ends meet.

Architecture is an instrument of propaganda

Many famous architects always travel around the world and create projects in different countries.

Each time they meet an unfamiliar environment, which is sometimes difficult to understand. Despite the

fact that architects  know “everything” about world architecture,  it  is difficult  to understand all  world

architectural styles when you have lived all your life in the same environment and saw with your own

eyes only one of many fragments of world architecture. Many famous architects nowadays have worked

in the Gulf countries. They are often blamed for the fact that these buildings are built only to attract

tourists. But it is really so. After all, the time that is given to work on the project is relatively little and

there is no time to understand the local culture, architecture and people who live in this environment and

perceive it as a part of their lives. Architects find themselves in a difficult situation: when they agree to

work on a commission given by the government of a country, they accept a certain program that was

dictated to them by authoritarian rulers of the Arab countries. In this case, famous architects usually do

projects of cultural institutions and public buildings. For example, museums designed by Zaha Hadid,
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Frank Gehry, Norman Foster, Jean Nouvel and Tadao Ando were designed on the island of Saadiyat in

Abu Dhabi, whose creation ended in 2018. Many famous architects are now working in this region, but

often their ideas do not reflect the real situation in the country and depend on the government, and the

architects themselves become propaganda tools for the reason that was said above. No one cares about the

opinion of architects and the local population regarding future buildings, because the main goal of such

buildings  is  to  earn  more  money  and  actively  promote  local  government  to  the  population,  which

propaganda is aimed at.

Ideas get old quickly

The main problem of architects at any period of history has been the time and development of the

world around, which could not be stopped. Architects always work with reality, with modern problems

that they face and which are around them. However, in reality, it turns out that they are always behind the

progress because even if the project is being built very quickly, their ideas become obsolete by the time

the building has been built. While work is underway on the project, the ideas seem modern; it seems that

they will radically change a particular segment of architecture, as forward and innovative for the whole

world; that they will be followed by all other architects  their ideas being forefront for the next several

decades. But in reality, this is not so at all. The most active architects are those whose careers began in the

1970s or 1980s. Their worldview was formed in that era, in the era of postmodernism, constructivism, and

deconstructivism, when everyone was ruled by multi-span concrete walls, large arrays of glass and so on.

But the time of these epochs has passed a long time ago and therefore all  those architects  are badly

prepared for what is happening now: the ideas that were important during their studies and in the early

years of their careers do not apply to the world in which we live today. And those young architects who

have just graduated from architectural schools and who are taught modern working methods and look at

the world with a modern look are not able to work in the present architectural market, because all the

places are occupied by reputable architects that have firmly taken their places and will not leave until they

realize that their time has passed. But it will not be soon…

Architects are far  from people

Another important problem is the dependence of architects not on a specific consumer or group of

consumers, but on large developers. It is beneficial for them to build huge quarters, similar to each other,

as soon as possible, while most architects understand that the city is a space of various political, social and

national minorities, and diversity is an important condition for life in a big city. But for a modern client, it

is much more important to lease a new structure as soon as possible, which will bring the large profit to

costumer and in the shortest possible time. An important aspect of the modern city is to be able to feel

comfortable here and now, when it is convenient for motorists to move along the roads without fear for

their own lives and the lives of others; when a pedestrian is confident in his safety when moving around

the city center or its periphery; when any other minorities, such as cyclists and others, can comfortably
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move from one to another point of the city, understanding that the infrastructure is developing in such a

way that they can do it without any problems.

To  help  people,  it  is  better  to  be  a  social  worker  than  an  architect

     In most cases, the architect’s client is the developer, and the architect works precisely for his interests

because he approves the project and the readiness of the project before starting work. A development

company may have consultants or work with focus groups, but they do not give an idea of what the public

wants. Unfortunately, in the existing system, there can be no direct dialogue between the architect and the

public, and the architect cannot control the project. All management is in the hands of the client, and

therefore only his opinion and his view of the environment are central in this matter. And nothing else.

Everything is done only for the client, while society is puzzled by new construction in some area in the

city center, where a building is being built that can be little functional for the local population, but it does

not bother anyone. It will bring profit to the client, and what else is needed in the modern world, if not

that? This applies even to civilian buildings, public libraries, museums, theaters and other objects, which

in the first place should be focused on the modern consumer, and not on the client.

Critics are not fully qualified

One of the reasons why large developers do not ask the public for opinions on planned projects is

the  unpreparedness  of  people.  How  to  discuss  a  specific  problem  with  people  who  have  little

understanding of this problem, and even more - do not know the solution to the problem in this area?

Usually, public discussions are a very unproductive way of working on a project, because the solution is

put forward that is general, not specific, just the solution needed. Many architectural bloggers are also

very unskilled: in their reasoning, you can find many cliches related to architecture and only reasoning on

a particular problem, but not an explanation of finding a solution. On the other hand, everyone is involved

in a discussion about architecture - be it a simple blogger or Banksy, who wrote a critical article about

One World Trade Center. Banksy wrote in his article that the tower of One World Trade Center is one of

the most boring skyscrapers he has seen lately. Many hoped that something worthwhile would appear in

this place, but the result was a building that was of no value. The silhouette of the twin towers stood out

on the horizon, and the One World Trade Center project was very losing to them. So, bloggers or critics

can be considered unnecessary, only heralds that shout in all directions about the problem, but not about

its solution. Although ... In this way, they can attract those who really understand the general situation and

can find a solution that will help both the individual architectural object and the overall architectural mass

of the whole world!

Results

So  what  can  we  learn  from  all  that  has  been  said  before?  A  modern  architect  faces  many

challenges, the key to which lies at their core. The roots come from finance, propaganda, or the authority
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the architect works for. Also, in addition to the problems that affect the architect from the environment,

some problems arise from the very beginning. In this aspect, the problem lies in the incorrect teaching of

architectural schools, which cannot move from the old type of teaching to the modern one. Therefore,

young architects are faced with the same problems that their teachers face, and their teachers too. But if

you understand the modern  problems of  architecture  and try to  solve  them,  everything can  radically

change.
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Корсун А.Є.  α-,  γ-режими горіння високочастотного ємнісного розряду.  У  статті
розглядається високочастотний ємнісний розряд, що є одним із найпоширеніших видів джерел
плазми у промисловості.  Зокрема, стаття присвячена двом режимам горіння високочастотного
ємнісного  розряду:  слабкострумового  режиму  (α-режиму)  та  сильнострумового  режиму  (γ-
режиму),  які  використовуються  для  травлення,  напилювання,  очищення  камер  від
технологічного  бруду  та  інших  медичних  та  промислових  застосувань  (наприклад,
широкомасштабні  інтегральні  схеми,  різні  датчики  та  інші  напівпровідникові   пристрої,
необхідні  для  різних  електричних  та  електронних  пристроїв  та  автомобілів,  виготовляються
методами  плазмової  обробки).   Щоб  відповісти  на  запитання  про  поведінку  плазми  в  цих
режимах,  було  проведено  багато  експериментів,  складено  та  досліджено  вольт-амперні
характеристики,  визначено  температуру  електронів,  густину  плазми  та  потенціал  плазми
методом зондів при різних значеннях високочастотної напруги та при різних значеннях тиску в
посудині.  У статті узагальнено всю отриману інформацію та результати. Метою роботи є аналіз
процесів, що відбуваються у плазмі через зміни напруги та тиску, огляд структури плазми в α-,
γ-режимі  та  під  час  α-γ переходу.  Повідомляється  про  виникнення  подвійних  шарів  біля
кордону  приелектродного  шару,  збільшення  та  зниження  різних  параметрів,  таких  як
температура  електронів,  провідність,  щільність  плазми  та  інших,  в  цих  режимах,  викликані
змінами високочастотної напруги.

 Ключові  слова:  плазма,  ємнісний  розряд,  α-режим,  γ-режим,  ємнісна  плазма,  α-γ
перехід, радіочастота.

Korsun A.E. α-,  γ-modes of radio-frequency plasmas. The article deals with a capacitively
coupled plasma, which is one of the most common types of industrial plasma sources. In particular the
article  is  devoted to  two discharge regimes of capacitively coupled plasmas:  α-mode and γ-mode,
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which are used for etching, depositing and other medical and industrial applications (e.g. large-scale
integrated  circuit,  various  sensors,  and  other  semiconductor  devices  that  are  essential  for  various
electrical and electronic devices and automobile are fabricated by plasma-processing techniques). To
answer the questions about plasma’s behavior in these modes many experiments were carried out,
current-voltage  characteristics  were  compiled  and  investigated,  the  electron  temperature,  plasma
density and plasma potential were determined by the probe method at different radio-frequency voltage
values  and at different values  of the pressure in the vessel. The article generalizes all the received
information and results. The aim is to analyze the processes occurring in plasmas due to changes in
voltage and pressure, to review the structure of plasma in α-, γ-mode and during the α-γ transition. It is
reported about occurrence of double layers near sheath boundary, increase and decrease of different
parameters such as temperature of electrons, conductivity, plasma density and other in these regimes
caused by changes in RF voltage.

Key words: plasma, capacitive discharge, α-mode, γ-mode, capacitively coupled plasma, α-γ
transition, radio-frequency.

          General formulation of research and its topicality.   It is known that the substance

appears  in  various  conditions  of  aggregation  – solid,  liquid  and gaseous.  In  addition,  these states

change consistently with increasing temperature. If we keep on heating the gas, the molecules first split

into atoms and then the atoms split into electrons and ions, so the gas becomes ionized. Gas with a

sufficiently high degree of ionization has qualitatively new properties such as strong interaction with

electric and magnetic fields and is called ‘plasma’. There are various methods of creating plasma.

Capacitive  discharge,  reviewed  later,  is  widely  used  in  various  technological  processes  of
plasma etching and modification of various materials, deposition of oxide, nitride and other thin films.
In this case regimes of the discharge burning in different gases are important information for plasma
technological processes.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.  The aim of the article is to analyze the
processes occurring in plasmas due to changes  in voltage and pressure,  to  review the structure of
plasma in α-, γ-mode and during the α-γ transition.

The object-matter of the article is capacitively coupled plasma.
The subject-matter of the article is α- and γ-modes in a capacitive discharge.
The objective of the article is to describe and give awareness about processes that occur in a

capacitively coupled plasma in α-mode, γ-mode and during α-γ transition.
Materials and methods include the study and analysis of articles dedicated to physics of gas

discharge, capacitive discharge.
          Experiential/research outcomes. Capacitive

discharge involves the use of radio-frequent voltage and is created

under low pressure (р ~ 10-3÷ 1 Torr) and medium pressure (р ~ 1 ÷

100 Torr). Radio-frequency means a frequency range of 1 to 100

MHz.

The simplest and most common capacitive discharge circuits
are presented in the figure. Two flat parallel electrodes are placed in
the test gas vessel at a certain pressure and the voltage from the RF
generator is supplied to them [1].

In α-mode, the electrons acquire the energy required to ionize the gas atoms in the RF field in
the  quasi-neutral  plasma,  with  the  emission  of  electrons  from the
electrode  surfaces  having  no  significant  effect  on  maintaining  the
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discharge, the electrons fill the sheath during its anode phase, i.e. for a period of time while a positive
voltage is applied to the electrode. In the cathode phase, when a negative voltage is applied to the
electrode, the moving boundary of the expanding layer returns these electrons back to the plasma, since
the charge sign on the electrode changes and it starts to repel the electrons at the expense of Coulomb
forces.  The ionization velocity of gas molecules by electrons swept away by the boundary layer is
much higher than the ionization velocity of electrons that received energy from the RF electric field in
the plasma volume.

In γ-mode, electron avalanches are formed in the electrode layers. The ionization of gas atoms
by electron impact occurs mainly near the boundary of the "sheath – quasi-neutral plasma", and the
emission of electrons from the surfaces of the electrodes significantly affects the process of electron
propagation and discharge maintenance. The electrode layers in this mode have considerable electrical
conductivity [2].

At low gas  pressures  with  increasing  RF voltage,  the  plasma density  and constant  plasma
potential  in  the  α-mode increase  throughout  the discharge.  However,  at  a  certain  value of  the RF
voltage, the regime transforms into the γ-regime, and a slight decrease in the plasma density ni and
constant plasma potential pl in the discharge line volume is observed. With a further increase in the
RF voltage, the plasma density and constant plasma potential in the γ-mode monotonically increase in
the entire discharge gap.

At medium gas pressures (p ~ 1 ÷ 100 Torr), the α-γ transition is a jump and is accompanied by
a significant increase in the plasma density and the amplitude of the RF current [3]. Miles 

At intermediate pressures (p ~ 1 Torr) this transition is accompanied by a continuous increase
in ni and pl in the sheath and near the boundary of the layers; in the central part of the discharge, with
increasing RF voltage, the plasma density and constant plasma potential decrease. Two double layers
are formed in the discharge volume, the "cathode" parts of which touch in the center of the discharge,
and the "anode" parts are located near the boundaries of the electrode layers. This is probably caused
by a simultaneous decrease in the plasma density and the electron temperature at the center of the
discharge during the transition.  Plasma conductivity decreases and, in order to pass the increasing RF
current, double plasma layers appear in the quasi-neutral plasma. After the transition of the discharge
to  γ-mode is  completed,  the  double  layers  disappear  and the  plasma density  and constant  plasma
potential increase monotonically in the entire discharge gap with increasing RF voltage.

Near the boundaries of the sheath the plasma regions are concentrated with the maximum value
of the electron temperature and the plasma density, and the minima are observed in the central region
of the discharge.  Therefore,  during the transition,  there will be both diffusion and thermodiffusion
fluxes of charged particles whose aim is to align the density and temperature values respectively along
the entire volume, as well as the flux of fast electrons moving from the boundaries of the electrode
layers to the center of the discharge.

If the RF voltage is increased at low pressure, the thickness of the sheath will increase rapidly;
when it  reaches  almost  half  the distance  between the  electrons,  a  further  increase  in  voltage  will
overlap the double layers and the charge will go out. This means that the discharge decays when there
is no free space between the layers or the width of the plasma becomes insufficient to maintain a
balance between the birth and death of charged particles in the discharge. 

The behavior of the discharge glow at low pressure can be clearly seen from the following
figure. Initially, with increasing RF voltage, there is an increase in the intensity of the discharge glow,
as well as an increase in the thickness of the sheath.  However, as the RF voltage increases further, the
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discharge begins to glow weaker, while the thickness of the layers nevertheless increases. But at a
voltage of about 640 V, the discharge goes out [2].

Conclusions. Plasma combustion modes such as low-current and high-current modes have been
analyzed and characterized.  The processes that occur during transitions between these modes have
been explained and the conditions of such transitions have been defined. Radio-frequency capacitive
gas  discharge  is  used  in  various  technological  processes  of  plasma  etching  and  modification  of
different materials, deposition of thin films, plasma cleaning, etc. Important information for plasma
technological processes are regimes of discharge in different gases which have been reviewed in the
article. A deep and volume analysis of the literature on capacitive gas discharge have been carried out. 
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         Анотація. У сучасному світі питання інформаційної безпеки стає актуальним, оскільки

загроза кіберзлочинності швидко зростає.  Технології  аналізу  загрози  підпису  вже  досить

застаріли,  оскільки  вони  не  можуть  швидко  та  точно  ідентифікувати  вірусне  програмне

забезпечення.  У  цій  статті  пропонується  вирішити  проблему  комп'ютерної  системи

ідентифікації  за  допомогою евристичного  аналізатора,  який  визначає  небезпеку,  виходячи  з

поведінки  програми.  Завданням  було  розробити  евристичний  аналізатор,  побудований  на

нейронній  мережі  АРТ-1.  Нейронні  мережі  дозволяють  гнучкість  та  швидкість  прийняття

рішень,  а  також  зменшують  кількість  помилкових  антивірусних  тригерів.  Було  проведено

дослідження  впливу  коефіцієнта  подібності  на  помилкову  роботу  антивірусної  системи  та

підбір оптимального значення для вірусів типу Trojan, Backdoor та Warm.

Ключові слова: евристичний аналізатор, антивірус, нейронна мережа, АРТ-1.

Abstract. In the modern world, the issue of information security is becoming relevant because

the threat of cybercrime is increasing rapidly. Signature threat analysis technologies are already quite

outdated, because they cannot quickly and accurately identify virus software. This article proposes a
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solution  to  the  problem  of  a  computer  identification  system  using  a  heuristic  analyzer,  which

determines the danger based on the behavior of the program. The task was to develop a heuristic

analyzer  built on the ART-1 design neural network.  Neural  networks  allow  flexibility  and  speed  of

decision-making, as well as reduce the number of erroneous antivirus triggers. A study was conducted

on  the  effect  of  the  similarity  coefficient  on  the  erroneous  operation  of  an  antivirus  system and

selection of the optimal value for viruses type of Trojan, Backdoor and Warm.

Keywords: heuristic analyzer, antivirus, neural network, ART-1.

Introduction

Antivirus, in addition to the ability to simply scan and compare signatures, data and code, with

viruses of known strains, is often supplemented by heuristic analyzers. It is the most powerful weapon

in the reputed remedies to counteract unknown viruses.[2: 871-875]

The reason for the inefficiency of heuristic analyzers lies in the fact that cases of identifying

code as a potentially dangerous one occur far more than it could be supposed. This is because data files

may  not  necessarily  contain  only  executable  code,  but  also  data  like  pictures,  videos  and  other

multimedia information.

The erroneous triggering of a heuristic analysis is so common that it becomes difficult to use.

And this is the first problem. And the second problem is that all variants of combinations of potentially

dangerous code are almost impossible to calculate because there are a lot of combinations [3: 53]. As a

result,  the  first  problem  can  only  be  exacerbated  by  increasing  the  variations  with  new  one  of

potentially dangerous combinations that can occur in absolutely any file except the program code itself.

Object-matter: heuristic analyzer

Subject-matter: heuristic analyzer built on the ART-1 design neural network

Methods: Design of a neural network-based heuristic analyzer with ART-1 architecture.

Tasks: Reducing the number of false positives and selecting the optimal coefficient.

Discussion

The ART-1 neural networks are designed to work with binary input vectors. Their architecture

differs from the basic architecture of the ART networks by the presence of additional elements that

control the learning process.
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Fig. 1. The ART-1 neural network

Each component within  the F1-layer  of  the  ART-1 structure  has  three  input  sources.

A subjective interface component Z may get signals from the input component S, from the vertices of

the Y layer and the neuron G1. Additionally, F2 can get signals from interface components, neurons R

and G2. To decipher the neurons of the interface or acknowledgment layers into the dynamic single

state,  it  is fundamental to  have  input  excitatory  signals  from  two  sources.  Since  each  of  the

neurons beneath thought has three conceivable flag sources, the excitation condition for these neurons

is called "Rule Two of Three".

Within the introductory state, neurons R, G1, G2 and the input layer F1 have zero yield signals.

When  the double components  of  the satisfactory picture are encouraged to  the  inputs, a  few of  them

that have gotten single input signals change to state "1". The expiatory signals from the yields of these

neurons  are changed to  the  state  of  "1"  neurons  G1,  G2  and  R,  as  well  as  to  the  inputs  of

the comparing neurons of  the interface  layer.  According to  the rule  “Two of  Three”,  they go into

the dynamic state  and  send  their  expiatory  signals  from  the  scales  to  the  inputs  of

the acknowledgment layer, as well as, two neurons of the interface layer that got single signals from

the  input  layer  and component neurons.  The  neurons  of  the acknowledgment layer  go  into

the dynamic state, getting expiatory signals not as it were from the components of the interface layer,

but also from the element. From there on, a lateral handle happens within the layer of F2-neurons and a

single F2-neuron is discharged. All the neurons of the F2-layer, but the triumphant one, proceeds into

the state  "0" and the winner neuron -  to  the state  "1".  A single vector neuron flag slows down the

control  which  the  neuron additionally nourish on  the  weights  to  the  inputs  of  the  interface  layer

elements. 

The inhibitory  signals  of  the dynamic components of  the  interface  layer  are bolstered to  the

inputs  of  the  R-element,  which also  gets expiatory  signals  from  the  neurons  of  the  input  layer.

Depending on the proportion of the values of expiatory and inhibitory signals, the R-element proceeds

either  to  state  "0"  or  to  state  "1".  The  zero yield flag of  the  R-element within
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the arrange reverberation happens and the weights of the F2-neuron-winner associations are prepared,

and at a single yield flag, the F2-neuron-winner is moderated down and there is no opportunity to take

part in  competitions  at the  rehashed introduction of  the  current picture. At  that  point,  the  F2-

layer chooses an unused neuron-winner [1: 8-15].

Results

The most significant actions of the heuristic analyzer are the processing and calculation of the

input data, which enter the system with a specially assigned file.

The  global  search  algorithm  will  be  executed  by  Find  Files  method.This  algorithm  first

performs a search of all values of the list of selected search paths, and then checks the presence of this

path and invokes the local search method. These steps are repeated for each selected search item.

The  local  search  algorithm  performed  by  the  recursive  Find  method  is  more  complex.

Establishing a list of input lines is a sequential search of a file from the first line to the last for the

presence of a potential virus or from the intervention of a virus-infected personal computer of an end-

user trying to access the operating system.

First,  all  lines  of  the  file  line  are  searched  for  the  specified  path.  The  signature  found  is

calculated in relation to the elements being filtered and if the signature is confirmed to be malicious,

then it will enter the appropriate list of search results.

The RE structure of malicious and secure software was analyzed, namely: 290 Worm files,

1050 Trojan files, 1153 Backdoor files and 1000 secure files, and their features are presented in the

form of an ARI function and strings. In the following, the analysis of the received features and the

generated  bitmask  of  the  features  of  the  malware  are  performed.  300  malicious  and  100  secure

programs are scanned using the received bitmask and a set of features of each file as a bit string is

obtained.

For the proper  functioning of the system of state  identification  experimentally  selected  the

optimal coefficient of similarity.

100 signatures are used for basic knowledge of the neural network. The initial  factor is 0.6

because  it  is  the  minimum allowed  value  for  the  neural  network.  Secure  file  signatures  are  been

submitted to the recognition input, which means that none of the signatures should be recognized.

Table 1

Signature type Optimal ratio

Backdoor 0.84

Trojan 0.7

Worm 0.97
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Fig. 2. Similarity coefficient for various types of viruses

Conclusions

In the process, the heuristic analyzer processes the input data according to the algorithm defined

by the architecture of the ART-1 neural network, determines signatures and their modifications based

on  previously  learned  signatures.  Building  on  the  knowledge  gained  in  the  learning  process  and

analyzing new inputs, the neural network replenishes its knowledge continuously.

This method improves the heuristic analyzer of the antivirus program. By selecting a similarity

factor,  you  can  optimize  the  process  of  detecting  computer  viruses.  Studies  have  shown  that  to

implement based on the average of the types of viruses.
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Анотація. «Роль клітин Іто у функції печінки», Лойко Мілена

Печінкова зірчаста клітина (Іто) знаходиться  у просторі Діссе і має різноманітні функції. Зоряні

клітини зберігають вітамін А в характерних ліпідних краплях. У нормальній печінці людини

клітини можна ідентифікувати за наявністю цих ліпідних крапель; крім того, багато клітини Іто

в  нормальній  печінці  експресують  актин  гладкої  мускулатури.  При  гострій  травмі  печінки

спостерігається розширення популяції зірчастих клітин із посиленням експресії актину гладкої

мускулатури; Зірчасті клітини відіграють роль у реконструкції позаклітинного матриксу  після

травми. При хронічних захворюваннях печінки клітини Іто диференціюються в клітини, подібні

до  міофібробластів,  з  вираженою експресією актину  α-гладкої  мускулатури  та  періодичною

експресією десміну.

Ключові слова:  печінкова зірчаста  клітина,  Іто клітина,  клітина,що зберігає  жир,  ліпоцити,

фібрози. 

Abstract. «Role of Ito cells in the liver function», Loiko Milena

The hepatic stellate (Ito) cell lies within the space of  Disse and has a variety of functions. Stellate cells

store vitamin A in characteristic lipid droplets. In the normal human liver, the cells can be identified by 

the presence of these lipid droplets; in addition, many stellate cells in the normal liver express α-

smooth muscle actin. In acute liver injury, there is an expansion of the stellate cell population with 

increased α-smooth muscle actin expression; stellate cells appear to play a role in extracellular matrix 

remodelling after recovery from injury. In chronic liver injury, the stellate cell differentiates into a 

myofibroblast-like cell with marked expression of α-smooth muscle actin and occasional expression of 

desmin.

Key words: Hepatic stellate cell, Ito cell, Fat-storing cell, Lipocyte, Fibrosi

Introduction. 

The object matter of this research are Ito cells or hepatic stellate cells. The subject matter is 

to review literature reports of  study of perisinusoidal liver cells of their functions and liver pathologies

associated with disruption of Ito cells. The objective is to describe the role of Ito cells in the liver 

function and the effect of Ito cells dysfunction on liver. Materials: books, articles and scientific 
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magazines. Method: theoretical analysis. The aim of this article is to analyze different functions of Ito 

cells and it ensuring the normal functioning of the liver. 

In the perisinusoidal  space are  hepatic  stellate  cells  (or Ito  cells)  with small  lipid droplets,

which store vitamin A and other fat-soluble vitamins .These mesenchymal cells, which are difficult to

see  in  routine  preparations,  also  produce  extracellular  matrix  (ECM)  components  (becoming

myofibroblasts after liver injury) and cytokines that help regulate Kupffer cell activity.

Research outcomes.

The space of  Disse of the liver harbours an intriguing cell which is known under a variety of

names: Ito cell,  fat-storing cell, lipocyte, perisinusoidal cell,  parasinusoidal cell, or, as was recently

proposed, hepatic stellate cell. The cell was originally described as "Sternzelle" (stellate cell) by von

Kupffer in 1876 who identified the cells with a gold impregnation technique . However, von Kupffer

later confused these cells with liver macrophages which now bear his name. Ito and Nemoto  showed

that  the  stellate  cells  are  distinct  from  macrophages  and  sinusoidal  endothelial  cells,  and  Wake

demonstrated their vitamin A storing capacity (for a historical review, see Aterman )

Stellate cells are located in the space of  Disse, under the endothelial cell layer. The cells have

long cytoplasmic processes which underly the endothelium and embrace the sinusoid on the one hand,

and which make contact with a great number of hepatocytes, on the other. They also make contact with

neighbouring  stellate  cells  and nerve  endings.  An intriguing aspect  of  stellate  cell  function  is  the

capacity to express a dual phenotype. In healthy liver, the cells show the "quiescent phenotype", that is

to  say,  they  contain  vitamin  A-rich  lipid  droplets,  under  developed  organelles  and  show  a  low

proliferation rate. In the chronically diseased liver, the cells acquire the "activated phenotype" – they

differentiate into myofibroblast-like cells with high proliferative capacity, thereby losing their vitamin

A-containing  fatdroplets,  and  developing  a  prominent  rough  endoplasmic  reticulum,  extensive

microtubules and bundles of actin filaments with local condensations. A variety of functions have been

ascribed to the stellate cells and the myofibroblast-like cells derived from them: they take up, store,

and  release  retinoids;  they,  particularly  in  their  myofibroblast-like  form,  synthesize  and  secrete

extracellular matrix proteins (collagens I, III, IV, V and VI, fibronectin, laminin, tenascin, undulin,

hyaluronan  and  proteoglycans);  stellate  cells  and  derived  myofibroblastlike  cells  in  particular

synthesize  and  secrete  extracellular  matrix  degrading  metalloproteinases  and  tissue  inhibitors  of

metalloproteinase-1;  in  both  forms  they  synthesize  and  secrete  cytokines  and,  especially,  as

myofibroblast-like cells they are able to contract in response to vasoactive substances and are thus

potentially involved in the regulation of hepatic sinusoidal tone. 

Hepatic  stellate  cells  are unequivocally the main cells  involved in the production of

excessive  ECM  seen  in  liver  fibrosis.  As  a  result  of  injury,  HSCs  undergo  “activation”  or

transdifferentiation, from a quiescent, vitamin A–storing cell to a myofibroblast-like cell, with several
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new phenotypic characteristics, such as enhanced cell migration and adhesion, expression of α-SMA,

increased proliferation, production of chemotactic substances capable of recruiting inflammatory cells

as  well  as  other  HSCs,  contractibility,  loss  of  normal  retinoid-storing  capacity,  increased  rough

endoplasmic  reticulum,  changes  in  cytoskeletal  organization  and  cellular  morphology  and,  most

importantly, acquisition of fibrogenic capacity. The process of activation has classically been divided

into two distinct phases. In the first phase, or the initiation phase, HSCs undergo the initial changes

toward  a  myofibroblast-like  cell  differentiation  and  become  more  responsive  to  proliferative  and

fibrogenic  cytokines  by  up-regulation  of  membrane  receptors.  Once  HSCs  have  been  induced  to

overexpress cytokine receptors, increased fibrogenesis, cellular proliferation, and other features of the

“activated”  phenotype will  be  perpetuated  by the  continued release  of  mediators  from chronically

inflamed  and  injured  tissue.  This  second  stage  of  the  activation  process  has  been  termed  the

perpetuation phase. Several cell types present in the normal liver, such as hepatocytes, Kupffer cells,

sinusoidal  endothelial  cells,  platelets,  and  activated  HSCs  themselves  have  been  implicated  in

production of cytokines and other mediators thought to play a role in this latter part of the process.

Once  activated,  HSCs  will  up-regulate  gene  expression  of  ECM  components,  matrix-degrading

enzymes and their respective inhibitors, resulting in matrix remodeling and accumulation at sites with

abundant activated HSCs.

The enormous amount of research done in the last 2 decades, however, has greatly refined our

understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in liver fibrosis, most of which are intimately

connected to hepatic stellate cells. As a result, several key steps in the process of stellate cell activation

and fibrogenesis have been identified as potential therapeutic targets, which may be clinically useful in

preventing or treating liver fibrosis.

Among the mediators involved in fibrogenesis, TGF-β and PDGF are thought to play a central

role. Consequently, several studies have been published looking at the effect of inhibitors of these

substances in experimental models of liver fibrosis. Several substances with direct and indirect TGF-β

inhibitory activity have been shown to significantly reduce liver fibrosis in animal models.4,56 Studies

have also evaluated the effectiveness of genetically engineered soluble TGF-β and PDGF-β receptor

obtained by fusing the Fc domain of human immunoglobulin G with the extracellular domain of the

TGF-β  type  II  and  PDGF-β  receptors,  respectively,  in  rat  models  of  liver  injury,  and  have

demonstrated significant reduction in bile duct ligation–induced liver fibrosis with these agents.

Conclusions.

Stellate cells provide the liver with an ability to respond to injury and heal certain types of

damage.  However,  repeated  insults  result  in  long lasting  fibrosis,  which  impairs  many  aspects  of

hepatic function.
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In a normal liver, stellate cells are quiescent. When the liver is damaged by toxins or virus

infection, hepatocytes and immune cells release factors that induce stellate cells to undergo a dramatic

transformation  into  what  is  referred  to  as  the  activated  state.  Morphologically,  the  activated  cells

assume a  myofibroblast-like  morphology,  but  more  importantly,  they  start  to  secrete  a  battery  of

extracellular matrix proteins that includes collagens, glycoproteins and proteoglycans. This activation

process is also associated with loss of vitamin A storage. This is a useful response in protecting and

facilitating healing within a damaged liver. The problem arises when the source of injury is chronic –

in that case, stellate cells remain activated and secrete collagen to the point that the liver becomes

fibrotic and hepatic function declines. Chronic hepatic fibrosis is a very serious disease that affects

numerous systems and ultimately leads to liver failure due to cirrhosis.
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Анотація. Луценко М. С.  Кодові  схеми,  представлені  на  2му  етапі  конкурсу NIST PQC.  У роботі

досліджуються реалізації криптосистем на основі кодів з відкритим ключем, які були представлені на конкурсі

пост  квантової  криптографії,  оголошеному  Національним  інститутом  стандартів  і  технологій.  У  роботі

криптосистеми  на  основі  коду  вивчаються  з  точки  зору  їх  функціонального  використання  в  українській

інфраструктурі  відкритих  ключів.  Були  обрані  криптосистеми  на  основі  коду,  оскільки  вони  дозволяють

реалізувати всі три типи алгоритмів, такі як алгоритми електронного цифрового підпису, алгоритми шифрування з

відкритим  ключем  та  схеми  встановлення  ключів.  Метою  даної  роботи  є  аналіз  криптографічних  систем,

захищених як від квантових, так і від класичних комп’ютерів і можуть взаємодіяти з існуючими протоколами та

мережами зв’язку в Україні. Нові криптосистеми на основі кодів, такі як BIKE, Classic McElice, HQC, вивчаються з

метою  виявлення  найбільш  ефективного  математичного  алгоритму  з  точки  зору  криптографічної  безпеки  та

програмної  реалізації.  Для  первинної  оцінки  криптографічної  безпеки  аналізується  відповідність  алгоритмів

сучасним  вимогам  до  криптосистем,  а  саме  забезпечення  властивостей  нерозрізненості.  У  роботі  вивчаються

показники ефективності, такі як довжина вхідних та вихідних параметрів, а також швидкість виконання основних

операцій. Зроблено висновок, що найкращі показники ефективності має алгоритм Classic McElice.

Ключові  слова: інкапсуляція ключів, інфраструктура відкритих ключів, криптосистема з

відкритим ключем на основі кодів, пост квантова криптографія.

Abstract. Lutsenko M. S. Code-based Schemes Presented at the 2nd Round of the NIST PQC

Competition. The article deals with the implementation of code-based public-key cryptosystems which were presented

at the contest of Post-Quantum Cryptography announced by the National Institute of Standards and Technology. In the

work code-based cryptosystems are studied from the point of view of the functional usage in the Ukrainian public key

infrastructure. The code-based cryptosystems were chosen because they make it possible to implement all three types of

algorithms such  as  electronic  digital  signature  algorithms,  public-key  algorithms and  key-establishment  schemes.  The

purpose of this work is to analyze cryptographic systems that are secure against both quantum and classical computers,

and  able  interoperate  with  existing  communications  protocols  and  networks  in  Ukraine.  New  code-based  public-key

cryptosystems such as BIKE, Classic McElice, HQC are studied to detect the most effective mathematical algorithm from

crypto security and implementation points of view. For the initial assessment of cryptographic security, the compliance of

algorithms with modern requirements for cryptosystems, namely, ensuring indistinguishability properties is analyzed. In the

work, some performance indicators such as the input and output parameters lengths, as well as the speed of performing
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main  operations  are  studied.  The conclusion  is  made  that  the  best  performance  indicators  show the  Classic  McElice

algorithm.

Key words: code-based public key cryptosystem, key encapsulation, post-quantum cryptography,

public key infrastructure.

General Formulation of Research and Its Topicality. The purpose of this paper is to analyze and

compare the code-based public-key algorithms and key-establishment schemes presented for the 2nd

round of NIST PQC competition [4]. The algorithms must meet the requirements that described below.

Each algorithm provides indistinguishability properties. This property determines the crypto stability of

the  algorithm to  chosen plaintext  attack  (IND-CPA).  Although some schemes  also  provide  crypto

resistance against chosen cipher text attacks and adaptive chosen cipher text attacks (IND-CCA1 and

IND-CCA2, respectively) [4]. Each presented algorithm must provide variations for all three levels of

crypto security in classical and post-quantum cryptography. 

Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article. The o b j e c t - m a t t e r  of the study is

code-based algorithms. The s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  is cryptographic indicators of the robustness

and performance of the algorithms. The  o b j e c t i v e  of  the work is  to investigate modern

code-based algorithms, to determine the most promising algorithm for further research. The

t a s k s  are  to  analyze  the  compliance  of  algorithms  with  modern  requirements  for

cryptosystems, namely, ensuring indistinguishability properties, to compare the analysis of the

performance indicators of the algorithms. 

Research Outcomes.  To begin,  consider  a  brief  description  of  each code-based algorithms:

BIKE, Classic McElice, HQC. BIKE (Bit Flipping Key Encapsulation) is a key encapsulation scheme

[1, 4]. Quasicyclic Parity Check Codes with moderate density (QC-MDPC) is a basis of this algorithm.

Also, due to the use of the flipping bit technique, it is expected to provide IND-CCA resistance in

addition to IND-CPA. There are three modifications of the algorithm: BIKE-1, BIKE-2 and BIKE-3

for each of the CPA and CCA security levels. The BIKE-1 scheme is based on a variation of the

McAlice  algorithm.  BIKE-1  provides  accelerated  key  generation.  Scheme  BIKE-1-CCA  avoids

polynomial  inversion.  The public  key has twice the  length compared to the BIKE-2 scheme.  The

BIKE-2 algorithm is based on the Niederreiter cryptosystem with a systematic parity check matrix.

Inversion-based key generation can be significantly slower than encryption in this case.  Algorithm

BIKE-2-CCA yields not only a very compact realization (in terms of memory cost), but also a tighter

security reduction, due to the deterministic nature of the cryptosystem. The variation of BIKE-3-CPA

and BIKE-3-CCA in terms of the basic transformations resembles BIKE-1, but it has a significantly

larger cryptographic security margin, according to the authors.
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Classic McElice is a variation of the McAlice algorithm based on Goppa's binary codes [2, 4].

This  algorithm is  designed  to  provide  IND-CCA2 security  at  a  very  high  level  of  cryptographic

security, even against quantum computers. It is noted that every level of the scheme is designed so that

future cryptographic auditors can be confident in the long-term security of post-quantum public-key

encryption.  The  algorithm can  find  effective  application  even  in  systems  with  limited  computing

capabilities and resources while maintaining effective cryptographic security. There are 5 variations of

this algorithm. They are used as the hash function algorithm SHAKE256. 

HQC is an encryption scheme [3, 4]. It is is an abbreviation of Hamming Quasi-cyclic, which

implies the use of Hamming's quasicyclic code. HQC is an open-source, cryptocurrency based on the

crypto system with several useful properties. HQC provides a hybrid encryption scheme with strong

security  guarantees  (IND-CCA2).  The  main  advantages  of  HQC  over  existing  code-based

cryptosystems are resistance to attacks aimed at restoring the hidden structure of the code used. Among

the limitations of the crypto system are the low encryption performance and large memory costs.

Characteristics of the Main Cryptographic Parameters.  To assess the level of cryptographic

security  in  classical  and  post-quantum  cryptography  for  each  algorithm  and  its  variations,  the

corresponding basic  parameters  are  used.  The data  are  provided for  variations  with  cryptographic

security at level 5, which corresponds the security level of algorithm AES-256. The characteristics of

the main cryptographic parameters [1-3] are shown in Table 1. Depending on the intended scope of the

algorithm different  key lengths are preferable.  For example,  to use a key encapsulation scheme in

systems with limited resources is preferable to use algorithms with shorter parameter lengths.

Table 1. Characteristics of Basic Cryptographic Parameters

Algorithm Variation Private key, bit Public key, bit Cipher text, bit

BIKE

BIKE-1 4110 65498 65498

BIKE-2 4110 32749 32749

BIKE-3 4256 72262 72262

BIKE-1-CCA 85578 81194 81194
BIKE-2-CCA 85578 40597 40597

BIKE-3-CCA 93990 89734 89734
Classic 
McElice

mceliece6960119 13908 1047319 226

mceliece8192128 14080 1357824 240

HQC
hqc-256-1 40 7989 15960
hqc-256-2 40 8503 16984
hqc-256-3 40 8897 17777

Comparative Analysis of Performance Indicators. Table 2 shows the performance indicators for

the algorithms with security level 5. The estimate is presented in the format of the number of processor
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cycles spent on the operation [1-3].  The HQC algorithm has the highest key generation rate, and the

Classic McElice algorithm has the lowest one. The rate of encapsulation and decapsulation is higher

for the McElice . The same operations are performed much more slowly by the BIKE algorithm.

Table 2. Performance Indicators for Algorithms (data are shown in 

number of cycles)

Conclusions. In the paper, the initial analysis of the contestants’ schemes submitted to the NIST

post-quantum  cryptography  contest  was  carried  out.  Three  key  establishment  schemes  were

considered, the indicators of the input and output parameters, as well as the indicators of cryptographic

security  and performance were compared. As a result  of the research it  was found that almost all

schemes satisfy the formal requirements for post-quantum schemes. The Classic McElice algorithm

shows the best performance indicators,  The HQC and the BIKE follow it.  The study of optimized

implementations of these schemes is a promising area for further work.
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Key Generation Encapsulation Decapsulation

BIKE

BIKE-1 2986647 3023816 17483906
BIKE-2 58806046 1201161 16385956
BIKE-3 2300332 3257675 18047493
BIKE-1- CCA 6076775 5809713 35174191
BIKE-2-CCA 67737696 2977652 29466909
BIKE-3-CCA 3856747 6728690 36502736

Classic 
McElice

mceliece6960119 1202081992 156826 303207
mceliece8192128 1277898472 185146 324803

HQC
hqc-256-1 980000 1650000 2450000
hqc-256-2 1040000 1790000 2610000
hqc-256-3 1080000 1840000 2670000
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Анотація. Мироненко І.В. Інтерференційні покриття при кутах падіння більше

критичного. Ця  стаття  присвячена  розробці  способу  обчислення  оптичних  характеристик

багатошарових плівок під кутом падіння, більшим за критичний. Існує ряд робіт з еліпсометрії,

в яких розглядалися покриття від 1 до 3 шарів, але обернена задача вивчається з точки зору

визначення  оптичних  констант  шарів  з  виміряних  еліпсометричних  кутів.  Актуальність

дослідження  полягає  в  тому,  що  у  всіх  попередніх  роботах  систематичні  розрахунки  не

проводилися. Основним завданням було обчислити оптичні характеристики багатошарових та

одиночних плівок у широкому діапазоні довжин хвиль та кутів падіння. Нові спостереження та

вимірювання  показують,  що  при  кутах  падіння  більше  критичних  покриття  передає

випромінювання,  а  вимірювані  характеристики  добре  узгоджуються  з  розрахунковими.

Результати  досліджень  показують,  що  для  плівки  з  низьким  показником  заломлення,

розташованої  між  призмами,  існує  кут  падіння,  при  якому  коефіцієнти  відбиття  для  S  і  P

компонентів поляризації рівні, незалежно від товщини плівки та довжини хвилі. У результаті

дослідження отримана формула для знаходження цього «спеціального» кута.

Ключові слова: багатошарова плівка, інтерференційна покриття, критичний кут падіння,

світлофільтр.

Abstract. Myronenko I. Interference Coatings at Incidence Angles Greater than Critical.

The present article is devoted to the development of a method for calculating the optical characteristics

of  multilayer  films  at  angles  of  incidence  greater  than  critical.  There  are  a  number  of  works  on

ellipsometry in which coatings from 1 to 3 layers are considered, but the inverse problem is studied

from the point of view determining the optical constants of the layers from the measured ellipsometric

angles. The relevance of the research is that in all the previous works systematic calculations are not

performed. The primary task is to calculate the optical characteristics of multilayer and single films in

a wide range of wavelengths and angles of incidence. New observations and measurements show that

at  angles  of  incidence  greater  than  critical,  the  coating  transmits  radiation,  and  the  measured

characteristics are in good agreement with the calculated ones. The conclusion is made that for a film

with a low refractive index located between the prisms, there is an angle of incidence at which the

reflection coefficients for the S and P components of the polarization are equal, regardless of the film

thickness and wavelength. As a result of the research, a formula is obtained for finding this «special»

angle. 
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Key words: critical angle of incidence, interference coating, light filter, multilayer film.

General  Formulation  of  Research  and its  Topicality.  The  work  is  devoted  to  a  systematic

consideration of the properties of optical interference coatings at various incidence angles, thicknesses,

refractive indices,  and the number of layers in a wide spectral  region. In the previously published

works, such research is not conducted [5, p.203]. Some works are devoted to interference coatings at

angles of incidence greater than the critical.  Dobrovolsky and Li Li calculated the polarizers,  they

worked under critical angles, and used an angle of 70 °. Putilin calculated narrow-band filters by the

matrix method. There is also a large number of works on ellipsometry, in which coatings from 1 to 3

layers were considered, but the inverse problem was solved by determining the optical constants of the

layers from the measured ellipsometric angles [1, p.315].

Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article. T h e  o b j e c t -m a t t e r  is optical

properties  of  multilayer  and  single-layer  films  in  a  wide  range  of  incidence  angles.  T h e

s u b j e c t -m a t t e r  is reasons for the transmission of radiation by coatings at angles of incidence

large critical. T h e  o b j e c t i v e  is to study characteristics of multilayer and single-layer coatings

during  irradiation.  T h e  t a s k s  are  to  develop  a  methodology  for  calculating  the  optical

characteristics of multilayer films at angles of incidence greater than critical; to calculate the optical

characteristics of multilayer and single films in a wide range of wavelengths and angles of incidence.

Research Outcomes. 

Multilayered  Coverings. We  had  a  21-layer  symmetric  narrow-band  interference  filter

containing two mirrors consisting of alternating quarter-wave layers of ZnS (nH = 2.2) and cryolite (nL

= 1.32), separated by a half-wave ZnS layer and framed by substrates with a refractive index of 1.52.

The wavelength at the maximum passband at normal light incidence is 690 nm. 

According to A. P. Ovcharenko [5], light falling from a prism onto the border with water by an

angle of 60º should pass into the water, and at an angle of 61.5º it should undergo full reflection. The

refractive index of cryolite films, depending on the deposition conditions, can be in the range 1.32-

1.35. Our filter was deposited on the substrate at room temperature, the possible refractive index of the

cryolite can be in the range 1.32 - 1.33. For the boundary of a prism – a thick layer of such a substance

at supercritical angles of incidence, full reflection should be observed. Our filter contains 10 layers of

cryolite with a geometric thickness of only about 130 nm. If such a filter is placed between prisms with

n = 1.52, for the cryolite layers the angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle.

Figure 1 shows the spectral dependence of the transmission S and P of the filter components at

an  angle  of  incidence  from the prism (n = 1.52)  of  70 °.  The passband of  the  filter  under  these

conditions is shifted to a region below 400 nm.
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Fig. 1. The Spectral Dependence of the Filter Transmission when the Light from Glass is
Passed by an Angle of 70º

Experimental Measurements. For measurements in a wide spectral range, a filter with prisms is

placed in the cuvette compartment of the SF-5 spectrophotometer. The measurements are carried out

independently for the two polarizations of the incident (S and P) beam. Figure 2 shows the spectral

dependences of the transmittance (T1 for normal incidence, Ts, Tp for incidence of light from a prism

at an angle of 60).

Fig. 2. Measurement of the Spectral Dependence of the Transmittance

One-layer  Coatings.  Figure  3  (a-b)  shows  optical  characteristics  of  single  films  with  a

refractive index n1 = 1.32 in a prism with a refractive index n0 = 2 at incidence angles of 35, 41, 46, 51,

58.  The  reflection  coefficient  increases  up  to  1  with  increasing  angle  of  incidence,  decreasing

wavelength  and increasing  film thickness.  The peculiarity  of  these dependences  is  the  fact  of  the

existence  of  a  «special» angle  q0,  at  which  reflection  coefficients  Rs=Rp  are  identically  equal

regardless of the film thickness and wavelength. For angles of incidence less than q0, as usual, Rs> Rp,

and for angles of incidence from a prism large q0, it turns out Rs <Rp. 

a b
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Fig. 3 Optical Characteristics of Single Films. 

From the condition Rs=Rp, we have found expressions for this angle in terms of the refractive

indices of the prism and film.

(1)

In this case the angle of refraction is determined by the condition

                                              (2)

Substituting  the found conditions  (1)  to  the expression (2)  for the  angles  of incidence  and

refraction from the prism into we obtain the formula for amplitude transmission:

(3)

(4)

After conversion, these formulae are reduced 
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(5)

Conclusions. A  procedure  for  calculating  the  optical  characteristics  of  multilayer  films  at

angles of incidence greater than critical has been developed. The optical characteristics of multilayer

and  single  films  in  a  wide  range  of  wavelengths  and  incidence  angles  were  calculated.  The

observations  and  measurements  show that  at  angles  of  incidence  greater  than  critical  the  coating

transmits radiation, and the measured characteristics are in good agreement with the calculated ones. It

is found that for a film with a low refractive index located between the prisms, there is an angle of

incidence  at  which  the  reflection  coefficients  for  the  S  and  P  polarization  components  are  equal

regardless of the film thickness and wavelength. 
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Анотація. Мороз Ольга.  Роль жінок в ІТ-індустрії в Україні. Дана стаття присвячена

ролі жінок у сфері інформаційних технологій. Сучасне становище жінок у сфері ІТ вивчено з

точки  зору  процесу  інтеграції  жінок  до  IT  та  проблем,  з  якими  вони  стикаються.  Метою

дослідження є досягнення гендерного балансу та рівності  в інформаційних технологіях.  Наразі
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багато жінок займають середні  і  високі  посади в технологічних компаніях,  таких як  Apple,

Google та Facebook. Незважаючи на зусилля, спрямовані на те, щоб спонукати жінок увійти в

ІТ-персонал, вони все ще далекі від гендерної рівності в цьому секторі.  Є багато причин, за

якими  компанії  повинні  дозволяти  жінкам  брати  участь  у  всіх  етапах  кар’єри:  зростання

світової економіки, виробництво кращих продуктів для всіх, кращі навички побудови відносин,

успіх у спілкуванні.  Багато роботодавців на даний момент віддають перевагу чоловікам,  що

свідчить про гендерну нерівність. Жінки, що працюють в IT, незалежно від освіти, декларують

краще знання англійської мови, ніж чоловіки. Було зроблено висновок, що задля збільшення

кількості  жінок у сфері інформаційних технологій потрібно проводити менторські  програми,

рекваліфікаційні курси, а також зустрічі з професіоналами для спілкування.

Abstract. Moroz Olha.  Role of Women in Ukrainian IT Industry. The article is devoted to

the role of women in Information Technologies. The current situation in IT is studied from the point of

view of the process of women's entry into IT and problems they face. The purpose of the research is to

achieve gender balance and parity in information technologies. Many women hold both permanent and

senior positions in technology companies such as Apple, Google and Facebook. Although efforts are

being made to encourage women to enter IT staff, they are still far from gender equality in this sector.

There  are  many reasons  why companies  should  allow women to participate  in  all  stages  of  their

careers: the growth of the global economy, the production of better products for all, better relationship

building skills, and communication success. Many employers currently prefer men, that is evidence of

gender inequality. Women working in IT, regardless of education, declare better English than men.

The  conclusion  is  made  that  for  increasing  number  of  women  in  IT  it  is  important  to  organize

mentoring programs, retraining courses, and networking opportunities with the help of professionals. 

Key words: gender equality, Information Technologies, IT staff, Technology Company.

General  Formulation  of  Research  and  its  Topicality.  For  very  long  time  Information

Technology  has  been  industry  for  men  with  famous  entrepreneurs  as  Steve  Jobs  or  Bill  Gates

recognized for their contributions to the sector. However, it is important to understand, that women are

playing a huge part too and more and  more women are gaining both regular and top management

positions in tech companies, particularly in big global firms such as Apple, Google, Facebook. These

companies are hiring women 200% faster than men [1].  Some facts prove that women are trying to

achieve equality in all sectors, including IT. It is necessary to organize mentoring programs, retraining

courses, and networking opportunities with the help of Ukrainian IT professionals to grow the number

of women in Information Technologies.

Setting of  the  Problem and the  Aim of  the  Article.  The  important  fact  is  that  the  first

programmer is considered to be Ada Lovelace. She was the first woman in the world to write algorithm
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for a computing machine in 1840. Ada Lovelace was a mathematician and had opportunities to get the

education, most women at that time could only dream of. She was a daughter of the famous poet Lord

Byron.  Lady  Byron,  her  mother,  who  studied  multiple  subjects,  unusual  for  a  woman,  including

science and mathematics, made a great influence on her daughter. She excelled in her studies, and her

interests were very wide. Ada Lovelace Day is celebrated on October 13 to remember her contributions

to  science  and  engineering.  But  mostly  it  is  a  day  to  learn  and  think  about  women  in  science,

technology, engineering, and mathematics [2]. 

Unfortunately, even after so many years of Adaʹs impact on computer history, women are still

struggling to achieve equality and parity in the IT sector, they are impacted by social and structural

factors.  Women in IT companies are 30% less, than men all over the world. In some countries, the

difference between menʹs and womenʹs wage for the same position can reach incredible 40% (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Gender Gap in Ukrainian Software Developers  Earningsʹ

The o b j e c t - m a t t e r  o f  the research is  woman  working  in  IT.  The s u b j e c t -

m a t t e r  is the process of women's entry into IT. The ob j e c t i v e  is to try to achieve gender

balance in information technology. The n o v e l t y  is conditioned by the value of women in Ukrainian

IT that is growing essentially.

Research Outcomes.  Nowadays, in Ukrainian IT men are in majority.  But there are many

women in the IT sector. There are some reasons for that [3]:

1. Global economy growth.  Women have more tendencies to find balance on distribution of

money. It means that when more women are in higher positions in the corporate world, it helps to

create overall healthy economy. Women are trying hard to have equality in all industries, including IT.

In  the  USA (Chicago,  Boston,  Silicon  Valley)  more  than  half  technical  start-ups  are  founded  by

women. In Facebook company and Microsoft, number of women grew by 80% [1].

2. Producing better products for everyone. Women by themselves are consumers of IT industry

and technologies in general. They understand customersʹ needs very well and can satisfy their needs. In
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fact, it improves brand identity and bring more income to companies.

3.  Women  have  better  relationship  building  skills.  Unlike  men,  women  usually  can  build

relationships at workplace with colleagues and with partners, clients, and different organizations. This

relationship can be very beneficial for any company and helps to achieve stable growth. It also reduces

probable conflicts.

4.  Women  are  better  in  communication. Ladies  communicate  in  a  better  way  than  men

according to various research results. Any company requires a smooth flow of instructions and other

communication for better results in productivity. Creating harmony both internally and externally is

very important. Women can engage more investors and shareholders in order to expand business. They

create better communication channels in the marketing department for better sales.

Women working in IT, regardless of education, declare a better knowledge of English than men

do. This feature is common for all technical professionals, including developers and QA. Only among

managers and non-technical specialists, differences in knowledge of English between women and men

are minimal [4]. Graduates of technical specialties, both women and men, evaluate their English skills

worse  than  those  who  studied  in  non-technical  areas.  Specialty  also  influences  knowledge  of  the

English language (Fig. 2): 

Figure 2. Knowledge of English in Ukraine 

Unfortunately, for  several  reasons  women  leave  IT  industry [5]. Girls  leave  IT  companies

because of unfair salary, long working hours. They state that it  is hard for them to keep life/work

balance. They do not have enough time for their families; some of women loose interest in their jobs,

or have problems in company environment, or become self-employed / freelancers.

Conclusions. To achieve the growth of a number of women in tech, it is important to organize

mentoring  programs,  requalification  courses  and  networking  opportunities  with  the  assistance  of

Ukrainian  IT  professionals.  For  companies  it  is  also  possible  to  offer  flexible  working  hours,
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babysitting services for co-workers and support for young specialists. The trend is that women start to

discuss salaries.  In addition,  there are more opportunities  for women: from university programs to

courses. The value of women in IT is essential for Ukrainian companies.
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Анотація:  У статті  розглядаються  причини  існування  величезної  кількості  файлових

систем  та  основні  відмінності  між  ними,  а  також  причини  популярності  старих  файлових

систем,  при  існуванні  багатьох  сучасних  проектів  із  значно  кращими  можливостями  та

величезним потенціалом.  Основна увага спрямована на  огляд еволюції  файлових систем від

часу  їх  появи  до сучасності.  Також висвітлюються методи зберігання  файлів  на  жорсткому

диску, саме поняття файлової системи, її здібностей та механізмів для обробки даних, принцип

її роботи та області застосування. Крім того, у статті описані різні файлові системи, їх історія

створення та використання, переваги та недоліки.
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Ключові  слова: кластер,  файлова  система,  носій  інформації,  операційна  система,

метадані.

Abstract:   The article deals with the reasons for a huge number of file systems and differences

between them as well as the reasons for the popularity of old file systems when there are many up-to-

date  projects  with  much better  capabilities  and huge potential.  The  focus  of  this  article  is  set  on

explaining development of file systems from their appearance till their modern state. Much attention is

drawn to how files are being stored on hard drive, what is file system, which abilities and mechanisms

for processing data  it  has, how it  works and what it  is  used for.  In addition,  the article  describes

different file systems, their development, usage, advantages and drawbacks. 

Key words: cluster, file system, hard drive, operating system, metadata.

         Introduction:  Controversy over computer platforms could erupt in the strangest places. In a

recent interview at a conference in Australia, Linux creator Linus Torvalds sparked fury and outrage at

the Macintosh community when he called the Mac OS X file system "complete and useless trash".

What  did he mean? Anyway, there were several questions: what is a "file  system", and why it  is

important,  is one better  than another? At first,  it  seems that  file systems are invisible  and are not

interesting technical programs with which we never interact directly. However, the importance of the

file system is hard to overlook because it is the main program that connects the OS and the data drive

[1].

Object  matter:  file  systems as main communication service between software and storage

devices,  a  subject  matter:  evolution  of file systems and its  connection with development  of new

hardware.

Objective of our work is to show direct connection between development of new operating

systems/disk drives and tasks, faced with different file systems.

This article considers the following tasks:

 to investigate history of different file systems

 to find out connection with duties of file systems and hardware capabilities

 to understand, why we use nowadays out-of-date file systems, developed in 1990s

 to decide, if modern file systems will replace our common ones, and when it will happen

Research  methods:  Theoretical  analysis  and  generalization  of  scientific  literature  and

periodicals devoted to comparison, formalization and analysis of different file systems.

 Material:  Empirical  basis  relies  on  research  of  different  internet  resources,  articles  and

information about operating systems – Windows, MacOS, Linux and so on.

Discussion and results: Let’s start by defining what a file system is and what it does.
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Before the development of disk operating systems, each computer was designed specifically to run a

single application that completely controlled the entire machine. The application recorded its persistent

data directly to physical drive, sending commands right to the disk controller. The application itself

was responsible for managing the location of data on the drive, taking in case that existing data could

not be overwritten. Since computers were monotasking and only one program was always active, there

was no problem with this.

But soon there were systems capable of executing several programs at the same time. There

was a need for an algorithm to ensure that data could not be written over data from other applications.

This problem was partly solved by adopting a single standard for each application determining whether

a disc cell is recorded or not and marking it accordingly. These standards were then formed into a disk

operating system, which itself controlled the operation of applications with the media using the file

system to manage information on the computer.  Now the program did not require  the function of

working with the media, it was replaced by a command to access the file system with the task to write

blocks  of  information  to  the  disk.  In  addition,  this  approach  has  made  possible  the  hierarchical

arrangement of data on disk using elements such as currently common directories, which can contain

not only files, but also other directories with different contents [2].

In summary, a file system is a well-defined software method that a computer operating system

uses to store and extract files.

The first common file system OS was CP/M created by Gary Kildall. The hierarchy there was

almost absent, there were no catalogs. File names were limited to eight characters and a three-character

"extension" defined the file type.

Gary Kildall and the company he founded to sell CP/M, Intergalactic Digital Research, soon

became very wealthy. It turned out that many microcomputer companies had a need for an OS, and

Gary developed it in such a way that all bits carrying computer information were separated from the

OS into a specific part (called BIOS). It was much more convenient than rewriting the whole CP/M for

each  new  computer.  CP/M  became  the  dominant  microcomputer  operating  system  of  the  1970s

powering machines from Xerox, Kaypro, Kentucky Fried Computers and Morrow [3].

 But his opponents soon did the same thing. Tim Patterson wrote his own OS called "QDOS"

(a quick-made CP/M clone) because he needed to run the OS on a new 16-bit computer. The QDOS

file system was quite different from CP/M, but it mostly did the same and also had no directories. It

was based on a 1977 Microsoft program called Microsoft Disk Basic, which was a version of Basic

capable of writing its files to diskettes. It used an organization method called a “file allocation table”,

so the file system itself got the name FAT.

Bill Gates then bought QDOS for $50,000, renamed it MS-DOS and was able to sell it to IBM.

From now on, the world has to deal with FAT in all its might.
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 The file allocation table describes which areas of the disk were allocated to the files, which

were free, and which were corrupt and unusable. Since there was very little space on each diskette (the

first devices for the IBM PC could only store 160 kilobytes), the table itself had to be very small. To

keep it small, the disk was divided into clusters - groups of sectors stored next to each other on the

disk. The first version of FAT was called FAT-12 because it used a 12-bit number to count clusters

(2*12 equals 4096, and each cluster occupied 8 KB, so the maximum volume size was 32 MB). Soon,

however,  due to the growth of storage capacity,  a 16-bit  version of the FAT-16 was created with

support for devices up to 2 GB.

In 1995, this volume was overcome, and Microsoft 's response was a 32-bit FAT-32 with a

volume limit of 8 TB and a VFAT mechanism allowing the 8 3 character limit in the file name to be

circumvented by creating a "virtual" long name for the user and a reduced to 8 3 invisible identifier

format for the OS [4].

But such a method of writing data to the drive had one significant disadvantage - since FAT

was recording data starting from the first cluster from the beginning of the disk, often the file was

broken  into  multiple  clusters  at  different  ends  of  the  drive.  This  phenomenon  was  described  as

fragmentation and greatly slowed down data operations as calling all the file items scattered around the

drive  took  time.  The  temporary  solution  was  presented  by  defragmentation  programs,  but  the

architecture  of  the  file  system  itself  remained  unchanged,  and  therefore  25  years  later,  file

fragmentation on FAT systems remains an unresolved problem. Similarly, in the relatively new file

systems at the time, the problem of metadata and its location was increasingly raised.

Metadata literally means "information about data”. Although, it is considered as an important

part of any system relatively recently, all file systems have stored some metadata with the file from the

beginning. Examples of metadata is information about time, when the file was created or modified,

location of this file in memory, information about its usage.  This information is not always necessary

for the computer, but sometimes users need it very much. Information about the exact physical location

of a file on the storage device, as well as a variety of file attributes, is also metadata.

In  FAT and  its  similar  systems,  metadata  was  stored  separately  from files,  which  greatly

impaired performance. For the first time, this disadvantage was tried in HFS – a system for Macintosh

computers, according to the main characteristics comparable to FAT - where each file was divided into

two parts-actually, information and a special "resource section," in which metadata was stored. The

speed of operations with such files has certainly increased, but when trying to transfer to a device with

another file system, this section was not perceived, so without metadata the file was almost always

unreadable. The file system for UNIX (UFS), and its later counterparts for Linux, can be considered a

success.
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It was UFS that used a more serious rata algorithm with a drive - cluster functionality was

significantly expanded, it  was possible  to store several  not fully populated clusters  (which caused

excessive  consumption  of  free  space  in  other  systems)  in  one  empty  cluster,  and always to  have

metadata and file in neighboring clusters, as well as files from the same directory, which significantly

increased performance. The only significant disadvantage of UFS was the lack of logging of operations

(which allowed not to lose the location of files in case of unexpected shutdown), which, however, was

corrected  in  Linux versions  of UFS (ext2.3).  The further  evolution  of file  systems for  UNIX-like

operating systems continued in the face of XFS, one of the first 64-bit file systems to support drives up

to 8 exabytes and capable of multithreading a file. Microsoft in turn released NTFS - also a 64-bit

system in which the main shortcomings of FAT were corrected – fragmentation (the OS tries to write

only to the part of the drive where there is enough space for the whole file), the location of metadata

(they are now stored in separate files with almost identical name, which differs only by sign $, which

simplifies operations with them). File access control lists were also introduced, which significantly

improved the security of this system. However, an extremely significant disadvantage of NTFS is its

closed code - due to the reluctance of developers to lose profits, porting the system to other operating

systems and ensuring compatibility with them is extremely time-consuming [1].

Attempts have been made to further increase the system's bit size (and therefore to reach a

completely new level in performance). In 2004, ZFS was created, a 128-bit system that supports up to

256  zettabytes  of  drive  capacity  and  up  to  64  exabytes  of  file  capacity.  Also  in  this  system,  all

partitions are combined into a single "virtual partition," which also greatly simplifies data operations.

Logically, the main question arises – why now, in the era of the emergence of new types of

drives,  which  are  no  longer  dependent  on the  block structure,  when new 64-bit  systems are  well

developed and 128-bit file systems are being refined, most users use not only not very modern NTFS,

but also morally obsolete FAT and ext family systems?

FAT still haunts us to this day, as most flash drives are formatted under FAT32. What for? Because it

is one of the oldest file systems available, it is also the most understandable and easy to implement.

It is often easier to stick to well-established file systems, even when the cost of switching is

supposedly "free". An example of Linux that is fully open source and allows anyone to write a new file

system for it.  Despite bold attempts  to set ReiserFS as a new standard for Linux and the tangible

superiority of systems like XFS, most Linux users still use ext2 and ext3. It is not fast enough. It's not

new. But it's proven and reliable, and for a lot of people it's more important.

 Microsoft recently attempted to revive the original idea of a database-based file system BeOS

the WinFS that was originally planned to be included in Windows Vista. However, delays in operating

system release forced Microsoft to take the WinFS out of the operating system and instead move it as
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an additional part of its SQL database product. The WinFS’s future remains dim, but Microsoft may

try to resurface it for a future release of Windows.

 Conclusions: So, the fact of simplicity, prevalence and popularity of old file systems takes

their  main  argument  against  modern  ones.  They  won’t  be  replaced  on  our  devices  until  their

obsoleteness will make them uncompetitive on modern IT space. NTFS is likely to remain for years in

the future, simply because of pure inertia. HFS can also last for several years. Even FAT can still be on

our drives chasing us with the ghost of CP/M, even after everyone forgot what it was. Still, progress

can’t be stopped, and, due to the large number of developments in this area, relics of 1990-s will be

replaced with projects that keep pace with the time. Most likely, their successors will be modern 128-

and even 256-bit systems like ZFS. In addition, systems with new architecture, designed to work with

drives  without  a  block-sector  storage  system will  unambiguously  become  widespread.  While  file

systems may not seem exciting in themselves, by investigating their evolution and abilities, we can

learn about development of computers and operating systems over the years. 
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Еволюція графіки відеоігор, Петік М.С Анотація: Стаття досліджує тривалий шлях

розвитку графіки у відеоіграх,  починаючи з перших спроб створити як і простий,  так і

приємний для ока дизайн і закінчуючи реалістичною,  дух захоплюючою мальовничою

картиною.  Стаття  надає  інформацію  про  різне  системне  обладнання,  на  якому  базувалося

створення  графіки  у  відеоіграх  у  різні  періоди  часу.  У  той  же  час  стаття  оглядає  системні

вимоги до відеоігр та причини того,  чому ці  вимоги зростали.  Стаття  демонструє  приклади
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відеоігор (включаючи скріншоти та описи),  які вийшли у різні десятиліття: з 1950-х по 2010-ті,

а також розповідає про базові поняття, такі, як «що таке комп'ютерна графіка» та інше.

           Ключові слова: відеоігри, розвиток графіки, 3D графіка, програмне забезпечення для

графічного дизайну. 

            Evolution of video game graphics, Petik M.S Abstract: The article investigates the long path

of development of graphics in video games, starting from the first attempts to create both simple and

pleasant to look at picture and ending with realistic, breathtaking tableau. The paper provides materials

on the various hardware which was used to establish graphics in video games in different periods of

time. The article as well reviews performance requirements and reasons to them to be raised in the first

place. The paper puts forward the examples of games, including screenshots and short descriptions,

which came out in various decades starting with 1950s and ending with 2010s and also tells about

basics, such as “what is computer graphics” and so on. 

Key words: video games, development of graphics, 3D graphics, graphic-design software

General formulation of research and its topicality: the theme of research is relevant because

its subject evolves at enormous speed and it is important to have topical comparison between now and

then. In the internet there are many researches made by common users, but usually the information

given by them is incorrect and untested.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article:
T h e  r e s e a r c h  i s  t o p i c a l  b e c a u s e  v i d e o  g a m e  g r a p h i c s

a d v a n c e s  r a p i d l y .
T h e  s u b j e c t - m a t t e r  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e  i s  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f

d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  g r a p h i c s  i n  v i d e o  g a m e s  a n d  p a r t l y  t h e  g r o w t h
o f  s o f t w a r e  a n d  h a r d w a r e  o f  a  c o m p u t e r  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e
e v o l u t i o n  o f  g r a p h i c s .  

T h e  o b j e c t i v e  o f  t h e  p a p e r  i s  t o  i l l u m i n a t e  t h e  t o p i c s  f r o m
t h e  a b o v e .

T h e  a i m  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e  i s  t o  r a i s e  k n o w l e d g e  o f  s u c h  a n
i n t e r e s t i n g  t h e m e .

I n  o r d e r  t o  a c c o m p l i s h  t h e  s e t  o b j e c t i v e ,  w e  s u g g e s t
c o m p l e t i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t a s k s :

1 . T o  p r o v i d e  m a t e r i a l s  o n  b a s i c  t e r m s .  
2 . T o  p o i n t  o u t  t h e  c r i t i c a l  p o i n t s  i n  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  v i d e o

g a m e s  d e v e l o p m e n t .
3 . T o  g i v e  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  t h e  b r i g h t e s t  e x a m p l e s  o f

g r a p h i c s  i n  v i d e o  g a m e s  f r o m  t h e  g a m e  i n d u s t r y  o r i g i n s .
4 . T o  p o i n t  o u t  w h y  s o  m u c h  a t t e n t i o n  i s  g i v e n  t o  t h e

i m p r o v i n g  o f  v i d e o  g a m e  g r a p h i c s .
T h e  n o v e l t y  o f  r e s e a r c h  i s  m i d d l i n g :  y e s ,  t h e r e  a r e
t o n s  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h i s  t o p i c ,  b u t  m o s t l y  t h a t
i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  u n t e s t e d  a n d  i n c o r r e c t .
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T h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  a n d  p r a c t i c a l  r e l e v a n c e :  t h e o r e t i c a l
r e l e v a n c e  i s  i n  t r a c i n g  t h e  w a y  o f  e v o l v i n g  o f  o n e  o f  t h e
m o s t  i n f l u e n t  s p h e r e s  o f  a  h u m a n  l i f e .  P r a c t i c a l  r e l e v a n c e
i s  i n  u s i n g  t h a t  i n f o r m a t i o n  i n  o r d e r  t o  d e v e l o p  v i d e o  g a m e
g r a p h i c s  u s i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  f r o m  t h e  p a s t .       
T h e  p r o s p e c t  o f  t h e  t o p i c  i s  t o  d o c u m e n t  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f

d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  v i d e o  g a m e  g r a p h i c s .
Experiential:   Computer  science  studies  computers  and  computation  systems.  But  unlike

computer and electrical engineers, computer scientists mostly have a deal with software and software

systems, which includes their theory, development and application. Among all of Computer Science’s

branches there is one which is called “vision and graphics”. And there is exactly where such sphere as

design becomes a tool and helps graphics designers to do their job.

There are various applications of Computer Graphics, for example:

1.  Computer  art:  using  digital  tools  fine  and  commercial  art  can  be  done.  This  includes

animation, logo design and cartoon drawing.

2. Computer aided drawing: designing of machinery, buildings, automobile and aircraft may be

done with help of computer aided drawing.

And, including all of the above, Computer Graphics is interested in the entire process of making

computer-generated  imaginary,  starting  from creating  digital  three-dimentional  models  and ending

with texturing, rendering and lighting those models.

The thing which, in our opinion, can be named a video game came out in 1951. It was NIM, a

simple game where players take turns removing matches from piles in an attempt to be the last person

to remove a match. 

1952. Alexander Douglas built one of the earliest computer games, a version of 'Naughts and Crosses’

called OXO.

1957. A breakthrough was made: Robert Kirsch designed a rotating drum scanner, allowing him to

digitize an image of his young son, Walden. The image was the first to be scanned on the computer,

and which, we believe, was the very first step to the Motion Capture technology.
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Naughts and Crosses, OXO Walden Kirsch 

The second generation of computers is marked by the conversion from vacuum tube to solid-state

devices such as the transistor and later the integrated circuit. A computer of those days had around 5

MB  of  memory  and  could  perform  about  ten  thousands  operations  in  a  second.  And  the  most

recognizable of all of the first video games saw the world: Spacewars! 

1965. Third-generation computers appeared in the markets. These computers were controlled by tiny

integrated circuits and could perform a million operations in a second.

1972. Pong was released, revolutionizing the arcade game industry and launching modern video-game

era.

1980s.  Fourth-generation  computers  arrived,  and  the  integrated  circuits  were  reduced  in  size  and

improved in general.

1983. Lucasfilm produces The Road to Point Reyes,  One of the most significant static images in the

history of computer graphics, which has taken a month to render.

      

Spacewars!                Pong                                The Road to Point Reyes

1993. An immersive first-person shooter-style game,  Doom came out and became popular on many

different platforms. It required 4 MB RAM and 40 MB of free space on HMDD. We think, that this

exact game was the breaking point. 

1996. The demand for high-quality video cards for personal computers grew throughout the 1990s as

game companies created games with more complex audio-visual requirements and that is why  3dfx

designed chipsets to be used in graphics cards.  

1998. SGI released Maya as a next generation 3D animation tool. Maya found adoption by video game

and graphics industries.
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3dfx chip                                  Maya

1999.  Nvidia  released GeForce 256.  A new approach,  based on a processor  specially  designed to

manipulate graphics, was initiated and the resulting product was known as a “Graphics Processing

Unit,” or “GPU”. The GeForce 256 is often thought of as the first consumer GPU.

2000.  The Sims came out, letting players create their own character, control it and have fun in free-

form world. 

2004. Blizzard Entertainment launched World of Warcraft, a Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing

Game (MMORPG). The game has been dominant in the MMORPG market since its release. 

 

The Sims                                              World of Warcraft

2007.  Electronic  Arts  published  Crysis.  The  performance  requirements  of  this  game  were  truly

monstrous: 1 GB of RAM, around 12 GB of free space on HMDD and 2.8 GHz CPU. Not many

gamers could afforded that, but even now the graphics in the game is believed to be beautiful. This

example is what we can call another breaking point in the video game graphics development.

 

And here you can see some of the best examples of the development of video game graphics for the

last ten years:
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METRO EXODUS                                                                ASSASIN’S CREED ODYSSEY

 

ANTHEM                                                      FORZA HORIZON 4

 

Conclusions:  Graphics in video games evolves because people need more and more entertainment.

They demand more realism, more truthful simulation of the imagined world, the world where they can

set the rules, the world which belongs to them. And of course it is much more interesting, when the

world seems like reality. When you can interact with another exiting, much more lovely reality, why

do you need ours?

It is up for us to see how powerfully graphics will evolve.
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А.А.  Савченко,  С.В.  Касилов,  А.В.  Котова.  Моделювання  створення  струму

захоплення  швидкими  магнітозвуковими  хвилями  з  урахуванням  реальної  геометрії

токамака

Анотація. Данна  робота  присвячена  проблемi  неiндукцiйного  методу  пiдтримання

струму  в  тока-  мацi.  Отриманi  аналiтичнi  вирази для щiльностi  поглиненоі  ̈ потужностi,

щiльностi  стацiо-  нарного струму та ефективностi  високочастотного методу створення струму

захоплення для заданого розподiлу електромагнiтного поля швидкоі  ̈ магнiтозвуковоі  ̈ хвилi,

параме- трiв плазми, та рiвноважного магнiтного поля токамака (в якостi приклада було викори-

стано одну з нижньонульових диверторних конфiгурацiи  ̆ токамака ASDEX  Upgrade).

Розробленний  пакет  програм,  за  допомогою  якого  виконанi  чисельнi  розрахунки  вищеза-

значених величин у нелокальному наближеннi.  Було показано, що в основному об’ємі плазми,

за  вийнятком  малої  околиці  магнітної  осі,  необхідно  використовувати  нелокальну  модель.

Релятивістські  ефекти  помітні  вже для  “м’якої”  температури  електронів  токамаку   ASDEX-

Upgrade, вони будуть вагомі у реакторних сценаріях.

Ключові слова: фізика плазми, токамак, струм захоплення, чисельне моделювання.

               Savchenko A.A., Kasilov S.V., Kotova A.V. Modeling of current drive by fast 

magnetosonic waves in realistic tokamak geometries 

              Abstract. Non-induction method of sustaining the current in a tokamak are considered in this 

work. Analytical results have been obtained for the absorbed power density, the driven current density,

and the efficiency of the high-frequency current drive method for a given distribution of the 

electromagnetic field of a fast magnetosonic wave, plasma parameters and the equilibrium magnetic 

field of a tokamak. As an example, one of the divertor configurations of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak

has been used. A software package has been developed and used for numerical calculations of the 

quantities specified above. Calculations have been performed in a non-local approximation. It is 

shown, that in the main volume of the plasma, with the exception of a small region around the 
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magnetic axis, it is necessary to use the non-local model. Relativistic effects are visible already for 

mild electrons temperatures of ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak, they will be significant in the reactor 

conditions.

             Key words: plasma physics, tokamak, current drive, numerical simulation 

General formulation of research and its topicality.  In recent times intensively developed

projects of a fusion reactor based on the tokamak device. It is well known that one of the biggest

disadvantages of tokamak is the cyclic operation,  which is related to the need to use an induction

electric  field to  create  a poloidal  magnetic  field that  holds the plasma.  Pauses in  the work of the

inductor leads to the cyclic poloidal field fluctuations.  Therefore,  the  problem  of  maintaining

stationary  current  in  tokamaks  is  one  of  the  more  important  problems  in  research  on  controlled

thermonuclear fusion. 

In [1-4], a method for generating the current drive in the case of Cherenkov interaction of

electrons  with a high-frequency wave field in a toroidal plasma is considered.  In order to drive a

toroidal  current within a plasma,  one has the possibility  either  to use external  sources,  as used in

ECRH, ICRH methods, or internal sources, as in the case of bootstrap current. The adjoint approach

[5-7], is the most convenient method for calculating the current drive in a plasma. The main idea of the

adjoint technique is to use the self-adjoint properties of the linearized collision operator, replacing the

expression for the current through the adjoint Green's function,  which is proportional to the linear

response of the plasma with the presence of a parallel  electric  field,  formally is  a  solution to  the

Spitzer-Harm problem [8].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The object of the paper  is  longitudinal

current generated by high-frequency field of fast magnetosonic waves. The subject of the paper is the

quasilinear nonlocal theory behind the process of maintaining the longitudinal current by fast waves.

We aim to build a new numerical model, which include the relativistics effect and nonlocal nature of

wave-particle interaction. 

Results and discussion. We obtained the formulas for the RF-generated current in terms of

integrals of the wave electric field and the generalized Spitzer function. We do not consider current

drive by ions due to the power input into ion components and focus on power input into electrons.

Expressions  for  the  current  following  from  the  general  solution  of  the  kinetic  equation  for  the

electrons. 

In our case, the source of the current into a plasma is a quasilinear response of the electrons to

the Cherenkov interaction with waves generated due to conversion. In a general toroidal geometry,

linearized kinetic equation is 
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                                         (1)

                                                   

where  h  is a unit vector along the magnetic field, and we assumed that the variables in the

velocity space are integrals of motion being the total  energy and perpendicular adiabatic invariant.

Parallel current density generated in plasma is given by

 

(2)

Angle brackets denote a neoclassical flux surface average. In the long mean free path regime function

g,  when  expressed  through  the  velocity  space  variables,  being  the  integrals  of  motion  and  the

gyrophase, does not depend on coordinates on the flux surface. Moreover, function g is antisymmetric

with respect to the parallel  velocity sign. One should notice that current drive efficiency g is very

weakly dependent on the gyrophase. Therefore, velocity space integration in (2) means, in particular,

gyro-averaging of the source term. In addition, since we are interested in a steady current, terms in the

source oscillating with (multiples of) a wave period should be removed by time averaging. 

In  a  magnetic  field,  electrons,  rotating  in  Larmor  orbits,  emit  waves  at  harmonics  of  the

electron-cyclotron frequency.  Due to this  radiation,  electrons experience the action of the force of

radiation  friction,  which  slows  them  down.  Further,  this  radiation  is  reabsorbed,  far  it  does  not

propagate, it depends on the frequency, for example, if these are the first harmonics, then this radiation

moves away by several wavelengths, and then it is reabsorbed. Thus, it causes quasilinear electron

diffusion.  Due  to  this,  a  combination  of  diffusion  and  convection  in  the  phase  space  arises,  the

coefficient of quasilinear diffusion on the waves and the force of radiation friction. They have the same

property as the Coulomb operator, that is, for the Maxwell distribution function,  the action of this

operator is reduced to zero, thus establishing a Maxwell distribution with a temperature equal to the

radiation temperature. These effects play an important role when we are dealing with a plasma whose

temperature is on the order of 100 keV, in our case, these effects are not considered.

The results of numerical calculations show that when we moving away from the magnetic axis,

the results of local calculations differ from nonlocal ones. This is due to the fact that the longitudinal

wave vector in the local approximation is calculated without taking into account the poloidal magnetic

field  of  the  tokamak.  Near  the  vicinity  of  the  magnetic  axis,  the  results  of  local  and  non-local

calculations are consistent.
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Conclusions.  Based on the Green's function method and the equations of the quasilinear theory of

plasma heating in toroidal traps, expressions were obtained for the average absorbed power density and

current  drive  density  averaged  over  the  magnetic  surface  during  Cherenkov  absorption  of  fast

magnetosonic waves, which are suitable for numerical calculations in real tokamak geometry. These

expressions  take  into  account  the  nonlocality  of  the  wave-particle  interaction  in  a  longitudinally

inhomogeneous magnetic field without model simplifications. The compact form of these expressions

obtained for the collisionless case using the method of expansion in bounce frequencies. A software

package was developed to calculate the above values for a given distribution of the fast magnetosonic

wave field,  separately  calculated by the wave code [9],  a given equilibrium magnetic  field of the

tokamak, and a given radial distribution of plasma parameters. An approximate calculation was made

of the absorbed power density profile and current drive density profile for ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak

using fast  magnetosonic waves in the region of high harmonics of the ion-cyclotron frequency. A

distribution  of  these  quantities  dipped  near  the  axis  was  obtained,  which  is  consistent  with  the

calculations of our previous authors. In particular, in the central part of the plasma, this is consistent

with calculations within the framework of the local approximation, when the longitudinal wave vector

is calculated neglecting the poloidal magnetic field of the tokamak. It was shown that in the main

plasma volume, with the exception of a rather small neighborhood of the magnetic axis, it is necessary

to use a nonlocal model.
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     Семенець А.О.  Математичні прийоми в астрономії. Анотація:  У цій статті ми

маємо намір  вивчити  зв'язок  двох  наук,  старих  як  сам  людський  рiд:  математики  та

астрономії, та математичнi прийоми, які впродовж історії використовували астрономи у

своїх дослідженнях небесних об'єктів та явищ, їх походження та еволюції. У цій роботі

досліджено  довгу  історію  взаємодії  між  людьми  та  астрономічними  об'єктами,  від

простого  милування  небом  до  високотехнологічних  пристроїв  для  вивчення  всесвіту

навколо.  Далі  автор  описує,  як  2000  років  тому  математикам  вдалося  обчислити

окружність  Землі  з  дивовижною  точністю.  Нарешті,  автор  подає  матеріали  про

найдавніший і найточніший метод обчислення відстаней до відносно близьких небесних

тіл - тригонометричний паралакс.

                Ключові слова: астрономія, математика, паралакс,метод

               Semenets A.A. Mathematical techniques in astronomy. Abstract:  In this article we intend

to  examine  the  connection  between two sciences,  old as  the  human kind itself,:  mathematics  and

astronomy, and mathematical techniques that throughout history were employed by astronomers in

their studies of celestial objects and phenomena, their origin and evolution. This paper investigates the

long history of interaction between humans and astronomical objects, from simple admiring of the

skies  to  highly  technological  devices  for  exploring  the  universe  around  them.  Further  the  author

describes how 2000 years ago mathematicians managed to calculate the circumference of the Earth

with amazing accuracy. Finally,  the author provides materials  on the oldest and the most accurate

method of calculating the distances to relatively close celestial bodies – trigonometric parallax.

Key words: Astronomy, mathematics, parallax, method

General formulation of research and its topicality 

The study of various mathematical methods used in astronomy.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Mathematics  is  and  always  has  been  of  central  importance  to  astronomy.

As  soon  as  observations  became  quantified,  the  possibility  for  calculation  and

prediction  based  on  observations  was  open  to  astronomers.  Mathematical

developments  were both applied to  and motivated  by astronomical  calculations,
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and  many  of  the  most  famous  astronomers  were  also  mathematicians  and  vice

versa.  The  aim  of  this  paper  is  to  study  various  mathematical  methods  used  in

astronomy.

The  object-matters  of  this  article  are  sciences  of  mathematics  and

astronomy.

The  subject-matter  of  the  article  is  the  connection  between  these

sciences.

In  this  article  the  main  objective  is  the  research  of  these  sciences  with

the purpose of illustrating the ways they are intertwined.

According to the objective,  tasks  below must be solved:

–  To  analyze  the  information  and  study  the  historical  origins  of

astronomy and mathematics.

–  To  showcase  the  correlation  between  mathematics  and  astronomy  by

providing several examples of mathematical  methods employed in astronomy

Experiential/research outcomes 

Astronomy germinated simultaneously with the human kind. Ancient humans had no

television  and they probably spent  their  evenings  looking at  the starry skies.  At  least  they

looked at the sky more often than the vast majority of modern people. Gradually, our ancestors

began to realize that some astronomical events are repeated and it is possible to determine when

to start sowing and when to go hunting by observing them. Undoubtedly, all this knowledge

helped people survive. Thus, astronomy first proved its usefulness.

Over time people desired to know more about astronomy, perhaps because this science

narrates about the past,  about the rotation of Earth, about the Solar system, about space and,

therefore, about our home. And it also tells about where we came from.

There  is  a  special  connection  between astronomy and mathematics,  as  astronomical

forecasts are the result of mathematical calculations. In fact, many tasks of astronomy became

possible due to the development of new fields of mathematics. In the ancient times astronomy

was limited by the lack of mathematical techniques to support it. There were basically none of

them besides simple counting. But with the development of mathematics and discoveries of

such techniques as logarithms, trigonometry and statistics, astronomical discoveries didn't take

long. 

More than 2000 years ago the Greek mathematician Eratosthenes used a spherical Earth

model, and some simple geometry, to calculate its circumference. Eratosthenes knew that on a

special day (the summer solstice) at noon in the Egyptian city of Syene, a stick placed in the
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ground will  cast  no shadow (i.e.,  it  is  parallel  to the Sun's  rays).  A stick in the ground at

Alexandria, to the north, will cast a shadow at an angle of 7 degrees. 

 

He knew that the distance between the two cities is 4850 stadia, so the ratio of that

distance  to  the  circumference  of  our  planet  (C)  is  given  by:  

therefore, C ≈ 250.000 stadia (1 stadia = 0.16 km)

This resulting in a circumference of around 40.000 kilometers, which is amazingly close

to the modern value of 40,030 kilometers.

Although techniques have become increasingly complex, the majority of mathematical-

astronomical techniques are concerned with positioning and calculation of relative distances of

heavenly  bodies.  The basis  of  this  is  spherical  trigonometry,  which  allows  calculations  on

the celestial sphere based on observations taken by an observer on Earth. 

The  best  example  of  trigonometry  used  in  astronomy  would  be  one  of  the  oldest

methods  for  calculation  of  distances  between  our  planet  and  celestial  bodies  –  the  stellar

parallax or trigonometric parallax. 

Parallax is the observed apparent change in the position of an object resulting from a

change in the position of the observer.

Let us consider the use of parallax in astronomy. As shown in the figure, the position of

the Object close to us changes depending on where the observer is located. If we evaluate the
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position of the Object relative to the more distant background, we will see that it will change:

when observing from point  A,  it  will  seem that  the Object  is  located  in  front  of  the blue

rectangle, while observing from point B – in front of the red one. 

Simply  put,  the stellar  (trigonometric)  parallax  method measures  a  star's  or planet’s

apparent movement against the background of more distant stars as our planet revolves around

the Sun, with Viewpoint A being the position of the Earth in June, Viewpoint B – the position

of the Earth in December, and the Sun being in the middle of the segment between them. The

angle at which the segment AD is visible from point C is called the parallax angle. The value of

this angle is usually very small, especially for objects located outside the Solar system.

By applying the basic formulae of trigonometry, it is possible to calculate the distance

between the sought object and the Earth: 

 We  used  the

value of the angle itself as an approximate value of the tangent (this ratio is valid for small

angles).

Parallax is “the best way to get distance in astronomy,” said Mark Reid, an astronomer

at  the  Harvard  Smithsonian  Center  for  Astrophysics.  He  described  parallax  as  the  “gold

standard” for measuring stellar distances because it does not involve physics; rather, it relies

solely on geometry.

Conclusions

After conducting a study, we found that the two sciences are not only interconnected,

but  also  dependent  on  each  other:  to  prove  an  astronomical  phenomenon  we  turn  to

mathematics, to prove mathematical laws we use astronomy as an experimental site. Moreover,

mathematics has played a crucial role in the development of astronomy as systematization and
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structuring  of  the  results  of  astronomical  observations  are  possible  only  by  applying

mathematics.
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DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD OF ANALYSIS, CLONE SEARCH AND

EDITING FILES WITH PROGRAM SOURCE CODES
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Анотація. Назва цієї статті - “Розробка методу аналізу, пошуку плагіату та редагування

файлів із вихідним кодом програми”.  Основна  ідея  статті  -  дослідження  вже  існуючих

алгоритмів виявлення плагіату у вихідному коді програми та розробка нового вдосконаленого

та  доступного  алгоритму.  Це  досить  актуальна  проблема  для  людей,  що  займаються

інформаційною  наукою,  розробників  програм.  У  першій  главі  подано  опис  основних

алгоритмів, їх недоліки та переваги. Велика увага приділяється детальному аналізу всіх етапів

виявлення плагіату - на першому етапі стисканню та обробці, а після цього пошуку дублікатів у

вихідних  кодах  програм.  Зрештою,  показано  порівняння  алгоритмів  із  візуальними

результатами. Другий розділ присвячений розробці алгоритмів та результатів його роботи.

Ключові  слова:  плагіат,  токенізація,  вихідний  код,  відстань  Левенштайна,

дактилоскопія, програма.

Abstract: The  article  is  headlined  “Development  of  method  of  analysis,  clone  search  and

editing files with program source code”. The main idea of the article is researching of already existing

algorithms of detection plagiarism in program source code and developing new improved and available

algorithm. It is shown that it’s actual problem for informatics, developers. In first chapter is given

description of main algorithms and their disadvantages and advantages.  Much attention is given to

detailed analysis of all steps of detection plagiarism - firstly Compression and processing, secondly
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finding duplicates in program source codes. And after all of it it’s shown comparison of algorithms

with visual results. Second chapter is devoted to development of algorithms and results of its work.
Key words: plagiarism, tokenization, source code, Levenshtein distance, Fingerprinting,

program.

Recently,  team  software  development  with  distribution  of  various  tasks  among  several

members of the group is being used for high-quality and fast execution of projects. In this case large

parts of the project code can often be repeated. This makes it difficult  for other team members to

understand what is written in the project.  In other words, there is a problem of duplication of the

source  code  parts  and  writing  a  good  code  in  the  process  of  software  application  or  web  page

development. Several main
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criteria  can  be distinguished:  simplicity  (for  easier  understanding,  editing,  further  processing)  and

structuring (to facilitate the work of other people who will enhance this part in the future). For an

efficient solution of the problem, it is necessary to investigate existing programs with similar ones. The

aim  of  this  study  is  to  develop  a  software  application  for  analysis,  code  duplication  search  and

processing files with source codes based on the research of the existing algorithms.

1.1. Compression and processing files with program source codes

Two code parts can look like completely different, independent programs that do not require

editing. Repetitions start appearing in large projects where the developer may not know/forget about

the existence of a piece of the code that he is about to write. It takes a long time to process program

source codes to be compared or to find duplicates in a raw program code: large projects consist of

many files with hundreds of strings in them. At the same time, some code parts – comments, imports,

needed  only  in  this  specific  file  –  must  not  be  considered  while  searching  for  repetitions.  Thus,

searching for repetitions in the code without preprocessing by asymptotics is similar to looking for

plagiarisms in texts, and it is not optimal. There are several types of preprocessing: presentation of the

program source code in the form of n-dimensional space, tokenization. Let us study the basic principles

of each of them.

Presentation of the program source code in the form of N-dimensional space:

The program (current file, part of the code) is represented as a point in the N-dimensional space. The I-

coordinate specifies the metric value of some property of the whole program, such as the number of

variables  in  the  code,  the  number  of  cycles,  functions,  the  number  of  their  use  cases,  etc.  The

coordinates are obtained only after the code full analysis. The positive feature of this method is the

speed of counting coordinates, it does not need much memory space. But each coordinate is very much

averaged during the code analysis and it results in a very low placement accuracy of the program in the

space.
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Tokenization:  there is  another  method  of  the  program  source-code  view  -  a tokenized

presentation of the program source code. The essence of this method is deleting of shallow and keeping

important details - deleting of unnecessary spaces, comments, replacement of each operator that is not

an operand of its own code, the total  code is rearranged in one long line,  variables are uniformly

renamed. Tokenization works very well if only the names of variables, functions, the order of some

lines are replaced in the copied part of the code, redundant comments, punctuation marks are added.

Tokenization is very dependent on the source code programming language, because the syntax may

differ in different languages.

1.2. Methods for finding duplicates in program source codes

The task of detecting duplicates can be narrowed down to the task of finding plagiarisms in the

source  code of  a  program or  some part  of  it.  For  optimal  search  for  duplicates  in  the  code it  is

necessary to analyze already existing algorithms. They are all quite different. Let us consider the most

applicable ones.

Levenshtein  distance:  first it  is  necessary  to  normalize  the  program  code  -  to delete  all

comments, rename all identifiers to the standard. Then the following algorithm is used to calculate the

Levenstein distance. The Levenstein distance measures the distance between the source and the target

string. The number of replacements, insertions and deletions, required to convert a source to a target

string, is the difference between these files. The result of the Levenstein algorithm increases with the

difference between the strings. And this distance demonstrates how similar two solutions of the same

task are. The advantage of the Levenstein distance is that in case of a large number of repeating strings,

the distance between the programs will be quite small, and this will indicate the presence of plagiarism

in one of these solutions. The disadvantages of this method are that the distance between different short

words is very small and between the long and similar ones is big. This does not contribute to the

correct detection of plagiarism in most cases.
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Fingerprinting method: in this method, we present the source code of a program as a set of

prints so that the sets of prints for similar programs cut each other. This method can be presented as 4

consecutive steps, but it is necessary to previously tokenize the source code of both programs: [ Dan

Gusfield 1997]

2. we hash every substring of the source code of the first program, the length of which is

k, where k is a fixed parameter. It is necessary to take such value of k, so that the substrings ignore the

"noise" and do not miss large parts of the source code which are repeated, that is, not too small and not

very large.

3. from all hashes we extract those that best characterize the source code of

the first program. Let and so on be the hashes of the first program, and so on -

of the second. The selected hash values should be placed in the hash table;

6. Using the filled hash table, we find the first line sections that are "plagiarized"; We 

analyze the data and find plagiarism.

In this algorithm, it is very important to optimally select the hashes that best characterize the

source code of the program. There are several ways you can implement step 2: to select each i-th value

from all, tag m, the Manber method and the sifting method. Disadvantages of the sifting method are

only the tokenization vulnerabilities, and the advantages of this method are optimization for the case

when you need to compare one source code with many others,  acceleration due to the use of the

tokenized representation of the source code, ignoring identical short strings.

Comparison of algorithms: to determine which of the three algorithms investigated in this

study is the most efficient, they have been tested by means of the same set of tests, which consists of 6

different programs with different lengths of the source code, the number of repeated parts and the

number of repetitions.

Test results are shown in the table 1 and figure 1.

Length of repeated code Fingerprinting Levensthein distance

0 0 0
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24 0,46 0,48

83 0,79 0,88

100 0,88 0,93

Fig. 1. Chart for visual comparison

Existing  duplication  search  and  analysis  systems:  there are  already  many different

implementations to solve the problem of duplication in the source code of the programs, but each

software application has its disadvantages, such as the lack of free access, the possibility to use only

one specific programming language, the large amount of memory required for the program execution.

So in Visual Studio, WebStorm the possibility of searching for code clones is implemented.

DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD OF ANALYSIS, CLONE SEARCH AND

EDITING FILES WITH PROGRAM SOURCE CODES

The first method of pre-processing the source code, which can be divided into some important

steps:

1. deleting all comments from the program code, deleting spaces in all places (between words,

in expressions, sequences that consist only of icons, +-=, etc);
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2. deleting all line breaks, that is, the source code of the program becomes one big line; If the

plagiary copied the solution and only added a few spaces and comments, then the plagiarism would

become apparent already after these three steps;

3. the following is the replacement of all operators and keywords; all type names are replaced

with "a", all keywords (those words that are often used in the problem solving) are replaced with "k".

Here is a list of all keywords:

All numeric values must be replaced with "n", all other words must be replaced with "o". At the

same time, all titles are renamed: variables, functions, procedures. All variables and functions must be

renamed, considering their type, for example, i1, i2, d1, ll5, s3 and so on. All procedures should be

renamed to p1, p2, p3 and so on.

If plagiary has only interchanged the position of several variables, functions or procedures, or

just hanged their names, then such plagiarism can already be detected after the fourth step. After all the

replacements, the string with the program source code changes very much and becomes much shorter,

so it becomes easier to work with it.

Source code preprocessing is implemented in C++. This algorithm was implemented using a

data  structure  map  which  was  used  for  convenient  storage  of  the  keyword  list;  names  of  types,

libraries; names of variables, functions, procedures and, accordingly, their new substitutes. It means,

we can see that the string really becomes very short, all the necessary substitutions take place and

comments and spaces are deleted. The second way to pre-process the program before you start looking

for duplicates is to disassemble the program code, find repeated parts in it.

Finding duplicated parts in the program source code: we carry out pre-processing with the

program to be analyzed. Further on, in the main program, we look for its substrings one by one with

the help of an optimized algorithm that calculates the Levenstein distance. If the edit distance from the

program to its substring is less than the length of the substring, then based on the tests performed, it

can be stated that the program has a duplicate of that substring. But the program can not change the

source
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code without the permission of the user, it means, the user is always able to view and check the

result of the algorithm before combining the parts of the code into a function. An example of the

program operation is shown in figure below:

Conclusions: if the program has large repeating parts of the source code that occur several times

but differ in the classes or variables for which they are used or the format of the data output, they

can be combined into one function. This can take a long time and does not always guarantee the

result expected. The problem with duplication is that the code becomes unreadable, difficult for

understanding of the people who have not developed it, for improving and further work with the

code of this program. There is a solution of this problem, but it is only implemented for some

integrated development environment. Based on the study no solutions of this problem for other

programming  languages  have  been  found.  The  developed  method  offers  a  more  enhanced

solution for almost all programming languages. This method was developed on the basis of a

thorough analysis of several algorithms. It is designed for large application projects.
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Анотація. У  роботі  розглянуто  основні  види  та  змісти  професійної  діяльності

Якова  Ароновича  Штейнберга  у  період  його  життя  у  Харкові.  Робота  грунтується  на

матеріалах науково-дослідницких та проектних робіт Штейнберга, які архітектор надав до

професійних  журналів  протягом  періоду  роботи  у  Харкові  (понад  15  статей).  Було

виявлено та описано такі види, як проектна, управлінська та громадська діяльність, робота

у сфері професійної освіти, професійна критика, публіцистика, науково-дослідницька та

просвітницька  діяльність.  На  основі  проведеного  аналізу  продемонстровано  великий

внесок  майстра  у  розвиток  українського  авангарду  та  подальшої  архітектури  держави.

Особлива  увага  у  статті  приділяється  професійним  архітектурним  організаціям,

сформованим на початку ХХ сторіччя.

Ключові слова: авангард, професійна діяльність, Асоціація сучасних архітекторів

України, Лівий фронт мистецтв.

Abstract. This paper concerns the main types and contents of professional activity of the

outstanding architect of Ukrainian avant-garde Ya. A. Steinberg during his life in Kharkiv. The

work is based on the materials of the research and development works of Steinberg, which were

presented in professional journals during the period of work in Kharkiv (more than 15 articles).

His  professional  activities  involved such types  as  project,  management  and social  activities,

work  in  the  field  of  professional  education,  criticism,  publicist,  research  and  educational

activities. They has been identified and described. Based on the analysis, the great contribution

of  the  master  to  the  development  of  the  Ukrainian  avant-garde,  and the  architecture  of  the

subsequent  period,  has  been  demonstrated. Particular  attention  is  paid  to  professional

architectural organizations, formed in the early twentieth century. 

 Key words:  avant-garde, professional activities,  Association of Modern Architects of

Ukraine, Left Front of Arts. 

Introduction.  The Ukrainian avant-garde has left a huge legacy in architecture, which

needs a careful study. Most often, researchers turn to the study of individual architectural objects

or complexes, as well as to some aspects of the life of architects, but these are just some of the
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components that characterize the professional activities of architects of this period. This work is

aimed at demonstrating the versatility of the professional activity of architectural masters on the

example of outstanding architect of the Ukrainian avant-garde Yakiv Aronovych Steinberg.

This topic is relevant, because the Ukrainian avant-garde is now attracting the attention

of many researchers, not only in our country,  but also abroad. The study of the professional

activities  of  architects  of  that  period  complements  the  picture  of  a  significant  stage  in  the

development of architecture in our country.

The  object  of  the  research is  professional  heritage  of  architect  Yakiv  Aronovych

Steinberg.

The subject of research is the types and contents of Steinberg's professional activity.

The boundaries of the research are time frames that cover the period of the master’s life

in Kharkiv

The research objective is to identify the main types and contents of professional activity

of the Ukrainian avant-garde architect Yakiv Aronovych Steinberg.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set:

1. to consider literary sources that provide general information on Yakiv Aronovych;

2. to find and analyze all copyright articles and publications made by Steinberg during his

life in Kharkiv;

3. to classify and summarize the received materials.

Materials: In order to get a complete picture of Steinberg's project activities, his author's

articles  on  realized  objects  have  been  found  and  analyzed.  While  viewing  the  materials,

additional information has also been received. It has supplemented many aspects of professional

activity of Yakiv Aronovych. The materials of research activities, competitive projects, as well

as  critical  articles,  have  been investigated.  Information  on various  aspects  of  the  architect’s

biography has been obtained from various literary sources. The following works were used: a

monumental study by Khan-Magomedov S. O. “Architecture of the Soviet avant-garde” [1], a

documentary and biographical monograph “Architect Joseph Carakis” written by O. Yunakov

[2], the work of L. G. Bachinsky “My teachers ( M.O. Gusev, Ya. A. Shteinberg, V.V. Chepelik,

V.V. Savchenko)”[3]. 

Discussion and Results. Work in the field vocational education.  Yakiv Aronovych

Steinberg was born on April 25, 1896 in Kyiv. In 1917 he graduated from an art school at the

Academy of Arts. His higher education degree was obtained at the Kyiv Art Institute, where he

studied  in  the  class  of  Valerian  Rykov.  Steinberg’s  graduation  project,  completed  in  1925,

participated in the competition for the building of the State Industrial Committee (Gosprom) in
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Kharkiv. After graduation, the architect moved to Kharkov, where he worked as a foreman on

the construction of the southern wing of the Gosprom, then, he entered the design team that

performed the working drawings. A few years later, Steinberg gained architectural experience,

thanks to which he became one of the leading architects in Kharkiv.

Yakiv  Aronovych had actively  worked in  the  field  of  vocational  education  since  his

student years. In 1923-1927, he lectured on drawing at the Ratmansky School in Kyiv, the Kyiv

Pedagogical  Institute,  as  well  as  at  the  Kharkiv  Art  College.  During  the  years  1929-1934,

Steinberg taught  architectural  design at  the Kharkiv Art Institute,  and in  1934-1944 -  at  the

Kharkiv Institute of Civil Engineering.

During his work at the Art Institute, Steinberg taught architectural design. He came to

work immediately in the third year of the Faculty of Architecture. The topic of practical training

in architectural design was “Residential Cooperative”. Yakiv Aronovych became the leader of

this project and insisted that housing issues should be resolved in detail, taking into account the

need for collectivization of everyday life, rationalization of architectural forms and construction.

The  works  of  three  students  after  the  exams  were  praised,  these  works  were  analyzed  in

sufficient detail in the article by O. Kasyanov in the journal “Nova Generatsiia” No. 3, 1929 [4].

In June, 1930, the Kharkiv Civil Engineering Institute was established on the basis of the

Faculty  of  Civil  Engineering  of  the  Kharkiv  Institute  of  Technology  and  the  Architectural

Department of the Kharkiv Art Institute.

After the completion of the new institute building construction, at the beginning of 1934

there were about 20 departments in KhCEI. Leading departments were headed by outstanding

scientists. In addition, 22 professors worked at the institute; among them was Yakiv Aronovych

Steinberg, professor of the Department of Architecture.

Management  and  social  activities.  The  managerial  activity  of  Yakiv  Aronovych

Shteiberg consisted in the fact that in the period 1928-1934 he was in charge of the architectural

sector  of  Industry  and  Grazhdanstroy,  and  then  in  1934-1936  Steinberg  headed  the  project

workshop of Grazhdanpromstroy.

In  1928,  in  Kharkiv,  young  architects  created  the  AMAU  (Association  of  Modern

Architects of Ukraine), in 1928-1929 the public organization was headed by Ya. A. Steinberg.

OMAU was the Ukrainian branch of the Moscow OMA, with branches in Odessa and Kyiv.

The Association  of  Modern  Architects  or  OMA is  a  public  organization,  which  was

founded in Moscow in 1925 by members of the LEF (Left Front of the Arts). This association

acted under the slogans of constructivism and functionalism, and also promoted the use of the

latest designs and materials, the typification and industrialization of construction. The printed
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organ of the OMA was the journal "Modern Architecture" or MA, which was issued during

1926-1930. The popularity of the journal and the active work of the OMA members contributed

to the emergence of new supporters of the organization; OMA branch arose in other cities.

The  Association  of  Modern  Architects  of  Ukraine  (AMAU),  which  was  founded  in

Kharkiv,  was  just  such  a  department.  This  “branch”  also  acted  under  the  slogans  of

constructivism and functionalism, propagandized the use of the latest designs and materials, the

typification and industrialization of construction. Young architects gathered and discussed the

problems of  modern  architecture,  wrote  articles  in  the  left-wing journal  "Nova  Generatsiia"

(published in  Kharkiv  in  1927-1930).  Ya.  Steinberg  and I.  Malozemov were  leaders  of  the

AMAU, there were 10-15 people in the Kharkiv branch of the organization.  The association

operated until 1932.

Project  activities.  The  project  activities  of  Yakiv  Aronovych  Steinberg  during  the

Kharkiv period were quite productive; he developed more than 12 projects that can be divided

into  several  “groups”:  the  first  one  involved  projects  developed  for  Kharkiv  as  part  of  the

Industrial Group design group; the second one included projects developed for other cities; and

the third group consisted of competition projects.

The following projects had been developed for Kharkiv:

• The club of builders "Industry" (1928);

• Residential buildings at Pushkin entrance 7 and 8 (1929-1931);

• Mansion of the Secretary of the Central Committee S.V. Kosior (1929)

• KhICE building in Shatylivka (1930-1931);

•  Reconstruction of the Zemstvo building in Dzerzhinsky Square (1932).

No less ambitious were the projects developed by Steinberg for other cities of Ukraine.

Yakiv Aronovych published materials on the projects of two institutes and the city of Stalin,

namely, explanatory notes to the Mining Institute (1929) and the Donetsk Chemical Institute

(1931).

During the period of Steinberg’s work in Kharkiv, the architect took an active part in the

competitive  design.  The  following  projects  were  completed  under  the  terms  of  architectural

competitions:

• Competition project for the Housing and Construction Cooperative "Luch" (1928 р.);

• District power station in Slaviansk (1928 р.);

• Sugar factory project on Veselyi Podil (1928 р.);

• Garage project for Council of People's Commissars (CPC) and All-Ukrainian Central

Executive Committee (AUCEC) (1929 р.);
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• Project of the railway station in Kyiv (1930 р.);

Publicism  and  research  activities. During  the  Kharkiv  period,  Yakiv  Aronovych

provided a lot of materials on his research and design work to the professional press (more than

15 articles). It is thanks to this that one can explore his various activities. Steinberg published

explanatory notes for most of his projects in the journal “Budіvnytstvo”, which was published in

Kharkiv in the period 1929-1932.

Steinberg's publications of various ranges can be seen in the journal ‘Nova Generatsiia”.

It also contains materials on his design work, but in addition to explanatory notes on projects,

this  journal  presents  illustrations  of  competitive  projects.  Among these  works  there  are  also

analytical and critical articles. An example of this type of work is the article “Life in the vertical

plan”  published in  the  journal  “Nova Generaciia”  for  1929,  No.  3  [5].  In  this  work,  Yakiv

Aronovych describes the advantages of multi-story construction, based on the possibility of more

intensive development of territories. The architect analyzes foreign experience, gives economic

and sanitary-technical grounds for using this type of development, and makes calculations.

With regard to research activities, in each of his projects, Steinberg introduced innovative

proposals  and  developments  in  the  field  of  structures,  the  technological  process,  building

materials, as well as the organization of functional construction processes. Each of these points

was  described  in  the  explanatory  notes  of  the  projects,  and  also  had  calculations  and

justifications for the design solution.

Educational activities.  Steinberg took an active part in shaping the architectural theme

of the Nova Generatsiia journal  and actively interacted with the editorial staff of the journal .

"Nova Generatsiia" is a literary organization based on the unification of the Ukrainian

"Left Front" of Arts (UkrLIF). "Nova Generatsiia" was formed in 1927 in Kharkiv, around the

journal  of the same name. The first issue of the "Left Front" journal on art was published in

October 1927 in Kharkiv, edited by Mikhail Semenko. The journal was published from October

1927 to December 1930 in Kharkiv.

Conclusions.  The activities of Yakiv Aronovych were very multifaceted, but the main

types of his professional activity, which received the most attention from the master, should be

identified. Of course, the main and most important during his life in Kharkiv for Steinberg was

the project activity. At least seven master projects were implemented, both in Kharkiv and in

other cities of Ukraine. Each project was characterized by innovative ideas; most often these

were unusual solutions for organizing the functional spaces of the building. He also introduced

innovative developments in the field of structures, building materials and technologies for the

ordered buildings. Each of these developments was described in detail in the explanatory notes
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for  the  projects.  But,  despite  the  active  project  activity,  the  work  of  professional  education

became the work of all Yakiv Aronovych’s life, because he worked as a teacher for more than 50

years, starting from his student years.

After analyzing the main types of professional activity of Yakiv Aronovych Steinberg, it

can be noted that  the legacy that  this  person left  behind is  actually  significant  not only for

Kharkiv, it is also significant for studying the whole period of Soviet architecture formation.
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Федосов Вадим. Стиснення на основі словника.

Анотація. Основна ідея цієї статті - алгоритми, засновані на стисненні методом словника.

Основна  увага  приділяється  алгоритмам  LZ77 та  LZ78,  на  яких  базуються  всі  методи

стиснення  словником.  На початку  статті  обговорюються основні  принципи.  Стиснення

даних ґрунтується на усуненні надмірності, яка міститься у вихідних даних. Потім у статті

йдеться про те, що кожен метод стиснення базується на моделі надмірності, яка може бути

статичною,  незмінною  для  всієї  інформації.  Або  адаптивною,  цей  метод  дозволяє

змінювати модель надмірності  на основі вхідних даних, що збільшує універсальність її
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використання. Далі в статті йдеться про те, що наявність або відсутність втрат є основним

критерієм різниці між алгоритмами стиснення. Після цього стаття переходить до тези, що

при використанні стиснення на основі словника не існує малих можливостей варіації. У

статті  також  зачіпаються  переваги  та  недоліки  статичних  словників.  Уточнюється,  що

найбільшою перевагою, на яку можна вказати, є те, що цей статичний словник може бути

налаштований  для  використання  з  даними,  які  він  стискає.  Недоліком  цієї  моделі  є

проблема перенесення словника з кодера до декодера, оскільки декодер неможливий без

цього словника. У статті продовжується коротка дискусія про те, що майже всі методи,

засновані на алгоритмі  DBC, походять з оригінальної роботи 1977 року Зіва та Лемпеля.

Алгоритм Лемпеля-Зіва  стискає  дані,  створюючи словник  раніше  переглянутих  рядків.

Далі йде детальне пояснення теми статті.

Ключові слова: стиснення, стиснення словника, LZ78, LZ77, LZSS. 

Fedosov Vadim. Dictionary based compression.

Abstract. The main idea of this article is the algorithms that based on dictionary compression.

The focus is on algorithms LZ77 and LZ78 which are the basis for all dictionary compression

methods. At the beginning of the article, the basic principles were discussed. It is said that data

compression is based on eliminating the redundancy that is contained in the source data. Then

the article discuss that in each compression method is based on a redundancy model, which can

be static, unchanged for all compressible information. Or adaptive, this method allows changing

the redundancy model based on input data, which increases the universality of its use. Next the

article goes on to that the presence or absence of losses is the main criterion for the difference

between  compression  algorithms.  After  that  the  article  turns  to  the  thesis  that  when  using

dictionary-based  compression,  there  are  no  small  possibilities  of  variation.  The  article  also

touches on the advantages and disadvantages of static dictionaries. It is clarified that the greatest

advantage that can be pointed out is that this static dictionary can be configured for use with the

data it compresses. The disadvantage of this model is the problem of transferring the dictionary

from the encoder to the decoder,  because decoder is impossible without  this  dictionary.  The

paper  continues  with  a  short  discussion  on that  the  almost  all  methods  based  on  the  DBC

algorithm come from the original work of 1977 by Ziva and Lempel. The Lempel-Ziv algorithm

compresses data by creating a dictionary of previously seen lines. This is followed by a detailed

explanation of the topic of the article. 

Key words: Compression, Dictionary Compression, LZ78, LZ77, LZSS.
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General formulation of research and its topicality

 Algorithmic data conversion is carried out in order to obtain a busy amount of data. Such

algorithms  are  used  for  more  rational  use  by the  storage  device  and data  transfer.  Data

compression is based on eliminating the redundancy that is contained in the source data.

Lossless compression allows you to completely restore the original file, since it does not

reduce the amount of information in the file, but only reduces its length.  Each compression

method is based on a redundancy model, which can be static, unchanged for all compressible

information. Adaptive method allows changing the redundancy model based on input data,

which increases the universality of its use. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

 Compression ratio is the main characteristic for any compression algorithm, which is

defined as the ratio of the volume of uncompressed data to the volume of already compressed

data.  The  higher  this  coefficient,  the  more  effective  the  algorithm  is  considered.  The

compression  ratio  can  be  constant  and  variable  for  different  algorithms.  The  lossy

compression ratio strongly depends on the possible error of the algorithm. For the general

case, a constant compression ratio can only be achieved with lossy data compression.

The presence  or  absence  of  losses  is  the  main  criterion  for  the  difference  between

compression  algorithms.  For  the  general  case,  the  lossless  compression  algorithm  is

universal, that is, they can be used for data of any type. The possibility of lossy compression

when  applied  should  be  justified,  since  for  some  data  loss  during  compression  is

unacceptable.

Experiential/research outcomes

 This  algorithm  uses  a  compression  method  in  which  the  algorithm  does  not  encode

individual characters as bit strings of variable length, in contrast to algorithms with a static

character encoding model. They achieve compression by encoding characters in bit strings

that use fewer bits than the original characters.  Such a model should not only accurately

predict the probabilities of symbols, it should also predict probabilities that deviate from the

average, that is, the more deviations, the greater the compression. DBC encodes the tokens

that the phrase forms into the dictionary of phrases, and if the token is less than the phrase

that it replaces, compression occurs.When using dictionary-based compression, there are no

small possibilities of variation. In certain cases of using DBC, it is advantageous for coding

to take a preformed dictionary. Such dictionary with predefined data can be used by both the

encoder and the decoder as needed. It will have a static type, which means that it is created

before compression and does not change during the data compression process. 
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The biggest  advantage  that  can  be pointed  out  is  that  this  static  dictionary  can  be

configured for use with the data it compresses. The disadvantage of this model is the problem

of transferring the dictionary from the encoder to the decoder, because decoder is impossible

without this dictionary. Often, static dictionaries do not change over a long period of time. If

the data volume is large, then the degree of data will not be degraded during the transfer of

the dictionary along with the compressed file. 

Almost all methods based on the DBC algorithm come from the original work of 1977

by Ziva and Lempel. The Lempel-Ziv algorithm compresses data by creating a dictionary of

previously seen lines. Unlike the PPM algorithm, where a dictionary is used to predict the

probability  of each  character  and each character  is  encoded separately  depending on the

context,  LZ  algorithms  encode  groups  of  characters  of  different  lengths.  The  initial

algorithms did not use the probability of whether the line was in the dictionary or not, all the

lines of the dictionary were given the same probabilities. The two main methods built on the

principle described in 1977 and 1978 and which are the most common are the LZ77 and

LZ78. Algorithms differ in how far they search and how they find matches. 

LZ77 is based on the principle of a sliding window that moves with a cursor. In simple

words, the algorithm has only matches in the window at a fixed distance from the current

position. The window can be divided into two parts, the first part is in front of a cursor, and

the buffer that  starts  with a cursor.  These two parts  are  program parameters  and change

during program execution. The algorithm is greedy in the sense that it always tries to find

matches, starting with the first character in the buffer, without worrying about how this will

affect subsequent matches. Although for some lines this can save time to send one character

at the current cursor position and then match at the next position, even if there is a match at

the current position. 

LZ77 stores the last N bytes of processed data; this window serves as a dictionary in

which each substring that appears in the previous N bytes is stored as dictionary entries. For

do this, instead of a single index for a dictionary element, you need to have two values: the

length of the text to be matched and the offset. LZ77 uses the sliding window method, to

which  the  dictionary  consists  of  a  set  of  fixed-length  phrases  found  in  the  window  in

previously processed text.  The size of this  window varies from 2K to 16K bytes,  with a

maximum phrase length ranging from 16 to 64 bytes. Compression depends on how long the

vocabulary phrases are and how large the window is. The main data structure in this method

is a text window divided into two parts, the first consists of a large block of decoded text, the

second, which is generally smaller, is a buffer for previewing. This buffer contains characters
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that are read from the input stream, but this data is not yet encoded, usually its size is in the

range from 10 to 100 elements. 

The algorithm matches  the  contents  of  the  buffer  for  a  string in  a  dictionary.  The

algorithm  produces  a  sequence  of  tokens.  Each  token  consists  of  three  different  data

elements, the offset of the phrase in the text box, the length of the given phrase, and the first

character from the buffer following the phrase. Tokens define a variable-length phrase in the

current buffer. A compression program that implements the algorithm first issues a token,

and then shifts the text box several characters longer than the length of the encoded phrase.

After that, the characters are read into the buffer and the whole process is repeated.  This

approach has a performance issue. When, encoding text, a line is compared with a buffer

with  each  position  in  the  text  window.  Decompression  does  not  suffer  because  of  this

problem point, since only copying a phrase occurs, the method can work at a much greater

speed. Also, the decompression process will  not suffer from an increase in the buffer or

window. The next problem that may arise with performance is the management of a sliding

window. It  is  best  for the index or pointer  in the buffer to  be sliding.  But using sliding

pointers gives a few problems. In addition to performance problems, the LZ77 has a big

problem with coding efficiency. This problem occurs if phrases that are substituted during

text input are not found, while compression should use the same three components of tokens

for encoding. For encoding, you need to use 12 bits and another 4 bits to encode the phrase

length. Using this system is a very big price for efficiency. Increasing the size of the window

and the buffer can solve the problem, but after increasing the size of the buffer, sixteen bits

should be used instead of twelve to encode the index location. As a result, the size of token

bits  will  increase,  which can have a negative  effect  on compression.  Tokens will  not  be

effectively encoded, individual characters will  have to be encoded. Encoding data in this

form is less efficient than encoding plain text. Also, changing these parameters will increase

the time required to perform compression. Gzip, ZIP, V.42bis algorithms are based on the

LZ77 algorithm. Gzip uses separate Huffman codes to offset lengths and characters. 

An enhancement called LZSS uses two formats, either pairs with a position and a long,

or just a character. An extra bit is used to distinguish between formats. The algorithm tries to

find  matches  of  length  three;  if  such  a  match  is  found,  the  offset  format  will  be  used,

otherwise it will use the format of one character. Two important data structures are used in

the  implementation  of  LZSS  they  are  the  text  window,  which  contains  the  previously

encoded  text  buffer,  and  the  buffer.   Such  an  improvement  in  the  LZ77  algorithm  is

important for files that are not compressed well, since this algorithm does not waste fields for
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positions and are long. LZSS compression is designed to remove performance bottlenecks in

the original algorithm. This algorithm introduces two main changes in the operation of the

LZ77 algorithm. The first is how the text window is supported, earlier phrases in the text of

the window were saved as one continuous block of text,  without any other organization.

LSZZ still  stores  text  in  adjacent  windows,  but  creates  an  additional  data  structure  that

improves phrase organization. As each phrase exits the buffer and the encoded part of the

text box, LZSS adds the phrase to the tree structure. When sorting a phrase in the tree, the

time to find the most suitable phrase will not be proportional to the product of the window

size  and the  length  of  the  phrase  as  before.  Now it  will  be  proportional  to  the  main  2

logarithm of the window size multiplied by the length of the phrase. Such a saving created by

using  a  tree  compression  is  much  more  efficient,  also  this  method  encourages

experimentation with a longer size window. Doubling the size of the text window can now

only lead to a slight increase in the compression time, whereas previously it doubled. The

second  improvement  in  the  algorithm  is  to  change  the  actual  tokens  issued  by  the

compression  algorithm.  LZSS  allows  you  to  freely  mix  pointers  and  characters.  The

algorithm uses one bit as a prefix for each output token to indicate whether it is an offset pair

or a single character to output. When outputting several consecutive single characters, the

method reduces overhead, possibly from a few bytes per character to one byte per character. 

Conclusions

  LZ78 is based on a more conservative approach to adding lines to a dictionary. Another

form  of  vocabulary  compression  was  developed  in  this  algorithm.  LZ78  abandons  the

concept of a text box, the dictionary is now a potentially unlimited list of previously seen

phrases.  Each token  has  three  components:  location,  phrase  length,  and the  symbol  that

follows the phrase. The algorithm also outputs tokens with almost the same value. Unlike

LZ77,  this  algorithm does  not  have  a  ready-made  window filled  with  text  for  use  as  a

dictionary. He creates a new phrase every time a token is displayed, and adds this phrase to

the dictionary. After adding a phrase, it will be available to the encoder at any time in the

future, not only for the next several thousand characters. Based on this lag, Unix compression

and the Gif format are based. Dictionary-based compression methods at this moment are the

most popular lossless compression methods. These algorithms give better results, are more

productive with less resources.
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Анотація. У статті розглядаються основні сучасні галузі застосування електрофоретичної

мобільності  нуклеїнових  кислот.  Електрофорез  традиційно  займає  важливе  місце  у

вивченні білків та нуклеїнових кислот (NK) в останні  десятиліття.  Підкреслюється,  що

ДНК-електрофорез  є  потужним інструментом для поділу молекул ДНК залежно від  їх

розміру  та  форми.  Доведено,  що  технологія  гель-електрофорезу  міцно  встановлена  як

звичайний  лабораторний  метод  аналізу  ДНК.  Зазначається,  що  за  останні  20  років

розвиток гель-електрофорезу як методу аналізу та виділення ДНК став однією із сил, що

сприяли  революції  в  молекулярній  біології.  Електрофорез  визначається  як  перенос

електрично  заряджених  частинок  в  електричному  полі  постійного  струму.  Для

дослідження розгалужених молекул в еукаріотичних, архаїчних та бактеріальних клітинах

було проведено широке дослідження, що надає цінну інформацію про те, як дублюється та

відновлюється  ДНК у всіх  сферах життя.  Детальна характеристика  експериментальних

методів, що застосовуються в електрофорезі гена ДНК, також наведена у статті. Ці методи
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застосовуються  щодня  в  лабораторіях  і  в  житті  загалом.  На  основі  проаналізованої

інформації,  отриманої  з  різних  статей,  робиться  висновок,  що  електрофорез  є

найважливішим методом сучасної науки. Електрофорез застосовується в різних областях.

Ключові слова: електрофорез, реплікація, рекомбінація, лінійна ДНК, електрофоретична

мобільність, секвенування геномів.

Abstract. The article considers the main modern fields of electrophoretic mobility application of

nucleic  acids.  Electrophoresis  has  traditionally  occupied  an  important  place  in  the  study  of

proteins and nucleic acids (NK) in recent decades. It is emphasized that DNA electrophoresis is a

powerful tool for the separation of DNA molecules depending on their size and shape. It has

been  proved  that  the  technology  of  gel  electrophoresis  is  firmly  established  as  a  routine

laboratory method of DNA analysis. It is noted that over the past 20 years, the development of

gel electrophoresis as a method of DNA analysis and isolation has become one of the forces that

contributed to the revolution in molecular biology. Electrophoresis is defined as the transport of

electrically charged particles in an electric field of direct current. An extensive research has been

used to study branched molecules in eukaryotic, archaic and bacterial cells providing valuable

information on how DNA duplicates and recovers in all areas of life. A detailed description of

the experimental  methods used in  the electrophoresis  of  the  DNA gene is  also given in  the

article. These methods are used daily in laboratories and in life in general. On the basis of the

analyzed information that was obtained from various articles it is concluded that electrophoresis

is an essential method in modern science. Electrophoresis is made use of in various fields.

Key words:  electrophoresis, replication, recombination, linear DNA, electrophoretic mobility,

sequencing genomes.

General formulation of research and its topically: The electrophoresis has been successfully

applied to separate almost all known organic and inorganic compounds. DNA electrophoresis is

now a common method of molecular biology for routine analysis, separation and purification of

DNA fragments. Despite the fact that unlike protein electrophoresis, the electrophoretic mobility

of  most  nucleic  acids  depends  only  on  their  size  and  not  on  charges,  this  method  is  quite

informative  and multifaceted  in modern science.  For example,  in medicine  and genetics  this

method is used for sequencing genomes, DNA fingerprinting, and molecular identification of

genetic disorders and pathogens. 

S e t t i n g  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m  a n d  t h e  a i m  o f  t h e  a r t i c l e :
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R e l e v a n c e :  n o w a d a y s ,  i t  i s  q u i t e  r e l e v a n t  t o  u s e

e l e c t r o p h o r e s i s  t o  i t s  f u l l e s t  e x t e n t  d e v e l o p i n g  a n d

e x p l o r i n g  i t s  n e w  p o s s i b i l i t i e s .

O b j e c t - m a t t e r :  n u c l e i c  a c i d s  u s e .

S u b j e c t - m a t t e r :  e l e c t r o p h o r e t i c  m o b i l i t y .

O b j e c t i v e :  t o  u n d e r l i n e  t h e  b a s i c  m o d e r n  f i e l d s  o f  u s i n g

n u c l e i c  a c i d s  e l e c t r o p h o r e t i c  m o b i l i t y .

T a s k s :  t o  a n a l y z e  t h e  m a i n  i d e a  o f  e l e c t r o p h o r e t i c  m o b i l i t y

o f  n u c l e i c  a c i d s .

M a t e r i a l s :  b o o k s  o n  t h e  u s e  a n d  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f

e l e c t r o p h o r e s i s .

N o v e l t y :  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  t h e  m a i n  m o d e r n  f i e l d s  o f

a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  e l e c t r o p h o r e t i c  m o b i l i t y  o f  n u c l e i c  a c i d s  a r e

d e f i n e d  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  r e v i e w .

T h e o r e t i c a l  a n d  p r a c t i c a l  s i g n i f i c a n c e :  T h e  r e s u l t s  w i l l

s e r v e  a s  a n  i n c e n t i v e  f o r  t h e o r e t i c a l  r e s e a r c h  i n  c e r t a i n

a r e a s ;  a  n e w  f a c e t  o f  t h e  m a t t e r  h a s  b e e n  r e v e a l e d .

P r o s p e c t s  f o r  a n a l y s i s :  e x p a n d i n g  a p p r o a c h e s  t o  p r o b l e m -

s o l v i n g ;  f o r m i n g  p r e r e q u i s i t e s  f o r  a  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f

f u n d a m e n t a l l y  n e w  h y p o t h e s e s .

Research  outcomes: DNA  electrophoresis  is  a  modern  biophysical  method  for  the

separation  of  DNA molecules  depending on their  size  or  conformation  [Gareth,  A.  Roberts,

David T.F. Dryden:2-3]. The principle of nucleic acid electrophoresis is that the sample under

study is placed in the medium intended for electrophoresis and moved to the anode under the

influence of an external electric field because the DNA molecule skeleton has a negative charge.

The  speed  of  molecule  movement  depends  directly  on  their  length,  so  sometime  later  it  is

possible to observe groups of different DNA fragments in the electrophoretic bath (Fig. 1).

Consider a biological macromolecule that has an uncompensated charge in an electrolyte

(Fig. 2). 
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Fig.  1  DNA  sequencing  by  Maxam  and

Gilbert [Osterman, L.A.:132].

Fig.  2  Electrophoretic  mobility  of  biological

macromolecule.

In the presence of an external electric field , a force will act on the particle with a total

charge  :  . As a result, the molecule begins to move and a force appears, directed

opposite to the motion: ,  where  – is a particle speed,  – is a coefficient of

friction. It is important to take into account the fact of the an «ionic atmosphere» presence -

solvent  ions  that  shield  the  uncompensated  charge  of  the  macromolecule,  creating  a  double

electric layer. The ionic atmosphere slows down the motion of a particle by two different forces:

firstly, an external electric field also acts on the ions surrounding the molecule, due to which the

ionic atmosphere shifts in the opposite direction and slows down the particle with force  ;

secondly, the continuous substitution of ions around the macromolecule, which takes time to find

their place, causes the double electric layer to stretch behind the particle and the breaking force

. As a result of the action of all forces, the motion of the particle becomes uniform. We write

the  second  Newton's  law:  ,  where  we get  the  speed of  uniform

motion:  .  Forces   can  be  determined  from the  Boltzmann-Poisson

equation  [Overbeek,  J.  Th.  G.  and  Wiersema,  P.  H.:4-6].  These  forces  depend  on  many

parameters of the molecule and solvent.  Thus, the particle velocity in a particular electrolyte

provides  information  on  the  structure,  length  and  confirmation  of  the  macromolecule.  This

method is called electrophoretic analysis of molecules and their aggregates.
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DNA electrotransfer is a common method of microbiology designed to transfer foreign

DNA  into  a  living  cell  through  a  membrane,  which  is  used  to  transform  cells.  Under  the

influence of electrical  impulses,  the permeability  of cell  membranes  increases,  which allows

various  substances  to  be  introduced  into  the  cell.  A  negative  charge  of  DNA  leads  to  its

electrophoretic movement of nucleic acids to the cell [Andre, F. and Mir, L.M.:33-40].

A  particularly  useful  tool  for  biophysical  research  is  the  denaturing  electrophoresis

method, in which DNA is denatured during movement - the weaving of a two-chain structure

taker place, destroying hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds that retain the structure of the double

helix. One of such methods is temperature gradient gel electrophoresis. Under the influence of

temperature, duplex DNA decomposes into two molecules, varying the mutual orientation of the

electric  field  and  temperature  gradient.  It  is  possible  to  obtain  information  about  DNA

nucleotides,  and  thus  to  separate  the  molecules  of  the  same  length  depending  on  their

composition,  with  the  sensitivity  of  the  order  of  difference  of  one  pair  of  bases  [Viglasky,

V.:159-171].

The  combination  of  this  method  with  fluorescent  probes,  which  stains  the  DNA

fragments under study, is used for quantitative determination of DNA damage.

An interesting field of application for DNA electrophoresis is forensic examination for

identification.  For  these  purposes,  mainly  polymorphic  locus  studies  are  used.  Different

electrophoretic  methods can be applied separate  fragments  of  biological  material,  which has

confirmed correctness of the DNA electrophoresis method. [Haas-Rochholz, H.:202-210]

Conclusions:  Having analyzed all the information,  we can conclude that electrophoresis  is a

fairly  useful  method  in  modern  science.  The electrophoresis  method  allows  one  to  separate

macromolecules by size, spatial configuration, secondary structure and charge, which, combined

with simplicity and ease of use, makes it indispensable both for qualitative, and for quantitative

analysis  of  macromolecules.  The  greatest  success  of  this  method  is  related  to  its  ability  to

separate charged biological macromolecules,  which is widely used not only in biological and

biochemical  studies,  but  also in biotechnology. It  is  applied in molecular  biology,  medicine,

genetics, biochemistry and forensic science.
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Анотація: Дослідження  геотермальних  умов  надр  та  оцінка  геотермальних  ресурсів  в

Україні проводились протягом останніх 5-10 років. На основі результатів цих робіт були

побудовані  геотермальні  карти,  розрахункові  ресурси термальної  води та  геотермальна

енергія,  що містяться в "сухих" скелях.  У Карпатському регіоні  є кілька компаній,  які

використовують  геотермальну  енергію  для  санаторіїв  та  теплиць.  Заміна  сучасних

електростанцій  на  геотермальні  ПП  та  зміни  комунальних  котелень  на  енергію,  що

базується на геотермалі, дозволить придбати дешеві електричні та теплові будинки.

Узагальнення та аналіз світового досвіду використання геотермальної енергії показує, що

Україна  значно  відстає  від  багатьох  зарубіжних  країн  за  рівнем  використання  надр.

Однією  з  головних  причин  цієї  проблеми  є  відсутність  достатньо  економічних  та

ефективних геотермальних технологій, які були б придатні для українських територій з

низьким та середнім геотермальним потенціалом. Все це робить дослідження та розробку

нових  технічних  рішень  у  галузі  геотермальної  енергетики  з  метою приведення  їх  до

загального енергетичного балансу держави, актуального для України. Мета дослідження -
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розробити універсальне джерело перетворення геотермальної  енергії  в електричну,  яке

може експлуатуватися в районах з будь-яким геотермальним потенціалом.

Модернізована конструкція кардинально відрізняється від класичних петротермічних ГПЗ

через  свою  універсальність  -  станція  може  функціонувати  в  районі  з  низьким

геотермальним потенціалом, як локальний генератор електроенергії та ефективно існувати

в  зоні  теплової  аномалії.  Також  завдяки  розташуванню  турбокомплексу  всередині

свердловини значно зменшуються втрати тепла.

Ключові  слова:  збереження  енергії,  альтернативні  енергетичні  ресурси,  геотермальна

енергія, геотермальні електростанції.

      Abstract:  The study of geothermal  conditions  of the subsoil  and estimate  geothermal

resources in Ukraine were conducted during last 5-10 years. Based on the results of these works,

geothermal maps, estimated thermal water resources and geothermal energy contained in "dry"

rocks were constructed. There are some companies in the Carpathian region, that use geothermal

energy  for  sanatoriums  and  greenhouses.  The  replacement  of  modern  power  plants  with

Geothermal PP and changing municipal boiler houses with geothermaly-based energy will allow

to  have  cheap  electricity  and  heat  residential  houses.   

        Generalization and analysis of the world experience in the use of geothermal energy shows

that Ukraine is far behind many foreign countries in terms of the use of subsoil heat.  One of the

main reasons for this problem is the lack of sufficiently economical and efficient geothermal

technologies  that  would  be  suitable  for  the  Ukrainian  territories  with  low  and  medium

geothermal potential.  All this make research and development of new technical solutions in the

field of geothermal energy, in order to bring them to the general energy balance of the state,

relevant for Ukraine. The purpose of the research is to develop a universal source of conversion

of geothermal energy to electrical energy, which can be operated in areas with any geothermal

potential.  

         The upgraded design is fundamentally  different from the classic petrothermal GPPs

because of its versatility - the station can function in an area with low geothermal potential, as a

local power generator and effectively exist in the area of thermal anomaly.  Also, due to the

location  of  the  turbo  complex  inside  the  well,  heat  losses  are  significantly  reduced.

          Key words:  energy preservation,  alternative  energy resources, geothermal  energy,

geothermal power stations. 

                Introduction. The civilization development in recent decades, which is inextricably

linked to  the  rapid  increase  of  recruited  and consumed resources,  once  again  highlights  the

question of the optimality of consumption of fuel resources.  A number of international acts,
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such as the Kyoto Agreement (1997-1999) and the Paris Agreement (2015), indicate that the

international community and administrations of many countries are concerned about the amount

of greenhouse gas emissions and offer deterrents.  Finding or developing new energy sources is

one possible solution to the problem of environmental pollution.

 These facts have prompted the implementation of the work the purpose of which is to

modernize the operation of petrothermal geothermal power stations by modifying the design,

identifying the optimal parameters of the installation and the location of the station in the area

with the most suitable conditions and the most favorable temperature difference.

The object-matter of the article is a study of geothermal technology.

The  subject-matter  of  the  article  is  a  study  of  technology  for  converting  low  and

medium potential geothermal energy into electrical energy.

General formulation of research and its topicality: the work proposes a

method of converting the earth's thermal energy into electrical energy, based on the innovative

design of an electric power generator immersed in a well, which forms an isolated system that is

fundamentally different from the classic petrothermal power station. 

Theoretical  research  methods  used  in  the  work  are  structuring  of  existing

developments in the field of geothermal research; implementation of estimated power calculation

of steam turbine.

 Research outcomes.  In the XXI century the world community has been most

keenly aware of the problem of resource scarcity  approaching: the economies of progressive

nations need more and more energy, and the fuel stocks on which traditional energy is based are

not endless.  Also, the use of fuel resources causes significant damage to the environment, which

is primarily reflected in a significant decrease of the population life quality.   Energy experts

identify two possible solutions to this problem, increasing the efficiency of traditional energy use

and expanding the use of renewable energy.

Ukraine has some potential in geothermal energy.  It is caused by the geothermal features of

the  terrain  and  the  peculiarities  of  the  country's  geothermal  resources,  and  the  explored

geothermal resources are estimated to be 20 times larger than the total value of fossil fuel (oil,

gas, condensate, coal, peat, wood, vegetable and biological mass).  Despite the large geothermal

energy reserves and the technical capacity to use it, this alternative source of energy is hardly

used in Ukraine.

Energy-saving technologies based on geothermal energy are an important component in the

development of renewable energy resources due to the fact that they do not depend on climatic

factors, which makes them isolated and secure systems.
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The following main disadvantages of this system were identified during the analysis of the

operation of the petrothermal stations: drilling deep wells is not economically feasible;  large

geothermal gradient is required for operation; at the stage of steam passage through the turbo

complex there are large heat losses, which are in no way involved in the system and occur due to

heat exchange with the environment.

 The provisions of the upgraded structure, which are fundamentally different from the classic

Thermal  Power  Stations  are:  minimization  of  thermal  losses  is  due  to  the  location  of  the

turbocomplex  inside  the  well;  possibility  of  drilling  local  shallow  depth  power  generators;

possibility of arrangement of modernized structures in zones with a small geothermal gradient.

 In the proposed design the transformation of geothermal energy into electrical energy is

carried out through the use of autonomous thermal power generators located in the underground

pipe at the desired depth, unlike the classic petrothermal stations, where the power generator is

outside the well – on the surface.

The principle of autonomous thermal power generators is that due to the Earth's heat, the

thermal agent which is pumped into the well is heated and goes into the vapor phase, then the

steam rises and performs work in a small  turbocharger,  combined with an electric generator,

where the agent partially loses energy, then, rising above, the agent vapor gives off the residual

heat  to  the pipe walls  and condenses into the liquid.  In case of  minor  heat  fluctuations  the

compressor  can  be  excluded  from  the  scheme  to  reduce  the  energy  consumption  of  the

compressor.  The liquid flows down the pipe walls through the diffuser and the vaporization

process occurs again.

The device shown in the picture is  located in the inner space of the well  and has the

following  basic  structural  elements:  turbine,  compressor,  generator,  shaft  of  the  electric

generator, output diffuser, steam intake pipe, funnel collecting liquid thermal agent.

It is possible to design both monoblocks (in cases where the heat flow is small and the

electricity consumption is limited), and the use of several units operating in a cascade scheme in

which the spent steam agent of the lower unit heats (evaporates) the thermal agent of the upper

unit.  In this way it is possible to increase the power of the power generator unit to significantly

reduce the number of evaporators and condensers of the unit blocks, to reduce the heat losses

from heat exchange with the external environment.

            The way to get the maximum profit is to use existing equipment, for example, to

eliminate gas wells where the gas field has been depleted.  Their depth can reach 2000 - 3000

meters, the temperature at the depth of such wells in Kharkiv region can reach 60 - 120°C.  At
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the researched thermograms for wells of Kharkiv region at a depth of 250 m, the temperature

reaches an average of 25°C, at 2 900 m - 90°C.

 The efficiency of electricity generation at power stations pretty much depends on the

optimal choice of the working fluid.  The selection of a thermal agent is based on geothermal

gradient or geothermal degree.  Water can be a thermal agent  provided that the temperature

(taking into account the pressure at the vapor generation point) allows the creation of steam,

which can be realized in science parks with high geothermal potential. For geological structures

with low and medium geothermal potentials liquids with lower vaporization temperatures will be

used: diethylether (34.5°C), methanol (64.6°C), ethanol (78,33°C), pentane (36,1°C), etc.  For

low-boiling heat agents it is not necessary to drill a deep well, so the purpose of such generators

will  be  local.   Since  drilling  them requires  much  less  economic  investment  it  would  be  a

profitable solution to make one energy system from several such wells.

Maximum capacity will be provided in areas of great geothermal potential and  thermal

anomalies  (zones  of  volcanism,  geysers,  deposits  of  heat-generating  rocks).   Each  thermal

anomaly will have a corresponding individual temperature difference.

Obviously, for areas with high geothermal potential the capacity of the station will be

noticeably higher.

 Let’s calculate the power of a steam turbine [4] in a well located in a heat anomalous

zone – the Yellowstone Supervolcano, located in the Yellowstone National Park in the United

States, on the territory of Wyoming, Montana and Idaho.  The idea is to take water as a thermal

agent, since in this case the geothermal difference will be enough to evaporate it at a shallow

depth of well.  According to the estimated calculation the capacity of one steam turbine of a

standard borehole diameter, in one monoblock, where water acts as a thermal agent in the area of

thermal anomaly will reach 1 MW.

Increasing the depth of the well,  locating it in areas with a large geothermal gradient

make it possible to use even more wells.  Increasing the surface of the device leads to an increase

in  the  effective  diameter  of  the  steam  turbine.   According  to  the  results  of  the  estimated

calculation, when the diameter of the well was increased from 0.2 m to 1 m, it turned out that the

output power could reach up to 10 MW.

 Сonclusions.  As a result of the study, the concept of modernized power station was

developed  and  solutions  were  found  to  make  use  of  power  station  in  science  parks  with

geothermal potential over a wide range. An estimate calculation of the steam turbine power in

the area of heat anomaly, Yellowstone Caldera,  as well as steam turbine diameter increasing was

performed.   The capacity  of one steam turbine in thermal  anomaly zones can reach 1 MW.
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Larger diameter steam turbine power could reach 10 MW.  It is possible to design systems of

local power generators for areas with low geothermal gradient.  

To increase the power output of the turbo complex, the following modifications and

technical  solutions  can  be applied:  enlargement  of  the  housing surface for  more  active  heat

exchange; increasing the depth of the well; large geothermal gradient; optimal thermal agent;

increasing the number of turbine stages; connecting the compressor; using a cascade system.
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Шраменко Владислав. Особливості застосування Big Data і її технологій.

Анотація.  При  постійному  збільшенні  потреби  в  обробці  великого  обсягу

неструктурованих  даних  виникає  необхідність  в  коректному  застосуванні  існуючих

засобів і платформ, що стає можливим із застосуванням Big Data. Досліджено особливості

застосування Big Data в різних областях та виділено можливий комплекс вирішуваних

завдань.  Узагальнено  переваги  та  недоліки  застосування  Big  Data  в  різних  сферах

діяльності.  Проведено  аналіз  особливостей  технологій  Big  Data  для  можливості

коректного  застосування  існуючих  засобів  і  платформ  при  обробці  і  аналізі  великих

даних.
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            Shramenko Vladyslav. Features of application of Big Data and its technologies.

Abstract.  With the ever-increasing need for processing a large amount of unstructured

data, there is a need for the correct use of existing tools and platforms, which becomes possible

with the  use  of  Big Data. The features  of  the  application  of  Big Data  in  various  fields  are

investigated and a possible complex of tasks is highlighted. The advantages and disadvantages of

using  Big  Data  in  various  fields  of  activity  are  summarized.  The  features  of  Big  Data

technologies are analyzed for the possibility of correct application of existing tools and platforms

in the processing and analysis of Big Data.

Key words: Big  Data,  large  data,  unstructured  data,  technology,  Hadoop,  MapReduce,

NoSQL, SAP HANA

General formulation of research and its topicality

The current trend is the need to process a large amount of unstructured data. Previous

approaches do not work well in this area.

The defining characteristics for big data are the physical volume, the growth rate of the

data and the need for their fast processing, the ability to simultaneously process data of various

types. In this regard, it is necessary to have appropriate tools to structure the data for future use.

In modern conditions of increasing informatization in all areas of activity, the model of

working with Big Data is becoming more and more popular. The relevance of Big Data increases

with increasing competition in business, since there is a need to use information that was not

previously analyzed or was partially analyzed. As a result of applying Big Data, companies can

gain a deeper and clearer understanding of their business, which leads to increased productivity,

increased competitive position and the emergence of new opportunities [1, p. 47-50].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

With the ever-increasing need for processing a large amount  of unstructured data,

there is a need for the correct use of existing tools and platforms, which becomes possible

with  the  use  of  Big  Data.  The  purpose  of  the  article  is  to  study  the  features  of  the

application of Big Data and its technologies for the possibility of the correct application of

existing tools and platforms in the processing and analysis of big data.

Scopes of Big Data and the scope of tasks

Big Data has found application in almost all areas: business (large online stores, mobile 

operators), banks, transport, marketing, industry, science, public safety, and medicine.
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The areas of application of the processed information are diverse and vary depending on 

the industry and the tasks that need to be performed [2, 3, 4]. Table 1 summarizes the most 

frequently solved tasks in various fields of Big Data application.

Table 1 - The scope of tasks in various fields of application of Big Data

Scope of Big Data Area of tasks

Business - automatic accounting and cost optimization;

- product accounting;

- pricing;
Marketing - determination of the interests, demand, consumer activity;

- assessment of customer satisfaction;

- forecast of demand activity for a specific product;

- expansion of the target audience.
Production - determination of the processing efficiency of raw materials;

- increase in equipment productivity;

- reduction in unplanned downtime.
Banks - cost optimization;

- improving the quality of service;

- analysis of customer needs.
Medicine - the study of disease;

- diagnosis and selection of an effective course of treatment;

- medicines research.
Transport - reduction in transportation costs;

- forecasting and adjusting traffic density;

- forecasting cargo and passenger flows.

Advantages and disadvantages, features of Big Data technologies

Researchers identify a set of advantages of using Big Data in various fields of activity [1,

5]: planning is simplified; the speed of launching new projects is increasing; ability to make

more informed management decisions based on Big Data analysis.

For processing and analysis of Big Data, certain technologies are used [1, 5, 6], which

include the tools presented in Table. 2.

Table 2 Features of Big Data Technologies

Technology Benefits Application features
MapReduce 1. Allows parallel  processing of pre-

processing and convolution;

2. Concurrency  provides  some

Always full data scanning, so the 

technology is poorly applicable when the 

answer is required very quickly. Used for 
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recovery  options  after  partial  server

failures.

parallel computing over very large data 

sets.
Apache

Hadoop

1. Decrease in time for data 

processing;

2. Reducing the cost of equipment;

3. Allows you to build a fault-

tolerant solution;

4. Linear scalability;

5. Work with unstructured data.

The main tasks of the platform are storage,

processing and data management. It is 

used to implement search and contextual 

mechanisms of highly loaded sites. A 

distinctive feature is that the system is 

protected from failure of any of the cluster 

nodes.

NoSQL 1. The flexible state of the system.

2. The ability to use various types of

storage;

3. The ability to develop a database 

without defining a schema;

4. Linear scalability.

NoSQL systems are designed to collect all 

data without categorization and parsing at 

login. They are convenient to use with an 

ever-changing data structure.

NoSQL databases are capable of providing

very high performance and are able to 

quickly process a large number of 

transactions.
SAP

HANA

1. Provides high speed query 

processing;

2. Simplifies the system landscape, 

reducing the cost of supporting 

analytical systems;

SAP HANA platform allows you to work 

with different data from well-structured 

relational data to abstract structure data in 

the form of graphs and unstructured text 

data.

An analysis  of the studies [7] indicates the presence of a group of shortcomings and

problems with the use of Big Data: the need to ensure data security and privacy; lack of qualified

personnel; storage of  large  volumes of information  requires  special  conditions,  and this  is  a

matter of space and capabilities.

Conclusions

The features of Big Data application in various fields are investigated and a possible

complex  of  tasks  to  be  solved  is  highlighted,  which  testify  to  the  ever-growing  need  for

processing a large amount of unstructured data. The advantages and disadvantages of using Big

Data  in  various  fields  of  activity  that  must  be  considered  when  introducing  Big  Data

technologies  are  summarized.  The  features  of  Big  Data  technologies  are  analyzed  for  the

possibility of correct application of existing tools and platforms in the processing and analysis of

Big Data.
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING LITERATURE IN THE PROCESS OF TEACHING
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Avdieyenko I. M., Bieliayeva O. Yu., Serdiuk V. M. 
(V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv)

Abstract. The article is devoted to the use of a variety of foreign literature in teaching

students  English.  Various  points  of  view  regarding  the  role  of  foreign  literature  in  the

development of culture are analyzed. The different roles of foreign literature in non-English-

speaking  societies  today  are  identified.  Research  papers  presented  at  various  seminars,

workshops,  and  conferences  criticizing  the  dominance  of  literature  over  language  are

considered. The unrealistic assumptions of society regarding the fact that the applicant speaks

the language and does not need further language training are indicated. The variety of language

of literature is described. The problems of teaching literary texts to students are considered.

Works  that  support  the  teaching  of  literature  in  the  study  of  English  are  analyzed.  It  is

recommended  that  the  English  departments  of  the  universities  when  teaching  English  to

students pay attention to the history and cultural heritage of literature of England and United

States. The problem is indicated in the methodology of teaching English courses: they lay the

foundation  for  language  proficiency,  but  do  not  provide  an  accurate  understanding  of  the

language  and  complete  knowledge.  The  difference  between  grammatical  competence  and

expressive potential of foreign language is discussed. Conclusion is made that exercises aimed

at  learning  the  language  will  turn  students  into  passive  recipients,  and  not  into  creative

producers  of  the  language.  The  results  of  the  study  can  be  used as  recommendations  for

language experts while working out the university curriculum of teaching English to students.

Key words: foreign literature, linguistics, literary language, university curriculum.

Анотація.  Стаття присвячена використанню різноманітної іноземної літератури у

навчанні студентів англійській мові. Проаналізовано різні точки зору щодо ролі іноземної

літератури  в  розвитку  культури.  Визначено  різні  ролі  іноземної  літератури  в

неангломовних  cучасних  суспільствах.  Розглянуто  роботи,  представлені  на  різних

семінарах, робочих нарадах і конференціях, які критикують домінування літератури над

мовою. Вказані нереалістичні припущення суспільства щодо того, що абітурієнт володіє

мовою  і  не  потребує  подальшої  мовної  підготовки.  Описано  різноманітність  мови

літератури.  Розглянуто  проблеми  викладання  літературних  текстів  студентам.

Проаналізовано роботи,  які  підтримують викладання літератури у вивченні англійської
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мови. Рекомендовано, щоб заклади, які викладають англійську мову студентам, приділяли

увагу історії  та культурній спадщині літератури Англії  та Сполучених Штатів. Вказана

проблема в методиці  викладання курсів  англійської  мови:  вони закладають основи для

володіння мовою, але не дають точного розуміння мови і повного володіння знаннями.

Обговорюється  різниця  між  граматичною  компетенцією  та  виразним  потенціалом

іноземної  мови.  Зроблено  висновок,  що  вправи,  спрямовані  на  вивчення  мови  без

літератури, перетворює учнів на пасивних реципієнтів, а не на творчих користувачів мови.

Результати  дослідження  можуть  бути  використані  в  якості  рекомендацій  для  мовних

фахівців  під  час  складання  університетської  програми  викладання  англійської  мови

студентам.

Ключові  слова:  іноземна  література,  лінгвістика,  літературна  мова,  програма

університету. 

General Formulation of Research and its Topicality. Many universities teach English

but the attitude towards its role and purpose is changing drastically. At present, there is a debate

about some issues concerning using literature in the process of teaching English [3; 4; 5; 6]. One

of them is how much foreign literature should be included in the curriculum of the universities

[4, p. 24] та ін. Further questions are as follows: what literature is appropriate (poetry or prose,

modern or non-modern); if it is necessary to teach history and cultural background, or simply

text itself; to focus on the text as language or go beyond the text. These are very disputable

questions. But the main of them is what advantages are in teaching a foreign literature. There has

been a number of research papers presented at various seminars, workshops, and conferences

criticizing the dominance of literature over language. There is a view that English departments is

universities have been dominated by the literature component of the curriculum at the expense of

the needs, motives, and aspirations of the learner and his community. However, A. A. Ishchuk

thinks that combination of teaching language and literature positively influences the formation of

students` competence. It is worth combining linguistic training with using literary original texts

[3, p. 165]. If we assume a three-way division for the curriculum into language, linguistics, and

literature, it is generally assumed that the bulk of the curriculum in these departments consists of

literature study. Some teachers think the student is proficient in the language and he needs no

further language training. This unrealistic assumption is responsible for the failure of English.

Setting of the Problem and the Aim of the Article.  The article considers possibility of

integrated use of foreign literature and linguistic skills in teaching English and other foreign

languages at the departments of Universities. The relevance of the research is in the discussion

of the problem of using foreign literature in teaching languages by many scientists [1; 2; 3; 6].
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The object-matter of the work is foreign literature in studying English. The subject-matter is the

influence of using literature on the process of teaching foreign languages. The objective of the

article is to define the role of literature in teaching foreign languages in non-English-speaking

countries.

Research Outcomes. The language of the literature deviates from natural or common

language is axiomatic. The language of poetry is too deviant for his own as well as for other

linguists` attention. Literature uses language, which is considerably different from «everyday»

conversation of the common members of a speech community;  it  clearly uses language with

greater care and complexity than the average user is able to produce. This makes it extremely

difficult for teachers to explain literary texts of all kinds (poems, short stories, novels, and plays)

when  exposed  to  linguistic  techniques  which  are  supposed  to  simplify,  reveal  or  explain

meaning.

 Scientific studies by most researches [1; 2; 3; 7] support the teaching of foreign literature

because  language  skills  seem  to  develop  through  studying  literature  in  English.  A.  A.

Gil`manova stresses  the  role  of  literary  texts  in  teaching  languages  [1,  p.  48].  The positive

impact of literature upon language is by no means novel, since students exercise all of the skills

in literature courses. During a literature class, they are required to listen to what a teacher is

saying, they ask or answer questions, they are frequently required to read passages relevant to the

ideas under consideration.

We  tend  to  agree  that  literature  helps  students  acquire  a  native-like  competence  in

English, express their ideas in good English, learn the features of modern English, learn how the

English linguistic system is used for communication, see how idiomatic expressions are used,

speak  clearly,  precisely,  and  concisely,  and  become  more  proficient  in  English,  as  well  as

become creative, critical, and analytical learners.

We realize that the dimension of cultural  knowledge, which knowing the tradition of

literature in English creates, distinguishes university level of English from a mere ability to read,

write, and speak the language properly and adequately. In our opinion, a knowledge of history

and cultural background of foreign literature is the core of teaching English. This goal, if ever

realized on the part of English departments, will actually result in offering literature courses to

the students who learn English not just with the language as such, but also with the culture and

tradition, which it embodies.

 Literature,  not language or linguistics  is what is needed to help English departments

upgrade their offerings and standards, on the one hand, and to streamline them with the practical,

educational  and  cultural  needs,  on  the  other  hand.  The  language-oriented  courses  lay  the
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foundations for language proficiency which is a fine task indeed but which fail to provide actual

exposure to the language at its best to help develop subtle and sophisticated language knowledge.

O. V. Golotiuk considers reading as a means of training other types of speech activity [2,

p. 37]. As we teach students English literature, we should also teach them how to read closely

and critically, and supply them with proper analytical skills as we open the door to a deeper

appreciation  and understanding of  literature,  both  as  an object  of  cultural  analysis  and as  a

linguistic activity of reading and writing. Literature should not and cannot be taught solely for a

linguistic  purpose.  Nevertheless,  it  would  be  unfortunate  to  regard  it  as  valuable  only  in

connection with the study of linguistics. Literature is art that uses language, which is capable of

linguistic  investigation.  However,  to  regard  it  simply as  a  subject  of  linguistic  analysis  is  a

premature judgment though students have a lot to gain from its quality and excellence. Linguistic

methods and concepts may serve some values in literature, but by no means can they replace or

supersede these values. Literature uses language as its medium, but this does not mean at all that

the structure of literature is identical with the structure of language. The literary structure does

not and cannot coincide with that of language.

Linguistics  and literature are two different  fields of knowledge,  which illuminate one

another in very limited ways. In our opinion, each discipline cannot substitute for the other by

any educated analogy. Some linguists nowadays prefer not to offer literature courses impede the

student’s progress towards language learning. We suggest that literature upgrades the students’

ability to read, write, and speak proper English. Aside from the constructive role that foreign

literature plays in improving the students’ language skills, it is a means for honing the students’

open-mindedness, giving them real opportunities to be exposed to foreign cultures and foreign

peoples.

Language and linguistics courses are primary concerned with the theoretical aspects of

language, and their only function is to provide the student with a knowledge of  the linguistic

rules and principles, a knowledge which, to some degree, restrains the students’ use of  language.

In fact, literary awareness provides extra features that help improve the students’ command of

English and ability to use language freely, not solely as a linguistic, but as a cultural, intellectual,

social,  and psychological  medium of  expression.  Actually,  linguistics  «make» students  learn

about  rather  than  learn  the  language.  Exercises,  which  concentrate  on  learning  about  the

language, would turn students into passive recipients rather than creative producers of language. 

Conclusions. Thus,  not  only  does  foreign  literature  provide  the  student  with  a

considerably wide variety of syntax and vocabulary, but it also exposes the student to language

used at its best. Since foreign literature has a very effective and subtle impact on the students’
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language skills and linguistic performance, university students should not be forbidden to study

it. For it is only from foreign literature that the student can obtain the language skills he/she

needs.  Accordingly,  it  should  follow  that  if  we  have  foreign  literature  courses,  the  greater

chance, we will have students in the English programs of universities not only to improve, but

hopefully to be able to use the English language impeccable. Linguistics can give literature the

generative model, which is the principle of all science, since it is a matter of making use of

certain  rules  to  explain  particular  results.  Foreign  literature,  of  which  language  is  a  major

component, highlights the supremacy of literariness over all other types of linguistic activities.
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PRAGMATICS OF ADVERTISING DISCOURSE

Tetiana Bezuhla (V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract.  This  article  focuses  on  pragmatic  characteristics  of  modern  English  advertising  discourse.

Advertising  discourse  is  addressed  as  a  cognitive-communicative  phenomenon  that  has  two facets:  noncontact

communicative  interaction  in  mass  advertising  aimed  at  promoting  goods  or  services  in  the  market  through

linguistic  and extralinguistic  means,  on the one hand,  and an advertising text,  on the other.  The structure and
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composition  of  English  advertising  texts  feature  diversity  and  creativity  of  the  nonverbal  component  and

expressiveness  of  verbal  one.  The English  advertising  text  is  distinguished  by  predominance  of  the  nonverbal

components. An advertising discursive act is viewed as discursive interaction between the advertiser and consumer

that is initiated due to the advertiser’s intention to offer a product / service by means of a multimodal text. The

advertising discursive act is implicit, i.e. at the deeper level, it renders a primary directive illocution, the addressers

offering products or services to the addressee, that is expressed in the basic implicature Buy our product! / Use our

services!, whereas at the superficial level, it implies an illocution of assertive, directive, emotive, commissive, or

phatic  type.  The  constituents  of  the  advertising  discursive  act  (illocution,  perlocution  and  proposition)  can  be

verbalised and/or visualised in the nonverbal  components of the advertising text,  which provides an interesting

direction for future studies. 

Key  words:  advertising  discourse,  advertising  discursive  act,  advertising  text,  creolised  text,  directive,

implicature, multimodality, pragmatics.

Анотація.  У  статті  розглянуто  прагматичні  характеристики  сучасного  англомовного  рекламного

дискурсу. Під рекламним дискурсом автор розуміє когнітивно-комунікативний феномен, що охоплює дві

складові – комунікативну взаємодію у сфері масової реклами, спрямовану на просування товару або послуги

на  ринку  мовними  та  позамовними  засобами  за  відсутності  контакту  комунікантів,  з  одного  боку,  та

рекламного  тексту,  з  іншого.  У  структурно-композиційному  відношенні  англомовні  рекламні  тексти

демонструють  розмаїття  і  креативність  невербальних  компонентів  та  експресивність  вербальних.

Характерною рисою є превалювання невербальних компонентів над вербальними. Рекламний дискурсивний

акт  становить  дискурсивну  взаємодію  рекламодавця  і  споживача,  яку  ініціює  інтенція  рекламодавця

пропонувати товар/послугу на ґрунті креолізованого рекламного тексту.  Рекламний дискурсивний акт є

імпліцитним, тобто на глибинному рівні має первинну директивну іллокуцію – пропонування адресантом

адресатові товару/ послуги, виражене в базовій імплікатурі на зразок Купуйте наш товар! / Скористайтеся

нашою послугою!, а на поверхневому рівні демонструє іллокуцію асертивного, директивного, емотивного,

комісивного або контактивного типу. Складові рекламного дискурсивного акту (іллокуція, перлокуція та

пропозиція) може бути вербалізовано та/або візуалізовано у невербальних компонентах рекламного тексту,

що становить цікаві перспективи для подальших досліджень.

Ключові  слова:  директив,  імплікатура,  креолізований  текст,  мультимодальність,  прагматика,

рекламний дискурс, рекламний дискурсивний акт, рекламний текст.

General formulation of research and its topicality

The  modern  discursive  paradigm contributes  to  the  amplification  of  linguistic  and  pragmatic  studies  of

advertising. Particular attention of researchers is drawn to the speech aspects that determine its influential abilities

[5; 7; 9; 10]. However, the studied features relate only to the verbal part of the advertising text. There is an urgent

need to establish pragmatic mechanisms for the influence of the verbal and nonverbal parts of the advertising text as

well as their interaction.

The interaction between the verbal  and nonverbal  components of the advertising text creates  a modified

“semiotic landscape” [13,  с. 2], multimodality or multimodeness [4; 6] of the advertising texts. This approach

suggests considering the advertising text a kind of creolized (also multimodal, polycode), i.e. a text whose texture

consists of two inhomogeneous parts: verbal (language / speech) and nonverbal (belonging to other sign systems
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than natural language) [12, с. 180]. Creolization is seen as an integral component of advertising discourse [1; 2;  3;

8; 11; 13], which builds the identity of the advertising language. 

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.

The t o p i c a l i t y  of the study lies in the lack of pragmatic analysis of the English advertising discourse,

taking  into  account  its  complex  multimodal  structure  and  the  interaction  between  the  verbal  and  nonvexrbal

components, as well as its social significance in the information exchange system of modern society.

The o b j e c t  of the study is modern English advertising introduced on the m a t e r i a l  of printed texts

of consumer advertising texts. The study s u b j e c t  is pragmatic features of modern English advertising discourse

in terms of the multimodality approach. The aim of the paper is to establish pragmatic features of modern English

advertising discourse in terms of the multimodality approach, which suggests the following t a s k s : provide the

theoretical basis for the study; establish the features of the multimodal advertising text; analyse the specifics of

interaction  between  verbal  and  nonverbal  components  of  advertising  text;  identify  and  distinguish  types  of

implicatures and illocutionary characteristics of advertising discursive acts. 

The scientific n o v e l t y  of the research consists in developing discourse pragmatic multimodal methods

of  analyzing  printed  consumer  advertising  texts;  identifying  pragmatic  features,  specifics  of  multimodality,

illocutionary functions and implicature types in English advertising texts. 

The research findings can be a p p l i e d  in teaching courses in pragmatic linguistics, discourse studies, in

students’ and post-graduates’ research, as well as psychology, advertising and PR.       

Directions for f u t u r e  s t u d i e s  include looking into the complex of nonverbal components, as well

as their interaction with the verbal ones through visualisation / verbalization of the constituents of the advertising

discursive act.

Experiential/research outcomes.

Advertising  discourse  is  addressed  as  a  cognitive-communicative  phenomenon  that  has  two  facets:

noncontact  communicative interaction in  mass  advertising aimed at  promoting goods or services  in the market

through linguistic and extralinguistic means, on the one hand, and an advertising text, on the other [3, p. 36].

As a result  of  advertising discourse,  an advertising text  is  produced,  which is  a  whole multimodal sign

construct which consists of verbal and nonverbal signs in written form, is produced within the advertising discourse

and reflects the intention of the producer to influence the recipient’s decision to purchase a product or use some

services [3, p. 61].

The fact that an advertising text is creolised (involving extralinguistic components alongside with linguistic

ones)  allows defining the communicative actions of its  producer  as  discursive acts.  Unlike speech  acts,  which

describe interaction of the addresser and addressee initiated by addresser’s intention and conducted by verbal means,

discursive  acts  refer  to  such  interaction  produced  by  both  verbal  and  nonverbal  means.  Thus,  an  advertising

discursive  act  presents  discursive  interaction  between  the  advertiser  and  consumer,  which  is  initiated  by  the

advertiser’s intention to offer a product / service by means of a creolised text [3, p. 69].

The advertising discursive act is implicit, i.e. at the deeper level, it has a primary directive illocution, whereas

superficially it implies an illocution of assertive, directive, emotive, commissive or phatic type.   

The  primary  directive  illocution  –  the  addresser’s  offering  products  or  services  to  the  addressee  –  is

expressed  in  the  basic  implicature  Buy  our  product!  /  Use  our  services!. The  directive  illocution  reflects  the

addresser’s  global  goal  –  inducement  [5,  p.  8],  which  embodies  the  primary  language  function  in  advertising
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discourse – the imperative one.

The addresser’s  additional  goals also correlate  with realized discursive acts and language functions.  The

additional  goal  of  characterising  the  product  is  based  on  the  addressee’s  utilitarian  motives.  It  constitutes  the

strategy of argumentation fulfilled by assertive acts and correlates with the referential and metalingual functions of

language. Another additional goal of building expectations is based on the addressee’s ethical motives, constitutes

the strategy of manipulation which is fulfilled by commissive acts and correlates with the referential and metalingual

functions of  language.  Generating emotions as  an additional  goal  of  the addressee  is  based on the addressee’s

aesthetic  motives  and  is  implemented  by  the  strategy  of  fascination,  which  is  fulfilled  by  expressive  acts  and

correlates with the aesthetic and emotive functions of language. Attracting attention as an additional goal of the

addressee rests on the addressee’s psychological motives, is achieved through the strategy of suggestion realized by

phatic acts and correlates with the phatic function of language. 

Structurewise, the English advertising text is distinguished by the predominance of nonverbal components,

which manifests in full creolisation, mini-image of the product, absence of body copy or punctuation marks. Texts

with full creolisation also feature graphic game.

Advertising texts are divided into three types by the criterion of interaction between the verbal and nonverbal

components: those demonstrating zero, partial and full creolisation [1, p. 15; 12, p. 180]. Zero creolisation does not

involve interaction between verbal and nonverbal components due to absence of one of them. Accordingly, there are

two types of such texts: with the missing verbal component and with the missing visual component (image). Both

predominate in English advertising discourse.

In advertising texts with partial creolization, the verbal and nonverbal components exist autonomously and

can interact in three ways: repetition, addition and full autonomy. Out of these three, addition is the most common in

the English advertising discourse. 

In advertising texts with full creolisation, which are characteristic of English advertising discourse, the verbal

and  nonverbal  components  interact  in  synsemantic  relations.  They  can  show  dominance  of  the  image  (by

interpreting the slogan or creating a phrase unity with it) or of the verbal component.

The pragmatic functions of the advertising discourse are manifested in realization of advertising discursive

acts and their implicatures. Implicatures are implicit propositional and illocutionary meanings which are actualized

through verbal means (primarily headline complexes) and nonverbal means.

The  quantitative  criterion  prompts  the  classification  of  impricatures  into  simple  (one  implicature)  and

complex  (chain  of  two  or  more  implicatures),  the  type  of  indicator  –  into  conventional  and  conversational,

metaphorisation – into metaphorical and nonmetaphorical, comic effect – into comic and neutral, attraction of pre-

supposition knowledge – into universal and nationally-specific. The implicatures of English advertising discourse

are predominantly complex, conversational and universal.  Metaphorical and comic implicatures are characteristic of

English advertising discourse.

The pragmatic analysis of English printed consumer advertising texts in terms of the multimodality approach

allowed  defining  the  prototypical  English  advertising  text.  It  is  fully  creolised  with  predominance  of  visual

components over the verbal ones, consists of a catch-visual, a headline/slogan and a mini-image of the product or a

logo, includes a visual metaphor or metonymy, and activates a long chain of comic and/or metaphorical implicatures

in the addressee's mind.

An example of the prototypical English advertising text is the advertisement of Mirim Pepper De Cabrón L

sauce [14]. It has two nonverbal components: 1) catch-visual – standing in the rain there is a pod of hot pepper,
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embodying the image of a man, holding an umbrella above a tongue (that embodies the image of a woman); 2) the

logo (De Cabrón) in the right bottom corner. The verbal part consists of a headline, which is also a slogan, and is

located directly to the left of the logo: MIRIM PEPPER GENTLE TO YOUR MOUTH. 

The text is fully creolised, as it demonstrates a synsemantic relationship between the verbal and nonverbal

components, hence the meaning of the image is not clear without the verbal part and vice versa. The image attracts

the reader’s attention due to its novelty and makes you read the headline in order to understand what is advertised,

so the reader dwells longer on the advertising text. The headline exploits two meanings of the adjective ‘gentle’: soft

(taste)  and  courteous  (manners).  The  letter  meaning  is  used  for  personification,  actualising  the  following

metaphorical propositions: MIRIM PEPPER is GENTLEMAN і MOUTH is LADY. These propositions are also visualised in

the image: Mirim Pepper behaves courteously, protecting a woman (tongue) from the rain with an umbrella. The

pepper and the tongue are identified as man and woman, creating a comic effect with substantial incongruity.

At the superficial level, an assertive discursive act is realized based on the headline/slogan and the image. At

the deeper level, the advertising text realizes a discursive act of directive type, actualizing a chain of implicatures:

A(p) +> A(q, r) +> A(s) +> A(t) +> D(u),  i.e.,  based on the assertive with the proposition  p,  assertives with

propositions q, r, s, t and a directive with proposition u are realised:

MIRIM PEPPER GENTLE TO YOUR MOUTH. +>  MIRIM PEPPER is  GENTLEMAN. &  MOUTH is  LADY. +>

Sauce Mirim Pepper is gentle to your mouth like a gentleman to a lady. +> Sauce Mirim Pepper has a soft pleasant

taste. +> Buy Mirim Pepper!

Thus,  with  the  global  goal  of  motivation  and  the  additional  goals  of  generating  emotions  and  drawing

attention, considering the addressee’s aesthetic and psychological motives, the addresser implements the strategies

of fascination and suggestion.

Conclusions

The  multimodal  understanding  of  the  advertising  text  as  a  creolized  construct  allows

establishing the pragmatic features of modern English advertising discourse. The communicative

action of the producer of the advertising text is seen as a discursive act – a discursive interaction

between the advertiser and the consumer, which is initiated by the advertiser’s intention to offer

a product / service through a creolized advertising text. An advertising discursive act is implicit,

that is, at a deeper level, it has a primary directive illocution – the addresser’s offering product /

service to the addressee, which expressed in the basic implicature  Buy our product! / Use our

service! At the superficial level, it demonstrates an illocution of assertive, directive, emotive,

comic or contact type.
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УДК 
ВИКОРИСТАННЯ ЛЕКСИЧНОГО ПІДХОДУ ДЛЯ ФОРМУВАННЯ

КОЛОКАТИВНОЇ КОМПЕТЕНТНОСТІ СТУДЕНТІВ МОВНИХ ФАКУЛЬТЕТІВ
Бугрін А.В. (м. Харків)

Abstract: The possibilities of applying corpus linguistics in English language courses in
higher education institutions are analyzed. The concept of the language corpus has been singled
out and its expediency in the teaching of a foreign language in higher education institution has
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been  substantiated.  In  particular,  the  possibilities  of  using  the  corpus  approach  in  forming
students'  lexical,  grammatical,  stylistic and phonetic  skills  were revealed.  The expediency of
applying the corpus method in teaching a foreign language in higher education institution is
substantiated. Thus, in particular, the common use of corpuses in the work of students together
with the inductive method works towards their understanding of the basic linguistic regularities
and  the  production  of  linguistic  intuition,  while  the  material  of  study  is  based  only  on  the
authentic text samples. Thus, the direct use of the corpus method may lead to teaching the corpus
linguistics  to  university  students  as  a  purely  academic  subject,  performing  certain  tasks  or
exercises, using concordance programs, and performing individual student research projects. An
indirect corpus approach may include link publishing, content authoring and language testing.

Key words: collocations, collocative competence, lexical competence, lexical exercises.

Анотація: Проаналізовано можливості застосування здобутків корпусної
лінгвістики на заняттях з англійської мови у закладах вищої освіти. Виокремлено поняття
мовного  корпусу  та  обґрунтовано  доцільність  його  застосування  у  навчанні  іноземної
мови  у  вищій  школі.  Зокрема,  були  розкриті  можливості  використання  корпусного
підходу  у  формуванні  лексичних,  граматичних,  стилістичних  та  фонетичних  навичок
студентів.  Обґрунтовано  доцільність  застосування  корпусного  методу  у  навчанні
іноземної мови у вищій школі. Так, зокрема, використання корпусів у роботі студентів із
залученням  індуктивного  методу,  що  сприяє  усвідомленню  ними  основних  мовних
закономірностей  та виробленню лінгвістичної  інтуїції,  при цьому матеріалом вивчення
виступають  виключно  автентичні  текстові  зразки.  Розкрито  можливості  використання
корпусного підходу у формуванні лексичних, граматичних, стилістичних та фонетичних
навичок студентів. Так, пряме використання даного методу може передбачати викладання
корпусної  лінгвістики для студентів  університетів  у якості  суто навчального предмета,
виконання певних завдань або вправ з використанням програм-конкордансів та виконання
індивідуальних  дослідницьких  проектів  студентів.  Непрямий  корпусний  підхід  може
включати публікацію посилань, розробку матеріалів та мовне тестування.

Ключові слова: колокації, колокативна компетентність, лексична компетентність,
лексичні вправи.

Актуальність  дослідження  та  короткий  аналіз  останніх  досліджень  для
окреслення невирішених раніше питань.  Головне завдання уроків англійської мови –
сформувати  готовність  і  здатність  до  самовисловлювання  засобами  іноземної  мови  в
реальних ситуаціях мовного спілкування. У зв’язку з цим останнім часом велике значення
надається розвитку природнього і спонтанного мовлення у студентів. Лексичний підхід є
одним з тих, які мають на меті прагнення до максимально природної мови. Особливу роль
при цьому відіграє колокаційна компетенція.

Постановка  проблеми  у  загальному  вигляді  та  її  зв’язок  із  важливими
науковими чи практичними завданнями та формулювання цілей статті.  Колокація
традиційно є проблемним і часто малодослідженим мовним явищем для тих, хто вивчає
іноземну  мову,  так  як  природа  колокації  н  семантично  напівпрозора  і  в  той  же  час
обмежена  комбінаторикою  (має  випадковий  характер).  Це  призводить  до  того,  що,
читаючи або слухаючи, ми, як правило, зчитуємо сенс колокацій і не фіксуємо важливість
запам’ятовування  таких  комбінацій  через  уявну  легкість. Незважаючи  на  те,  що
викладання  мов  на  основі  корпусів  стало  предметом  багатьох  наукових  робіт,  досить
невелика  кількість  з  них  зосереджується  на  специфічних  особливостях  викладання
англійської мови для студентів вищих навчальних закладів, що й складає новизну даної
статті.

Мета дослідження – проаналізувати особливості використання лексичного підходу
для формування колокативної компетентності студентів мовних факультетів.

Об’єкт дослідження – методичні аспекти навчання студентів мовних факультетів.
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Предмет  дослідження –  процедура  формування  колокативної  компетентності
студентів мовних факультетів.

Наукова новизна полягає у наявності оригінального дослідницького матеріалу по
напрямку проведеного дослідження.

Теоретична та практична цінність полягає в наявності теоретичного матеріалу
по дослідженню, відсіяного з-поміж іншого в процесі  пошуку інформації  по темі,  та  в
систематизації  матеріалу  напрямку  дослідження.  Проведене  дослідження  має  більш
глибокий ступінь аналізу напрямку дослідження, спираючись на попередні дослідження
вчених, дисертантів та дослідників напрямку дослідження.

Основна частина. Непопулярність застосування корпусів на заняттях з англійської
мови в  українських  ЗВО можна пояснити  рядом факторів.  По-перше,  не  всі  викладачі
університету  знають,  як  включити  корпус  у  свій  навчальний  процес.  По-друге,  не  всі
студенти університету задоволені «розмитими» відповідями, які вони отримують з великої
кількості контекстів, та потребують більш чітких відповідей. І по-третє, критика корпусів
як джерела лінгвістичного матеріалу з боку таких вчених, як Н. Хомський, також відіграє
певну роль у широко розповсюдженому переконанні, що достатньо мати «мовну інтуїцію»
аби  визначити,  чи  є  вживання  відповідної  мовної  одиниці  у  конкретному  контексті
лексично та граматично правильним.

Дослідники  розглядають  різні  типи  навчання  на  основі  мовних  корпусів  на
заняттях  ESL.  S.  Granath  [1]  досліджує  застосування  прямого  корпусного  підходу  у
навчанні  граматики та лексики.  Вона вказує на декілька ключових переваг  цього типу
навчання.  Наприклад,  студенти  стикаються  з  автентичною  мовою,  а  не  зі  штучно
складеними  прикладами.  Приклади  з  реального  мовлення  носіїв  можуть
продемонструвати  граматичні  особливості,  показати,  як  синтаксичні  структури
використовуються для сигналізації відмінностей у значенні на рівні стилю, а також для
навчання синонімів і колокацій. Аналіз та використання автентичних мовних моделей у
контексті  може  допомогти  студентам  розвинути  усвідомлення  певних  мовних
закономірностей.

Колокація – лексико-фразеологічно обумовлена сполучуваність слів у мовлення як
реалізація їх полісемії [2, с. 194]. Виокремлення поняття колокації пов’язано, зокрема, з
таким фактом, що використання певних лексичних одиниць у мовленні детерміновано не
тільки граматикою, але й контекстом, що зумовлює, наприклад, вибір різних еквівалентів
для перекладу словосполучень сильна людина та сильний дощ як a strong man and heavy
rain.  Найчастішими  колокаціями  прикметника  heavy є  іменники  metal,  cream,  rain,
equipment,  lifting,  weapons,  burden,  industry,  drinking,  snow;  прикметник  strong,  у  свою
чергу,  найчастіше  сполучується  з  такими іменниками,  як  sense,  support,  evidence,  case,
feelings, relationship, winds, family, opposition.

М. Маккарті  і  Ф.  Оделл  наводять  причини,  за  якими  вивчаючи  англійську  мову
варто приділити особливу увагу колокації.  По-перше,  стверджують автори, в колокації
закладений  найбільш  природний  варіант  вираження  тієї  чи  іншої  думки.  Так,  носії
англійської мови, швидше за все, виберуть «smoking is strictly prohibited» замість схожого
«smoking is  strongly  prohibited»,  так  як  перше для них звучить більш природніше.  По-
друге,  колокації  пропонують  більше  альтернативних  шляхів  вираження  своїх  думок,
фарбуючи  мову  додатковими  відтінками,  роблячи  її  більш  виразною  і  в  той  же  час
точнішою. Замість «it was very cold and very dark» можна сказати «it was bitterly cold and
pitch  dark». По-третє,  використання  правильно  підібраних  колокацій  допомагає
поліпшити стиль писемного мовлення. Наприклад,  «poverty breeds crime» є стилістично
більш вдалим варіантом, ніж «poverty causes crime».

Термін «колокаційна компетентність» (collocational competence) був введений Дж.
Хіллом в 1999 році  і  з  того  часу  використовується  в  зарубіжній  методиці  викладання
іноземних мов. Це – здатність правильно утворювати лексичні єдності (chunks of language)
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відповідно  до  правил  лексичної  сполучуваності,  що  сприяє  породженню  швидкого,
правильного та стилістично доречного мовлення [3].

Спочатку спробуємо виділити деякі причини, які лежать в основі високого відсотка
колокаційних помилок. Виявляється, що студенти, які вивчають англійську як іноземну,
не акцентують на них уваги, просто не помічають їх [8]. Крім того, труднощі виникають,
по-перше, через існування величезної кількості колокацій, а по-друге, через те, що часто
неможливо  пояснити,  чому  саме  ці  слова  мають  поєднуватися  одне  з  одним.  З  цього
випливає, що необхідно багато вчити напам›ять,  а вивчити все неможливо. Саме з цієї
причини деякі лінгвісти вважають, що колокації вчити неможливо і не потрібно [5].

Існують різні техніки формування лексичної компетентності студентів [4]:
1. Читати якомога більше, переходячи від адаптованих до автентичних текстів

художньої літератури, газет і журналів.

2. Читаючи,  виділяти  кольоровими  маркерами  нові  колокації  для  зорового

запам’ятовування.

3. Складати  діаграми,  схеми,  які  зв’язують  ключове  слово  з  можливими

супутниками.

4. Виписувати приклади в спеціальний зошит.

5. Організувати колокації за темами: подорож, спорт, природа, хобі та ін.

6. Як варіант, організувати свій зошит словничок за колокаційними зразками:

Verb + Noun, Noun + Verb, Adverb + Adjective, Verb + Adverb, Adjective + Noun,

Idioms, Phrasal Verbs, Functional Expressions.

7. Окремо можна завести сторінки з так званими «hot verbs» (get, take, come,

make, do).

Безумовно,  будь-який  викладач  використовує  в  своїй  роботі  передовий  досвід
відомих лінгвістів, методистів, колег. Нами також накопичений певний досвід роботи з
колокаціями,  тому  нижче  ми  наводимо  деякі  прийоми,  які  нам  здаються  найбільш
ефективними [6].

Висновки.  Спираючись  на  вище  викладене,  пропонуємо  наступні  загальні
рекомендації  щодо  роботи  з  колокаціями.  Студентам  слід:  виділяти  колокації  в
англійському тексті поряд з новими словами і виписувати їх до словника; користуватися
спеціальними словниками колокацій замість словників, призначених для загальних цілей,
наприклад: Online Oxford Collocation Dictionary of English.
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NEGATIVE EMOTIONS

AS LANGUAGE LEARNERS’ MOTIVATORS.

Galstyan A.G.

(V.N.Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract. Emotions are always present in our everyday life, in cooperation with other

people, as well as in the learning process. This paper reveals the importance of emotions and

their influence on the motivation of foreign language learners. Within the frames of psychology

and  the  method  of  teaching  foreign  languages  a  great  attention  is  devoted  to  the  issue  of

increasing the motivation, as well as developing and maintaining students' interest in the subject

"a foreign language".

For this purpose firstly we reflect on general understanding of “motivation”, reveal “emotions”

as an important enhancer of motivation, distinguish two main types of emotions, and present

their complicated and contradictory nature.

It’s  widely  considered,  that  positive  emotions  serve  only  as  learning  enhancers,  and

negative ones play merely a diminishing role. In our study it is indicated that based on long and

short  periods  both  negative  and  positive  emotions  contribute  to  enhancing  and  diminishing

motivation. As the survey among students reveals, anxiety, fear and other negative emotions are

not always estimated by language learners as purely negative emotions, which lead to despair

and frustration.  In long term period such emotions  prove to be amplifiers,  boosters to study

foreign languages.

Key words: foreign languages, motivation, negative emotions, positive emotions.

            Анотація. Емоції завжди присутні в нашому повсякденному житті, в спілкуванні з

іншими людьми, а також в процесі навчання. Ця стаття розкриває важливість емоцій і їх

вплив  на  мотивацію  студентів,  які  вивчають  іноземну  мову.  В  рамках  психології  і

методики  викладання  іноземних  мов  велика  увага  приділяється  проблемі  підвищення

мотивації, а також розвитку і підтримці у студентів інтересу до предмету «іноземна мова».

Для  цього  в  першу  чергу  ми  розкриваємо  загальне  поняття  «мотивація»,

представляємо  «емоцію»  як  найважливіший  підсилювач  мотивації,  виділяємо  два

основних типи емоцій і їх складну і суперечливу природу.

Широко  поширена  думка,  що  позитивні  емоції  служать  тільки  стимуляторами

навчання, а негативні грають лише послаблюючу роль. У нашому дослідженні показуємо,
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що на основі тривалих і коротких періодів як негативні, так і позитивні емоції сприяють

посиленню і зниженню мотивації. Як показує опитування серед студентів, які вивчають

іноземну мову, вони не завжди оцінюють тривогу, страх і інші негативні емоції як чисто

негативні,  які  призводять  до розпачу і  зневіри.  У довгостроковому періоді  такі  емоції

можуть стати підсилювачами, побудниками до вивчення іноземних мов.

Ключові слова: іноземні мови, мотивація, негативні емоції, позитивні емоції.

Recently,  with  increasing  frequency  teachers  have  been  complaining  about  the

unwillingness of students to study. A student who “ought to make a conscious choice of his

future  profession”  is  not  seeking  to  acquire  knowledge.  The  main  problem is  the  fact  that

students are not inspired to study, they are not provided with inducement to work harder. Modern

psychologists and teachers are unanimous in a question that the quality of work and its result

depend primarily on the motivation; in fact it’s the motivation that causes a purposeful activity,

determines the choice of means and methods to achieve the goal.

T h e  t o p i c a l i t y  of this paper is conditioned by the indignation of some people

why the process of leaning foreign languages for some people is easy and fast and still for others

it  is  a  complicated  lengthy process.  T h e  a i m  of  our  paper  is  to  reveal  various  types  of

emotions which have great impact on motivation, and the latter in its turn stimulates students to

study foreign languages with comparative ease. 

T h e  o b j e c t  of  this  paper  is  students’  motivation  and  t h e  s u b j e c t  is  the

activating nature and the influence of ‘negative’ emotions on the motivation of foreign language

learners.

1. Motivation

According to psychologists Williams, M. and Burden, R [14, p.120] “motivation is a state

of cognitive and emotional arousal, a state which leads to a conscious decision to act and make

intellectual  and physical  efforts.  Thus,  intellect  and affect  in  combination  with  volition  and

perseverance result  in what  is  known as motivated  behavior”.  Motivation  refers  to  students’

willingness, desire to participate and be lucky in a particular sphere. Students’ motivation comes

from two  sources,  internal  and  external.  Accordingly,  we  distinguish  intrinsic  and  extrinsic

motivation.

A student is said to be extrinsically motivated when he/she studies purely for the sake of

obtaining  a  reward  or  for  avoiding  some  punishment.  Teachers  can  extrinsically  motivate

students by openly admiring and rewarding them.
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A student is intrinsically motivated when motivation proceeds from within. Such students

are involved into the process of studying and achieving high learning outcomes. According to

Dev P.C.  [1,  p11]:  “A student  who is  intrinsically  motivated  does  not  need  any reward  or

incentive to initiate or complete a task. He is excited by the challenging nature of an activity”.

Researches have demonstrated that students’ motivation tends to be stronger, more resilient, and

sustained  when  it  emerges  from  internally  held  goals  rather  than  from  externally  applied

coercion [2,p.130-131].

However, it is hard to describe motivation as something either purely internal or external

to  the  learner.  For  example,  learners  who  study  hard  to  learn  a  foreign  language  may  be

intrinsically or extrinsically motivated or many have a mixture of both intrinsic and extrinsic

reasons prompting them.

2. ‘Emotions’ as an important tool to enhance motivation

Based on psychological researches of motivation in studying foreign languages teacher’s

efforts must be directed to the enhancement of inner motivation of a student, which is mostly

influenced  by  ‘emotions’.  According  to  MacIntyre  [5  p.49-51]  there  is  a  close  connection

between  emotion  and  motivation.  Moreover,  numerous  scholars  insist  that  foreign  language

learning motivation is emotionally driven [5].

Emotion and motivation have the same Latin root meaning “to move”. Emotions send us

quick, powerful messages that allow us to respond to our environment. Hence, the main goal of a

teacher is not only to teach foreign languages but also let students ‘feel’ the very subject. The

emotional  reaction must form the basis  of educational  process.  Before imparting knowledge,

before giving new information a teacher should inspire appropriate emotions on the part of a

student and do everything to connect those emotions with new knowledge.

Up  to  nowadays  psychologists  still  hesitate;  they  cannot  answer  exactly  how  many

emotions  we  have.  Some  researchers  distinguish  two  basic  directions  of  emotions:  positive

emotions, referring to such feelings like enjoyment, pride, joy, delight and so on, and negative

emotions referring to depression, boredom, anxiety, etc. 

Positive emotions

While  experiencing  positive  emotions  students  evaluate  the  process  of  learning  and

implementation of different tasks more positively and they get sure that they can enhance their

intelligence  through  effort.  They  have  more  inner  confidence  that  they  can  attain  success.

Positive emotions increase satisfaction and inspiration, they influence self-regulated learning and
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mental effort [13p.84]. Among a vast number of positive emotions it’s worth mentioning the

following ones:

Surprise,  wonder:  Outstanding  philosopher  Socrates  mentioned:  "Wisdom  begins  in

wonder”. More than three centuries B.C., the Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle said that the

principle of philosophy was wonder, the first manifestation of something intangible that moved

the human being towards reality, also defined by Aquinas as “the desire to learn” and later by the

English philosopher Francis Bacon as “the seed of knowledge”. 

Wonder is the motivator of any action of the human being. On the contrary, when there is

no  wonder,  the  rigid  and  limiting  mechanical  process  of  learning  through  mere  repetition

becomes a deadening and alienating routine.  This can be described as training,  not learning,

because it does not contemplate the human being as a whole.

Curiosity, interest are enhancers of motivation. When curious, a student asks questions

[10, p.391], reads deeply and examines interesting images. Thus, curiosity’s immediate function

is to learn, explore, and get immersed into the interesting event. Curiosity motivates people to

act, think in new ways, investigate and learn more about whatever is the immediate target of

their interest. When interested, students spend more time studying, remember more of what they

read, and get better grades in their classes.

Enjoyment: Students’ enjoyment of learning is positively related to their  intrinsic and

extrinsic  motivation  [7,  p.21].  Enjoyment  is  somehow connected  to  teachers’  use of  humor.

According to Provine R. [11, p.60] “teacher’s use of humor during lessons enhances students’

enjoyment of learning the foreign language”. 

Negative emotions

Negative emotions  like anger,  anxiety,  boredom etc.  relate  negatively to motivational

variables  [8,  p.43].  Traditionally  it  was  suggested  that  negative  emotions  were  “bad”.  As

Goleman [4] says "students who are anxious, angry, or depressed do not learn; people who are

caught in these states do not take in information efficiently or deal with it well".

Anxiety is  defined  as  “the  subjective  feeling  of  tension,  apprehension,  nervousness,

worry, associated with an arousal of the autonomic nervous system” [12, p.4-6].

Boredom is defined as a sense of emptiness and a frame of mind accompanied by the lack

of activity or as a rather negative emotional state consisting of a feeling of inner emptiness and

the lack of interest, usually caused by monotony, invariability of environment. Boredom is often

understood as an affective state encompassing absence of stimulation, unpleasant feelings and

low physiological arousal [6, p.10].
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But later researchers came to a conclusion that negative emotions can not only interfere

with learning but also assist and support learning. It was revealed that negative emotions can

improve attention [3, p.230].

3. Positive and negative emotions as enhancers of motivation.

As Pekrun mentions different emotions have contradictory impact on motivation. Positive

emotions  (trust,  excitement,  pride  etc.)  are  believed  to  be  activating,  as  they  strengthen

motivational process, whereas negative emotions (despair, boredom etc.) are deactivating as they

weaken students’ willingness to study [8, p.43]. 

Still, there are emotions which cannot be definitely described as merely positive (relief,

relaxation etc.) or negative (alarm, fury etc.) ones. High mood and positive emotions contribute

to the flexibility of thinking and the perception of new information. But it is notable that unlike

positive emotions, negative ones strengthen learners’ attention towards the perception of details

and contribute to their scrupulous analysis. Hence, the interaction of emotions with motivation is

more complicated and diverse in short or long-term period.

According to the survey held among third year students of foreign languages’ department

of Karazin Kharkiv National University, to the question “can negative emotions, like anxiety,

alarm and anger motivate learners to study a foreign language?” 37 out of 69 students answered

in the affirmative. In short term period fear or anxiety can reduce interest and motivation of a

student  to  learn  a  foreign  language  but  in  long  term period  those  emotions  can  strengthen

motivation to put great efforts to avoid failure. [9, p.99-100]. In long term period such emotion

like  shame  can  also  have  activating  influence  on  motivation.  It  is  directly  connected  with

student’s desire of self-change, personal growth.

Thus, the role of emotions in learning process is, therefore, much more complicated and

contradictory, rather than the simplistic distinction between negative-positive emotions.

Conclusion:

Motivation leaves great impact on a process of studying foreign languages. But it cannot

develop in isolation; certain conditions and factors must be created which will influence and

increase motivation. 

Thus, emotions are an integral piece of the educational activity and the main enhancer of

learners’ motivation. The whole process of learning foreign languages is full of negative and

positive emotions. The main task of an instructor is to reveal and comprehend different shades of
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learners’ emotions in general, and negative ones in particular, and conduct English lessons in

such a way as to direct the language learners’ emotions for their benefit and not against them. 
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УДК 
THE LINGUISTIC SOCIALCULTURAL METHOD – THE EFFECTIVE MODE OF

TEACHING ENGLISH
Zhytnytska A.

(V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract:  The article  deals with one of the most  useful  methods of teaching foreign

languages. The effectiveness of the method and its key approach are described in the article. The

necessity  of  knowing  not  only  a  foreign  language,  in  our  case  English,  but  also  different

linguistic,  social  and  cultural  aspects  is  explained  in  the  research.  Also,  the  linguistic

sociocultural competence and its components are regarded in the article.

Key  words:  linguistic  sociocultural  method,  linguistic  sociocultural  competence,

teaching method.

Introduction.  Foreign  languages  in  modern  society  are  becoming  an  inseparable

component of the professional training of specialists and the successful solution of professional

growth issues. Expanding contacts with foreign partners largely depends on the level of language

training. The process of international integration makes us be ready to participate actively in

global  communication.  For this  reason,  people  sharply feel  the necessity  of learning foreign

languages.

Many  teaching  methods  are  demoded  nowadays.  Today,  there  are  many  changes  in

teaching  process,  the  content  and teaching methods  are  being  reviewed.  As  for  the  modern

methodology,  the  search  for  the  most  effective  teaching  methods  that  would  meet  modern

educational  conditions  and  meet  its  basic  requirements  still  remains  relevant.  The  article

concerns  one  of  the  most  effective  methods  of  teaching  English  language  –  the  linguistic

sociocultural method.

The object-matter is effective non-classical methods of teaching foreign languages, the

subject-matter of the study is the linguistic sociocultural method. The purpose of the article is

to research and to prove the effectiveness of the linguistic sociocultural method.
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Discussion and results.  Specialists  rightly  call  the linguistic  sociocultural  method of

learning English as one of the most serious and comprehensive. This is due to the fact that with

this  approach  to  language,  students  consider  not  only  language  forms,  but  also  the  social

environment and culture of native speakers. According to supporters of this method, language,

torn from its culture, becomes dead and useless.

Proponents of this method of learning English are firmly convinced that English is losing

life when teachers and students set the goal to master only "lifeless" lexical and grammatical

forms.  Someone remarked  that  "a  personality  is  a  product  of  culture."  Any language  is  the

brainchild  of  any  culture  and  ignorance  of  features  of  a  particular  society  leads  to  such

widespread speech errors. For example, the phrase “What issues are of interest to you”, common

in business communication, is translated by most of our compatriots as “What problems are you

interested in?”.  However, few people take into account the fact that for the British the word

"problems" is painted in a stable negative connotation. Such oddities are quite common. We turn

to more subtle matters, for example, if for our compatriot, who knows English, the difference

between expressions “Don’t you want to go?” and “Would you like to go?” isn’t very big, it’s

fundamental for the British, a native speaker will perceive the first as one not very polite. Thus,

the linguistic sociocultural method does not teach the language itself but teaches to understand

its native speakers. This technique combines two directions of studying the country's language

and the culture of its population. According to supporters of the linguistic sociocultural method

of studying a foreign, in particular English language, they believe that about fifty-two percent of

all speech errors are made under the influence of the native language, and forty-eight percent are

due to a lack of understanding of the essence of social life and culture of the speakers of the

language being studied.

The  linguistic  sociocultural  method  of  learning  English  includes  two  aspects  of

communication – linguistic and intercultural. The vocabulary has been replenished with a new

word ‘bicultural’ – a person who is easily guided by national characteristics, history, culture,

customs of two countries, civilizations. For a modern student, a high level of reading, writing in

English, translation (although this is by no means excluded) is not so important, but linguistic

and sociocultural competence – the ability to study English from cultural perspective – is.

So that an individual studying a foreign language does not have to experience difficulties

in mastering a  new culture,  and in  order to  avoid mistakes  of a  sociocultural  character,  the

educational  process  should  be  organized  in  such  a  way  that  one  of  the  main  goals  is  the

formation of linguistic and sociocultural competence, which is based on the idea of learning the

language  and social  life  of  society  and culture.  Attention  should  be  paid  to  developing  the
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students' ability to understand each other, which can be defined as recognition of mutual value in

similarities and differences, as interhuman and intercultural mutual trust and complementarity,

complementarity of ideals and meanings.

Linguistic  sociocultural  competence  can  be  considered  either  at  the  level  of  the

competence,  interpreted  as  a  given  social  requirement  for  training  students,  necessary  for

effective  productive  activity,  or  at  the  level  of  competence,  considered  as  a  set  of  personal

qualities (knowledge, skills, motives) necessary for productive creative activity personality.

The complexity of the concept ‘linguistic sociocultural competence’ consists in the fact

that  it  is  a  multi-layered  structural  formation  in  which  separate  competencies  can  be  found

reflecting the content of Linguistic sociocultural competence: 

1) Sociocultural competence:

- knowledge of the national-cultural characteristics of the social and speech behavior of

the  native  speakers  of  the  studied  language (customs,  ethics,  social  stereotypes,  history  and

culture of the country) and the ability to exercise their speech behavior in accordance with this

knowledge;

- the ability of communicants to enter into an equal professional dialogue with native

speakers;

-  the  ability  to  interact  adequately  in  situations  of  everyday  life,  the  establishment  and

maintenance of social contacts using English language. 

2) Linguistic and cultural competence:

-  knowledge  of  an  encyclopedic,  ethnographic,  culturological  nature  about  written  and  oral

communication in the county of the studied language;

- knowledge of values, norms, traditions and the choice of communication strategies in

accordance with this knowledge.

3)  Sociolinguistic competence:

-  “the  ability  to  use realities,  special  communicative  models,  specific  rules  of  verbal

communication, characteristic of the country the language is being studied;

- selection and use of adequate linguistic means and modes of extra-linguistic behavior

for the implementation of communication goals, performing a communicative role, organizing

appropriate conditions and establishing interaction. 

Based  on  the  above  components,  we  can  formulate  the  determination  of  linguistic

sociocultural competence, it is an ability to carry out effectively communicative interaction with

representatives of a foreign language culture based on an understanding of the similarities and

differences  of  contacting  cultures,  which  suggests  the  formation  of  personal  qualities  that
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contribute to intercultural communication (tolerance, flexibility, etc.),  and taking into account

pragmatic features of a communicative act (age, gender and status of the communicant, situation

and place of communication). 

The foregoing suggests that due to the formation of linguistic sociocultural competence

during learning a English language:

- the level of background knowledge increases;

-  the  reasons  leading  to  incorrect  use  of  regional  and  sociocultural  vocabulary  are

prevented;

- the misunderstanding of the national-cultural information can be avoided;

- improvement of the quality of speech behavior of communicants takes place;

-  the likelihood of errors in speech etiquette are reduced;

- the level of general knowledge of the language being studied is increasing;

- the student is enriched as a person and motivation to learn English is increased.

Conclusions. When teaching  the students English, it is necessary to take into account the

fact that in modern world it is not enough just to know a foreign language, present professionals

every  day  face  with  the  need  to  establish  international  contacts,  participate  in  global

communication, so they need to show a high level of social, cultural knowledge, great awareness

in manners, traditions and customs in order not to offend a person they communicate with. So,

the task of nowadays teachers  is  not  just  to teach  students to read and translate  texts,  write

essays, do grammar exercises but also our purpose should be to make students think as native

speakers do.
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УДК 
SPECIFICS OF USING THE CLIL METHODOLOGY IN THE PROCESS OF

TRAINING AT NON-LINGUISTIC FACULTIES
Kovinko K.V., Rapava R. B. ( Kharkiv, V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

  Abstract
The article deals with the use of methodology CLIL in the process of teaching English to

students of non-linguistic faculties in modern universities of Ukraine. The general principles of

the technique CLIL, its advantages and disadvantages are explained. Attention is drawn to the

features of CLIL planning, the selection of tasks and their types. There is a difference between

CLIL and other methods of teaching English. Finally, the importance of putting this method into

practice is outlined. 

Key words: CLIL methodology,  communication,  foreign language,  listening,  reading,

student, vocabulary, writing.

Анотація
Стаття  присвячена  використанню  методології  (CLIL)  в  процесі  викладання

англійської  мови  студентам  немовних  факультетів  в  сучасних  вузах  України.  Загальні

принципи  методології  (CLIL),  її  переваги  та  недоліки  пояснені.  Звертається  увага  на

особливості планування та проведення занять за методикою (CLIL), вибору завдань і їх

типів.  Наведено  різницю  між  методикою  CLIL та  іншими  методиками.  У  підсумку

зазначається важливість впровадження цього методу на практиці.

Ключові  слова: аудіювання,  іноземна  мова,  комунікація,  лексичний  запас,

методологія CLIL, письмо, студент, читання.

General formulation of research and its topicality.  Currently, the issue of effective teaching

of foreign languages is urgent. Teachers use various technologies that increase student’s interest

and improve the quality of education. Active implementation of the new educational technology,

such as “content and language integrated learning”, (CLIL) is an unique tool that allows students

to put their knowledge and skills into practice [4, p. 16].

Mastering  of English  speech, based  on  interdisciplinary  communication, meets  the

various interests of students, allowing them to take into account their individual characteristics

and inclinations, which, of course, will create the most favorable mode for the practical use of

the language as a means of communication, because of this, intersubject communication is one

of the effective means of motivation in studying of a foreign language.

The main goal of the programs of both bachelors and masters is to create professional

communicative competencies of students, that is, the ability to solve communicative problems in

the framework of their professional activities.
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Many graduates strive to work in the large multinational companies, where the office

working language is English.

Reducing  class  hours  and  releasing  a  large  amount  of  educational  material  for

independent study requires teachers to review the traditional methodology of teaching English

and turn to modern world experience [5, p. 118].

The problem of “content and language integrated learning” was given attention by such

scientists as S. Bobil,  Y. Rudnik, Y. Sobol, etc in their work. Among foreign researchers of

“content and language integrated learning” should be singled out scholars such as M. Allen, A.

Bonnet, D. Graddol, L. Collins, D. Marsh, I. Ting, and others.

The  introduction  of  CLIL  technology  in  the  educational  process  contributes  to  the

comprehensive development of the student; he broadens his horizons with the help of a foreign

language, forms the core competencies such as educational, cognitive, linguistic, communicative,

and social. And most importantly, the motivation for learning English is significantly increased

[6].

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. The term CLIL was first proposed in 1994

by  David  Marsh  and  Anna  Maliers  (Finland)  as  a  methodology  for  teaching  non-linguistic

subjects in a foreign language. This approach includes various forms of using a foreign language

as a learning tool, provides an effective opportunity for students to put their new language skills

into practice now, and not wait for a suitable moment in the future. 

  The subject-matter  is CLIL and its  influence  on the  formation of  the educational

process in the Ukrainian universities.

 The object matter  of the article is integrated teaching of a content and language at a

university and a developing field of theoretical  and practical  research,  but there is no single

established concept  of  how a university  should  implement  such training.  Each institution  of

higher education has its own specifics, depending on which it decides on the ways and methods

of teaching students in an additional / non-native language for them [3].

Based on the foregoing, several advantages can be noted: 

a) Learning a foreign language integrated into the content of the subject itself, such

as  science,  history,  geography.  Students  learn  a  foreign  language  through facilitated  subject

matter.

b) CLIL has its origin in various socio-linguistic and political contexts and applies to

any language,  age  and level  of  education:  from preschool,  elementary  to  higher,  vocational

training. In this sense, CLIL meets all European educational programs designed for all citizens,
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where  it  is  believed  that  multilingualism  and  multiculturalism  contribute  to  the  integration,

understanding and mobility among Europeans.

c) CLIL is an approach that involves the development of social, cultural, cognitive,

linguistic, academic and other learning skills, which in turn contribute to the achievement in the

field of study of both the subject itself and the language.

Also it is important to highlight the differences between CLIL and other methods. Among

them are:

 knowledge of the language becomes a means of studying professional subjects;

 the language is integrated into a wider professional context;

 the quality of education is improved due to the growth of motivation, since the students

are interested in topics and issues related to their profession;

 learning  and  improving  the  language  goes  naturally  –  in  the  process  of  professional

communication;

 CLIL is a part of ongoing training;

 good communicative language skills and knowledge of professional vocabulary are more

important  than  grammatical  correctness  (in  case  if  mistakes  don’t  interfere  with

communication);

 Reading training is considered to be one of the main tasks of CLIL [1]. 

Speaking  about  practical  use  of  CLIL  methodology  we  should  pay  more  attention  to

authentic  sources  of  information,  such  as  watching  native  speaker’s  films,  videos,  reading

information and so on. It is also a high cooperation with scientists in different fields of science.

For  instance,  one  of  the  most  effective  ways  of  using  CLIL  at  the  lessons  is  to  make

presentations  on  the  subject  of  future  profession,  paying  a  huge  attention  to  the  active

vocabulary, pronunciation and discussion of the topics and details of these training decks. In

accordance with the CLIL method, students gain knowledge of the subject from the syllabus

while  learning  and  using  a  foreign  language.  The  CLIL  technique  has  the  advantage  of

addressing the overcrowded curriculum by integrating one or more aspects of the curriculum and

increasing the time of language learning. 

The use of the CLIL technique in the classroom involves four types of speech activity:

 listening allows students to meet the language in the professional context;

 reading, thanks to the use of authentic professional materials, is the major source

of introduction of a new vocabulary;

 speaking promotes the ability to communicate in a professional environment;
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 writing improves the absorption of new material, increases vocabulary and is the

basis  for  the  development  and  establishment  of  intercultural  professional

relationship. 

While organizing lexical materials it is important to use schemes to help students classify

ideas and information in the text. 

However, there are some important factors to consider before implementing CLIL programs.

These include: 

1. Availability of qualified teaching stuff;

2. The necessity of cooperation between teachers of different disciplines;

3. Providing students with  key terms and concepts in foreign language;

4. The ability to change schedules required to implement CLIL program [2]. 

Conclusion  CLIL  allows  students  of  non-linguistic  faculties  to  obtain  knowledge  of  some

special  subjects  and  simultaneously  mastering  their  language  skills.  The  interdisciplinary

approach to language learning would enable educators to create  the educational environment

contributing  to  studying  a  variety  of  subjects.  Using  CLIL  we  inspire  students’  positive

perception of a language or culture and increase their motivation. CLIL would provide students

of a higher technical school with a lot of benefits, the major advantages of CLIL being creating

positive  attitude  towards  learning  language  and  stimulating  self-development.  We  suggest

extensively implementing well planned and well-coordinated learning activities beneficial to the

success of CLIL such as problem-based and project-based learning.
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Abstract.CLIL  is  one  of  the  methods  which  allow  combining  teaching  English  l  with

professional  knowledge  acquisition.  Main  points  of  CLIL  are  presented  here.  According  to

scientific  literature CLIL can be defined as a teaching method of a foreign language,  which

combines  the  content  of  learning,  communication,  thinking  processes  (cognition),  and

culture.Analysis of the pedagogical literature also reveals that CLIL creates the conditions for a

naturalistic  approach  to  language  learning;encourages  active  communication  during  classes;

generates positive motivation for learning English through the emphasis on content rather than

expression.The CLIL features can also be attributed to 1) an active position of the teacher; 2)

appropriate learning strategies; 3) constant feedback from students; 4) integration of language

learning into professional training when students compare their own results with those obtained

by other students, summarize their own learning activities and peer group activities. In this paper

the authors present some methods how to implement CLIL when working with law students

(interview, work on oral topics, dialogue on professional topics, etc)

Keywords: CLIL, students, teaching methods

Котова А. В., Кривко М. Ю., Черниш Т. В. Впровадження елементів  CLIL під час

роботи зі студентами-юристами.

 Анотація.CLIL - один із методів, що дозволяє поєднувати викладання англійської мови зі

здобуттям професійних знань.У статті визначено сутність CLIL. Так, науковці визначають

CLIL  як  метод  навчання  іноземної  мови,  який  поєднує  зміст  навчання,  спілкування,

мисленнєві процесита культуру. Аналіз педагогічної літератури також засвідчив, що CLIL

створює умови для натуралістичного підходу до вивчення мови; заохочує до активного

спілкування під час занять; створює позитивну мотивацію до вивчення англійської мови

через акцент на змісті навчання. До особливостей CLILтакож можна віднести 1) активну

позицію  викладача;  2)  відповідні  стратегії  навчання;  3)  постійний  зворотній  зв'язок  зі

студентами;  4)  інтеграцію  вивчення  мови  у  професійну  підготовку,  коли  студенти

порівнюють  власні  результати  з  результатами,  отриманими  іншими  студентами,

підсумовують власну навчальну діяльність та групову діяльність однолітків. У цій роботі

автори представляють деякі методи, впровадження CLIL під час викладання англійської

мови студентам юридичного факультету (інтерв'ю, робота над усними темами, діалог на

професійні теми тощо)
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Ключові слова: CLIL, студенти, методи навчання
General  formulation  of  research  and  its

topicality.Thecurrentstageofsocialdevelopmentisrelatedtotheprocessesofglobalizationandintegrat

ion,  whichrequireprofessionalsnotonlytobecompetitiveinthelabormarket,

butalsotobefluentinatleastoneforeignlanguage.  Itisknownthatmost  non-

linguisticstudentschooseEnglishtostudy,

asitisthelanguageofinternationalandprofessionalcommunication.

Moreover, fluency in English opens up new opportunities and prospects for students, as it

allows them the opportunity to take part in exchange programs, acquire knowledge in the future

specialty, become acquainted with advanced technologies in their fields of research, andexpand

their own horizons. Undergraduate and graduate students need English to attend international

conferences and work on literature related to term papers or graduation projects. The above-

mentioned factors require constant revision and improvement of methods how to teach.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article.CLIL is one of the methods which allow

combining  teaching  of  the  English  language  with  professional  knowledge  acquisition.  The

object  of  the  paper is  CLIL  method  as  a  way  to  make  the  educational  process

more effective.  The subject  of the paper is  to  illustrate  CLIL in action  with law

students.

The  tasks  include the  analysis  of  approaches  to  CLIL  definition,  its  main

functions, and practical  approach to this method with law students. 

Results  and  discussion.Letusnotethattheconceptof  "ContentandLanguageIntegratedLearning"

wasfirstintroducedbyDavidMarsh,  thatiswhythescientificliteratureusestheabbreviation  CLIL

torefertothismethodology[3].

According  to  scientific  literature  CLIL  can  be  defined  as  a  teaching  method  of  a  foreign

language,  which  combines  the  content  of  learning,  communication,  thinking  processes

(cognition), and culture. The content ensures the acquisition of new knowledge and skills in the

relevant  scientific  field;  communication  is  intended  to  use  language  when  discussing  some

problems;  thinking  processes  are  responsible  for  developing  specific  and  abstract  concepts;

culture embraces alternative perspectives and views on concepts or events [1, p. 8-10].

Analysis of the pedagogical literature also reveals that CLIL:

• creates the conditions for a naturalistic approach to language learning;

• encourages active communication during classes;

• generates positive motivation for learning English through the emphasis on content rather than

expression [2; 3, p. 15]

The CLIL features can also be attributed to:
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•  an  active  position  of  the  teacher,  when he  (she)  clearly  provides  instructions,  defines  the

purpose of the assignment and makes sure that the students correctly understood the task and the

means of its accomplishment, determines the expected results of the learning activity;

• appropriate learning strategies: demonstration, presentation, familiarization with the material,

following the principle of "from simple to complex", the connection of new knowledge with the

knowledge which had already been acquired by students;

•  constant  feedback  from students,  which  allows  the  teacher  to  monitor  the  success  of  the

performance, analyze mistakes, and advise on completing a particular stage of the task;

• integration of language learning into professional training when students compare their own

results with those obtained by other students, summarize their own learning activities and peer

group activities [2];

Let us consider practical application of CLIL with law students. We should mention that the aim

of thesubject« The language of speciality(English)» is to teach studentslaw vocabulary, special

lawterms,andprinciplesofthestructureandmechanismsofthelegalsystemofothercountries  (England,

USA), and to comparethemwiththenationallegalsystem. 

Studying  thesystemandbranchesoflawofforeigncountries,

intheprocessofmasteringanddiscussingtopics,

performinglexicaltasksandtasksforthedevelopmentoforal  skills,

studentscomparehowitworksinnationallegislation  (iftheyhavesuchknowledgeandexperience),

ifnot,  theteachertellsandexplainsthedifferences(forexample,  whenstudyingCorporatelaw  -

wecomparetheformsoflegalownershipandtypesoforganizationalandlegalformsofdifferentlegalentit

ies).

Definitely, it takes a lot of time to prepare for such classes, as the teacher must understand and

be  ready  to  explain  theprocedures  ofregistrationandbusinessactivitiesofprivateentrepreneurs,

privateenterprises, limitedliabilitycompanies, orequitycompanies. 

When  working  on  such  topics,  studentsaregiventhetasktoprepare  a

presentationonanyformofownership,  tellabout  5  mandatoryfeaturesof  a  legalentity,

andalsodiscusstheadvantagesanddisadvantagesofrunning  a  businessinUkraineby  a

privateentrepreneuror a legalentity (PE, LLC, JSC).  For example, when we studythetopic “The

PracticeofLaw”,  wecomparethestructureandmechanismofthe  UK  and  US

legalsystemswiththenationallegalsystem.

CLIL works perfectly when the teacher is not only a specialist in foreign languages, but also is

good  at  the  subject  he/she  teaches,  as  he/she  can
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sharesomeexperience(howthechangeoffounders,replacementofDirectors,who

andhowmakesdecisions, whatthequorumis, andwhenthedecisionisconsideredvalid). 

Accordingtotheprogramofthesubject,  one  of

theobjectivesofthiscourseistopsychologicallypreparestudentfortheiremploymentandtoformnotonl

yhardskills  (whichintheframeworkofthesubjectaremastering  terms,   professional  vocabulary,

comparativelegislation,  etc),  butalso form  theirsoftskills  -

skillsthatemployerswanttoseeinpotentialemployees.Therefore,  specialattentionis

paidtothedevelopmentofcommunicativeskills, creativity, criticalthinking,and self-esteem. 

To achieve these goal we role play in English different situation which might happen during the

interview  or  at  work.For  example,  we  roleplaytheprocessofemployment.Duringtheinterview,

studentsaredividedintotwo  groups-employers  andemployees.  Eachgroupis  given  a  task  –

employersmust try to find the best candidate, and candidates should persuade the employer that

they are the best.

We are sure that such activitieshelpstudents get  self-esteem, formcriticalthinkingskills,  and be

psychologically ready fordifferentinterviewoutcomes.

Alsoforthispurpose,  studentsaregiventhetasktomake  2  resumes  –  inEnglishandinUkrainian  -

asoneofthemandatorystepswhenlookingfor  a  job,  aswellastoprepare  a  self-presentation-to

tellthegroupaboutthemselves,  abouttheirinterests,  skills,  andinterestingfactsoftheirbiography.

Studentsperformthistaskwithgreatpleasure, andreactverypositivelytothestoriesofothergroupmates.

Beforestartingthe  self-presentation,  studentstell 5 or  6  statementsaboutthemselves,

whichcouldbetrueorfalsewithdifferentprobability.Sothegroupis

askedtoidentifyfalseandtruestatementsintheprocessoftellingaboutthemselves,

whichalsocontributedtothedevelopmentofcommunicationskills,  self-esteemand  self-

presentationskills  –  presentingyourselfin  a  favorablelightinfrontof  a  potentialemployer.

Alsoatthebeginningofthecourse,  studentsareasked  a  question-whatisyour  superpower–

aspartoftheformationofskillsofcreativity,  senseofhumor,  criticalthinking, self-presentationand

self-confidence

(thisquestionwastakenfromthequestionnairesofemployerswhoindicateitinthequestionnaireandif  a

persondoesnotanswerit,  whichindicatesaninabilitytoshowcreativity,  etc.,

thentheyarenotevenallowedtointerview). 

Conclusions.CLIL is a necessary element when teaching students of non-linguistic specialties. It

helps not only improve language skills, but deepen professional knowledge. When students are

ready to discuss professional issues in English, they have more opportunities to be competitive in

the labor market. 
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ERASMUS+ MOBILITIES FOR ACADEMIC CHALLENGES

UTKINA K. B., PhD, Assoc. Prof., KULYK M. I., PhD, Assoc. Prof.,

TITENKO G. V., PhD, Assoc. Prof., KIOUSOPOULOS JOHN, PhD, Prof.

Abstract. The main information about programmer Erasmus + is presented to answer the challenges

of today. The course of implementation of the Erasmus + project on academic mobility of Karazin University with

the University of Western Attica is described. The ability of students and teachers to speak English is very important

for integration into the European academic space now. 

Key words: international project, Erasmus+ programme, academic mobility.

Анотація. Представлено  основну  інформацію  щодо  можливостей  програми

Еразмус+ задля відповіді на виклики сучасності. Зокрема описано хід реалізації проекту

Еразмус+ з академічної мобільності Каразінського університету з Університетом Західної

Аттіки.  Показано,  що  зараз  для  інтеграції  у  європейський  академічний  простір  дуже

важливим є знання англійської мови як студентами, так і викладачами.

Ключові слова: міжнародний проект, програма Еразмус+, мобільність.

General formulation of research and its topicality

Erasmus+  is  the  EU's  programme  to  support  education,  training,  youth  and  sport  in

Europe. Its budget of €14.7 billion will provide opportunities for over 4 million Europeans to

study, train,  gain experience,  and volunteer abroad. The aim of Erasmus+ is to contribute to

the Europe  2020  strategy for  growth,  jobs,  social  equity  and  inclusion,  as  well  as  the  aims

of ET2020,  the  EU's  strategic  framework  for  education  and  training.  The  European

Union's Erasmus+ programme is  a  funding  scheme  to support  activities  in  the  fields  of
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Education,  Training,  Youth  and  Sport.  Erasmus+  also  aims  to  promote  the  sustainable

development  of its  partners in  the field of higher  education,  and contribute  to achieving the

objectives  of  the EU  Youth  Strategy. The  Programme  is  made  up  of  three  so-called  "Key

Actions" and two additional actions. They are managed partly at the national level by National

Agencies  and  partly  at  the  European  level  by  the  EACEA.  The  European  Commission  is

responsible for Erasmus+ policies and oversees the overall programme implementation [1 – 3].

Erasmus+ provides grants for activities in the fields of education, training, youth and sport. It

offers opportunities for:

 individuals to  spend a  mobility  or  volunteering  period  abroad  and  to  receive

linguistic training,

 organisations to collaborate in project partnerships in the fields of academic and

vocational training, schools, adult learning and European sport events.

Erasmus+ also supports teaching, research, networking and policy debate on EU topics

[1– 3]. There are three Key Actions for international  academic cooperation. Key Action 1 is

devoted to learning mobility of individuals. Thanks to such type of projects EU lecturers have an

opportunity to come to UA universities as well as UA academic staff – to EU universities. In the

framework of such mobilities academic staff usually deliver lecturers to students and teachers

as well as discuss potential cooperation for future.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Aim  of  the  paper  is  to  provide  information  about  ERASMUS+  mobilities  between

University of West Attica (Greece) and V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University (Ukraine).

Cooperation  between  V.N.  Karazin  Kharkiv  National  University  (Kharkiv,  Ukraine)  and
University of West Attica (Athens, Greece) started more than 10 years ago. The first project was
on Tempus programme “Education development on Environmental Management” (2009-2012).
Later  on  cooperation  continued  and  now  two  our  universities  have  Erasmus+  project  on
academic mobility. In the framework of this project staff and student mobility is foreseen. 

Outcomes

In the framework of the first signed Agreement (2017) staff mobility was foreseen. That

is why from the School of Ecology (new name – Institute of Environemtnal Sciences), V. N.

Karazn Kharkiv National University, Asoc Prof Titenko Ganna, Assoc Prof Utkina Kateryna and

Assoc  Prof  Kulyk  Mykhailo  were  selected  for  delivering  lectures  and  training.  The  main

motivations for taking part in this Erasmus+ mobility were as follows:

 To acquire knowledge and specific know-how from good practice abroad;

 To develop competences and increase the relevance of teaching;

 To increase knowledge of social and linguistic matters;
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 To build up new contacts and expand professional network;

 To share knowledge and skills with students.

During the mobility the following lectures were delivered to students:

 Urban soil degradation: causes and ways for rehabilitation

 Integrated Coastal Zone Management.

 Integrated Waste Management

 Landscape and Energy Sources. Energy Resources. Architecture of energy 

facilities.

 Environmental problems of energy units

The  mobility  was  performed  in  December  2017  and  due  to  the  trip  the  following

outcomes were obtained [2 – 3]:

 professional development;

 Dissemination of UA experience and approaches;

 New contacts and potential partners.

 Familirisation of Greek partner with UA experiences;

 Greek students will be trained.

The second part  of the Agreement:  Greece-->Kharkiv mobility  – was implemented in

April 2018. Prof John Kiousopoulos visited V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University. In the

framework  of  the  mobility  he  participated  in  various  events:  ХХІ  International  Conference

«Ecology,  environmental  protection  and  balanced  environmental  management:  education  –

science – production –2018», start-up seminar under the Erasmus+ project  - Integrated Doctoral

Program for Environmental Policy, Management and Technology – INTENSE and for sure he

delivered lectures for UA students on the following topics [2 – 3]:

 Human Impact Along Coastal Areas.

 Legal framework concerning Spatial Planning.

 Legislation initiatives in Hellas during the economic crisis period.

In  May  2019  Dr  Kateryna  Utkina  from  V.N.  Karazin  Kharkiv  National  University  visited
University of West Attica and participated in the 2-nd Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility
Week.  Participants  from 30 countries  from all  over  the  world  participated  in  the  event.  Dr
Kateryna Utkina made a  presentation  about  the university  and School  of  Ecology,  delivered
several  lectures  and  established  better   working  contacts  with  Greek  colleagues.  The  key
motivation  was:  to share own knowledge and skills  with students through delivering several
lectures, to aquare knowledge and specific know-how from good practice in Greece, to develop
own competences  in my field and increase the relevance of teaching, to gain practical  skills
relevant  for  current  job  and  professional  development,  to  build  up  new  contacts  /  expand
professional network. 
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In October 2019 Prof. John Kiousopoulos from University of West Attica visited V.N. Karazin
Kharkiv  National  University.  The  overall  aim of  his  mobility  was  as  follows:  fostering  the
academic collaboration between the two Universities and development of relationship between
the  two  Departments’  staff.  He  delivered  lectures  from KKNU  students  on  topics  “Spatial
Planning  Legislation  Initiatives   during  the  Hellenic  Economic  Crisis  (2008-2018)”,  and
“Integrated  Coastal  Zone  Management  &  Marine  spatial  planning”.  Also  he  took  part  in
conference “Region 2019: Society and regional aspects”. Prof John Kiousopoulos made there a
presentation;  also  he  has  extended  his  professional  network  and  discussed  several  potential
project proposals with KKNU academic staff [3]. 
Cooperation is going on and for the next semester we foresee student mobility.
In 2019 a new Agreement was signed. It provides new challenge for students. In particular, in
spring  semester  (academic  year  2019-2020)  one  student  (A.  Sapun)  from  Institute  of
Environmental Sciences will go to University of West Attica (Greece) for study. She will listen
to lectures and pass exams on selected courses.

All lectures for UA and GR students are delivered in English. That’s why one of the

requirement for teachers to be eligible for mobility is to know English on at least B2 level.

Conclusions

Erasmus+ program provides great opportunity for staff and students for improvement of

their knowledge, skills and scientific and teaching competencies. It is recommended to initiate

and  participate  Erasmus+  projects  on  university  level.  English  is  the  key  language  for

international cooperation with EU universities. It is obvious that good knowledge of English is

now a priority for both students and teachers if they want to integrate into EU educational space.

That is why it is necessary to improve English language knowledge on institutional level.
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CLIL TECHNOLOGIES IN MULTILINGUAL LEARNING

PhD Lenska O.O.

PhD Stupnytska N.M.

(V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv)

Abstract:  The article deals with CLIL technologies. It is spoken that  CLIL classrooms

are not typical language classrooms due to the fact that language is the  medium through which

content  is  “transported''.  The following paper  provides  different  technologies  in  multilingual

learning starting with a brief insight into the phenomenon of CLIL.  The article emphasizes that

CLIL  technologies  help  students  to  pass  through  themselves  a  large  amount  of  language

material, which is a complete immersion in the language environment. Non-linguistic content is

used to teach a language and learners acquire new knowledge but in a foreign language. Four

aspects of language learning that are required when using CLIL technology are mentioned. The

steps that help you plan your ClIL lessons are described in detail.  The most important thing

about CLIL lessons is that they connect language with reality. Thanks to all this, students see

that English is not just another subject of the curriculum. Knowledge of the language makes it

possible to find a variety of information on almost any topic and even engage in self-education.

Learning English takes on a meaning that would not exist if the students simply performed the

exercises from the textbook. Thus, students learn vocabulary, grammar naturally, simply asking

questions in real life and finding answers to them, all as in the lessons in their own language. It is

noted that CLIL lessons work successfully both in multilingual groups and in special language

groups.

Key words: CLIL, languages, technologies, multilingual learning, teach, subjects 

Анотація.  Стаття  робить  акцент  на  тому,  що  технології  CLIL  допомагають

студентам пропустити через себе великий обсяг мовного матеріалу, що представляє собою

повне  занурення  в  мовне  середовище.  Нелінгвістичний  контент  використовується  для

навчання мови і учні здобувають нові знання, але на іноземній мові.

Згадується  чотири аспекти  вивчення  мови,  необхідний при використанні  CLIL

технологій. Так само в деталях описуються етапи, які допомагають в плануванні уроків

ClIL. Найважливіше в уроках CLIL це те, що вони пов'язують мову з реальністю. Завдяки

всьому цьому учні  бачать,  що англійська мова це не просто черговий предмет.  Знання

мови дає можливість знайти різноманітну інформацію практично на будь-яку тему і навіть

займатися самоосвітою. Вивчення англійської набуває сенсу, якого не було б, якби учні
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просто  виконували  вправи  з  підручника.  Таким  чином  студенти  засвоюють  лексику,

граматику природно, просто ставлячи питання як в реальному житті і знаходячи на них

відповіді,  все  так  як  і  на  уроках  на  своїй  рідній  мові.  Відзначається,  що  CLIL  уроки

успішно працюють як у полілінгвальних групах, так і в спеціальних мовних.

General formulation of research and its topicality

The  CLIL  method  (Content  and  Language  Integrated  Learning  or  subject-language

integrated learning) has recently gained more and more popularity in teaching English. Simply

put, CLIL is the study in English of all or several subjects in curriculum. It can be the world

around  us,  drawing,  history,  geography,  social  studies,  mathematics,  chemistry,  biology,

literature and even physical education.

The term itself was coined by David Marsh (University of Jyväskylä, Finland) in 1994 he

wrote that “CLIL refers to situations in which academic subjects or part of academic subjects are

studied in a foreign language and have the dual purpose of studying the subject while studying

foreign language” [1, p. 5].

From English, it stands for Content and Language Integrated Learning.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article

Object of research: CLIL technologies

Subject of research: features of using CLIL technologies in approaches to teaching a foreign

language

Aim of research:  to  expand intercultural  knowledge of students;  to  develop communication

skills in a foreign language in vivo; to develop thinking and discover the creative potential of

students; to increase the motivation of students and their self-confidence;  to  train all language

skills;  to  improve  linguistic  competence  and  natural  speaking  skills;  to  develop  interest  in

different languages, in using them in different areas of life;

Assignment of research: active use of a foreign language as a means of communication

The use  of  this  technology in  multilingual  groups  is  the  most  appropriate.  [2].  Each lesson

consists of four “C”, so it includes the following:  content – the development of knowledge,

skills in a specific subject area;  communication – the  use of a foreign language in training,

while learning how to use the language; cognition is the development of cognitive abilities that

form a general idea; culture – the  presentation of oneself as part of a culture, as well as the

awareness of the existence of alternative cultures.

When students are introduced to the CLIL lesson, all four aspects of language learning

are used: writing, listening, reading and speaking in order to learn and discuss the information.
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Moreover,  the CLIL lesson involves on the part  of the student  analyzing and evaluating the

information received, using critical thinking [2, p. 95]. This allows students to understand and

absorb  information  better.  Also,  many  CLIL  lessons  are  designed  to  immerse  students  in

different cultures, developing intercultural skills as well. Perhaps the most important thing in

CLIL lessons is that they connect the language with reality. Thus, students learn vocabulary,

grammar naturally, simply asking questions in real life and finding answers to them, all as in the

lessons in their own language. 

CLIL lessons can be built in different ways depending on the content of the training. But

there are several steps that can help you plan your CLIL lesson: Choose a topic  of interest.

Choose  vocabulary  that  teachers  would  like  to  draw  students'  attention  to.  Select  specific

grammatical structures. Use text. In any CLIL lesson, special attention is paid to reading and

listening, since they involve the use of ready-made texts on a specific topic. It is these texts that

determine  the  choice  of  vocabulary  and  grammatical  structures.  The  next  important  step  in

developing  CLIL  lessons  is  a  graphical  organizer.  Graphic  (visual)  organizers  are  written

communication tools that use graphical notation to represent knowledge, concepts, ideas, as well

as the relationships and relationships between them.

Conclusions: One  of  the  main  advantages  of  this  technology  of  subject-language

integrated learning is to increase students' motivation to learn a foreign language. Learning a

language  becomes  more  focused,  as  the  language  is  used  to  solve  specific  communicative

problems. Getting into a situation of communication in a foreign language, students are unable to

show their knowledge in certain areas such as: pedagogy, medicine,  art,  culture, etc. without

knowledge of a foreign language. Thus, the ability to communicate in a foreign language in a

professional context becomes a priority, after all. It should also be noted that work on various

topics  allows  to  learn  specific  terms,  certain  language  structures,  which  contributes  to  the

replenishment of the vocabulary of the student with subject terminology and prepares him for

further study and application of the knowledge and skills.
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PROFESSIONAL-ORIENTED READING AT UNIVERSITY

Leishnova N. O., Pavlova L. V., Sergeyeva O. A.

(V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)
Abstract. Reading  is  a universal and  convenient  means  of  obtaining  the  necessary

information. Modern students have to read a large number of texts in foreign languages to obtain
the  necessary  information  from  various  fields  of  knowledge.  A  methodological  system  of
studying at a higher education institution that is unable to give proper reading skills cannot be
considered effective and rational one.

The purpose of the study is  to consider reading as one of the main foreign language
teaching strategies at a higher education institution and determine the most effective types of
reading at  non-linguistic  faculties  in  the context  of reducing classroom hours,  as well  as, to
determine  the  most  appropriate  teaching  materials  for  successful  realizing  students’  reading
skills.

Reading is one of the receptive types of speech activity since it relies on the perception
(reception)  of  information  within  a  written  text.  It  includes  techniques  of  reading  and
understanding. 

Combining two  kinds  of  reading:  analytical  (based  on  training  texts  and  performed
mainly in class) and extensive (outside the classroom) is the most effective approach.

A training text is one of the main tools for forming and developing students’ reading
skills and the ability to process different types of training texts and advances the ability to speak
on professional-oriented topics.

Taking into account the fact that students' knowledge of foreign languages varies widely,
the  text  selection  should  be  guided  by  one  of  the  didactic  principles  –  the  principle  of
accessibility, which is reflected both in the content of the texts and in the lexical means that
convey this content.

At  university scientific  texts  should  be  preferred  as  training  ones,  due  to their  main
features, namely, logicality and lack of emotionality.

The  text,  its  content  and  reading  strategies,  which  match  the  individual  abilities  of
students and the arsenal of their knowledge of both the foreign language and the speciality, are
essential means of controlling the student's motivation.

Keywords: reading, analytical reading, extensive reading, training text,  scientific text,
higher education institution, foreign languages, non-linguistic faculties.

Читання  –  універсальний  і  зручний  засіб  отримання  необхідної  інформації.
Сучасним студентам доводиться читати велику кількість текстів іноземними мовами для
отримання необхідної  інформації  з  різних галузей  знань.  Вільне володіння студентами
закладів  вищої  освіти  навичками  читання  літератури  іноземною  мовою – актуальна
вимога сучасного суспільства.  Методологічна система навчання у закладі вищої освіти,
яка не надає здобувачу освіти належних навичок читання, не може вважатися ефективною
та раціональною.

У статті  проводиться  аналіз  читання  як  однієї  з  основних  стратегій  викладання
іноземної мови у закладі вищої освіти та визначаються найбільш ефективні типи читання
для застосування на немовних факультетах у контексті скорочення навчальних годин.
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Читання  є  одним  з  рецептивних  типів  мовленнєвої  діяльності,  оскільки  вона
спирається  на  сприйняття  (отримання)  інформації  через  текст.  У  статті  читання
розглядається одночасно і як мета, і як ефективний засіб навчання іноземній мові.

Ефективним  підходом  до  вивчення  іноземної  мови  є  об'єднання  двох  видів
читання:  аналітичного  (на  основі  навчальних  текстів  в  аудиторії)  і  екстенсивного
(позааудиторного).

Навчальний  текст  є  одним  з  основних  інструментів  формування  та  розвитку
навичок читання студентів. Вміння обробляти різні типи текстів сприяє вдосконаленню
професійно-орієнтованого мовлення.

Істотна  увага  приділяється  принципам  відбору  адекватних  за  змістом  і  мовним
наповненням навчальних текстів.

Беручи до уваги те, що знання іноземних мов студентами значно різниться, процес
відбору  текстів  повинен  базуватися  на  одному  з  дидактичних  принципів  –  принципі
доступності,  який  відображається  як  у  змісті  текстів,  так  і  в  лексичних  засобах,  які
передають  цей  зміст.  Немає  сумніву,  що  в  університетах  у  якості  навчальних  текстів
мають виступати переважно наукові.

Текст, його зміст і стратегії читання, які відповідають індивідуальним здібностям
студентів і арсеналу знань, як іноземної мови, так і спеціальності,  є важливим засобом
контролю мотивації студента.

Ключові  слова:  читання,  аналітичне  читання,  екстенсивне  читання,  навчальний
текст, науковий текст, іноземні мови, немовні факультети.

Setting of the problem and the aim of the article. 

In modern education it is assumed that language learners have to read a large amount of

texts in studied languages to get acquainted with different fields of knowledge. Not so many

experts have an opportunity to communicate directly with native speakers on a permanent basis,

while  practically  everyone can  read texts  in  foreign  languages.  A methodological  system of

higher education, which does not ensure sufficient reading skills, cannot be considered effective.

The purpose of the study is to examine reading as one of the main strategies of teaching a

foreign language at a higher education institution and to find the most effective types of reading

in the conditions of shortening of classroom hours at non-language faculties.

The task of the research is to identify the most appropriate educational materials for the

successful acquisition of reading skills by higher education students.

General formulation of research and its topicality.

According to the researches, reading correlates positively with "almost every dimension

of positive personal and social behavior being studied", which empirically proves that reading

"changes life for the better" [8, p. 12]. Reading, different types of reading and its role in the

teaching a foreign language have been studied in numerous scientific works of domestic and

foreign authors (Demyanova Yu. O., Gosteva TP, Andreeva NA, Suruntovich NV, Shalova N. S.

and others). In particular, Day R., Bamford J., Maley A. proclaims that extensive reading is the

most effective way to improve a person's language competence [6, 7].
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Experiential/research outcomes.

According to the English language program developed by the Ministry of Education and

Science of Ukraine, every graduate of a comprehensive school must have basic skills in text

reading and text processing. In fact, about 70% of higher education students, who continue their

studies  at  non-language  faculties,  lack  such  skills.  Therefore,  the  main  task  of  a  university

teacher  is  to  develop  an  effective  system  of  teaching  reading  skills  in  the  conditions  of

shortening of foreign language lessons.

In this system, reading should serve as both the purpose and the means of learning a

foreign  language.  By  means  of  reading,  students  receive  the  language  material  required  to

develop  skills  in  other  language  activities.  In  other  words,  the  successful  acquisition  of

vocabulary,  speech  and  writing  skills  primarily  depend  on  the  level  of  reading  skills.  It  is

reading, especially  in the first  stage of study that helps to acquire vocabulary and grammar,

introduces more complex syntactic constructions to students. 

The main means of forming and developing reading skills is the educational text, and the

proficiency  in  processing  different  types  of  educational  texts  leads  to  the  formation  of  the

professional competency in speaking [1].

Combining  two types  of  reading,  namely,  analytical  (based  on educational  texts  and

mainly in class) and extensive (outside the classroom) reading is the most effective tool in the

system of teaching reading skills in a foreign language in modern conditions.

A training text should be selected according to the goals of professional-oriented training

of  future  specialists,  as  well  as  to  the representativeness  of  its  linguistic  material,  linguistic

relevance and value [2; 4].

Taking into account the fact that students' knowledge of foreign languages varies widely,

the  text  selection  should  be  guided  by  one  of  the  didactic  principles  –  the  principle  of

accessibility, which is reflected both in the content of the texts and in the lexical means that

convey this content. Texts of different levels of complexity should be used. Non-graded texts,

overloaded with complex vocabulary and grammar structures, can lower students’ motivation.

At  non-linguistic  faculties  of  higher  education  institutions  scientific  texts  should  be

preferred for they are the most  transparent  for the study of  the factors,  which influence the

professional formation and development of language skills of future specialists and ensures the

formation of communicative competence [3, p. 32].

In the first stage the work with a training text should be focused on the linguistic material

of the text in order to form students' skills of detailed identification of distinctive lexical and
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grammatical  linguistic  units  and their  translation.  That directly  affects  the speed of adequate

understanding of its content.

The main task of the teacher is to prepare receptive exercises that develop and polish the

students' reading skills. In our opinion, there are four fundamental skills: 

1. The ability to recognize words from the context by familiar word-building elements.

2.  The  ability  to  recognize  distinctive  receptive  models  in  a  sentence,  that  is,  to

understand any speech patterns containing a particular model typical for the scientific style.

3. The ability to perceive a sentence as a model.

4. Ability to use dictionaries and reference books.

Having the particular linguistic models at his or her disposal, the student can easily define

the semantics of the model, and consequently understand the content of the entire sentence.

Taking into account those requirements, the teachers of English Language Department of

V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University have developed the handbook for students of non-

linguistic  faculties  based on scientific  and popular  texts.  The purpose of the handbook is  to

develop students’ skills of understanding and using the most complex lexical and grammatical

models which are common in scientific texts. This approach is complying with CLIL (Content

and Language Integrated Learning), an international educational approach that combines foreign

language teaching and vocational disciplines, which is actively implemented at higher education

institutions of the country and at V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University as well.

Modern computer  technologies  have become an integral  part  of our lives and can be

actively  used in  the educational  process.  In  particular,  the Internet  is  a source of  up-to-date

scientific and technical texts in a foreign language. The usage of Internet resources can help to

increase students' interest in reading. 

The best approach to the selection of educational materials is the cooperation of foreign

language teachers and professionals from university faculties, aimed at the analysis and selection

of  Internet  resources  that  contain  adequate,  interesting,  up-to-date  materials  on  appropriate

subjects. Only under these conditions it is possible to ensure quality of the educational material. 

The  usage  of  authentic  audio-text  provided  by  native-speakers  greatly  assists  in  the

development  of students’ reading skills.  They are freely available  on such websites as BBC

Learning English, Spotlight English, TED-Ed, etc. They cover various spheres of modern society

life,  and,  per  our  own  experience,  positively  contribute  to  students'  interest  in  both  the

information  they  provide  and  English  learning.  Such  materials  promote  listening  skills  and

reinforce the correct pronunciation of words. 
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The final stage of work with training texts is developing students’ ability to quickly and

qualitatively  process  information  by  means  of  writing  annotations,  scientific  articles  and

presentations.  The proceedings  of the student scientific  conference “Academic and Scientific

Challenges of Diverse Fields of Knowledge in the 21st Century” are a good example of the

English  language  teachers’  work.  Our  experience  shows  that  our  students’  participation  in

conferences  with  the  subsequent  publication  of  the  results  of  their  academic  researches

significantly increases their interest for the speciality and English learning as well.

Conclusions

In our opinion reading is  the most  effective element  of teaching in the conditions  of

shortening of classroom hours. Due to reading the student receives the necessary lexical and

grammatical material required for the professional communication.

The effectiveness of teaching reading in a foreign language, first of all, depends on the

student active participation and, therefore, on his or her interest in the learning process. This

interest,  in  turn,  is  directly  dependent  on  how comprehensively  student’s  needs  as  a  future

specialist are satisfied by training material. The texts used must fully meet students’ needs, both

communicative  and  cognitive.  Properly  selected  material  contributes  to  the  development  of

student’s cognitive activity, enriches knowledge and cultural background, thus fulfilling the main

task of higher education – the formation of highly qualified specialists able to perform any tasks

that modern high-tech society presents.
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УДК

CLIL-ORIENTED APPROACH TO TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES AS A

CHALLENGE OF OUR TIME 

PhD in Philology Associate Professor – Iryna Tkalia, 

Senior Lecturer Nadia Cherkashina, Senior Lecturer Julia Orach

(V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract.  The phenomenon of CLIL is attracting more and more attention in today’s Ukraine,

which  reflects  a  global  trend of the contemporary  world.  The term decoded as  Content  and

Language Integrated Learning refers to educational settings where a language other than the

students’  mother  tongue is  used as  a  medium of  instruction.  In  the  frameworks of  teaching

English to university students of non-language specialism CLIL is considered as the platform for

an innovative methodological approach of a far broader scope than just language teaching, which

implies a more integrated approach to both teaching and learning.

Key words:  CLIL-oriented approach, platform to develop proficiency,  non-language subject,

twofold aim, educational process in general.

Анотація. Виклики,  які  стоять  перед  сучасною  вищою  освітою,  потребують  нових

методичних  підходів  до  викладання   іноземної  мови  і  особливо  англійської  мови.  На

даному  етапі  на  вітчизняному  освітянському  просторі  все  більше  уваги  отримує

інноваційний підхід до викладання/ вивчення іноземної мови, який має назву CLIL. Є три

основні загальні риси CLIL у сучасній вищій освіті: процес інтернаціоналізації освітньої
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системи, потреба в мовній політиці та той факт, що англійська мова використовується для

конкретних цілей як сфера досліджень та викладання.

Ключові слова: підхід,  орієнтований на  CLIL; платформа для розвитку майстерності;,

немовний предмет; двояка мета; навчальний процес загалом.

Introduction. The term CLIL was coined by David  Marsh,  University  of  Jyväskylä,

Finland (1994): "CLIL refers to situations where subjects, or parts of subjects, are taught through

a foreign language with dual-focused aims, namely the learning of content and the simultaneous

learning of a foreign language."

However, CLIL teaching has been practiced for many years, from the Babylonian era to

the early sixties when bi-lingual education was introduced in many schools around the world.

Even if you are unaware of the term CLIL, you may already have been using CLIL methodology

for many years. CLIL-oriented approach to teaching foreign languages is attracting more and

more attention in today’s world. Nowadays the acronym CLIL (Content and Language Integrated

Learning) is understood as the platform for an innovative methodological approach whose scope

is  far  broader  than  just  teaching  foreign  language.  The  platform  named  CLIL  is  aimed  at

developing proficiency in both the non-language subject and the language in which this subject

is  taught,  with  the  same  importance  being  attached  to  each.  Thus,  CLIL  implies  a  more

integrated approach to both teaching, and learning. Those involved in teaching are required “to

devote their special thought not just to how languages should be taught, but to the educational

process in general” [1, p. 7].

In the context of the present discussion, we use the term CLIL as a generic term to speak

about educational settings wherein a language other than the students’ mother tongue functions

as medium of instruction. In other words, a foreign language is used in teaching the curriculum

disciplines other than in teaching languages per se. As advocates of this innovative teaching

approach,  we completely  share the idea that  CLIL  refers  to  situations  where other  subjects-

related material is taught through a foreign language, aiming at both the learning of content and

the  simultaneous  learning  of  a  foreign  language.  Thus,  the  specificity  of  CLIL  is  stressed,

namely orientation towards dual-focused aims during the same educational process. The debate

on CLIL is very much alive. The deliberations of experts interested in this  approach  certainly

contribute to its development [2; 3; 4; 6; 7 ]. 

The purpose of the article is  to characterize the features of the CLIL implementation in

different academic environments. There are three known CLIL models: soft (language-led), hard

(subject-led), partial immersion. The first model focuses on the linguistic features of the special

context,  the second means that  about 50% of the curriculum of subjects  in the specialty  are
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studied in a foreign language, and the third - occupies an intermediate position, and is used when

some modules in the specialty program are studied in a foreign language.

The object is Content and Language Integrated Learning.

The subject is teaching a foreign language to non-linguist university students.

Analysis of recent research and publications.  The issue of CLIL has been studied by a

number of linguists and practical teachers. They are mostly related to the aspects of language

learning  and  linguistic  diversity  whose  methodological  bases  of  research  were  thoroughly

covered in the works by such scholars as K. Bentley,  Robert C., Marsh, D., Christiane Dalton-

Puffer,  Hugh Baetens Beardsmore, Meyer, O., Pickering G, Coyle, D. Richard Pinner, etc.

Research  results.  There  are  many  different  types  of  CLIL  programs,  ranging  from full

immersion (Canada) through partial immersion, about 50% of the curriculum (parts of Spain), to

language showers  and regular  20-30 minute  subject  lessons  in  the  target  language  (parts  of

Germany). In Secondary schools, subjects are usually taught in the target language by non-native

speaker  subject  or  language  teachers.  In  Primary  context,  CLIL  programs  are  commonly

delivered by non-native subject specialists or by English language teachers. In some countries

native speaker classroom assistants support the learners too. There are also contexts where native

speakers teach English to non-native learners (often from minority language groups) to enable

them to integrate into mainstream classes. Examples of these programs are EAL (English as an

Additional Language in Britain) and CBI (Content Based Instruction in the US).  

As Christiane  Dalton-Puffer, professor of Linguistics at the University of Vienna, who  enjoys

crossing disciplinary borders and collaborating with colleagues from other fields of education,

puts it “we are witnessing a trend towards internationalization and globalization, putting pressure

on  education  systems  to  provide  skills  which  will  allow  students  to  stand  their  ground  in

international contexts” [5]. A CLIL-based approach to teaching and learning can convincingly

justify  this  idea.  As early  as  in  2001,  the  introduction  of  the  European Year  of  Languages

encouraged drawing attention to the fact that the promotion of language learning and linguistic

diversity might be achieved through a wide variety of approaches, including CLIL type provision

[1]. 

Speaking about CLIL, it should be noted that there a number of advantages in this approach as

compared to others. For learners, some of the advantages are the following:

1. Increasing motivation.  – Language is used to fulfill  real purposes to learn the substantive

material. There is a great difference between learning a language with no real purpose in mind

and having the need to do it. The latter makes it more motivating for the learner.
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2. Introducing learners to the wider cultural context.– Thus, learning a subject such as History

makes the learner understand the L2 culture far too much.

3.  Developing  a  positive  ‘can  do'  attitude  towards  learning  languages.–  Learning  not  only

grammar, but personalizing the language through teaching something meaningful might lower

the affective filter.

4. Developing student multilingual interests and attitudes.– Knowing more about a language can

increase the learners’ interests in different cultures such as the one they are learning the language

from, which also broadens their horizons.

5. Preparing students for further studies and work.– Knowing a language, subjects and culture in

L2 can increase the learners’ opportunities in life.

6. CLIL creates conditions for naturalistic language learning.– By having to communicate in the

target language, to fulfill some of the tasks or even to understand the subject is how this kind of

learning takes place.

7.  CLIL  provides  a  purpose  for  language  use  in  the  classroom.–  Since  learners  need  to

communicate among each other in order to help cooperative learning. It has a positive effect on

language learning by putting the emphasis on meaning rather than on form.– By having non-

disposable contents, the focus is on meaning, with grammar embedded. As a result, this will help

students cope with grammar in a more meaningful way and help them acquire it rather than just

study it.

8.  CLIL increases  the amount  of exposure to  the target  language.– By teaching a curricular

subject in the target language, the time of exposure to it might be doubled.

9.  It  takes  into account  the learners’  interests,  needs and cognitive levels.–  The level  of the

learners  is  closely related  to  their  cognitive  level,  making it  better  suited  for  what  they  are

supposed to know in their own language according to their age.

The advantages of adopting a CLIL approach for teachers may include:

1. The use of innovative methods, materials and e-learning.

2.  Individual  and institutional  networking opportunities  and professional  mobility.–  Teachers

knowing something more than just a “language”, i. e. mastering a curricular subject, are likely to

get more job opportunities. 

3. The development of good practices through cooperation with teachers in other departments,

schools and countries. 

Each country or school has a clear objective when defining a language teaching program.

Based on the literature studied, we could conclude that no one version of CLIL is “exportable”.

It may sound as a disadvantage. Yet this argument just reinforces the idea that CLIL has been
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purposefully designed by a board of Education or school coordination and should reflect the

thought of a National Educational Program. Each country has its own needs, deals with its own

reality and is to  establish its own way of implementing CLIL as a methodology.

CONCLUSION

Thus, CLIL can be applied taking into account a local reality and it will fit into a particular

school context, which is surely an advantage. The possibilities of building an exclusive material

are enormous. So is the possibility of choosing a weak or strong version of it, depending on the

needs. 

There might be a problem of balance between BICS (Basic Interpersonal  Communication

Skills) and CALP (Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency). As CLIL is mostly focused on

an academic subject, there is a tendency to lose BICS for CALP. The linguistic range may be a

problem since there are certain subjects where the linguistic range required for learners to use or

study  is  rather  limited.  Therefore,  the  “amounts”  of  vocabulary  or  structures  learnt  by  the

students will be limited as well.

Last but not least, there comes assessment. What will happen then with assessment in CLIL?

Will  we take  into  account  the  linguistic  level  acquired  by the  student  or  will  we grade  the

academic level? Which way are we supposed to do it? So far, we are not sure that there is a

solution to this problem. 
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Pakhomova I.M. (V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv)

Abstract

The practical experience of STEM-club "Science around us" of Physics department V. N.

Karazin Kharkiv National University by Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is

presented in the work. The model of integration of STEM education and CLIL methodology is

presented. The advantages of using the presented model are analyzed.

Key  words:  CLIL-  method,  STEM-  education,  information  and  communications

technology. 

Анотація.

У роботі представлено практичний досвід роботи STEM-клубу «Наука навколо

нас» на базі кафедри фізики кристалів фізичного факультету ХНУ імені В.Н. Каразіна за

методикою предметно-мовного інтегроваго навчання (CLIL).  Представлено  модель

інтеграції  STEM-освіти  та  CLIL-методики.  Проаналізовано  переваги  використання

представленої моделі.

Ключові  слова: CLIL-методика,  STEM-освіта,  інформаційно-комунікаційні

технології.

До сучасних трендів в освіті  можна віднести  STEM-овіту,  технології  доповненої

реальності і CLIL-методику [1-3]. Терміном STEM - освіта традиційно окреслюють підхід

до освітнього процесу, відповідно до якого основою набуття знань є проста та доступна

візуалізація  наукових  явищ,  що  дає  змогу  легко  охопити  і  здобути  знання  на  основі

практики  та  глибокого  розуміння  процесів.  Методика  CLIL  (Content  and  Language

Integrated  Learning)  це  методика,  яка  дозволяє  опановувати  фахові  знання  іноземними

мовами  [2].  На  сьогоднішній  день  сучасний  фахівець  повинен  володіти  не  тільки

фаховими  знаннями  але  і  вільно  спілкуватися  у  науковому  товаристві.  Однією  із

найпоширеніших мов спілкування є англійська мова. Тому виникає необхідність не тільки

володіти англійською мовою та фаховими компетентностями, а безпосередньо інтегрувати

англійську мову у фахові знаня.

Термін (CLIL) був запропонований Девідом Маршем (1994 р.), який вперше описав

методологічний  підхід,  за  яким  вивчення  іноземної  мови  відбувається  інтегровано

(вивчення  теми  предмету  англійською  мовою).  CLIL  додає  більше  можливостей  для

інтеграції шкільних предметів порівняно зі STEM-освітою.

Для  освоєння  нових  сучасних  освітніх  трендів,  які  можуть  допомоготи  бути

успішним  нашим  учням  у  сучасному  світі,  було  започатковано  роботу  позашкільного
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STEM-клубу  «Наука  навколо  нас»,  побудованого  за  CLIL-методикою.  Клуб  працює

більше 2 років на базі кафедри фізики кристалів фізичного факультету ХНУ імені В.Н.

Каразіна. Основна мета проєкту – створити науково-дослідницький простір для учнів 10-

15 років при вивченні фізичних явищ за допомогою STEM-технологій і CLIL- методики у

позаурочний час; стимулювати учнів до креативності й бажання спостерігати та вивчати

навколишній  світ,  заглиблюватись  у  кожне  звичайне  повсякденне  явище  з  точки  зору

науки, її законів та закономірностей, надати учням стійку мотивацію для саморозвитку та

самовдосконалення,  познайомитися  із  інноваційними  підходами  в  освітньому  процесі,

надати можливість впроваджувати набуті знання у повсякденному житті.  В одній групі

навчаються діти 6-10 класів. Оптимальна кількість – 8-10 учнів у групі. Тривалість одного

заняття 1.5 години. Заняття мають дистанційну підтримку у ПЗ Moodle [4]. Для кожного

заняття розробляється дидактичний матеріал. Мови спілкування: англійська і українська;

мова  додаткового  матеріалу  (картки,  слова,  завдання,  хід  виконання  досліду,  тощо)  –

англійська.  Відео та  аудіо  матеріали,  які  використовуються  на  заняттях  – англійською

мовою.

Основні елементи заняття: дидактичні картки для гри, словник, відео (2-5 хвилин)

англійською мовою, де пояснюється теоретичний матеріал, пісня і роздруковані слова до

пісні, відео-експеримент, тест, створений на платформі Classtime.

На  кожному  занятті  проводиться  командна  гра  «Збери  слово».  Учасникам

пропонуються літери  алфавіту  (1  комплект для  кожної  команди)  і  роздрукована  певна

комбінація літер. Наприклад комбінація літер «AME». Задача кожної команди скласти як

можна більше слів, які мають цю комбінацію літер і обов’язково назвати переклад. Кожна

команда  делегує  учня,  який  записує  слова  на  дошці.  Після  5-7  хвилин  гри  вчитель

ретельно перевіряє усі слова, які записані на дошці, і оголошує команду-переможця. Якщо

учні початківці, то ця комбінація літер оголошується у групі фейсбук [5] до заняття і учні

мають можливість підготуватись і написати слова у коментарях.

Словник має 20 – 30 слів, які зустрічаються у відео контенті або роздрукованих

матеріалах заняття. Словник готується заздалегідь і видається учням у фейсбуці [5] за 4-5

днів до заняття. Задача учнів – прочитати і перекласти окремі слова або словосполучення

до  теми  заняття,  внести  незнайомі  слова  до  власного  профілю на  сайті  Lingualeo [6].

Протягом цих 4-5 днів учням потрібно тренувати ці нові слова у різноманітних вправах на

сайті Lingualeo [6].

Пісня  має  відношення  до  теми  заняття,  наприклад  при  вивченні  теми  «Звук.

Механічні  коливання»  було  вибрано  пісню  “Vibration”  [4].  Кожен  учасник  групи  на
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занятті  отримує  слова  пісні.  Перший  раз  учні  читають  пісню  один  за  одним  і

перекладають текст пісні, другий раз учні уважно прослуховують пісню, і останній раз

учні  співають пісню разом із записом.  Сайт [6] має опцію «додати власний матеріал».

Відео  пісні  і  текст  пісні  можна  завантажити  на  [6]  і  дати  учням  домашнє  завдання

попрацювати над піснею вдома та отримати бонусні бали на [6]. Результат роботи кожен

учень може опублікувати у групі [5] і отримати додаткові бали.

Пояснення теоретичного матеріалу проходить у два етапи.  Перший – пояснення

викладача  і  другий  –  перегляд  навчального  відео  англійською  мовою.  Після  цього

відбувається  дискусія  та  відповіді  на  запитання  учнів  (ця  частина  заняття  проходить

українською мовою).

Написання  тесту  проходить  після  з’ясування  усіх  проблемних  моментів  теми.

Кожен  учень  виконує  тест  самостійно  на  власному  смартфоні  і  отримує  бали,  які

вносяться  до  журналу.  Тести  створено  англійською  мовою  на  платформі  Classtime.

Питання тесту базуються на навчальному відео, яке було запропоновано учням на занятті.

Бібліотеку створених тестів представлено у [7]. Кількість питань у тесті 5-10.

Завершальним етапом заняття  є перегляд  відео-експерименту і  розробка власної

моделі працюючого приладу або проведення наукового досліду власноруч. На власному

каналі  Youtube представлено розробку «Балансуючий птах» до теми «Умови рівноваги

тіл» і гру «Збери слово» [8].

CLIL – це інноваційний підхід в навчанні,  що передбачає інтегроване навчання.

Учні пропускають через себе досить великий обсяг мовного матеріалу, що представляє

собою повноцінне занурення в природне мовне середовище. Необхідно також відзначити

те, що робота над різними темами дозволяє вивчити специфічні терміни, визначені мовні

конструкції, що сприяє поповненню словникового запасу учня предметної термінологією і

готує його до подальшого вивчення і застосування отриманих знань і умінь у житті [9].

Освоєння Інтернет технологій, сайтів, платформ, дистанційних курсів і мобільних

додатків  суттєво  полегшує  процес  вивчення  англійської  мови  і  урізноманітнює  цей

процес. Наведений сайт [6], авторський дистанційний курс [4] та група на фейсбуці [5]

надають можливість ефективного розвитку трьох мовних навичок - читання,  письма та

аудіювання.  Очні  зустрічі  по  суботах  допомагають  опанувати  –  говоріння.  Залучення

STEM-орієнтованого  підходу  до  занять  мотивує  учнів  навчатися  і  стимулює  розвиток

креативного  мислення  і  інженерного  дизайну.  Результатом  є  участь  учасників  клубу

«Наука навколо нас» у конференціях і наукових пікніках.
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Серед  проаналізованих  позитивних  сторін  вище  зазначених  методик  (CLIL  та

STEM)  слід  відзначити  підвищення  мотивації  до  вивчення  іноземної  мови,

цілеспрямованість  до  оволодіння  іноземною  мовою  для  вирішення  конкретних

комунікативних  задач,  пріоритетність  розвитку  умінь  спілкування  іноземною  мовою у

професіональному  контексті,  занурення  у  створене  мовне  середовище,  засвоєння

специфічних термінів, певних мовних конструкцій і розширення словникового запасу.
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Saprunova O.G.

(V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract. The article is devoted to the issue of criteria of forming students' professional

foreign language communicative competence through History – English integrated learning. The

notions of “forming students'  professional  foreign language communicative competence” and

“History – English integrated learning” are characterized. The integrated approach to History and

English teaching is analyzed. Main students’ and teachers’ problems appearing in the educational

process  are  concretized.  The  advantages  of  History  -  English  integrated  learning  and  main

requirements to its effective implementation in education at the History Faculty of the University

are studied. The main criteria for the realization of the current problem tasks are identified and

theoretically proved. The author was led to the conclusions that the criteria of forming students'

professional foreign language communicative competence through History – English integrated

learning are: 1) writing text-books on History in English for intensification of students’ grammar

and professional vocabulary; 2) developing students’ thinking through the implementation of

imitative modeling in the educational process taking into account typical and essential features of

students’ specialty; 3) the thematic integration in History-English  learning; 4)  using educational

multimedia (videos on History in both the English and Ukrainian languages).

Key words: professional, a foreign language,  communicative competence, History,  the

English language, an integrated approach.

Анотація. Стаття  присвячена  питанню  визначення  критеріїв  формування  професійної

іншомовної комунікативної компетентності студентів за допомогою інтегрованого підходу

до  вивчення   історії  та  англійської  мови. Характеризуються  поняття  «формування

професійної іншомовної комунікативної компетентності студентів», «інтегрований підхід

до вивчення історії  та  англійської  мови».  Проводиться  аналіз  інтегрованого підходу до

вивчення історії та англійської мови. Уточнено основні проблеми студентів та викладачів,

що  виникають  у  процесі  навчання.  Досліджуються  переваги  інтегрованого  підходу  до

вивчення історії та англійської мови, умови його успішного застосування в навчальному

процесі  на  історичному  факультеті  університету. Визначено  та  теоретично  доведено

основні критерії реалізації завдань з поточної проблеми. Автором було зроблено висновок,

що критеріями формування професійної іншомовної комунікативної компетенції студентів

за  допомогою  інтегрованого  підходу  до  вивчення  історії  та  англійської  мови  є:  1)

написання  посібників  з  історії  англійською  мовою  для  інтенсифікації  граматики  та
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професійної  лексики  студентів;   2)  розвиток  мислення  студентів  за  допомогою

впровадження  в   навчальний  процес  імітаційного  моделювання,  враховуючи  типові  та

суттєві особливості спеціальності;  3) тематична інтеграція історії та англійської мови у

процесі  їх  вивчення;  4)  використання  мультимедійних  засобів  навчання  (відеозаписи  з

історії на англійській та українській мовах).

Ключові  слова:  професійний,  іноземна  мова,  комунікативна  компетентність,

історія, англійська мова,  інтегрований підхід.

General  formation  of  research  and  its  topicality.   Today  developing  specialists’  foreign

languages proficiency in different spheres is taking on a  character of professional competence.

Demonstrating fluency in English gives new opportunities for one’s professional preparation and

also a chance for exchanging views with representatives from different countries. 

 It is  necessary to take into account professional specifics  in English language teaching

and its focus on the realization of a future professional specialists’ activity or graduates’ abilities

to work at the international level according to the State educational standard of higher school .

The aim of English teaching is not only to achieve specific results in foreign language

learning,  but  also  to  allow  future  graduates  to  avoid  a  misunderstanding  in  intercultural

communication and become specialists in the international labour market. 

The analysis of research works showed that different aspects of the current problem had

been highlighted in some publications:  importance issues of the theory and practice of foreign

languages  teaching at  non-linguistic  universities  such as  multimedia  and social  studies  were

defined  by  Abramova   L.Z;   scientists Vavilova  Y.O.,  Obrazcov P.I.,  Pidorenko  V.V.  and

Filippova  L.V.  devoted their studies to professionally oriented foreign language teaching  at

non-linguistic faculties;  Khusainova A.T. and Fakhrutdinova A.V.  emphasized in their paper

that   Content  and  Language  Integrated  Learning  was  one  of  the  conditions  for  successful

mastering and using a foreign language in professional, social and cultural activities.

It  is  fair  to  say that  the analysis  of  recent  research works  proves  the lack of  clearly

defined criteria for forming students' professional foreign language communicative competence

through History – English integrated learning. 

The relevance of our research is determined by needs of modern society for qualified

specialists  and  the  necessity  of  improving  the  system  of  higher  education.  That’s  why  the
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problem of forming students' professional foreign language communicative competence through

History – English integrated learning is of current importance now.  

The importance of  the current problem, the lack of its theoretical study and the need to

overcome  difficulties which  students of the History Faculty face in  the educational process led

the  author  to  the  choice  of  the  research  work  theme  “ Criteria  of  forming  students'

professional  foreign  language  communicative  competence  through  History  –  English

integrated learning “. 

Relationship between the research and scientific or practical tasks.  The theme of the 

article is a part of complex  programs  of  English language Department research  work  in 

Karazin National Kharkiv University. 

The object of the research   –   forming   students' professional foreign language  

communicative  competence through History –English integrated learning .

The subject of the research – criteria of forming   students' professional foreign 

language  communicative  competence  through History –English  integrated learning .

The aim of the research– to identify and theoretically prove criteria of forming students'

professional foreign language communicative competence through History –English integrated

learning.

The following research tasks are defined: 

1. To give the definitions of notions “forming  students'  professional foreign language

communicative competence” and “History –English integrated learning”.

2. To concretize  main  students’ and teachers’ problems appearing  in  the  educational

process  of  forming  students'  professional  foreign  language  communicative

competence through History – English integrated learning. 

3. To  highlight  criteria  of  forming  students'  professional  foreign  language

communicative competence through History – English integrated learning.

The scientific novelty of the research  results is:   first,  the research  identified  and

theoretically  proved  the  criteria  of  forming   students'  professional  foreign  language

communicative  competence  through  History  –  English  integrated  learning;  second,  such

definitions as  «forming of students' professional foreign language communicative competence»

and «History – English integrated learning» were clarified.
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Theoretical  and practical  significance  of  our  research is  in  the  results  of  the

identification of the criteria of forming  students'  professional foreign language communicative

competence  through  History  –  English  integrated  learning which  can  be included  in  the

educational process  at the History Faculty of Karazin Kharkiv National University.

Research  outcomes.  Today  the  necessary  requirement  for  70  % of  all  vacancies  in

Ukraine  is  to  be  proficient  in  a  foreign  language  for  making  professional  contacts  with

representatives from different countries. It is being known that to have a command of a foreign

language at the traditional level “reading with a dictionary” is of a little importance. A modern

specialist  must  speak  English  to  his  foreign  partners  fluently  and  also  use  international

professional and cultural experience in his work. 

In  order  to concretize  main  students’  and  teachers’  problems  appearing  in  the

educational process we should describe conceptual terms of the problem. 

First,  we  consider  “forming  students'  professional  foreign  language  communicative

competence”  as the main component for the preparation of high qualitative specialists who are

ready to speak English in their professional field of communication. Second, “History – English

integrated learning” is the process of getting foreign language communicative skills that students

need for a particular job or activity.

As the practice shows, students of the History Faculty have poor English professional

communicative  skills  because of  their  bad  school  foreign  language preparation,  few English

classes at the University and old teaching methods (students have to read and translate several

texts on different topics, learn by rote a small amount of professional words, do a few exercises

for developing their communicative skills,  have a lack of time for productive grammar rules

learning).  It is easier for students to translate texts with a dictionary and retell very simple texts.

They  feel  uncertainty  in  choosing  right  language  tools  they  need  and  can’t  even  build  up

grammatically  right  speech  constructions.  Graduates  have  their  poor  sufficient  professional

foreign language vocabulary as a result and can’t even realize it in their speech adequately. It is

difficult for them to express their ideas in English and they do not want to take part in their

professional foreign language communication. In spite of the mentioned problems, the number of

students who want to learn historical facts in English and develop their communicative skills is

increasing.

Researcher  Vavilova Y.O.  writes  that  students’ foreign language skills as an integrative

part of their communicative competence can be realized successfully in a case if they are  agree

to professional skills and define qualified characteristics of a particular specialist.  The scientist
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offers  to  train  students  using  a  professionally  oriented  approach.  It  is  a  kind  of  teaching

depending on students’ wish to learn English for their future job or specialty [2, URL].

In their turn, Obrazcov P.I.  and his colleagues noted that taking into account the specific

character of a specialty, professional foreign language training must be provided according to the

following guidelines: to work at special texts, to learn special topics for oral speech development

and new words on certain professional themes, to write text-books for intensification of students’

grammar and vocabulary [3, URL].

But  today  traditional  training  methods  for  improving  students’  professional  foreign

language  speaking  at  universities  include  getting  knowledge  in  artificial  situations.   Future

graduates  can’t  see  any  connections  between  English  learning  and  their  future  professional

activity as a result.

We agree to researcher Abramova L.Z. who confirms that the  most  effective method of

English language teaching in a professional sphere at non-linguistic faculties which can develop

students’  thinking  is  imitative   modeling.  Such  method  arranges  a  definite  imitation  of

specialists’ professional activity and its typical and essential features. Scientists thinks that its

practical use in education process gives an opportunity to form students’ communicative skills

and abilities,   helps to real students’ preparation for their  future life in the community,   lets

students express their own ideas in English and even show their feelings [1, URL].  

Researchers Pidorenko V.V. and  Filippova  L.V. write that spoken situations made up by

students in class (conversations and presentations, “round tables”, role games) help students to

create imitative modeling of their professional activity and develop their effective professional

foreign language communication [4, URL]. 

In its turn, English languages  teaching  must  be  based  on the following principles: 1)

phasing (student’ preparation to express their ideas and use them in  role games; 2) the active and

enthusiastic nature of teaching, communication,  the situational and thematic organization of the

educational process; 3) the professional character of training, the  coordination between subjects,

students’ motivation,  the  intercultural  cooperation;  4)   students’  personal  psychological

characteristics [4, URL].  These principles help students to show their skills in: choosing and

using  effective  speech  models  according  to  the  tasks,  making  up  dialogues  on  professional

themes,  working  in  pairs  and  groups,  forming  their  comments  logically,   doing  their

communicative  tasks  properly  and  achieving  their  communicative  aim in  a  conversation  [4,

URL].

It is important to say that forming students' professional foreign language communicative

competence can be done due to History – English integrated learning. Scientist Abramova  L.Z.
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says that the content of History teaching  at English lessons includes the following components:

the   lingua-historical  one  (professional  speech  abilities);   phraseological  units;   studying

historical events and  texts  from text-books with material on  the area of study help students to

support their cognitive motivation and forming their abilities for professional communication.  In

addition,  the  quality  of  History  teaching  in  English  depends  on  trainers’ abilities  to  choose

necessary  historical  material  [1,  URL].  It  should  be  noted  that  a  modern  trend  in  foreign

languages teaching like multimedia is associated   with   radical changing of the methodological

paradigm and appearing of new technical tools for teaching.  Today the progress in the field of

high technologies gives students a wide range of opportunities to improve their knowledge on

different subjects. Multimedia  lets the educational process be more interesting, knowledgeable

and creative [1, URL]. We can add that the thematic integration between History and English

must be maintained with using  multimedia. As practice shows, students should see a video on

definite historical events in Ukraine after that they can see it in English then write and translate it

from English into Ukrainian for improving their professional communicative foreign language

competence.  Such  kind  of  History  teaching  in  English  with  the  support  of  using modern

processing means of audiovisual information will provide the intensification of training: students

will be absorbed in their foreign language speaking atmosphere and History at the same time.

The productivity of both subjects teaching is evident because students can learn both History

special material and a lot of new foreign words.  Historical material gives an opportunity to

develop  students’  creative  abilities  while  they  are  learning  different  traditions  of  foreign

countries and take a great part in keeping students’ motivation to learn English.

Conclusion.  The  author  was  led  to  the  conclusions that  the  criteria  for  forming

students'  professional foreign language  communicative  competence through History – English

integrated  learning  are:  1) writing  text-books  on  History  in  English  for  intensification  of

students’ grammar and professional vocabulary; 2) developing students’ thinking through the

implementation of  imitative modeling in the educational process taking into account typical and

essential features of students’ specialty; 3) the thematic integration  of History and English; 4)

using educational multimedia (videos on History in both the English and Ukrainian languages).

However,  main types of  History – English integrated learning should be discussed in

our further research.
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CLIL TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Associate Рrof.  N. Savchenko (Kharkiv)

Abstract

The article deals with the CLIL technology as an innovative method of foreign languages

teaching  in  higher  education.  Current  social,  political  and  economic  background  demands

рromote the рrocess of training aimed at intellectual flexibility and integrated task solution. In a

highly integrated world integrated methods of learning have become more and more incentive. 

The  paper  touches  upon  the  benefits  of  CLIL  implementation  in  higher  education;

suggests CLIL activities that might be used at language classes.  CLIL is highly important and
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actual as it  integrates the teaching of content from the curriculum with the teaching of a non-

native language. 

The article analizes the CLIL methods and techniques aimed at training students as future

specialists the modern society calls for. In CLIL-based lesson, a language teacher becomes also a

subject teacher. As a result, one has a lesson which is neither a language lesson nor a subject

lesson but the combination of both. 

Due  to  the  CLIL  techniques,  students  are  рromoted  to  develop  cultural  awareness,

knowledge,  learning  and  communication  strategies;  they  build  and  structure  knowledge

according to higher order thinking.

Keywords: CLIL, integration, innovative methods, techniques.

Анотація

У  статті  розглядається  технологія  CLIL, як  інноваційний  метод  викладання

іноземних  мов  у  вищій  школі.  Поточні  соціальні,  політичні  та  економічні  вимоги

сприяють  процесу  навчання,  який  спрямований  на  інтелектуальну  гнучкість  та

комплексне рішення завдань. У високоінтегрованому світі  інтегровані  методи навчання

стають все більш стимулюючими.

У статті акцентуються переваги впровадження CLIL у вищій освіті; пропонуються

вправи  CLIL,  які  можуть  бути  використані  на  мовних  заняттях.  CLIL  є  надзвичайно

важливим і актуальним, оскільки він інтегрує викладання контенту навчальної програми з

навчанням мови, яка є не рідною. 

У  статті  аналізуються  методи  та  прийоми  CLIL,  спрямовані  на  підготовку

студентів,  як  майбутніх  фахівців,  яких  потребує  сучасне  суспільство.  На  уроці,  який

створено на  базі  CLIL,  викладач мови стає  також викладачем предмета.  Як результат,

маємо урок, який не є ні уроком мови, ні предметним уроком, а поєднанням обох.

Завдяки методикам CLIL, студенти розвивають культурну обізнаність, знання, 

стратегії навчання та спілкування; вони будують і структурують знання відповідно до 

мислення вищого порядку.

Ключові слова: CLIL, інтеграція, інноваційні методи, прийоми.

Nowadays it  is  really  important  to  introduce innovative  methods and technologies  of

higher education aimed at training the new generation of future specialists who stick to a flexible

and original  way of  thinking  in  the  modern  context. So,  content  and language integrated

learning (CLIL) is a tool to teach and learn content and language together. 
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CLIL is a way for learning content through an additional language (foreign or second) or

language through some specific content, thus teaching the subject via the language. In a highly

integrated world integrated methods of learning have become more and more incentive [2, р. 11].

T H E  T O P I C A L I T Y  of the article is that CLIL is highly important and actual

in the world as it integrates the teaching of content from the curriculum with the teaching of a

non-native language. 

The reasons for  CLIL implementation in higher education are explained by U. Smith

who  says  that  separate  learning  of  a  language  becomes  useless  in  higher  education.  More

attention has to be paid to the balanced teaching approach based on the content and language

integration [5, р. 38].

As it has already been noted the most important thing about  CLIL is  integration. We

include language learning in content class and vice versa, content learning in language-learning

class [6].

Thus, we have a ternary technology which should be implemented into a larger context:

content, language and learning skills. These are three main goals of CLIL-style education [5].

David  Marsh  coined  the  term “CLIL”  in  1994.  First,  the  idea  was  connected  with

teaching  business  content  to  business  people,  and the  principal  aspect  is  linked  to  effective

language immersion.  In  2005 he put  forward CLIL as  a  general  term for different  two-way

methods  which  focused  on  content  and  language.  Recent  researches  on  CLIL,  being  more

concentrated on the linguistic side of the technology, have risen up because of the integrated

approach to study the phenomenon by linguists, pedagogues, psychologists, neurologists and etc.

Besides,  another  goal  to  study  two-way  (content  and  language)  learning  is  a  research  on

students’ cognitive skills [1]. 

The essence of  CLIL is the study of a certain subject through language which is not a

mother  tongue for  the  learners.  Hence the  importance  of  both  the content  and the language

serving as a learning medium. In CLIL-based lesson, a language teacher becomes also a subject

teacher. As a result, we have a lesson which is neither a language lesson nor a subject lesson but

the combination of both. However, the main role is assigned to the subject [4].

Learners need to develop communication skills for expressing ideas about subject content

and to help learners work well together. They need to express and interpret functions (facts, data,

thoughts, and feelings), both in writing as well as orally. Communication skills are important.

Therefore, CLIL is aimed at STT (student talking time) and reduce TTT (teacher talking time).

Each CLIL lesson should combine the elements of the following:
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 Content –  Progression in  knowledge,  skills,  and understanding of  the  subject

under investigation. Subjects may include maths, information technologies, geography, history,

music, arts, culinary classes, etc.

 Communication – Using language to learn at the same time learning by using the

language.  The communication  process  is  organized  through pair/group discussions,  pre-task,

post-task discussions, brainstorming, debates, etc. 

 Cognition – Developing thinking skills which link concept formation by focusing

(abstract thinking, critical thinking, evaluating, etc.)

 Culture –  Exposure  to  alternative  perspectives  and  shared  understandings, a

wider range of cultural contexts and a better attitude towards international and local citizenship. 

A language teacher must give comprehensible inputs [2].

The language teacher needs to be understood. The next set of seven techniques will

show that, in spite of wielding the target language, the teacher can still be understood by his

students.

1. Repetition

When the teacher repeats the crucial words and phrases, he is giving students multiple

chances to get the definition and usage right. Because the medium of instruction is unfamiliar

to them, they’ll be forced to use context and their critical thinking skills in order to figure out

the meaning of certain words. By using the same words repeatedly and in different contexts,

the teacher is helping students validate (or toss out) their initial guesses.

2. Animated gesturing

The first technique involved some auditory elements. The teacher will have to use your

whole body to convey nuanced meaning to students. Even his eyes can speak. The tilting of the

teacher’s head, the way he stands, even when he pumps his chest or not, they all help convey

meaning.

When exaggerating things, facial expressions and movements, the teacher will not only

help convey the meaning, he will help maintain the interest and attention of any class. Students

prefer to sit in a class where the person in front is moving around, gesturing away, and where

there’s always something new happening in front of them. It’s much more engaging than a class

where the teacher just stands on a lectern and monotones away for the next 60 minutes.

3. Use of visual aids and props
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A picture is worth a thousand words. If the teacher can demonstrate how to use the

prop, then he most probably has just conducted a class that won’t be forgotten any time soon.

4. Pre-teaching vocabulary

Instead of just using words in a lesson and letting the students figure out the meanings

for  themselves,  the teacher  might  want  to be more direct  about  what  vocabulary  is  being

featured and needs to be learned.

In this case, the teacher pre-teaches vocabulary ahead of the main lesson. So, if he is

teaching  about  sports,  he  could  open  with  a  sports-related  vocabulary session  using  the

comprehensible input techniques illustrated earlier.

Pre-teaching  vocabulary  gives  students  a  leg  up  by  offering  words  and  concepts  in

manageable pieces before actually embedding them in the main lesson. By knowing some of

the words beforehand, the teacher is helping them figure out on their own many other words

and concepts that’ll be included in the lesson.

5. Direct translation

This is a scaffolding as well as a time-saving teaching technique.

CLIL,  as  a  totally  immersive  experience,  is  encouraging  teachers  to  use  the  target

language in the conduct of  classes,  but in instances  when the teacher feels  giving a  direct

translation would get students unstuck, he should do it.

It would still be much better for students to discover for themselves the meanings of

words and concepts, because the brain retains the information it has worked for much better,

but if the teacher feels giving the direct translation would outweigh this benefit, he should do

so.

Moreover,  the  teacher  should  give  plenty  of  room  for  students  to  engage  in

activities that offer the chance to practice the target language.  One way of doing this is  by

giving them hands-on, language-related tasks or games that can only be completed by using the

target language.

This way, they’ll have a feel for what it’s like to be using it.

6. Show and tell

This has become a classic classroom activity because it compels student engagement

with both the subject and the language.
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For example, the teacher can ask each student to talk about the subject in their own

words—using the target language, of course. A presentation of about five sentences will do.

What’s  important  is  that the teacher lets the students experience what it’s like conversing,

interacting and conveying a message in the target language.

As much as possible, the presentation shouldn’t be interruрted even if the teacher hears

wrong use of grammar. Instead, after each presentation, he should do a rundown of everything

right that happened during a student’s show and tell.

This  way,  instead of  being an unnerving exercise,  this  can actually be a confidence-

building one. It lets everyone know that they can handle the target language, that even if they

commit mistakes it’s not the end of the world.

7. Role playing

The teacher can also let the students work in pairs or groups and present a little bit of

role playing. This activity has the dual purpose of serving as language practice and, at the same

time, apprising the teacher, of what students have learned. Listening to the presentations, the

teacher will know what elements of the lesson need scaffolding or which students need a little

extra support [2].

This is also a good way of encouraging students to come out of their shells. If the solo

nature of show and tell is too much for some students, the group or pair nature of role playing

could encourage them to try more active participation in class.

 Conclusions.

CLIL unites language teachers and subject teachers. CLIL helps students discover and

develop  multiple  skills  –  so-called  pluriliteracy  skills.  CLIL  approach  emphasizes  on

рluriliteracy skills development through CDFs (cognitive discourse functions). In other words,

students are рromoted to build and structure knowledge according to higher order thinking. 

Moreover,  CLIL  improves  motivation  and  develops  cultural  awareness,  knowledge,

learning and communication strategies.
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CLIL AND SOFT SKILLS IN TEACHING ENGLISH FOR THE STUDENTS OF

INTERNATIONAL LAW

Tashchenko G. V. 

(V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract.  The labor market of today poses new requirements to specialists  in various

spheres of knowledge. A high employability presupposes not only proficiency in a specific field

but also a range of skills related to interpersonal communication or “soft” skills. For the students

of International Law who are supposed to interact with different people coming from different

backgrounds in order to resolve their legal issues, the ability to communicate efficiently means to

show their expertise. Considering the amount of information prospective lawyers are going to

deal  with,  they also have to be prepared to think critically  and react  promptly,  make sound

judgments on the basis of their background knowledge and be flexible and creative enough to

come up with efficient solutions for a variety of situations. On the other hand, they must possess

considerable powers of persuasion, the quality which is closely linked both with the agility of

mind  and  speech.  CLIL-oriented  classrooms  use  specific  content  for  the  students  to  start

meaningful  conversations,  interact  in  a broad range of professional  settings,  weigh up every
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argument and present information which is objective and relevant. In this manner, students are

learning to apply language both a tool for acquisition of new knowledge or experience and a

means of efficient communication which permits to reach out to people in order to achieve their

professional goals.

Key words: communication, creativity, CLIL,  collaboration,  critical  thinking,  English

language, soft skills.

Анотація.  Сьогодні  ринок  праці  ставить  нові  вимоги  до  спеціалістів  у  різних

галузях знань. Гарні можливості працевлаштування залежать не лише від професіоналізму

у  певній  сфері,  але  і  навичок,  що  пов’язані  з  міжособистісним  спілкуванням,  або

«гнучких» навичок. Для студентів міжнародного права, які співпрацюють з людьми різних

категорій задля вирішення юридичних питань, ефективність спілкування є безпосереднім

проявом професіоналізму. Зважаючи на обсяг інформації, з яким доводиться працювати

майбутнім юристам, вони мають бути здатними критично мислити та швидко реагувати,

виносити  обґрунтовані  судження  на  основі  своїх  фонових  знань,  бути  гнучкими  та

креативними, щоб знайти вихід з широкого спектру ситуацій. З іншого боку, надзвичайно

важливою для них є переконливість, що безпосередньо пов’язана із гнучкістю розуму та

мовлення.  Заняття,  що  побудовані  на  методології  CLIL,  залучають  спеціалізовані

тематики, щоб студенти могли розпочати змістовні дискусії, взаємодіяти у різноманітних

професійно орієнтованих ситуаціях, зважувати кожен аргумент та надавати інформацію,

що  буде  об’єктивною  та  релевантною.  У  такий  спосіб  студенти  навчаються

використовувати мову як інструмент набуття  нових знань  та досвіду,  а  також як засіб

ефективного  спілкування,  який  дозволяє  впливати  на  людей  задля  досягнення

професійних цілей. 

  Ключові  слова: англійська  мова,  «гнучкі»  навички,  здатність  до  співпраці,

комунікативність, креативність, критичне мислення, CLIL. 

Introduction. Integration of academic processes is a crucial  ingredient of the modern

educational environment. An interdisciplinary approach is pervasive both for theory and practice

in any sphere of knowledge. Today, every specialist has to respond to the needs of the fast-paced

world where a narrow area of expertise is not sufficient anymore. Professional success depends

heavily  on the  so-called  soft  skills  or  21-st  century  skills  (communication,  critical  thinking,

creativity and collaboration) as well as knowledge of the English language as lingua franca. Soft

skills  refer rather to personal characteristics and attitudes than  formal knowledge [3]. Thus,
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language learning shall become one of the principal instruments for shaping highly-qualified,

competitive graduates who are fully prepared to enter the labor market. 

Moss and Tilly (2001) view soft skills “as skills, abilities and traits that pertain to
personality, attitude and behaviour rather than to formal or technical knowledge”.
Moss and Tilly (2001) view soft skills “as skills, abilities and traits that pertain to
personality, attitude and behaviour rather than to formal or technical knowledge”.

The  object of the study consists in the methods of introducing the soft or 21 st century

skills  in CLIL-based classrooms. The  subject matter of the research is  represented by CLIL

methodologies  in teaching English as a way to enhance professional competence of a future

lawyer.  The  paper  is  aimed at  establishing  the  role  of  CLIL methodologies  in  shaping 21st

century skills of the English-language learners. 

Theoretical  background. The  concept  of  CLIL  emerged  due  to  new  challenges,

graduates  face  when  joining  the  labor  force,  caused  the  need  to  incorporate  professionally-

oriented blocks of knowledge into language learning. The latter  is based on 4 Cs – Content,

Communication, Cognition and Culture [2].

While hard CLIL refers to teaching a specific subject in English, soft CLIL is associated

with presenting the content in a foreign language in order to achieve a language-oriented goal. In

the academic settings, CLIL strategies in their “soft aspect” are mostly implemented through the

courses  of  English  for  professional  purposes  that  allow  the  learners  to  gain  fluency  in  the

language as well as improve their 21st century skills which are closely related to the mail pillars

of the CLIL methodology.  CLIL provides for combined coverage of the content and language

which allow for improvement of communicative skills of the students in real-life situations. The

principal  advantage  of  the  CLIL-based  teaching  techniques  consists  in  the  high  degree  of

motivation the students gain, since language-learning is inextricably linked to the development

of their professional competences. Authentic communicative contexts allow them to master the

language as well as improve the skills related to effective communication which is essential for a

highly trained specialist in any workplace. 

For the students of International Law, the English language is part of their day-to-day job

which  makes  their  professional  activity  virtually  impossible  without  a  proper  language

command. Their professional training, thus, requires a close interconnection between the general

language and the language for professional use. In CLIL-oriented classrooms, the learners must

acquire  not  only  specific  terminology  but  also  understanding  of  various  legal  systems.  The

difficulties they might encounter are connected not solely with memorization of a bulk of terms.

The greatest  challenge consists in embedding them in the long-term memory of the students

which requires a variety of contexts to be provided. Covering all the principal collocations of a

word, observing its functions in different situations arising in legal practice, they will be able not
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only  to  commit  to  memory  the  word  itself,  but  also  use  it  appropriately  in  real-life

communication.  Additionally,  the more  proficient  the  students  become in  their  own field  of

knowledge, the easier they will master an extensive vocabulary as each of the words or phrases

to be learnt will provoke clear associations with the realia of a lawyer’s job in a specific country. 

Research outcomes. Social interaction is an integral part of everyday activities a legal

professional is involved in. It requires flexibility of both mind and speech. Lawyers need not

only profound knowledge in their field, the part of their job which is the most complicated and

entails the highest level of responsibility focuses on application of the knowledge they gained.

Thus,  lawyers  are  expected  to  select  relevant  information,  critically  assess  any  evidence

available to them, respond to any situation promptly and efficiently. Clear and laconic speech as

well  as  considerable  powers  of  persuasion  are  also  necessary  attributes  of  a  successful  law

expert. 

Understanding how close the interconnection between cognitive processes and speech is,

the students will no longer consider the language as a self-contained subject but will regard it as

a  valuable  tool  both  of  their  education  and self-education.  Eventually,  they  will  have  more

incentives to assume responsibility for their own learning. A means of communication, source of

information, cognition tool, language becomes an indispensable component of their professional

competence. Therefore, language teaching must cater for all of the students’ needs that cover not

only a wide range of grammar and vocabulary but also, more importantly, the abilities to use

those  appropriately  which  refines  communication  skills  of  the  learners.  On  the  one  hand,

professional communication is determined by a specific register the students must be aware of.

Respect  and  courtesy  are  just  as  important,  consequently,  language  teaching  presupposes

coverage of fixed formulas which will enable the students to sound more polite in a variety of

situations they may face in the course of their work. 

In addition,  CLIL-based English-language lessons must  encompass a cultural  element

which would facilitate the process of the students’ socialization in a multicultural  workspace

which requires elucidation of the cultural differences relevant for a strong performance in the

professional  sphere  in  terms  of  the  language  use  but  also  conventions  of  non-verbal

communication, acceptable/unacceptable behaviors, etc. Regarding the legal profession, culture-

specific knowledge comprises general behavioral standards, however, it also deals with linguistic

and conceptual differences in procedural norms and informal mechanisms engaged in resolution

of  legal  issues.  Consequently,  the  materials,  the students  are  working with,  are  supposed to

reveal all the principal variations of the Ukrainian legal system and those of other countries. For
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this  reason,  it  is  crucial  that  the  topics,  the  students  are  focusing  on,  correlated  with  the

curriculum of their major. 

Critical thinking is of utmost importance in the academic and professional environment

alike.  As  a  component  of  language  teaching,  it  fosters  learning  by  making  students  think

independently. It is connected with reasoning, questioning any point of view, one’s own as well

as  that  of  others,  asking  the  right  questions  in  order  to  find  the  ideas  which  are  justified,

objective  and relevant.  Critical  thinking constitutes  a vital  prerequisite  of scientific  research,

however, any area of professional activity, including Law, requires the ability to think clearly, to

form an opinion and uphold it, to weigh up the pros and cons of every decision. Contributing to

critical thinking of their learners, teachers ensure a more lasting education which builds from

students’ experiences [1].  Extensive reading of texts within their specialty enables students to

enrich their vocabulary while discussion of the key ideas set forth allows them to evaluate the

author’s reasoning, reflect on the substantiation of his/her arguments as well as come up with

their own. The students are getting better at comprehension but they also learn to express their

ideas more clearly, to find valid grounding for their assertions and to search for the language

which  would  be  precise  enough  to  convey  the  corresponding  message.For  the  students  of

International  Law,  critical  thinking  allows  for  openness  to  the  outer  world,  acceptance  of

different opinions,  etc.  It also provides for independent  decision-taking in various situations,

search  for  alternative  solutions,  prediction  of  their  efficiency  which  are  vital  in  the  legal

profession,  where  specialists  have  to  apply  their  knowledge  on  a  situational  basis,  think

rationally but quickly, adapt to a variety of settings and more. The more controversial ideas the

students will deal with in the course of their learning, the better they will be equipped to cope

with demanding real-life tasks that would call for their ability to substantiate their opinions and

as well as to be persistent enough to stick to them.

There is a common misconception that critical thinking is incompatible with creativity.

However, the two are closely interrelated as finding an efficient solution to a problem at hand

requires not just an innovative approach but also critical evaluation of ideas which are supposed

to  be  inventive  as  well  as  feasible.  In  language  teaching,  the  students’  creativity  can  be

developed through a range of challenging educational tasks open for integration of new elements

and numerous potential decisions to take. Creative thinking allows the students to see all possible

scenarios of any situation even those which may prove quite unlikely. However, in this manner

teachers will develop flexibility of their learners both in terms of their linguistic and cognitive

abilities.
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Making  projects  and  presentations  on  controversial  issues,  holding  discussions  of

professionally-oriented topics foster creative skills in the language classrooms. In terms of Law,

numerous  issues  can  be  considered  controversial  to  an  extent  that  they  are  connected  with

interpretation  of  legal  documents.The  more  open-ended  questions  the  students  are  asked  in

various educational settings and the more of those they are entitled to ask themselves, the more

flexible their thinking will become. The same holds true for their speech as it directly reflects

how rich, well-structured and at the same time versatile their thinking is. Creative tasks make

classroom activities more varied and boost the learners’ self-esteem since they are challenged to

come up with creative solutions through language whose use is a creative process in itself.

Collaboration, as another crucial 21st century skill, forms an indispensable constituent of

the language learning since it develops both linguistic and social competence of the students.

Teamwork  aimed  at  performing  a  task  or  completing  a  project  allows  the  learners  to  use

language  in  a  meaningful  way  in  a  meaningful  context.  A  lawyer’s  job  presupposes  close

interaction with people from various backgrounds, both legal professionals and individuals/legal

entities participating in legal relations. Collaborative tasks contribute to higher tolerance among

the students who listen to each other, negotiate their decisions and work towards a shared goal.

Therefore, the students not only improve their listening and speaking skills, they learn to reframe

their  ideas  in  the course of  communication  and find a  way to compromise despite  potential

differences. For a lawyer, this also means enhanced ability to defend interests  of any person

regardless of his/her personal attitudes.

Conclusions.  CLIL-oriented  language classrooms represent  a fruitful  platform for the

development of soft skills which, in their turn, improve employability of future graduates. For

the students of Law, soft skills do not only give a competitive advantage in the labor market but

form an integral part of their everyday job. A variety of authentic contexts for reading, speaking,

listening  and  writing  in  a  foreign  language  provide  for  the  development  of  linguistic  and

communicative competences as well as critical thinking, while teamwork in a range of different

settings builds their confidence in collaborative activities and boosts creativity. 

Moss P and Tilly C (1996) ‘Soft’ skills and race: An investigation of black men’s employment 
problems. Work and Occupations 23(3): 252–276
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METHODS OF ORGANIZING AND SYSTEMIZING ACADEMIC AND SCIENTIFIC

INFORMATION BY NON-LINGUISTIC STUDENTS

Kholmohortseva Iryna (V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv)

Abstract.  Content  and  language  integrated  learning  presupposes  the  development  of
language  and  communicative  competences  and  the  achievement  of  command  of  a  foreign
language,  high  enough  to  support  professional  activity;  whereas  intellectual  competence
demands the ability  to use cognitive processes for systemizing and organizing academic and
scientific information in order to synthesize new scientific data. It is formed along the process of
a foreign language acquisition under the condition of a graduate growth of complexity and that
of the usage of graphical informational organizers as a tool of the development of intellectual
competence  elements.  Graphical  information  organizers  directly  represent  the  discourse
structures of a text, provide stronger evidence for the effectiveness of the technique. The article
presents techniques used for organizing information with different purposes to fetch out the ways
of  summarizing  academic  and  scientific  texts  as  separate  units  and  to  elaborate  means  of
systemizing  large  bodies  of  texts.  The  methods  of  "point,  evidence  (explanation),  example"
(PEE) and "process and sequence" are convenient for the work with separate texts, where the
former can be used for preparing for heading matching or summarizing question assignments;
and the  latter  for  keeping the  journals  of  experiments  procedures.  Such KWL (know, want,
learnt)  table  precedes  reading  and  helps  to  promote  intellectual  competence  of  making  a
hypothesis, concluding, and to preserve references for the future list. KWL tables are useful for
developing  "reading  for  information"  skills  both  with  university  text-books  and  scientific
literature.

Key  words:  information  organizer,  intellectual  competence,  language  competence,
systemizing

Introduction. Nowadays broadening horizons of young people, their creative ability and

academic mobility foster the command of at least one foreign language. To have a competitive

advantage of other specialists, the approach of Content and Language Integrated learning (CLIL)

offers Ukrainian students to submerge into the process of intensive foreign language learning in

the  form of  professional  and  intercultural  exposure  taking  into  account  specific  features  of

scientific and technical competences, a simultaneous studying of general professional subjects in

two languages as well as organizing and conducting conferences, congresses, etc. 

Existing studies dealing with the development of professional language competence of a

person (Gareyev [3], Kuznetsova [5]) and communicative teaching and forming foreign language

communicative competence in the types of speech (Fiodorova [2], Levchenko [6], Potiuk [7]) do
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not meet the requirements of CLIL as those not taking into account social and governmental

requisitions to the content of foreign language expertise of students of non-linguistic faculties.

Thus, the r e l e v a n c e  of this work is preconditioned by the fact that the increase in the

volume of professional information in a foreign language and the development of IT are faced

with  the  inability  of  non-linguistic  graduates  to  use  them  effectively  enough  to  support

professional and career development. Besides, the predominance of grammar aspect contradicts

the aims of a communicatively-oriented acquisition of a foreign language in the situations of real

and professional communication. 

T h e  m e t h o d o l o g i c a l  b a c k g r o u n d  of  this  work  is  represented  by  the

concepts of critical thinking, which emphasizes the skills of reasoned argument and analysis, for

if students are to prepare for university in English-speaking contexts, they will surely need to go

beyond the  basic  language skills:  reading,  writing,  listening,  speaking [9,  pp.  258-260];  and

graphical information organizers [4], which directly represent the discourse structures of a text,

provide  stronger  evidence  for  the  effectiveness  of  the  technique.  Acquisition  of  a  foreign

language  by the  students  of  non-linguistic  faculties  should  be  considered  as  a  process  of  a

personal professional development that is defined as a process of a personality formation and its

expertise in self-development, education, professional activity and cooperation [1]. 

The key point in developing information organizers reflecting text structure is simplicity.

Information  organizers  need to  be as  clear  and direct  (and teachable)  as possible.  They can

represent either the main or local patterns of discourse structures in academic and scientific texts

and illustrate the interrelationships among ideas and details.

Thus, the  s u b j e c t  of this article is cognitive techniques of systemizing of academic

and scientific  information  into  separate  content  units  and revealing  relations  between  them;

whereas the o b j e c t  is graphical information organizers. 

The a i m  of this study touches upon the differentiation of techniques used for organizing

information with different purposes. Therefore, we pursue such o b j e c t i v e s  as to fetch out

the ways of summarizing academic and scientific texts as separate units and to elaborate means

of systemizing large bodies of texts.

Results and discussion. The process of acquisition of English for Specific Purposes by

the students  of  exact  and natural  sciences  faces  a  number  of  sticking points  concerning the

formation of particular intellectual skills, such as to choose information in English, to revise and

transform information from foreign sources, to set aims and objectives, to evaluate and improve

their own command of a foreign language. Hence, the graduates of such faculties should be able
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to work with scientific and technical data, to use both native and foreign experience in their

work, to analyze, to systematize and summarize information. 

It  is  very  important  that  language-learners  read  academic  and scientific  texts  with  a

purpose: Why? What for? What do I want to know? In order to succeed they should be able to

identify the key information and organize it  into blocks.  One of the methods for organizing

information is PEE – point, evidence (explanation), example [4, p. 41], e.g.:

If the food to be tested is a liquid, one drop may be placed onto the centre of a sheet of

filter paper. If it  is solid, a small grain (about the size of a sesame seed) should be crushed

against the paper. The paper is then warmed gently (e.g.by leaving on a radiator - do not allow

students to heat the paper directly) for a few minutes. Any solid food residue is shaken off, then

the paper is held up to the light. If the food contains fat, a translucent 'grease-spot' is left on the

paper [8, p. 9].

Read  the  paragraph  and  look  for  these  items,

highlight  the  point  in  yellow,  the  evidence/

explanation in green and the examples in blue

Write  the  answer  in  the  table

below

P Point

What is the point (main idea) of the paragraph?

Testing  of  food products  for  the

presence of fats.
E Evidence/ explanation

How does the writer support the point?

The  usage  of  filter  paper  for

indirect heating of a food sample

and soaking grease 
E Example

What examples does the writer give?

A step-by-step description of the

procedure
Table 1. Point-evidence-example information organizer.

Such technique allows students to visualize the content of an abstract and can be used in the text

itself  without  writing  down  information.  A  successional  use  of  definite  colors  to  highlight

specific  information  boosters  a  cognitive  mechanisms  of  recognition  of  target  data.  It  is

especially convenient for a bulk of small texts. Using PEE as a way of extracting information

from a paragraph is  helpful  for B1 students and above. It  can be a training exercise for the

preparation for External Independent Testing (ZNO) as heading matching or PTE summarizing

question.

Another  variant  of  structuring  and  organizing  scientific  information  is  "process  and

sequence", which would be used with the example as follows:

Conclusions. 
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Figure 1. Process-sequence information organizer.

This information organizer is useful for the description of experiments and clearly shows the

process itself as well as optional steps, which are depicted with dashed lines. 

However,  when a student  comes across  with a more elaborate  work,  such as writing

scientific  projects  and  course  papers,  these  techniques  would  lack  integrity  since  they  were

elaborated for the work with single academic and scientific texts whereas the body of literature

review, which should underpin the methodological and theoretical background, covers a large

body of resources. Structuring these data is a continuous process of identifying key issues and a

student's ability to answer the following questions: What do I know? What do I want to know?

What have I learnt? 

Identifying fats in food products
What do I know? What do I want to know? What have I learnt? Resource
Buckwheat  seeds

contain  starch,

proteins, minerals

If they contain fats The  procedure  of

identifying fats in food

products

The chemistry of

food. + publ.inf.

Key issue….
… … … …

Table 2. Know-want-learnt information organizer.

Such KWL (know, want, learnt) table precedes reading and helps to promote intellectual

competence of making a hypothesis, concluding, and to preserve references for the future list.

KWL tables are useful for developing "reading for information" skills both with university text-

books and scientific literature. 

Conclusion.  Intellectual competence of university graduates is an active ability to use

cognitive  processes  of  comprehension,  analyzing,  systemizing,  summarizing,  evaluating  and

synthesizing information for an effective work of different complexity. It is formed along the

process of a foreign language acquisition under the condition of a graduate growth of complexity

and that  of the usage of graphical  informational  organizers  as a  tool  of the development  of

intellectual competence elements. 

Therefore, the selection of educational material in English for Specific Purposes should

take into account the professional orientation of students and interdisciplinary approach, which
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will  provide for the content and language integrated learning as well  as the formation of an

attitude to the foreign language as a means of a professional education.
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УДК 811.111:51:378.147.091.33
MATH FLAVORED ENGLISH (READING, CHAPTER 1)

Chernyshova N. V. (V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv)

Abstract: The goal of this article is to investigate the case of shortage and/or lack of the English

language competence in students of the School of Mathematics and Computer Sciences at V.N.

Karazin  Kharkiv  National  University.  The  article  asks  and  tries  to  answer  the  following

questions: “Who is to blame?” and “What is to be done?”. The article briefly reviews just one

task of a reading assignment given in an English class which is quite traditional but wrongly

considered as useless and boring by both teachers and students. However, the article proves the

relevance,  validity and effectiveness of the above said task. The article also highlights some

peculiarities of the process of teaching English at the school and emphasizes strong and weak

points in annual enrolments since 2010. It illustrates faculty-students interaction and competition

in students who do Math. The fact that the faculty has affirmed its commitment to encourage

students’ aspiration further, does create hope to find answers to the questions mentioned above. 

Key words: Math, English, competence, performance, reading assignment.

Анотація: Ціль цієї статті дослідити нестачу та/або відсутність компетенції з англійської

мови  у  студентів  факультету  математики  і  інформатики  Харківського  національного

університету ім.. В.Н.Каразіна. Стаття ставить питання і намагається знайти відповіді на

питання: «Хто винен?» і «Що робити?». Стаття розглядає лише одне завдання з читання,

яке  виконується  на  уроці  англійського,  яке  є  достатньо  традиційним,  алє  помилково

вважається  некорисним  та  нудним  як  викладачами,  так  й  студентами.  Однак,  стаття

наводить релевантність, дійсність та ефективність завдання, яке зазначене вище. Стаття

висвітлює  деякі  особливості  процесу  навчання  Англійської  мови  на  факультеті  та

підкреслює сильні і слабкі сторони щорічного набору з 2010. Вона ілюструє взаємодію

між студентами та викладачами і змагання між студентами, які вивчають математику. Той

факт,  що викладачі  підтвердили свої  наміри надалі  підтримувати  прагнення  студентів,

вселяє надію знайти відповіді на питання, які зазначені вище.  

Ключові слова: Math, English, competence, performance, reading assignment.

We welcome you to the world of Mathematical English, which runs seamlessly on the platform 

of the faculty of Math and Computer Sciences at V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University for 

almost a decade already, ensured and maintained by the faculty and staff and performed and 

enjoyed by the students. 
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We are certain that to motivate speaking activity on the specialty, students require the earliest 

exposure to a variety of miscellaneous assignments, both mandatory and optional, which would 

equip them with the instruments to succeed in most fluent and direct speaking performance.  And

we, the faculty, are to be strongly supportive and creative but demanding at the same time. 

To help you gain deeper insight into the architecture of the courses offered and taught at the 

School, we are going to introduce you to some components’ characteristics. First of all, we 

would like to say a few words about the students we work with. Traditionally, students who do 

Math and Computer Sciences have advanced level of English, but there are also those whose 

level is low. Every school of the university has such students and faces the problem of improving

their level which is quite a challenge for the instructors. Speaking honestly, we, the faculty, are 

not an exception. Among those with the poor knowledge of English there are students who are 

not satisfied with the level of teaching, who have claims for novelty of the textbooks, relevance 

of the courses and programs, for everything they do not find acceptable for them since they are 

not ready to work hard. However, we are not going to talk about them, definitely not this time.

With regret we sometimes reveal the sorry state the native language performance is in the 

students of the 1st year, i.e. high school graduates, which cannot but influences the process of 

studying a foreign language in the institutions of higher learning. Poor English grammar and 

vocabulary, which may be rooted in poor native grammar and vocabulary as well, does always 

contribute to lower level of foreign language performance. First, students do not feel confident 

when they are speaking and, secondly, they feel absolutely helpless when they are trying to 

remember what is to be said next as their grammar and vocabulary reserve responds neither duly 

nor properly giving them no chance to continue speaking smoothly.  

Lack of knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, and skills to verbalize thoughts in the native 

language give students no chance to continue expressing their thoughts successfully in the 

English language in general and in speaking performance in specialty, Mathematics and 

Computer Sciences, in particular. Although we are happy to work with the students with 

advanced level of English, who have been an average annual enrolment since 2010 (statistics 

being not available until 2010) and who are eager to take a foreign language challenge, the 

faculty and staff nurture and pamper students with low level of English, provide them with even 

more attention and care, giving them more chances to get through the huge work load within the 

term.

Although traditionally considered boring and obsolete, reading assignments with texts on 

specialty that are rich in mathematical vocabulary can be of much help. At our faculty, we 

“vaccinate” the students with the texts in Mathematics and Computer Sciences from the very 
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first month of their studying, and the results do not keep us waiting. We are lucky to begin with 

the texts full of terms the students are well aware of in their native languages, Ukrainian or 

Russian. Even full of unknown new words, which most often are derived from Latin (in case of 

Arithmetic and Geometry) and/or those which came from English (as with Algebra and 

Programming), such texts are quite clear without the necessity to look up each and every word in

the dictionary, which almost all students do not find important and interesting. When reading a 

text, we pay special attention to pronunciation, which is still being a matter of our prime concern,

since it is totally disregarded by the students with no habit of respecting the words in both 

languages, native or foreign. 

Very often such assignments as to read and translate a text are not the home task but just a siding

activity in class. In this case it does not negatively influence the students’ attitude towards the 

process of studying a foreign language. They are not complaining about their efforts and time 

spent for “just nothing” as they think, and has no negative feedback from the students as they 

have plenty of other tasks to cope with. Sometimes it is quite funny but still of much help to the 

learning process to allow students to guess the meaning of the sentence not looking up the words 

in the dictionary, and it works. The meaning of the words, which may seem unknown at first 

sight, magically become clearer in front of the class through the common effort undertaken by 

the students. The instructor has to be very supportive and helpful while students are completing 

the task.

When working with the texts, one of the home assignments that students are supposed to cope 

with is to learn the words by heart to be ready to have a word dictation, which traditionally 

contains the words only. During class, we normally dictate the words, phrases or sentences made

up of those words. Pronounced by the teacher in their native language, the words only, or 

sentences containing them, are to be immediately produced by the students in English, in writing 

or sometimes orally, to reveal and cement basic knowledge of the foreign language. Actually, 

finding the task quite confusing, the students soon get used to doing it. Sometimes we find it 

possible to allow students to use their textbooks or notebooks to look up a required word. You 

seem to be wondering why.  The answer is simple: you can easily know who is ready for the 

lesson and who is not; who knows the home task and who does not; who even has spent their 

time to do it at home and who has not. Finally, you can figure out who was ready for the lesson 

and are going to participate in class, because they are equipped with both textbooks and 

notebooks, which they are able to navigate, tracing words easily and quickly. As an alternative, 

students can be allowed to seek help of the class: only once through the word dictation each of 

them is permitted to loudly pronounce the word equivalent of which in English they cannot 
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remember. And again, you will have a chance to find out who has learnt the words and can help 

the class. Such situations when one or two students know the answer and others cannot 

remember generate kind of competition; the funniest thing being that those who cannot 

remember a correct word are not sure that the clue they have been given is correct, while those 

who seem to be excited to have remembered the correct word, in a moment start hesitate seeking 

for the instructor’s approval and confirmation, even they know the teacher will never help, 

because such are the rules everyone is aware of.  

It is fair to say that it can well happen when nobody in the class knows the correct answer. We 

agree, it has happened, happens and will happen. Here we turn to synonymous substitutions, 

which are also of our special attention in order to instruct students to be able to find a solution if 

the required word never turns up. Students are trained to use as many synonyms as possible. The 

instructor is supposed to direct and control this activity explaining which match is the best.

The sentences to be translated, which may vary in their nature (affirmative, interrogative or 

negative), build up real life situations on specialty, forcing students’ memory to operate at 

normal speed just the way it does in their native language. A tricky thing is to weave a new 

vocabulary into grammar students know step by step adding new structures. We usually start 

with sentences in present time, active and passive, and then continue to proceed into grammar 

recipe “to play” with the words at different levels of difficulty. Surprising as it may seem, but the

more complicated grammar and more sophisticated vocabulary the sentence to be translated 

contains, the brighter the students’ eyes look. No doubt, they love this taste of language grammar

and vocabulary puzzle and do enjoy tackling them. We proceed gradually from simple structures 

to complicated ones, leaving behind normal vocabulary and changing it to direct and precise 

language of Math and Computer Sciences. Mechanical memory triggers visual one and vice 

versa, vocabulary multiplied by grammar gives birth to the product which is be found - 

mathematical speaking. 

Conclusion: Such updated word dictations help develop foreign language confidence in students 

specializing in Mathematics and Computer Sciences, the ability not to fear speaking up in public,

to be flexible when speaking and to be able to find a proper word or its synonym to express their 

mathematical reasoning clearly. 

УДК 811.111:51:378
STORYTELLING IN CLIL

Shamaieva Iu.Iu., Pieshkova O.G.

(V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University)

Abstract. The implementation of CLIL, in its dual focused perspective, calls for the need

to attend not only to the linguistic, content, communicative and cognitive components involved
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in this approach but also to intercultural factors. Presenting new content and language to young

learners from a cognitively challenging perspective can foster their interest and motivation, two

fundamental principles involved in any learning. In this paper we deal with the use of stories as a

fundamental learning tool which facilitates access not only to language and content but also to

culture and cognition. Their effectiveness, however, highly depends on the careful selection of

materials and the application of appropriate methodology in each case. 

Key words: CLIL, storytelling, communicative skills, skill development

Stories can prove to be effective tools for students to develop those essential principles

involved  within  a  CLIL  approach  that  include  not  only  language  and  content  but  also

communication, cognition and culture. Stories, hence, can contain the key to make any CLIL

experience succeed. More specifically,  stories can provide a natural and meaningful learning

context to learn about a particular content using specific language within a CLIL perspective.

For young learners, stories can offer a valuable way of contextualizing and introducing

new language, making it comprehensible and memorable. Frequently stories are associated to

daily life experiences, children’s feelings and memories, and to cultural and intercultural values

which enrich and expand the classroom world. They also deal with a variety of topics which

directly  relate  to  curricular  content.  Linguistically,  stories  present  grammar,  vocabulary,  and

formulaic speech within a meaningful and structured context that supports comprehension of the

narrative world and the content the story is related to. Reading or listening to a story offers a

joyful experience in ‘feeling’ the sounds and ‘viewing’ the form of a new language. Stories are

often  about  interesting  topics  which  may  serve  to  present,   practice,  consolidate  or  extend

knowledge on a particular thematic area related to any subject.  

Stories also enhance interaction and communication not only with the 

teacher but also with the peers. Reading or listening to a story related to a specific content can

make students react to it verbally or non-verbally. This enables them to construct knowledge and

express ideas, even with the very limited language they may have at the early stages of a CLIL

programme.  In  fact,  stories  prove  to  be  fantastic  resources  in  a  CLIL  context  to  provoke

students’  reactions  to  meaning,  content  and form.  Stories  provide  learners  with  a  reason to

participate in the classroom, to repeat certain formulaic phrases, chunks or words, to role play

part of a dialogue, or to express what and how they feel. The use of stories in the classroom can

encourage  students  to  interact  with  one  another  and  communicate  their  feelings,  ideas  and

knowledge. Stories give students opportunities to retell the story and to talk about alternative

endings, for instance. As a consequence, stories can help learners increase language fluency and

advance  in  their  content  knowledge.  A story can  serve to  introduce,  practice  or  review any
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content  covered  in  the  curriculum  and  related  to  diverse  subjects.  In  sum,  stories  become

fantastic bridges to use and understand a new language and a great source of content which will

progressively prepare students to interaction and global communication about a large variety of

themes and topics discovered through stories in the CLIL classroom. 

Stories  often  involve  multimodality  since  the  linguistic  and  thematic  information  is

commonly complemented with pictures and, in some cases, with sounds, which help students

reconstruct  the  storyline.  Stories  involve  predicting,  guessing  or  searching  for  meaning  and

linking it to prior knowledge on a topic. In this sense, stories become scaffolding tools for the

learning process which, first, help students feel supported by listening to or reading about a topic

from a partly familiar  framework, that is, a story or a tale. Second, stories allow learners to

progress step by step in their own construction and reconstruction of knowledge.

 Retelling or remembering the plot individually or in a joint task can enhance learners’

cognitive and social skills. Identifying characters, comparing behaviours, contrasting actions or

defining terms or concepts,  for instance,  clearly develop concrete  thinking skills.  Reasoning,

finding alternative and creative endings or solutions, evaluating happenings or attitudes can also

improve creative and abstract thinking. Stories, therefore, promote the incorporation of cognitive

and learning strategies in the CLIL classroom resulting in better understanding and learning. 

This account of the potentiality stories can bring in a CLIL setting also reflects the notion

of  incorporating  the  idea  of  attending  to  individual  learning  styles  together  with  multiple

intelligences.  Stories are defined as multimodal  entities  which can cater  to linguistic,  visual-

spatial, musical, sequential or logical, kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences.

Stories allow children to create movement, drama and dance, to focus on pictures and art, to

listen to music and sing along. Stories permit learners to focus on interpersonal environments,

solving  problems,  setting  goals  or  expressing  emotion.  Stories  also  provide  possibilities  of

curriculum development, while expanding learners’ knowledge on a particular theme. They can

also provide opportunities for assessment of the learning process and learning outcomes. All of

these  are  examples  of  a  multiple  intelligence  approach  to  learning  which  also  recognizes

individual learning styles, capacities and perceptions as regards understanding and responding to

the same experience, content, topic or story.

It is clear then that stories have the potential to be an invaluable tool in the practical 
implementation of CLIL. As with any tool, however, the realisation of  its potential lies in how it
is applied. One of the most important factors in the success of storytelling-based lessons is the 
actual choice of story. Perhaps initially a teacher might wonder whether to choose an original, 
authentic story written in the target language or whether to choose a story written or adapted 
especially for language learners. Although there might be occasions where the latter option 
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would be acceptable, there are numerous advantages in using authentic stories. Perhaps the most 
important advantage is the fact that students are offered a chance to become familiar with and 
participate in one of the main aspects of a culture: that of its literary heritage. Authentic stories 
are valuable artefacts of a foreign culture – either the CLIL language culture or other cultures 
which may be addressed during lessons – and thus help in promoting the intercultural learning 
aspect of CLIL. 
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